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Foreword

I had hoped that this book could appear on the centenary

of Justice Holmes s birth, in 1941; but the labor of preparing it

has made me miss the occasion. Yet it is in no sense a

memorial volume. It is rather an attempt to select and gather

the best of Holmes s writings in every form judicial opinions,

essays, speeches, letters. There have been previous selections

from his writings and they have been excellent within then-

limits, yet each has presented only a facet of Holmes. My intent

is through these selections to give a rounded portrait of the

mind and faith of one who was perhaps the most complete per

sonality in the history of American thought.

The reader will want to know from what angle I have made

my selections. I have been guided by two principles. The first

has been to avoid the easy temptation of gathering a garland

of beautiful passages and noble thoughts. There are felicities

strewn through the whole body of Holmes s writings. I have

not sought to cull them in snippet form and string them to

gether. I have preferred where I have taken any part of a letter

or judicial opinion or essay to take the whole, and to take it

not only as the context of the beautiful passage but because as

a whole it has meaning in a total picture of Holmes. The re

sult is, I hope, something that does not cease to be readable by

becoming a serious working-book for a student of Holmes.

My second principle has been to view Holmes not primarily

as a legal technician but as a humanist thinker and a human

figure. I have not avoided the technical as in the case of the

legal essays and the selections from The Common Law; but I

have included such technical material only when it has led
t fvssr, -ol i /-I *ar T Kitf/a it CfAr\ frl-i lit-frtf* 10 ^
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viii FOREWORD
would interest a layman who cares in a serious way about ideas.

Thus I have included the essays and speeches which deal with

law as a calling and with law as a facet of the study of civiliza

tion; I have reprinted the available letters which show the

witty, jesting and irreverent side of Holmes; and I have laid

emphasis on those of his judicial opinions which light up not

only his own methods of judgment and his own conception of

the place of the Supreme Court in American life, but also the

pivotal struggles for social mastery which form the historical

context of the famous Holmes cases.

But these cases do not speak for themselves. It is a tradition

of lawyers as of all ritualists to show a high disdain for the

ordinary and workaday details of life. Like the two maiden

aunts in Marcel Proust, who carried on an elaborate conversa

tion in which they sought to thank Swann for a gift without

mentioning the gift, which by their social code would have

involved too vulgar a contact with ordinary life, lawyers and

judges stick to their code and mention social reality only by
innuendo and indirection. Holmes broke with this tradition.

Yet even Holmes s opinions need to be placed in the setting of

the cases and struggles to which they were addressed before

their swift and summary brevity can be understood in its rich

implications.

That is the only excuse I have for the longish forewords I

have written for each group of selections, and for the comment

which I have prefixed to each judicial opinion. It is the only

excuse I can give for prefatory notes which are often longer

than the opinion for which they serve as commentary. Holmes

hated long-windedness, and for that reason I have whittled

down my comments as sharply as I could without making them

merely cryptic. I do not intend them as adornments to Holmes s

ideas, which need no &quot;garland of dry leaves&quot; of mine; nor to

Holmes s prose, whose chiseled sculpture would shame any com-
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Holmes himself stands in his own stature. Those who prefer
their own paths will, in any event, know well enough how to

ignore my notes.

If it he asked why I present such a volume now, in the midst

of the most terrihle war in history and while America is caught
in the greatest peril of its career, I can only answer that today
more than ever we need the lirst-ratc minds of our past. Holmes
is not simply another amenity of civilian consumption, to be

eliminated on the basis of military priorities. Democracy is what

we arc fighting for and Holmes was in a deep sense a demo
crat. Freedom is what we arc fighting for and Holmes formu

lated more precisely than anyone else that freedom lay in the

competition of ideas. A stoic: fortitude is what we shall require
to fare an incalculable future and that fortitude is in Holmes,

with his acceptance of life s limitations, his lack of any personal
illusion of centrality in an unfathomable cosmos, and yet also

with In s quiet determination to continue within his own area in

the cosmos as craftsman and creator.

Today more than ever we siand in need of Holmes the good
soldier, Holmes the partisan of civil liberties, Holmes who was

skeptical of the omniscience of any elite, yet Holmes who for

all his skepticism rested finally on a fighting faith.

In preparing this selection from Holmes my indebtedness has

been great. The list of the publishers, editors, and trustees of

Holmes s writings who have generously given me permission to

reprint his work may be found in the &quot;Note on Acknowledg
ments&quot; at. the end. In addition I must thank Justice Felix

Frankfurter, Professor Thomas Reed Powell, and Professor

Mark Dc Wolfe Howe for reading my manuscript, hut with a

gratitude that leaves them happily free of any responsibility for

my aberrant judgments. To James M. Burns, my colleague at

&quot;\A/I 11 J.I *V\(* |M/1 fri T &amp;gt;\ Yl,\ /ll* l Yi* Vt KK f\f I ll/ T~Tt rV lYvl T ITAf Qr ll/\A\1



x FOREWORD
have to thank my secretaries, Marguerite de Rautz and Doris

Volgmuth, for their cheerful labors on an exacting task.

I may finally add my thanks to the scholars who have written

and commented on Holmes and his work. Holmes s style and

esprit are such as to affect by contagion those whose work

brushes his, however slightly. The body of Holmes commen

tary has thus been American legal and political scholarship at

its best. I have sought to list my conscious borrowings in the

footnotes and the &quot;Note 011 the Holmes Literature&quot; at the end.

For my unconscious ones I can only plead that they are one

of the perquisites of membership in the republic of scholar

ship, which is the oldest and truest collective I know of.
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Holmes: A Personal History
1

The social and intellectual world into which Oliver Wendell

Holmes, Jr. was horn was one which had cramped many of his

contemporaries. Henry Adams, who was horn into the same sort

of environment at roughly the same tinier, was to complain
afterward that it was a tight and orderly little world which had

almost no relation to the chaotic forces in the universe outside

and he was to translate his quemlousness into great literature.

But in Ilolmes s case the sense of security, which might have

acted as an inhibition, gave his energies release and made hi.s

purposes unerring. Karl Llewellyn has remarked that Holmes

should have been horn an Adams. But. we can lind the best of

the New Kngland world more clearly exposed in him than in

Henry Adams, in whom it flowered differently, with a hothouse

intensity as in the gardens of Rappadni s daughter in Haw
thorne s (ale. In Ilohncs s life there is a wholeness which (her

New Kngland aristocracy at its best produced.
Ills father, Oliver Wendell Holmes, was not only the poet,

wit, and &quot;Autocrat of the; Breakfast Table,&quot; but a physician
and medical researcher not without a place in the history of the

fight against disease. Among Holmes s ancestors, who traced

their stock hack to early colonial times, the religious intensity

of an earlier Calvinism had been transmuted into a sense 1 of

public service, and the conccrrn with inielleclual values led by
ati easy transition to a e:om:ern for intellectual freedom and civil

liberties; just as in the English aristocracy the energy that

earlier went into the Wars of the Roses wetu later into Parlia

ment and the civil service. Holmes took a frank pride in his

ancestry. &quot;All my three names,&quot; he wrote in his autobiograph-
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ical sketch for the Harvard Class Album, &quot;designate families

from which I am descended.&quot; At another point in this sketch

of himself he says, &quot;I don t believe in gushing much in these

college biographies.&quot; It is important both that he felt this senti

ment and that he felt also the need to repress it.

Holmes was born March 8, 184.1, in Boston. His father, in a

letter the next day, wrote that someone who might in the future

be addressed as President of the United States was at the moment
&quot;content with scratching his face and sucking his forefinger.&quot;

Boston at that time, despite a population of less than 100,000,

was the commercial capital of New England and the intellectual

capital of America. The New England of which it formed part

had passed the peak of its preoccupation with trading, ship

building and shipping. Textile mills were springing up to

which the younger people were increasingly to turn. It was a

New England in which the roots of a deep religious feeling still

persisted; a New England which had produced the self-reliant

militancy of Emerson and Thoreau, in which Hawthorne was

writing his dark guilt-laden tales, and to which Melville was

soon to return to digest his South Seas odyssey. Abolitionism,

feminism, transcendentalism and Fourierism were churning the

consciences of men and women, reform movements jostled

the genteel tradition, and the swarming wharves lay dreaming
of their past side by side with the rising squalor of the new mill

towns.

In this New England and this Boston young Holmes grew

up. His father s rising fame as what Parrington has called &quot;the

Beacon Street wit&quot; meant that the boy had access to some of

the best table conversation in Boston that is to say, in Amer
ica. Doctor Holmes was at the heart of the salon and literary

club life of Boston. Theodore Parker and Wendell Phillips,

central figures in the religious and social enlightenment of the

time, the secular Savonarolas of Boston, were friends of the

family and without doubt influenced the boy s thinking. Ralph
Waldo Emerson was also a visitor, and to the boy he was &quot;Uncle
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scratches but. drew no blood. His novel, Elsie Venner, set Boston

parlors aflutter because it. pricked a whole variety of reformist

intellectual bubbles. He was a conservative in all his social views

except religion, in which lie had sharpened himself into a

Unitarian knife dedicated to hollowing out the darkness of

Calvinism, lie blasted with his wit the millennial and crochcty

doctrines of the social reformers of his day. Young Holmes was

thus held secure in a haven of social orthodoxy without being

wholly shut oil from the tumult of innovation.

But I do not mean to imply that his boyhood was overly

intellectual. Hi: was active in all the- boyhood .sports, learning

something of the aspects of Boston which were a closed book

to his ciders, spending delightful vacation months in the:

Holmes summer house near Pittslield, on land which once be

longed to Jacob Wendell, one of his ancestors. The impression
of the Lenox meadows and the Berkshire Hills was to stay

with Holmes as an CMicluring itnnge of New Knghmd beauty.
&quot;I love granite rocks and barberry bushes,&quot; he was to write

sixty years later, &quot;because with them were my earliest joys that

reach back through the past: eternity of my life.&quot; And the

boy also bought himself some etching tools and as an ama
teur developed a taste for art which was to be one of his

abiding preoccupations.
Holmes s education was that of an intellectual aristocrat.

Like others of the gentility lie attended Mr. Dixwell s Latin

School. The skeptical mind will go back to the chapters of

Thorstein Veblen s Thc.ory of Ilia Leisure. Class dealing with

the place of dead languages in the education of live: young men.

But Holmes, for all bis bantering disbelief in the classics, made
these languages a living instrument in his later writing, and he

drew, as those earlier realists Machiavclli and Montesquieu had

drawn, upon the culture from which the languages came for

some of his insights into his own culture. He was to draw upon
this source also for the spirit of the Roman stoics that informed

him.

Vnl lmA7i no* liic P lfnilt/ I m/li I irm Jwv tAiv Mi lv\ YT ivun rrl ni^rl /*n_
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Harvard were the elite of New England, and a sprinkling of

the Southern aristocracy as well. Harvard was at that time the

best university in the country. It was awakening to the dawn

ing world of American science, and it was preparing men to

fill the strategic posts both in the maintenance of wealth and

power in this world and the propitiation of the gods of the

world beyond. The Harvard of Holmes s day stood midway be

tween what Van Wyck Brooks has called the
&quot;flowering&quot;

of

New England, and its &quot;Indian summer.&quot; New England s

flowering had taken place largely in the intellectual group out

side of the college; its Indian summer was to be focused largely

on the group inside the college. Between these two eras the

Harvard of Holmes s time was a place through which the winds

of: contemporary doctrine did not blow very strongly. Holmes

was interested in ideas, but except for some flurries about Aboli

tion he had little of the radicalism of youth about contemporary
issues. He had a talent for friendship, a capacity for vivid talk,

and a gusto for life which made him an outstanding member of

the class. He was absorbed with literature, philosophy and art.

He belonged to the private clubs, the honor societies, the

&quot;liberal&quot; Christian Union. He edited the literary magazine

and wrote a prize essay on Plato. He continued with his in

terest in etchings, publishing in the college magazine an article

on Albrecht Durer.

But despite the placid and sheltered life he led, there were

conflicts of ideas and clashes of social forces outside that were

to affect him deeply, and to which to a degree he responded.

Darwin published his Origin of Species while Holmes was in

college, and his theories of the struggle for existence and the

survival of the fittest were beginning to form the staple of de

bate. And before Darwin was Malthus, giving a similar sense

of the cramped environment which, as Holmes was later to

put it, pushed many lives always and inevitably down the dead

line. Holmes s thought was thus early nurtured on death and

conflict, and his later absorption with both may be traced to

these early influences. And outside the walls of Harvard there
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rcprcssiblc conflict&quot; between the North and South, between

two economies and two conceptions ol
:

life. The men of Holmcs s

class, like those of the classes of our own decade, felt the shadow

of the impending war and sought to pierce in their troubled

way the darkness that stretched beyond it. Thirty years after

the war, in his speech &quot;The Soldier s Faith,&quot; Holmes thought
he had caught a glimpse of its meaning thai: &quot;combat and

pain still are the portion of man,&quot; that &quot;the struggle for life is

the order of the world, at which it is vain to
repine.&quot;

The war came came even before the class could graduate,

so that Holmes, who like his father before him had been chosen

Class Poet, had to compose his poem while training with his

regiment. But since the regiment remained near Boston for a

while, Holmes was able to graduate with his class. War proved
to be Ilolmes s real college and testing ground.

It left a deep mark on him. He knew, as he later put it, that

lie had to &quot;share the passion and action of his time at peril of

being judged not to have lived.&quot; He learned on the battlefields

of the Civil War what the realities of life were like. He enlisted

in the Infantry, joining finally the Twentieth Massachusetts, a

regiment which saw ample fighting through the war, with five

eighths of its men either killed or wounded. Just before it

moved from its training field in Massachusetts to the front,

Holmes was commissioned First Lieutenant
1

. &quot;One
day,&quot;

Kli/a-

bcth Shepley Sergeant tells us, &quot;as he was walking clown Beacon

Hill with Hohbes s Lmintlian in his hand,&quot; Holmes learned of

his commission. &quot;So the young ollicer whom Ave may see in his

uniform at Langdell Hall, at the Harvard Law School, with his

visored cap on his knee, in one of those touching little faded

photographs which were a sop to parental love a mere lad

trusting and vulnerable, like all lad.s who have fought all the

great wars went forth to a baptism that he has never for

gotten.&quot; At the Batik: of Ball s Blulf. on October ui. iHfii. lit-
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time seemed likely to end fatally, but it proved finally to have

missed both the heart and the lung. Home on leave, he is

described in one of his father s letters as receiving visitors

&quot;en grand seigneur. I envy my white Othello with a semicircle of

young Desdemonas about him listening to the often told story

which they will have over again.&quot;

As soon as he was well, Holmes returned to the front. At

the Battle of Antietam, on September 17, 1862, the Twentieth

Infantry found itself outflanked by the Confederates and had

to retreat with great casualties. Holmes, now a captain, was

again wounded, this time through the neck. His father received

the news by telegraph, and immediately set out to Maryland to

find him. In an Atlantic Monthly article, &quot;My
Hunt After the

Captain,&quot; he later told of how he searched along the road to

Antietam which was clogged with stragglers and wounded,

searched through hospitals and houses, until finally he traced

him to a train leaving from Hagerstown for Philadelphia. He
went through the cars until he found him, the captain, &quot;my

first-born whom I had sought through many cities.&quot; And thus

for Holmes it was Boston again and another period of con

valescence.

Holmes came back to the fighting in November 1862, only

to be stricken with an undignified attack of dysentery. When
he was well enough to be back in the ranks, he lived through

the disaster of Fredericksburg under General Burnside in

December 1862. On May 3, 1863, tne Union forces under Gen

eral Hooker fought a second battle near Fredericksburg, at

Marye s Hill. There, while his company was seeking to capture

a position, Holmes was struck in the heel by a piece of shrapnel,

the bone splintered and the ligaments torn. The third of his

wounds, it sent Holmes again to Boston, and for some time

there was fear that he would lose his leg, but it healed ex

cellently. When he returned to the army in January 1864, it was

as aide-de-camp to a general; then he became a provost marshal.

When he was mustered out of service on July 17, 1864, it was

as Lieutenant-Colonel.
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though he missed Gettysburg and the battles at (lit- close. He
had seen his closest friends killed by his side. lie bad learned

that &quot;as long as man dwells upon the globe, his destiny is

battle, and he has to take the chances of war.&quot; And with that

recognition there had come a faith in the purposes, even though
not fully known, for which men are called to light, and in the

strategy, even though not fully understood, (hat governs I be

campaign. Holmes never forgot these experiences. Uc had

gone into the war a sensitive boy with nerves delicately or-

gani/.ed and with an imagination, which docs not often serve a

soldier well. He had a hunger for adventure and distinction.

He had had his chance at both, and al: twenty-three had already
&quot;shared the incommunicable experience of war,&quot; lived through
the most znoving destiny that was given to his generation.

3

When he came back from the war, he turned to the problem
of a career. His interest in philosophy was nol the stnlf of

which professional philosophers are made. Me had tried etching
but did nol; think he was good enough. A literary career was
more likely to be a by-product than a matter of direct purpose,
Holmes decided that his new battleground would In- I be law.

It was a barren ground and an unyielding one. To extract front

it something great and enduring required both work and faith.

Holmes was ready to offer both in full measure. It is not beyond
our scope to guess thai in Holmes * choice of (he law rather
than literature or philosophy or art, there was some buried
Puritan tropism which made him (urn where his strength and

imagination would be most far-reachingly called upon.
The Harvard Law School, when Holmes entered it in the

fall of 1864, was not yet in its great period. There were .several

teachers whom Holmes enjoyed. But it was not yet the day of

Langdell and Ames, and the case method had not yet been
introduced into Harvard. The returned soldier studied hard, so
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he &quot;managed to contrive&quot; with his friends. He took his degree
in January 1866, and then set off for a visit to England armed

with some letters of introduction from his father s friend John

Lothrop Motley to John Stuart Mill and to Thomas Hughes,
the author of the Tom Brown books. But the person he saw

most of was Leslie Stephen, with whom he had already struck

an acquaintance in Boston on one of those visits of recuperation
from the battlefield. Holmes went on walking tours in Eng
land, joined the Alpine Club and climbed mountains in Switz

erland with Stephen.
He came back to America, to be admitted to the bar in 1867.

He joined a law firm and lived in a room on the top floor of his

father s house on Beacon Street, overlooking the Charles River.

For three years he worked hard as an apprentice in the firm, but

after that his rise was rapid. His success was like an irresistible

force. In 1870, before he was yet thirty, he became a lecturer

in constitutional law at Harvard. In the same year, he assumed

the editorship of the American Laiv Journal, which he held

for three years and which gave him the chance to read widely

in both the Anglo-American and Continental legal literature.

Also, by compelling him to write comments on current cases, it

gave his legal studies a sharpness of focus. In 1873, he edited

the twelfth edition of Kent s Com.ment.anes on American Law,

in four volumes, with a considerable body of notes from his

own pen. The year before, in 1872, Holmes married Miss

Fanny Dixwell, the daughter of the principal of the Latin

School he had attended, a high-spirited girl with a capacity

for wit and raillery and a mind of her own. In 1874. he made a

second trip to England, taking Mrs. Holmes along. There they

met another recently married pair, Frederick Pollock and his

wife. Both young men were interested in law and legal history,

each found in the other a kinship of taste and outlook. Thus

began the friendship of almost sixty years which was to be

renewed by transatlantic trips and to be sustained by the

now famous exchange of letters.
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gifts the gods could offer. He h;icl a luindsome presence, a .sharp

and nimble mind, a great family tradition, a gift for Hashing

phrase, an elegance of language, a brilliant war record, a &quot;grand

tour&quot; in Europe, a smattering of philosophy, a sense of self-

sufficiency and of his own destiny, and just enough irrespon

sibility to set off his more substantial qualities, lit 1

laugh! in

the classroom, he wrote editorials and articles, he read liis (ill

of the English yearbooks, be had a chance to ponder the visla.s

of legal history and the relation of legal systems to their cul

tures.

Thus passed the decade of the
7&amp;lt;)

s. Tt: was a decade which

was already under the shadow of a grasping and predatory
industrialism. The onward march of American capitalist en

terprise was opening up a continent and rilling as well as OP

gani/ing its treasures. The legal profession was in this march
a camp follower. Some of his later speeches to law students

indicate that. Holmes was through lhe.se years saddened at the

sordid commercialism he saw, both among industrialists and

among lawyers. Yet: he managed to keep from being tainted by
it. Tie had a strong enough stomach to eon from it and yet the

vision to look beyond to the more distant perspectives lh.it

opened up the meaning and even heroism of law.

The beginning of the No s found Holmes moving forward in

his chosen profession of legal leaching and scholarship and

commentary. In iHKo he was asked to deliver a coni.se of I .owe!!

Lectures, and chose &quot;The Common Law&quot; as his topic. The
lectures had ease, learning, and grace, and yet along \viib these

there was a tough technical sense which impressed the young
men who heard thcim as much as (lie delicacy of phia.sing de

lighted them. Holmes worked hard preparing his lectures for
the press, often late into the night, after a day of work devtiied to

other duties. The book appeared in iHHi and came dose to

opening something of a new era in Anglo-American jurispru
dence. It led to a professorship at Harvard Law School in

iHRa. Ho taught, only a term, because hard on the heels of the
T f M vw %&amp;gt;/] -1 * \t \.i t! it i i*i/ti\ i ,.i*t. .. i 1 (f .... r .1 i &amp;gt;
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Holmes tells of it in a later speech, when &quot;Shattuck came out
and told me that in one hour the Governor would submit my
name to the council for a judgeship, if notified of my assent.

It was a stroke of lightning which changed the whole course of

my life.&quot;

Holmes could hardly have hesitated seriously between the

two appointments. He had already stipulated in accepting
the professorship that he should be free to accept a judge-

ship. After consulting with his partner, Shattuck, he took the

Court. Nor had the appointment come wholly as a surprise.
He had already some years earlier had his eye on judicial office,

and had been fluttered by the rumor that he might get a Federal

District Court judgeship, which had finally gone to another

man. While legal practice and writing and teaching would have

suited his ambitions well enough, he wanted to have a hand

more directly in shaping law. His grandfather on his mother s

side, Charles Jackson, had also been a member of the Mas
sachusetts Supreme Judicial Court. His father was delighted

with the news. &quot;To think of it,&quot; he wrote a friend,
&quot;

my
little boy a Judge and able to send me to jail if I don t behave

myself.&quot;

Holmes s appointment to the Court came in December 1882,

when he was forty-one. In the group pictures of the Court that

have come down to us, Holmes as the most recent member sits

at the extreme left, looking almost a stripling in comparison
with the rest. It was a Court of rather old men, and during the

decade following Holmes s appointment it had a turnover of

six or seven members. Holmes had a genius for friendship and

a respect for the quality of a man even when his views were

greatly divergent from his own. On the deaths of his col

leagues Holmes was in several instances called upon to deliver

a memorial speech, which he did with both taste and insight.
T-n fift nnA ciicr\/rf-c fhnfr nnp rvr fwn n
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There is not much detail available, outside of the Law Re

ports, about the Holmes of this period. He lived at the center

ol
:

a lively group of friends, and he continued his father s tradi

tion of good talk and zcstful living. But he was careful also

of the judicial decencies. Owen Wister tells of Holmes * tactful

but. firm refusal to accompany him to a bar for a drink be

cause.. &quot;I don t somehow cotton to the notion of our judges

hobnobbing in hotel bars and saloons.&quot; We get a picture of

Holmes at forty-five, strikingly handsome, &quot;lean as a race-lior.se,&quot;

with hair turning gray, talking colorfully through an evening

under the stimulus of &quot;two brilliant listeners - handsome ladies

both.&quot; He made further trips to England in iHHu, 1889, 189(5,

1898, and 1901. During this period, within a brief span of lime,

Holmes lost his mother, brother, and sister by death. Ills father

was left alone, and the Justice and his wife moved into the

old house with him, remaining as companions until his death

in 1894. In 1899 the death of Chief Justice Walbridge A. Field

led to the appointment of Holmes to the chief-justiceship,

which he held until he went to Washington.
If Holmcs s tenure on the Massachusetts Conn from iHHy

to 1902 is one of the least known periods of his life, it was

also one of the most important. It. included the two decades

from the age of forty to sixty when most men have already laid

down the shaping lines of their thought and done their creative

work. In the nation s history these were years of industrial

development, political turmoil, cultural cnidenc ss. They were

the years during which business enterprise crystal! i/ed into a

structure of corporate monopoly, years of labor s awakening,
of Republican domination and Populist and Socialist .stirrings;

years of laissex. fa ire and of the emergence of an indusiiial

elite; years of the &quot;robber barons&quot; and of the consolidation of

capitalist power; years of materialist values.

Holmes was aware of some of these things, although both by
inclination and judicial duty he kept shy of tlu iu. He was

particularly sensitive to the coarseness of the cultural tout- of
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the crass values of the men of wealth and those of the legal

profession who devoted themselves to the pursuit of wealth.

But Holmes saw other things as well. Unlike the liberals of the

Godkin and Nation school he did not regard the growth of

business and labor organizations as an unrelieved evil. Pie ac

cepted both as part of the laws of social development.
What remedies, then, did he see for the social struggles of the

day and for the slackening of the national fiber? On the whole

his were the views of an aristocratic conservative who did not

care much either for business values or for the talk of reform

ers and the millennial dreams of the humanitarians. Holmes

watched Populism, trade unions, socialism as they developed
and spread. He had enough curiosity to read their literature,

enough good sense not to be frightened as others were by these

threats to his world. As an economist he clung to the conviction

that most of the reform movements were based not upon
economic reasoning but upon dramatic simplification. But as a

judge he thought it no business of his to interpose obstacles

in the path of legislative experiments with the new ideas. Hence

his famous dissenting opinions in the trade-union cases of

Vegelahn v. Guntner and Plant v. Woods. Hence also his dis

sents from the judicial prohibition of municipal ownership of

coal and wood yards and local option for women suffrage.

Holmes relied ultimately on the strength of the American

tradition, the self-balancing tendencies within social experiment
and the competition of ideas, and the inner cogency of the

qualities which he loosely called &quot;race.&quot;

His few public utterances on these qualities and on the need

for maintaining unslackened the great military tradition of the

nation laid him open to attack. The Nation group called one

of his speeches in 1895 &quot;sentimental jingoism.&quot; Holmes s com
ment in his letters to Pollock was withering but in public he

said nothing. Similarly he was attacked as a &quot;Communist&quot; (the

memory of the Paris Commune was still close enough to shape
the epithet) for his dissents in the labor cases and the cases
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were in the constitutional area, the bulk o his day-by-day work

was in the fields outside of it tort, agency, contract, criminal

law. His decisions were increasingly cited by other courts.

Several articles on him appeared in the legal periodicals an

unusual tribute for a judge on a state court. We do not know
whether he was impatient about speaking from a restricted

forum. We only know that these were years of training and

discipline for him, when he tested his judicial notions and

his philosophy against the hard material of the cases that

came his way and against the deeply ingrained notions of his

colleagues.

5

In 1902 Justice Horace Gray of the United States Supreme
Court retired from the Court. Since Gray was a Massachusetts

man, it was natural for President Theodore Roosevelt to turn

to another Massachusetts man to replace him. Roosevelt at

once thought of Holmes. He was attracted by the combination

of the scholar with a distinguished military career, and the

statesman with a literary and historical bent: after all, he

found in himself the confirmation that such a blend was a

good one. He was attracted also by Holmes s high reputation

for legal ability and learning. And as for the dissents which

Holmes had returned in the labor cases and which had brought
down upon him the contumely of the men of substance, Roose

velt was not one to balk at that. In fact, he probably saw that

he could turn it to advantage. The temper of the country was

far more radical than any of the Republican Presidents had

been able to understand. Roosevelt was getting into the swing
of his trust-busting phase. He knew, deeply conservative as

he was, that his social order could be preserved not by turning

his back on the storm but by riding and commanding it.

The hitch lay in one speech that Holmes had made the

one on John Marshall.2
It was undoubtedly one of Holmes s

rvvrr n H-.oi-n n/-ot: onrl nnr&amp;gt; rtf llic incf^cf ilirlmTrifMlfc rif n man s
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talent and his place in history. But to Roosevelt it seemed

ominous. Roosevelt liked Marshall s broad interpretation of

the national power. He saw him as the very archetype of the

judge, &quot;a constitutional statesman believing in great party

principles, and willing to continue the Constitution so that the

nation can develop on the broadest lines.&quot; Roosevelt knew
that Holmes was a nationalist, and had long before written

ecstatically to Lodge about Holmes s fervid 1895 speech cele

brating the martial qualities. But his comments on the Federal

ist Chief Justice bothered Roosevelt. Holmes had preferred

to view Marshall not so much as the single hero but rather as

&quot;a great ganglion in the nerves of society, or, to vary the

figure, a strategic point in the campaign of history, and part of

his greatness consists in his being there.&quot;

What Roosevelt did not want on the Court, his letter to

Lodge continued, was a Taney who was &quot;a curse to our national

life because he belonged to the wrong party.&quot;
What he wanted

was &quot;a statesman of the national
type,&quot;

&quot;a constructive states

man, constantly keeping in mind . . . his relations with his

fellow statesmen who in other branches of the government are

striving ... to advance the ends of government.&quot; Roosevelt

wanted assurances. &quot;I should like to know that Judge Holmes

was in entire sympathy with our views, that is with your views

and mine and Judge Gray s, for instance.&quot; To select a man
&quot;who was not absolutely sane and sound on the great national

policies&quot;
would be &quot;an irreparable wrong to the nation.&quot;

Roosevelt instructed Lodge to show his letter to Holmes &quot;if it

became necessary.&quot; There is no indication that he did: Lodge s

answer must have been reassuring enough to appease Roose

velt s doubts. The President probably made more inquiries

during the month that followed Gray s resignation. Finally,

having obtained the imprimatur of Senator Hoar of Massachu

setts, he announced Holmes s appointment in August 1902. It

went to the Senate early in December, the Senate acted on it in

very short order, and Holmes became a member of the United
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Associate Justice. Roosevelt liked -artistic and literary men
around him, and made Holmes part of the group of &quot;Roosevelt

Familiars&quot; which at one time or another included Lodge,

Beveridge, John Hay, Saint-Gaudens, Owen Wister, and Jules

Jusscrand, with Lincoln StcfTcns and Finley Peter Dunne on

the margin. lie seems to have warmed to Holmes with his

background of Civil War battles, his wit, his epigrams, his

talk of books and etchings. The Ilolmcses, who had settled in

Washington in 1903 and bought the house on I Street in which

they were to live to the end, were often at the White House

entertainments. But Holmes made no commitments, whether

outer or inner, whether political or intellectual. The honey
moon was doomed to he short-lived and in a little more than a

year it was rudely shattered. What shattered it was Holmes s

dissent in Roosevelt s great trust-busting case, involving the

Northern Securities Company, commented on at some length
in the body of this book. Despite the hopes Roosevelt: pinned
on him, Holmes voted against the Government, writing one

of the two dissenting opinions in the case. Roosevelt was

furious. &quot;I could carve out of a banana,&quot; he is reported (per

haps apocryphally) to have cried, &quot;a justice with more back

bone than that.&quot;

He was wrong. Holmes had enough backbone to stand up
against the man who had appointed him only a short while be

fore, and who had showered on him the hivishncss of his warmth
and personality. Roosevelt was so single-minded in his deter

mination to have his way in the NorUmrn Securities matter

that he was obtuse in his judgment of what made Holmes lick.

Nevertheless the whole Roosevelt-Holmes relationship in

cluding the President s letter to Lodge, his doubts, his Until

decision to appoint Holmes, and his fury at Holmes s dissc-nt

deserves some analysis. It involves questions that cut deep into

the nature of I lie American governmental system and into the

personality of both principles in the affair. The commentators

have tended to deal too harshly with Roosevelt. The curious
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a Peckham or a Sutherland reads his economic views into the

Constitution, they condemn Roosevelt for having acted on a

similar assumption. It is time that we stripped ourselves of

the latent hypocrisy in this. Present-day constitutional writers

pretty generally recognize that Presidents do tend to appoint

justices whose thinking runs along their own grooves, and

that justices cannot wholly escape reading their social views

into their opinions. If both these propositions are without

truth, then a quarter-century of constitutional commentary
has been either wasted or misunderstood.

There were, however, extraordinary items in this instance

which must qualify the propositions just stated. One was

Roosevelt s brashness. He had the temerity to take the assump
tion on which his predecessors had acted implicitly, at least

since John Adams appointed John Marshall to the Court, and

to put it quite explicitly in his letter to Lodge. Roosevelt

thought of himself as a good deal of an iconoclast. The man
who said that he could not show J.

P. Morgan or Carnegie or

Hill the same regard he had for Peary the explorer, or Bury and

Rhodes the historians the man who brought cowboys and

prize fighters and big-game hunters into the White House

much as his kinsman-successor brings movie stars was not

a man to balk at putting down on paper the hidden assumptions
on which his predecessors had acted. He was writing to Henry
Cabot Lodge, as one man of the world to another. He was at

that time in earnest about his antitrust crusade. He knew that

there was lined up against him on the Court a minority that

might easily be turned into a potential majority, and he was

determined that he would not willingly appoint to the Court a

judge who might consciously turn the tide against him. 3 As

Charles Beard has pointed out, Roosevelt wanted to see the

harshness of corporation law tempered by a humanistic juris

prudence. Unless a President believes in government by dead

lock, which he is not likely to do, he must appoint to the

&quot;Roosevelt wrote Lodge a similar letter in igoG, on the appointment of

Justice Lurton. See Selections from the Correspondence of Theodore Roosevelt
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Court judges who are roughly of his own persuasion not

necessarily from his own political party but within the ambit

of his own world-view. Only thus can he keep the various parts

of his Administration moving together as an Administration.

In our own time we have had a dramatic illustration of this

in the New Deal constitutional crisis and in the Court appoint
ments following it. Franklin D. Roosevelt found out that

justices with a world-view reaching back decades before the

era of depression and the fascist threat were able to burke the

whole meaning of his Administration.

The second item was that Holmes was not the ordinary

judge, any more than Theodore Roosevelt was the ordinary
President. Holmes had a firmly developed judicial method to a

greater degree than any other judge of that day. He had already
shown this quality on the state court, as the President might

easily have discovered if he had studied his opinions. He had
shown an impassioned indifference to the &quot;hydraulic pressures&quot;

that converge on
&quot;great cases,&quot; a nK^dgj:l_oj.is_j^garcL.forjthc

strict legal profile of a case, an inclination to let the legislature

have its way, a sophistication that prevented him from pro

jecting his economic philosophy and calling it the Constitu

tion and that in an era when it would have been easy enough
to identify his views with the welfare of the nation.

But this did not mean that Holmes was all compact of auster

ity, a god who had pierced beyond the human impulses in him.

If Roosevelt had relied on Holmes to give the Sherman Act
full sway because he had practised judicial laixxaz fairc toward

other legislative acts, he failed to reckon with the fact that

Holmes was not an Olympian but a philosopher which is a

wholly different matter. His judicial philosophy of leaving the

legislature alone came from a deeper philosophy of leaving
the cosmos alone. And when the strict meaning of restraint of

trade at the common law coincided with this philosophy,
Holmes was clad in a double armor of conviction. Roosevelt

might have anticipated Hohnes s Northern Securities dissent
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limits that the universe imposed upon him, they might well
have given warning to any President hell-bent on antitrust en
forcement. I shall discuss in my comment on the case the lack &amp;lt;

&amp;gt;l

economic realism in Holmes s opinion. But it was natural lot-

Holmes, who approached the case without a feeling for the

realities oE economic power involved, to accept monopolies as

well as trade unions as part of the laws of the organization and
the equilibrium of life. Holmes s reasoning from the history
of the common-law doctrine of restraint of trade unions ^

v
_

as

learned and subtle. But the real logic of his Northern

dissent was poles apart from the logic of Justices White, Fuller,
and Peckham, who made up the rest of the minority, or from
the logic of Roosevelt. These dissenting justices acted from an
image of an economic universe. Roosevelt acted from an. iniaj^t?
of a political universe. Holmes acted from the image of a phi lo-

sophic universe. And because he had so firm a nucleus of con
viction, he was unperturbed by Roosevelt s lashings and his
concentrated fury.

The appointment to the United States Supreme Court wn.s fe &amp;gt;r

Holmes the culminating opportunity in a career of thought;
and effort. Behind him was a long row of cases thousands
of them; before him stretched thousands more. Each case re
quired courage of heart, sharpness of mind, wisdom of j clj-
ment, cunning of hand in contriving the right words.

It was because Holmes felt thus that he was troubled at the
comments in the press that greeted his appointment. The ap
pointment itself went through the Senate smoothly cnoujjjli.
But when Holmes s name was first announced, he was irritated
at the quality of the &quot;stacks of notices.&quot; &quot;The immense ma
jority of them,&quot; he wrote to Pollock, &quot;seem devoid of personal
discrimination or courage. They are so favorable that the}
make my nomination a popular success but they have tht
fl a HHi &amp;lt;=. nf Ampriran icrnnranc-p &quot; 4

Tl-.&amp;lt;-
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Holmcs s Vc.gelahn dissent, and insinuated that its author &quot;has

partial views, is brilliant hut not very sound.&quot; And then there

follows in Holmes s letter one of the rare instances of a cri du

ctvur: &quot;It makes one sick when he has broken his heart in try

ing to make every word living and real to see a lot of duIFcrs

. . . talking with the sanctity of print in a way that at once

discloses to the knowing eye that literally they don t know

anything about it.&quot; Thus Holmes had his taste of running the

gantlet of lay opinion on a national scale. It was not a severe

ordeal as such things go. duel Justice Taney before him went

through a far worse one when his nomination came to the Sen

ate and an outcry arose that he had been Andrew Jackson s

&quot;pliant
instrument&quot; in the Bank controversy. Justice Brandeis

was to have an oven bitterer cup to chink when the corporate

powers and their spokesmen in the Bar Association sought in

a protracted Senate light, in
i&amp;lt;)i(&amp;gt;

to block his appointment,
For Ilohnes s sensitive spirit either of these major attacks

would have been a catastrophe, but his own minor one was

suflidently galling.

Holmes was not a young man when he took his place on the

Court. He was sixty-one. Two members of the Court, Justices

White and Mc.Kenna, were younger than lie. Of the rest, there

was no one as much as ten years his senior. It was not a bril

liant Court nor an enlightened one. The two great justices

who had made judicial history in the last decade of the cen

turyJustices Miller and Held were both gone. Those who
were left were not even half-gods. Chief Justice Fuller was a

nonentity. Of lite rest, only Justices White, Ilarlan, II. B,

Brown, and McKenna had more than average ability, and of

these only White and Ilarlan had real stature. All of them, with

the exception of llarlan, were deeply conservative, if not reac

tionary in their social outlook. The main outlines of judicial

strategy had already been laid down first, in the battle, over

the interpretation of &quot;due
process&quot;

between the cohorts led

by Field and those led by Miller up to (he middle of the iHHo s,
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duty of a Supreme Court Justice lay in filling in the outlines

of these decisions and in using constitutional law as a way of

entrenching the system of economic power.
Holmes refused to live up to the rules of the game so con

ceived. He had no intention of conscripting the legal Con

stitution as he saw it to the uses of the economic Constitution,

any more than he would conscript it to the uses of a political

program. If he disappointed President Roosevelt in the North

ern Securities case, he had many more disappointments in

store for those on the other side of the fence. His first opinion
in 1903 (Otis v. Parker) showed clearly his intention to give

state legislative action a broad margin of tolerance, even if

it implied a system of state regulation of economic activity.

But it was not. until 1905, in the Lochner case, that Holmes

found his real stride on the Supreme Court.

There were three important turning points in Holmes s

career on the Supreme Court. One was the Lochner dissent in

1905, the second was the coming of Justice Brandeis to the

Court in 1916, the third was America s entrance into the war

soon after, bringing in its wake a group of civil liberties cases

which were to occupy Holmes from 1917 for almost a decade.

Each of these is worth more than passing mention.

With the Lochner case Holmes really began firing his big

judicial guns. Up to that time no really great issue had arisen,

although Holmes had given distress to the camp followers of

both sides. The Lochner dissent marked a turning point. It had

every index of having been painfully thought out. It had the

clarity of a trumpet call after which there could be no retreat.

There have been those who have read Holmes s dissent as

mainly an exercise in satire. Charles Beard, for example, speaks

of Holmes &quot;allowing his genial wit to melt the frosty verbalism

of the law.&quot; &quot;Genial&quot; is a curious adjective to apply in this

case. Similarly when Thorstein Veblen a few years earlier
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it as an elaborate literary satire. Like Veblen, but in his very

different way, Holmes was very much in earnest. lie had not

entirely forgotten the military strategy of his Civil War ex

perience. He knew that the thrust at the enemy must be sudden

and sharp, with all your might. &quot;When you strike at a
king,&quot;

Emerson had told him long before, &quot;you
must kill him.&quot;

Holmes was striking not only at Justice Pedcham s majority

opinion in the I.oclniar case but at the whole dark and in

tolerant judicial tradition which Pcckham was expressing.
While Holmes s motivations were those of a legal craftsman

determined not to see his craft distorted, the consequences of

his opinions reached to the living standards of the common man
and his si niggles for dignity. The Loclmar dissent did not

stand alone. In the quarter-century of judicial labors that re

mained to him, Holmes fought for the right of (lie legislature

to promote equality of bargaining power for workers, for the

right of social experiment, for slate and federal social legisla

tion, for the right of the people lo develop an ellcctive tax

administration, for adequate governmental power in peace and

Avar. lie fought with courage and with subtlety. Where by

yielding ground slightly he could get the rest of the Court lo

go along with him, he did so. Rut where no compromise was

possible, he continued to speak forth, with a magisterial man
ner and a summary brevity which infuriated his opponents

just as much as it delighted his followers.

And followers he did have. Kor the young lawyers and the

sludents still in the law schools, looking about them for some

figure who rose above the deadening plains of legal com
mercialism and judicial complacency, some veteran who could

give them hope that they would not become the mercenaries

ol a corporate economy, Holmes became a symbol. His opinions
were cauglu up by the law journals, which were just becoming
a force. Those who fought, to lempcr (he harshness of corporate

power and those who, whatever their views, sought in law a

vitality that he restored lo it, combined in homage to him.
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pleased and yet he was basically unmoved. The real motivation

came from deep within, from his craftsman s conception of

the judicial power, his philosophy of its place in a limited

universe, his unflagging sense of being part of a long campaign
of history.

8

But it was a lonely fight. I shall have something to say later,

in the prefatory note on Holmes as Supreme Court judge,
about his friendships and associations with the other justices,

5

For a decade and a half, aside from occasional support from

Harlan and then from Charles Evans Hughes, Holmes stood

pretty much alone. But in 1916 with the appointment of

Louis D. Brandeis to the Court, this was changed.
The relationship between Holmes and Brandeis was a com

plex one. Brandeis brought to the Court a first-rate legal mind,

an arduous education in social realities, and a fund of eco

nomic knowledge. He brought a seriousness of intent and an

unwavering will. While there can be no question that Brandeis

exercised a substantial influence over Holmes, we must remem
ber that not only the contours of Holmes s mind but also its

basic propulsions had already become fixed by the time Bran

deis came to the Court. The influence was vastly overestimated

by men like Chief Justice Taft, who allowed his judgment to

be swayed by his fear and prejudice. When he said in a letter

that Holmes enabled Brandeis to cast two votes instead of one,

it was a peevish utterance and he was unjust to both men.

They had known each other in Boston when Brandeis was a

young lawyer just out of Harvard, and Holmes a state court

judge interested in the affairs of the school and its graduates.

But after that, except for Brandeis appearances before the

Court in Washington as a counsel, they had little contact until

Brandeis became a colleague. There can be no question that

Holmes was struck by Brandeis complete integrity as well as by
his vast knowledge, by his ethical sense, by his almost agonizing
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determination to do the right thing. &quot;There goes ;i good man,&quot;

he would say to Mrs. Holmes when Branch-is left tlicir home.

Bui the differences between the two were profound. Brandcis

was an economist: where Holmes was a philosopher. lie was

austere where Holmes, except when he was deeply aroused,

tended to be whimsical, paradoxical and gay. Holmes was the

author of Tin: Common Law, &quot;The Soldier s Faith,&quot; and nu

merous delightful and discursive letters to Pollock and others.

Brandeis was the author of Oilier People s Money, and when he

wrote letters they were like communiques from a battlefield,

with the rattle of artillery sounding in their one-two-threc

memorandum sequence. Holmes thought in terms of a finite

universe of which man was only an infinitesimal part, and was

skeptical of any sort of moral imperialism, including social

reform. Brundeis saw the emergence of a concentrated cor

porate power within the commonwealth, of a stale within a

state, and bent every effort: toward making real his dream of a

Periclean democracy on the American plains. Brandeis was

Ilolmes s conscience, and Holmes still had enough of the

Puritan in him to have a slumbering conscience that, could

be awakened and fortified. But while Brandeis, as a conscience,

bolstered Ilolmes s legal views and strengthened his more

liberal impulses, he could not change Holmes in essentials.

Despite all hi.s proddings, 1 lolmcs could never read any of the

economic treatises Brandci.s urged on him. They were &quot;im

proving&quot;
an epithet Holmes applied lo anything that dis

turbed his sense of a limited universe. Brandeis he considered

one of the &quot;onward and
upward&quot; fellows. The tastes of his

friend, Sir Frederick Pollock, although not nearly so deep a

person as Brandeis, were nearer his own.

9

With the outbreak of the World War, the Court was con

fronted by new problems. Holmes had never been an ami-
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world.&quot; &quot;High
and dangerous action,&quot; he had said, &quot;teaches us

to believe as right beyond dispute things for which our doubt

ing minds are slow to find words of
proof.&quot;

If Holmes had

been less of a philosopher, he would have come close to being

something of a fire-cater. He had been increasingly troubled by

noting among the young secretaries who came to him from the

Harvard Law School, part of whose job was to read aloud to

him and with whom he discussed life as well as law, an increas

ing skepticism of patriotic values. He had scant belief in this

&quot;experimenting in negations.&quot; And yet it is characteristic of

him that while with the outbreak of the war he had far fewer

words to eat and fewer attitudes to erase than anyone else, he

did not go as far as others in uncritical glorifications of the

war. This was partly because his whole method was to proceed

by continuities rather than by mutations, partly because his

critical mind sought always to balance the excesses he saw

around him. It was also characteristic of Holmes that one who
all his life had had a fighting faith should now be so moderate

in trumpeting it and so xvary of its abuse.

He had always liked the English without being an Anglo

phile. In England s moments of greatest danger during the war

Holmes in his letters to Pollock rejoiced with the English

victories, expressed concern at the reverses and the bombing
raids on London, shared Pollock s impatience with President

Wilson s conduct of foreign affairs in the years before America s

entrance into .the war, and would probably have preferred his

former colleague Hughes in the Presidency after 1916. He was,

to be sure, civilized enough not to let the war wipe out his

feeling of esteem for the German legal scholars and historians

whom he had known. But when the hour of decision came for

America, Holmes had no hesitation. &quot;Between two groups that

want to make inconsistent kinds of a world, I see no remedy
except force.&quot;

Holmes did not idealize the actual experience of war. He had
learned what it was like. But he knew long before our own dis-

nf It fh/3 cldrl/n^cc *-&amp;gt;f inrliwirliinl e/-\^Iil T.rill y-*iif /-.f Tirl-ii/^l-i
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as part of his universe. He had, moreover, a belief in the tough

ening effect of warlike sports and pursuits (&quot;a price well paid
for die breeding of a race lit for leadership and command&quot;) .

To most of us today such words will seem dangerously close to

imperialism. But Holmes was more concerned with national

cohesion than with conquest. He thought that the war ex

perience gave the individual once more a sense of being part

of &quot;an unimaginable whole.&quot; If this is mysticism it is the sort

that the recent, experiences of Britain, Russia, and America

tend to validate. These quotations have been from the Holmes

of the iHcjo s. Hut as late as 19155, in his speech on &quot;Law and the

Court,&quot; lie expressed &quot;an old man s apprehension&quot; that, &quot;com

petition from now races will cut. deeper than working men s

disputes and will test whether we can hang together or can

light.&quot;

Because of these convictions the war, when it came to the

Supreme Court, did not, catch Holmes intellectually unpre

pared. As a judge there were two principal problems he would
have to face. The first was the question of the positive powers
of a wartime democracy. For all his relativism, Holmes saw

the war as a struggle on our side for our conception of civilr/ed

values, lie could not see, therefore, how the network of gov
ernment regulation of industry and the daily lives of people
fell outside the Constitution or was a prohibitive price to pay
for the survival of these values. The opinion which best ex

presses this belief is in Missouri v. llnllnnd, the migratory bird

treaty case, and in lllock v. 11trail, the leading Kincrgency
Rent Law case.&quot; That Holmes would have extended the same

logic from the Congressional power to the Presidential war

power follows from the analogy of his reasoning about the

governor s power in Mayer v. I t tiliody. And it is likely that the

present Supreme Court will similarly uphold the current work

ing conception of adequate war powers in a democracy.
A more dillicult problem thai came before Holmes and the

Court was that of civil liberties in wartime. I shall discuss this
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ions. 7 As a Massachusetts judge, Holmes had dealt with the

regular run of civil liberties cases and in one, Commonwealth

v. Davis, had written a legal opinion which was much cited later

by those wishing to restrict by municipal ordinance the right to

use public property as a forum for discussion. It was by no

means a foregone conclusion, therefore, that Holmes would,

with the World War cases, become a champion of civil liberties.

That he did may be traced to several strands of influence.

One was Holmes s sense of critical balance and his dislike for

the excesses committed by wartime patrioteers. A second was his

admiration for the civil liberties of the English tradition, and

for the temperate manner in which they handled problems of

intellectual freedom. A third was the influence of Brandeis, who

brought to the Court a fierce determination that nothing should

destroy the right of criticism upon which democratic change

depends. One may guess that in this association Brandeis helped
enrich Holmes s grasp of the social values of the problem, and

Holmes s contribution was to give the conception sharpness of

legal contour and his unique gift of form. And finally there was

Holmes s growing sense that men could do little by repression

to divert the movement of events. This comes out most sharply

in 1925 in the closing paragraph of his dissent in Gitlow v.

New York: &quot;If in the long run the beliefs expressed in prole

tarian dictatorship are destined to be accepted by the dominant

forces of the community, the only meaning of free speech is

that they should be given their chance and have their
way.&quot;

Here he sees free speech as the core of the succession of political

power in a democracy, and the larger function of government
to give expression to the struggle of life.

To these factors must be added Holmes s sense of legal crafts

manship and his devotion to legal values. That this was a real

devotion is clear not only from the great personal reluctance he

felt about his opinion in the Debs case, but even more from his

brief memorandum on refusing a stay of execution for Sacco

and Vanzetti in 1927. There is very little that Holmes added to

nhilnsonhical conceotion of intellectual freedom in a de-
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mocracy, although he gave it a literary sharpness. His creative

work lay in reducing the nclmlousness of philosophical con

cepts to usable legal standards. In the Schciiclt case, and after

that in the Abrams and Gitlmu dissents, Holmes worked out

the tests of clear and present danger and of actual intent which

may serve as a point of departure ior Supreme Court action in

this area.

The philosophical concepts of intellectual freedom have been

relatively constant from Milton to Mill, and from Bagehot to

Holmes and Hrandcis. The legal concepts have been given

greater precision. But the social framework within which these

philosophical and legal criteria are to he applied has changed

drastically from the .Kngland of Milton s day to the; America of

our own, from the licensing acts which represented the dangers
to intellectual freedom in the time of the Stuarts to the obscene

seribblitigs of Coughlin and Policy or the divisionist articles

in the Chicago Tril/una which represent the danger in the time

of the Na/,i thrust, for world empire. Rarely have the contours

of an intellectual and political problem shifted so drastically as

in the decades between the prosecutions of Debs and Pelley, be

tween the Post. Office order against Berger s Milwaukee: Lc.tider

and that against Coughlin s Soci.nl Justice.. Neither the national

sedition laws nor the state criminal syndicalism laws, which

were chiefly relied on in the period of the first World War, seem

adapted to the present, social situation. Professor Herbert

Wechsler has expressed this change with remarkable incisive-

ness: &quot;The enemies of American democracy, whoever they are,

are not advocating its violent overthrow. In the field of speech,

they are talking about the vices of Kngland, or of the Jews, or

the lolly of war or the advantages of trading with a victorious

Cermany. In the field of action, their eye is not on the over

throw of the government but on retarding production I or de

fense. . . . The legislation which speaks in terms of advocacy
of violent overthrow . . . represents an uncritical acceptance
of a formula devised during the days when the Communist
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principles.&quot; And Dean Mark Howe has re-enforced this view

point in a notable review of Chafee s Free Speech in the United

States.
8

But all this has to do not so much with Holmes s own posi

tion as with the controversy over the present-day applications

of it. It is a tribute to the mark that Holmes has left on us that

in much of the current controversy over free speech in wartime

the fires of doctrine should rage over how Holmes would have

interpreted the problem and what he would say if he were

alive today.

As he grew older, Holmes liked to joke about his being an

old man. Yet behind the jest there was a serious concern lest

he outstay his competence on the Court, as others before him

had done. To the end of his tenure, however, there was no

sign of declining powers. He had, of course, increasingly to con

serve his strength, particularly after a major operation he had

to undergo in 1922. In 1929 his wife died. Life was drawing to

a close for him. In 1931, on the occasion of his ninetieth birth

day, honors and tributes were heaped upon him from all sides.

On January 12, 1932, he retired from the Court. He felt like a

schoolboy released from his duties. He could no longer write

letters by his own hand, but he continued with the aid of his

secretary to read and keep in touch xvith the new figures on

the intellectual horizon. With his zest for life scarcely di

minished, he waited serenely for death. It came on March 6,

1935. Two days later he would have been ninety-four.

10

Is the influence he left a transitory one? And are we in danger
of accepting- him too uncritically? We have had warnings lately,

from Walton Hamilton and others, against the development
oE a Holmes cult. And yet, if the materials for a cult are there,

the warnings will do little good. Despite the strictures on

8.KK HLR GQK, 6q8, Coo (10.12). For further discussion of these issues of rivil
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Holmes and the skepticism about him from skeptical minds,

there will be in every generation young men to road Tlolmes s

words who will not read the words of warning about him. And
their minds will be captured not alone by the words but by the

personal image of Holmes that, emerges from them. What is

this image? Borrowing the notion of a guardian genius, one

might say that Holmes was watched over by one of those grave-

gay deities of the Creeks with his Apollonian serenity and his

irrepressible high spirits. What disappoints many about. I lolmes

is the absence of passion and of a feeling of dedication, ihe lack

of the pattern of torture and complexity such as the generations

following Dostoevski and Niet/sche have come to expect of the

modern hero. To use Nietzsche s dualism, there was very much
of the Apollonian In Holmes and very little of the darker urges
of the Hionysian.

lie had a serenity even in his moments of anger or near-

despair, an assurance even in the midst of skepticism. It is a

chastening thing to read his writings over the span of his life

to see how slow has been the movement toward a workable

democracy, how many obstructions have been placed in its path,
how unmalleable have been (he interpretations placed on (he

fundamental laws by the dominant judicial caste, how spirit

breaking the efforts to light against complacency and blindness.

Hut if it is chastening, it is also heartening, particularly today
when (lie young men need (o lie heartened about die future of

a militant democracy: heartening to see how at the high tide of

capitalist materialism there were still those who stood by their

faith in social icason and in the competition of ideas, their be
lief in (lie steady, if slow, inarch of social progress. Holmes was
one of these, lie was at once buoyant and nnfooled. The most

striking thing about him was that he refused to live in a dosed
imiveiM . I le was a great spokesman of our Constitutional tradi

tion because he was a gieal enough conservative to stretch the

I ramewutk ol the past to accommodate at least some of the

needs ol die niesent. lie saw himself as nart of the ainiv nl 1
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That is different, however, from saying that he was a con

scious militant in the armies of social change. To lay violent

siege to history was as little in his temperament as to shake his

fist at the cosmos.^He accepted the limits both of history and of

nature and. within those limits he found his freedom in a free

world. He was part of no movement. What he said and wrote

did not grow out of the current social experience or the

emerging cultural forces. They were rather the reaping of past

experience and the extraction of its full implications by a man
who was content enough with life, but who did not feel God

enough to hem in those whose passion for change was greater

than his.^J

In every culture the core of its existence has been a poetic

attitude toward the world. This attitude has often been better

expressed by the symbols of literature and art than by the

urgencies of political or economic doctrine. For the poet can

often distill into his symbols even the experiences of which he

has not been a direct part, particularly if he have in him a

sense of the past and a sensitiveness to the mood around him.

Many have wondered how an aristocrat like Holmes, who lived

the life almost of a recluse, who would have nothing to do with

the mechanical gadgets of American life, who refused to read

the newspapers and identified himself with none of the political

or economic movements of his time, was nevertheless able to

distill into his writings the sense of American libertarian de

mocracy. One may as well ask how John Keats, despite his

limited experience, was able to put into his poetry both the

power and pain of his Europe. I venture the belief that the son

of Dr. Holmes turned out to be more of a poet than his father,

if by poet we mean someone who pierces the appearances of life

and expresses his vision in moving symbols. And if this sheds

some light on Holmes, it should be not without meaning for his

age that one of its poets should have had to work in the in

tractable material of legal technics.

Despite this better, because of this Holmes has had a

imnarf nn niir (&quot;Innefil-iifinnal dpvplnnmprif anrl n^finnsl
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would prove frustvatc. The Supreme Court majority continued

to show a glacial hostility to his basic, constitutional attitudes,

and the country as a whole showed an indifference: to his light

ing faith. If Holmes had to wait for his vindication on the latter

until Dunkirk and Pearl Harbor, his victory with respect to the

former came earlier, only a year or two after his death. The

constitutional crisis of the New Deal and the struggle over (he

Court, reorganization plan of another Roosevelt cleared the

way for the complete adoption of Ilohnes s views on consti

tutional law. The new doctrinal directions of the present Su

preme Court spell more than anything else a return to Holmes.

Chief Justice Stone was his faithful companion in dissents,

Justice Frankfurter his devoted disciple, and all but one or

two of the others have studied him and caught his spirit. While

they may disagree as to what Ilohnes s meaning is for today, they

carry on much of their work in his shadow.

Tims Holmes has created the means for his vindication. Hut:

his vindication in turn will tend to reduce that sense of wonder

upon which a man s t\clal. in history depends. Holmes wrote

in his essay on Montesquieu that &quot;because his book was a work

of science and epoch-making, it is as dead as the classics.&quot;

Similarly in some of his letters to Pollock on the difficulty

today of reading the classics, lie points out. that what has been

borrowed from them and built, into the structure of our own

thought, strips them of the sense of newness and surprise.

That may well happen to Holmes in the next few general ions.

And yel, despite what, familiarity may do to his thought, there

is beyond (he thought the imprint of a unique personality and

of a poetic image.
There are those who compare Holmes with John Marshall.

The com
ji;i

list &amp;gt;n is unjust to both men. Unlike Marshall,

Holmes is a groat man regardless of whether he was ;i great

justice. He will probably leave a greater effect on F.nglish style

and on what the young men dream and want than upon Ameri

can constitutional law. Marshall s reputation stands or falls with
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tional interpretations. The greatness of Holmes will survive the

vested interests and their constitutional bolstering. It will stand

up as long as the English language stands up, as long as men
find life complex and exciting, and law a part of life, and the

sharp blade of thought powerful to cleave both.
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.Campaigns of Life and Law

The selections in Parl I extend from the. Holmes who was a boy

just, out of college in /cS d/ to the Holmes who in lyoz, wlien lie was

sixty-one, left tin: Supreme Judicial Court oj Massachusetts li&amp;gt; be-

c.oinc (i member of the United Status Supreme Court. In the case,

of only one selection have I gone beyond, this period to the fif

tieth anniversary sjieei li on. the Class of i8(&amp;gt;j, delivered in fort,

which belongs among the memories of the Civil War, 1 This was

the period of llolmes s preparation, and of the flowering of that

miiiiirily it ll ost: fruits were to be plucked in Iloline.i s tenure, oil the

United Stales Supreme Court.

There tire varietl strains in each, of nx wliicli it is the lush of

growth to reconcile ami integrate. In Holmes those strains were

lime literature and philosophy; war; and law. All three are men
tioned in the concluding passage of his Class Booh statement in

/iS rt/.
1

&quot;The tendencies of the family and of myself have a strong
natural bent to literature, etc.; at present. I am trying for a commis
sion in one of the Massachusetts Regiments, however, and hope to go
soiitli before very long, ff I sim/ive the war I ex/feet to study law

as my profession or at least, for a starting jxiinl.&quot;

a

// will be clear from this Hint Holmes was at the lime undecided

aboiii. his main professional interest, lie was not. certain, as lie was to

reveal in some of his later sjieec.hes, whether lie could finite stomach

law as a jirofession: it seemed narrow and arid.&quot; Did he. jiossihly at

the start consider it. as a. way of maintaining himself while, he gave
his principal energies to literature? We know only once entered on.

a study of law lie turned into its channels the main flow of /ns

energies.

Ilcfore this career could he realized, the. Civil. War interposed it

self, and young fiolmes
.\jient the ftiur years of the war in the field, in

hos/)itulx, and at home convalescing. As Holmes loolted back at his

war exjti rience later, there was a unity in his life as a soldier and his

1 Sec &quot;I atfs of (lit; lliiiinaj-inalili; Whole,&quot; ih Class of &quot;(it: Fiftieth Amiivmaiy
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life as a lawyer. Both were equally campaigns, both dealt with the

risks of life and with its discipline, both involved an area of freedom

and passion within a framework of rigor, both were windows open

ing on wider but crucial perspectives.

There were three aspects of law thai interested him primarily, and

these I have indicated by the subheadings of sections two, three and

four in Part I. Law was a calling, with exacting vocational demands

upon the practising lawyer; law was a cultural study one of the so

cial sciences and as such it was one way of approaching the com

plex of civilization; and law, in judicial terms, was a form of judg

ment, of adjusting the conflicting claims, decrees, power thrusts in a

society.



i. A Fighting Faith: the Civil War

&quot;Through our gir.nl good fortune,&quot; writes Holmes in one of the.

speeches lltiil. follows, &quot;in our youth our hearts ware t.oucfiad, with

fire. It wax given to us to learn at the. outsat that life is a profound
(i&amp;gt;i&amp;lt;l passionate thing.&quot; The experience of the. Civil War was the. ma

turing force in Holmes s life. From it ile.rwe. four of the great ele

ments in his I/linking: tliat life is risk, that our fates depend often

on a throw of I fie dice, and Iliat law must embody lliis aleatory

({Utility; that life i.i battle, und Ihe best meaning of effort comes out

under fire; that one must be a good soldier with &quot;a splendid care

lessness for life&quot;
in a cause; and that, one must have a fig/iting faith

that &quot;to act. with entlnisiasm and failh is the. condition of acting

greatly.&quot;

The first selection shows Holmes still as student. Despite the de

liberate and clipped dryness of III is Class Book sketch, it reveals a

pride of ancestry all the more effective because it is -not stuffy. And
when tin: student, turned soldier and faced an uncertain future, it was

with a
(jiticl conviction of duty done, as tlie lasl line of his Class

Poem runs, &quot;We do in silence what the world shall sing.&quot;

IIoliiK s s speeches on Ihe Civil War, cliaraclerhed by grace, and.

restrained warmth and a felicity of phrase, contain sonia of the. best

of his writing. They are all occasional, yet they fnl/ill tin: ref/uire-

ments of the formal occasion without any stiffness. Their theme is

the heroic and the ideal wlitit. men can believe w/tcn. they sur

render themselves to something beyond themselves, anil what, they
can do when they stretch their capacities to the. breaking-point.
Holmes is thus always in these speeches shirting the edges of the uu-

utterahle. If now and then he spills over into the sentimental and

slightly mawkish
(&quot;,S

r/i hearts ah me, how many were, stilled

twenty years ago,&quot; or tin- jiassage in the. /iS .S
./
Memorial Day speech

on the women who wailed at home] his literary skill is, on the

whole, m itch greater than that of any man who was called upon in

the /Kilo s to make commemorative speeches on the Civil War.

One finds in these sheet-lies-- esbecialh in The Soldier s Kaith
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the meaning of the universe. But in the midst of doubt, in the. col

lapse of creeds, there is one thing I do not doubt . . . and that is

that the faith is true and adorable which leads a soldier to throw

away his life in obedience to a blindly accepted duty, in a cause

which he little understands, in a plan of campaign of which he has

no notion, under tactics of zuliich he does not see the use.&quot; Here is a

sense of blind obedience which approaches the religious credo quia
absurdum. A decade ago the American reader might have said it

runs too close to the militarist. But a generation that has seen de

mocracies go down through pacifism and passivity, through the

smug materialism of wealth and the denigration of both fighting and

faith, has learned to take this phase of Holmes seriously.
1

In his later years Holmes found the memory of the Civil War so

painful that he preferred not to read or talk about it. Yet he never

lost a wholeness of view about the war a recognition that in its

daily grimy details it was an unromantic affair (&quot;the reality was to

pass a night on the ground in the rain with your bowels out of order,

and after no particular breakfast to attack the enemy&quot;) , along with

a persistent belief that in its essence it was a good antidote to the

easy materialism of an industrial culture, and a healthy form of par

ticipation in the &quot;unimaginable whole&quot; of the collective world.

A UTOBIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH 2

I, Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., was born March 8, 1841, in Boston.

My father was born in Cambridge, graduated at Harvard, studied

medicine in Paris and returning to Boston practised as a physician

there a number of years. Giving this up, however, he has since sup

ported himself by acting as a professor of the Medical School of

Harvard College, by lecturing and by writing a number of books.

In 1840 he married Amelia Lee Jackson, daughter of Judge Jackson

of Boston, where he has since resided. All my three names designate

families from which I am descended. A long pedigree of Olivers and

i-For an interesting commentary on this phase of Holmes, showing how a

pragmatist squares his pragmatism with the absolutes of a fighting faith, see

T. V. Smith, The Democratic Tradition in America (1941) , ch. iv, &quot;Judicial

Personalization of the Tradition: Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes.&quot;

2 From Album of the Harvard College class of 1861, Number i, p. is, cited

in Preparation of an American Aristocrat, by Frederick C. Fiechter, Jr. 6 Neiu
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Wendells may be found in the book called Memorials of tJie Dead in

Boston. King s Chapel Burying Ground, pp. 144 and 234-5-6-7-8.
OI my grandfather Abiel Holmes, an account may be found in the

biographical dictionaries. (He was the author of the Annals of Amer

ica, etc.) as also of my other grandfather Charles Jackson (See,

for instance, Appleton s New American Cyclopedia where the ac

count of Judge Jackson was written by my father.) I think it better

thus to give a few satisfactory references than to write an account

which is half so. Some of my ancestors have fought in the Revolu

tion; among the great-grandmothers of the family were Dorothy

Quincy and Anne Brads tree t
(&quot;the

tenth
Muse&quot;) ; and so on; but

these things can be picked up from other sources I have indicated.

My Grandfather A. Holmes was graduated from Yale in 1783 and in

1792 was
&quot;gradu

honorario donatur&quot; at Harvard. Various Olivers

and Wendells will be found in the triennial, as also various Jack-

sons; including my grandfather. Our family has been in the habit of

receiving a college education and I came of course in my turn, as my
grandfathers, fathers, and uncles had been before me. I ve always
lived in Boston and went first to a woman s school there, then to

Rev. T. R. Sullivan s, then to E. S. Dixwell s (Private Latin School)
and thence to College. I never had any business but that of a stu

dent before coming to College; which I did with the majority of our

class in July, entering without conditions. I was, while in College,

a member and editor of the Institute (had somewhat to do with our

two private clubs) , of the Hasty Pudding, the Porcellian, the $BK
and the &quot;Christian Union&quot;; not that I considered my life justified

belonging to the latter, but because I wished to bear testimony in

favor of a Religious society founded on liberal principles in distinc

tion to the more &quot;orthodox&quot; and sectarian platform of the &quot;Xtian

Brethren.&quot; I was editor in the Senior year of the Harvard Magazine

(the chief piece I wrote in it being on &quot;Albert
Durer&quot;)

. I was

author of an article on Plato which took the prize as the best article

by an undergraduate (for the first year of its existence) in the

University Quarterly. The only College prize I have tried for was

the Greek which was divided between one of the Juniors and me.

When the war broke out I joined the
&quot;4th

Battalion of
Infantry&quot;

and went down to Fort Independence expecting when drilled to go
south (as a private) . While at the Fort and after we were ordered up
T lii/-l tf\ i-ini*-li n r ^ r^lncc PnfiYi n niiirklv nnrl ;is TA/pll n T rnnlrl
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fore going (and term Senior) . We stayed about a month at the Fort

and then I came to Boston and on classday (a week and a half

ago) I delivered my poem side by side with my friend Hallowell

who was orator and who had also been at the Fort. The tendencies

of the family and of myself have a strong natural bent to literature,

etc., at present I am trying for a commission in one of the Massa

chusetts Regiments, however, and hope to go south before very long.

If I survive the war I expect to study law as my profession or at least

for a starting point.

(in haste)

O. W. HOLMES, JR.,

July 2nd, 1861

[and then in pencil]

(N.B. I may say I don t believe in gushing much in these College

Biog s and think a dry statement much fitter. Also 1 am too busy now
to say more if I would.)

THE CLASS OF 1861: A POEM 1

How fought our brothers, and how died, the story

You bid me tell, who shared with them the praise,

Who sought with them the martyr s crown of glory,

The bloody birthright of heroic days.

But, all untuned amid the din of battle,

Not to our lyrics the inspiring strains belong;
The cannon s roar, the musket s deadly rattle

Have drowned the music, and have stilled the song.

Let others celebrate our high endeavor

When peace once more her starry flag shall fling

Wide o er the land our arms made free forever;

We do in silence what the world shall sing.

1 Delivered by Holmes at a class dinner at
&quot;Young

s&quot; in Boston, July 20, i8(

Reprinted in Silas Bent, Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, a Biography (1932) .
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MEMORIAL DAY 1

Not long ago I heard a young man ask why people still kept up
Memorial Day, and it set me thinking of (ho answer. Not (he answer

that you and I should give to each other, not the expression of

those feelings that, so long as you and I live, will make this day
sacred to memories of love and grief and heroic youth, but an

answer which should command the assent of those who do not. share

our memories, and in which we of (he North and our brethren of

the South could join in perfect accord.

So far as (his last is concerned, lo hi; sure, (here is no trouble1

.

The soldiers who were doing their best to kill one another fell loss

of personal hostility, I am very certain, than some who were not im

perilled by (heir mutual endeavors. I have heard more than one of

those 1 who had been gallant and distinguished officers on the Confed

erate side say that they had had no such feeling. I know that I and

those whom \ knew best had not. We believed that it was most de

sirable that the North should win; we believed in the principle that

the Union is indissoluble; we, or many of us at least, also believed

that (he conflict was inevitable, and that slavery bad lasted long

enough. But we equally believed that (hose who stood against us

held just as sacred convictions thai were I he opposite of ours, and we

respected (hem as every man with a heart musl respect those who

give all for their belief. The experience of battle soon taught its

lesson even lo (hose who came into ihe field more bitterly disposed.
You could not stand up day after day in those indecisive contests

where overwhelming
1

victory was impossible because neither side;

woidd run as they ought when beaten, without gelling at last some-

thing of (he same brotherhood for the enemy that (lie north pole
of a magnet has for the south. each working in an opposite: sense

to the oilier, but each unable to gel along without the other. As it

was ilieii, it is now. [ lie soldiers of (he war need no explanations;

they can join in commemorating a .soldier s death with feelings not.

different in kind, whether he fell toward ihem or by (heir side.

Hut Memorial Day may and ought lo have a meaning also for

those who do not share our memories. When men have instinctively

agreed to celebrate an anniversary, it will be found thai there is
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come; to ride boldly at what is in front of you, be it fence or enemy;
to pray, not for comfort, but for combat; to keep the soldier s faith

against the doubts of civil life, more besetting and harder to over

come than all the misgivings o the battle-field, and to remember

that duty is not to be proved in the evil day, but then to be obeyed

unquestioning; to love glory more than the temptations of wallow

ing ease, but to know that one s final judge and only rival is one

selfwith all our failures in act and thought, these things we

learned from noble enemies in Virginia or Georgia or on the Mis

sissippi, thirty years ago; these things we believe to be true.

&quot;Life is not lost,&quot; said she, &quot;for which is bought
Endlesse renown.&quot;

We learned also, and we still believe, that love of country is not

yet an idle name.

Deare countrey! O how dearely deare

Ought thy remembraunce, and perpetuall band

Be to thy foster-child, that from thy hand

Did commun breath and nouriture receave!

How brutish is it not to understand

How much to her we owe, that all us gave;
That gave unto us all, whatever good we havel

As for us, our days of combat are over. Our swords arc rust.

Our guns will thunder no more. The vultures that once wheeled

over our heads are buried with their prey. Whatever o glory yet re

mains for us to win must be won in the council or the closet, never

again in the field. I do not repine. We have shared the incommuni
cable experience of war; we have felt, we still feel, the passion oE

life to its top.

Three years ago died the old colonel of my regiment, the Twen
tieth Massachusetts. He gave our regiment its soul. No man could

falter who heard his &quot;Forward, Twentiethl&quot; I went to his funeral.

From a side door of the church a body of little choir-boys came in

like a flight of careless doves. At the same time the doors opened
at the front, and up the main aisle advanced his coffin, followed by
the few gray heads who stood for the men of the Twentieth, the

rank and file whom he had loved, and whom he led for the last time.

The church was empty. No one remembered the old man whom we
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myself, The Twentieth has shrunk to a skeleton, a ghost, a memory,
a forgotten name which we other old men alone keep in our hearts.

And then I thought: It is right. It is as the colonel would have
had it. This also is part of the soldier s faith: Having known great

things, to be content with silence. Just then there fell into my hands
a little song sung by a warlike people on the Danube, which seemed
to me fit for a soldier s last word, another song of the sword, but
a song of the sword in its scabbard, a song of oblivion and peace.
A soldier has been buried on the battle-field.

And when the wind in the tree-tops roared,

The soldier asked from the deep dark grave:
&quot;Did the banner flutter then?&quot;

&quot;Not so, my hero,&quot; the wind replied,

&quot;The fight is done, but the banner won,

Thy comrades of old have borne it hence,

Have borne it in triumph hence.&quot;

Then the soldier spake from the deep dark grave:

&quot;I am content.&quot;

Then he hcareth the lovers laughing pass,

And the soldier asks once more:

&quot;Are these not the voices of them that love,

That love and remember me?&quot;

&quot;Not so, my hero,&quot; the lovers say,

&quot;We are those that remember not;

For the spring has come and the earth has smiled,

And the dead must be
forgot.&quot;

Then the soldier spake from the deep dark grave:

&quot;I am content.&quot;

&quot;PARTS OF THE UNIMAGINABLE WHOLE&quot;
1

MR. PRESIDENT AND BRETHREN OF THE ALUMNI:

One of the recurring sights of Alaska, I believe, i.s when a section

of the great glacier cracks and drops into the sea. The last time

that I remember witnessing the periodic semi-centennial plunge of
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a college class was when I heard Longfellow say &quot;Morituri saluta-

mtis.&quot; If I should repeat that phrase of the gladiators soon to die,

it would be from knowledge and reason, not from feeling, for I

own that I am apt to wonder whether I do not dream that I have

lived, and may not wake to find that all that 1 thought done is still

to be accomplished and that life is all ahead. But we have had

our warning. Even within the last three months Henry Bowditch,

the world-known physiologist, and Frank Emmons, the world-

known geologist, have dropped from the class, leaving only the

shadow of great names.

I like to think that they were types of 61, not only in their

deeds, but in their noble silence. It has been my fortune to belong
to two bodies that seemed to me somewhat alike the soth Mas

sachusetts Regiment and the class of 61. The soth never wrote

about itself to the newspapers, but for its killed and wounded in

battle it stood in the first half-dozen of all the regiments of the

north. This little class never talked much about itself, but grad

uating just as the war of secession began, out of its eighty-one mem
bers it had fifty-one under arms, Che largest proportion that any
class sent to that war.

One learns from time an amiable latitude with regard to beliefs

and tastes. Life is painting a picture, not doing a sum. As twenty
men of genius looking out of the same window will paint twenty

canvases, each unlike all the others, and every one great, so, one

comes to think, men may be pardoned for the defects of their

qualities if they have the qualities of their defects. But, after all,

we all of us have our notions of what is best. I learned in the

regiment and in the class the conclusion, at least, of what I think the

best service that we can do for our country and for ourselves: To
see so far as one may, and to feel, the great forces that arc behind

every detail for that makes all the difference between philosophy
and gossip, between great action and small; the least wavelet of the

Atlantic Ocean is mightier than one of Buzzard s Bay to hammer
out as compact and solid a piece of work as one can, to try to make
it first rate, and to leave it unadvertised.

It was a good thing for us in our college days, as Moorficld

Storey pointed out a few years ago in an excellent address, that we
were all poor. At least we lived as if we were. It seems to me that
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for him at twenty. We had something of that discipline, and before

it was over many of us were in barracks learning the school of the

soldier. Man is born a predestined idealist, for he is born to act.

To act is to affirm the worth of an end, and to persist in affirming

the worth of an end is to make an ideal. The stern experience of

our youth helped to accomplish the destiny of fate. It left us feeling

through life that pleasures do not make happiness and that the

root of joy as of duty is to put out all one s powers toward some

great end.

When one listens from above to the roar of a great city, there

comes to one s ears almost indistinguishable, but there the

sound of church bells, chiming the hours, or offering a pause in the

rush, a moment for withdrawal and prayer. Commerce has out-

soared the steeples that once looked down upon the marts, but still

their note makes music of the din. For those of us who are not

churchmen the symbol still lives. Life is a roar of bargain and

battle, but in the very heart of it there rises a mystic spiritual tone

that gives meaning to the whole. It transmutes the dull details into

romance. It reminds us that our only but wholly adequate signifi

cance is as parts of the unimaginable whole. It suggests that even

while we think that we are egotists we are living to ends outside

ourselves.



2. Law as Calling, Life as Art

Before the mores of the United States Supreme Court cut him off

from public utterance, Holmes was greatly in demand ns an after-

dinner speaker, and several times lie spoke upon receiving an hon

orary degree. Holmes was never merely graceful on these occasions.

He used his grace to bring home to his audiences of lawyers by the

precept of his words what lie was already showing by the example of

his life: that the legal profession could be pursued for not ignoble \
ends and in a philosophic, spirit. He admitted to having once had his

doubts whether the narrowing effects of the law could be avoided.

But he had stayed to discover &quot;that a man may live greatly in the

law as well as elsewhere; . . . that there as well as elsewhere lie may
wreak himself upon life, may drink the bitter cup of heroism, may
wear his heart out after the unattainable.&quot;

It is a safe appraisal to say that no greater or more moving cele

bration of the legal profession is to be found anywhere in the Anglo-
American literature than lliat in these speeches. The thread that

runs through them all is a strong and bold one: that law is an exact

ing goddess, demanding of ficr votaries an intellectual and moral

discipline.

But in one respect Holmes s task in these speeches was more dif

ficult than that of his forerunners who had sought to invest tlie

calling of the law with nobility. Those who understand the context

of corporate capitalism in which the legal profession has had to

operate will understand wliy Holmes pleaded so anxiously against

the acquisitive spirit among lawyers;
1 but they will understand too

that Holmes luas waging a losing battle. A quarter-century after

these speeches Woodrow Wilson did an analysis of the social position

of the lawyers that had far more bite and pessimism than Holmes s

Bar Association speeches had.&quot; At the same time a contemporary of

Wilson s, Louis D. Brandeis, renewed Holmes s struggle to break

down the narrow bounds of the legal profession: but where Holmes
1 In addition to the speeches in this section, see in the following section the

speech on &quot;The Path of the Law,&quot; pp. 71-89. See also the Introductory Essay,
&quot;Holmes: A Personal History,&quot; pp. xxv-xxvii.
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had spoken of philosophy, Brandeis spoke of service to the nation;

where Holmes talked abstractly of battle, Brandeis talked prag

matically of reform; where Holmes fashioned graceful phrases, Bran

deis quarried in the hard rock of social reality. Perhaps by the very

fact of his indirections and his lesser urgency Holmes may ironically

prove the more enduring voice.

&quot;OUR MISTRESS, THE LAW&quot;
1

MR. CHAIRMAN AND GENTLEMEN OF THE BAR:

The Court and the Bar are too old acquaintances to speak much
to each other of themselves, or of their mutual relations. I hope I

may say we are too old friends to need to do it. If you did not

believe it already, it would be useless for me to affirm that, in the

judges half of our common work, the will at least is not wanting
to do every duty of their noble office; that every interest, every

faculty, every energy, almost every waking hour, is filled with their

work; that they give their lives to it, more than which they cannot

do. But if not of the Bench, shall I speak of the Bar? Shall I ask

what a court would be, unaided? The law is made by the Bar, even

more than by the Bench; yet do I need to speak of the learning and

varied gifts that have given the Bar of this State a reputation

throughout the whole domain of the common law? I think I need

not, nor of its high and scrupulous honor. The world has its fling

at lawyers sometimes, but its very denial is an admission. It feels,

what I believe to be the truth, that of all secular professions this has

the highest standards.

And what a profession it is! No doubt everything is interesting

xvhen it is understood and seen in its connection with the rest of

things. Every calling is great when greatly pursued. But what other

gives such scope to realize the spontaneous energy of one s soul?

In what other does one plunge so deep in the stream of life so

share its passions, its battles, its despair, its triumphs, both as wit

ness and actor?

But that is not all. What a subject is this in which we are united

this abstraction called the Law, wherein, as in a magic mirror, we
see reflected, not only our own lives, but the lives of all men that
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have been! When I think on this majestic theme, my eyes dazzle.

If we are to speak of the law as our mistress, we who are here know
that she is a mistress only to be wooed with sustained and lonely

passion only to be won by straining all the faculties by which

man is likest to a god. Those who, having begun the pursuit, turn

away uncharmed, do so cither because they have not been vouch

safed the sight of her divine figure, or because they have not the

heart for so great a struggle. To the lover of the law, how small a

thing seem the novelist s tales of the loves and fates of Daphnis and

Chloel How pale a phantom even the Circe of poetry, transforming
mankind with intoxicating dreams of fiery ether, and the foam of

summer seas, and glowing greensward, and the white arms of

womenl For him no less a history will suffice than that of the moral

life of his race. For him every text that he deciphers, every doubt

that he resolves, adds a new feature to the unfolding panorama of

man s destiny upon this earth. Nor will his task be done until, by
the farthest stretch of human imagination, he has seen as with his

eyes the birth and growth of society, and by the farthest stretch of

reason he has understood the philosophy of its being. When I think

thus of the law, I see a princess mightier than she who once wrought
at Baycux, eternally weaving into her web dim figures of the ever-

lengthening past figures too dim to be noticed by the idle, too sym
bolic to be interpreted except by her pupils, but to the discerning

eye disclosing every painful step and every world-shaking contest by
which mankind has worked and fought its way from savage isolation

to organic social life.

But we who are here know the Law even better in another aspect.

We see her daily, not as anthropologists, not as students and philos

ophers, but as actors in a drama of which she is the providence and

overruling power. When I think of the Law as we know her in the

courthouse and the market, she seems to me a woman sitting by the

wayside, beneath whose overshadowing hood every man shall see

the countenance of his deserts or needs. The timid and overborne

gain heart from her protecting smile. Fair combatants, manfully

standing to their rights, see her keeping the lists xvith the stern and

discriminating eye of even justice. The wretch who has defied her

most sacred commands, and has thought to creep through ways
where she was not, finds that his path ends with her, and beholds

beneath hpr hnnrl flip inpvnrahlp fnrp nf rlpnllv
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. quisitions. But when for the first time I was called to speak on such

an occasion as this, the only thought that, could come into my mind,

the only feeling that could fill my heart, the only words that could

spring to my lips, were a hymn to her in whose name we are met

here to-night to our mistress, the Law.

&quot;YOUR BUSINESS AS THINKERS&quot;
1

And now, perhaps, I ought to have done. But I know that some

spirit of fire will feel that his main question has not been answered.

He will ask, What is all this to my soul? You do not bid me sell my
birthright for a mess of pottage; what have you said to show that I

can reach my own spiritual possibilities through such a door as this?

How can the laborious study of a dry and technical system, the

greedy watch for clients and practice of shopkeepers arts, the man
nerless conflicts over often sordid interests, make out a life? Gentle

men, I admit at once that these questions are not futile, that they

may prove unanswerable, that they have often seemed to me unan
swerable. And yet I believe there is an answer. They are the same

questions that meet you in, any form of practical life. If a man has

the soul of Sancho Pariza, the world to him will be Sancho Panza s

world; but if he has the soul of an idealist, he will make I do not

say find his world ideal. Of course, the law is not the place for the

artist or the poet. The law is the calling of thinkers. But to those

who believe with me that not the least godlike of man s activities is

the large survey of causes, that to know is not less than to feel, I say

and I say no longer with any doubt that a man may live greatly

in the law as well as elsewhere; that there as well as elsewhere his

thought may find its unity in an infinite perspective; that there as

well as elsewhere he may wreak himself upon life, may drink the

bitter cup of heroism, may wear his heart out after the unattainable.

All that life offers any man from which to start his thinking or his

striving is a fact. And if this universe is one universe, if it is so far

thinkable that you can pass in reason from one part of it to another,

it does not matter very much what that fact is. For every fact leads

to every other by the path of the air. Only men do not yet see how,

always. And your business as thinkers is to make plainer the way
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from sonic thing to the whole of things; lo show the nuional con

ned inn between your fan and the frame: of the universe. II your

subject is law, the roads are plain lo anthropology, the science of

man, lo political economy, the theory of legislation, ethics, and thus

by several paths lo your linal view of life. It would lie equally true

of any subject. The only difference, is in (he ease of seeing the way.
To be master of any branch of knowledge, you must master those

which lie next to it; and thus to know anything you must know all.

I erhaps I speak too much tin: language of intellectual ambition.

I cannot but think that the scope; for intellectual, as for physical

adventure, is narrowing. I look for a future in which the ideal will

be content and dignified acceptance of life, rather than aspiration

and the passion for achievement. I see already that .surveys ami rail

roads have set limits to our intellectual wilderness (hat the lion

and the bison are disappearing from them, as from Africa and the

no longer boundless West. Hut that undelightful day which I an

ticipate has not yet come. The. human race has not changed, 1 im

agine, so much between my generation and yours but that you still

have the barbaric thirst for conquest, and there is still something left

to conquer. There are fields still open for occupation in the law,

and there are roads from them that will lead you where you will.

Hut do not think I am pointing you lo llowery paths and beds of

roses to a place where brilliant results attend your work, which

.shall be at once easy and new. No result is easy which is worth hav

ing. Your education begins when what is culled your education is

over &quot;-when you no longer are stringing together the pregnant

thoughts, the
&quot;jewels live-words-long,&quot; which great men have given

their lives to cut from the raw material, but have begun yourselves

to work upon the raw material for results which you do not .see,

cannot predict, and which may be long in coming when you take

the fact, which life offers you for your appointed task. No man has

earned the right to intellectual ambition until he has learned to lay

his course by a .star which he has never seen lo dig hy the divining
rod for springs which he may never reach. In saying this, I point to

l hut which will make your study heroic. For I say to you in all sad

ness of conviction, that to think great thoughts you must be heroes

as well as idealists. Only when you have worked alone when you
have felt around you a black gulf of solitude more isolating than
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achieved. Thus only can you gain the secret isolated joy of the

thinker, -who knows thru., a hundred years after he is dead and for

gotten, men who never heard of him will he moving lo the measure

of his though! the subtile rapture of a postponed power, which

the world knows not because it. has no external trappings, but which

to his prophetic: vision is more real than thai which commands an

army. Anil if this joy should not be yours, still it is only thus that

you can know that you have done what it lay in you to do can say

that you have lived, and he ready for the end.

&quot;THE LOVE O If HONOR&quot;
^

MR. PRKSIDKNT AND GKNTI.KMKN:

I know of no mark of honor which this country has to offer that I

should value so highly as this which you have conferred upon me,

I accept it proudly as an accolade, like the link: blow upon the

shoulder from I he sword of a master of war which in ancient days

adjudged that a soldier had won his spurs and pledged his life lo

decline no combat in (he future.

Tin: power of honor to bind men s lives is not. less now than it was

in the Middle Ages. Now as then it. is the breath of our nostrils; it

is that for which we live, for which, if need be, we arc- willing to

die. It is that which makes the man whose gift is (he power lo gain
riches sacrifice health and even life lo the pursuit. It. is that which

makes the scholar feel that he cannot afford to lie
1 rich.

One would sometimes think, from the speech of young men, thai

tilings had changed recently, and that indifference was now the vir

tue lo he cultivated. I never heard anyone profess indillercnee lo a

boat. race. Why should you row a boat race? Why endure 1

long
months of pain in preparation for a fierce half-hour that will leave

you all bin. dead? Does any one ask the question? Is (here any one

who would nol go through all its costs, and more:, for the moment
when anguish breaks into triumph or even for (he glory of hav

ing nobly lost? Is life less than a boat race? If a man will give all the

blood in his body lo win the one, will he not spend all the might
of his soul to prevail in the other?

I know, Mr. President, thai there is a motive above oven honor
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which may govern men s lives. I know thai there arc some rare spir

its who lintl the inspiration of every moment, the aim ol every act,

in holiness. I am enough of a 1 urilan, I ihiuk, to conceive- the ex

alted joy of those who look upon themselves only as instruments in

the hands of a higher power to work out its designs. Hut 1 think

that mosl mon do and must reach the same result under I he illusion

of self-seeking. If the love of honor is a form of that illusion, it fa

no ignoble one. If it does not lift a man on wings to the .sky, at least

it carries him above the earth and leaches him those high and .secret

pathways across the branches of the Ion-si the- travellers on which are

only less than winged.
Noi the least service of this great University and its sister from

which 1 come is, that by their separate leaching and by their mutual

rivalry they have fostered (hat lofty feeling- among their graduates.

You have done all that a university can do to fan the spark in me.

I will try to maintain the honor you have bestowed.

THE BIACK WKARIIKADX Ol C

MR. I KKSIW .NT AND (.KNTI.KMKN ( TIIK ASSOCIATION:

As most of those here have graduated from the Law School within

the last twenty-live years, I know thai I am in the presence of very

learned men. For my own part, lately my thoughts have been turned

to

old, unhappy, far-off tilings,

And hat ties long ago;

and when once the ghosts of the dead lifers of thirty yean since he-

gin to play in my head, the laws are silent. And yel its I look around

me, I think to myself, like Correggio, &quot;I loo am, or at least have

been, a pedagogue,&quot; And as such f will venture a reflection.

Learning, my learned brethren, is a very good tiling. I should be

the last to undervalue il, having done my share of quotation from

the Year Hooks. Hut it is liable to lead us astray. The law, so far as

it depends on learning, is indeed, as it has been railed, the govern
ment of the living by the dead. To a very considerable extent no

1
&quot;I.c-;imii\K uiut Sdimt-e&quot;: upcccli ui u dinner tif ilic- Il.m.ud Law Si-hoot
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doubt it is inevitable that the: living
1 should be .so governed. The

past gives us our vocabulary and fixes the limits of our imagination;

we cannot get away 1roni it. There is, too, a peculiar logical pleas

ure in making manifest the continuity between what we are doing;

and what has been done before. Bui the present has a right lo govern
itself so far as it can; and il ought always lo be remembered thai

historic continuity with the past is not a duty, it is only a necessity.

I hope that tlu 1 time is coming when this thought will bear fruit.

An ideal system of law should draw its postulates and iis legislative

justification from science. As it is now, we rely upon tradition, or

vague sentiment, or the fact that we never thought of any other way
of doing things, as our only warrant for rules which we enforce with

as much confidence as if they embodied revealed wisdom. Who here

can give reasons of any different kind for believing (hat half (lie

criminal law does not. do more harm than good? Our forms of con

tract, instead of being made once: for all, like a yacht, on lines of

least resistance, are accidental relics of early notions, concerning
which the learned dispute . How much has reason had to do in de

ciding how far, if at all, it is expedient for the Slate to meddle with

the domestic relations? And so I might go on through the: whole 1 law.

The Italians have begun to work upon the notion that (he foun

dations of the law ought to be scie tnilic, and, if our civilisation docs

not collapse, F feel pretiy sure that the regiment or division thai fol

lows us will carry that flag. Our o\vn word scorns the last always; yei

the change of emphasis from an argument in IMowden lo one in (he

time of Lord Kllenborough, or even from thai (o one in our own

day, i.s a.s marked as (he difference betwern Cowley s poetry and

Shelley s. Oilier changes as great will happen, /And so the eternal

procession move s on, we in (he: front for the moment; and, stretch

ing away against the unattainable sky, the black spearheads of the

army that has been passing in unbroken line ulirady for near a

thousand years. )

A MAN AND THE UNIVERSE 1

A university is a place from whie h men start for the Kie-rnal City.
In the: university are pictured tlu: ideals which abide in the City
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traveled by different paths towards the goal. I do not know what bet

ter the travelers can do at a gathering like this, win-re for a moment
the university becomes conscious of itself and of its meaning, than

to report to those about to start something of their experiences and

to give: a hint of what is to be expected on the way.

My way has been by the ocean of the law. On (hat I have learned

a part of the great lesson, (lie lesson nol of law bin of life. There

were, few of (he churls and lights for which one longed when I began.

One found oneself plunged in a thick fog of deiails in a black and

fro/on night, in which were no (lowers, no spring, no easy joys.

Voices of authority warned that in the crush of that ice any craft

might sink. One hoard Hnrke saying thai law sharpens (he mind by

narrowing it. One heard In Thackeray of a lawyer bending all (he

powers of a great mind to a mean profession, One saw that artists

and poets shrank from it as from an alien world. One doubled one

self how it conld be worthy of (he interest of an intelligent mind.

And yel, one- .said to oneself, law is human -
it is a pan of man, and

of one world with all the rest. There must be a drill, if one will go

prepared and have paiience, which will bring one out to daylight

and a worthy end, Von all have read or heard (he siory of Nansen

and .see the parallel which I list;. Most men of (he college bred lype
in some form or oilier have to go through that experience of sailing

for ihe ice and letting themselves be fro/en in, In the HIM stage one

has companions, cold and black though it be, and if he sticks to ii,

he finds at last that there is a drift us was foretold. When he has

found thai he has learned the first part of his lesson, (hat one is

safe in misting to courage and to lime. Hut he has nol yel learned

all, So far his trials have been (hose of his companions. Bin if he is

a man of high ambitions he must leave even his fellow-advemuren

and go forth into a deeper solitude and greater trials, fie must start

for (he pole. In plain words he must face the loneliness of original

work. No one can nit out new paths in company. He does thai alone.

When lie has clone that and has turned misgiving into success he

i.s master of himself and knows the secret of achievement. He hai

learned ihe .second pan of his lesson and is ready lor (he consumma
tion of the whole. For he has gained another knowledge more fruit

ful than .success. He knows now what he had divined at the outset,

thai one part of the universe yields the same leaching as any oilier
:r ,.,,)., , i :* ,.&amp;gt;*i, .,.,! ii,.,&amp;gt; &amp;gt;i,,. ,1:11, ,,.,.,,,.,. t ,i, ..,.. ,.r
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only (he differcncx1 between reali/ing the: part as a part of a whole:

and looking m it in its isolation as it it really stood apart. The con

summation to which I referred comes when he applies this knowl

edge to himself, lie may put it in the: theological form of justifica

tion by faith or in the philosophical one of llu: continuity of the:

universe. 1 care not very much for the form if in some way he has

learned iliat he cannot set himself over against the universe as a rival

god, lo critici/c it, or to shake his fisi at the skies, Inn that his mean

ing is iis meaning, his only worth is as a part of il, as a humble in

strument of the universal power. l( seems to me thai lliis is the: key
lo intellectual salvation, as the key to happiness is to accept a like

faith in one s heart, and to bo noi merely a necessary but a willing
instrument in working out the inscrutable end.

&quot;THE TEST IS BATTl.K&quot;; GEORGE OTIS
SIIATTUCK*

GKNTI.KMKN or TIIK BAR:

f owe Mr. Shatiuck more: than I ever have owed any one else in

the world, outside my immediate family. From the lime when I was

a student in his ollice until he died, he was my dear and intimate

friend. lie (aught me; unrepeatable lessons. Ifc did me nimtimbcrecl

kindnesses. To live while still young in daily comae) with his sweep

ing, all-compelling force, his might of temperament, his swiftness

(rarely found wilh .such mighl), his insight, tad, and subtlety, was

lo receive an imprint never lo be: effaced. My education would have

been but a thin and poor thing had I missed (hat great experience.
The things he did lor me in other practical ways even gratitude can

not enumerate or remember, It seemed to me thai he cmdd not (hid

any one near him without inieresling himself in his fortunes and
his fale.

You cannot expect, (lien, from me a critical analysis and estimate.

I could not sit coldly down to measure and weigh his qualities, or

&quot;peep
and botani/e&quot; upon his grave. He was my dear and honored

friend. I can do little more: than repeal thai.

Some of his qualities, however, were manifest to any one who
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knew him well. He needed the excitement of advocacy or of some

practical end to awaken his insight, but when it was awakened there

was no depth of speculation or research which he was nol ready and
more than able to sound. His work may not always have had the

neainess of smaller minds, but it brought out deeply hidden truths

by some invisible radiance that searched things to their hones.

He seemed to like to take great burdens upon himself, not

merely when there was a corresponding reward, hut when his feel

ings were touched, as well. He was a model in his bearing with

clients. How often have 1 .seen men come to him borne down by
troubles which they found too great to support, and depart -with

light step, having left their weight upon stronger shoulders. But

while his calm manner made such things seem trilles, he took them
a good deal on his nerves. I saw the ends of his lingers twitch as he

quietly listened and advised. lie never shunned anxiety, und anxiety
is what kills.

lli.s swiftness and tact, which I have mentioned, made him great

in cross-examination, die command of which the late Mr. Durum
used to call the highest gift of a lawyer. A large part of the cross-

examination which I hear, even from able men, seems to me to waste

time and often to hurt their case. Mr. Shattnek, while he was in the

habit of trying cases, rarely made a mistake. He saw the bearing of

every answer on every pan of the evidence, ff by any chance he got
an unexpected reply, he adjusted himself to it in a (lash, and met it

by a new approach from some remote side, He could bring out the

prejudices that, unfitted a witness for just this case, and yet leave his

general valuer and Ins personal feelings untouched, with a delicacy,

clearness, and force; that left me: simply astounded.

At the time to which I refer, when I first knew him, and while lit;

still tried many cases, he was a great man with the jury in every way.
Ills addresses carried everything before them like a victorious cav

alry charge, sometimes, as it seemed to me, sweeping the judge along
with the rest in the rout. Latterly his most successful appearances
were in arguments of law. He had learned the all too rarely learned

lesson of pointed brevity. In a few luminous words he went to the

bottom of his question, and then took his seat. In short, I know of

no form of forensic effort in which at some time in his career he had

not reached as high a point as f personally ever have seen attained.
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victorious men who have said that but for his help when the battle

was aiming against them they would have gone clown in the

fight.

But that great vitality found only a partial outlet and expression
in the law. He liked to ride and drive and sail and farm, and at

times to talk. His fondness for fanning- was a noticeable feature. I

think he had a sympathy with the great, quiet forces which he saw at

work, and a sympathy with the animals of the farm. Also the visible

return which die earth makes for labor pleased him, It made him
reali/e that he was adding to the world s stores.

I have had much delight, in his companionship. Whether driving-

over the sandy roads of the Cape, or sailing in his yacht, or dining
1

at his house, or at. some later and less regular entertainment in the

garret in which [ used to live, he had a kind of benevolent beaming
in his face and heart which gave unction to enjoyment.

People often speak of correcting the judgment of the lime by that

of posterity. I think it is quite as true to say that we must correct

the judgment of posterity by that of the time. A small man may be

remembered for some little felicity which enabled him to write a

successful lyric, or in some way to charm the senses or emotions of a

world always readier with its rewards for pleasures than Cor great

thoughts or deeds. But I know of no true measure of men except
the total of human energy which they embody - counting

1

every

thing, with due allowance for quality, from Nanscn s power to digest

blubber or to resist cold, up to bis courage, or to Wordsworth ,

1
)

power to express the unutterable, or to Kant s speculative reach.

The final test of this energy is battle in some form actual war

(he crush of Arctic ice the fight for mastery in (he market or (he.1

court. Many of those who are remembered have spared themselves

this supreme trial, and have fostered a faculty at the expense of their

total life. It is one thing to utter a happy phrase from a protected
cloister; another to think under fire to think for action upon
which great interests depend. The most powerful men are apt to go
into the melde and fall or come out generals. The: great problems
are questions of here and now, Questions of here and now occupy
nine hundred and ninety-nine thousandths of the ability of the

world; and when the now has passed and has given place to another

now, the heads and bands that built the organic structure of society
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Such may be the fate of tin: man whom to-day we remember and

honor. Bin remembered or forgotten, few indeed, I believe, of those

whom I have .seen have counted for as much in the hardest work of

the day. I do not regret thai it should be known by few. What is any
remembrance of men to our high ambition? Sooner or later the race 1

of men will die; but we demand an eternal record. We have it. What
we have done is woven forever into the great vibrating well of the

world. The eye that can read the import of its motion can decipher
the story of all our deeds, of all our thoughts. To that eye I am con

tent lo leave the recognition and the memory of this great head

and heart.

LIFE //.S JOY, DUTY, J-IND
1

GKNTI.KMKN OK Tin-; Stii Kor.ic HAH:

The kindness of this reception almost unmans me, and it shakes

me the more when taken with a kind of seriousness which the mo-

mem lias forme. As with a drowning man, the past is telescoped into

a minnle, and the stages are all here at once in my mind. The day
before yesterday ( was at the law school, fresh from the at my, argu

ing eases in a little dub with Colliding and Beamnn and I eter Ol-

ney, and laying the dusi of pleading by certain sprinklings which

Himiington Jackson, another ex-soldier, and 1 managed to contrive

together. A litlle later in (he day, in Hob Morse s ollice, I saw a real

writ, acquired a practical conviction of the difference between ;iv

sumusit and ivover, und marvelled open-mouilicd ai the swift cer

tainty with which a master of his business turned it oil.

Yesterday I was at the law school again, in the chair instead of on

the benches, when my dear partner, Shattuck, came out and told me
that in fine hour the Governor would submit my name, lo the conn

til for a jndge.ship, if notified of my assent. It was a .stroke of light-

ning which changed the whole course of my life.

And the day before: yesterday, gentlemen, was thirty-live years,

and yesterday was more than eighteen years, ago. I have gone on
I eel ing young, but I have noticed that f met fewer of the old to

whom to show my deference, and recently I was startled by being
told that ours is an old bench. Well, 1 accept the- fact, although I
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find it hard to realize, and I ask myself, what is there t:o show for

this half lifetime (hat has passed? I look into my hook hi which I

keep a docket of. the decisions of ihe full court which fall to me to

write, and find about a thousand cases. A thousand cases, many of

them upon trifling or transitory matters, to represent nearly ludf a

lifetime! A thousand cases, when one would have; liked to study to

the bottom and to say his say on every question which the law ever

has presented, and then to go on and invent new problems which

should he (lie test of doctrine, and ihcn to gen&amp;lt;:rali/e
ii all and wrile

it in continuous, logical, philosophic exposition, setting forth the

whole corpus with its roots in history and its justifications of ex

pedience real or supposed!
Alas, gentlemen, thai is life. T often imagine Shakespeare or Na

poleon summing himself up and thinking: &quot;Yes, I have written five

thousand lines of solid gold anil a good deal of padding I, who
would have covered I lie milky way with words thai oul.shone the

stars!&quot; &quot;Yes, I beat ihc Auslrians in flaly and elsewhere: I made a

few brilliant campaigns, and I ended in middle life in a c.nl-du-snc --

I, who had dreamed of a world monarchy and Asiatic
power.&quot; We

cannot live our dreams. We are lucky enough if we can give a sample
of our best, and if in our hearts we can feel (hat it lias been nobly
done.

Some changes come about in the process, changes not necessarily

so much in the nature as in the emphasis of our interest. I do not

mean in our wish to make a living and to succeed of course, we all

want those things but 1 mean in our ulterior intellectual or spir

itual interest, in the ideal part, without which we art: but snails

or (igcrs.

One begins with a search for a general point of view. After a

time hi: finds one, and then for a while he is absorbed in testing it,

trying to satisfy himself whether it is true. But after many experi

ments or investigations all have come out one way, and his theory

is confirmed and settled in his mind, lie knows in advance that the

next case will be but another verification, and the .stimulus of

anxious curiosity i.s gone, lie reali/es thai his branch of knowledge

only presents more illustrations of the universal principle; he sees

it all as another case of the same old ennui, or the same sublime

mystery for it does not matter what epithets you apply to the
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the work, irrespective of funlier ;iiins, and when you reach that

stage you reach, as ii seems to me, the; mime formula ol the joy, the

duty, and the end of life.

It was of this that Malebranche was thinking when lie said that,

if God held in one hand truth, and in the other the pursuit of

truth, he would say: &quot;Lord, the truth is lor tliee alone; give me the

pursuit.&quot;
The1

joy of life is to put out one s power in some natural

and useful or harmless way. There is no other. And the real misery

is not to do this. The hell of the old world s liierauue iv &amp;gt; he \-AWl\

beyond tine s powers. This country has expressed in story
-

I sup

pose hecanse it has experienced it in life a deeper abyss, of intel

lectual asphyxia or vital rnnui, when powers consiious of themselves

are denied their chance.

The rule of joy and the law of duty seem to me all one. I confess

that altruistic and cynically selfish talk vein to me about equally

unreal. With all humility, I think &quot;Whatsoever thv hand Imdeth to

do, do it with thy might&quot; infinitely more impoitant than the vain

attempt to love one .s neighbor as one s sell. II yim want to hit a bird

on the wing, you must have all your will in a buns, \n\\ must not 1m

thinking about youiscll, and, equally, yim must not be thinking

about your neighbor; yon must be living in \otir e\e on that bird.

Every achievement is a biid on the wing.

The joy, the duty, and, I venture to add, the mil of life. I speak

only of this world, of course, and ol the teathingi n( this world. I

do not seek to trench upon the province ol sphitual guides, Hut

from the point of view of the world the end ol Hie ! life, Life is

action, the use. of one .s powers. A&amp;lt; to uw them to their height is our

joy and duty, so it is the one end that jitMilici itst-U. Until lately the

best thing that I was able to think of in htvoi ol itvili/tttion, apart

from blind acceptance of the orclei of. the miiveisr, wits that it made

possible the artist, the poet, the philoMiphrt, and the man of sci

ence. But I think that ii not the gicatem thing. Now I believe that

the greatest thing K a msuier that tmwt dimtly home to us all.

When it is said that we are too ninth occupied with the means of

living to live, I answer that the thief worth of ttvilimtion K just

that it makes the mram l living mure cowph-\; ihm it rails for

great and combined intellectual elfoiti, initead of simple, unco-

-.wll,!.,!,,,! ,&amp;gt;,w, in ,,,,!,., rl,-,t il, , f/,i,.,l ,-,., I,,. !*..! ,&amp;gt;! , l,,rh,.,l ,,!
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more life. Life is an end in itself, and the only question as to

whether it is worth living is whether you have enough of it.

I will add hut a word. We all arc very near despair. The sheath

ing that floats us over its waves is compounded of hope, faith in the

unexplainable worth and sure issue of effort, and the deep, sub

conscious content which conies from the exercise of our powers. In

the words of a touching Negro song

tSomctimes I s up, sometimes I s down,
Sometimes I s almost to the groun ;

hut these thoughts have carried me, as T hope they will carry the

young men who hear me, through long years of doubt, self-distrust,

and solitude. They do now, for, although it might seem that (he day
of trial was over, in fact it is renewed each day. The: kindness which

you have shown me makes me bold in happy moments to believe

that the long and passionate struggle has not been quite in vain.
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main interest Hex in the revelation of Holmes as a
&quot;tough&quot; legal

theorist, who sees human sympathy as setting the bounds rather

than the conditions of realistic legal action, and who anticipating

J areto by many years sees legal systems as the outer vestments

of the power of a dominant (although always changing) elite.

There was another element in. Holmes s perspective of law as

civilization, related and equally &quot;tougli,&quot; yet. separable. Thai, was

the sense that law, like society, is careful of l/ie species, careless of

the individual fate; that, it must serve the uses of the generality of

men, even though it entail liardship fur the particular person, ft

was this sense that formed the source of the doctrine of the. &quot;ex

ternal standard&quot; for liability, which was first, developed by Holmes

in liis Common Law, which was more fully developed, in. &quot;Privilege,

Malice, and Intent&quot;
1 anil in liis liability decisions on. the Mas

sachusetts (lour!, and which keeps cropping up in tlie Holmes-

Pollock correspondence as one of the legal convictions the two men
had in common. It was this sense also which underlay several of

Ilolmes s &quot;Draconian&quot; decisions tliat have been nnich criticized,

particularly the &quot;poisoned pool&quot;

~ decision and the railroad-crossing

decision. n

Thin does not mean that. Holmes did not have in liini a basic

humanism. He did. Holmes usually upheld social, legislation on the

doctrine, of the not unreasonable, legislator. lint note the similarity

between, this doctrine and. that of Ilie external standard. In both

instances Holmes is refusing to go into the subjective question of

motivation. In both instances he avoids the imposition of moral

patterns on the flux of law. In both instances he leaves the basic

decision to the. common sense oj the. community, externalized in a

standard of liability according to consequences rather than motive,

or in the choice of representatives to determine the direction of

public policy. Hut when these standards clashed, with liuiiianitarian-

ism. in. tlie sense of sympathy for particular individuals, ffolmes did

not hesitate to override the latter. In fact, one may guess that he

even took some satisfaction in the sense that he was subordinating
1 For reasons of spiicc I linvu nol included this. It will be found in H Al.ll

(iHjIl), iind lepriiUeil in (II. I , n?- ,)?
- United /.inr mid ( .licinii iil (.

m/M&amp;gt;i)&amp;gt;
v. Itrill, sr,K U.S. sflK (njaa) . Set* below,
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merely humanitarian considerations for the more arduous and exact

ing demands of &quot;our mistress, the Law.&quot;

For Holmes, it was no small part of the
&quot;spirit of the common

law&quot; that it was common and not individual. This did not mean

that he ceased to be basically a capitalist or that he became a col-

lectivist. But it did mean that he was impatient of the attempts to

extend capitalist entrenchment through the sheer logic of individ

ualism. As he puts it on the first page of The Common Law-
&quot;The life of the law has not been logic: it has been experience.&quot;

Part of his deep feeling for the common law was his feeling for the

sheer accumulation of experience that was invested in it. Logic was

not excluded: it could not be. But experience was the starting point

where logic began; and where different logics clashed, experience

was tised as a touchstone for the selection of the relevant logic.

The experience, moreover, was tli.at which was common to all the

people, and which therefore pointed to the social interest. That was

why Holmes always regarded the notion of copyright at common

law as nonsense; for it maximized the individual benefit at the

expense of common experience.

Despite the technical character of Plolmes s Common Law, / have

included excerpts from it in the selections that follow. This is the

only book Holmes ever wrote. Even if he had never written any

thing else, it would have given him a high rank among Anglo-

American legal historians and theorists. It is at, once ambitious in

scope, learned in the mass of scholarly and often recondite material

it draws upon, connected in its basic hypothesis, and at the same

time not too difficult, to read even for the layman. It was written at

a time when legal scholars in Germany and England were begin

ning to view law as anthropologists might view it as an organic

part of the culture within whicli it grew up.

Holmes accordingly makes use of comparative material from

ethnology and philology. One review of the book at tlie time *
gives

as Holmes s main arguments the following: that the common law

has been deeply influenced by the tendency to be found in every

primitive culture toward the fictitious personification of things and

animals; that it embodies similarly a fictitious transfer of status by

succession; and that it is deeply pervaded by the notion that only
limited remedies shall be allowed for wrongs, thus leading to a sys-

tpi-n rif limited IffrfiJ Tifrhlt Tt mill //7i/c hp YPnr]\]\\ rlpnv thnl JF-7/W-mys c e



northern European peoples le.jl uici.r impress on inc. common taw,

fnid /iow they account, for the archaic and anomalous trails which

still survive, in ilia common law of today.

But Holmes wax not only concerned in Ilia Common L;xw with

t/ie anthropological phase oj legal hixtory. lit: wtis nlxo concerned

with legal philosophy. The. review I have died wax impatient of

Holmes s long philosop1iic.nl discussions of intent and the like,&quot;

which to the reviewer
&quot;give

n tediously discursive and aimless air In

the book.&quot; Nme.rlheli-.ss, Inter generations have, found these philo

sophical portions anything lint aimless and tedious, and J have taken

\hc selections that follow mainly from these passages. Holmes tans

concerned, to show that life was a perilous matter, and that law

could, not be less perilous and more secure than the intrinsic nature

;/ life itself. // his book has a dry t/uality of deflation in it, it is not

because Holmes seeks to deflate the importance of his subject, but

because, he is skeptical of the possibility of finding absolute and se-

:ure answers to Uie jiroblems that life poxes for law. Tlie tone of the

book is anti-moralistic. Holmes insists that there (an. be no absolute

Allies which, the law emliodies. Whenever the juristic minds
slid/it-

.In: law they do so out oj Die customs of the culture, find they must

ihape. it consciously by weighing considerations of public polity.

Perhaps the best statement luminous, graceful, on the plane

&amp;gt;f

the lay mind that Holmes ever wrote on his whole conception

if the nature, and inner spirit of law is the. long lecture-essay in-

&quot;ludcd at the. end of this section, &quot;The Path, of the Law.&quot; The
reader may possibly find it helpful to start the section with thix,

md than go on to tl/c more difficult (altliongh earlier) selections.

Holmes was in his middle fillies when he wrote it. He was talk&quot;

Ing to students who stood on. the threshold of n la/ral career. In it

ic speaks zuith something approaching tenderness yet without con-

lascension. The essay presents an interesting and on the whole suc

cessful blend of the two Uolmcxcs thc
&quot;lough&quot; legal historian

md critic, and the craftsman and reformer in the. law who did not

ilways live on good terms witti each other.



STRIKE 1

The famous strike of the gas-stokers in December last, by which

all London was plunged for several nights into partial darkness,

at last found its way into the courts. The company prosecuted five

men for conspiracy. The trial lasted only one day; the facts were

simple and undisputed, substantially as follows: The stokers arc

hired by the company under special contracts, which require a

certain notice to be given of an intention to leave work; the time

of this notice varies in the contracts of different classes of work

men, ranging from one week to thirty days. Most of the stokers

were combined together into a trade-union association. One of them,

a member of the association, was discharged by the company, for

what cause did not appear; but it was not claimed that the dis

charge was in violation of the contract. His fellow-members of

the association demanded his reinstatement, but in vain. They
thereupon, on the second of December, refused altogether to go
to work unless their demand was complied with. There was no
violence towards officers of the company; but there was some

violence, accompanied by a good deal of threatening, towards mem
bers of the association who had not been advised of the intention

of the conspirators, and who at first hesitated to fall in with the

design. The court charged the jury that the defendants had a per
fect right to form a trade-union, and that the fact that their action
was in restraint of trade, which would have made it an offense at

common law, could not be considered in this action; but that the

company alleged that the defendants &quot;either agreed to do an un
lawful act or to do a lawful act by unlawful means; and he asked
the jury whether there was a combination between the defendants
either to hinder or prevent the company from carrying on their
business by means of the men simultaneously breaking the con
tract of service they had entered into with the company. This was
an illegal act, and, what was more, a criminal act. If they did agree
to interfere with their employers business, by simultaneously break
ing such contracts, they were then agreeing to do that which would
bring them within the definition of

conspiracy.&quot;

The jury were out only twenty minutes, and then brought in a

i?ALR 582 (1873) . This first appeared as a commentary on a case of current
interest to lawyers.
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relict of guilty, but with a recommendation to mercy. This, how-

er, the court disregarded, and sentenced the accused to imprison-
mt for one year. In imposing the sentence the judge said that he

xl told the jury that, &quot;on the question whether they were to find

e defendants guilty or not, they ought not to be influenced by the

ggestion that what they were attempting to do would be dan-

rous to the public. But it did seem to him now, when he was

lied on to consider what kind of conspiracy they had been guilty

,
that he could not throw aside what was one of the obvious

suits of the conspiracy into which they entered, and what must

.ve been in their minds; and he could not doubt that the obvious

suit was great clanger to the public of this metropolis; that that

.nger was present to their minds; and it was by the acting on that

lowledge and on the effect they thought it would have upon their

asters minds, and trading upon their knowledge of the danger,
at they entered into this conspiracy, in order to force their masters

follow their will. . . .

&quot;The prisoners were the principals the chief actors; two o

em were delegates chosen by the men, and therefore evidently
sn to whom they looked up. They took a leading part in the

nspiracy. Therefore, notwithstanding their good character they
xl unfortunately put themselves into the position of being prop-

ly convicted of a dangerous and wicked conspiracy. The time

xl come when a serious punishment, and not nominal or a light

ie, must be inflicted a punishment that would teach men in

eir position that, although without offence they might be mcm-
rs of a trade-union, or might agree to go into an employment, or

leave it without committing any offence, yet that they must take

re when they agreed together that they must not agree to do it

illegal means. If they did that they were guilty of conspiracy,

id if they misled others they were guilty of a wicked conspiracy.&quot;

Those who are interested in the immediate social aspects of this

se, and who wish to hear the other side of this resort to the

urts, as a move in the game between mastei-s and men, will do

;11 to read an able article on Class Legislation in the Fortnightly

eview for February last, which combines much sense with some

isouncl notions of law.2 The aspect of the various instances of class

2Tlir&amp;gt; 41-1 irlx Hnlmpc rpfrvs tn is &quot;f.lnss Legislation.&quot; bv Henrv Cromnton. is



Herbert Spencer publishes from time to time. It has always seemed

to us a singular anomaly that believers in the theory of evolution

and in the natural development of institutions by successive adapta
tions to the environment, should be found laying down a theory of

government intended to establish its limits once for all by a logical

deduction from axioms. But the objection which we wish to ex

press at the present time is, that this presupposes an identity of

interest between the different parts of a community which does not

exist in fact. Consistently with his views, however, Mr. Spencer is

forever putting cases to show that the reaction of legislation is

equal to its action. By changing the law, he argues, you do not

get rid of any burden, but only change the mode of bearing it;

and if the change does not. make it easier to bear for society, con

sidered as a whole, legislation is inexpedient. This tacit assumption
of the solidarity of the interests of society is very common, but seems
to us to be false. The struggle for life, undoubtedly, is constantly

putting the interests of men at variance with those of the lower
animals. And the struggle does not stop in the ascending scale with
the monkeys, but is equally the law of human existence. Outside
of legislation this is undeniable. It is mitigated by sympathy, pru
dence, and all the social and moral qualities. But in the last resort
a man rightly prefers his own interest to that of his neighbors. And
this is as true in legislation as in any other form of corporate action.
All that can be expected from modem improvements is that legisla
tion should easily and quickly, yet not too quickly, modify itself in
accordance with the will of the de facto supreme power in the

community, and that the spread of an educated sympathy should
reduce the sacrifice of minorities to a minimum. But whatever body
may possess the supreme power for the moment is certain to have
interests inconsistent with others which have competed unsuccess
fully.

The more powerful interests must be more or less reflected
in legislation; which, like every, other device of man or beast,
must tend in the long run to aid the survival of the fittest. The
objection to class legislation is not that it favors a class, but either
that u fails to benefit the legislators, or that it is dangerous to them
because a

competing class has gained in power, or that it transcends
the limits of self-preference which are imposed by sympathy In-
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rference with contracts by usury laws and the like is open to the

st objection, that it only makes the burden of borrowers heavier,

he law brought to bear upon the gas-stokers is perhaps open to

e second, that it requires to be backed by a more unquestioned
)wer than is now possessed by the favored class; and some English
itutcs are also very probably open to the third. But it is no

.fficient condemnation of legislation that it favors one class at

ie expense of another; for much or all legislation does that; and

:&amp;gt;ne the less when the bona fide object is the greatest good of the

eatest number. Why should the greatest number be preferred?

Ivy not the greatest good of the most intelligent and most highly

zveloped? The greatest good of a minority of our generation may
; the greatest good of the greatest number in the long run. But
the welfare of all future ages is to be considered, legislation may

; well be abandoned for the present. If the welfare of the living

lajority is paramount, it can only be on the ground that the major-

y have the power in their hands. The fact is that legislation in

lis country, as well as elsewhere, is empirical. It is necessarily made
means by which a body, having the power, put burdens which

re disagreeable to them on the shoulders of somebody else. Com-
lunism would no more get rid of the difficulty than any other

/stem, unless it limited or put a stop to the propagation of the

Decics. And it may be doubted whether that solution would not be

5 disagreeable as any other.

SELECTIONS FROM THE COMMON LAW 1

(i) LIABILITY AND REVENGE 2

The object of this book is to present a general view of the

Common Law. To accomplish the task, other tools are needed be-

ides logic. It is something to show that the consistency of a system

equires a particular result, but it is not all. The life of the law

tas not been logic: it has been experience. The felt necessities of the

1 Holines s book The Common Law was a series of lectures originally delivered

i Boston. The selections that follow are from the first tour lectures. About

quarter of the material from these lectures is here included. I have chiefly

ift out further illustrative material and scholarly references to authorities. I have



share with their fellow-men, have had a good deal more to do than

the syllogism in determining the rules by which men should be

governed. The law embodies the story of a nation s development

through many centuries, and it cannot be dealt with as if it

contained only the axioms and corollaries of a book of mathematics.

In order to know what it is, we must know what it has been, and

what it tends to become. We must alternately consult history and

existing theories of legislation. But the most difficult labor will

be to understand the combination of the two into new products

at every stage. The substance of the law at any given time pretty

nearly corresponds, so far as it goes, with what is then understood

to be convenient; but its form and machinery, and the degree to

which it is able to work out desired results, depend very much

upon its past.

In Massachusetts to-day, while, on the one hand, there are a

great many rules which are quite sufficiently accounted for by
their manifest good sense, on the other, there are some which can

only be understood by reference to the infancy of procedure among
the German tribes, or to the social condition of Rome under the

Decemvirs. , . .

The first subject to be discussed is the general theory of liability
civil and criminal. . . . It is commonly known that the early forms
of legal procedure were grounded in vengeance. . . . Vengeance
imports a feeling of blame, and an opinion, however distorted by
passion, that a wrong has been done. It can hardly go very far

beyond the case of a harm intentionally inflicted: even a clog dis

tinguishes between being stumbled over and being kicked.
Whether for this cause or another, the early English appeals for

personal violence seem to have been confined to intentional

wrongs. . . . Our system of private liability for the consequences
of a man s own acts, that is, for his trespasses, started from the
notion of actual intent and actual personal culpability.
The original principles of

liability for harm inflicted by another
person or thing have been less

carefully considered hitherto than
those which governed trespass, and I shall therefore devote the rest
of this Lecture to

discussing them. I shall try to show that this

liability also had its root in the passion of revenge, and to point out
the changes by which it reached its present form. But I shall not
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:onfine myself strictly to what is needful for that purpose, because

t is not only most interesting to trace the transformation through-
iiu its whole extent, but the story will also afford an instructive

xample of the mode in which the law has grown, without a break,

rom barbarism to civilization. . . .

A very common phenomenon, and one very familiar to the stu-

lent of history, is this. The customs, beliefs, or needs of a primitive
ime establish a rule or a formula. In the course of centuries the

:ustom, belief, or necessity disappears, but the rule remains. The
cason which gave rise to the rule has been forgotten, and in

genious minds set themselves to inquire how it is to be accounted

or. Some ground of policy is thought of, which seems to explain it

md to reconcile it with the present state of things; and then the

ule adapts itself to the new reasons which have been found for

t, and enters on a new career. The old form receives a new con-

:ent, and in time even the form modifies itself to fit the meaning
,vhich it has received. The subject under consideration illustrates

;his course of events very clearly.

We have now followed the development of the chief forms of

liability in modern law for anything other than the immediate and

manifest consequences of a man s own acts. We have seen the

parallel course of events in the two parents, the Roman law and

the German customs, and in the offspring of those two on English
soil with regard to servants, animals, and inanimate things. We
have seen a single germ multiplying and branching into products
is different from each other as the flower from the root. It hardly
remains to ask what that germ was. We have seen that it was the

desire of retaliation against the offending thing itself. Undoubtedly,
it might be argued that many of the rules stated were derived from

a seizure of the offending thing as security for reparation, at first,

perhaps, outside the law. That explanation, as well as the one

offered here, would show that modern views of responsibility had

not yet been attained, as the owner of the thing might very well

not have been the person in fault. But such has not been the view

of those most competent to judge. A consideration of the earliest

instances will show, as might have been expected, that vengeance,



was to be surrendered to the relatives of the slain man, that they

might do with him what they liked. The deocland was an accursed

thing. The original limitation of liability to surrender, when the

owner was before the court, could not be accounted for if it was

his liability, and not that of his property, which was in question.

Even where, as in some of the cases, expiation seems to be intended

rather than vengeance, the object is equally remote from an ex-

trajudicial distress.

The foregoing history, apart from the purposes for which it has

been given, well illustrates the paradox of form and substance in

the development of law. In form its growth is logical. The official

theory is that each new decision follows syllogistically from existing

precedents. But just as the clavicle in the cat only tells of the

existence of some earlier creature to which a collar-bone was useful,

precedents survive in the law long after the use they once served

is at an end and the reason for them has been forgotten. The result

of following them must often be failure and confusion from the

merely logical point of view.

On the other hand, in substance the growth of the law is legisla

tive. And this in a deeper sense than that what the courts declare

to have always been the law is in fact new. It is legislative in its

grounds. The very considerations which judges most rarely mention,
and always with an apology, are the secret root from which the law
draws all the juices of life. I mean, of course, considerations of

what is expedient for the community concerned. Every important
principle which is developed by litigation is in fact and at bottom
the result of more or less definitely understood views of public
policy; most generally, to be sure, under our practice and traditions,
the unconscious result of instinctive preferences and inarticulate

convictions, but none the less traceable to views of public policy
in the last analysis. And as the law is administered by able and ex

perienced men, who know too much to sacrifice good sense to a

syllogism, it will be found that, when ancient rules maintain them
selves in die way that has been and will be shown in this book, new
reasons more fitted to the time have been found for them, and that

they gradually receive a new content, and at last a new form, from
the grounds to which they have been transplanted.
But hitherto this process has been largely unconscious. It is im-



recognition ot me legislative Junction of the courts, as just ex

plained, it would be useful, as we shall see more clearly further on.

What has been said will explain the failure of all theories which
consider the law only from its formal side, whether they attempt
to deduce the corpus from a priori postulates, or fall into the

humbler error of supposing the science of the law to reside in the

elegantia juris, or logical cohesion of part with part. The truth is,

that the law is always approaching, and never reaching, consistency.
It is forever adopting new principles from life at one end, and it

always retains old ones from history at the other, which have not

yet been absorbed or sloughed off. It will become entirely con

sistent only when it ceases to grow.
The study upon which we have been engaged is necessary both

for the knowledge and for the revision of the law.

However much we may codify the law into a series of seemingly
self-sufficient propositions, those propositions will be but a phase
in a continuous growth. To understand their scope fully, to know
how they will be dealt with by judges trained in the past which the

law embodies, we must ourselves know something of that past. The

history of what the law has been is necessary to the knowledge of

what the law is.

Again, the process which I have described has involved the at

tempt to follow precedents, as well as to give a good reason for

them. When we find that in large and important branches of the

law the various grounds of policy on which the various rules have

been justified are later inventions to account for what are in fact

survivals from more primitive times, we have a right to reconsider

the popular reasons, and, taking a broader view of the field, to

decide anew whether those reasons are satisfactory. They may rje,

notwithstanding the manner of their appearance. If truth were not

often suggested by error, if old implements could not be adjusted

to new uses, human progress would be slow. But scrutiny and re

vision are justified.

But none of the foregoing considerations, nor the purpose of

showing the materials for anthropology contained in the history of

the law, are the immediate object here. My aim and purpose have

been to show that the various forms of liability known to modern

law spring from the common ground of revenge. In the sphere of



law of torts it is of the first importance. It shows that they have

started from a moral basis, from the thought that someone was to

blame.

It remains to be proved that, while the terminology of morals is

still retained, and while the law does still and always, in a certain

sense, measwe legal liability by moral standards, it nevertheless,

by the very necessity of its nature, is continually transmuting those

moral standards into external or objective ones, from which the

actual guilt of the party concerned is wholly eliminated.

(2) PUNISHMENT, MORALS AND THE EXTERNAL STANDARD 1

The desire for vengeance imports an opinion that its object is

actually and personally to blame. It takes an internal standard,
not an objective or external one, and condemns its victim by that.

The question is whether such a standard is still accepted either in

this primitive form, or in some more refined development, as is

commonly supposed, and as seems not impossible, considering the

relative slowness with which the criminal law has improved.
It certainly may be argued, with some force, that it has nevcr

ceased to be one object of punishment to satisfy the desire for

vengeance. The argument will be made plain by considering those
instances in which, for one reason or another, compensation for a

wrong is out of the question.
Thus an act may be of such a kind as to make indemnity im

possible by putting an end to the principal sufferer, as in the case
of murder or manslaughter.

Again, these and other crimes, like forgery, although directed
against an individual, tend to make others feel unsafe, and this

general insecurity does not admit of being paid for.

Again, there are cases where there are no means of enforcing
indemnity. In Macaulay s draft of the Indian Penal Code, breaches
of contract for the carriage of passengers were made criminal. The
palanquin-bearers of India were too poor to pay damages, and yethad to be trusted to carry unprotected women and children throughwild and desolate tracts, where their desertion would have placed
those under their charge in great clanger.

his selection is from Lecture II, &quot;The Criminal Law.&quot;



store the injured party to his former situation, or to another equally

good, but which is inflicted for the very purpose of causing pain.
And so far as this punishment takes the place of compensation,
whether on account of the death of the person to whom the wrong
was done, the indefinite number of persons affected, the impossibil

ity of estimating the worth of the suffering in money, or the poverty
of the criminal, it may be said that one of its objects is to gratify the

desire for vengeance. The prisoner pays with his body.
The statement may be made stronger still, and it may be said,

not only that the law does, but that it ought to, make the gratifica

tion of revenge an object. This is the opinion, at any rate, of two

authorities so great, and so opposed in other views, as Bishop Butler

and Jeremy Bentham.2 Sir James Stephen says, &quot;The criminal law

stands to the passion of revenge in much the same relation as mar

riage to the sexual
appetite.&quot;

3

The first requirement of a. sound body of law is, that it should

correspond with the actual feelings and demands of the com

munity, whether right or wrong. If people would gratify the pas
sion of revenge outside of the law, if the law did not help them,

the law has no choice but to satisfy the craving itself, and thus

avoid the greater evil of private retribution. At the same time, this

passion is not one which we encourage, either as private individxials

or as law-makers. Moreover, it does not cover the whole ground.
There are crimes which do not excite it, and we should naturally

expect that the most important purposes of punishment would

be coextensive with the whole field of its application. It remains

to be discovered whether such a general purpose exists, and if

so what it is. Different theories still divide opinion upon the sub

ject.

It has been thought that the purpose of punishment is to re

form the criminal; that it is to deter the criminal and others from

committing similar crimes; and that it is retribution. Few would

now maintain that the first of these purposes was the only one. If

it were, every prisoner should be released as soon as it appears

clear that he will never repeat his offence, and if he is incurable he

2 Butler, Sermons, VIII. Bentham, &quot;Theory
of Legislation&quot; (Principles of

Penal Coda, Part a, ch. 16) , Hildreth s tr., p. 309.
s General View of the Criminal Law of England, p. 99.
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should not be punished
at all. Of course it would be hard to recon

cile the punishment
of death with this doctrine.

The main struggle lies between the other two. On the one side

is the notion that there is a mystic bond between wrong and

punishment; on the other, that the infliction of pain is only a means

to an end. Hegel, one of the great expounders of the former view,

puts it, in his quasi mathematical form, that, wrong being the ne

gation of right, punishment
is the negation of that negation, or

retribution. Thus the punishment must be equal, in the sense of

proportionate
to the crime, because its only function is to destroy

it. Others, without this logical apparatus, are content to rely upon
a felt necessity that suffering should follow wrong-doing.

It is objected that the preventive theory is immoral, because it

overlooks the ill-desert of wrong-doing, and furnishes no measure

of the amount of punishment, except the lawgiver s subjective

opinion in regard to the sufficiency of the amount of preventive

suffering. In the language of Kant, it treats man as a thing, not as

a person; as a means, not as an end in himself. It is said to conflict

with the sense of justice, and to violate the fundamental principle

of all free communities, that the members of such communities

have equal rights to life, liberty, and personal security.

In spite of all this, probably most English-speaking lawyers
would accept the preventive theory without hesitation. As to the

violation of equal rights which is charged, it may be replied that

the dogma of equality makes an equation between individuals only,
not between an individual and the community. No society has ever

admitted that it could not sacrifice individual welfare to its own
existence. If conscripts are necessary for its army, it seizes them,
and marches them, with bayonets in their rear, to death. It runs

highways and railroads through old family places in spite of the

owner s
protest, paying in this instance the market value, to be

sure, because no civilized government sacrifices the citizen more
than it can

help, but still
sacrificing his will and his welfare to that

of the rest.
4

If it were necessary to trench further upon the field of morals,
it might be suggested that the dogma of equality applied even to
individuals only within the limits of ordinary dealings in the com
mon run Of affairs Vflll rvr\r&amp;lt;r\t TV-., a ,.,IT, ,,~.,~ :_l_l ^



wim mm, wiiere uom are iree to cnoose, except on me footing ot

equal treatment, and the same rules for both. The ever-growing
value set upon peace and the social relations tends to give the law o

social being the appearance of the law of all being. But it seems to

me clear that the ultima ratio, not only regum, but of private per
sons, is force, and that at the bottom of all private relations, how
ever tempered by sympathy and all the social feelings, is a justifiable

self-preference. If a man is on a plank in the deep sea which will

only float one, and a stranger lays hold of it, he will thrust him
off if he can. When the state finds itself in a similar position, it

does the same thing.

The considerations which answer the argument of equal rights

also answer the objections to treating man as a thing, and the like.

If a man lives in society, he is liable to find himself so treated.

The degree of civilization which a people has reached, no doubt, is

marked by their anxiety to do as they would be done by. It may be

the destiny of man that the social instincts shall grow to control

his actions absolutely, even in anti-social situations. But they have

not yet done so, and as the rules of law are or should be based

upon, a morality which is generally accepted, no rule founded on

a theory of absolute unselfishness can be laid down without a

breach between law and working beliefs.

If it be true, as I shall presently try to show, that the general

principles of criminal and civil liability are the same, it will

follow from that alone that theory and fact agree in frequently

punishing those who have been guilty of no moral wrong, and

who could not be condemned by any standard that did not avowedly

disregard the personal peculiarities of the individuals concerned. If

punishment stood on the moral grounds which are proposed for it,

the first thing to be considered would be those limitations in the

capacity for choosing rightly which arise from abnormal instincts,

want of education, lack of intelligence, and all the other defects

which are most marked in the criminal classes. I do not say that

they should not be, or at least I do not need to for my argu

ment. I do not say that the criminal law does more good than

harm. I only say that it is not enacted or administered on that

theory.

There remains to be mentioned the affirmative argument in
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favor of the theory of retribution, to the effect that the fitness of

punishment following wrong-doing is axiomatic, and is
instinctively

recognized by unperverted minds. I think that it will be seen, on

self-inspection,
that this feeling of fitness is absolute and uncon

ditional only in the case of our neighbors. It does not seem to me
that any one who has satisfied himself that an act of his was wrong,
and that he will never do it again, would feel the least need or

propriety, as between himself and an earthly punishing power
alone, of his being made to suffer for what he had done, although,
when third persons were introduced, he might, as a philosopher,

admit the necessity of hurting him to frighten others. But when
our neighbors do \vrong, we sometimes feel the fitness of making
them smart for it, whether they have repented or not. The feeling
of fitness seems to me to be only vengeance in disguise, and I have

already admitted that vengeance was an clement, though not the

chief element, of punishment.

But, again, the supposed intuition of fitness docs not seem to me
to be coextensive with the thing to be accounted for. The lesser

punishments are just as fit for the lesser crimes as the greater for

the greater. The demand that crime should be followed by its pun
ishment should therefore be equal and absolute in both. Again, a

malum prohibition is just as much a crime as a malinn in se. If

there is any general ground for punishment, it must apply to one
case as much as to the other. But it will hardly be said that, if the

wrong in the case just supposed consisted of a breach of the revenue
laws, and the government had been indemnified for the loss, we
should feel any internal necessity that a man who had thoroughly
repented of his wrong should be punished for it, except on the

ground that his act was known to others. If it was known, the law
would have to verify its threats in order that others might believe
and tremble. But if the fact was a secret between the sovereign and
the subject, the sovereign, if wholly free from passion, would un
doubtedly see that punishment in such a case was wholly without
justification.

On the other hand, there can be no case in which the law-maker
makes certain conduct criminal without his thereby showing a
wish and purpose to prevent that conduct. Prevention would ac
cordingly seem to be the chief and only universal nurnrise of .n-



It this is a true account of the law as it stands, the law does un

doubtedly treat the individual as a means to an end, and uses him
as a tool to increase the general welfare at his own expense. It has

been suggested above, that this course is perfectly proper; but even

if it is wrong, our criminal law follows it, and the theory of our

criminal law must be shaped accordingly.
Further evidence that our law exceeds the limits of retribution,

and subordinates consideration of the individual to that of the

public well-being, will be found in some doctrines which cannot

be satisfactorily explained on any other ground.
The first of these is, that even the deliberate taking of life will

not be punished when it is the only way of saving one s own. This

principle is not so clearly established as that next to be mentioned;

but it has the support of very great authority.
5
If that is the law, it

must go on one of two grounds, cither that self-preference is proper
in the case supposed, or that, even if it is improper, the law can

not prevent it by punishment, because a threat of death at some

future time can never be a sufficiently powerful motive to make a

man choose death now in order to avoid the threat. If the former

ground is adopted, it admits that a single person may sacrifice

another to himself, and a fortiori that a people may. If the latter

view is taken, by abandoning punishment when it can no longer

be expected to prevent an act, the law abandons the retributive

and adopts the preventive theory.

The next doctrine leads to still clearer conclusions. Ignorance
of the law is no excuse for breaking it. This substantive principle is

sometimes put in the form of a rule of evidence, that every one

is presumed to know the law. It has accordingly been defended by

Austin and others, on the ground of difficulty of proof. If justice

requires the fact to be ascertained, the difficulty of doing so is no

ground for refusing to try. But every one must feel that ignorance

of the law could never be admitted as an excuse, even if the fact

could be proved by sight and hearing in every case. Furthermore,

now that parties can testify, it may be doubted whether a man s

knowledge of the law is any harder to investigate than many ques

tions which are gone into. The difficulty, such as it is, would be met

B Cf. i East, P. C. 294; United States v. Holmes, i Wall, Jr. i; i Bishop, Grim.

Law, 347-349, 845 (6th cd.) ; 4 Bl. Comm. 31.



commanded to abstain irom ceruun m-ia, UUL cusu iu umi out tna

we are commanded. For if there were such a second command, it i

very dear that the guilt of failing to obey it would bear no pro

portion to that of disobeying the principal command if known, yc

the failure to know would receive the same punishment as tin

failure to obey the principal law.

The true explanation of the rule is the same as that whicl

accounts for the law s indifference to a man s particular tempera

ment, faculties, and so forth. Public policy sacrifices the individua

to the general good. It is desirable that the burden of all shoulc

be equal, but it is still more desirable to put an end to robbery anc

murder. It is no doubt true that there are many cases in which tin

criminal could not have known that he was breaking the law, bu

to admit the excuse at all would be to encourage ignorance when
the law-maker has determined to make men know and obey, anc

justice to the individual is rightly outweighed by the larger interest;

on the other side of the scales.

If the foregoing arguments are sound, it is already manifcsi

that liability to punishment cannot be finally and absolutely de

terminecl by considering the actual personal unworthincss of tin

criminal alone. That consideration will govern only so far as the

public welfare permits or demands. And if we take into account the

general result which the criminal law is intended to bring about
we shall see that the actual state of mind accompanying a criminal

act plays a different part from what is commonly supposed.
For the most part, the purpose of the criminal law is only tc

induce external conformity to rule. All law is directed to con
ditions of things manifest to the senses. And whether it brings those

conditions to pass immediately by the use of force, as when it pro
tects a house from a mob by soldiers, or appropriates private prop
erty to public use, or hangs a man in pursuance of a judicial sen
tence, or whether it brings them about mediately through men ;

fears, its object is equally an external result. In directing itseli

against robbery or murder, for instance, its purpose is to put s

stop to the actual physical taking and keeping of other men s goods
or the actual

poisoning, shooting, stabbing, and otherwise putting
to death of other men. If those things are not done, the law for-

bidding them is equally satisfied, whatever the motive



sary m orcier to accompusn that purpose, we can see more readily
than before that the actual degree of personal guilt involved in

any particular transgression cannot be the only element, if it is

an clement at all, in the liability incurred. So far from its being
true, as is often assumed, that the condition of a man s heart or

conscience ought to be more considered in determining criminal

than civil liability, it might almost be said that it is the very op

posite of truth. For civil liability, in its immediate working, is simply
a redistribution of an existing loss between two individuals; and it

will be argued in the next Lecture that sound policy lets losses lie

where they fall, except where a special reason can be shown for in

terference. The most frequent of such reasons is, that the party
who is charged has been to blame.

It is not intended to deny that criminal liability, as well as civil,

is founded on blameworthiness. Such a denial would shock the

moral sense of any civilized community; or, to put it another way,
a law which punished conduct which would not be blameworthy
in the average member of the community would be too severe for

that community to bear. It is only intended to point out that,

when we arc dealing with that part of the law which aims more

directly than any other at establishing standards of conduct, we

should expect there more than elsewhere to find that the tests of

liability are external, and independent of the degree of evil in the

particular person s motives or intentions. The conclusion follows

directly from the nature of the standards to which conformity is

required. These are not only external, as was shown above, but

they are of general application. They do not merely require that

every man should get as near as he can to the best conduct possible

for him. They require him at his own peril to come up to a certain

height. They take no account of incapacities, unless the weakness

is so marked as to fall into well-known exceptions, such as infancy

or madness. They assume that every man is as able as every other to

behave as they command. If they fall on any one class harder than

on another, it is on the weakest. For it is precisely to those who

are most likely to err by temperament, ignorance, or folly, that

the threats of the law arc the most dangerous.

The reconciliation of the doctrine that liability is founded on

blameworthiness with the existence of liability where the party



dinary intelligence
and reasonable prudence. Liability is said tc

arise out of such conduct as would be blameworthy in him. But he

is an ideal being, represented by the jury when they are appealed to,

and his conduct is an external or objective standard when ap

plied to any given individual. That individual may be morally

without stain, because he has less than ordinary intelligence or

prudence. But he is required to have those qualities at his peril. If

he has them, he will not, as a general rule, incur liability without

blameworthiness.

(3) TORTS AND SOCIAL EXPERIENCE 1

The object of the next two Lectures is to discover whether there

is any common ground at the bottom of all liability in tort, and

if so, what that ground is. Supposing the attempt to succeed, it

will reveal the general principle of civil liability at common law.

The liabilities incurred by way of contract are more or less ex

pressly fixed by the agreement of the parties concerned, but those

arising from a tort are independent of any previous consent of

the wrong-doer to bear the loss occasioned by his act. . . . When A
assaults or slanders his neighbor, or converts his neighbor s prop
erty, he does a harm which he has never consented to bear, and if

the law makes him pay for it, the reason for doing so must be
found in some general view of the conduct which every one may
fairly expect and demand from every other, whether that other has

agreed to it or not.

Such a general view is very hard to find. The law did not begin
with a theory. It has never worked one out. The point from which
it started and that at which I shall try to show that it has arrived
are on different planes. In the progress from one to the other, it is

to be expected that its course should not be straight and its

direction not always visible. All that can be done is to point out
a tendency, and to justify it. The tendency, which is our main con
cern, is a matter of fact to be gathered from the cases. But the

difficulty of showing it is much enhanced by the circumstance that,
until

lately, the substantive law has been approached only through

&quot;&quot;

Negligence&quot;; also



trespass ana case, or on the scope or a general issue. In place of a

theory of tort, we have a theory of trespass. And even within that

narrower limit, precedents of the time of the assize and jurata
have been applied without a thought of their connection with a

long forgotten procedure.
Since the ancient forms of action have disappeared, a broader

treatment of the subject ought to be possible. Ignorance is the

best of law reformers. People are glad to discuss a question on

general principles, when they have forgotten the special knowledge
necessary for technical reasoning. But the present willingness to

generalize is founded on more than merely negative grounds. The

philosophical habit of the day, the frequency of legislation, and
the ease with which the law may be changed to meet the opinions
and wishes of the public, all inake it natural and unavoidable that

judges as well as others should openly discuss the legislative prin

ciples upon which their decisions must always rest in the end, and
should base their judgments upon broad considerations of policy to

which the traditions of the bench would hardly have tolerated a

reference fifty years ago.

The business of the law of torts is to fix the dividing lines between

those cases in which a man is liable for harm which he has done,

and those in which he is not. But it cannot enable him to predict
with certainty whether a given act under given circumstances will

make him liable, because an act will rarely have that effect unless

followed by damage, and for the most part, if not always, the con

sequences of an act are not known, but only guessed at as more or

less probable. All the rules that the law can lay down beforehand are

rules for determining the conduct which will be followed by liabil

ity if it is followed by harm that is, the conduct which a man pur
sues at his peril. The only guide for the future to be drawn from a

decision against a defendant in an action of tort is that similar acts,

under circumstances which cannot be distinguished except by the

result from those of the defendant, are done at the peril of the actor;

that if he escapes liability, it is simply because by good fortune no

harm comes of his conduct in the particular event.

If, therefore, there is any common ground for all liability in tort,

we shall best find it by eliminating the event as it actually turns out,

and by considering only the principles on which the peril of his con-
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duct is thrown upon the actor. We are to ask what are the elements,

on the defendant s side, which must all be present before
liability

is possible,
and the presence

of which will commonly make him 11

able if damage follows.

The law of torts abounds in moral phraseology.
It has much tc

say of wrongs, of malice, fraud, intent, and negligence. Hence it ma)

! naturally be supposed that the risk of a man s conduct is throwr

j upon him as the result of some moral shortcoming. But while thii

) notion has been entertained, the extreme opposite will be found tc

i have been a far more popular opinion; I mean the notion tha

|
a man is answerable for all the consequences of his acts, or, in othei

j
words, that he acts at his peril always, and wholly irrespective of th&amp;lt;

! state of his consciousness upon the matter.

Be the exceptions more or less numerous, the general purpose o

the law of torts is to secure a man indemnity against certain form

. of harm to person, reputation, or estate, at the hands o his neigh

! bors, not because they are wrong, but because they are harms. Tin

true explanation of the reference of liability to a moral standard

in the sense which has been explained, is not that it is for the pui
i pose of improving men s hearts, but that it is to give a man a fai

1

chance to avoid doing the harm before he is held responsible for il

It is intended to reconcile the policy of letting accidents lie wher

they fall, and the reasonable freedom of others with the protectioi

t of the individual from injury.

But the law does not even seek to indemnify a man from al

harms. An unrestricted enjoyment of all his possibilities would ir

) terfere with other equally important enjoyments on the part of hi

neighbors. There are certain things which the law allows a man t

I
do, notwithstanding the fact that he foresees that harm to anothe

j
will follow from them. He may charge a man with crime if th

f charge is true. He may establish himself in business where he for&amp;lt;

!

sees that the effect of his competition will be to diminish the custor

of another shopkeeper, perhaps to ruin him. He may erect a builc

ing which cuts another off from a beautiful prospect, or he ma
drain subterranean waters and thereby drain another s well; an

many other cases might be put.
As any of these things may be done with foresight of their ev

consequences, it would seem that they might be done with inten
and even with malevolent intent, to orodure them Thp wlinlp arm



swer tor accident, when the law permits the harm to be knowingly
inflicted it would be a strong thing if the presence of malice made

any difference in its decisions. That might happen, to be sure, with

out affecting the general views maintained here, but it is not to be

expected, and the weight of authority is against it.

As the law, on the one hand, allows certain harms to be inflicted

irrespective of the moral condition of him who inflicts them, so, at

the other extreme, it may on grounds of policy throw the absolute

risk of certain transactions on the person engaging in them, irre

spective of blameworthiness in any sense.

Most liabilities in tort lie between these two extremes, and are

founded on the infliction of harm which the defendant had a reason

able opportunity to avoid at the time of the acts or omissions which
were its proximate cause. But as fast as specific rules are worked out

in place of the vague reference to the conduct of the average man,

they range themselves alongside of other specific rules based on pub
lic policy, and the grounds from which they spring cease to be mani

fest. So that, as will be seen directly, rules which seem to lie outside

of culpability in any sense have sometimes been referred to remote

fault, while others which started from the general notion of negli

gence may with equal ease be referred to some extrinsic ground of

policy.

Apart from the extremes just mentioned, it is now easy to see how
the point at which a man s conduct begins to be at his own peril is

generally fixed. When the principle is understood on which that

point is determined by the law of torts, we possess a common ground
of classification, and a key to the whole subject, so far as tradition

has not swerved the law from a consistent theory. It has been made

pretty clear, from what precedes, that I find that ground in knowl

edge of circumstances accompanying an act or conduct indifferent

but for those circumstances.

But it is worth remarking, before that criterion is discussed, that

a possible common ground is reached at the preceding step in the

descent from malice through intent and foresight. Foresight is a

possible common denominator of wrongs at the two extremes of

malice and negligence. The purpose of the law is to prevent or secure

a man indemnity from harm at the hands of his neighbors, so far

as consistent with other considerations which have been mentioned,



duct, the principle
which exonerates him from accident no longei

applies,
and he is liable. But, as has been shown, he is bound to fore,

see whatever a prudent and intelligent man would have foreseen,

and therefore he is liable for conduct from which such a man

would have foreseen that harm was liable to follow.

Accordingly, it would be possible to state all cases of negligence in

terms of imputed or presumed foresight. It would be possible even

to press the presumption further, applying the very inaccurate

maxim, that every man is presumed to intend the natural conse

quences of his own acts; and this mode of expression will, in fact,

be found to have been occasionally used, more especially in the

criminal law, where the notion of intent has a stronger foothold.

The latter fiction is more remote and less philosophical than the

former; but, after all, both are equally fictions. Negligence is not

foresight, but precisely the want of it; and if foresight were pre

sumed, the ground of the presumption, and therefore the essential

element, would be the knowledge of facts which made foresight

possible.

Taking knowledge, then, as the true starting-point, the next ques
tion is how to determine the circumstances necessary to be known
in any given case in order to make a man liable for the consequences
of his act. They must be such as would have led a prudent man to

perceive danger, although not necessarily to foresee the specific

harm. But this is a vague test. How is it decided what those circum

stances are? The answer must be, by experience.
But there is one point which has been left ambiguous in the pre

ceding Lecture and here, and which must be touched upon. It has

been assumed that conduct which the man of ordinary intelligence
would perceive to be dangerous under the circumstances, would be

blameworthy if pursued by him. It might not be so, however. Sup
pose that, acting under the threats of twelve armed men, which put
him in fear of his life, a man enters another s close and takes a horse.
In such a case, he actually contemplates and chooses harm to an
other as the consequence of his act. Yet the act is neither blame
worthy nor punishable. But it might be actionable, and Rolle, C. J.
ruled that it was so in Gilbert v. Stone* If this be law, it goes the
full length of deciding that it is enough if the defendant has had a

2
Aleyn, 35; Style, 72; A. D. 1648,



may, uieie is no reason wny ne snoulcl be allowed to intentionally
and permanently transfer his misfortunes to the shoulders of his

neighbors.
It cannot be inferred, from the mere circumstance that certain

conduct is made actionable, that therefore the law regards it as

wrong, or seeks to prevent it. Under our mill acts a man has to pay
for flowing his neighbor s lands, in the same way that he has to pay
in trover for converting his neighbor s goods. Yet the law approves
and encourages the flowing of lands for the erection of mills.

Moral predilections must not be allowed to influence our minds
in settling legal distinctions. If we accept the test of the liability

alone, how do we distinguish between trover and the mill acts? or

between conduct which is prohibited, and that which is merely
taxed? The only distinction which I can see is in the difference of

the collateral consequences attached to the two classes of conduct. In

the one, the maxim in pnri delicto potior est conditio defen-

dentis, and the invalidity of contracts contemplating it, show that

the conduct is outside the protection of the law. In the other, it is

otherwise.3 This opinion is confirmed by the fact, that almost the

only cases in which the distinction between prohibition and taxa

tion comes up concern the application of these maxims.

I therefore repeat, that experience is the test by which it is de

cided whether the degree of danger attending given conduct under

certain known circumstances is sufficient to throw the risk upon the

party pursuing it.

For instance, experience shows that a good many guns supposed
to be unloaded go off and hurt people. The ordinarily intelligent

and prudent member of the community would foresee the possibility

of danger from pointing a gun which he had not inspected into a

crowd, and pulling the trigger, although it was said to be unloaded.

Hence, it may very properly be held that a man who does such a

thing does it at his peril, and that, if damage ensues, he is answer

able for it. The co-ordinated acts necessary to point a gun and pull

a trigger, and the intent and knowledge shown by the co-ordination

of those acts, are all consistent with entire blamelessness. They
3

i Kent (isth cd.) , 467, n. i; 6 ALR 723-725; 7 id. 652.
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threaten harm to no one without further facts. But the one addi

tional circumstance of a man in the line and wilhin range of the

piece makes the conduct manifestly dangerous to any one who knows

the fact. There is no longer any need to refer to the prudent man,

or general experience.
The facts have taught their lesson, and have

generated a concrete and external rule of liability. He who snaps a

cap upon a gun pointed in the direction of another person, known

by him to be present,
is answerable for the consequences.

The question what a prudent man would do under given circum

stances is then equivalent to the question what are the teachings of

experience as to the dangerous character of this or that conduct un

der these or those circumstances; and as the teachings of experience

are matters of fact, it is easy to see why the jury should be consulted

with regard to them. They are, however, facts of a special and pe

culiar function. Their only bearing is on the question, what ought
to have been clone or omitted under the circumstances of the case,

not on what was done. Their function is to suggest a rule of conduct.

The theory of torts may be summed up very simply. At the two

extremes of the law are rules determined by policy without refer

ence to any kind of morality. Certain harms a man may inflict even

wickedly; for certain others he must answer, although his conduct

has been prudent and beneficial to the community.
But in the main the law started from those intentional wrongs,

which are the simplest and most pronounced cases, as well as the

nearest to the feeling of revenge which leads to self-redress. It thus

naturally adopted the vocabulary and in some degree the tests, of

morals. But as the law has groxvn, even when its standards have con
tinued to model themselves upon those of morality, they have neces

sarily become external, because they have considered, not the actual

condition of the particular defendant, but whether his conduct
would have been wrong in the fair average member of the commu
nity, whom he is expected to equal at his peril.

In general, this question will be determined by considering the

degree of danger attending the act or conduct under the known
circumstances. If there is danger that harm to another will follow,
the act is eenerallv xvronp- in thp spnsp /-&amp;gt;f i-i-i ii.,.
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defendant has had reasonable warning of danger before acting. This

distinction, however, is generally unimportant, and the known tend

ency of the act under the known circumstances to do harm may be

accepted as the general test of conduct.

The tendency of a given act to cause harm under given circum

stances must be determined by experience. And experience either at

first hand or through the voice of the jury is continually working out

concrete rules, which in form arc still more external and still more
remote from a reference to the moral condition of the defendant,

than even the test of the prudent man which makes the first stage of

the division between law and morals. It does this in the domain of

wrongs described as intentional, as systematically as in those styled
unintentional or negligent.

But while the law is thus continually adding to its specific rules,

it does not adopt the coarse and impolitic principle that a man acts

always at his peril. On the contrary, its concrete rales, as well as the

general questions addressed to the jury, show that the defendant

must have had at least a fair chance of avoiding the infliction of

harm before he becomes answerable for such a consequence of his

conduct. And it is certainly arguable that even a fair chance to avoid

bringing harm to pass is not sufficient to throw upon a person the

peril of his conduct, unless, judged by average standards, he is also

to blame for what he does.

THE PATH OF THE LAW 1

When we study law we are not studying a mystery but a well-

known profession. We are studying what we shall want in order to

appear before judges, or to advise people in such a way as to keep
them out of court. The reason why it is a profession, why people

will pay lawyers to argue for them or to advise them, is that in so

cieties like ours the command of the public force is intrusted to the

judges in certain cases, and the whole power of the state will be put

1 An Address delivered at the dedication o the new hall of the Boston

University School of Law, on January 8, 1897. First published in 10 HLR (1897) ,

457-478.
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forth, if necessary, to carry out their judgments and decrees. People

want to know under what circumstances and how far they will run

the risk of coming against what is so much stronger than themselves,

and hence it becomes a business to find out when this danger is to

be feared. The object of our study, then, is prediction, the prediction

of the incidence of the public
force through the instrumentality of

the courts.

The means of the study are a body of reports, of treatises, and of

statutes, in this country and in England, extending back for six hun

dred years, and now increasing annually by hundreds. In these sibyl

line leaves are gathered the scattered prophecies of the past upon
the cases in which the axe will fall. These are what properly have

been called the oracles of the law. Far the most important and pretty

nearly the whole meaning of every new effort of legal thought is to

make these prophecies more precise, and to generalize them into a

thoroughly connected system. The process is one, from a lawyer s

statement of a case, eliminating as it does all the dramatic elements

with which his client s story has clothed it, and retaining only the

facts of legal import, up to the final analyses and abstract universal

of theoretic jurisprudence. The reason why a lawyer does not men
tion that his client wore a white hat when he made a contract, while

Mrs. Quickly would be sure to dwell upon it along with the parcel

gilt goblet and the sea-coal fire, is that he foresees that the public
force will act in the same way whatever his client had upon his head.

It is to make the prophecies easier to be remembered and to be

understood that the teachings of the decisions of the past arc put
into general propositions and gathered into text-books, or that stat

utes are passed in a general form. The primary rights and duties

with which jurisprudence busies itself again are nothing but proph
ecies. One of the many evil effects of the confusion between legal
and moral ideas, about which I shall have something to say in a

moment, is that theory is apt to get the cart before the horse, and
to consider the right or the duty as something existing apart from
and independent of the consequences of its breach, to which certain
sanctions are added afterward. But, as I shall try to show, a legal
duty so called is nothing but a prediction that if a man does or omits
certain things he will be made to suffer in this or that way by judg
ment of the court; - and so of a legal right.



number or reports, me reports of a given jurisdiction in the course
of a generation take up pretty much the whole body of the law, and
restate it from the present point of view. We could reconstruct the

corpus from them if all that went before were burned. The use of

the earlier reports is mainly historical, a use about which I shall

have something to say before I have finished.

I wish, if I can, to lay down some first principles for the study
of this body of dogma or systematized prediction which we call the

law, for men who want to use it as the instrument of their business

to enable them to prophesy in their turn, and, as bearing upon the

study, I wish to point out an ideal which as yet our law has not

attained.

The first thing for a business-like understanding of the matter is

to understand its limits, and therefore I think it desirable at once to

point out and dispel a confusion between morality and law, which
sometimes rises to the height of conscious theory, and more often

and indeed constantly is making trouble in detail without reaching
the point of consciousness. You can see very plainly that a bad man
has as much reason as a good one for wishing to avoid an encounter

with the public force, and therefore you can see the practical impor
tance of the distinction between morality and law. A man who cares

nothing for an ethical rule which is believed and practised by his

neighbors is likely nevertheless to care a good deal to avoid being
made to pay money, and will want to keep out of jail if he can.

I take it for granted that no hearer of mine will misinterpret what

I have to say as the language of cynicism. The law is the witness and

external deposit of our moral life. Its history is the history of the

moral development of the race. The practice of it, in spite of popular

jests, tends to make good citizens and good men. When I emphasize
the difference between law and morals I do so with reference to a

single end, that of learning and understanding the law. For that pur

pose you must definitely master its specific marks, and it is for that

I ask you for the moment to imagine yourselves indifferent to other

and greater things.

I do not say that there is not a wider point of view from which the

distinction between law and morals becomes of secondary or no im

portance, as all mathematical distinctions vanish in presence of the

infinite. But I do say that that distinction is of the first importance
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for the object which we are here to consider, - a right study and mas

tery of the law as a business with well understood limits, a body of

dogma enclosed within definite lines. I have just shown the practical

reason for saying so. If you want to know the law and nothing else,

you must look at it as a bad man, who cares only for the material

consequences which such knowledge enables him to predict, not as

a good one, who finds his reasons for conduct, whether inside the law

or outside of it, in the vaguer sanctions of conscience. The theoreti

cal importance of the distinction is no less, if you would reason on

your subject aright. The law is full of phraseology drawn from

morals, and by the mere force of language continually invites us to

pass from one domain to the other without perceiving it, as we arc-

sure to do unless we have the boundary constantly before our minds.

The law talks about rights, and duties, and malice, and intent, and

negligence, and so forth, and nothing is easier, or, I may say, more
common in legal reasoning, than to take these words in their moral

sense, at some stage of the argument, and so to drop into
fallacy.

For instance, when we speak of the rights of man in a moral sense,

we mean to mark the limits of interference with individual freedom
which we think are prescribed by conscience, or by our ideal, how
ever reached. Yet it is certain that many laws have been enforced in

the past, and it is likely that some are enforced now, which are

condemned by the most enlightened opinion of the time, or which
at all events pass the limit of interference as many consciences would
draw it. Manifestly, therefore, nothing but confusion of thought can
result from assuming that the rights of man in a moral sense are

equally rights in the sense of the Constitution and the law. No doubt
simple and extreme cases can be put of imaginable laws which the

statute-making power would not dare to enact, even in the absence
of written constitutional prohibitions, because the community
would rise in rebellion and

fight; and this gives some plausibility
to the proposition that the law, if not a part of morality, is limited

by it. But this limit of power is not coextensive with any system of
morals. For the most part it falls far within the lines of any such
system, and in some cases may extend beyond them, for reasons
drawn from the habits of a particular people at a particular time.
I once heard the late Professor Agassiz say that a German popula
tion would rise if you added two rencs tn &amp;lt;!,* ; ~r !
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conceptions. Take the fundamental question, What constitutes the

law? You will find some text writers telling you that it is something
different from what is decided by the courts of Massachusetts or

England, that it is a system of reason, that it is a deduction from

principles of ethics or admitted axioms or what not, which may or

may not coincide with the decisions. But if we rake the view of our

friend the bad man we shall find that he does not care txvo straws

for the axioms or deductions, but that he docs want to know what

the Massachusetts or English courts are likely to do in fact. I am
much of his mind. The prophecies of what the courts will do in fact,

and nothing more pretentious, arc what I mean by the law.

Take again a notion which as popularly understood is the widest

conception which the law contains the notion of legal duty, to

which already I have referred. We fill the word with all the content

which we draw from morals. But what does it mean to a bad man?

Mainly, and in the first place, a prophecy that if he does certain

things he will be subjected to disagreeable consequences by way of

imprisonment or compulsory payment of money. But from his point

of view, what is the difference between being fined and being taxed

a certain sum for doing a certain thing? That his point of view is

the test of legal principles is shown by the many discussions which

have arisen in the courts on the very question whether a given statu

tory liability is a penalty or a tax. On the answer to this question

depends the decision whether conduct is legally wrong or right, and

also whether a man is under compulsion or free. Leaving the crim

inal law on one side, what is the difference between the liability un

der the mill acts or statutes authorizing a taking by eminent do

main and the liability for what we call a wrongful conversion of

property where restoration is out of the question? In both cases the

party taking another man s property has to pay its fair value as as

sessed by a jury, and no more. What significance is there in calling

one taking right and another wrong from the point of view of the

law? It does not matter, so far as the given consequence, the com

pulsory payment, is concerned, whether the act to which it is at

tached is described in terms of praise or in terms of blame, or

whether the law purports to prohibit it or to allow it. If it matters

at all, still speaking from the bad man s point of view, it must be
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have been able to think of are to be found in two somewhat
insig-

nificant legal doctrines, both of which might be abolished without

disturbance. One is, that a contract to do a prohibited act is un

lawful, and the other, that, if one of two or more joint wrongdoers

has to pay all the damages, he cannot recover contribution from

his fellows. And that I believe is all. You see how the vague cir

cumference of the notion of duty shrinks and at the same time

grows more precise
when we wash it with cynical acid and expel

everything except the object of our study, the operations of the

law.

Nowhere is the confusion between legal and moral ideas more

manifest than in the law of contract. Among other things, here

again the so called primary rights and duties arc invested with a

mystic significance beyond what can be assigned and explained. The

duty to keep a contract at common law means a prediction that you

must pay damages if you do not keep it and nothing else. If you

commit a tort, you are liable to pay a compensatory sum. If you

commit a contract, you are liable to pay a compensatory sum unlcs:

the promised event comes to pass, and that is all the difference. Bui

such a mode of looking at the matter stinks in the nostrils of those

who think it advantageous to get as much ethics into the law as the]

can. It was good enough for Lord Coke, however, and here, as ir

many other cases, I am content to abide with him. In Bromagc v

Genning,* a prohibition was sought in the King s Bench against t

suit in the marches of Wales for the specific performance of a cove

nant to grant a lease, and Coke said that it would subvert the in

tention of the covenantor, since he intends it to be at his clectior

either to lose the damages or to make the lease. Sergeant Harris fo:

the plaintiff confessed that he moved the matter against his con

science, and a prohibition was granted. This goes further than wi

should go now, but it shows what I venture to say has been thi

common law point of view from the beginning, although Mr. Hai
riman, in his very able little book upon Contracts, has been misled
as I humbly think, to a different conclusion.

1 have spoken only of the common law, because there are som
cases in which a logical justification can be found for speaking o

2 Roll. Rep. 368.



enforce it by putting the defendant in prison or otherwise punishing
him unless he complies with the order of the court. But I hardly
think it advisable to shape general theory from the exception, and I

think it would be better to cease troubling ourselves about primary

rights and sanctions altogether, than to describe our prophecies con

cerning the liabilities commonly imposed by the law in those inap

propriate terms.

I mentioned, as other examples of the use by the law of words

drawn from morals, malice, intent, and negligence. It is enough to

take malice as it is used in the law of civil liability for wrongs
what we lawyers call the law of torts to show that it means some

thing different in law from what it means in morals, and also to

show how the difference has been obscured by giving to principles
which have little or nothing to do with each other the same name.

Three hundred years ago a parson preached a sermon and told a

story out of Foxe s Book of Martyrs of a man who had assisted at the

torture of one of the saints, and afterward died, suffering compensa

tory inward torment. It happened that Foxe was wrong. The man
was alive and chanced to hear the sermon, and thereupon he sued

the parson. Chief Justice Wray instructed the jury that the defend

ant was not liable, because the story was told innocently, without

malice. He took malice in the moral sense, as importing a malevolent

motive. But nowadays no one doubts that a man may be liable, with

out any malevolent motive at all, for false statements manifestly cal

culated to inflict temporal damage. In stating the case in pleading,
we still should call the defendant s conduct malicious; but, in my
opinion at least, the word means nothing about motives, or even

about the defendant s attitude toward the future, but only signifies

that the tendency of his conduct under the known circumstances

was very plainly to cause the plaintiff temporal harm.3

In the law of contract the use of moral phraseology has led to

equal confusion, as I have shown in part already, but only in part.

Morals deal with the actual internal state of the individual s mind,

what he actually intends. From the time of the Romans down to

now, this mode of dealing has affected the language of the law as

to contract, and the language used has reacted upon the thought.

We talk about a contract as a meeting of the minds of the parties,

3 See Hanson v. Globe Newspaper Co., 159 Mass. 293, 302. See also below, p. 96.
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and thence it is inferred in various cases that there is no contract

because their minds have not met; that is, because they have in

tended different things or because one party has not known of the

assent of the other. Yet nothing is more certain than that parties

may be bound by a contract to things which neither of them in-

: tended, and when one does not know of the other s assent. Suppose

.
, a contract is executed in due form and in writing to deliver a lec

ture, mentioning no time. One of the parties thinks that the promise

will be construed to mean at once, within a week. The other thinks

that it means when he is ready. The court says that, it means within

a reasonable time. The parties are bound by the contract as it is in-

terpreted by the court, yet neither of them meant what the court

declares that they have said. In my opinion no one will understand

the true theory of contract or be able even to discuss some funda

mental questions intelligently until he has understood that all con

tracts are formal, that the making of a contract depends not on the

agreement of two minds in one intention, but on the agreement of

two sets of external signs not on the parties having meant the

same things but on their having said the same thing. Furthermore,

as the signs may be addressed to one sense or another to sight or

to hearing on the nature of the sign will depend the moment

;
when the contract is made. If the sign is tangible, for instance, a let

ter, the contract is made when the letter of acceptance is delivered.

I it is necessary that the minds of the parties meet, there will be
1

no contract until the acceptance can be read none, for example, if

j the acceptance be snatched from the hand of the olferer by a third

1 person.

This is not the time to work out a theory in detail, or to answer

many obvious doubts and questions which are suggested by these

general views. I know of none which are not easy to answer, but

what I am trying to do now is only by a series of hints to throw some

light on the narrow path of legal doctrine, and upon two pitfalls

which, as it seems to me, lie perilously near to it. Of the first of these

I have said enough. I hope that my illustrations have shown the

danger, both to speculation and to practice, of confounding- morality
with law, and the trap which legal language lays for us on that side

of our way. For my own part, I often doubt whether it would not be
a gain if everv word of moral sicmifi&amp;lt;-;in&amp;lt;-p&amp;gt; niri KO K^^.VU^^I r~~.



tusion we should gam very much in the clearness of our thought.

So much for the limits of the law. The next thing which I wish

to consider is what are the forces which determine its content and

its growth. You may assume, with Hobbes and Bentham and Austin,

that all law emanates from the sovereign, even when the first human

beings to enunciate it are the judges, or you may think that law is

the voice of the Zeitgeist, or what you like. It is all one to my present

purpose. Even if every decision required the sanction of an emperor
with despotic power and a whimsical turn of mind, we should be

interested none the less, still with a view to prediction, in discover

ing some order, some rational explanation, and some principle of

growth for the rules which he laid clown. In every system there are

such explanations and principles to be found. It is with regard to

them that a second fallacy comes in, which I think it important to

expose.
The fallacy to which I refer is the notion that the only force at

work in the development of the law is logic. In the broadest sense,

indeed, that notion would be true. The postulate on which we think

about the universe is that there is a fixed quantitative relation be

tween every phenomenon and its antecedents and consequents. If

there is such a thing as a phenomenon without these fixed quantita
tive relations, it is a miracle. It is outside the law of cause and effect,

and as such transcends our power of thought, or at least is something
to or from which we cannot reason. The condition of our thinking

about the universe is that it is capable of being thought about

rationally, or, in other words, that every part of it is effect and

cause in the same sense in which those parts are with which we

are most familiar. So in the broadest sense it is true that the law

is a logical development, like everything else. The danger of which

I speak is not the admission that the principles governing other

phenomena also govern the law, but the notion that a given sys

tem, ours, for instance, can be worked out like mathematics from

some general axioms of conduct. This is the natural error of the

schools, but it is not confined to them. I once heard a very eminent

judge say that he never let a decision go until he was absolutely

sure that it was right. So judicial dissent often is blamed, as if it

meant simply that one side or the other were not doing their sums



This mode of thinking is entirely natural, i ne training ot law-

yers is a training in logic.
The processes of analogy, discrimination,

and deduction are those in which they are most at home. The lan

guage of judicial
decision is mainly the language of logic. And the

logical method and form flatter that longing for certainty and for

repose which is in every human mind. But certainty generally is

illusion, and repose is not the destiny of man. Behind the logical

form lies a judgment as to the relative worth and importance of

competing legislative grounds, often an inarticulate and uncon

scious judgment, it is true, and yet the very root and nerve of

the whole proceeding. You can give any conclusion a logical form.

You always can imply a condition in a contract. But why do you

imply it? It is because of some belief as to the practice of the com

munity or of a class, or because of some opinion as to policy, or, in

short, because of some attitude of yours upon a matter not capable
of exact quantitative measurement, and therefore not capable of

founding exact logical conclusions. Such matters really are battle

grounds where the means do not exist for determinations that shall

be good for all time, and where the decision can do no more than

embody the preference of a given body in a given time and place.

We do not realize how large a part of our law is open to reconsidera

tion upon a slight change in the habit of the public mind. No
concrete proposition is self-evident, no matter how ready we may
be to accept it, not even Mr. Herbert Spencer s

&quot;Every
man has a

right to do what he wills, provided he interferes not with a like

right on the part of his
neighbors.&quot;

Why is a false and injurious statement privileged, if it is made

honestly in giving information about a servant? It is because it has

been thought more important that information should be given
freely, than that a man should be protected from what under
other circumstances would be an actionable wrong. Why is a man
at liberty to set up a business which he knows will ruin his neigh
bor? It is because the public good is supposed to be best subserved

by free
competition. Obviously such judgments of relative im

portance may vary in different times and places. Why does a judge
instruct a jury that an employer is not liable to an employee for
an injury received in the course of his employment unless he is

negligent, and why do the jury generally find for the plaintiff if



man might have foreseen the injury, or at least the danger, while

the inclination of a very large part of the community is to make
certain classes of persons insure the safety of those with whom they
deal. Since the last words were written, I have seen the require
ment of such insurance put forth as part of the programme of

one of the best known labor organizations. There is a concealed,

half conscious battle on the question of legislative policy, and if

any one thinks that it can be settled deductively, or once for all, I

only can say that I think he is theoretically wrong,&quot;
and that I am

certain that his conclusion will not be accepted in practice semper

ubique et ab omnibus.

Indeed, I think that even now our theory upon this matter is

open to reconsideration, although I am not prepared to say how I

should decide if a reconsideration were proposed. Our law of torts

comes from the old days of isolated, ungeneralized wrongs, assaults,

slanders, and the like, where the damages might be taken to lie

where they fell by legal judgment. But the torts with which our

courts are kept busy to-day are mainly the incidents of certain

tvell-known businesses. They are injuries to person or property by
railroads, factories, and the like. The liability for them is esti

mated, and sooner or later goes into the price paid by the public.

The public really pays the damages, and the question of liability, if

pressed far enough, is really the question how far it is desirable that

the public should insure the safety of those whose work it uses. It

might be said that in such cases the chance of a jury finding for

the defendant is merely a chance, once in a while rather arbitrarily

interrupting the regular course of recovery, most likely in the case

of an unusually conscientious plaintiff, and therefore better done

away with. On the other hand, the economic value even of a

life to the community can be estimated, and no recovery, it may
be said, ought to go beyond that amount. It is conceivable that

some day in certain cases we may find ourselves imitating, on a

higher plane, the tariff for life and limb which we see in the Leges
Barbarorum.

I think that the judges themselves have failed adequately to

recognize their duty of weighing considerations of social advantage.

The duty is inevitable, and the result of the often proclaimed

judicial aversion to deal with such considerations is simply to



a

good deal frightened.
I suspect

that this fear has influenced judicial

action both here and in England, yet it is certain that it is not

a conscious factor in the decisions to which I refer. I think thai

something similar has led people who no longer hope to control

the legislatures
to look to the courts as expounders oC the Con-

stitutions, and that in some courts new principles have been clis

covered outside the bodies of those instruments, which may b&amp;lt;

generalized
into acceptance of the economic doctrines which prc

vailed about fifty years ago, and a wholesale prohibition of what ;

tribunal of lawyers does not think about right. I cannot but be

lieve that if the training of lawyers led them habitually to con

sider more definitely and explicitly
the social advantage on whicl

the rule they lay down must be justified, they sometimes woulc

hesitate where now they are confident, and sec that really the

were taking sides upon debatable and often burning questions.

So much for the fallacy of logical form. Now let us consider th

present condition of the law as a subject for study, and the idea

toward which it tends. We still are far from the point of vie^

which I desire to see reached. No one has reached it or can read

it as yet. We are only at the beginning of a philosophical rcactior

and of a reconsideration of the worth of doctrines which for th

most part still are taken for granted without any deliberate, cor

scious, and systematic questioning of their grounds. The develop
ment of our law has gone on for nearly a thousand years, like th

development of a plant, each generation taking the inevitable nex

step, mind, like matter, simply obeying a law of spontaneou

growth. It is perfectly natural and right that it should have bee

so. Imitation is a necessity of human nature, as has been illustrate

by a remarkable French writer, M. Tarde, in an admirable bool

Les Lois de I Imitation. Most of the things we do, we do for n

better reason than that our fathers have done them or that ou

neighbors do them, and the same is true of a larger part than w

suspect of what we think. The reason is a good one, because ov
short life gives us no time for a better, but it is not the best. 1

does not follow, because we all are compelled to take on faith ;

second hand most of the rules on which we base our action an



not aspire to carry reason as tar as it will go throughout the whole

domain. In regard to the law, it is true, no doubt, that an evo

lutionist will hesitate to affirm universal validity for his social

ideals, or for the principles which he thinks should be embodied

in legislation. He is content if he can prove them best for here and

now. He may be ready to admit that he knows nothing about an

absolute best in the cosmos, and even that he knows next to nothing
about a permanent best for men. Still it is true that a body of law

is more rational and more civilized when every rule it contains is

referred articulately and definitely to an end which it subserves,

and when the grounds for desiring that end are stated or are ready
to be stated in words.

At present, in very many cases, if we want to know why a rule

of law has taken its particular shape, and more or less if we want

to know why it exists at all, we go to tradition. We follow it into

the Year Books, and perhaps beyond them to the customs of the

Salian Franks, and somewhere in the past, in the German forests,

in the needs of Norman kings, in the assumptions of a dominant

class, in the absence of generalized ideas, we find out the practical

motive for what now best is justified by the mere fact of its ac

ceptance and that men are accustomed to it. The rational study
of law is still to a large extent the study of history. History must

be a part of the study, because without it we cannot know the

precise scope of rules which it is our business to know. It is a part

of the rational study, because it is the first step toward an en

lightened scepticism, that is, towards a deliberate reconsidera

tion of the worth of those rules. When you get the dragon out of

his cave on to the plain and in the daylight, you can count his

teeth and claws, and see just what is his strength. But to get him
out is only the first step. The next is either to kill him, or to tame

him and make him a useful animal. For the rational study of the

law the black-letter man may be the man of the present, but the

man of the future is the man of statistics and the master of eco

nomics. It is revolting to have no better reason for a rule of law

than that so it was laid down in the time of Henry IV. It is still

more revolting if the grounds upon which it was laid down have

vanished long since, and the rule simply persists from blind imi

tation of the past. I am thinking of the technical rule as to trespass



to show how the social end which is aimed at by a rule of law is

obscured and only partially
attained in consequence of the facl

that the rule owes its form to a gradual historical development

instead of being reshaped as a whole, with conscious articulate

reference to the end in view. We think it desirable to prevent one

man s property being misappropriated by another, and so we make

larceny a crime. The evil is the same whether the misappropriatior

is made by a man into whose hands the owner has put the property

or by one who wrongfully takes it away. But primitive law in it;

weakness did not get much beyond an effort to prevent violence

and very naturally made a wrongful taking, a trespass, part of it;

definition of the crime. In modern limes the judges enlarged th&amp;lt;

definition a little by holding that, if the wrong-doer gets possessior

by a trick or device, the crime is committed. This really was giving

up the requirement of a trespass, and it would have been mon

logical, as well as truer to the present object of the law, to abandot

the requirement altogether. That, however, would have seemed toe

bold, and was left to statute. Statutes were passed making em

bezzlement a crime. But the force of tradition caused the crime o

embezzlement to be regarded as so far distinct from larceny that t&amp;lt;

this day, in some jurisdictions at least, a slip corner is kept opei

for thieves to contend, if indicted for larceny, that they shoulc

have been indicted for embezzlement, and if indicted for em

bezzlement, that they should have been indicted for larceny, and ti

escape on that ground.
Far more fundamental questions still await a better answer thai

that we do as our fathers have done. What have we better than

blind guess to show that the criminal law in its present form doe

more good than harm? I do not stop to refer to the effect which i

has had in degrading prisoners and in plunging them further inti

crime, or to the question whether fine and imprisonment do no

fall more heavily on a criminal s wife and children than on himsell

I have in mind more far-reaching questions. Does punishmen
deter? Do we deal with criminals on proper principles? A moder:
school of Continental criminalists plumes itself on the formuh
first suggested, it is said, by Gall, that we must consider th

* Commonwealth v. Rubin, 165 Mass. 453.



an answer or my questions based on science Lor the lirst time. It

the typical criminal is a degenerate, bound to swindle or to murder

by as deep seated an organic necessity as that which makes the rat

tlesnake bite, it is idle to talk of deterring him by the classical

method of imprisonment. He must be got rid of; he cannot be im

proved, or frightened out of his structural reaction- If, on the other

hand, crime, like normal human conduct, is mainly a matter of

imitation, punishment fairly may be expected to help to keep it

out of fashion. The study of criminals has been thought by some

well known men of science to sustain the former hypothesis. The
statistics of the relative increase of crime in crowded places like

large cities, where example has the greatest chance to work, and in

less populated parts, where the contagion spreads more slowly,

have been used with great force in favor of the latter view. But

there is weighty authority for the belief that, however this may be,

&quot;not the nature of the crime, but the dangerousness of the criminal,

constitutes the only reasonable legal criterion to guide the inevitable

social reaction against the criminal.&quot;
6

Perhaps I have said enough to show the part which the study of \

history necessarily plays in the intelligent study of the law as it I

is to-day. In the teaching of this school and at Cambridge it is in

no danger of being undervalued. Mr. Bigelow here and Mr. Ames
and Mr. Thayer there have made important contributions which

will not be forgotten, and in England the recent history of early

English law by Sir Frederick Pollock and Mr. Maitland has lent

the subject an almost deceptive charm. We must beware of the

pitfall of antiquarianism, and must remember that for our pur

poses our only interest in the past is for the light it throws upon
the present. I look forward to a time when the part played by

history in the explanation of dogma shall be very small, and in

stead of ingenious research we shall spend our energy on a study

of the ends sought to be attained and the reasons for desiring

them. As a step toward that ideal it seems to me that every lawyer

ought to seek an understanding of economics. The present divorce

6 Havelock Ellis, The Criminal, 41, citing Garofalo. Sec also Ferri, Sociologie

Criminelle, passim. Compare Tarde, La Philosophic Pdnale.
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between the schools of political economy and law seems to me an

evidence of how much progress
in philosophical study still re

mains to be made. In the present state of political economy, indeed,

we come again upon history on a larger scale, but there we are

called on to consider and weigh the ends of legislation, the means

of attaining them, and the cost. We learn that for everything we

have we give up something else, and we are taught to set the

advantage we gain against the other advantage we lose, and to

know what we are doing when we elect.

There is another study which sometimes is undervalued by

the practical minded, for which I wish to say a good word, al

though I think a good deal of pretty poor stuff goes under that

name. I mean the study of what is called jurisprudence. Jurispru

dence, as I look at it, is simply law in its most generalized part.

Every effort to reduce a case to a rule is an effort of jurisprudence,

although the name as used in English is confined to the broadest

rules and most fundamental conceptions. One mark of a great law

yer is that he sees the application of the broadest rules. There is a

story of a Vermont justice of the peace before whom a suit was

brought by one farmer against another for breaking a churn. The

justice took time to consider, and then said that he had looked

through the statutes and could find nothing about churns, and gave

judgment for the defendant. The same state of mind is shown in

all our common digests and text-books. Applications of rudimentary
rules of contract or tort are tucked away under the head of Rail

roads or Telegraphs or go to swell treatises on historical sub

divisions, such as Shipping or Equity, or are gathered under an

arbitrary title which is thought likely to appeal to the practical

mind, such as Mercantile Law. If a man goes into law it pays to

be a master of it, and to be a master of it means to look straight

through all the dramatic incidents and to discern the true basis

for prophecy. Therefore, it is well to have an accurate notion of

what you mean by law, by a right, by a duty, by malice, intent, and

negligence, by ownership, by possession, and so forth. I have in

my mind cases in which the highest courts seem to me to have
floundered because they had no clear ideas on some of these

themes. I have illustrated their importance already. If a further



have been contused by striving lor a useless quintessence of all sys

tems, instead of an accurate anatomy of one. The trouble with

Austin was that he did not know enough English law. But still it is

a practical advantage to master Austin, and his predecessors, Hobbes
and Bentham, and his worthy successors, Holland and Pollock.

Sir Frederick Pollock s recent little book is touched with the

felicity which marks all his works, and is wholly free from the

perverting influence of Roman models.

The advice of the elders to young men is very apt to be as

unreal as a list of the hundred best books. At least in my day I had

my share of such counsels, and high among the unrealities I place
the recommendation to study the Roman law. I assume that such

advice means more than collecting a few Latin maxims with

which to ornament the discourse the purpose for which Lord

Coke recommended Bracton. If that is all that is wanted, the title

De Regulis Juris Antiqui can be read in an hour. 1 assume that, if

it is well to study the Roman law, it is well to study it as a working

system. That means mastering a set of technicalities more difficult

and less understood than our own, and studying another course

of history by which even more than our own the Roman law must

be explained. If any one doubts me, let him read Keller s Der

Romische Civil Process und die Actionen, a treatise on the praetor s

edict, Muirhead s most interesting Historical Introduction to the

Private Law of Rome, and, to give him the best chance, Sohm s

admirable Institutes. No. The way to gain a liberal view of your

subject is not to read something else, but to get to the bottom of

the subject itself. The means of doing that arc, in the first place,

to follow the existing body of dogma into its highest generaliza

tions by the help of jurisprudence; next, to discover from history

how it has come to be what it is; and, finally, so far as you can, to

consider the ends which the several rules seek to accomplish, the

reasons why those ends are desired, what is given up to gain them,

and whether they are worth the price.

I have been speaking about the study of the law, and I have said

next to nothing of what commonly is talked about in that con

nection text-books and the case system, and all the machinery
with which a student comes most immediately in contact. Nor
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shall I say anything about them. Theory is my subject, not practical

details. The modes of teaching have been improved since my time,

no doubt, but ability and industry will master the raw material

with any mode. Theory is the most important part of the dogma
of the law, as the architect is the most important man who takes

part in the building of a house. The most important improvements

of the last twenty-five years are improvements in theory. It is not

to be feared as unpractical, for, to the competent, it simply means

going to the bottom of the subject. For the incompetent, it some

times is true, as has been said, that an interest in general ideas

means an absence of particular knowledge. I remember in army

days reading of a youth who, being examined for the lowest grade

and being asked a question about squadron drill, answered that

he never had considered the evolutions of less than ten thousand

men. But the weak and foolish must be left to their folly. The

danger is that the able and practical-minded should look with

indifference or distrust upon ideas the connection of which with

their business is remote. I heard a story, the other day, of a man
who had a valet to whom he paid high wages, subject to deduction

for faults. One of his deductions was, &quot;For lack of imagination,
five dollars.&quot; The lack is not confined to valets. The object of

ambition, power, generally presents itself nowadays in the form of

money alone. Money is the most immediate form, and is a proper
object of desire. &quot;The fortune,&quot; said Rachel, &quot;is the measure of the

intelligence.&quot; That is a good text to waken people out of a fool s

paradise. But, as Hegel says, &quot;It is in the end not the appetite, but
the opinion, which has to be satisfied.&quot; To an imagination of any
scope the most far-reaching form of power is not money, it is the

command of ideas. If you want great examples, read Mr. Leslie

Stephen s History of English Thought in the Eighteenth Century,
and see how a hundred years after his death the abstract specula
tions of Descartes had become a practical force controlling the
conduct of men. Read the works of the great German jurists, and
see how much more the world is governed to-day by Kant than by
Bonaparte. We cannot all be Descartes or Kant, but we all want
happiness. And happiness, I am sure from having known many
successful men, cannot be won simply by being counsel for great
corporations and having an income of fiftv thousand dollars An



become a great master in your calling, but connect your sub

ject with the universe and catch an echo of the infinite, a glimpse
D its unfathomable process, a hint of the universal law.



4. Law as Judgment: Some Massachusetts

Judicial Opinions

Holmes served on the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts for

two decades. They were the decades in which he was forced to think

most deeply about the junction of law in society about such mat

ters as the liability of administrative officers, the area of discretion in

administrative determination, the limits of judicial tolerance of

legislative action, the scope of the police power, the relations of

labor and capital, the nature and basis of liability in tort, the

safeguards of criminal procedure. These are the themes of the

cases that follow. The selection is in one sense far from representa

tive: most of the cases are concerned with questions of public law,

whereas the great bulk of Judge Holmes s opinions on the Massa

chusetts Court dealt with matters of litigation under private

law. Yet the dividing line between the two is a difficult one, as

witness the labor cases, which start as problems of individual lia

bility but end as problems of collective power. I have for the most

part in the following selections picked the better-known Holmes
Massachusetts Court opinions;

1 and they are known largely because,

in the area of Constitutional law and power relations, they dealt

with the same issues that Holmes was later to deal with and fore
shadowed his later and more famous opinions on the United States

Supreme Court.

It has often been said of Holmes, as of Justice Cardozo, that even

if he had remained on the state bench and had never reached the

national, he would still have been a first-rate figure. However tliis

may be, there can be little question that Holmes belongs with the

half-dozen most important figures in the state judicial history of
America.

He had a chance as a state judge to apply the already characteris
tic body of principles that he had developed as a legal student and
writer during the years he edited the American Law Review and
contributed to the Harvard T.aw RPVI P r&amp;gt;r i,\hf,t ;&amp;lt; /.,,, im , ar
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ice he had in him so much of the empiricist, he brougJit to his

dicial duties a bundle of hypotheses about law and its social

(sis, which he tested in the action of the courts. This bundle in-

uded the famous Holmesian doctrine of the external standard

the test of liability; the doctrine that differences in legal respon-

bility are differences in degree and that the problem of the judge

despite the clement of arbitrariness involved to draw the line

mcwhere at rougl/ly the right point; the doctrine of legislative

asonableness as de.marking the scope of judicial review. In general
s approach was tliat of a judicial innovator working within the

nits of the social conservative. He saw legal truth as a scries of

a.n l
helps&quot;

and was willing to let a doctrine stand rather than

sturb it; but if the imperatives of social experience demanded that

be disturbed, he was judicial craftsman enough to dare to fashion

&amp;lt;w doctrine closer to those imperatives. Thus with his opinions
i tlie external standard of liability, on municipal socialism and

cal option in the matter of women s suffrage, and, particularly on

e questions of picketing and the closed shop. Yet it must be re-

embered and the decisions that -follow will bear this out

at even when Holmes was most the legal innovator, he remained

e social conservative.

For perhaps the fullest statement of Holmes s theory of judicial

cision while he was on the Massachusetts Court, the reader should

rn back to &quot;The Path of the Laiu,&quot; in the previous section. Here

olm.es warned the law students he was addressing against the pit-

lls of a mechanical logic and an arid historicism on the one hand,

\d on the other of moralisrn and softmindedness. He saw himself

an &quot;evolutionist&quot; who takes the long historical growths of the law,

\mted and distorted by the dead weight of imitation of the past,

id shapes them closer to the rational social ends that they must sub-

rve, not for &quot;the absolute best in the cosmos&quot; but
&quot;for

here and

&amp;gt;w.&quot; Much later, in tlie jyzo s,
3 he was to feel thai the social re-

rrners had loo great a passion for equality and paid too tmtclt at-

ntion to tinkering with property and too little to the quality of tlie

c.e. But in the i8c&amp;gt;o s he was fighting the lethargic rather than the.

alous. &quot;I think,&quot; he told his audience, &quot;that the judges themselves

me failed adequately to recognize their duty of weighing consider-

ions of social advantage.&quot;



wisdom of the social policy involved in the legislative act? The ques

tion reaches to the heart of Holmes s role as a judge. Holmes knew

that judges as well as legislators made law. But he wanted them to

confine their law-making to the common law, where they shaped and

reshaped social experience into legal rules. When the community

spoke consciously and deliberately through legislatures, it was the

job of the judge not to impose his own view of policy upon the com

munity s. But and here is the nub of the matter this did not

mean that even in this area the judge was not to have a view of

policy.
It was better for him to make it articulate, but to know

when to use and when not to use it. &quot;The result of tlie often pro
claimed judicial aversion to deal with such considerations (of social

policy) is simply to leave the very ground and foundation of judg
ments inarticulate, and often unconscious. . . .&quot; The fear of social

ism, he continued, &quot;has influenced judicial action both here and in

England. Yet it is certain that it is not a conscious factor in the

decisions to which I refer. ... 7 cannot but believe that if the train

ing of lawyers led them habitually to consider more definitely and

explicitly the social advantage on wliicli. the rule they lay down
must be justified, they sometimes would hesitate where now they are

confident, and see that really they were taking sides upon debatable

and often burning questions.&quot;
*

Thus the Holmes who was a state judge was able to reconcile his

judicial tolerance of legislative policy with a strong sense of the pit

falls that lurked for the judge in leaving his basic social premises
inarticulate.

THE LEGISLATURE AND THE WEAVERS
Commonwealth v. Perry

155 Mass. 117, 133

Commonwealth v. Perry wns Justice Holmes s first blow
for the Massachusetts trade unions and one of his infrequent
dissents while he was on the state court. The Massachusetts

4 See p. 82. For a somewhat similarly phrased statement in one of Holmes s
state court opinions, see his dissent in Vegelahn v. Gunlner, p. 109.
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legislature had passed a law to protect weavers, saying that

the employer could not withhold any portion of his workers

wages because of imperfections in the work. The Court held

that it, violated the state constitution, citing Article I of the

Declaration of Rights on the inalienable right &quot;of acquiring,

possessing, and protecting property,&quot; which (Justice Knowl-
ton wrote) &quot;includes the right to make reasonable contracts.&quot;

In his dissent Justice Holmes strikes the note that was to

pervade his later constitutional opinions: that he was not sit

ting in judgment as a political economist on the social validity

of the legislation, but was a judge trying to determine whether
the matter was outside the scope of legislative action, however

wise or foolish.

It is worth noting that Justice Knowlton s reliance on the

doctrine of contract as a property right reflected the views of

the faction of the United States Supreme Court, headed by

Justice Field, which had by this time become a triumphant

majority; and that Holmes s view is closer to that of Justice

Miller, whose opinion in the Slaughter-House cases 1 Holmes
cited at the end.

Holmes s language is restrained, and without flash of phrase;
but it is already apparent in the dry clipped sentences that the

fifty-year-old Justice has come to maturity and knows with a

quiet sureness what he means to say.

lolmes, ]., dissenting:

I have the misfortune to disagree with ray brethren. I have sub-

nitted my views to them at length, and, considering the impor-
ance of the question, feel bound to make public a brief statement,

lotwithstanding the respect and deference I feel for the judgment
if those with whom I disagree.

In the first place, if the statute is unconstitutional, as construed

&amp;gt;y

the majority, I think it should be construed more narrowly
mcl literally, so as to save it.

Taking it literally, it is not infringed, and there is no withhold-

ng of wages, when the employer only promises to pay a reasonable

jrice for imperfect work, or a price less than the price paid for per-

ect work, and does pay that price in fact.

1 For a discussion of the Field-Miller feud, see mv &quot;Supreme Court and



opinion that even so construed it is constitutional, so far as any

argument goes which I have heard.

The prohibition,
if any, must be found in the words of the

Constitution, either expressed or implied, upon a fair and historical

construction. What words of the United States or State constitution

are relied on? The statute cannot be said to impair the obligation

of contracts made after it went into effect. ... So far as has been

pointed out to me, I do not see that it interferes with the right of

acquiring, possessing, and protecting property any more than the

laws against usury or gaming. In truth, I do not think that that

clause of the Bill of Rights has any application. It might be urged,

perhaps, that the power to make reasonable laws implicdly pro
hibits the making of unreasonable ones, and that this law is un
reasonable. If I assume that this construction of the constitution is

correct, and that, speaking as a political economist, T should agree
in condemning the law, still I should not be willing or think my
self authorized to overturn legislation on that ground, unless I

thought that an honest difference of opinion was impossible, or

pretty nearly so.

But if the statute did no more than to abolish contracts for a

quantum mentit, and recoupment for defective quality not amount

ing to a failure of consideration, I suppose that it only would put
an end to what are, relatively speaking, innovations in the common
law, and I know of nothing to hinder it. ... I do not confine

myself to technical considerations. I suppose that this act was passed
because the operatives, or some of them, thought that they were
often cheated out of a part of their wages under a false pretense
that the work done by them was imperfect, and persuaded the

Legislature that their view was true. If their view was true, I can
not doubt that the Legislature had the right to deprive the em
ployers of an honest tool which they were using for a dishonest pur
pose, and I cannot pronounce the legislation void, as based on a
false assumption, since I know nothing about the matter one way or
the other. The statute, however construed, leaves the employers
their remedy for imperfect work by action. I doubt if we are at

liberty to consider the objection that this remedy is practically
worthless; but if we are, then the same objection is equally true,

although for different reasons, if the workmen are left to their
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;medy for wages wrongfully withhold. My view seems to me to be

ivored by Hancock v. Yaden, izi Ind. 366, and Slaughter-House
ises, 16 Wall. 36, 80, 8 1.

&quot;COMMUNISM&quot; IN WOOD AND COAL

Advisory Opinion of the Justices

155 Mass. 598, 607 (1892)

&quot;/ must not write
long&quot;

runs a letter from Judge Holmes
to Frederick Pollock in 1892, &quot;for

this morning I must prepare
to give my opinion to the legislature whether they can au

thorize municipal wood and coal yards a step towards Com
munism. I am likely to be in the minority and to think that

they can, but I may come out the other way or the rest of the 7

may agree with me.&quot;
a
They did not; five of the justices advis

ing that the act was iinconstitutional, and the sixth concurring
hi part; and Holrnes s dissent is all the. starker for its brevity.

The act in question, on whose constitutionality the judges
were asked to pass in an advisory opinion, was one &quot;to enable

Cities and Towns to purchase, sell and distribute Fuel&quot;

through municipal yards. Eleven years later, in 1903 when
Holmes had left the bench the Court was still defending
the Commonwealth from municipal socialism.- On that oc

casion a comm.entator in the Harvard Law Review spoke of

&quot;the continued and vigorous opposition of the court to radical

extension of the doctrine of municipal ownership. The grow

ing popularity of that doctrine has been attested by recent

municipal elections.&quot;
8 Holmes was later to refer to the

&quot;vague

terror&quot; of the word &quot;socialism&quot; which swept the country
around this time*

The legal question involved was whether the tax required

1 H-P, 1:148 (April itj. 1892). It is interesting to note that Holmes as a

:ate court judge felt himself free in his letters to comment on pending cases

3 an extent far beyond his later reticence as a judge on the national bench.
2
Opinion o the Justices, 182 Mass. 605. There was not a single member o

ne Court in this case who took Holmes s view.



Holmes, J., dissenting:

I am of opinion that when money is taken to enable a public

body to offer to the public without discrimination an article of

general necessity, the purpose is no less public when that article

is wood or coal than when it is water, or gas, or electricity, or

education, to say nothing of cases like the support of paupers or

the taking of land for railroads or public markets.

I see no ground for denying the power of the Legislature to

enact the laws mentioned in the questions proposed. The need or

expediency of such legislation is not for us to consider.

PUBLICATION AT PERIL

Hadley P. Hanson v. Globe Newspaper Company
159 Mass. 293, 299 (1893)

&quot;Whatever a man publishes,&quot;
wrote Lord Mansfield in a

decision in 1774, &quot;he publishes at his
peril.&quot;

Almost a century
and a quarter later Holmes restated and applied the doctrine

in his famous dissent in the present case.

The Boston Globe had reported the drunkenness and arrest

of an H. P. Hanson, a South Boston real estate and insurance

broker. The man actually involved had been A. P. H. Hanson.

But unfortunately there was also an H. P. Hanson who cor

responded both to the residence and vocation given. This

Hanson sued the Globe for libel. The Court majority held

there was none, on the ground that the words of the article

were not intended to refer to the real H. P. Hanson, and the

facts were well known to the public anyway. Writing to Pol
lock thirty-two years later, in 1925, Holmes recalled this de

cision: &quot;7 thought the majority failed to grasp the first prin
ciples of liability in tort.&quot;

1 His own tendency was to apply to

defamation the principle of absolute liability.
5 For a review of the general subject, see McAllister, &quot;Public Purpose in

Taxation,&quot; Selected Essays on Constitutional Law (iqaS) , Vol. t-,, pp. 1-2,1.

iH-P. 11:155 (Feb. 20, 1925).

V d J U l
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Holmes s dissent followed the logic of his doctrine of the

external standard that &quot;the publication is so manifestly
detrimental that the defendant publishes it at the peril of be

ing able to justify it, in the sense in which the public will un
derstand it.&quot; Two other justices joined in the dissent. A com
ment in the Harvard Law Review has called it &quot;the first clearly

enunciated&quot; objective standard for libel cases.
2
Pollock, writ

ing to Holmes with approval, had a whimsical sense that the

Zeitgeist might be with them all too much: &quot;But Nemesis is

upon us. The reasonable man and the external standard

have filtered down to the common examination candidate,

who is beginning to write horrible nonsense about them.&quot;
3

Two years later, in 1895, a California court followed Holmes s

doctrine.4 In i$op Holmes had the sastifaction, in Peck v.

Tribune Co., of writing the opinion of the Supreme Court

in a similar case* In 1019 lie had the inward satisfaction of

reading an English libel case, Hulton v. Jones, and noting
that his 1893 dissent, &quot;though

rather too long, does not suffer

by comparison.&quot;
e The reader will probably agree that it car

ries its erudition none too heavily, and winds its way skillfully

through the intricacies of reasoning.

rlolmes, J., dissenting:

1 am unable to agree with the decision of the majority of the

:ourt, and as the question is of some importance in its bearing
)n legal principles, and as I am not alone in my views, I think

t proper to state the considerations which have occurred to me.

The first thing to determine is what question is presented. If we

were to stop with the words in which the conclusion of the report
s couched there would be no question at all. &quot;The court found as

i fact that the alleged libel declared on by the plaintiff was not

Dublished by the defendant of or concerning the
plaintiff.&quot;

But

!t is not to be supposed that a justice of the Superior Court would

.end a report to this court in which he did not intend to present

i question of law. The so-called finding either is a ruling on the

;ffect of the facts previously found, or at least, putting it in the

2
38 HLR 1100 (1925) .

SH-P, i: 46 (Aug. 31, 1893).
* Tavlor v. Hearst. IOT Cal. 262
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most favorable way for the defendant, is a conclusion tit awn from

those facts alone. Whether the conclusion lit- out- ol hut or of

law, the question is whether it is juMihcd by the htm M-I forth,

without other fads or evidence.

The facts arc that libellous matter was published in tin article

by the defendant about &quot;II. P. Hanson, a real estate and imuuuue

broker of South Boston,&quot; that the plaintiff
bore that name and

description, and, so far as appears, that no one cUe did, luu that the

defendant did not know of his existence, and intended to state

some facts about one Andrew P. H. Hanson, also a mil estate and

insurance broker of South Boston, concerning whom the article

was substantially true.

The article described the subject of it an a prinnner in ihr

criminal dock, and states that he was fined, and this makes it pon-

sible to speak of the article: as one detcrihinR the minimi of a

prisoner. But this mode of chanuteri/ation teems tu mr niMeiiding.
In form it describes the plight and conduct of &quot;H. I

1
. Hamon, a

real estate and insurance broker of South Boston.&quot; Tin- iinteim-m

is, &quot;H. P. Hanson, a real estate and imuramr broker of Smith

Boston, emerged from the seething maw of humanitv thai filled

the dock,&quot; etc. In order to give it any different lulijrtl. or to give
the subject any further qualifications or description, ymi have in

resort to the predicate, to lite very libellous matter itsrlf. It It not

necessary to say that this never can be done, but it iww I* done
with great caution. The very substance of the libel ruinplalned of

is die statement that the plaintiff wan a pritwirr in (he criminal

clock, and was fined. The object of the article, whidi &quot;n ;t ttewipapcr
criminal court report, is to make that statement. The rest of it

amounts to nothing, and IK merely an attempt to make the state

ment amusing. If an article should allege falsely that A, murdered
B. with a knife, it would not be a utUfactory antwer to an aetiuri

by A. that it was a description of the conduct of the murderer of

B,, and was true concerning him. The public, or nil except the few
who may have been in court on the day in question, w who con
sult the criminal records, have no way of telling who was the

prisoner except by what h stated in the ankle, and die article
states that it was &quot;H. P. Hanson, a real estate and insurance
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as in form. Those words also describe the 1

plaintiff, and un our

else 1
. The only Rumnd, then, on which tin- niattets alleged of and

concerning the .subject can lie louiul not in he alleged o( nitil

concetnitiK (he plaintill, is dial the defendant did not intend (linn

to apply to him, and the (jilt-Minn is narrowed to whether suih a

want of intention is enough to wanam the lindinK. oj to constitute

a defence, when tin- inevitable consequence o[ the defendant s nets

is iliat the |iuhlic. or that part of it whit It known the pluinull, will

suppose that tin- defendant did use its language about him.

On general principles of ton, the private inrent of the defendant

would not exonerate 1

it. It knew that it was pitbUilting Htatcnicnts

purporting to he Hc-rimif, which would lit
1 hurtful to a man if ap

plied in him. It knew that it was tisiin as the subject of those

staicnitrnts words which purpntied to dc sifttiatc a particular man,

und would IK* undfistood by its readers tt&amp;gt; dc signair OIH-, lit fact,

llif words purfiortecl to (lesi^imic, and would be undmiond ttv iii

rraclcM to designate, tlie plaintiff. If tin* defendant had supposed
that then* was no stuh person, and had intended simply in write

an (unusinp; ficiinn, that woidd not be n drlemc, at least unless

its belief ws jusiifiabh-. \Vithout spetisd rravm, it would have no

right to aurrtf that t he-re wn* nu one within the split-re
of it* in

fluence to whom the desniptum answered. Thr case would he

very like firing a gun into a street, and, when a mttn hdk M-itinj; up
that no one was known to be there. Ctimmtinu t alth v. / iVnr. 138

MjtM. 1(11,178. Hull s case, Kelyng. .j. Rrx v. liurton. i SlraitKe,

&amp;lt;jBi. Rigmnidtin x rn\t&amp;gt;, t Lewin, (Ho. firgiiitt v. l)e\tnnnd, -Steph.

dr. Law, i&amp;lt;jfi. -Srj, when the tlrsrription which ptiittti
out ihr plaintifl

is supposed by the defendant to point out another rnnit whom in

fart it tlnri not drnrribe, the defendant is equally liable an when thr

description it wppmed in point out nobody. On the ^ennul prin

ciple* of tort, the publication in so manifestly detrimental that the

defendant puhlishcn it at the* poril of being ablt* to justify it in

the sen? in which the public will mulefttutul it.

But in view of the1 unfortunate use of the wont &quot;malice&quot; in

connection with libel and slandrr, n doubt may be felt wheihrr

actions for these muses are governed by general principle*. The
earliest forms of the common law known to HIP trriii tla ruler like
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maliciously charged another with a grave sin immml exmm-

municalion, ipso facto. Lyndw., 1 rovindale, lib. 5,,
tit. 17 (/Jr .SV/j/

Excoimn. c. i, Auctoritate Dd) . Oughlon, Ordn liitlnnnum, tit.

261. Naturally tnalitia was defined a.s
itif&amp;gt;it&amp;lt;itiu

innltir int-ntn, cum

ing near to conscious malevolence. Lyndw,, itl i .m/mi, mite f.

Naturally also for a time the common law followed it&quot; leader. Three

centuries ago it seems to have- regarded the malitr alleged in slander

and libel as meaning the malice of ethics and the
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;piiimal

law.

In the famous case where a parson in a wrnum repeated, nut of

Foxe s Book of Martyrs, the story &quot;thai tine GteenwKid, bring a

perjured person, and a great persecutor, had great plague* in

flicted upon him, and was killed by the hand f Cud. uhrmis in

truth he never was so plagued, and was Innwlf preM-nt at that

sermon,&quot; and afterwards sued the parson for the tUindrr, Chief

Justice Wray instructed the jury &quot;that, it bring drlivnrd hut as

a story, and not with any malice or intemiwt u %l,uulrr any. \w

was not guilty of the words malitionly; aiul wa-n futind nut

guilty. . . .&quot;

But that case is no longer law, . . . The law mmtamly i% trnding

towards consistency of theory. For a long timr it hat Iwcn lirld thai

the malice alleged in an action of lilxH means no iwirr than it tttK-s

in other actions of tort, . . . Indeed, one f the r4Hr%t taw* ID

state modern views was a case of libel. . . . AtiurdingH, it was

recently laid down by this court that the liability wa* thr mul
liability in tort for the natural cnnct|uciicn of a ittaitifrttly in

jurious act. A man may be liable civilly, and formrrlv, at Iratt by
the common law of England, even criminally, for puhlnhins a HM
without knowing it. ... And it wents he might \tc liable tivilly fur

publishing it by mistake, intending to jmblhJi anmhrr jwjirr. , . .

So, when by mistake the name of the plaintiff^ linn wa* itiMrird

under the head &quot;First Meeting* under the tiankrupny An,&quot; in

stead of under &quot;Dissolution of F
annenhifw.&quot;. , . So a man will be

liable for a slander spoken in jeii, if the by-minder* !r,wnably un
derstand it to be a serious charge. ... Of court? it ttc nt mat
ter that the defendant did not intend t injure the

jslairitiff, it

lies upon him
&quot;only

to show thai this rmmructinn, which iticy ve

put in the paper, Is such as the generality of rradm MUM take ii
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and still asserted by the defendant to be liciion, was not liable if

lie believed it to be so. Under the circumstances of the rase, &quot;be

lieved&quot; meant &quot;reasonably believed.&quot; Even so qualified, it is ques
tioned by Mr. Others il the ruling would lie followed in Eng
land. . . . Hut it has no application to this case, as here the

defendant !! agent wrote the article, and there is no evidence that

he or the defendant hail any reason to believe that II, P. Hanson

meant any one but the plaintiff.

The foregoing decisions show that slander and libel now, at in

the beginning, are governed by the general principles of the law

of tort, and, if that be so, the defendant !) ignorance that the words

which it published identified the plaintiff is no more an excuse,

limn ignorance of any other fact about which the defendant has

been put on inquiry. To hold that a man publishes such words at

his peril, when they are supposed to describe a different man, in

hardly a. severer application of the law, than when they are uttered

about a man believed on the .strongest grounds to be dead, and

thus not capable of being the subject of a ton, It has been seen

that by the. common law of England such a belief would not be ;m

excuse. . , ,

I feel some difficulty in putting my finger on the precise point
of difference between the minority and majority of the court. I

understand, however, that a .somewhat unwilling assent is yielded
to the general views which I have eiideavoml to justify, and 1

should gather (hat the exact issue was to be found in the mate-

went that the article was one describing the conduit of n prisoner

brought before the Municipal Court of Boston, coupled with the

later statement that the language, taken in connection with the

publicly known circumstances under which it was written, showed
lit once that the article referred to A. I*. H. Hanson, mid thai the

name of II, I
1
. Hanson was used by mistake. I have shown why it

intents it) me that these sisuemenu are misleading. I only will add,

on this point, that 1 do not know what the publicly known cii

cuimtamm are. I think it is a mistake? of fact to suppose that the

public generally know who was before the Municipal Criminal

Court on a given day. I think it is a mistake of law to iy that,

because a small part of the public: have that knowledge, the plaintiff
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answer to say that they might consult the criminal records, and

find out that probably there was some error. ... If the case should

proceed further on the facts, it might appear that, in view of the

plaintiff s character and circumstances, all who knew him would

assume that there was a mistake, that the harm to him was merely

nominal, and that he had been too hasty in resorting to an action

to vindicate himself. But that question is not before us.

With reference to the suggestion that, if the article, in addition

to what was true concerning A. P. H. Hanson, had contained mat

ter which was false and libellous as to him, he might have main

tained an action, it is unnecessary to express an opinion. I think

the proposition less obvious than that the plaintiff can maintain

one. If an article should describe the subject of its statements by

two sets of marks, one of which identified one man and one of

which identified another, and a part of the public naturally and

reasonably were led by the one set to apply the statements to one

plaintiff, and another part were led in the same way by the other

set to apply them to another, I see no absurdity in allowing two

actions to be maintained. But that is not this case.

Even if the plaintiff and A. P. H. Hanson had borne the same

name, and the article identified its subject only by a proper name,

very possibly that would not be enough to raise the question. For,

as every one knows, a proper name always purports to designate

one person and no other, and although, through the imperfection
of our system of naming, the same combination of letters and

sounds may he applied to two or more, the name of each, in theory

of law, is distinct, although there is no way of finding out which

person was named but by inquiring which was meant. &quot;Licet idem

sit nomen, tamen diversum est propter diversitatem
personae.&quot;.

. ,

Mr. Justice Morton and Mr. Justice Barker agree with this

opinion,
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THE REFERENDUM AND THE
WOMAN VOTER

Advisory Opinion of the Justices

ilio Mass. jHli, jyj (iHtj4)

It i.i difficult (or us to think otmelt es hack to a time when a

proposal like the referendum seemed rei olittionary. Yet tltnl in

the context in which the Massachusetts Court approached Hit*

question whether it would consider constitutional n legislative

net granting women the right to vote in town and city elections:

-- throughout the state if approved by a stale-wide referen

dum, or in particular cities or tnu&amp;gt;ns if endorsed by local op
tion. Four of the judges declared that the net would run coun

ter to the basic principles of American constitutionalism and

representative gni&amp;gt;ertime&amp;gt;tt:
Massachusetts wax not a pure de

mocracy, and the legislative power lay not with the people, hut

with the legislature, or (ienernl Court,

That they were less trmthled by the dangers of woman suf

frage than by the dangers of the referendum in fairly deaf,

and in strengthened l&amp;gt;y

some sentences in a letter from Holmes

to f ollock: &quot;The last two or three years I hat e found myself

separated frnni my brethren on some important ftnixtiluliunal

(juestions; the last a few days agn on the power of the legixlti

ture to pass an act subject to approval of the people hy vote

(the referendum of Switterland about which the wmkingmfn
here are beginning to make a row) . My brethren deny it and /

affirm it, and among the respectable there are some who regard

me ajt a Hangeroti* radical! If / had seen fit to clnthe my mews
in different language I dare say I could hnt&amp;gt;e been a pet of the

proletariat whereas they enre nothing for me and name of the

athm distrust me.&quot;
l In a letter to Pollack the previous year

Holmes had described a visit he had made lo a labor leader,

whom he had asked, what he would like if he could haw it,

&quot;Organization, the ft hour law, and the Swiss referendum xem
la be his particular olivets&quot;

*

In this context Unimex s opinion stands out both for th
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tional issue. His characterization of the Massachusetts Constitu

tion as &quot;a frame of government for men of opposite opinions
and for the future&quot; marks the maturing of the constitutional

views he was to express on the Supreme Court. His references

to Hobbes are particularly apt; it is worth noting that he had
been reading the Leviathan during the past year*

Holmes, J.:

If the questions proposed to the justices came before us as a court

and I found myself unable to agree with my brethren, I should

defer to their opinion without any intimation of dissent. But the

understanding always has been that questions like the present are

addressed to us as individuals and require an individual answer.

It is assumed in the questions that the Legislature has power to

grant women the right to vote in town and city elections. I see no

reason to doubt that it has that power.
i. I admit that the Constitution establishes a representative gov

ernment, not a pure democracy. It establishes a General Court

which is to be the law-making power. But the question is whether

it puts a limit upon the power of that body to make laws. In my
opinion the Legislature has the whole law-making power except
so far as the words of the Constitution expressly or impliedly with

hold it, and I think that in construing the Constitution we should

remember that it is a frame of government for men of opposite

opinions and for the future, and therefore not hastily import into

it our own views, or unexpressed limitations derived merely from the

practice of the past. I ask myself, as the only question, what words

express or imply that a power to pass a law subject to rejection by
the people is withheld? I find none which do so. The question is

not whether the people of their own motion could pass a law with

out any act of the Legislature. That no doubt, whether valid or not,

would be outside the Constitution. So perhaps might be a statute

purporting to confer the power of making laws upon them. But the

question, put in a form to raise the fewest technical objections, is

whether an act of the Legislature is made unconstitutional by a

proviso that, if rejected by the people, it shall not go into effect.

If it does go into effect, it does so by the express enactment of the

representative body. I see no evidence in the instrument that this
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a .short step further to say that the Constitution does not forbid

such a liiw. I agree that the discretion of the Legislature is intended

to be exercised. I agree that confidence is put in it as an agent, Hut

I think that so much confidence is put in it that it is allowed to ex

ercise its discretion by taking the opinion of its principal if it thinks

that course to lie wise, ft has been asked whether the Legislature

could pass an act subject to the approval of a single man. I am not

clear that it could not. The objection, if sound, would .seem to have

equal force against all forms of local option. Hut I will consider

the question when it arises. The difference is plain between that

case and one where the approval required is that of the sovereign

body. The contrary view seems to me an echo of Hohbes s theory

thai the surrender of sovereignty by the people was final. I notice

that the case from which most of the reasoning against the power of

the Legislature has been taken by later decisions states that theory

in language winch almost is borrowed from the l.ri inthan. Ititr v,

l- mtrr, ,j
Il.uringt. (Del.) (7C|, ,jHH. llobbes urged his notion in the

inierest of the absolute, power of King Charles I., and one of the

objects of the Constitution of Massachusetts was to deny it. f an

swer the first question, Yes, I may add, thai, while the tendency of

judicial decision seems to be in the other direction, such able judges
as Chief Justices I arker of Massachusetts, Dixon of Wisconsin, Red-

field of Vermont, and Cooley of Michigan, have expressed opinion*
like mine.

a. If the foregoing view of the power of the Legislature is right,

I mn of opinion thai the xcrorul question also should be amwetecl,

Yes, I find nothing which forbids the Legislature to establish a

lcal option upon tin s point any more than with regard to the liquor
laws. Under the circumstances, I do not argue this r the following

question at length,

3. The act suggested by the third question is open to the nu

ing objection that it might take a part of their power out of the

hands of the present possessors without their awent except UN given

by their representatives, iliu if, as I believe, the Legislature amid

give (o women the, right tcj vote if they accepted it by a preliminary
vote, and could impose as a second condition that the grant should

nut be rejected by the voters of the Commonwealth, 1 do not we
uiliu ir tn tahi ,,,,r r-Minltlnf. tl,,. ., rrtrwIliUn. I,..,, ,, ,.1,1 .1. ,



Commonwealth v. Davis

162 Mass. 510 (1895)

To those who regard Justice Holmes as an invariable cham

pion of civil liberties as against any other social consideration

the present case is recommended as also the Schenck and

Debs opinions in the U. S. Supreme Court section.1 Here

Holmes upheld a Boston ordinance which provided that no

one could make a speech on the Boston Common without a

permit from the mayor. He denied that the right of free speech
or of assembly was involved, seeing the ordinance rather as

&quot;directed toward the modes in which the Boston Common may
be used.&quot; Our generation is familiar, as perhaps Holmes s was

not, with the attempts of labor-hating mayors to use for anti-

labor purposes just such a distinction between the suppression

of the right of assembly and the use of public property. The
United States Supreme Court has dealt realistically with a case

of this sort in Hague v. CIO,2

It is possible that the reason why Holmes took the narrower

view in the present case was that he was writing in a relatively
less turbulent social context, when no concrete issues of free
dom of speech had arisen, and he was loath to launch on the

broad sea of social philosophy. It is worth noting that his de
cision was affirmed several years later by the U. S. Supreme
Court speaking, through Justice White, who wrote that the

Fourteenth Amendment &quot;does not have the effect of creating
a particular and personal right in the citizen to use public

property in defiance of the constitution qnd laws, of the

pp. 292-304,
2
307 U.S. 496 (1939). It Is worth noting that in his dissent in the Hague

case Justice Butler insists there is no difference between it and thq present case
iUJ affirmed by the Supreme Court (see note 3) , But the rest of the Court either
saw a distinction or chose silently to ignore Holmes s opinion. The American
Bar Association, through its Bill of Rights Committee headed by Grenville
Clarke, filed a brief as friends of the Court. A summary of that brief, and ,1

discussion of the place of Justice Holmes s viqws against the whole background
of the literature of the right of assembly, will be found in Chafee, Free Speech
in the United States

(1941) 409-435. It is difficult to read this without con
cluding that the Court in the Hague case was wise not to follow the social and
legal logic of Holmes s opinion.



jeimran x n iinrxxes sen, iiiciiitintg me airenuy jntninis

salute nut ,

4 the ( rnitt il States Supreme Court hm taken a

similar view on the brond issue.

Holmes, J,, for tlit- Court :

The only question raised ly these exceptions which was not de

cided in the former case &amp;lt;f C.ninmunwealtli v. /)nvix, 140 Mass. 485,

is one concerning the construction of the present ordinance. That

Kuch an ordinance is constitutional is implied by the former dt&amp;gt;

union, and does not appear to us open to doubt. To say that it is

unconstitutional means that, even if the Legislature has purported
to iuillmri/c it, the aiteinpl was vain, The argument to that effect

involves the- wtme kind of fallacy that was dealt with in McAulilJe v.

New Hetlltini, if,f, Mass. aid. It assumes thai the ordinance is di

rected against free speech generally, (as in Des l
t
laine\ v. 1 nycr, Jgj

III. 3^8, tin; ordinance held void was directed against public picnic.*

and open air dances generally,) whereas in fact it is ditet ted toward

the modes in which Uostnn Common may be used. There is no

evidence before us to show that the power of the Legislature over

the Ckmunon in lens than its power over any other park dedicated to

the use of the public, or over public streets the legal title to which
is in a city or town, l.inailn v. Jlusttin, i.jH Mass. 578, ijHo, As repre
sentative of the public, it may and does exercise control over the

use which the public may make of such places, and it may, and

UOCH, delegate more or his of such control in the city or town im

mediately concerned. For the Legislature absolutely or condiiionully
to forbid public speaking in it highway or public park is no more
an infringement of the rights of a member of the public than fur

ihc owner of ,i private house to forbid it in his house, When nu

proprietary right interferes, the Legislature may end the right of

the public tu enter upon the public place by putting an end lo

-*Dfj V, Afati., 187 I! S, *($ ((Heft) .

4 MtnvnmlUti tohtml tiittriti v, tiobltii giu tIJJ. ^Hfl (if)ji}; n)iiri!tm of (he
Court liy Jutllte Hjirikluilfr, Rill ** Sthneidi-r v. AVu- /rrw-v.

S&quot;&quot;

! -
&amp;lt;

* H7
( 089) - iwiding unit -ttrcrt ttccrrirtg orduuncrt! irtv.iliil tin dir Kimiwl (hot (lit*

|iliiU(lnli(*n of the (Ualrittiiutifi u! li,iiiillnllt in ihi-ir &amp;gt;,ii&amp;lt;- vm|,iH l tlic Iwtir

righl tu
itt&amp;lt;|t.nl

tiifnrnuifoit, A HHI uae, \wwevet, Innn v, Ciif t&amp;gt;l (t/H tikn, 6s
S. C, RirparMff (ISM)- n*8 twntlnuetl 10 hole! an In the HiibtttM am? ihni lol
ordinance* (in ihto OHC. lk&amp;gt;tng ux on bcwk cnvjnMn) may I* valid evn if

one at thrir mnwqucnce) m*y Iw co rcguUite iha dittnttituttiun til

Tlw oplnitin WM writien by |M&amp;lt;tUu*
Rcctl.
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the dedication 10 public uses. So it may take- the lesser step of limit

ing the public use to certain purposes. See Dillon, Mun. Corp.

(4lh ccl.)
sees, 393, |&quot;7. fijjJ,

f
fi

i (l( ti: flwM H I ork (.iwimminiim

v. Armstrong, 45 N. Y. 23,4, 8-13. s.|,j.

I the Legislature had power under tlu Constitution to pass a

law in the form of the present ordinance, there is no tlouhi that it

could authori/.e tlie city of Boston to paw the- ordinance, and it is

settled by the former decision that it has dour so. As matter ot

history we suppose there is no doubt that the town, and after it

the city, has always regulated the use of the (.oinnunt except so far

as restrained by statute.&quot; It is settled also that the prohibition In

such an ordinance, which would he binding if absolute, i* not made
invalid by the fact that it may be removed in a pat titular HIM- by
a license from a city officer, or a less numerous botlv than ilte one

which enacts the prohibition. Ctimmtnitt cnlllt \. Kills, f,H Maw.

555- 557&amp;gt;
am &quot; cases cited. It is argued that the ordinance rrally i*

directed especially against free preaching of ihe Cosjrl in public

places, as certain Western ordinance* willingly general have been

held to be directed against the Chinese. lUit wr have nu reason tfi

believe, arid do noi believe, that this ordinance was pawd fur any
other than its ostensible purpose, namely, m a proper regulation of

the use of public grounds.
It follows that, as we said at the outset, the only qnrietnn OJK-II

is the consiruction of the present ordinance, U s- are of opinion
that the words &quot;No person shall , , , make any public addinw,&quot;

in the Revised Ordinances of 1893, r, 43, sec. fici, ha\e a* l&amp;gt;rtatl a

meaning as the words &quot;No person shall , , , deliver a wrmon,
lecture, address, or discourse,&quot; in the Revised Ordituimrt ( 1883,
c 37, sec. ii, under which GomtnaHtnealth v. Hat n, i.jo Mai*.

.}8f,,

was decided. See Rev. Ortl. 1885, c. ,}, wr, n. Whether tenure.,

political discourse, or sermon, a sfxrerh on the fximnttin addrrwd
to all persons who choose to tlraw near and listen U a public ad

dress, and the omission of the superfluous worth in the lutr rrviMon
is only a matter of style and the abridgment pmjwHy migiu for in

codification,

Exreplitnn mvirulrd.
8 Tn nrMfilnr, ,M C(( . U * ^ ..a **&amp;lt;*, ~* ...l~3..l _ ...
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LABOR IN THE STRUGGLE FOR LIFE

J egelahn v. Ciuntner

1(17 Mass, cja, 104 (iHtj(i)

This is one of the great Holmes opinions, and contains the

germ of much of what followed in his thinking both on eco

nomic topics and on civil liberties. The majority, through

Justice Allen, upheld an injunction which prohibited even

peaceful picketing by strikers, on the ground that threats of

violence might be implied tts well as actual, and that there was

such n thing as moral inlimitlntion and constraint which were

outside of allowable competition.
1

Chief Justice Field and
Holmes each wrote a dissenting opinion.
Holmes s dissent is one of the best examples of his capacity

to fuse rigorous legal reasoning with realistic social thought.
He cuts through the ttrgitttient that peaceful picketing inflicts

damage by pointing out that all business competition does,

and that n legal system is unjust which allows combinations of

businessmen for torn petiliue purposes, but denies the privilege

of effective action by combinations of labor. To the objection
that the worker-employer relations are not

&quot;free competition,&quot;

Holmes answers that if the term is loo narrow to include it, let

us change the term to
&quot;free struggle for life.&quot;

This struggle he
sees throughout our economic system; as part of it lliere is &quot;the

ever-increasing might nnd scope of combination,&quot; width is

leading tt&amp;gt; &quot;the organization of the world&quot; ,

&quot; and he adds that

it is &quot;futile to set our faces against this tendency,&quot; which he re

gard* both as beneficial and inevitable*

, silting alonr rift the Injiimdriit, had prrvlmuly rendered an inter-

Imuuiry timer itjpttist ii, &quot;I lien thr ntw tame l?fire lltf full Court Ittt the

final tlmw.
8

&quot;Org;inliMiiiin af ihc world&quot; U cxartly the pltrnw he had uil iww ywtu
Mure HI hu atlitli*. rnttllr^e, Maltre, and Intent. H Ht.R t -i-j ((&amp;gt;%,() , irpritiml
in &amp;lt;:l,P, 117-137

Mi Hi Interning in lino tniiMrciicin (h.it Melville M. llip-Uiw, in a \n,t&amp;lt;\..

t.vnttatimiittn and llii&amp;gt; lJtu&amp;lt; (igofi) , which he wrwic along with nrnakt
.ifid ilic. rtmtmrntrtl nij)i wmc tituirncM on tllm cifiinitiri in fhi



popular view aj mr HIW- ft &amp;lt;
&quot;&quot; &quot;&quot;&quot; &quot;&quot; &quot; &quot;&quot; i&amp;lt;.uu

Law Review the same year remarked that &quot;mint f the
pnl&amp;gt;ln,

outside of the; trade unions, have n aitljuient pirnttlnr ii^mnt

anything that could lie allied picketing In nfi(nnre tfitlmut

hesitation the sweeping injunction&quot;
*

/ Wgrl.itui r. dtuunrr.

One need not premise a pio-labor bins mi //n/mrn i fun I to ex

plain his opinion. While in terms of hu tint tune tt\ the ex

ternal standard in liability fur Harm one might lint-e exfteflrd

him to uphold the injunction, he snu&amp;gt; [H?nrclul pirketini u\

coming squarely within the privileged turn hmiu\f tt *

an inherent part of the competitive system nntl the battle nf

life. One gets here, the tougher strain f /in ihinltin^, //

reference, to the inevitable trend at organizalitni u-n reminh-

cunt of his remarks on the Gas-Stokers tune ahnwi iit-n det title*

before.*

It will not do to interpret this strain as &quot;liberal.&quot; \inrr rx-

actly the same reasoning led Halmrx to write llir fnti-Hitninfinly

dissent in the Northern Securities rase winch w enraged the

trust-biutlng side of Theodore Rnasrtvlt. f nr Hnlmes mu&amp;gt;, a\

did few others, that &quot;free
com

petition&quot;
in the ertmnmir iv-

tern actually meant having freedom /or eumuinalinn in rrfrr

to have a competitive chance. It became a tjtiaintn nf tte$&amp;gt;rt&amp;gt;e&amp;gt;

as to how far the process of combination tnuld le pushed be

fore it suppressed competition wholly. 7VWw can be lilllr quar
rel now with Holmen s stand that pfaceful picketing dtte* tint

mean pushing it too far. As to whether a railnwd halting

company means pushing it too far it another mailer, and aue
which will be discussed later,* There it a tug%esHnn in this

tiftin-

ol the odal equilibrium ww iieadlly the other way&quot; from that r Hwlnu
(op, dt, p, u). Holmei and Pollcxk hud n nwlwtip rtf Inirt* m ihw tmnl
one ot Holm^ i leiun being Included below, p, , Murlow WM a row
thoroughgoing believer (n the economic interpretation *f thr l*w il*4it eithrr e

them had any UM for, and they carried on n mikl rtnumun Irud nviih bin
Nwerthelas lili views on the whole line of Mawiebuwiu Utmr tai*kn, i

which Holmes \m in Uis minority, have stood the teat of time well, Th* htaot
of American legal thought \m noi yet done jiwtice to either ftigetow or
Adams.

See p, 48, and my comment, p. 4^.
See my comment on the NortJitrn SeatrMet aftalm, p, stf,
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ion ns to llic crucial standard for the limits of combination

the point at which an equality of bargaining power has been

reached. 11

I submit that the application of this standard by

Holmes in tin Nortlirni Smiritics opinion might have saved

him from n blunder in social and economic realism.

Ilolmes s u/iininn did not escape criticism from the narrower

conseri titii fs of bin day. Word spread about that he was an

&quot;unsound&quot; man and on the labor side which caused some

tomincnt when he was named to the United States Supreme
Court some six years litter.

In the early history a[ the struggle aver the labor injunc

tion, Ilolmes s opinion ranks with that of Chief Justice, Shaw

of Mu!,nachu\elt.\ in Commonwealth P. Hunt,&quot; Twa years later

in Allen c. Hood, the F.nglish House of Lords had to deal with

a similar situation, and tlie majority followed substantially

flolmes s t tew. I tillock, writing to Holmes about the opinions
in thin case, ,uiy,v &quot;iVacnaghtcn s is the judgment which poster-

ily, if it be wise, will study side by side with yours . . , Only
the organx of extreme capitalism (not having the wit to see that

the contrary drtixinn would have cut both ways) have ex*

pressrd any dis\ati\lntlion.&quot;
v Unimex s confident prophecy, in

the next tt&amp;gt; last paragraph of his opinion, that peaceful picket*

ing would tome to be recognized by economists and legisla*

tors, has been fulfilled,

Holmes, J,, diwnting:
In a cast- like the prrn-nt, It seems to me that, whatever the true

result imiy be, it will be of advantage; to sound thinking to have

the It-M jHijttdar view of the law staled, and therefore, although
when I have been unable to bring my brethren to alive my eon-

T S? p, 113, the Important paragraph beginning, &quot;One of the eternal con-

Itin; inn of tvlikh life M mailr
up,&quot; ri|ru,illy du? phiviw. &quot;it the imiile h to tie

t,ut irtl tin in .1 (.ttf ttitcl
&amp;lt;[|ii,il

tv.iv,&quot;

*,| Mn, tti (Maw. if*,|g) , For a clltiiston of (lib and other early cas In

kgi4l and rrarutinic history, ce Witir. l&amp;lt;My Amrtimn l,abnr Cain, 39 YJ.J

MP, t:8i. CJtt, 8, ifyj. It WM HCUIC af Pollock 10 se at the lime that the

IIIJSH ( Mil itiiuu iisjr.dil (tjijHHilitui to llu .ii(,iiii/,(litiii af litttfir unite) ttf

turned npfiwl the ar^nuauun f wpitl ,c&amp;gt; well. The linking f wmbitwiiorw
lit Ijlmi n lit t-ri;!,il u ftiinlh ittiuriuiit tti the niililii ivcll.iii li,a a limit hrmnptt
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victions my almost invariable practice h in defer to them in silence.

I depart from that practice in this case, notwithstanding my un

willingness to do so in support of an already rendered judgment

of my own.

In the first place, a word or two should he said sis to the mean

ing of the report. I assume that my brethren roimruc ii a* I meant

it to be construed, and that, if they were not prepared to d so. they

would give an opportunity to the defendant* in have it amended

in accordance with what I slate my meaning to IK-. There was mi

proof of any threat or clanger of a patrol exceeding fwn men, and

as of course an injunction is not grained except with refeience to

what there is reason to expect in its absence, the c|ticMiwi m that

point is whether a patrol of two men should lie enjoined. Again,

the defendants are enjoined by the final decree from intimidating

by threats, express or implied, of physical harm in Uodv or pwp.
erty, any person who may be desirous of entering into ihe employ
ment of the plaintiff so far as to prevent him fumi etueiiug the

same. In order to test the correct new of ihr rrftiwl in go (under,

it must be assumed that the defendants oljry the rxprrvi prohibi
tion of the decree, If they do not, they fall within the tnjumiion a%

it now stands, and are liable to summary punMmirnt, The im

portant difference between the preliminary and the fnwl injunr
tion is that the former goes further, and forhitU the defendant* to

interfere with the plaintiff s business
&quot;by any whemr . , . or

ganized for the purpose of , . . preventing any |irrvm nr firrwini
who now are or may hereafter tf ... cienjrmi* af rutrriug the

[plaintiff s employment] from entering it,&quot; I quote wily u part, and
the part which seems to me most objectionable. Thh Smludri re

fusal of social intercourse, and even organised pe!uawn ir argu
ment, although free from any threat of violence, cither rxprrw r

implied. And this is with reference to person* who have a legal right
to contract or not to contract with the plaintiff, a* they may see

fit. Interference with existing contracts is forbidden by ihr final

decree. I wish to insist a little that the? only {Kilni of (tilfrirmc

which involves a difference of principle between the final th-tin- and
the preliminary injunction which it 5* propol to rttttiir. i what
I have mentioned, in order that it may be seen exactly what we are
... Jl r.
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for the reasons which I have given. Furthermore, it cannot he said,

I think, th;u two mm, walking together up and down a sidewalk

and .speaking to those who enter a certain shop, do necessarily and

always thereby convey a threat of force. I do not think it possible

it) discriminate, and to say thai two workmen, or even two repre

sentatives of an organi/ation of workmen, do especially when they

are, and are known 10 be, under the injunction of this court not

to do so. See Siimson, l.abnr Law, (io, especially pages ano, acjH-goo;

7ir/f. v. Slicjihrrtl, u C!ox. dr. (las. ^ar,. I may add, that I think the

more intelligent workingmen believe as fully as I do that they no

more can be permitied to usurp the .State s prerogative of forte

than can their opponent* in iheir controversies. Hut if I am wrong,
ihen the decree as it stands reaches the patrol, since it applies to

all threats of force. With this I pass to the real difference between

the interlocutory and the final decree.

f agree, whatever may be the law in the case of a single de

fendant, tiicf v. Atlicf, iti-i Mass, 88, that when a plaintiff proves
that several persons have combined and conspired to injure his

business, ami have done acts producing that effect, he shows tem

poral damage anil n cause of action, unless the fatts disclose, or the

defendants prove, some ground of excuse or justification. And I

take it to be settled, and rightly settled, that doing that damage

by combined peraiai
i ion is actionable, as well n doing it by false

hood or by lone. Walter v. Crtmin, 107 Mass, r,r,.

Nevertheless, in numberless imtanren the law warrants the in

tentional infliction of temporal damage because it regards it as

justified, ft is on the question of what shall amount to it jusiifica-

tion, zind more especially on the nature of the considerations which

really determine or ought to determine the answer to that tjuestion,

thnt judicial rearming seems to me often to be inadequate. The
true ground* of decision are considerations of jiolky and of social

advantage, and it is vain to suppose, that uolutions can be attained

merely by logic and the general proportions of law which nobody

tlitiputw, Propositions as to public policy rarely sue unanimously

accepted, and still more rarely, if ever, are capable of unanswerable

priKtf, They require a special training to enable anyone even to

form an intelligent opinion about them, In the early stages of law,
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the law for centuries that a man may in tip a IHIMIU-V. iu .1 small

country town too small to support more than &amp;lt;ntr. alituuiKh ilit-rrliy

he expects and intends to ruin someone 1 altr.ids shi. and MU-

ceeds in his intent. In such a case IK- K tint Iwld m .u
&quot;unl.nvhtlly

and without justifiable cause,&quot; as was alleged iu \\ tilkrr \, (, r&amp;lt;mj

and Rice v, Albee. The reason, of toursr, in ih.u tlu- duuiinr gen-

erally lias been accepted that lire coinpniiiim is woiih morr io

society than it costs, and that on this wound thr tulluiinu &amp;lt;i[ Uie

damage is privileged,
Gammonwralth v. Hunt.

\
\ln m,

i^,j,

Yet even this proposition nowadays i diijntird hv .1 toimdriahlt

body of persons, including many whe intclliitriuc: is nut in In

dented, little as we may agree with thrm.

I have chosen this illustration partly with rrfrrnuc in what I

have to say next. Il shows without the nerd uf lurilirr
&amp;gt;iuiluirity

that the policy of allowing free rorn|H (iii*)i jinfifir^ ihr tuirniinal

inflicting o temporal damage, unhiding ihr ibm^r M! iuirrlrinur

with a man s business by somt; mrativ whrrt thr tLuiMRr ii dtme

not for its own sake, but w an immimrnulif\ in i.-.sihuu; ihr end

of victory in the battle of trade. In uh a casr ^ fanimi uuiirr

whether the plaintiff is die only rival of thr drfnif,tiu. and w h
aimed at specifically, or is one of a ils all of khom ur hit. I hr

only debatable ground in the nature of ihr UHMUS h* wtiith uh

damage may be inflicted. We ail agrer ihati it tjiumr in- dune hy
force or threats of force. We all agree, I jre%iimr, ilui ii ituy IK?

done by persuasion to leave a rival *
ho|i nd mmr to iltc lr

fendant s. It may be done by the refusal or withdrawal f viiriotit

pecuniary advantages which, mpari Iroin tins trtnrt|uriicr. arr

within the defendant s lawfvd corttrol, Ii may ! Inr hy the with

drawal of, or threat to withdraw, sud advaniagr* frm third |tcririt
who have a right to deal or not to deal with thr |l*iniiil. * a

means of Inducing them not to deal with him ciiJirr w fii*jnrt r

servants. Bowm v, Mailman, 14 Allen, 499 , , . Mu%ul Sienmthift
Co. v, McGregor [1891] A.C. sg.

I pause here to remark tbit the word &quot;ihrour nlim h u*ctl

as if, when it appeared that threat* had teen mwlc, ii
|&amp;gt;|jirnl

that unlawful conduct had begun, fiut it depend* n what
&amp;gt;cu

threaten, A a ffaneral rule, even if subject u&amp;gt; wtuc crxtriiiiwt*. what
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&quot;compulsion.&quot;
it depends on liow you &quot;compel.&quot;

. , . So as to

&quot;annoyance&quot; or &quot;imimiiUuion.&quot; . . . In Xht-rry v, Perkins, 1.17 Mass,

a i a. it was foiuul as a fan that the display of banners which wa8

enjoined was pan ol a scheme to prevent workmen from entering

or remain inn; n the plaiiuiU s employment, &quot;by
threats and intimi

dation.&quot; The itmiexi showed that the words as there used meant

threats of petsunal \iolencc, and intimidation by causing fear of it.

I have seen the suggestion made that the conflict between em

ployers ami employed was not competition. Bin I venture to as

sume that none of mv brethren would rely on thai suggestion. U
the polity on u-hitli our law is founded is loo narrowly expressed
in the term free competition, we may substitute free struggle for

life. Certainly, the polity is not limited to struggles between per
sons of the same class, competing for the same end, It applies to

all conflicts of temporal interests.

So far, 1 suppose, we are agreed. Bui (here is a notion, which

latterly has been insisted on a good deal, that ;t combination of

persons to do what anv one of them lawfully might do by himself

will make the otherwise lawful conduct unlawful. It would be rash

to say that some as yet un formulated truth may not be hidden

under this proposition. But in the general form in which it has

been presented and accepted by many courts, I think it plainly

untrue, both on authority and principle. , . . There was combi

nation of the most flagrant and dominant kind in Ftawen v. Math-

rsatt
ft.f Allen,

.|cj&amp;lt;jj
awl in the Mfigttl ffleatrixtii/i

Ca. Case [(iHejg)

App. C.a, sif,i, and combination was? essential to the, success achieved.

Hut it i&amp;lt; not necewtary to cite caws; it is plain from the slightest

consideration of practical affairs, or the most superficial reading of

industrial Imtnry, that free competition means combination, and

Unit the organisation of the world, now going on HO fast, means an

ever-Increasing might and scope of combination. It seems to me
futile to set our faces against this tendency, Whether beneficial on

the whole. a I think it, or detrimental, it it inevitable, unless the

fundamental .ixtmiw of society, and even the fundamental condi

tions of life, are tti be changed.
One of the eternal conflict* out of which life is made up is that

between the effort of every man to get the most he can for his



Steamship Co. Cflw. Bin Trnifieitnn v. /time// n um ,i binding

authority here, and therefore I tin n&amp;gt;s think it itncvMty tu diwtiu

it.

If it be true that workingrnen may tomliiw with a vtrw, among
other things, to getting as ninth a* they tan fur their bttr, JIIM as

capital may combine with a view t getting ihr ftrruirit jKwihlt:

rcturni it must be true that when combined ihev have ihr *4mr

liberty that combined capital has tu tppert ittnr interest* by

argument, persuasion, and the beitowal r rt-{i;ii tt tlu&amp;gt;c ahait-

tages which they otherwise lawfully control. I tan rrtunntK-r wltrn

many people thought that, apart front violate r lrr,ih t&amp;gt;f con

tract, strikes were wicked, an urganiml irfu%iU 10 wmk, I Mip|Mnc
that intelligent economists and U-gKlaion iia\r KIU-II tip I)MI no

tion today. I feel pretty confident iliui they rtjiwlk will

the idea that an organised refutal by workmen l WHU!
with a man who shall enter iheir aniagntiiS nnpluy i% unnig,
if it is dissociated from any threat of violence, anil H mailr fr thr

sole object of prevailing if pciuiblc in ii r*ns with Uu-ir em

ployer about the rate t&amp;gt;[ wages. The fact, titat iltr immnliAir 1

l

ject of tlte act by which the benefit w ihrmwlvct i\ to l- Rdinrtl

is to injure their antagonist, doe* not rim-warily make it unlawful,

any more than when a great house luwm ihr price f jfwwK i

the purpose, and with the effect of driving a imaller anifiiu%( from

the business. Indeed, the question tectm u have irnt deritlett in

long ago as 1843 by the good, sense f C .luet juuicc Shaw, in Cm, v,

Hunt, 4 Mete (Mass.) 1 1 1. I repent, at the rn*S, at I %an! at the lr-

ginning, that this is the point of difference in principle, ami the

only one, between the interlocutory and (mat cU-crec, . , ,

The general question of the propriety of dealing wiih (hi* kind
of case by injunction I ay nothing nlut, hctaur I underuiut
that the defendants have; no objection t the final decree if ii goei
no further, and that both parties with a decision upon the mailer*
which I have discussed.
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THE CLOSED SHOP AND THE
WAGE FUND

Plant v. Woods

17(1 Mass. 493, 504 (tcjoo)

This in a case of an injunction against lite threatened use of

the strike and boycott weapons to enforce ti closed shaft. It is

curiously premonitory of the current jurisdictional struggles

between rival unions, Init the main economic issue is that

oj the closed shop. The defendants were members of a local

union of [winters in Springfield, A/OH., which was affiliated

with n national union at llattimore. They had been suddenly

faced by the desertion from their ranks of painters and deco*

rators who set
uj&amp;gt;

n rival union attached to a national or

ganization in Indiana. To protect their existence, the old

union men besought their employers to turn the turncoats

back into their organization or turn them out of their jobs,

And they &quot;did not
deny&quot;

that they might use the strike or

boycott if their demand for the closed shoji were not met. No
nets of violence were committed, and there win no injury to

property. The plain tifls, belonging to the new union, inked

for the injunction, ll WHS granted in a decree by the Court

below, and the grant was affirmed by the Supreme Court

majority, speaking through Justice Hammond.
Holmes in his dissenting opinion packs a good deal of legal

and ettinninic reasoning into three paragraph*. The legal prob
lem involved wax one of whether the threatened httrrn, for

winch liability would ordinarily lie, wan privileged. It thus lay

squarely in the path of the problem passed on in Wgdalm i*.

Gunincr and dueuiaed at length in I loll/tea s article on

&quot;Privilege, Malice, and Intent,&quot;
l In Iris dissent Holmes re

joices that instead of following the majority opinion in Wgtv
luhii y. Gttiuncr the Court has here chmen to fallow the gen-
eral renaming of his dissent in that case. Where he disagreed

was on the Court s evalualitm of the motive of the defendants,

flolmes fared the issue ol motive sanarelv. He urns willing to



privileged
became tin- intrnt rm. tui.n/ /ri; f &quot;?&quot;

thai
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;[ hnri&amp;gt;aininn

ntl \lint-xlnijz l&amp;gt; la^in ;&amp;lt;,;&amp;lt;
ami

working ftitlititn. The tlrninntt fr tl,i\ril
\tt}&amp;gt;.

&amp;lt;n Is*- ,ji,.

jj, was concerned u llh tin* ttt onr irii i-. tl u-.! HH
tstSnnjil

&quot;to strengthen Ilie drlentianli imirlv a\ a
f&amp;gt;tfh

nt&amp;gt;ntt\ ami

means&quot; to the ultimate fnirfir^e.

Holmes adds xignifienntlv. &quot;I think thai unilv &quot;I xr^inita-

tion is necessary tn make thr tnnlnt r/ /i/&amp;gt;r r||r fuif, ami ihttt

societies nf lahnrrn Inn litllv mtt\ ri// v / i^n | ir^m-rtJni

t/ir
1 means, which they mig/t/ *&amp;lt;* J/ir |sl ...tsfs-a

&quot;

V /unt

he goes beyond ihe Ifgnl queilHm ilr// l ifi r-iminn /!

//) condition* nnd indhnth nftrtwn l %n &amp;gt; ihf Ir^ti right

meaning and In wir it jrom fultltiv 7 /nn lr ff^ilt the while

(and fierlinja unwitting) rtlithlnliiHrnt I v Im i- llrimtri /

one Inw for the inailrn and r /r the &amp;lt;f. I t ihr t&amp;gt;ii\inii

had often been ufiheltl l&amp;gt;\ tftc ceiutit u-hrn itirtl
!&amp;gt;\ JMMIMI-H

rivals to close tl market h\ eitnmmir fireuiur. lwf Itml tirrn

fairly consistently held illegal when ineii trv itie irorArri In

unionize a shop,*

Holmes had nlablhhed hii awn pmilimi ilrf multi-n

In his iBgj Harvard Ijiw Rrvirw arlirlr. &quot;&amp;gt; **&amp;gt;* iv mint!

is made
u[&amp;gt;,&quot;

he wrntf 1 nllwk in /*. &quot;10 artnril tt-tlli (v)
article , . . J think that in xnmt* rr ichtih fc&amp;gt;uW /

&amp;gt;/.

praached from the point / FrB / ftriutegr flf irmfu^al

damage bang faretren or nrn intcndrd - ihf nttntrr j the

motive may make till the Hiffrrfntf, , , , l*toni i--. \VKS
followed the line of thmighf in m\ arlutf itllknugh I tin,

senled on a difference of degree.&quot;

*
//n/wtrj A*l j*l /MI nr-

&quot;The time ha gone Itj when ihf law H rt/y nrn-
embodiment of the rommon s ll. /I IJIM hrctimr a

reaction uprtn ittdj oj nr%amirtl wti#t\ kniwingty

teeklng to determine its men rfn i.&quot;* /M /ri, ifcr /ws-rr /

collective bargaining wemfd to Hainan aol wlv ^Ai( /

&quot;/A* organisation of the world which a taking plate i /*.*!/

W. D. LewU. &quot;The Ctewd Mwtot,
Law,&quot; 18 KLR444, w

HP, 1: 1 10 (Defc it,
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but nlsn n condition nf the old lonnnon law itlt nl of freedom

nf contract u lntli Inn colleagitex though/ of tu Ix ittg threatened

by the trade itnitinx. &quot;.-I mtin,&quot; he wiotc in hi* comment tut tha

English cit.\e dj the Mogul Steam.
iliip

C.nin finny, &quot;i.\ linnlly free

in his ab.\taining&quot; jnnn making n tontract &quot;itle\x he run slnte

the terms t&amp;gt;r conditions upon whith lie intend* tn abstain.&quot;
*

Some finrt nj the inten:\t nf Holiness di.wnting opinion in

I hilH T&quot;. U lxiiK /ir A in his nn\iely tn dixwtiate himself from
what fie- regarded tt.\ Hielitnl emntnntc d&amp;lt;&amp;gt;&amp;lt; trine. &quot;/ think it well

tn add tlntt f theri\li no illn\ionx tin to the ineitning nnd r//&amp;lt;*{

of strike*,&quot; .-Intl he goes on to .\tnte the nvigr fund dwtrinr

of the iinjio!i\iliilit\ of ini reining lliron^li In/tor nrtitin (lie total

amount / iticninr (irnilnlile for tlintrilnttion n.v tcfi^rr. Thus the

judge tircntnrs in tin* ofiinion fx/iliritly the eionomist, as in

the YVgeiahn nfiinion he hud hetoine rv/)/ui (/v thr xo( ioltigixt

nnd hntl wrillrn n dixnnirse nn the struggle fnr life. /[ one
to tonnett the two tti\tnimrs one get* n inrioim result!

gtnitli hy the laws of life innat aeek to lietter itself
-- Intt

labor s rfltnt is doomed liv wine iron tatc jurrhtinistn; nrtirr-

tfteteax the law will not deny to the itidiwdntil woikets the arid

sntixlnrlitin of n utt tingle itnionf, the/metres for larger jiortinnx

of the rigidly re\trit(ed total, Tlnix hy following- (lie etonomic

orthodoxy of the wage-fund theory llolntea undoes n good deal

tif the mt/mn underlying his tomment on the Cias-SloknV case,

or his diwnt in the Vr^rlalui rvr, fustiri? Frankfurter hnn

pointed tr&amp;gt; the present case ax an intlaner of f/tilmts s cafMfity
la &quot;trnnstcnd personal predilections and private notions of

aocinl paltry, and lin omr truly the hnpenntial voice of the

danxtilutitiH.&quot;
ffi That may lie so, I\ut in (his instance Holmes

achieved hi* impersonality only by leaping over the gap be

tween htn legal realium and his economic orthodoxy,
1

J HI.R
&quot;Wr, Jiulirf /tulmf* aiitl ihff

Suftr&amp;lt;&amp;gt;me
Court, H~-|!j

I m*y jtrfhijp* IK- titling HulniM &amp;lt;iii Jrt|uiiitR by uillitm hi* piiim ihc

slttinr. Hf cl(o Mil M&amp;gt;. at the clmtririi? cl&amp;gt;r diarAfcrritiUally,
there i* a at-jujjic fund rrwtvnl inn id (tic ii.ition.it hittmir (ur WMnn il&amp;gt;&amp;gt;it

l&amp;gt;r itnirii-ictl. Hut he don wy ilut with xfi^lit tlrdut Utiiri for luKtuin llir

in &quot;umm|Hiwi by itit: muliiiMtle&quot; antl fli.it

I rf iftv* mrrikf in ttt inr rf*..i&f4 fht inttiitt^ nf r,ttrtttiit*rl



Holrnes s dissent failed (e&amp;gt;
anrif the anti-lnl m )udifial

trends which were fit the time brrtuning /IIWI/Y r\inl&amp;gt;tuhed.

The proposition
that a strike far tt timed ./

/ i tllrg il he*

came formalised and was, knnwn an the &quot;,\(rtui-/iiirr m/r.&quot;
a

As such it spread to other time* tn well, iutlnthn% /Vmnv/-

ttonifl, New Jersey, Orrgmi, nnd Texin. ttul Hnlmri i tlwent

here and in nnalttgmm cam later tmttnif Ihr imin ml /irr.

head of the mmvment whirh has, in the /rjjiifafier field re

sulted in the National Lalinr Relatitnn drl and tilher (inl xtefa

toward the protection / union u

Holmes, C. J.:

Wlicn a question has been derided ly the cmm. I think it jirtj*T,

as a general rule, thai a diwrnting judgr, howrxrr MrmiR hit m-

victions may be, sbcmld thrrcaficr ancpt ihr \A (roni thr ma

jority and leave llic remedy ut che t^Uliiiurr. &amp;gt;l ihui \H*\\ wri

fit to interfere. If the drcinim in the prrwnt cav in|h hl re

lied upon f rgefflnn v. (iuntnrr, 1(17
Maw. tja, I slmuld h\c

tatetl to say anything, althmigh I mighi hvr &amp;lt;itl ?hat my

opinion had not been weakerted by the tutaiamial agrrnnriti wiiii

my views to be found in the judgment* of ihr mijirtiv l the

Houae of Lords in Allen v. P ltiad, A. C. i. Hut ninth m my iiv

faction, it I may say &amp;gt;,
the court hiw scat hi lt attnja ihr mlr tt!

a[&amp;gt;proachlng
the question which 1 believe lo l*r ihr jtirirri nr,

and to open an issue which othcrwiw I inighi ha\r ihmight cltnctl.

The difference between my brethren antl me nw wrrn* ui lw i

difference of degree, and the? UUP of rawming lUiwl mukrs ii

proper for me to explain where ihr differrncc lie*.

I agree that the conduct of ihr tlrfcmianu i* 4riin4ble urilr*

justified. May v. Wood, 7t Maw, it, 14, ami c**e ciietl. I gr

that the presence or sbwncc of junilicatum may *lrj*rid ti(tun ihi

duslon by hli own route, For * fuller tuicmrni, wr bplmr &quot;t,4* ami h&amp;lt;

Court,&quot; p. 387 and aim &quot;Etnnomtc Klcmetnn.&quot; t.l.f, t|f, t* l*riwn wf ihi

history of the wage-fund clottrtne, |iwWWi&amp;lt; twly fi \mn Mt ih*

opinion, see Tuuwig, IVg irf Kaftiiat (iMgft).

&quot;There Is a gotxt nummary and ana 1 1*1* *f the wh*4e w^Mmt* *! MitMu
labor dflcisloM, from Walkfr v. Cnmm. \vj M.. ft^j iji| * lir n

Oonetwn, 188 Maw, 393 (19*19). in M, M, AineUtw. i, CmttttttiHtitn ! Ih

IMW (1906) g-ia. U Includn a iltetwtefl of ihe fair gti r* n *!
Holmoi wrote clteenW- fegalalin v, fiwsiwrr (we in%r); *** * ,few, tit

Kfass. 88 (tftgg); MB^ v. Wemt, yt Mas, it fiSfiij; &amp;lt;iwi the ptnvni rw
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object of their conduct, that is, upon the motive with which they

acted. J t ^flnhn v. Giinttiff, 1(17 Mass. 92, 105, io(i. I agree, for

instance, that if a boycott or a strike is intended to override the

jurisdiction of the courts by the action of a private association, it

may he. illegal. Westwt v. llarnicual, 7f, Mass,
,jr,.|.

On the other

hand, I infer that a majority of my brethren would admit that a

boycott or strike intruded to raise wages directly might be lawful,

if it did not embrace in its .scheme or intent violence, breach of

contract, or other conduct unlawful on grounds independent of

the mere fact that the action of the defendants was combined. A
sensible workingman would not contend that the courts should

sanction a combination for the purpose of indicting; or threatening

violence or the infraction of admitted rights. To come directly to

the point, the issue is narrowed to the question whether, assuming
that some purposes would be a justification, the purpose in this case

of the threatened boycott* ami -strikes was such as to justify the

threats, That purpose was not directly concerned with wages. It

was one degree more remote. The immediate object and motive

was to strengthen the defendants society as a preliminary and means

to enable it to make a better light on question* of wages or oilier

matters of clashing interests. I differ from my brethren in think

ing that the threats were as lawful for this preliminary purpose* as

for the final one to which strengthening the union was a means, I

think that unity of organi/aiion is necessary to make the contest

of labor effectual, and that societies of laborers lawfully may em

ploy in their preparation the means which they might use in the

final foment.

Although this is not the place for extended economic discussion,

and although the law may not always reach ultimate economic con

ceptions. I think it well to add that I cherish no illusions as to

the meaning and effect of strikes, While I think the strike a law

ful instrument in the universal struggle of life, I think it pure

phantasy 10 sup tow that there is a body of capital of which labor

ana whole cciirr larger share by that means, The aimtial product,

subject to an infinitesimal deduction for the luxuries of the few, fa

directed to consumption by the multitude, and is consumed by
the multitude*, always, Organl/ation and strikes may get n larger



tion o[ consumption,
- asking oum-Uri what n ihr 41111114! piutluc i,

who consumes it, and what ihangrt would ur unihi ur wakr. tliai

we can keep in the world of u-alitirv Hut. -mb|r&amp;lt;c
s ihr qtulifua-

tions which I have exprmcd. I think it lawful Jii a titHlv &amp;lt;! work

men to try hy combination to grt mme (ban ihry umv .ur sriting,

although they do ii at the i-xprrwc of ihrir Irllmvi. ami ti thai end

to strengthen their union by the boyom and ihr mikr.

DEATH BY MOLAR OR MOLECULAR
MOTION

Storti v, ( nmntnnwfttlth

178 Maw. 15-19

The Storti Uf nimf
N/&amp;lt;

belnrr Ifir MatMtlititfllt
fti$&amp;gt;rt&quot;m&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

Court several limes, .Vtar/i i litw\ft bring //&amp;gt;

f nf l/n4
r* /

judicial delay through ftme etluntl ttjtjiraj, Tlir ftf\rnl nfiftral

wns on the constitutional tjufiliuH | wirl ami unu\utit /wiw-

ishment. Storti was the first ftrrxun in lr ifntnifrtt in tteaih

under the 1898 Massachusetts statute which iut&amp;gt;\liiulrtt rlrtiru-

cution [or hanging. Holmes * nftiw u Httlablr mtl /y jar

the brilliance with which it cleatw thntu^h vrrbal tnbteetis to

get at the operative rtaliliett but alw /r iht dry irony by
which he shows haw insubstantial tttru&amp;gt; ruttwrb* ate,

Holmes, C. J., for the Court:

. . .
l
Taking all the preHminariw mwtt favorably fr ihe pri*-

oner, we aw clearly of opinion thai the Catuiiuuioti iwt m
travened by the act, and we rentier our opinion nn? thai we

may avoid delaying the counc of tin? Jaw urn? raiing faS* hprs
in his mind. The answer to the wlntr arxutnrtit which h*. ten
presented is that there In bin a single fmi*htwnf, SI, li t not

contended that if this is true the siatyir U invalid, but ii w Sd

that it is not true, and that you cannot
&amp;lt;w|*arcr

ihr mraiw fnmi site

end in considering what the punbhntcnt k ny more when the
meani Is a current of electricity than when it h a 4w lire. We

ftt two pacipapln of the o|rittlo Kww twm tmMiud.
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should have thought that the distinction was plain. In the latter

case tlu means is adopted not solely fur the |iur|Kisc of accom

plishing the end of death but for the purpose of causing oilier

pain (o the person comet tied. The so called means is also an end

of the same kind as the death itself, or in other words is intended

to lie a part of the punishment. But when, as here, the means

atlopted arc (host-it with just the tonlrai) inient. and are devised

for the purpose of leaching the end pioposed as swiltly and pain

lessly as possible, we are til opinion that (hey air not forbidden

by the Constitution although they should be distoveiics of recent

science and never should haw been heatd ol liefotr. Not only li

the piohihition adthessed to what in a proper sense may be called

the punishment but, Inrthcr, the word &quot;unusual&quot; must be con

strued wilh the word &quot;cruel&quot; and t annul be taken so luoadly as to

prohibit every humane improvement not pteviottsly known in

Massachusetts, /Vn//r v. Dnntnn, lit) N. V, r,titj;
S. ( ,. In if Kanm*

Iff, i
vjf)

II, S. -i^fi.

The suggestion that the punishment tif death, in order not &amp;lt;o he

unusual, must be art omplished Ity molar uuhet than by molecular

motion seems to us ;t (attcy unwarranted by the Constitution.

No doubt a means might be adopted whiih, although adopted

only us a means, prut tit ally would be pait of the punishment and

would have to be considered as smh. Hut Mith case is nol presented

by a means thosen precisely because it is instantaneous, There was

a him &amp;gt;i( art argument based tin mental suffering, hut the suffering

is tine mil in IN being more horrible to be MI ink by li{,;htninji; than

to be liati}:;rd with (he tluinte of
s|t&amp;gt;wly strangling, but to the gen

eral fear of death. Thr Hulk-ring tine lo that fear the law does mil

seek to spare. It means iluu it shall be felt, . , .*

Judgmrnt to stand; unit
i&amp;gt;\

habeti\ curfius denied,

nl twti urrfgralis luvc tcrn umiuetl.
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Supreme Court J ustice

Fur thirty years, fwm r&amp;lt;ioa to row, Holmes sat on the United

Mates Supreme Court as Associate Justice. fir senvd longer tin the

Court than any Justice in its history, except Marshall and Field.

lie played so impoittint t&amp;gt; part in its struggles and in the shaping

of its working conceptions tltat without him tiny history of the

Court during this period would lose a major part of its meaning,
And in the course of these time decades he developed tioth a

characteristic method of judicial interpretation and a unique, style

in expressing that method,

His method or better, his outlook on constitutional law was

composed of several elements. One was a broad judicial tolerance

of legislative and executive tution, which might lie called judicial

laistiv faitr. Holmes was not one of those justices who regarded

judicial review ax the d tix of the American governmental process,

&quot;I do not think,&quot; he was to say in one of his greatest speeches, &quot;the

United States would tome to an end if we lost our power to declare

an Act of Congress void. / do think the Union would lie imperiled if

we could not make that declaration as to the laws of the several

States,&quot; Accordingly, he favored exercising the judicial power only
where there was an obvious abuse of national power or an en

croachment of function by the national government or ana of its

branches, and (with respect In the states) only whe.n there was a

real danger of the serious dislocation of the federal system,
Thin attitude was particularly significant during a time when the

Supreme Court maturity was actively engaged in concept-creation,
The two notable creations of the Court during this period were

the related entire
fits of due process of law and liberty of contract,

When / nay &quot;creations&quot; I do not, of course, mean that the judges
created the concept s themselves and certainly not the phrases. I

mean that they poured a nnu and arbitrary meaning into the aid

moulds,

Justice Holmes fought at first urbanely but with increasing a/-

thaueh magisterial tntternea against both concepts. Many of the



judicial struggle /r twti ?. /HI. w &amp;gt;iir&amp;lt;utr
n&amp;lt;t

tional administration wetf untlrt {lit \rtntr ,niii l ,,j the Re

publican Party, with it* drrptv i&amp;gt;trd /m-/r ! i- fxt ummHtuUft

industrial activity; nntl irtnnd* twainr the iirsrn coifitmiir rfr

velopmenl in the variutti stairs anil trgn&amp;gt;ni
had Irii uir

&amp;lt;f f/jfjfj

particularly
in thr HVt, ut/*r //if H*MV l / */!/ if and a^rariat

feeling, while elsewhere in the fimlrrn nultntstat tmfrri ji /ia(

created a workers frmufi whitli w&amp;gt;n m if&amp;lt;iu^/\ ijj rtr IrgH/a

/iw machinery itt the figlil /r /ICM&amp;lt;I;
iitindttnl* / /

Su/irrm&amp;lt;* { nr

majority interpreted the Cttntntulnintil /wrn&amp;lt;ii )f &quot;i/r
/&amp;gt;rcu

fl?irf
&quot;liberty&quot;

sn (ta tt&amp;gt; &quot;/ dnlintt hmih l //M irgiiln(tn\ titlis-ily

Holme-fa attitude trm nrtt \tnh f?* /r-jfn/if; i( i j mntfunnn

of what I haw railed &quot;fudifial lulrinntr&quot;
l&amp;gt;&amp;lt;j

u-ii/i tmlinttl tt

straint and judirinl rrlalit um. flv &quot;i&amp;lt;&amp;gt;lfmntf&quot; t mi-nit hit
teiltin^

ness to give the slate* lhe&amp;gt; brneftl */ I/if ttul l. and (&amp;gt; nnnmr Itii

validity of their leRiitnlitw extrfit u tftf if &amp;lt; tlfn*l\ (iftuj u. /

a reasonable man) nut / fcrmwrf*. /Iv &quot;i*iiMtu!&quot; I !*. An ftrlw

//ist, in interpreting the Cn%liiuhmH e* tlnimgiuthnl ff 1/1,

common /nw, /Af /%* Aflrf &quot; rmcro b f/ !/ ||}-
rtiajnoi them to jtuhitHi, And /v &quot;trlttttrnm&quot; I ri fc lrlir|

It W(U fet /or f/ff? ffoi/r/ /* atwirf all l*ilwlr
*-/

fi.
1

&quot;fi

propositions&quot; he mid in lite Uwlmrr /.**. &quot;rf sr /&amp;lt;&amp;lt; irf

Specific cases.&quot; Only where the ./lr &amp;lt;tif . &quot;ii/-f/v alnant

did it, in hh view, comt within indicia! t-uniml.

This strain in Hnlmn t judirtol thinking n a wuiwM*- wr *irf /

iwn o/t? noted. What, hat not been ** first* nlmut ii tt an m&amp;gt;lsn

tion and its impulsions. There ne *** fc&amp;gt;f Ai*r irrn llulmn &

achieving a heroic and ttlmml Olympian ttriarttmrni. at j H f
aoov0 tAe petty Hfi( canlendix martah- I /r tailed ihu ebti

where the
&quot;austerity thfeny&quot; ttj Hairnet * |wilrw| lrljs-r,* Af

own inclination to ry /Al tlolmn AIIW rtMtugft ftui /A

Aw w^ote conception of the funrtittn w| ls* dunned rtr ijaaltlu

of detachment I have cittA. He vm tegl traliiman ttnth rsj

o/ t/te itmi fa of his craft, lie did nut &rl ilttti law iltuld, a

even could, hem the life of the rammumty wilhin f buundu, H
8 8e my &quot;Holme*, Frankfurter. wl ih AWCT tbrtt&quot; M*t&amp;lt;

Wtapons (iBig), p. A|. I for. href, ih&amp;lt; I ut i*

thai osay, and in what follows I MW M^I w mwltfy
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saw turbulent forms tit work in any snrinl aysInn as in nature, and

was content ax a judge to let them work themselves out without ton

much interference, not because he preferred to stay out but be

cause his whole naturalistic view taught him it would be futile to

intervene.

This brings us to n serond great element in Unimex s outlook.

He had a distaste (or any vacuum in governmental power. It was

difficult for him to conceit e that the framers of the Constitution

should have intended the (Government to lack power to deal with

the problems which all civilized nations face in common. This is

most sharply expressed in his dissent in Hanmu r c. Dagonhart*
with respect to the (juestion of child labor, and in Block v. Mirsh 4

with respect to the question of war-emergency rent regulation; but

it will be found by implication in many of the, other opinions as

well.

A third element was Unimex s preference for viewing cnnslitU

tianal law an part of a larger whole in the context of America an

a going concern, and that in turn in the context of Western civili

zation as a going concern, ffe was well aware both that no per-

lection was to be found in any pulitital body, and aha thai any

healthy organism wtmld tend to correct many of its errors and

outgrow tunny of its difficulties. He did not seek in the law a m
titude which could not be achieved in life. He felt that in law, as in

life, one had to face the risk, and one learned both through experi
ment and experience,* lie saw America (is a large enough going con-

cern to contain room both for new methods of developing our re

sources and also for new legislatine controls of these methods.

More than anyone before him in the history of the Supreme
Court, Holmes brought to Ins task a large philosophic view and

broad intellectual and literary interests. To be sure, he was only
an amateur philosopher, fit his youth he had often crossed in

tellectual swords itith William fames. In early manhood he had

argued long and earnestly with flrtmks Adams on the prm and

enns nf materialism in history. As he found more time, he. read

deeply in llradley, Santnyana, Deumy. His exchange, of letters with

Pollock n an exchange between two men who were, curious about

*$ n. ifld,



closer than anyone iff imir iwa in .iirM.&amp;lt;m i&amp;gt;i\mf\ 1,1 nt

philosopher
become king. Only Jtntitf t.Wcm fn hun /

anything like the same breadth tl inteml llif inwr gnnp t,

philosophical problenn.

The routine of Halmen t life AH member / the \ii/r-r C*MI

was, of course, usual with ,Vn/rrr (, rnrf /inner*. a liable un

pleasant one. He worked xtradilv -
it nt&amp;lt;t * haul Ar Mfirn /

/ewrf in /* lellen* al rate* bffnrt fA&amp;lt;r (rri IIf r^iel a

sidemble body oj litfrnlurr, rarel\ in lsiu&amp;gt; r |Wir allum, bv

mainly in philosophy, social ihentv. r iKimn Iff & si /^

friends. His main energies went tntn hu irtitk. att \ri ii tan},

not be said of him as it mi$hl be tmti
&amp;lt;nf Manh&amp;lt;ift. yiirv, A/I,

/er, or Hughes that he hatl lilllr inletlrtlu*it lilr nwfHi/r f fti

worA, // judicial opinion*, la be !r, funinhril ihf lruj ;

Aw energies. But the real drama w| An ^fr ti &amp;gt;wiui iril iht

drama o/ fl mid which nnied wrf abwrbrtt iA- |iKlfn-s
t/tc universal in lile t and winch ,* fA* lusr * fv *je* |r
/Ae/r expression,

Such a mind struck faurtl against (he flint of jlsr KMI

held by Justice Hairnet s catteaguet. and when if tin!, ilsrrr wrr

Cffrt&in to be sparks. The ftraclitf nj the t.tiun . (fr

a am, to have the Chief {talkv ig the writing / fA

of the Court, and tf) print She draft o^rnimii flswi ^MI&amp;lt; ,

circulate them among the tkf?r /ui/irri Iv/nn* ils* /w

are ivWiien. Halmefi draft afnnmm mtl m/rrt/u*nf/Y r

tfitA jAarp wd tametimes jAcwftcrf rwwwii |rw ls bruthett-

They felt often that hi$ w.i rmi ilrwwg &quot;TAr fe|-,&quot; A
wroie Pollock in tt)t8, afmfm She draft ofnnttma, &quot;generally a
one of the genitntt out- of mtm&amp;gt;. m rtr form / **mr tsptruitm tint

they think too free&quot; Out i^*ctt fAal /Iwlwwi Arw |A

8 FOt Km* doubti cut Htlli^f an itws&amp;gt; fwafnkiuMii t Waidtn Itont
wn review of the Hotaut-Pottaek taw*. &quot;Os OwitnK M |ttHt W.,&quot;
lb.a t/ftftunlty of Chinf Ijtm Ktviam. Vl, f, -tf fi^iti

J HI* rwding lists art wwtiliw! to utw & &quot;fttel **- |jj*n- te
which he

ktspt, ud which W liivntry Mf* wtmU sfe m a wttu* o pWte
Through the oounety at Jto Frankfuturt I ,*

thaw- enough to know how flkimlMiinf tbej- witl wew
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hand, and that with a shrewd Yankee eye /or the weaknesses of His

colleagues lit often
/&amp;gt;nt

in things that were &quot;calculated tn give the

brethren pain,&quot;
so that in the end he could retain what he had all

(ilnn^ intended. In i&amp;lt;n he again wrote 1 ollock, with a mixture of

gaiety and rue, &quot;I am on most friendly terms with all the judges,

lint I suspect that if I should he gathered to Alirnham s bosom

some of them would tliink it an advantage to the law, even if they

missed a friend,&quot;
&quot; At times Holmes could he nettled by his col

leagues comments. &quot;I tint hard at work,&quot; he wrote, &quot;... prepar

ing smalt diamonds for people of limited intellectual means.&quot;
n

Although Holmes was friendly willi etiery member of the Court,

there were only a few for whom he expressed his admiration. One

of tliese was Chief Justice White, whom Holmes regarded as long-

winded in his opinions and often tortuous in his arguments, but

whom he nevertheless called
&quot;profound,&quot; &quot;especially

in the legisla-

life direction whith we don t recognize as a judicial requirement
but which is so, especially in our Court.&quot;

* Holmes was generous in

desiring the thief-justiceship for White rather than for himself.

&quot;I always have assumed absolutely that I should not be regarded as

possible. , . . / think I should be a better administrator than

White, but ha would be more
politic.&quot;

* About Hfirlan, who was

White s senior, Holmes writes with mixed feelings. &quot;That sage,

althttugh a man of real power, did not shine either in analysis or

generalization and I never troubled myself much when he shied,

I used to xay that he had a powerful vise the jaws of which couldn t

be got nearer than two inches to each other.&quot;
u

Justice Hrewer,

who was on (he Court with Holmes for eight yenn and until /iw

death in tgio, wits &quot;a very pleasant man in pritwte., but he had the

ilt:h for public speaking and writing and made me shudder many
times. , , . Altogether I think he was rather an enfant terrible.&quot;

**

Justice Hughes wax an the Court with Holmes from tgta until his

resignation in tgta to run for the Presidency. &quot;/ shall miss him

ctmmmedly, jor he h not only a good fellow, experienced and wise,

H-P. !l:i(M (June g, ia&amp;gt;)
.

H J
1
, II :IB (!&amp;gt;. i

&quot;H-P. l;i?o (Srpirreltrt
14.



Sped to lw&amp;lt;&amp;gt; pending apfn&amp;gt;inlmrnl\

&quot; ltlnir\ uttftl mmy f,, r /,/

in the Presidency than he tint lt / /!&amp;lt;/ f{&amp;lt;&quot;&amp;gt;*irtrtt. Itttl jj wa

as a colleague on the C,i&amp;gt;url thai //&amp;lt;/ t-ititint ! mint-
&quot;/Vi

haps the main tjuetliHn
m f &amp;lt;&quot; / &quot; &quot;*v f tinjunin^ a

executive details, and Tall HYMH /!*/ l ?4r r/i- rmi/v o*f gf

through them witlmltt /rirfiwi.&quot;

*
.-ll irsr.)l *iffc /&amp;lt;jrr,-

&quot;H i

aw very happy with the Incvnt I ltiff , . he n g*..j|-Immured

laughs readily, nut quite rapid fmu^h. tail */!; r/u&amp;gt;i^ WJBJI

ing pleasantly&quot;
* /!( T/f W liir hut! a tlfrjt aljft fn.n /*,r ftnlnei

His biographer relate* llttti lie antS ///n u **if f C. ui (grffe

&amp;lt;/f&amp;lt;r beginning Tttjl ihuufhi ///wr !&amp;gt;&amp;gt; /&amp;lt;/ in tai \ H A

but /if Wfli to change hu mind &quot;,i wJ * if/ /wtfitc Itntmei i

a delight, fie in feebler phyutullt. hut I 8*uuf rs- i/ii !/* aruff

nm o/ /iw ininrf /i.s ferrw o(lerletl a I all- .../! many -.% /&amp;gt;&amp;gt; f

t/te /i/c o/ t/ip fwurt. flrf it u e gfifrtf *(? f&amp;lt; /ntr &amp;gt;H-/I t |pf/

o/ jt)U)V
common Ittw undffiled immrdMfri\ nrii i rti 0j

ean dn^ anrf 6e? sure une grtii$ /*
|HJ&amp;lt;-

*nflc &quot;

/lur s

/tr veered again about fioimv%: &quot;tie n. 10 ny }Mfiisrsf. *i

in fowrnimewt iAflt would kffjt tun an

Undoubtedly Taft soured an ttnlmm *u rftr ^n u&amp;gt;enl on %
ctae o/ the ktter*s auoeutiim with flfuwtfu &quot;I mm ffty font

of the old gentleman,&quot; he wrote i /vs&quot;. &quot;* Af * &amp;lt;

rnmfftvtvr]
under the control of Bnthtnr Mtmtifn ihal it $nr* f Rmmlfn tun

votes instead tt ane. He hm move inte-tr*! *. *! furs marr nt

tentfon to, /nw distcnts than he rf&amp;lt; r lAr aftiniant h&amp;lt;e wriiin jm
the court, which rr rry xhort wf i -*&amp;gt;

Jkf(f,(u(&quot; fi|i j

trlbuted this influence |rtly to //olwr*&quot; ^r &quot;I flwi*

hkage rmkes him a. tittle mom ntfrwrdmair r jrMg IM

H-P, tsij7 (Julr if.
&amp;lt;)u H-P, I; 170 (Bcpiemtw 14,M H-P, 11:79 (October f. ip|,

H-P. {I;g8 (May i, tpttj
ThU ntl the Wlttwiutt qt

In Henry P.
Prta|k&quot;i TA tl| l Tt
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who in his constant
n&amp;gt;inl&amp;gt;nnhi,

than he would have been in his

printf.&quot;
Hut Tn[( wax not n detached observer, particularly since

Holme.! and lirandeis together represented the new jurisprudence
which had come In challenge what Tuft and smite of his colleagues

stood fur. Their* wttt it world nf ideas nnd values winch lity beyond
the comprehension uf the genial nnd yet stubbornly narrow-

visioned Chief lit\lice.

The relation between Holmes find llrandeis wax n dee/i nnd strik*

ing one. line wtt\ n pnttitiatt, with liis background ttf Kmerstnt s

Dosttnt, and, tin the other hand, ti xon of a lioliemian immigrant

family, with the hiirkgroiDttl of the Continental lilicrnlixw oj ilie

/A y.V ret&amp;lt;tdiitinn\. The stream of influence whit It run between them

wns not wholly a anr-way n///uV. Jirantleix was deeply moved and

iml&amp;gt;re\\ed
hv Holiness generom [ten [ict tires, ttntl hv the brilliance

of hin in\ights. Holmes in turn was: i/n/jrwrrf b\ lhandeia leant

ing and the Inftineas of hin otttloak: &quot;/ think he has done great

work nnd I believe with high motive*.&quot;
*

They found themselves

in agreement in a utirfnixingly large ntimher of rvrv, &quot;tJV tire so

a
fit

to
agree,&quot; Holmes wrote on an 01 ration when they were on

different w/rr, &quot;that I am glad he dis\rnts from the only opinion
I have to deliver.&quot;

a

Holme* hntt an exacting tniifeption of his job on the Court. If,

ax Taft tomptaineel, his
ufiitiitins were often too short, it was not

because of indolenee but betatme, for the /mr/wr lie had in mind

for the [nint luring of doctrinal rmm too long indulged in by the

Court - a short opinion was often more elfedit f, He never dis

sented for the Mhe of dienting but only when, like Luther, he

ftntld &quot;do no other&quot; tte did tint relish jnatites who intruded their

differences into the deliberations of the Court. He noted &quot;the dis

appearance of men with the habit of some of our older generation,

that regarded a different? of opinion as a cockfight and afteti left

a goad deal to be desired in point of manner*,&quot;
m Hut thix aenze

of restraint did not keep him silent when silence would have been

a betrayal of his whole method of tottxlittitional interpretation. It

wai thix method that Holme* cared about, and it ti this method
whiih has now ttiumjihed.

ft t* II mi !(). &amp;lt;tt.



i. America as a Going (Tommi

It is hard tn find a uniting I Itmid in In-
i&amp;lt;^ihfs- thmtt

decisions by flnlmrx which /// Huliitlr | tlir m-l lf&amp;gt;ritn area. 1

/ have fixed upon the notion nf Amermt at a gmwg mmt-rti Itrtauie

it is & broad enough lent-t invn^g In inrhitlr titlhrr /rlY re

lated cases, and yet it rfnri/wm/. In r | ifcr ffrr/n-r jf&amp;gt;hmn of

Holmes s thinking.

The cases I htit&amp;gt;e included jail brtutdly intu lift- gt*jn- /Sri/,

the slate police-pouter rnjrt. grnrru/fv (OIH/IMIK mutfrri /

jocta/ legislation and imn&amp;gt;ti&amp;gt;intf
ilif ftimn n( tint- jfn.wfi* .| fo uj

and freedom of canlract; *cttnti, I hi- n* nn-i&amp;gt;l:
*;

?! M//-r

conceptions that o/ j ridMJt/rv //**/*/ i* i/A u /u// if?i*-fif, unrf

&amp;lt;/ifl o/ a federal common /; //urr/. f/sr f*i !
n&amp;gt;i*\rt^lil

i-iri -

no&amp;lt; of great important? hut laurtunfc &amp;lt;M * f llnlnirt \
*&amp;lt;tf(&amp;gt;j-

Ming interests; fourth, the &amp;lt; inrlrwp{ rr&amp;lt;&amp;gt;nnt&amp;lt; fnnwfjj
flnrf power, including antitrust arliun, grrn-i nwtrnl nf

prices and standard*, and laxatinn; and jtjlh, r*n-ui&amp;gt;tr |wrr awrf

war power,
In grouping the decision* I haw snttftht niunhl\ l ftillnw lh

sequence above, and within each tiwhinn / A-r nttgfd ihe

cases chronologically, It will he aftftaifttl lhat. ihftr ttn-iiinnt tre.

neilher wholly doctrinal nor whajly eennnmir ami (saltittttl. hut a

crisscross between the, too. / hmr jell tl twitft in trat* il Ihtu

than to make the effort oj finding whnllv |ngtrl

might run counter la tome of tfaf rtmlilir* aj /

The cases themselves tum&amp;gt;tt been vteeltd fmrily fnr ilirir

importune, partly (or thttir rote in AmeriniH hnittrv. rf /twrtfj

for their sheer readability. One result hat hen that thne mt&amp;gt; mm}
coses omitted which were monf important than imr / Ihtae lltttl

haw bem included - mam im^rtamt but mutb lu readable. On
the whole, howemr&amp;gt; I ham lamgAi i include matt { the im/Smrdtni
cases, and have omitted others equally important only whn lbti\

value was wholly a technical one.

This is not the place far a ducvssinn of Halme-ft ertmttmic *n

the Bivtl llbwtta am me the note wctkm. &quot; flaw ta*ct and Fr
lYade In Idw,&quot; p. a%,
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political thinking? intt the reader may find several matters worth

noting before lie goes an tn tlif tunes themselves.

I Inline* tix etnnomist tint s nut piny nn important role in these

decisitms. &quot;/
n he- sine, the decision in the Ari/.ona Employers Lia

bility cases
&quot;

is basetl nn ti thcniy nf n shifting of the incidence of

sticittl insurant e payments the Vic Uir Herbert v. Slianlcy Co. df-

cision
*

i\ i tned nn it theory nf joint i tints; the Dr. Miles Medical Co.

opinion
&quot;

is l&amp;gt;ti\ed nn ti marginal utility theory oj price, nut

Holme* was nnt always tit his brat when hr was em economist,

And the whole nature of his judicial method minimized the part

that his economic doctrines played in his decisions.

Jt is worth ntiling that, tonsert eitive a* he was in hix explicit

economic doctrines, a strain of economic realism persistently finds

its way inln his opinions. His discussion of the depositors hank

ing fund in Nciblr .Sum- Hank ? . IhtskrII
&quot;

it an instance; similarly,

his disnission of contmerte us a cniuimumi in the Swift cnse? and

most of nil, hn statement in the (;ri[|agf v. K;im;is derision that

there must he an
&quot;equality nf position between the parties in

which libnlv / * untrue!
begins.&quot;

11 Holmes shows here as well an

anywhere else the insiglits that went beyond the abstraction of

indiiiidnnl freedom and that rei enletl its relation to the realities tif

eftintnnii nnd political power,

Huninn^ through the tines there is n peri inive dislihe for the

doctrinal a dislike thnt does not prevent Holmes from wing a

clot trine himself, but whit h lends a cutting edge to the rapier
sentences ti huh demolish a doctrine when he sees (it to demolish it,

tin analyses nf the cnntept of &quot;public
interest&quot; in Tyson lirotlicra

i . HiitUitn,&quot; nf &quot;liberty of cnntratt&quot; in Adkiiit t&amp;gt;. t ,hildrfl Hos

pital
&quot; and nf a federal common law in the Black and White

Taxital) Cki.&quot; have become classic. Thh does tint menu that Holmes
used whiilly rule&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;f&amp;gt;thumb methods, Hn sense of the common law

* A nitirr rutm-iivr ili iui-rfitni witt be bund in (he iutrtKluttlutt tu (hit

vulume. ftp.

*Sw p. \(ki,

*8*
p,

itfi,

*Scr p. ijw
Scc p. 179,

T Sw p aji
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tradition is demnmttatrd lime f f,^
&quot; ^ HM-. iinrf Juij

approach thus lends i&amp;gt;{len
In he an /mf.*.j| -n,- .jl mnr l,e

approaches the ann &amp;lt;M Imltinun. h* r.s&quot;i!:r- mid (i||f,OT

/or &amp;lt;/iC continuing expansion / i/ r&amp;gt;-&amp;gt;*jf.f lAn.s^fi ilsr
f

of experiment.

This does nut proceed /mm OMV /iftiif I&quot;&quot; jci--iiwrfii/

eal inventions / unrtatnnablr wiru, ///WH-J lifl i ryr |r {/ r

realities / &amp;lt;/ie lr%nlalivf ad adminnintlitr /i*i /!*. / j/jir of

A if decision in the Mym r&amp;lt;nr.&quot; /r M.HUI//V
**-/&amp;gt;f

i s!j| i/- rrr|

/or no&amp;lt; complicating Inn greatly lite ta*k &amp;lt;!
ihr uilmtnttiiatitT ,itl

this same adntitihtralit f rritlum /*/ irtfA ir*&amp;gt;J/t-f nfujui m
Holmefs thought*- an untlftnlantlinfi ihnl whet*-

&quot;K /w//r
needs&quot; exist, thr eamliluiitmal ttftfMrtiti&amp;lt;*n

u^nl ff! t j.r ifcr

power to meet llirm f / ftrrfeneti
in thai whtth l&amp;gt;-njr yrA

power. This: is the meaning nut /v l N hlr Stair ItttnL * Hatkcll

6u/ /; o/ Mayer f. IVabcnly,&quot; IMIVI/I-IMJ; fAf ftrtiiMt-c fmti rt in a

lime of emergency, and lllwk t&quot;, Itirh.&quot; n&amp;gt;iA&quot;j soM^mr Aiming

legislation, ll u ft Iribulr tt llalmn * tniifi-filmn ..| ..Jirrtri * a

going concern ttittl it ilmutd. l** m mr/nl i u
[&amp;gt;ift&amp;lt;-ni

inne of

great public danger ax itt the lrrr ui^ndft / |vir.

THE FIRST SUPREME COURT CASE

v,

187 II, S. tkrfi

Holmes took hh seat rwi l^r tlnilftl \Mn $tt$ttfiii* Knurl

on December S, 1903, Otis &amp;lt;, Parker &amp;gt;

rg*r&quot;l lnrf&amp;lt;nr ih-

Court on December tt and ts and detttted n fanvary \,

tgoj, U wax thux the fiM dofittan oj Itie Ctmtt tn tt tiirh

Holmes fxtrtieipated. &quot;Here I an,&quot; he wintr in / //** w

December aS, i$tn,
1

&quot;and worr ferlerrf, tn&amp;lt;*re*ied and im-

pressed than ever I had dreamed I
mt$&amp;gt;til

/, / h? vwk aj
the past Kerm a finished book - lt*ked

itjt jar aay, and a



I nrkrr ix followed in the reports hy two others in which

Unimex wrote (lie opinion of the Unurt one, Diamond
Glut Co. t&amp;gt;, U. S. Glut- Co., iHy ( . .V. (&amp;gt;ti. upholding a Wis

consin .statute, nnd the others, (lanky v. Kansas Chy R, R, Co.

/.V;-
I . .V. hr;, upsetting an Arkansas regulation of railroad

rale.s ti tlif ground &amp;lt;&amp;gt;{

tin cinnwercf dttitse.

Tin-
i&amp;gt;l&amp;gt;iitinn

itself, while the [in I tlinl Unimex wrote, al

ready rnntaiiis lnll-grini ii several n( ihr
/&amp;gt;riitiil&amp;gt;at

elements in

his ftnu ejilinn tij juditial tnlernnte n( legislative jinlity as

tlit&quot; t i.ie&amp;gt;nc n[ the juditinl jutiicu. This cniire^linn wax at its

rlearrxt and hrnt tin t/itextinna ti[ the Fniirteeiitli Amendment
and the \tnte fmliir fittwrr. The inane here wax whether a sec

tion nn the C.ntilnniin Constitution, providing that tun tracts

jnr the Mile / mining ttodi on margin or for future delivery

should l&amp;gt;e uncnftirtenlile, ciolnted the I tnnieenth Amend&quot;

ment. //M/rt. while conceding l&amp;gt;v implication that free,*

dnrn of rnnlriirt nun en under the due jirotesx jnotettinn of

the [&quot;otntfenth Amendment, answered tlitit in thix case there

u s no violation, tint in git ing his answer lie traversed ground
that nullified the ftilltwing fimitioni which he tifteiwtirtl was

to make familim: that a tine tannot he decided on the hauls

of &quot;general jiwl&amp;gt;ositioin&quot;;
that the judges must not read into

the C.nintittittnn &quot;n jiattittihir set of ethical or ectmomital

oliininnsi, whuh hy no meatn are held snupcr ilbitjut ct nl&amp;gt;

oinnilitiH&quot;; that (he judges must defer to the judgment of the

legislature on social fiotnj, and hold its action within the

police power unless they are willing to declare it to ha tie lieen

&quot;wholly without foundation&quot;; that &quot;we cannot sny that there

might ntit he conditions to warrant the prohihititm&quot; , and

that &quot;the deep sealed runi ictitni&quot; of the people of dalifnrnia

was &quot;entitled In great respect,&quot;
and was not unreaxonahle in

the context nf the stale s history. As for the issue that was

raised tij the denial of etjual protection of the laws, Holmes
makes shtirl wink tij it.

Htilmcs iirn/f fur the majority here, with Justices ftrewer

and Petkham dissenting without opinion. Itis language, is

mtritinrd, yet it has same flushing passages, of which the sen-
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tenet with reference lit flenllmnt H /uiiiufniiMi !&amp;gt;tli / A

intellectual and of tin litrrary mfllitnl\.

Holmes, J.,
for the Court:

This is an action in tlm-r tmtttK Cr mnr\ lwS ami mrhrd,
for money paid and promivd u IK- njuitl. and l&amp;gt;n nui|im paid

to the defendants as stotk brnfcm n {tiwt.it i* m Inu ami c||

mining stocks, respectively.
Thr amwm t *hr (11*1 tu&amp;lt; uuitiu

are general denial* and other maitm * inuiMtrrial I hr in-

swer to the tliirtl fount, beside a grnrt.il tirtiMl. tip I|MI the

count is based uptm it prvi%iiti in Atwlr IV. 3*1. f rhr tomii-

tution of California, that that prmMti i* tini4n to ihr Hrii

section of the Fourteenth Amcmlmrtu tS ilir (UtuMuiuum f the

United States. . . ,

The provision of the state intimii a* f4l&amp;lt;t4% &quot;All &amp;lt;-fin-

tracts for the sales of *hsr of ihr tapiijl %iMk nl A\\\
*&amp;gt;t|ration

or association, on margin, &amp;lt;r t In- Wncml 41 4 lumtr *\A\. %hM
be void, and any money paid mi iih tmrai% m\ !*? irtu\rmt

by the party paying it by uit in Jttiv rmui *f tHijr!ri juiwlie-

don.&quot; There was totm* *ugge*iiiii ihat ifatv wii% !! ! nar

rowed by construct tan ui tontratj* tii ctiriiruiplijiiii^ * la
acquisition of the stock, but inirmlrtl j rnn ! 4

contemplated Ktiiemrnt of iliffrrrucr*. Of ir-, II

construed in that seme iherp woultl S* m tlmlt | ihrit

flootA v, tllinau, 184 U. S. 414. Bin whilr ihc Su|trrnw
o California says in this aw thai It &quot;wilt *iw&amp;lt;m * slas

businew twrnsactiorw are not bmuxhi uwlrr ihr !i,&quot;&quot; m ihr an

sentence it leave* open the hypuihrti* itwi ihr
|iruiM&amp;lt;ti

&quot;f4iU 10

ditlnguiih between bom ^d# cumiracu w! at*llig rtntrarf%,
n

and susiains it as a proper police tpitani, r*,nt if it ilr fail a

supposed. Therefore U may tie held Iwififirr th*i firclitiary **
ttuctt for the lale of tiocis cm wargin wj Irftitimrfir irituuu:-

tJoni, and it would n be mle for u* m lake ilr w*tr*l in ny
other than their literal roaii^ r i a*r in ail%-4- of a

decision tiw.t they will be latet in wtrow %rt*r. Ji&amp;gt; ihi raw ihr

jury were instructed bwadly to ftml for the |iaiinili if hr ttI |aid
any money to ihe defefidatus i a mumm bw iht- t&amp;gt;utiiitw ( u&amp;lt;ifk
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relation l he vil sought to he nurd, and therefore falls within

tlu; lir.si .section (t the- l- iiuitecnth Aiueiuhneni. It is said that it

unduly limits the liheity u[ adult persons in making contracts

which cotKein only themselves, and tuts down the value of a

class of property that ulten must he disposed of under contracts

of the prohibited kind ii it is to be disposed of to advantage, thus

depiiviiiK persons of liberty and property without due process o

law, and that it unjustifiably discriminates against property of that

class, while other familiar uhjects of speculation, stuli as cotton or

grain, are tint unit heel, thus drpiiviuK persons of the equal protco
tion oJ the laws.

It is uue, mi doubt, that neither a stale legislature nor a state

constitution can inieifeie arbitrarily with piivate business or trans

actions, and that the nirir (.HI thai mi eiuumieni purport,
1
) to be

for the pioteciion of public safety, health or morals, its not con

clusive upon the (cunts. t\tit$ln v. /UIH.UU, iaj U, S. (iaj, (i(ii;

Lnwttin v. Stcrlr. ir,a 1 1, S, p^, 137. Hut general propositions do

not i airy us hit. While the UHIJN must exercise a judgment of their

own, it by no meant i&amp;gt; inir that every law is void which may nccrn

lo the judges whu pass upon it extrusive, umuited to its ostensible

end, or bused UJKW toutrptiom of morality with which they dis-

agree, Ckuitiidrnihle Uiiiudt* must lie allowed ftr clilferrnces of view,

as well sts fur (Kmible |K-tuliar tondiiious which this court can

know but iiUjK-ifet tly, if at all. Otherwise a comiiimion, instead

of embodying oulv rchitivcly fundnmrnial rides of right, as gen

erally mulmUKKl liy all Kngliih s|-aking communities, would be

come the (mrikut of M particular set of ethical or economical

opinion*, which by no means are held semper itbiipie ni alt omnibus,

Even if the provision before tt% should seem to us not in have

ten justified by thr drcufnitame% locally existing In Cnllfornia

ai the lime when it was pawed, is it shown by its adoption to have

exprred a deep irated conviction cm the part of the people con

cerned as to what thiit jlky m|iiiml. Such a deep-rented con

viction it entitled to grrat rct|K*ct.
If thr .State thinks that an

admitted evil canmtt IK? {irevrnicd except by prohibiting a calling

or iranwiciion not in iiwlf urce%arily objectionable, the court*

cannut ifitrriere, unlrw, iu lcikig at the iiibstaiicr of the matter,
,1..... ,...,.. .u*. .!., !t &quot;!, ., . IMW i.,,..,i, I . I, .1.1,, !..! !,i..,..K,iil nf



such laws did more narm than gtuwi i nr MHHUV MKI, iui

would be sustained by a In-nth f jmh{o, M-U if ru-ry tine of

them thought it siqwiiutimn to makr um fa\ hK. Or, m mtc

cases where opinion ha* moved in ihr ||m%iir durtiinn. wagers

may be declared illegal without the 4id j -.umir, MI Innrrin for-

bidden by express enactment, although 41 411 nit lit- 1 day thry were

thought pardonable at least. The i4v vrotihl mi In- dnidrtt ctif.

feremly if louerirt had been lawful t*1iai thr hmtirruih Amend*
ment became law, a imterd iltry wrrr ttt VMHC indued -Sjates,

Sea Bollock v. .S /olc, 73 Maryland, i,

Wa cannot say that thcrr might nu Sr mtiduimm t{ jnihlic

delirium in which at !iit irjnrirv jr&amp;gt;|l!!*ij i i,j|r &amp;lt;k n

margins would be a salutary ihttift. sidl lr%i 4n % MV ilui ihrrc

might not be condition* in which u rr4iwlH nstf-Sti lr thought
a salutary thing, even if we diugrrnl wuh ihr 8|.ni. t H imirv, if

a man can buy on margin he *u famuli iiu j mtuh nmrr r.
tended venture than where hr itnit

|M&amp;gt;

ihr wllr jmtr at nmr. If

he pays the whole price he grit the |uirthA*r*l aritilr. nh4ier it*

wortli may turn out to tic. But if he lti% titwk n tiMtgin St

may put all his property into ihr trttiurr, 4tul twtmg utulitr in

keep his margin* goinl if the tstk nidrkn g*r Iwn, 4

fall leaves him jiennilcM, with iwtihtnK &quot; rrjrr*cm hi*

except that he has had the rhantr of 4 bci, 1 hrrr % nn d*ibi that

purchases on margin may be am! lrrt|urrtiiy air n-l a* 4 utrAiu of

gambling for a peat pin or a it*w f aii nr }M% h %4td dwi in

California, when the ct&amp;gt;ntiiutintt w lrpI ihr whIr ficopte
were buying raining stocki in ihh way wild ihr rnwili l tnhnite

disaitw. Cor/imaM v. Root, % Calibmtia. 375, ^H, &amp;gt;j S; || ^ thai

time the prwitiarr of the twmiimtun, imitml f i-g |MJ J?re,

had been embodied in a tctnpurnry i
fsfllI&amp;gt; nr mm\A

have queitioncd it, and it would IK* hart! i s-Ar tluututmn

solely on the ground of iw row |jrrinawrai frm. itrM-rMttg the

provWon in the comtitution *twwS, as we have ! ihr con
viction of, the people at large thai jirhibiiin wa |t|*rr mm
o stopping the evil. And M w %aid with rcfani i a (trohtbiiinn
of option contracts in Booth v, lltinau, t\ U. X. $$. ^, we are

unwilling to declare the judpnem to have been wholly wiihmii
foundation.



v tliut prtmaiily in (..aulornia UK- evil sought to he slopped was

nltncd in tlu- main to stocks in corporations. California is a

iniiiK Slate, aiul mines oiler the inosi striking; templalimis to

oplc in a hurry to get rich. Mines generally are represented by
icks. .Stock is convenient (or purposes of speculation, because of

e ease with which it is transferred from hand to hand, as well

for other reasons. If stopping the purchase and sale of stocks

i margin would stop the gambling which it was desired to pre,

nt, it was proper for the people of California to go no farther

what they forbade. The circumstances disclose a reasonable

tmnd (or the classification, and thus distinguish the case from

ttinntlv v, f liimi .SVu M 1

Pifie (In., 18,] U. .S.
r,.jo.

We cannot say

at treating stocks of corporations as a class .subject it) special
strii tions was unjust discrimination or the denial of the equal
oiectioii of ihe laws.

Judgment affirmed.

ALLOWING FLAY FOR THE JOINTS

Miutntri, Kanws, and Tennessee Railroad v, May
iej,j

II. S. 3(17 (itjo,|)

T/II I 11 Ilie &quot;ftiliitMii grins&quot;
rase. Again the problem is one

t&amp;gt;j

(hi* slate polite power lite area in which n stair ran invade

thr properly teitlm bemuse nj its ftriilrrthir Jutirliini. The
tenlral tfitrsilivn int tilt fti in it ihnl tij improper &quot;rlauificn-

tioti&quot;
- wlirlhfr Ilic ritilreiatU were singled ant {or regulation

and tlirrrhv rlrfiriurd tif the ranstitutianal guarantee tif the

etjital ftrnifftinii nf (hv /nws, It does not add much In Otis t.

I arker nn tr^tst ground*, lint it further tiariflfa tfttlmn s

inlfllnliitil mrllittd, I rrfrr first to the entire
(it of ti shadnwy

but a firnRmntir &quot;line which hits to be worked out between

rrtu j di[Jt&quot;rhi MI/V &amp;lt;n

degree&quot;; second, to Unimex s lerhiiiqtte

t&amp;gt;( jay/rig &quot;/
nil that we know&quot; n* way liy which (he

Court may ttriel&amp;gt;l
the legislature s tnew of the problem to

he met; and third, to the caution to the Court that it tread
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softly in adiniiinterini* rMjfifMf&quot;in/ iniu!&amp;lt;stim. nntl that

allow
&quot;/J/riv jur thf fninl* &amp;gt;/

llif &amp;gt;n,nlimr.&quot;

7tt t/iu fflif Ilitlinn sjinkr jr the u ht lr C.ntnt,

Holmes, J.,
for the Court:

Tills is an action to recover a jrsudn of $9%. brought by the

owner of a farm comiguou* 10 the ratliul 1 tb- pUiniill in

error, on the ground thut the toner h&amp;lt;i* &amp;lt;dlcitvr&amp;lt;l fmhnwin nrav m
mature and go ta *ral

ti|x&amp;gt;n
it* rnal. Thr j-}i,iSn M y,m-n in con

tiguous ownra by a Texas watuir ( HJU, thup. u^, tliretied

solely against railroad oimjianir-* !
|rri&amp;lt;Hini.t

MH!I KI.I%% r Rus
sian thistle to go to sml ujwm ihrir rijthi il wai, inl.|rit. httwrver,

to the condition that the plaittiifl lui ii iln- ihr ^ir thing.

The case is brought here on the- gruuwi di.ii il- ^Miuir i nm-

trary to the Fuurtccruli Arrtrmtnirni *S thr t &amp;lt;H%UIHHUI of the

United Statei.

It is admitted thai J|HIMII graw U a tnrnarr in
rt&amp;gt;|H.

that J(

propagated only by ural, am! th*tt a uninal rrijjibu.m *| it fur the

protection of farming would IK* vill. { * a*tmtiiril afi that

legislation may be? directed agairw a tlaw %%hrsi ^n\ j,ut sruml
for the discrimination fxUu. Bui it h M! ils^i itu\

jection of railroad cnmjtaniet w a Hal$li%- iti
iiii|

owners of land on which ]ohnnri Rra m.t% grn%
as to amount Co a denial of the jul (iKKniion ( ihr lw. There

is no dispute about general [&amp;gt;r{ncjSr%,
Thr i|tirMinn i* whntirr ihit

owe lies on one side or the mhor erf a Siw whiih Su* m lw wrkl
out between &amp;lt;ase differing only in degree. \Vh n-^nl t the

ra.anner in which such a que*titm rfwwld lc approach-rd, ii it ob-

vkiui that the leghfaiun. fa the only fudge tf she jli*y f a
pr&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;

posed discrimination. The principle I* *imilar * UMI which it

cstabltdred with regard to a decision t Omgrcw that trruiii mean*
are necessary and proper 10 carry out wit l iu r*jrr |wrrs,
McCulloch v. Maryland, 4 Wheat. $16. 4 t., ctt,

^7r&amp;gt;,
\Vhe a *iatc

legWaturc has declared char, in Its ctpinitm. |&amp;gt;iiv r|inrr% a cer-

tain measure, its action should not tit dtaurttett *v ilw unim under
the i4th Amendment, unlei they can *cc clcady st$ shrtr i n
fair reawm for the law that would not rcttuiic wish rqual force



&amp;gt;w, that the seed ot Johnson grass is dropped from Hit curs n&amp;gt;

h quantities as to cause speiial iroiil&amp;gt;lr, h may be that the

[letted strips occupied hy railroads afford a ground where noxious
,
( | s (specially limn Mi. and that whereas self-interest leads flu

tters of farms to keep down pests, the railroad companies have

\e nothing in a uuuter which concerns their neighbors only,

,ier reason s may be imagined. Great const itntionul provisions
si be administered with caution. Some play must be allowed for

joints of the machine, and it must be remembered that legisla-

es are ultimate mundium of the liberties and welfare of the.

&amp;gt;ple

in quite as great a decree as the courts.

Judgment affirmed.

HERBERT SPENCER IN NEW YORK
BAKERIES

I.ocliner v. t\ ni&amp;gt; York

icjH 11. S.
(ttjiif,) 45, 74

Few things that Unimex wrote haw become more famous
ar tatted forth mine toinment than his dissent in Ihc Lochner

coir, A generation nf progressives just waking M/J tu the harsh

ness
e&amp;gt;l

a laiuci laire capitalism tnid the need fur slate ttrliun,

and a genentlttm e&amp;gt;l trf&amp;gt;al
ttudents discovering the dim outlines

t&amp;gt;l
a, iotinltigiiral iurnfirutlence, hailed his chnrnfiiumliip f&amp;gt;j

their i,jr, tie hud been tt relatively unknown quantity on

the Cnurl. Ilh first diue.nl in the Nonhcrn .Securitk* fuse.
l

had tint hern tme to mtuure the [trogre.Miws, Ntiw, with the

I,ochnar diurnt, lie emerged almmt, overnight as the leader

of lilirral iuriiftrudewe in America*

The &amp;gt;Vrw York statute in question wta tme of a number in

the country itching lt&amp;gt; wjlen the impact of an aftjuisititie econ

omy &amp;lt;ttftnn
the wnrkrrs. The currents of feeling that President

Theodore Raasetvll was expressing in the national govern
ment were tiring expressed by xlale legislature* widely enough
ta bnihtr the fpakftmen and guardians of capitalist power*

See p. 117,



and were mnkinj* tlif ftrnftie
an-atf inai an i-n i-i t,-rn u-nii

the commonwealth. .\ ni&amp;gt; }&quot;ii // ; it&amp;gt;i ti-hnh tmludrd,

among several prm-uimn tlitftllv rr-/i/i^ ! llif hr,slih / ifo.

briery worAm, a prnvninn for fr /ur r/4iv /

in //ifli industry.

The Supreme ( nurl divided nn it /sir f&amp;lt; fr /ut/inr /

wrotr //if Mttjmify / i-ifif/rtfiMj f/i- /

grriund that liberty o/ funtrarl. guaranlfrtl *v * r /

Amendment, had In be [trnledrd l&amp;gt;v ihr .*?*. f/i i/ir

industry was ntl mnre tiangf*i* i i/ir /xr-.ifr/i &amp;lt;f jljr b

i/ian mfliy alhrrn; ihul /nr i| !?&quot; /-im- &amp;lt;nh .1 rrry ,

direct relation lt&amp;gt; surli health. lh! l&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

i/ /f/ f&amp;lt; i/n- fmltte

power to validate thii ftriwnmn &amp;lt;|
i/n- Jf si .mM m-.iu rto&amp;lt;

&quot;?&amp;gt;o trade, n tn tufmtitn, &amp;gt;w lr ( j-uMmtjj &amp;lt; !
ln*iii%,

could enrafjf tin* all-penitttinR /*. }! f/i- &amp;lt; f
&amp;gt;/

i/if /-J;H.

/afurr IM limiting (lie hnutt f //&amp;lt; *&amp;gt;W r/fj.-, -:* t jrnW
fee va/id. fillhttugh turh linnlnlin might tfit^mlv

if&amp;gt;(le

the ability of tltf? labnrrr la sM||*t? him**!! ml tut $,mtl\&quot;,

and that &quot;the real abjnt and
fmtjunf&quot; nj nhf lf ti-fte la

protect health, bul &quot;to tegulalr the htt | feli&amp;lt; f-f &amp;lt;(* n llir

mauler and hfa
emfilnyefi,&quot;

tt u*i. ( H /f ISantttlmi

(in The Oomiiiuiion Rconiclrrrtl, ! f.*nv-n /fW, /},

^. /fitf) ,

&quot;

apostolic letter la the wiy /rui/.fMri MI f/r

Hand, appointing hmiiit la their ftnlne |-rr *! lB?g
6an WjjSon

wio/ legulattan&quot;

With all it$ Ifgal fundamrnltlnm l rr^s&amp;lt;sws!
fnimi&amp;lt;

tivism there an few aftiniamii n rwfiffiMMl li- i ss wiiAy

of study (a Jutlice Petkhttm t,* /I . f?m | //, a jisl&amp;lt;r iw .

*
1^8 U, 8. (|j. PecklMm. whtte OR ihr \*r* Vmk rw &amp;gt;4 -\ppr*l. h*d

written in Kudd v, W, K.. of twiww win^ ar |t g3i rff &amp;lt;. i ti MM
&quot;vicious In Its n.miir. tatamwumif i it* itmtrnrt

&quot;

n? % % f i*%i &amp;lt;j

The opinion, wme torty pap* tow^. ** tttiiium *}i K-ixrit &amp;gt;Btlel

piiMtoi), In dutlions f SJumtef Jntwa t T *&amp;gt;# *ii* &amp;lt;** IJ*i-,sfs in i&amp;lt;af futnuh

an intemcini pawleni 10 Hobws * wk an M**ti i|-n-t s ! !*
dinent. Sneaking of lit* rule of Uttmt * Hlm^t. |*r*lht

tn|&amp;gt;Uf&amp;gt;
* httMiltv

thai Lord HaleV &quot;natcnuiUm&quot; in * w n&amp;lt; 4 |*ir*r sa lu twttrf in

witchcraft, Louh towrtln in bit f^w*w*ts fr |i(ri** .!. ft nf .

beltWH that I eckham * optohw in ilw H4rf taw t Utur* !4r* ! l&amp;lt;inlun

Uwn bb opinion In the loelntfr aw. nA iHi ihr Uurt !* tsiu wr^u* !*
the well&amp;gt;cowWwwl wBowte ittwrf *toith ttntmn
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-ept-creation. &quot;l.ilifrty of contract&quot; is nowhere to he (omul in

lie l (inrlt f&amp;gt;ilh Amendment, but is a creation of the judges.

Holmes himself wax to trace something of its history in his dis-

tent in the Aclkins case n decade and n half later.&quot; It wits ad-

&quot;tinccd in tht eightecii snienties, by Justice liradley in his dis

sent in the .SlitiiKhtrr-IIou.se&amp;gt; case,1

:,
4 as the liberty to pursue

ine s calling; it somehow took on same of the afflatus of the.

very different dot trine of the sanctity of contract, as guaran-
leed by the &quot;obligation of contracts&quot; clause; it reappeared as

the Court s object of guardianship in the majority opinion by
Peckham in the Allgeyer case* in the eighteen-ninelies; and it

was now treated by I eckhnm ax established and indefeasible,

stretching beyond the liberty to pursue one s calling so fur as

to mean a rested property interest in the employer-employee

relationship in against any regulatory action on the part of lite.

jrtn&amp;gt;eriiHtent.

Second, Jiulitr I eckham s opinion in a good study in judicial

policy-making. To be sure, he starts liy saying that &quot;this is not

a question of substituting the judgment of the court for that of

the leghlatttie.&quot; Hut he goes on to say that &quot;we do not believe

in the soundness of the views which uphold this law.&quot; Thus he

ends, after all, by effecting the substitution he had professed to

tit oid. And he dues so liy seeking to act as an expert on a
(flies

tion for whith the judiciary has no expert training whether

in the bnkeiy industry there is a relation between hours of

work and health. Ax .S /r Frederick Politick remarked, &quot;The

legal weakness nj this reasoning is that tin credit seems to be

given to the stale legislature for knowing its own business, and

it it treated like an inferior court which has to give proof of its

competence.&quot;
*

Third, the Peckham opinion is worth study as an inquiry
inta legislative motive, tl asserts that the health objective is

\tct, htntfwt. thiii lltitmn i whole palm i ihnt (lie economic thmry l (here

tmpUtotiurt 4nd i nut m.ulr &amp;gt;trttrtiUic. Xcvrtlhrlwi. Hoinllii ii tlittUMuni lit

I.athner i4r. Vol. It.
D&amp;lt;t -^i&amp;gt;

i worth raiding.
See p. i7. Fur .1 fftxttl iirjrf *iwimi at the tloeiriric s history, seer Walton

miUon** ariitlc Frrctlow of (vontraci&quot; In the Encyclopedist o/ tlie
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only o screen: thai xlalutet J /i ihni umln ir- ; tm- Itm-i- hs.

COmt! niimrmua; itntl thai thru &quot;ir,;l .. J
.;,-s? .:!,&amp;lt; /!/... ir&quot; ({

f/ie regulation / / &quot; ? rr/n/i&quot;M. t-Wf /fi&amp;lt;- /nr-v !tr| / fl

motive lint nnly with t/urlin !
| (Mun (htf nff,l

&amp;gt;tl\ ,

i/ia/; //inr rtrr no &amp;lt;&quot; rx/ruw/ Jin/n/t l

motive: ami (hat untf *utli ir/imv u

Ort C/ie /Hg/J frt/Jt / Mtl irtlH-nm tfilh mil /
&quot;

There were luw dine-nting |jf*s !- /&amp;gt;

in which Justirex While tintl Hn\ *&amp;lt; nurd. s/ H
&amp;gt;ffttmie !*$.

lr&amp;gt;&amp;lt;
/J&amp;gt;-

Hairnet, Justus //r/mii gft! i iiiSfir-i f rtkham

point jorftninl, /xtyiug fmtlitulat sr f i&amp;lt; /Ar MI !&amp;lt;&amp;lt;/ ^ uri

iiott of &amp;lt;/tff relatinn nf /miiri if !*! l hrtitlli i

luhments. He f/Mo/r f/ir .Vrw * Wmfuw nf /

Ae ci &amp;lt;
a treatise on Itivcuw* l ihr \Vuk-n. s

t, whatever the view*
*&amp;gt;j

lite gml^t, &quot;a fr f;nfi&amp;gt;fn-r rri-
M HW In be . . . hrld int -alnl unlru il lie, be

yond question, plainly and |wl|W *%**! /

f,&quot; Thus the twtt
tiftltintn.%.

vhitr tliitltng fmm |/r

rinciples af t tmtttlultntml inleifneliilion. * //i mainly
became Justice Pee khttm fitiit

the lrlf f |mf uyK &amp;gt;i f/

Statute, to ^g/l liJ wity nto lAr ilnmaia *if f ft /j*fi &amp;lt; |?b rr;

and Justice Hartatt fntl$ tfaf ferrfrii r/ /&amp;gt;f si| i6ir -A|.

len.ff.ng it, to fight their way if l/nr ttummin / tihrtiv of

contract.

What then remained /or Htdmtt, rl srAt JW / b-rfir a

separate opinion iiwtettd o| nerTng IN Hitilun&quot;* fxnntiakin%
dusenl? It wot mainty fr, Marian (. like /v4,

*, mtmed Itta to tin? ir|wr /

failed to lay ban the rettntHnit pftrrnnffftiiiw* (&quot;

or intuition more ntbtlf il #y *n /fr

premise&quot;) on which the fofkhem detitiun VM i Fr!l*f% f

Like an Arehae&logui Holmft iin ih tuiut in rural lite

buried intilleeluttl ciiiei ftf*law*j lrgl fengag#,
What he. sees is &quot;&amp;lt;tw economic theory whtfh * larg# | | il

dow not entertain&quot; ~ * ffonnmit itinny that ir

/ie interpretation of tht futtriftwth .tme4meni,



ment tlor\ )ini mutt Mr. iiernert xprmer.s .vn;u .Mains, gds
it\ effect heiause it makes tltr genet al /&amp;gt;t&amp;gt;.&amp;lt;iititi&amp;gt;i

concrete.

There is a note of impatience here nail n magisterial tone

which lind tint pret iouxly (Holme. , wrote this in mo\) cropped

up in his Supreme Cnnrt opinions, even in the dissents. lima

explain it? It was partly I lint Holmes lind found fiis place on

the Court, hud measured himself against the others, and lind a

seme nf asxtirnin r. I .t fn mure, it wnx hrriiuse (lie mttjnritv npin-
ion n tis sn lliif*rmit an itistniire of hidiflerenrf to Holiness cru

cial firiin ifle n/ jndititil tolnitntc of misimnlile Irgislatitw

action. It win not nnh thnt I nut ire Perkhnm s legal reasoning

diver&rtl fnnn Huhnr\ \: the intellectual unwrnes of the two

men weir ruinfilelely nt variance. Aho, it)o&amp;lt;j was the year in

u hiili nnlnif\ u a rending Karl I eanon s CJnunniar of

Scirwc: with the Inendti-stienliun demanded by I echhnm and

supplied l&amp;gt;v Utnltin. unnicnne like Holmes could have little

patient r (&quot;ll dor* nut need research to shinit . .
.&quot;)

. Holmes

wan rending !\tnita\nnn \ l.ifr of Rt-usrin; hnw outrageous, then,

must huff appeared the tinu iUingnrns oj the majority to con

sider tn anything Init &quot;iinreasunnlile,&quot; &quot;arbitrary,&quot;
and &quot;med

dlesome&quot; the hnnesl attempts of a legislature to find a legal

method oj hiimnnii,ing the toil of men in a bakery. Holmes

was in hi* letter* defining truth as what one &quot;can t help he-

lieving,&quot; He was in a mood to deflate all moral imperialisms;

nnd what stood more in need of deflation than the moral im

perialism of five Xufiremr (.Itnirt justices who imposed their

awn nniflmitli-t ftiturt notions of economic &quot;soundness&quot; on

the attempts oj the majority in a community to lead their own
lives in their own wttyf Out of the internal tension of this clash

of imurors came the restrained intellectual pauian which

|i the Larimer diarnt its
greatness.&quot;

1

The 1/whner case left a Mar upon the consciousness of its

time, Liberal opinion was jolted, and the dissatisfaction with

judicial supremacy (dnrmant since the Income Tax cases)

twai reawakened. The Holmes diaent served to polarize the

(up, til., {, iUfi) all l&amp;lt; &quot;lite woti {rftnnuf diucni In all legal

ory.&quot; tf * tJive ttiukl lr m4tl? hr jny cnher tl.tifn.iiU ). it would Ite for

dltsens in ihe Abruua t sc or fn JuMkc CuriU t in (lit; Ihed Settll uw.
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a ttti lwttr law /r mr* wf teamen alike u-m
uf&amp;gt;inflil

/ /n./A,

however, ihn? wftf c\himiln-e &quot;/lri/-i ftuj-fi&quot; I/MMCM^ ?/,,.

nlulian belween littun i| b-ori ! hrallh 7 ^t H&amp;lt;iSmrt %

&quot;it dons nut need reiearth hi \hu.
&quot;

irai tlnifgiittlftt l fltrr

nilpects loa, while Ihe Hnhnet t-iew Itittmfihrtl. ihr giant |

Pcckham f itttfllfflual unnfne n&amp;lt;it i*-/iWv /m*/ /if m
tfvtrynne btliewtd AM afMinun dead, thr t .mtit tlf,nitm en

the Aclkitw w fttee) il s aulhunly at fair &amp;lt;i

Holmes, J., dissenting:

I regrel wncrrely iltai I aw unablr i* a^rrr niih ilr

in this case and thai I think it my tlui&amp;gt;
$ r%|tr% % sl

This owe is dccidcul upon an cttwwwni* ihrty toimli 4

of the country daw nut entertain. II it wnr 4
jtrii&amp;gt;.n

I agreed with that theory, I thmild ttr-^rc u MMU ti Inn her 1

long before making up my miI Bin I !* *i ijrr i)j8 in be

my duty, because I strongly bdic-%* sltai ni agicTim-iti i Ii%^p*.
ment has nothing to do with the right t4 * wjiit t. tlly
their opinions in law. It w cult by %-t*m% lfM. ! itn* C^iuri

that State constitutions iml Stair law* nuy tr^uUtr l!c in m4ny
wayi which we as Icgi$lion rnighi think i|l K&amp;gt;U *, f vow

8 18 YL| 454. &quot;Liberty of &w!rr* (tym) It ** wrfth i&amp;lt;^* ..4. nM&amp;lt;

that ihe ttarwmt IMW Kevin*, tin n* cr sr mi ** !,* &amp;gt;tr&amp;lt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt;n * SitR
6 9 C OT) de WCTIlittW at *H rf lt4*Wf &amp;lt;luwl !3 a f,,

on Harlin . In onunnii on the BWJWHH lifc ,^ t iis ,a &amp;gt;t

&quot;nreva,leni l^gWaiivc tcwte;| to cnwri !*!* l*

&quot;likely 10 Incrww imde-imtai iWi|- to rMttc
aided by patertul legfaliUtNt,&quot;

8[8 U.S. 411 Off*),
a&amp;lt;|8

U, S, 4Q (tut?),



ampies. A more motiern one is uu 1

pronnmion 01 lotteries, i ne

KTty of ilu 1 citi/en (ti do as lur likes so long as he- docs not inter-

;&amp;lt;
with the liberty of others to do the same, which has been a

ibboU-lh for some well known writers, is interfered with by .school

iv-s, by the 1 oxt OHite, by every .State or municipal institution

lidi takes his money for purpose s thought desirable, whether hi:

,es it or not. The Fourteenth Amendment does not enact lUr.

rrbert .Spencer s Snrial Statics. The other day we .sustained the

assaclnwits vaccination law. fartibsnn v. Mnssitrlnisettx, 197 LI. S.

. United States and State HUtmes and decisions cm ting down the

KTiy to contract Icy way of combination are familiar to this Court.

.irtlicrn Srtittiticx (In. v. United States:, iyjj U. S. 11)7. Two years
o we uphrltl the prohibition of sales of .stock on margins or for

ture delivery in the constitution of California. ()li.\ v. I nrltcr, 187

, ,S. (io(i. The decision sustaining an eight-hour law for miners is

11 recent, tltiltlcn v, [tartly, ilitj 1 1, S.
jjfili.

Some of these, laws

tbody convictions or prejudices which judges ate likely to share,

line may not. But a constitution is not intended to embody a

irticnlar economic theory, whether of paternalism and the organic:

huion of the citi/en to the .State or of Itdwe/ faire, It is macle for

oplc of fundamrnially ditferin^ views, and the accident of our

ulirig (rrtatii upinioiix n.uui;il and familiar or novel und even

ticking might not to conclude our judgment upon the t|uestion
Itethfj tiuuuie* rmbodying them conflict with the Constitution

the United Stain.

General propositions do not decide concrete cases, The decision

ill ck |-nd on &quot;a judgment or intuition more subtle, than any
licit late major premise. But I think that the proposition just

Hed, if ii i* accepted, will carry us fat toward the end. Kvery opin-
n lends to become a law, 1 think that the word liberty in the

Hirttrnth Amendment i* jrrverted when it ii held to prevent the

iltiral outcome nl a dominant opinion, unless it ran be iid that

rational and fair man netvwirily would admit that the stattuc

tjpcwd would infringe fundamental principles an they have been

iclersttKKl by the tradition* of our people and our law. U does not

;cd research to show that no with sweeping condemnation can be

ijwtl ujwn the siSMuie before us, A reasonable man might think

n projKT rncastirr on thr wore of health. Men whom I certainly
mid not pronounce tinreuwmaiile would uphold it as n first instal-
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tioii of the liberty protected against the federal Government-

in llit t- tfth Amendment; itntl it could not be brought within

the itiniinene pi ti cr n/ C.ongrcsx because labor relations hud

tin &quot;lent or Mtli.\tuntitil connection&quot; with commerce. Justice

Afc &ViHid u ld/r a t{iv\r M[.

Holme* iln\ented .\eparately. The crux of his opinion is that

freedom nj conlintt in not an absolute, Ife expresses the belie,}

that the tnntcpt &quot;ha\ been stretched to its extreme by the de

cisions&quot; but that, et cn so, there is still room in the doctrine

fora restraint
t&amp;gt;l

individual liberty in the public interest; and

that it is not unreasonable for Congress to believe that lhe

prot iaion, /y heljnng labor relations, would further its general

policy with re.nfietl to the railroads and interstate commerce
--

espet ialty sinte the tonnection of labor with the transports
lion intluttiy &quot;in at least as intimate and important as that of

safety

Holmri, }.

1 ahu think iluu the ntaiute is constitutional, and but, for the

tlcd*im uf inv hrcthrcn I should luivt M\ pretty dear about it,

As we sill kiuiw, tlifif aic Npt cial labor unions of men engaged

in the wrviir u{ tarrins. Thrst: unions cxcrcist 1 a direct influence

ujxin the crtipUnriK iii if labor in that bminm upon the terms

of tilth anployaient and upon the* business itself. Their very ex-

uicmr in ttircrtctl sperifttally to the businesit, and their connection

with it wat li%t intimate and important as that of safety couplers

ami, I lumlcl think, s the liability o[ tnasier to servant maucw
which it ii admitted Cungrr might regulate so far as they concern

ftimincrtr among the -States. I suppose that it hardly would be

denied that nnc of the relations of railroads with unions of

railroad employees are dourly enough connected with commerce to

justify legislation by Congress. If so, legislation to prevent the ex-

cluian of with iiniww from employment is sufficiently near.

The ground on which this particular law h held bad is not so

much that it deals with matters remote from commerce among the

Slate* a that it interfere* with the paramount individual rights,

ecu red by the Fifth Amendment. The section is, in substance, a

wu Hmiipd ititrrfrrpnrt* with freedom of contract, no more. It does
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where the notion of a choice of persons is a fiction and wholesale

employment is necessary upon general principles that it might be,

proper to control. The section simply prohibits the more powerful

party to exact certain undertakings or to threaten dismissal or un

justly discriminate on certain grounds against those already em

ployed. I hardly can suppose that the grounds on which a contract

lawfully may be made to end are less open to regulation than other*

terms. So I turn to the general question whether the employment
can be regulated at all. I confess that I think that the right to make

contracts at will that has been derived from the word liberty in the

Amendments has been stretched to its extreme by the decisions;

but they agree that sometimes the right may be restrained. Where
there is, or generally is believed to be, an important ground of

public policy for restraint, the Constitution does not forbid it,

whether this Court agrees or disagrees with the policy pursued.
It cannot be doubted that to prevent strikes and, so far as possible,

to foster its scheme of arbitration, might be deemed by Congress
an important point of policy, and I think it impossible to say that

Congress might not reasonably think that the provision in ques
tion would help a good deal to carry its policy along. But suppose
the only effect really were to tend to bring about the complete

unionizing of such railroad laborers as Congress can deal with, I

think that object alone would justify the act. I quite agree that

the question what and how much good labor unions do is one on
which intelligent people may differ I think that laboring men
sometimes attribute to them advantages, as many attribute to com
binations of capital disadvantages, that are really due to economic

conditions of a far wider and deeper kind but I could not pro
nounce it unwarranted if Congress should decide that to foster a

strong union was for the best interest, not only of the men, but of

the railroads and the country at large.

EQUAL BARGAINING POWER FOR
WORKERS
Coppage v. Kansas

236 U. S. i. 38 (1915)

This opinion should be read with the opinion in the Adair
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law here against &quot;yellow dag&quot;
labor contracts, except llinl this

ttJHr n state instead
t&amp;gt;[

ti federal law was involved, find this law

was somewhat broader in scope, making it it criminal offense

lor an employer to make nonmembership in a union a condi

tion of continued or prospective employment. Justice I itney
wrote the nfiininn of the majority, in a six-to-three. decision, fie

argues earnestly that Kansas exceeded its police power in pass

ing the law; that while the Court does not &quot;question
the

legitimacy&quot; o( labor unions, it calls tlie right o[ the employer
and employer each to contract freely a sacred properly riglit;

and then it asks, &quot;(intnted the equal freedom of both parties
to the run tract of employment, has not each party the right to

stipulate upon what terms only he u&amp;gt;ill consent to the incep
tion, fr the continuance, of that

relationship?&quot;
f itney bases

hn reasoning mainly on the Atlair decision. The result was

thin thnt neither the federal nor the state government could

nllv act to protect trade-union membership in the

bargaining alt itggle between employers and workers.

Ilih decision was handed down during a period
when the Court wan considered to be in one of its

&quot;progres

sive&quot; phase*.

There was a long dissent by Justice Day, concurred in by

futtire Hughes. They sought to distinguish this from the.

Atlttir rate on the ground of the different nature of the statutes,

and matted long arid earnestly that the Act did not on its face

t itilntr the employers freedom. In reply to Justice Pilney s

charge thai it\ real purpose was that of &quot;levelling the in*

equalities nf fortune&quot; rather than the promotion of general

welfare, they mid that it wan not for the Court to inquire into

the nttttitv behind the flit.
1

Htiimes x dissent is one of hia most famous, as it is one of his

briefest. Tu bnnow a phrase from The Sun Alsri Rises, &quot;I d is

not brilliant: it if only perfect.&quot;
In it he ban whittled away

everything but the essentials, and the bareness of his analysis

reveals the tnttlsnn of his judicial method. He comes back

tmce mure ta his concept of judicial tolerance of (lie not un-

A ufitimrm in ttft HI.R infi. wH tiwA WM\C ihr Hhtrwil olrrv;ii!(m lluil
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reasonable legislative act, tt hith in il&amp;gt;n t.nr- *-\/^un ihr

conviction of Ihf mil unrfasumiMr tf-ikn tk&amp;gt;! faf iu .wr-

irOnce a%nin he iwM thai a-ArlAri /rj;n/ifii- is*l u-t.iAri

rig/ii I M their (uni irtwn * An &quot;&amp;lt; &quot; * ! ! fir-- ^*^ f jlsf

Courts funrtion. And nnte st^atm hf hut .if f/ir &quot;|S?V?Y
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;/

contract&quot; cnm, and thu limr. insii-tnl / WKMI*; fls-if ilr

precedents still ofl*r rMi Jr rrJ-!s{, I)*- i.j\i ?.t)MJ&amp;gt;- fli

Lochncr and Ailair aw fearf fan* trf ili.ua?*! ftr mr ml?tl. ,irf

&amp;lt;/&amp;lt;? H fl interesting wjerente, r*w|ittsl l i ! f /*rfr

and a feme of sadnfu, lo the eantmtiiiv | (it* twn fft

Ofi lrade*unian ar%aniialitm and Irgtilaln-f ahutg-lttm

since Vegclahn v. Gunincr &amp;lt;arf AH rarly iftiyi (*

chusetts Court.

That Holmes was not mertlv thflinfnl &** !&amp;gt;

Aw ow&amp;gt;* wi*tujf /row /Af riVw* o/ lahnr it r* Hf&quot;ivgj

in iwo o/ Au letten to f nllmk, ()nf *;* fcsj-4 1*1 i*m, i ti

years before Cop(iage, &quot;While I behft-f ?!&amp;lt; -o9ssr &amp;lt;i/&amp;gt;tri

teg* W i the tide of the. arg^analtttn | ra filial iarr *sgfi
&amp;lt;Ae flrganizaftoii of labor, lafeor iws if wjmfv aipsn*t

-
siws

labor has the votes. Henri? it it intitnrtl f. j|-!?&amp;gt; &amp;lt;i *&amp;gt;

togoniti tu/a( 11 rrady t^.e moil fMHtvrftit

The other is a year after Cop{afr: &quot;7 /*
naw o emotional umilker and it* indfffuds&quot;istf /

m%Al 6fl expected (a be tkf MB c.f .&amp;lt;
fc

fee/ore /Aff French Revnlututn, yet f**&amp;gt;inj;/y g*t (tttttii tie In

JSretonne), warkingtrten now iw llw? .i*rf&amp;lt;/fi*, &amp;gt;-n f-fWfig rwl

grunting and teeming to 6* futttttft * mwte lime than ft-fi&quot;
*

The crux of Halmttfi tk||iage ^inifft fo li* fsttl I/M?

clatue, &quot;to establish the equality a( fmniimn telu. fn lAr patlift
in which liberty oj contract hf&im&quot; tlatmft had frrw |r
m &amp;lt;/m on the o/ fjwg exmtfy lA i AH &quot;liberty

o/ confrart&quot; dutentt, but it nrwr ewrrgi?! 10 *lfnrh Aw. If

fc tAf culmination of the lint aj /mn Vrgrtahtt *. /&amp;lt;

npftfsmte a flashing insight into l.fte vliolf relatMmhip be

tween the trade-union movement rf ikf hhntatiam tradi

tion, Holmn taw hen thai the rmtlo^fn Awrf iftf

*
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tltereftire &amp;gt;Y\hnleil; tlmt freedom could not become real until

the biitgiiining poMtinm, were equalized l&amp;gt;y allowing the worker
tn beiKine /nut nl /m nwii urbanization; that labor legislation,
instead

i&amp;gt;i ie\tnttnif&amp;gt; the men of intlh idiial freedom for tlie

worker, enlarged it; that political power on the part of the

legislature wu\ Inmight in to equalize economic power, so that

contKti itttil hheity loultl have wine meaning. All these are,

the
iinftlitiilii&amp;lt;n\

we may laboriously draw, Ilolmes s phrase
husl the f*retitne\x nf simplicity,

One of the rexult\
t&amp;gt;f

the Cnppagc decision was tn outlaw

twelve other state laws of a similar tenor. In igfj, in Hiich-

niait Coal ;uul Cokr Ctt. . Mitchell, a,/ 5 (/. .V. 339 (tor?) , the

(. ciurf, ctifiiig xix In three, unstained nn injunction forbidding
union

ti{litiut&amp;lt;i
tt&amp;gt; utgnnize worker* who were bound by &quot;yellow

dt&amp;gt;H&quot;
(instniih. Holmes wrote two drafts of a disue n ting o/rin-

ion, but he (malty decided not to submit them* Eventually,
hnu errr, the Supreme Court came back to the Holmes post lion,

in the tlerntuiH in the Nl.Kfl cases. Iliitury, which has its

irunir*, IIM ahn tlx compensations, [ustice. (highes, who had

tout uml in the Day tliue.nl in (*o[)jiagt , later as Chief Justice

wmte the \ l RH derisions.

1 think ilit judttmciu shciultl he affirmed. In present conditions

it workman not utui,mu;illy may hetievc; that only by belonging to

a union can lie mirr a rtiruraci that shall be fair to him. Holden v.

I tartly, i(ig U. S. gOti, 397. Chicago, Turlington 4* Qvincy R, R. v.

Mdiuirt, iiij II. ,S. Mg, 570. If that belief, whether right or

wntnfti may t? held ly a rrnsonablc man, it KCCIIM to me that It may
be enforct d by law in order to csublinh the equality of position be-

twcrn ihc parties in which litwriy of contract begins. Whether in

ihf long run tl U wi- ftr tht: workingmcu to enact legislation of

this sort i* ueii my lontrrn, but I am strongly of opinion that there

is nothing in the Comiiiution of the United .States to prevent it,

and that A Hair v. United Stain and Lachner v. New York should

be overruled. 1 have stated my grounds in those cases and think

it urmecewary in add others thai I think exist, .See further Vtgclahn
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v. Guntner, 167 Mass. 92, 104, 108. Plant, v. Woods, 176 Mass, .jga,

505. I still entertain the opinions expressed by me in Massachusetts.

&quot;EXPERIMENTS IN INSULATED
CHAMBERS&quot;

Truax v, Comgwi

57 U. S. 312, 343 ( 98 )

There runs in the period fust before the World War a

growing Icr.ling lh.at court, injunctions in labor disputes
were being used lo break strikes. In rot3 Arizona enacted a

statute providing that no injunctions be issued against pence

ful picketing unless to prevent injuries for which there

was no remedy at law. Tins was almost identical until the

wording of Section zo of the Clayton Act, passed by Con

gress in
i()i&amp;lt;i {or a similar purpose. There, was a strike in a

restaurant in Bisbee, Arizona; and Truax, the owner, asked

for an injunction, claiming that the, picketing by the strikers

had drastically diminished his business and adversely af

fected his property. The Arizona Supreme Court refused In is

sue the injunction, holding the Act constitutional and the

picketing peaceful hi a five-to-faur decision the Supreme Court

overruled the state court and held the law unconstitutional.

The majority opinion by Chief Justice Taft reasoned that

even peaceful picketing might be unlawful and might there

fore be enjoined; that the injunctive remedy was denied in

labor disputes only: that acts which would be illegal if

done by Truax s competitors were by the law in question
allowed when done by the union; that this was a discrimina

tory classification, and that it therefore violated the. equal

protection guarantee of the Fourteenth Amendment; that

it legalized acts inherently unlawful, and therefore violated

the due process clause. 1

1 Professor Thomas Reed Powell points out, in &quot;The Supreme Court * Ckirv

trol over the Issuance of Injunction! In Labor Disputes.&quot; 13 Practtdingp at

Academy of Political Science (igafi) 37 (reprinted In Selrried Aisavi. 11:733,

75.1), that the Court s reasoning as ii stands is absurd; hut that it would &quot;lie

on better (If still shaky) ground If It held that to deny relief by Injunction
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This reasoning of Tnft s is an almost classic example of the

sort of judicial philosophy which caused what Justice Hughes
once called the Court s &quot;self-inflicted wounds.&quot; Professor
Felix Frankfurter wrote at the time in a New Republic edi

torial that &quot;this decision of the Supreme Court is . . . fraught
with inorc evil than any which it has rendered in a generation.
. . . For all the regard that the Chief Justice of the United

Mates pays to the [acts of industrial life, ha might as well have

written this opinion as Chief Justice of the Fiji Islands.&quot;

Tin article went on to point out that the history of the labor

injunction was only a little over thirty years old. But for the.

Chief Justice &quot;there never was a time when injunctive relief

was not the law of nature. For liim the world never was with

out it, and therefore the foundations of the world are, involved

in itx withdrawal.&quot;
&quot;

There were three dissenting opinions. Justice Pitney,
with Justice Clnrfie concurring, made a cogent legal analy
sis: Justice Itrnndeis wrote a long and equally cogent eco

nomic and historical analysis; and Holmes wrote a brief

dissent, at once semantic, procedural, and philosophical.

Turning to the majority opinion s argument that Truax
was denied equal protection because the injunction was
denied him only against labor rather than against every
one. Justice I itney suggests that the result is &quot;to trans

form the provision of the Fourteenth Amendment from a

guarantee of the protection of equal laws into an insistence,

upon laws complete, perfect, symmetrical&quot;; and lie argues
that, even without the injunction remedy, Trtiax still had
common law action to redress any wrongs committed against
him. IVithin broad limits, he urged, it was for the states them
selves to determine &quot;their respective conditions of Imu and
order, and what kind of civilization they shall have as a re

sult.&quot;

The dissenting opinion by Justice Rrandiris wax one of

his most massive.. It used the. method of historical relativism:

in a long survey of English, American and Australian ex

perience with the legislative and judicial treatment of

f &quot;Thf Sump \fr. Tsifr.&quot; ai W*n Tttttnhllf&quot; tit\vt\ nafwau i . I pmint! !n Ki*ti*
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labor disputes he showed, how the conceptions of both had

slowly changed under trial and error. Answering the conten

tion that the Act invaded property rights, Brandeis urged
that the labor injunction had generally been used not. to

protect property but to make it &quot;dominant over men&quot;; that

through it the state had thrown its power over to the em

ployer; that- the denial of the injunction helped equalize
the struggle; &quot;and that, pending the ascertainment of new

principles to govern industry, it was wiser for the state

not to interfere in industrial struggles by the issuance of
an injunction.&quot;

Holmes s dissent tends somewhat toward looseness of con

struction. But in detail it is sharp, profound and aphoristic.
He had used the phrase &quot;delusive exactness&quot; with reference
to the Court s conception of the Fourteenth Amendment,
and he now returns to it to develop what is a little essay
in the semantics of the word

&quot;property,&quot;
and our tendency

to reify it. &quot;You cannot give it defmiteness of contour by

calling it a thing. It is a course of conduct,&quot; and therefore,

&quot;subject to substantial modification.&quot; He thus demolishes the

argument from &quot;due
process&quot;

with respect to property

rights. As for the classification argument used by Taft, he
answers

&quot;Legislation may begin where an evil
begins.&quot; And

he ends with his famous comment on social experiment that

is&amp;lt; all the more striking because Justices Taft and Brandeis
had also referred to experiment. Justice Taft wrote: &quot;The

Constitution was intended its very purpose was ~ to pre
vent experimentation with the fundamental rights of the

individual&quot; Justice Brandeis wrote of the labor-employer
struggle, &quot;The rules governing the contest necessarily

i change from time to time. For conditions change, and . . .

the rules evolved, being merely experiments in government,
must be discarded when they prove to be failures.&quot; These
two quotations furnish a context for Hoimes s phrase
about &quot;the making of social experiments that an important
part of the community desires, in the insulated chambers
afforded by the several states.&quot;

After this decision, and after some others which in the
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labor injunction, Congress in /p?2 passed Hie Norris-I.a

Guardin Anti-Injunction Act, &quot;to restore&quot; as Justice Frank

furter lias put it. &quot;the broad purpose wliicli Congress

thought it lind formulated in the Clayton Act but which

u&amp;gt;us frustrated, so Congress believed, by unduly restrictive

judicial construction.&quot;
&quot; The. Act has stood the tests of constitu

tionality. The experiment in the insulated cliambcr of Arizona

did, after till, prove fruitful.

Holmes. J., dissenting:

Tht1

dangers of a delusive exactness in the application of the

Fourteenth Amendment have, been adverted to before now. Louis

ville &amp;lt;& Nashville li. Ii. Co. v, Barber Asphalt I nving Co., 197 II. vS.

43 &quot;iS l-
1 elusive exactness is a source of fallacy throughout the

law, By railing a business
&quot;property&quot; you make it seem like land,

and lead up to die nmchusion that a .statute cannot .substantially

cut down the advantages of ownership existing IK; fore the statute

was passed. An established business no clou hi may have pecuniary
value and commonly is protected by law against various unjustified

injuries. But yon cannot give it delinileness of contour by calling

it a thing. It is a course of conduct and like other conduct is sub

ject to .substantial modification according to lime and circumstances

both in itself and in regard to what shall justify doing it a harm. I

cannot, understand the notion that it would be unconstitutional to

authori/e boycotts and the like in the aid of the employees or the

employers interest by statute when the same result has been reached

constitutionally without statute by courts with whom I agree. See

The Hamilton, 207 U. S. 398, 404. In this case it does not, even

appear that the business was not created under the laws as they now
are. Denny v, lltnnell, taH U. S. 489.

I think further that the selection of the class of employers and

employees for special treatment, dealing with both sides alike, is

beyond criticism on principles often asserted by this Court. Ami

especially I think that without legalising the conduct complained of

the extraordinary relief by injunction may be denied to the class.

Legislation may begin where an evil begins. If, as many intelligent

people believe, there is more danger that the injunction will be

abused in labor cases than elsewhere, I can fcel no doubt of the
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decisions in which I have stated what I understand to ho the law

sanctioned by many other decisions. Carroll v. (Ircenwicli Insur

ance Co., 199 U. S, 4.01, 411, and Quong Wing v. Kirkrndall, aa
-j

U.S. 59.

In a matter like this I dislike to turn attention to anything hut

the fundamental question of the merits, but Connolly v. Union

Sewer Pipe Co., 184 U. S. 540, raises at least a doubt in my mind
of another sort. The exception and the rule as to granting in

junctions are both part of the same code, enacted at the same tinur.

If the exception fails, according to the Connolly Case the statute

is bad as a whole. It is true that here the exception came in later

than the rule, but after they had been amalgamated in a single

act I cannot know that the later legislature would have: kept the

rule if the exception could not be allowed. If labor bad the as

cendancy that the exceptions seem lo indicate, I think iliat probably
it would have declined to allow injunctions in any case if that

was the only way of reaching its end. But this is a matter upon
which the State court has the last word, and if it takes this view

its decision must prevail. I need not press further the- difficulty of

requiring a State court to issue an injunction that it never 1ms

been empowered to issue by the quasi-sovereign that created the

Court.

I must add one general consideration. There is nothing I more

deprecate than the use of the Fourteenth Amendment beyond tlu-

absolute compulsion of its words to prevent the making of social

experiments that an important part of the community desires, in

the insulated chambers afforded by the several States, even i hough
the experiments may seem futile or even noxious to me and to

those whose judgment I most respect. I agree with ihc more
elaborate expositions of my brothers Pitney and Brandeis and in

their conclusion that the judgment should be affirmed.

PAYING FOR PAIN AND MUTILATION
Arizona Employers Liability Cases

250 U. S. 400, 431 (1919)

U was rarely that Holmes expressed harsh judgments of
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the dissent
&quot;amazing&quot;

nnisl haw: contained sonic provocative

legal tintl social issues.

During tlir second decade of the century Ilierc was a wide

spread intivenient [or slate workmen s compensation laws

which would shift the burden of payment primarily In Lite inn-

player, The New York Cowl of Appeals invalidated such a

law in ii;t i but by the end of tlie decade most of the states had

passed it. The test of constitutionality in Ike Arizona cases

was therefore crucial. Arizona s law ivas passed in ryrj.
1

It

provided that in certain hazardous industries all the risks of

damage io employees were to lie thrown, on the employers. The.

Court considered together five, cases under it, and held it con

stitutional
l&amp;gt;y

a fivc-to-four decision. &quot;To my wonder,&quot; wrote

Holmes to I olloclt, &quot;four were the other way, and my opinion
was thought too strong by some of the majority, so thai Pitney

spoke for lite Court and I concurred with what I had to say
llrandeix and Clarke only with me..&quot; On reading the opin

ions, I ollocli wrote, &quot;It is amazing to my i-.nglish mind that

four judges of your Court should lie found to assert a consti

tutional right not, to he held liable in a civil union without

actual fault . . . / like your short opinion better than the.

larger one.&quot; To which Holmes replied, &quot;I agree until you on

all points, I thought the dissent amazing and that the opinion,
which f agreed to make the opinion of the Court in order to

get something that could be called that, was but a flabby

performance.&quot;
*

Justice I itncy s decision was long and cautious, It is reason-

alile, he argued, for the burden to be borne by the employer
&quot;beat use he lakes the gross receipts of the common enterprise,

and by reason of his position of control can make such adjust

ments as ought to be . . . made, in tlie way of reducing wages
and increasing the selling price of the

product.&quot;
llolmes s con-

Thin w.it in autndjinw wlih a mandatory provision in I he Suit- Ckmstliuilon.

The Kinitnon law rule of liability wa exprcwly changed In the Suite Cimsiini

(ion mi an to exclude tlir &quot;fellow servant&quot; defense and leave those (if
&quot;auurnp-

linn tif risk&quot; and &quot;contributory negligence&quot; MS question* of fuel to the jury. The
employee was Riven ;i choice between ;in action nt common law under time
term* with rui limiiaiion on recovery, and (in dangerous ocrupatloiiN) resort

either to die employer* liability law or the compulsory compensation \nw, In



tiation of this from ihc lore of I olloch s knowledge of the.

common law; and Ilolnics s citations of precedent wot- l&amp;gt;\ one

who had himself had a not inconsiderable role us n stair court

judge in shaping the doctrine of liability both in torts and

in criminal law* according to the principle of the external

standard. Secondly, Holmes insists that as n matter of socitil

policy the provisions of the Act arc not an unreasonable menus

to the end sought. &quot;Accidents,&quot; snys Holmes,
&quot;

probably will

happen a good deal less often when the employer knows that

he must answer for them if they do.&quot; And ax for the cmt, its

incidence is shifted by the employer to the public, &quot;ft is mw-
able that t/ie public should pay the. whole cost nf producing
what it wants and a part of the cost is the pain and mutilutitm

incident to
production.&quot;

*

There were two dissenting opinions, one by Justice MrKrnna
and one by Justice McReynolds, with Chief Justice While and

Justice Van Devanter joining in each. There wax a bitterness

in the comment of Justice Mdlaynolds; &quot;As a measure In stifle

enterprise, produce discontent, strife, idleness, and patijiernm
the outlook for the enactment seems much too

good.&quot; Justice

McKenna also foresaw dire results from the validating of the

Act. &quot;I hope it is something more than timidity, dread tif ilia

new that makes me fear that it is a step from the deck tn the

sea the metaphor suggests a peril in the
consequences.&quot; &quot;It

seems to me&quot; he continued, &quot;to be, of the wry foundation ttf

right of the essence of liberty as it is of morals to be free

from liability if one is free from fault. , . . Consider what the

employer does; he invests his money in productive enterprise
, . . he engages employees at their request and pays them (tie

wages they demand, he takes all the risks of the adventure, AW
there is put upon him an immeasurable element that may make
disaster inevitable. I find it difficult to answer the argument

a See Hanson v. Globe Co,, p. 06. Mw see Commonwealth v. Pierc. tj Mum,
(1884) in which Holmes upheld n manslaughter conviction for a mtial nrac.
tlLlonar who had swathed a patient In doilw soaked in kerosene, wumig tkaiti

*For an earlier formulation of Ms reaction by Holmes, see &quot;The 1 aih of
the Law,&quot; above, p, 71.
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advanced tn
si/ji/&amp;gt;t&amp;gt;rl

or
(&amp;gt;alliate

this effect. . . . It ix a certain

impeachment of some rights In asstime tlitit they need justifica

tion ami a lietraytil of them to make them it matter of contra-

wrsy. There are firece/ilx of constitutional law ax there are

fireccjitx of moral law that reach the conviction of ajjliorixinx.&quot;

There are few more .\lrilting example* in tin: judicial liter

ature of (lie relation between a mystical absolutism of natural

rig/its and tin- practice of laissez faire.

Holmes, J., concurring:
The plaintiff (the defendant in error) was employed in the de

fendant s mine, was hurt in the eye in consequence of opening a

compressed air valve and brought the present suit. The injury was
found to have been due to risks inherent to the business and so

was within the Employers Liability Law of Ari/ona, Rev, Stats.

1913, Title
i&amp;lt;|,

c. (i. By that law as construed (he employer is liable

to damages for injuries due to such risks in specified ha/ardous

employments when guilty of no negligence. 1 ar, 3158. There was

a verdict for the plaintiff, judgment was affirmed by the Supreme
Court of the State, icj Ari/ona, if, i, ami the case comes here on the

single question whether, consistently with the Fourteenth Amend
ment, such liability can be imposed. It is taken to exclude

&quot;specu

lative1

, exemplary and punitive damages,&quot; but to include all loss

to the employee caused by the accident, not merely in the way
of earning capacity, but of disfigurement and bodily or mental

pain. See Arizona Cojifier Co. v, nurciaga, 177 I ac, Rep. so, 33.

There is some argument made for the general proposition that

immunity from liability when not In fault is a right inherent in

free government and the obiter dicta of Mr. Justice Miller in

Citizens Savings ir Loan Association v, Tnpeka, so Wall. 655 are

referred to. But if it is thought to be public policy to put certain

voluntary conduct at the peril of those pursuing it, whether in

the interest of safely or upon economic or oilier grounds, 1 know

nothing to hinder. A man employs a servant at the peril E what

that servant may do in the course of his employment and there is

nothing in the Constitution to limit the principle to that instance.

, . . There are cae in which even the criminal law requires a

man to know facts at his peril. Indeed, the criterion which is
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prudent man in the known circumstances, that is, in doubtful cases,

the opinion of the jury, which the defendant has to
sati.sfy at hi.s

peril and which he may miss after giving the: matter his best

thought. . . . Without further amplification so much may be taken

to be established by the decisions. New York Criitrnl R. R. Co. v.

White, 243 U. S. 188, 198, 304. Mountain Timber Co. v. Washing
ton, 843 U. S. 219, 336.

I do not perceive how the validity of the law is affected by the

fact that the employee is a party to the venture. There is no more
certain way of securing attention to the safety of the men, an un

questionably constitutional object of legislation, than by holding
the employer liable for accidents. Like the crimes to which I have

referred they probably will happen a good deal less often when
the employer knows that he must answer for them if they do, f

pass, therefore, to the other objection urged and most strongly

pressed. It is that the damages are governed by the rules Rovernfng
in action of tort that is, as we have said, that they may include

disfigurement and bodily or mental pain. Natural observations arc-

made on the tendency of juries when such elements arc allowed.

But if it is proper to allow them of course no objection can be

founded on the supposed foibles of the tribunal that the Constitu

tion of the United States and the States have established. Why tlu-n,

is it not proper to allow them? It is said that the pain cannot be

shifted to another. Neither can the loss of a leg. Hut one can

be paid for as well as the other. It is said that these elements do
not constitute an economic loss, in the sense of diminished power
to produce. They may. Ball v. William Hunt Sans, Ltd., [191 a],

A. C. 496. But whether they do or not they are as much part of

the workman s loss as the loss of a limb. The legislature may have

reasoned thus. If a business is unsuccessful it means that the

public does not care enough for it to make it pay. If it is SUCCT-HH-

ful the public pays its expenses and something more. It is rea

sonable that the public should pay the whole cost of producing
what it wants and a part of that cost is the pain and mutilation

incident to production. By throwing that loss upon the employer
In the first instance we throw it upon the public in the long run
and that is just. If a legislature should reason in this way and
act accordingly it seems to me that it is within constitutional
i . i ...
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scientious valuation of the loss suffered. Apart from the control

exercised by the judge it is to be hoped that juries would realize

that unreasonable verdicts would tend to make the business

impossible and thus to injure those whom they might wish to

help, Hut whatever they may do we musi accept the tribunal,

as 1 have said, and are bound to assume that they will act rightly
and confine themselves to the proper scope of the law.

It is not urged thai the provision allowing twelve percent in

terest OH the amount of the judgment, from ihe date of liling

the suit, in case of an unsuccessful appeal, is void. . . .

Mr. Justice Bnuideis and Mr. Justice Clarke concur in this

statement of additional reasons that lead me to agree with the

opinion just delivered by my brother I itney.

&quot; HE PRODUCT OF RUINED LIVES&quot;

Hammer v. Dagenhart

S.J7 U. .S. 851, u?? (1918)

O[ nil Unimex s opinions one of the most moving (mm a

humanitarian standpoint, (is well as most cogent from ti legal

standpoint, is Ins dissent in what is known as tlic First Child

Labor case, Of his dissents in this itnd the Toledo Newspaper
tnsf ffolines wrote In Politick. &quot;! imagine the majority thought
tlirm ill-timed and regrettable as I thought the decisions,&quot;

s

The nl tempt tt&amp;gt; deal with the evil of child labor in America,

arduous as it has been, has yielded relatively little result, lie-

fare the turn of the century what stale laius were passed luere

casual and not very seriously enforced. After tgoj, however,

the states began to pnss eight-hour laws for children, which are

today I M force in most states, although some still exempt the

canning industries and all of them exempt the industrialized

agriculture that Carey McWilliams has called &quot;factories in the

field.&quot;
The difficulty with relying on state regulation has been

that it has put a premium on backwardness, since mills and

factories have moved to the states where they could get cheap



National Consumers League, Congress finally acted. In
i&amp;lt;&amp;gt;o(&amp;gt;

bills were introduced by Senators Be.veridge and Lodge, Init

failed to pass. In 1916 the Keating-Owen Act urns passed, pro

hibiting the transportation in interstate commerce of any

products from factories in which children were employed, un

der the conditions described in Holmes s opinion. The Act

became effective in 1917, a Child Labor Division under ( trace

Abbott was set up in the Children s Bureau, which was hended

by Julia Lathrop, and almost immediately a test of the law

was made in North Carolina,

Dagenhart had two sons, one under fourteen and one be

tween fourteen and sixteen, working in a North Carolina tex

tile mill, who would have been allowed to work under the

state law (forbidding child labor under twelve) Inn who were

affected by the federal ban. He sited for an injunction against

the United States District Attorney, Hammer, to prevent him

from enforcing the law. The district court held the law un

constitutional and the Supreme Court affirmed the judgment,

by a fme-to-four decision, with Justice Dny writing the ma

jority opinion, and Jmtic Holmes, joined by Justices

McKenna, Brandeis, and Clarke, writing a dissent.

In his decision Justice Day&quot; held that the Act sought not to

regulate commerce but to ban child labor; that it ivas there

fore an attempt to regulate manufacturing, which was a stale

concern reserved to the states under the Tenth Amendment;
that Congress had no power to equalize competitive! conditions

as between states with and without child-labor laws; and
that however desirable the banning of child labor might be,

Congress did not have the coiutitutional power to exclude

goods from interstate commerce unless they wen themselves

intrinsically harmful.

Holmes s opinion is one of his most powerful^ both in its

&quot;Justice Day s opinion has been one of the Supreme Couri ilrclilunx mewi

severely criticized by constitutional commentators. For a thoroughgoing tllumlcm
of Its legal reasoning the reader may consult E. S, Corwln * Twilight / the

Supreme Court (1994) pp, afl-g?. For a good contemporary comment, sec T. M.
Gordon, &quot;The Child Labor Law Case,&quot; p HLR 4g4? (1918).
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analysis of I In- distribution of powers under the federal system
and in his marshaling t&amp;gt;f precedent.

4 His contention that regu
lation of commerce nitty include prohibition is well lint tressed

liy the decisions; his
&quot;if

there were no Constitution&quot; argu
ment is both fresh and sharp; and his clinching point is that

Congress lias traditionally been allowed to regulate commerce
even when the. secondary effects of that regulation trenched, on

the internal affairs of the. states. In every respect this must be

considered one of the masterpieces in the literature of American

governmental power,
Holmes shows himself here, like Chief Justice Marshall be-

lore him, a champion of adequate national power. Yet he

never pushed this ttt the expense of state, power. As the larger

portion of the decisions included in this book show, he. wtu as

doughty a champion of state legislative, executive, and judicial

power as any member of the majority in this case. In fact, the.

very line of reasoning used by the majority here had led them
and like-minded judges in other cases to invalidate state as

well as national efforts to deal with admitted social problems
such as child labor. Thus a &quot;no man s land&quot; was created lie.*

tween slate and federal limitations. The operative ideology in

such reasoning as (hat of Justice Day was not stales -rights bnt

laissez-faire economics and the right of industry to be free of

child labor regulation.

There is an interesting sequel to this case, Frustrated by the

Court in this effort, Congress made another effort to deal with

the child labor evil several years later. This lime it passed a

taw using its taxing power against what Holmes here calls &quot;the

product of ruined lives.&quot; Ihit in /yaa, in the Second Child

Labor case* Chief Justice Taft wrote a decision declaring
that unconstitutional as well. The continued efforts to pass a

Child Labor Amendment have been unsuccessful. Finally, in

*&quot;I natter myself,&quot; he wrote Pollock, &quot;that I showed si lot of precedent and
alto the ground* j n rcancm.&quot; H-P, l:afl? (June 14, ujiH) .

*
liailtj v. tlrrxel Furniture CM., syj tl. S. *u (iflsa) . Hulmnt did run dluenl

here. Henry F. I rlnglc, in hli I. iff and Titnei af William Haward Taft (ijjjg)

Il:uui, ayit tluii the Chief Justice vna Itmrumenuil in winning over both

Holmes .uul Brandcl* to his view. Far a dliciiMlon af the jmunccu far ihc
Imlii iii-.tiii ii iliild l.ilir iilii i ihc itiaa rlecliicin, tee FrzinkfLirtm. l.ntu and



read, was overheard to remark that he thought he heard a (teal

of mellow laughter [ram the shy. Amidst the expressions of

approval from the press came a not irrelevant letter from
Edith Abbott, of the University of Chicago, asking how the

Court, could make up for the &quot;stunted minds and broken

lives&quot; of the children whom it had surrendered to exploitation

in the years since ioi8?

Holmes, J., dissenting:

The single question in this case is whether Congress has power
to prohibit the shipment in interstate or foreign commerce of

any product of a cotton mill situated in the United States, in which
within thirty clays before the removal of the product childirn under

fourteen have been employed, or children between fourteen and
sixteen have been employed more than eight hours in a day, or

more than six clays in any week, or between seven in the evening and
six in the morning, The objection urged against the power is that

the States have exclusive control over their methods of production
and that Congress cannot meddle with them, and taking the propo
sition in the sense of direct intermeddling I agree to it and sup
pose that no one denies it. But if an act is wilhin the powers
specifically conferred upon Congress, it seems to me that it is not
made any less constitutional because of the indirect effects that it

may have, however obvious it may be that it will have those effects
and that we are not at liberty upon such grounds to hold it void.

The first step in my argument is to make plain what no one h
likely to dispute -that the statute in question is wilhin the jwwrr
expressly given to Congress if considered only an to its immediate-
effects and that if invalid it is so only upon some collateral ground.
The statute confines itself to prohibiting the carriage of certain

goods in interstate or foreign commerce. Congress is given power

&quot;The

legation
under review wan the federal Pair labor Siandartl, An

\
9
S i

contained a provision that the head of the Children * Dlvlilon can
prohibit the shipment in interstate commerce of gootli In which onnr
child labor lias been employed. The Act was upheld In V, H, v. Dorhy,
U. 8. 100 (1941) , by a unanimous Court speaking through Justice Stone.

*
104 New Republic (1341), ,|o8,
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to regulate such commerce in unqualified terms. It would not

be argued today that the power to regulate docs not include

the power to prohibit. Regulation means the prohibition of some

thing, and when interstate commerce is the matter to be regulated,
I cannot doubt thai the regulation may prohibit any part of .such

commerce that Congress sees fit to forbid. At all events it is estab

lished by the Lottery Case and others that have followed it that a

law is not beyond the regulative power of Congress merely because

it prohibits certain transportation out and out. Chitrn^ion v. Ames,
188 U, S, jsi, jjijg, 359, et seq. So I repeat that this statute in its

immediate operation is clearly within the Congress s constitutional

power.
The question then is narrowed to whether the exercise of its other

wise constitutional power by Congress can lie pronounced un
constitutional because of its possible reaction upon the conduct of

the .States in a matter upon which I have admitted thai they art1

free from direct control. I should have thought that that mailer

had been disposed of so fully as to leave no room for doubt, I

should have thought that the most conspicuous decisions of this

Court had made it clear that the power to regulate commerce and

other constitutional powers could not be cut down or qualified

by the fact that It might interfere with the carrying out of the

domestic policy of any State.

The manufacture of oleomargarine is as much a maiter of Stale

regulation as the manufacture of cotton cloth. Congress levied a

tax upon the compound, when colored so as to resemble butter,

that was so great as obviously to prohibit the manufacture and sale.

In a very elaborate discussion the present Chief Justice excluded

any Inquiry Into the purpose of an act which apart from that pur

pose was within the power of Congress, McCray v. United St(tlf.i,

195 U. S. 37. Fifty years ago a tax on state banks, the obvious pur

pose and actual effect of which was to drive them, or at least their

circulation, out of existence, was sustained, although the result

was one that Congress had no constitutional power to require.

The Court made short work of the argument as to the purpose of

ihe act. &quot;The judicial cannot prescribe to the legitlalive depart
ment of the Government limitation* upon the exercise of il

acknowledged powers,&quot; Feaw Dank v, Fcnnn, 8 Wall. MS. So U
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wise belonging to Congress, but the tax was sustained, and the

objection so far as noticed was disposed of by citing McCray v.

United States. Flint v. Stone Tracy Co., sao U. S. 107. And 10 conic

to cases upon interstate commerce, notwithstanding United Sttitcs v.

E. C. Knight Co,, 156 U. S. i, the Sherman Act has been made an

instrument for the breaking up of combinations in restraint of

trade and monopolies, using the power to regulate commerce as a

foothold, but not proceeding because that commerce was the end

actually in mind. The objection that the control of the States over

production was interfered with was urged again and again but al

ways in vain. Standard Oil Co. v. United States, aai U. .S. i, 08, fig.

United States v. American Tobacco Co., ssi U. S. mf&amp;gt;, iH.j. Unke v,

United States, sa? U. S. 308, ai, gas, See finally and especially
Seven Cases of Eckman s Alterative v. United States, sgg U. S. 510,

5H- 5i5-

The Pure Food and Drug Act, which was sustained with the,

intimation that &quot;no trade can be carried on between the States to

which it does not extend,&quot; applies not merely to articles iltat the

changing opinion of the lime condemns as intrinsically harmful hut

to others innocent in themselves, simply on the ground that the

order for them was induced by a preliminary fraud. Weeks v.

United States, 245 U. S. 618. It does not matter whether the sup

posed evil precedes or follows the transportation. It is enough
that in the opinion of Congress lite transportation encourages the

evil, I may add that in the cases on the so-called White Slave Act

it was established that the means adopted by Congress as convenient

to the exercise of its power might have the character of police regu
lations. Hoks v. United States, 337 U. S. 308, 393. Catninrlti v.

United States, 248 U, S. 470, 492. In Clark DLitilling Co. v. Western

Maryland Ry. Co., 343 U. S. 311, ja8, Lehy v. Hardin, 135 U. S. 100,

108, is quoted with seeming approval to the effect that &quot;a subject-

matter which has been confided exclusively to Congress by the Con
stitution is not within the jurisdiction of the police power of ihc

State, unless placed there by congressional action.&quot; I ea no reason

for that proposition not applying here.

The notion that prohibition is any lew prohibition when applied
to things now thought evil I do not understand, But if then.- is any
matter upon which civilhed countries have agreed far more unan-
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the evil of premature tuul excessive child labor. I should have*

thought that if we were to introduce our own moral conceptions
where in my opinion they do not belong, this was pre-eminently a

case for upholding the exercise of all its powers by the United

.States.

Hi I had thought that the propriety of the exercise of a power
admitted to exist in some cases was for the consideration of Congress
alone and that this Court always had disavowed the right to intrude

its judgment upon questions of policy or morals. It is not for this

Court to pronounce when prohibition is necessary to regulation if

it ever may be necessary to say thai it is permissible as against,

strong- drink bin not as against the product of ruined lives,

The Act does not meddle with anything belonging to the Suites.

They may regulate their internal affairs and their domestic com
merce as they like. Hut when they seek to send their products across

the state line they are no longer within their rights, If there were

no Constitution and no Congress their power to cross the line

would depend upon their neighbors, Under the Constitution .stub

commerce belongs not to the States but to Congress to regulate.
It may carry out its views of public polity whatever indirect effect

they may have upon the activities of the States, Instead of being
encountered by a prohibitive tariff at her boundaries the .State en

counters the public polity of the United .States which it is for Con

gress to express. The public policy of the United .States is shaped
with a view to the benefit of the nation as a whole. If, as has been

the case within the memory of men still living, a State should take

a different view of the propriety of sustaining a lottery from that

which generally prevails, I cannot believe that the fact would re

quire a different decision from that reached in (!htun(iinn v. /fines,

if)H U. S, JJSM. Yet in that case it would he said with quite as tmieh

force as in this that Congress was attempting to intermeddle with

the Slate s domestic affairs. The national welfare as understood by

Congress may require a different attitude within Us sphere from that

of some nelf-M-eking State. It &ct in* to me entirely cnnsiiimional for

Congress lo enforce its undemanding by all the means at it-, com
mand,



Adltins v. Children s Hospital
sfij U. S. 525, r,f&amp;gt;7 (1933)

After the, favorable decisions in the stale liours-nf-lahor

cases,
1 there seemed some hope that the Court, leaving be-

hind a quarter-century of laissez-faire doctrine, had entered

mi a new liberal phase. When Oregon had pnssed n minimum

wage law, there had been much general optimism (ihnnl it,

The, Supreme Court passed an it in it)ij nntl, with lustier

ftrandeis not silling because of having been associated with

the case, upheld the law by a fonr-lo-four tie,
3 Hut while the

tie settled the question of the Oregon statute, it left xtill open
the question of the constitutionality of minimum wage legitlit-

lion. Several other slates passed similar laws, all of tht-tn upheld

by their state Supreme Courts. Professor Powell, in tin Inter

esting statistical summary,* has shown that outside the United

States Supreme Court the judicial score was for affirmation by
a vote of twenty-seven judges to Iwo,

In this context Congress passed a law setting up n hoard to

determine minimum wages for women in the District of

Columbia, To carry out the analogy with the state police

power, this was fortified in the Act by reference to the relation

between wages and the health and morals of women. The
Children s Hospital of Washington, employing n number of
women workers among them some scrubwomen - at Ins

than the minimum, brought suit to prevent Adhitn and nttter

Board members from enforcing the wage orders. The District

of Columbia Court of Appeals voted two to one for the Att&amp;gt;

but when a judge who had been sick returned to the bench
the case was reheard and the decision went two to one against
the Act, The case came before the Supreme Court, with / ?

fessor (later Justice) Frankfurter submitting the snrt o

i-Mutler v, Oregon, 808 U. S. 418 (igoS) , and Bunting v. Oregon, a,,j U, S. s,
(
8

(1917).
*StoUler v. O Hara, a.|g U. S. 8g (1917) .

T. R. Powell, &quot;The Judidnlity o( Minimum Wage l.*glUtion.
H
37 HLR *

(19*4) , reprinted in Seltcled Kttayt, 1:553-500,
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dm
brief&quot;

lie had submitted in the Hunting rase. But in the

period that had intervened since Hunting;, the Court hnd been

undergoing 11 change of viewpoint reflected in such decisions

adverse to social legislation as Hammer v. Dagcnliart (/&amp;lt;;/),

Truax T. Corrigan (K/SJ) and Bailey r. Drcxet Funiilurc Co.

(/oaa) a change which itself pe.rliaps reflected the changed
social climate after ]\ ilson s first administration, liy the time,

the Adkins rase came to the Supreme Court in npi, fitstires

Day, I ilney, and Clarke hnd been replaced by Justices Butler,

Sanfortlt and Sutherland, two of wliom voted against the Aft,

It was declared unconstitutional by a vote of five judges, with

three dissenting, and willi Justice llrandfis by a perhaps
overrefined sense of scruple, since he. was technically eli

gible not sitting.

The opinion that Justice Sutherland wrote for ihe majoritv
was the exact antithesis, in the intellectual universe, that it

implied, from the dissent of Justice Holmes, Justice Suther

land wax just starting his work on Ihe Court: he was to he

during his tenure the judicial wheelhorse of the eonse.n&amp;lt;atit e

majority, writing his prim and derivative constitutional -

says in a schoolmasterish iimy, flix opinion is based on the lib

erty of contract doctrine; it rests for precedent on the LorluuT,

Adair, and Cnjipa^c decisions; it holds that the liberty of the

employer to make a contract for the purchase of the labor

commodity is infringed by the Act, &quot;In principle, there can

be no difference between the caxe of selling labor and the

cttae of selling goods, , . . The shopkeeper, having dealt fairly

and honestly , , , is not concerned , , , with the question of

his customer s necessities,&quot; Thus, by treating the labor ran~

tratt like any commodity purchasr-and-sale, he bears out the.

contention of Marx that tinder capitalism labor has become

a mere commodity on the market, and he makes legal think

ing part of the &quot;fetishism of the commodity&quot; of which Marx

spoke.*
When confronted by the cases in which the Court had up~

* It is \vctrttt tuning ilt.il In a letter to Hdmw putting himdf an the iidc (

the tliwniluR npiniutin, Sir Fmlrmk Pollack took IMIIO with iliii. &quot;The power
of tlipo(nK of one s own tmctily er mental activity,&quot; he wrltei, &quot;Is very different
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held restraints of liberty of contract, Sutherland answers that

&quot;freedom of contract is . . . the general rule and restraint

the
exception.&quot; Just where he gal this general rule, nr even

where he got the doctrine, he does not make, clear. On the

troublesome question of Mullcr v, Oregon, lie makes the dis

tinction that it is legal to regulate hours but not wages: since

hours may have some relation to health, hut &quot;morality
rexts

upon other considerations than
wages,&quot; Chief Justice Taft,

who had written the conservative opinions in the I m ax cnw

and the Second Child Labor case, found all this too much.

He did not join with Holmes, however, since he could not

agree &quot;with some general observations in the forcible opin-

ion&quot; of Holmes; so he dissented separately, with fustier San-

ford joining him. It was not the Court s job, he wrote

and an echo of earlier Holmesinn opinions could lie heard in

his words &quot;to hold congressional acts invalid simply he-

cause they are passed to carry out economic views which the

Court believes to be unwise or unsound,&quot;

The Holmes dissent contains the best of his discusxhns of

liberty of contract, which had started as an &quot;innocuous gen~

erality&quot; of the liberty to pursue the ordinary callings, and had

ended as a
&quot;dogma,&quot;

Then follows the familiar Holmes
method of listing the many legal precedents in which the

absolute in the dogmas had b^en qualified away by restraints

on it. Of Sutherland s attempt to brush aside Mullcr ? .

Oregon by the distinction between regulating hours and

regulating wages, his answer is characteristically sharp: &quot;The

bargain is equally affected whichever half you regulate,&quot; Of
the question whether women f wages present more of a

prol&amp;gt;~

km than men s, on the score of health and morals: &quot;It will

need mow than the Nineteenth Amendment to cnnvime me
that then an no differences between men and women.&quot; And,

he goes on, again, to thrust his own views out of the picture.
The problem is whether the view of Congress as tn the rela

tion of liuing standards for women to their &quot;ill health, im

morality, and the deterioration of the; race,&quot; w H view that

cannot bo held by reasonable men. And whereas Justice

Sutherland had dismissed the Frankfurter brief as &quot;nrnticr
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Holmes upholds its relevance ax an index of legislative rea

sonableness: tilthough he himself lias doubts about the Act

because of its &quot;interstitial&quot; coxts.

There is a wild element of cliance attaching to the whole

history of the CUM: //, .r 1 rafexxor Powell {mints out, Justice

Hrandeis hud sat on the Oregon minimum wage case and

made a clear majority; or if I lie Appeals Court judge had not

been sick, so thai the Aclkins rvi.tr had come to the Supreme
Court in the previous term of Court, the Act wmdd probably
hai&amp;gt;n been upheld, &quot;fn the words of the

poet&quot;
writes Powell,

&quot;it was not the Constitution but n measureless malfeasance

which obscurely willed it tints ~ the malfeasance of chance

and of the calendar.&quot; Whatever the malfeasance, the effect of

the decision was tliat for a decade, until the wage structure

was completely broken down by the Great Depression, there

was no minimum wage fixing to speak of in America.&quot;

Nevertheless the Holmes dissent and the controversy over

the case had their eftfit upon legal thinking. When finally in

rgyfi a New York minimum wage statute, carefully drawn

witlt the Aclkins decision in mind, came before the Court

and was ngain held unconstitutional by a five-to-four vote,
11

the result was a strong wave of feeling against the. Court, and
men the Republican Convention declared against the decision,

Of the five judges who made up the Aclkim majority in rysy

four were still on the Court in rgyfi and all of them voted

against the. New York statute Justices Van Devnnter, Me-

Reynolds, Sutherland, and Butler. Chief Justice Hughes dts-

sealed, and a ^entente in the dissent of Justice Stone, might
have been part of Htilnies x Atlkim opinion about the Wash

ington scrubwomen: &quot;There is a grim irony in speaking of thu

Tlc Mcirni of juointi against the tlccUInn o( the Cmm was Inten**. Iwih

in liy tirrlr* iiml mwms &amp;lt;&amp;gt;miiliitiemal rommrnlalnr*. Sre Prafeonr I owcll *

arlicltJ, nlmdy rltrcl: ali Iknidln, (iavernmrnl frv lurilrtniy (iggi) li ,-m^W&amp;gt;

u\m&amp;gt; collrciitiii of (iinuiirnl t |,;.uhcie*(l liv thr .V.Hitm.il C &amp;lt;nmtiitu*l i rmstic.
Thf Sufiivutf f. cidrf antl Mintiinuii Wti^et l.rgitlttliitH (1915), itliUul/ttj^ itttltln

by Pound. I owrll. II.iin. S.iyre. Piirkiiwni. Ckiru-ln, Wormwr.
* Murrlifttd v, Til tililti, t)H tJ, S. 587 (uwB). The prnrilciil r(f( of (he

clerMcin u-,i&amp;lt;i lo hold (fie .umir iiiiimiiuiutittsil, In IPJJ.I! U titia, however, Ihr

held tmlv tluit flu- iiiinitpi of ihc NVw Vurk legltluture !u tlr.iw .til Ac;|

^mlrl lir&amp;gt; 1 Ul iMRriiih^jf frfiift itml t rtrltl^milr^l Ifi fflH Aflkjfig r^i^i^ tvug im*



In 1937, however, one o[ the first {runs of tlir nt-u&amp;gt; orienta

tion of the Court was the decision in West Coast Hotel Co. v.

Parrish T
upholding a minimum wage law of the state of

Washington very similar to that of New York, fn his decision

Chief Justice Hughes expressly overruled the Adkins ca.\t\ and

almost paraphrased the earlier Holmes dissent tin tlir
&amp;lt;ines-

lions of freedom of contract and on judicial tolerant? of

legislative policy. In tyjt) there, were minimum wage laws in

twenty-five states. In 1038 Congress passed a Fair Lnlim Stand

ards Act, providing for minimum mages, and it wax upheld

by the Supreme Court in lOt/j* Thus there came, to tin end an

exciting effort to belter one phase of American life, marked

by the changes and chances of t/ie judicial process in which

Holmes played an honorable and important part.

Holmes, J,, dissenting:

The question in this case is the broad one, Whether Congress

can. establish minimum rates of wages for women in the District

of Columbia with due provision for special circumstances, or

whether we must say that Congress has no power to meddle with

the matter at all. To me, notwithstanding the deference due to

the prevailing judgment of the Court, the power of Congiw. wins

absolutely free from doubt. The end, to remove conditions lead

ing to ill health, Immorality and the deterioration of the rare, no

one would deny to be within the scope of constitutional legislation.

The means are means that have the approval of Congress, uC

many States, and of those governments from which we have learned

our greatest lessons. When so many intelligent persons, who have

studied the matter more than any of us can, have thought that the

means are effective and are worth the price, it seems to me im

possible to deny that the belief reasonably may lie held by rea

sonable men. If the law encountered no other objection than that

the means bore no relation to the end or that they cost too much
I do not suppose that anyone would venture to say that it was bad.

I agree, of course, that a law answering the foregoing require-
1 Weft Coast Hotel Co. v. Parrish, goo U. S. 379 (1937) .

8 U. S. v. Darby, gin U. S. (1914) 100.
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mcnts might lit
1 invalidated by specific provisions of the Con

stitution. For insianiT, it might take private property without jvisl

compensation. Hut in the present instance the only objection that

ran be urged is found within the vague contours of the Fifth

Amendment, prohibiting the depriving any person of liberty or

property without due process of law. To that I turn.

The earlier decisions upon the same words in the Fourteenth

Amendment began within our memory and went no farther than

an unpretentious assertion of the liberty to follow the ordinary

callings. Later thai innocuous generality was expanded into the

dogma, Liberty of Contract. Contract is not specially mentioned

in ilu* text that we have to construe. It is merely an example of

doing what you want to do, embodied in the word liberty. Hut

pretty much all law consists in forbidding men to do some things

they want to do, and contract is no more exempt from law than

other acts. Without enumerating all the restrictive laws that have

been upheld I will mention a few that seem to me to have inter

fered with liberty of contract quite as seriously and directly as the

one la-fore us. Usury laws prohibit contracts by which a man
receives more than so much interest for the money that he lends.

Statutes of frauds restrict many contracts to certain forms. .Some

.Sunday laws prohibit practically all contracts during one-seventh

of our whole life. Insurance rates may be regulated. (Intnnn /!/

linrc Insurance (*. . v. Lewis, 233 11. S. 385). (I concurred iti that

decision without regard to the public interest with which insur

ance was said to be clothed. It seemed to me that the principle WHS

general.) Contracts may be forced upon the companies. National

Union Fire Insurance Co, v, WanberR, a6o U. .S. 71. Employer*
of miners may be required to pay for coal by weight before screen

ing, McLean v. Arkansas, an U. K, 539, Employers generally mny
be required to redeem in cash store orders accepted by their em

ployees in payment. Kttoxt-ille Iran Co. v. Harbisnn, iHjj U, 5i. 13.

Payment of sailors in advance may be forbidden. Patterson v,

lietrlt IMdura, KJO U. S. i(kj. The i/e of a loaf of bread may be

established. Srlimidingrr v, Chicago, safl U. S. 578. The respon

sibility of employers to their employees may be profoundly modi

fied. New York Central It, ft, Cn, v. White, 843 U, S, iHH. ,-lriwnn

Kmlilu\ers Liability Cases, ar.o U. S. ,io. Finally women s hour* of
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overtime to be paid for &quot;at the rale of time and one -half of the

regular wage,&quot;
in Hunting v. Oregon, a.j^ U. S. ,|u(i.

I confess that I do not understand (he principle
1 on which the

power to fix a minimum for the wages of women can he denied

by those who admit the power to iix a maximum fur their hours

of work, I fully assent to die. proposition that here as elsewhere

the distinctions of the law are distinctions of decree, hut I perceive

no difference in the kind or degree of interference with liberty, the

only matter with which we have any concern, between the one-

case and the other. The bargain is equally affected whichever half

you regulate. Muller v. Oregon, I take it, is as good law today as it

was in 1908. It will need more than the Nineteenth Amendment to

convince me that there are no differences between men and women,
or that legislation cannot take those differences into account. I

should not: hesitate to lake them into annum if 1 thought it

necessary to sustain this act. Quang Wing v. Kiilirndall. aa,j U. ,S,

59, 0g. But after Bunting v. Qregmi, g.jg U. S. ,ja(i. I had supposed
that it was not necessary, and that I.nclnier v. New York, njH U. S.

45, would be allowed a deserved repose.
This statute does not compel anybody to pay anything. It simply

forbids employment at rates below those fixed as the minimum re

quirement of health and right living. It is safe to av,nmr that

women will not be employed at even the lowest wage s allowed un
less they earn them, or unless the employer s businew ran sustain

the burden. In short, the law in its character and operation is like

hundreds of so-called police laws that have been upheld. I we
no greater objection to using a Board to apply the standard fixed

by the act than there is to the other commissions with which we
have become familiar, or than there is to the requirement of a

license in other cases. The fact that the statute warrants rlimifica*

don, which like all classification* may bear hard upon some in*

dividual, or in exceptional caset, notwithstanding the power given
to the Board to issue a special license, is no greater infirmity than

is incident to all law. But the ground on which the law is hrld to

fail is fundamental and therefore It la unnecessary to twutider mut
ters oi detail.

The criterion of constitutionality is not whether we believe the
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her of States of this Union. The bc lief is fortified by a very re

markable- collect ion of ilnciimrtus subinittctl on behalf of the

appellants, male-rial here, I conceive, only as showing that (lit
1

belief reasonably may be held. In Australia the power in fix a

minimum for wages in the ease of industrial disputes extending

beyond the limits of any one Slate was given to a court, and its

I resiclent wrote a most interesting account of its operation, at)

Ilmtifirtl Law Review 13. If a legislature should adopt what he

thinks the doctrine of modern economists of all .schools, that &quot;free

dom of contract is a misnomer as applied to a contract between
an employer and an ordinary individual employee&quot; ibid, sir,,

[ could

not pronounce an opinion wilh which 1 agree impossible 10 lie

fntenaiiK d by reasonable men. If the same legislature should ac

cept his further opinion that industrial peace was best ohm tried by
the device of a court having the above powers, I should not feel

myself able to contradict it, or to deny thai the end justified re

strictive legislation quite as adequately as beliefs concerning .Sun-

day or exploded theories about usury, I should have my doubts,

as I have them about this .statute but they would lie whether the

bill that has to be paid for every gain, although hidden M inter-

siitial detriments, was not greater than the gain was worth: a mat
ter that it is not for me to decide,

I am of opinion that the statute is valid and that the decree

should be reversed.

THE STATE; AND THE GREAT
PUBLIC NEEDS

Noble Stair Rank v, fins/tell

LI. S. 104 and 573

Because of the impact oj the Panic of ign&quot;jt
Oklahoma

passed an Aft setting up a fund far the guarantee of tmnk rfr

posits. Speaking far a unanimous Court, Holmes held that

tlit: Act did nut violate the due /worm provision of the

Fourteenth Amendment, In doing $t&amp;gt; he wrote one af the great

Supreme Court derisions on the polite power. It is nut tint?



lows a state to act for the public health, safely, or morals,

Holmes asserts that the police power &quot;extends to till the great

public needs,&quot; To be sure, Im limits this in a Inter fiarHgrafih

by referring again to his pragmatic test: &quot;Lines arc /tricked

out by the gradual approach and contact of decisions on the

opposing sides.&quot; And he agrees tliat the state cannot enter

on large-scale subsidies of business. Yet even with these c////i-

cations, the permissive aspects of the decision are broad

enougli to allow for an experimental range in state economic

control,

It was this aspect of the decision that led Harold Laski to

call it &quot;the modern charter of the federal state,&quot; &quot;n license to

experiment with the unknown, a right to sail one s ship upon
the rocks.&quot;

l
It took great courage, for one whose view* of

economic policy were as conservative as Halmcs s were, to (ace

the implications of state power under the. Constitution. And it

is interesting that even here Holmes refuses the rule of inno

vator, and professes to give only &quot;an interpretation of what
has taken place in the

past.&quot;
The judge, as ecimennht is ex

cluded, to maks way for the fudge as historian,

While largely technical in subject matter, the decision is

also notable for its manner. There is in it a combination of
candor about the tentative nature, of the jiidiiitit process

(&quot;the analysis of the police power, whether comrt or
not&quot;)

with a clipped and magisterial quality in brushing aside

pedantic and hypothetical questions. (&quot;The last h n futile

question, and we will answer the others when they ttriae&quot;)

This combination of a hard factualness with the grant! man
ner makes the great judicial tradition as Holmes pratthed il.

The decision has been criticized far the breadth of itt

definition of the police power,* and for not distinguishing
clearly between questions of fact and questions of Inw. Hut
while many would agree that Halmes s language &quot;njiftn

a

Pandora box from which may proceed dangerous rrnnamic

. Juttlce Holmes, edited by Felix Frankfurter, i.H~MB .

*
George W, Wiekensham, &quot;The Police Power, a Product f liir Rule

Reason,&quot; a? HLR 897, 311 (1914).
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heresies, which demagogues and political quacks will welt to

make effective, in
legislation,&quot; they will also agree Hint

&quot;logically
there, seems to lie. no

escape&quot; [row Holmes * rea

soning* Time has upheld its wisdom. The decision served its

a precedent (or state nets in the field of social legislation, par

ticularly workmen s compensation acts, providing n ponied

fund from enforced contributions without equalizing hurtlens

or benefits.
4 And a similar technique was used in the (llasx-

Steagal I Hanking .-let of /&amp;lt;;?], in setting tip the Federal De

posit Insurance C.orporation.

Holmes, J., for (he Court:

This is a proceeding against the Governor of the State of Okla

homa and othtT officials who constitute1 the .State Hanking Hoard,

lo prevent them from levying and collecting an assessment from

the plaintiff under an Act approved December 17, 11)07. This Art

creates tin- Board and directs it to levy upon every hank existing

under the laws of the .State an assessment of one percent of the

hank s average daily deposits, with certain deductions, fur the

purpose of creating a Depositors Guaranty Fund. There are pro
visos for keeping tip the fund, and by an Act pawd March it,

itjoij. since the suit was begun, the assessment in to be five percent.

The purpose of the fund is shown by its name. It it to secure the

full repayment of deposits. When n bank become4* insolvent and

goes into the hands of the Bank Commissioner, if its unit im

mediately available is not enough to pay depositors in full, the

Banking Board is to draw from the Depositors Guaranty Fund (and

from additional assessments if required) the amount needed to

make up the deficiency. A lien is reserved upon the aweu of the

failing bank to rmike good the sum thus taken from thr fund. Tht*

plaint iff says that it is solvent and don not want the help of the*

Guaranty Fund, and that It cannot be called upon to contribute

toward securing or paying the depositors in other banks rnmittemly
with Article I, 10, and the Fourteenth Amendment cif the Con
stitution of the United States. The petition was dhmiwd on de

murrer by the .Supreme Court of the Kittle, sa Oklahoma, .|8.

8 IVaiti quni.iiitiii
i ;irr from Kit gut Wiifklii*, &quot;The Iwtiv and llir I tufiu.&quot; t 8t*

/-./-.I ,.,,,. &amp;gt;,:,, ,ll,
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The reference to Article I, 10, does not strengthen (lit
1

plain-

tiff s bill. The only contract that it relics upon is its charter. That
is subject to alteration or repeal, as usual, so (hat tin- obligation

hardly could be said to be impaired by the- Act of 11)07 I&quot;
1

&quot; us,

unless thai statute deprives the plaintiff of liberty or property with-

out due process of law. See Sherman v. Smith, i lllack, (587. Whether

it does so or not is the only question in the case.

In answering; that question we must be cautious about pressing

the broad words of the Fourteenth Amendment to a drily logical

extreme. Many laws which it would be vain to ask the Court to

overthrow could be shown, easily enough, to transgress a scholastic

interpretation of one or another of the great guaranties in the Bill

o Rights. They more or less limit the liberty of the individual or

they diminish property to a certain extent. We have few scien

tifically certain criteria of legislation, and sis it often is dillinilt to

mark the line where what is called the police power of the .States

is limited by the Constitution of. the United States, judges should

be slow to read Into the latter a nolurnus mutnre4 as against the

law-making power.
The substance of the plaintiffs argument is that the assessment

takes private property for private use without compensation. And
while we should assume that the plaintiff would retain a reversion

ary Interest in its contribution to the fund so as to be entitled to n

return of what remained of it if the purpose were given up (see

Receiver of Danby Bank v. Stale Treasurer, 39 Vermont, tjg, t)8) ,

still there is no denying that by this law a portion of its property

might be taken without return to pay debts of a failing rival in

business. Nevertheless, notwithstanding the logical form of the

objection, there are more powerful considerations on the other

side. In. the first place it is established by a series of cases that

an ulterior public advantage may justify a comparatively in

significant taking of private property for what, in its immediate

purpose, is a private use, Clark v. Nash, 198 U. S. gfii. MrirA/ey v.

Highland Boy Mining Co., BOO U. S. 537, 531. Offtdd v. New York,

New Haven fr Hartford R, R. Co., aog U. S. 378. Bacon v. Walkert

304 U. S, $n, 315. And in the next, it would seem that there may
be other cases beside the every day one of taxation, in which the

share of: each party in the benefit of a scheme of mutual protection
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least, if we have a cast- within (lit- reasonable exercise of the police

power as above explained, no more nerd be said,

1 1 may be said in a general way lluil the police power extends

U&amp;gt; all the 1

great public needs, Ciniftfld v. (/. .S ., 1(17
U. S. r,tS, U may

be put forth in aid of what is siinciioned by usage, or held by the

prevailing morality or strong and preponderant opinion to be

greatly and immediately necessary to the public welfare. Among;
mat ten of that sort probably few would doubt that both usage and

preponderant opinion give their sanction to enforcing the primary
conditions of successful commerce. One of those condition* at the

present time is the possibility of payment by checks drawn against

bank deposits, to such an extent do checks replace currt ney in

daily business. If then the legislature of the State thinks that the

public welfare requires the measure under consideration, analogy
and principle are in favor of the power to enact it. Even the

primary object of the- required assessment is not a private benefit

as it was in the tast-s above riird of a ditth lot irrigation or n rail

way to a mine, but it is to make the currency of checks secure, and

by the same stroke to make- safe (he almost compulsory resort of

depositors to banks as the only available means of keeping money on

hand. The priority of claim given to depositors is incidental to the

same object and is justified in the same way. The power to restrict

liberty fixing a minimum of capital required of those who would

engage in banking is not denied, The power to restrict investments

to securities regarded as relatively side seems equally plain, It has

been held, we do not doubt rightly, that impcctionn may he re

quired and the cost thrown on the bank. .See Charlotte* C.tilumliia 4r

Augmtrt ft, R, Co. v. (tibbes, t,|s U. .S, jjHfi, The power to compel,
beforehand, co-operation, and thus, it is believed, to msike it failure

unlikely and a general panic almost impossible, mut Uc recofftii/nl,

if government is to do its proper work, unlew we can nay tluit the

means have no reasonable relation t the end. (iiintllin^ v, II, S,,

177 U. S. 183, 188. .So far is that from being the caw that the device

In a familiar one 1
. It was adopted by nome .States the better part of

a century ago, and seems never to imvc; been questioned until now,

, . . Recent case* going nut lew far are Lemieux v, Yuting, at i U, B.

4%- 496- A ldd, Datt-r & Price Co. v. Miuwlnutn Grater Co., a 17

U.S. 461.
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we arc going to draw ilic line, lint the last is a futile 1

question, and

we will answer the others when they arise. With regard to the police

power, as elsewhere in the law, lines are pricked out by ihe gradual

approach and contact of decisions on the opposing skies. Hudson

County Water Co, v. McCarter. sot) U. S. 549, 35;;. li will serve as

a datum on this side, that in our opinion the .statute he-fore us is

well within the Slate s constitutional power, while the use of the

public credit on a large scale to help individuals iu business has

been held to he beyond the line, Loan Associntinn v. To^ekn, ao

Wall. 655. Lowell v. Boston, i \ \ Mass, 45^.

The question that we have decided is not much helped by

propounding the further one, whether the right to engage in bank-

ing is or can be made a franchise, lint as the latter question has

some bearing on the former and as it will have to be considered

in the following cases, if not here, we will dispose of it now. It is

not answered by citing authorities for the existence of the right at

common law. There are many things that a man might do at com-

mon law that the States may forbid. He might rmbe//lr until a

statute cut down his liberty, We cannot say that the public iutririi*

to which we have averted, and others, are not sufficient to warrant

the State in taking the whole business of banking tinder its con

trol. On the contrary we are of opinion that it niav go on from

regulation to prohibition except upon such condition* a it may

prescribe. In short, when the Oklahoma legislature* tier Ijm-t by im

plication that free banking is a public danger, and thsu inrorpara*

don, Inspection and the above-described co-operation art&quot; necewary

safeguards, this Court certainly cannot say thai it it wrong, . . .

[Here a series of slate court decisions are cited,] Some further details

might be mentioned, but we deem them unnecewarv. Of ratine

objections under the State constitution arc noi ojrn Item

Judgment affirmed,

Leave to file application for rehearing i* asked in ihn ravr. We
see no reason to grant it, but, as the judgment elrlivrrrel wmi to

have conveyed a wrong impression of the opinion of tlir Cwiri in

some details, we add a few word* to what was said whrn ihr raw
was decided. We fully understand the practical ini|Kriniicr of the
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Stricklcy v. Highland Hoy Mining Co., aoo U. S. 527, etc,, were cited

to establish, not that property might be taken for a private use, hut
that among the public uses for which il might he taken were .some

which, if looked at only in their immediate aspect, according to

the proximate effect of the taking, might seem to be private. This

case, in our opinion, is of that sort. The analysis of the police;

power, whether correct or not, was intended to indicate an interpre
tation of what has taken place in the past, not to give a new or

wider scope to the power. The proposition* with regard to it, how
ever, in any form, are rather in the nature of preliminaries. For

in this case there is no out and out unconditional taking at all.

The payment can he avoided by going out of the banking business,

and is required only as a condition for keeping on. from corpora
tions created by the State, We have given what we deem sufficient

reasons for holding that such a condition may lie imposed.
Leave In file petition denied.

WHERE POLICE POWER ENDS
Pennsylvania Coal Co, v. Malioti

a(5o U. S. 3y3 (iga)

Unimex fought so often tin the side
t&amp;gt;( construing the Four-

teenth Amendment narmwlv and the state [mlirr [lower

lirnadly thnl he seemed to ninny to lay himself open tti the

charge that he gave the legislatures carle blanche and drew

no constitutional hounds around puhlir polity. The present

opinion, in which he calls n halt In the polite power nttd in

sists thnt property rights are heing t iolaled, pointx in the other

direction. He wrote it ti&amp;lt;t the npinitni nf the Cmtrt. Ax anrh, he

had name trtmhlr with it in the rnnferenre with his tnllengties

when the preliminary draft was dhniaed, Kt eryrnie, hr wrote

Pollack, seemed In have mhf(ii&amp;gt;ig* ahnut it. lint he believed it

&quot;tn be a cumpact statement of the real facts / the law tind *

such sure tn rnuse nppnxitinn far want nf the rintnmary toft

phrases, lint an / ctmldn t grd at what the trtnitile wni, rr

rather troubles were, for different men had different Hifficullin,

I tnld them I would (nit my head under mv wing and gn tn



sylvania, of course .&quot;

8

It is unusual to have Holmes saying, as he docs in this case,

&quot;We are in danger of forgetting thai a strong public desire to

improve the public condition is nut enough lo warrant achiev*

ing the desire by a shorter ait than the constitutional way of

paying for the change&quot; particularly since the Supreme Court

majority with which Holmes was in this case aligned was

scarcely in danger of forgetting it. Rrandeis wrote an earnest

dissent arguing among other things that where n property right

was restricted lo protect the public safety it was not tatting

property without compensation; find that the Supreme. Court

should yield to the better knowledge of /Y/.iv/f ni condi

tions that the state court possessed.* ft is n dissent worth read

ing, as is also ffolmes s reaction to it in a letter to Pollock.*

Holmes, J., for the Court;

. This is a bill In equity brought by the defendant* in error to

prevent the Pennsylvania Coal Company from uiiniiiK tinder ihrir

property in such way as to remove the? supports and cause it sub-

ftidencc of the surface and of their house. The hill sen ma a deed

executed by the Cod Company in 1878, under which the plaintiffs

claim. The deed conveys the surface, hut in express term* reserves

the right to remove all the coal under the same, and the grantee
takes the premises with the risk, and waives ail clniim fm damage*
that may arise from mining out the coal. But the plaintiffs ray that

whatever may have been the Coal Company s rights, they were taken

away by an Act of; Pennsylvania, approved May 7. tysn, romittcinly

H-P, It! 109 (Dec. 31, 1088).
At one point the Bnndeh diwetu iound merely rhetorical - whrn he avt

that &quot;the properly rettrlcied remains in the poMcnltm of fu nwnrt.&quot; whlth
Is a doubtful wuolniion. ;ii t rofriwtii Ptnwll renurks. whru ycnt (.UIKMI mrtr
your coal and yet Iwvc to pay ax on It. OtltenvlM&amp;gt; the I||MCMI t% f*rr*iu^(i,r

today, Th dllterencwi between Holmes and Itramleh uirnccl on ilir varying
wllmulw at the public danger irwtlvttl and (In- ftrnpriiv tl,f&amp;lt;n&amp;lt;tr wffrrnl,

* H~P, II! 108-9. Pollock wa on Ho!ro ldc writing to him &quot;I!MI if t)rmlek
dtaeirn were right, the Fouruenth Amendment would be cvlwrMtrtl- ,nnl ytwr
opinion exponcs the fallacy of stretching police power MI thai iii in 4 very
convincing Cuhlon.&quot; H-P, Him.
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known there.1 as the Kohler An. The Ccmn of Common Picas found

thai if not restrained the defendant would canst 1 the damage* to

prevent which (he hill was 1)1-011(4111, hut denied an injunction,

holding that the Ktatnie if applied to this cast1 would he unconstitu

tional. On appeal the Supreme
1 Court of the State agreed that the

defendant had contract and property rights protected by the Con

stitution of the United States, hut held thai the statute was a

legiiiniaie exercise of the police power and directed a decree for

the: phiintilfs. A writ of error was [named bringing the case to tin s

Court.

The statute forbids the mining of anthracite coal in such way
as lo cause the subsidence of, among; oilier things, any strm ture

used as a human habitation, with certain exceptions, including

among (hern land where the surface is owned by the owner of

the underlying coal and is distant more than u,u feel fiom any

improved property belonging to any other person. As applied tn

this case the statute is admitted to destroy previously existing

rights of properly and contract. The question is whether the police

power can be stretched so far.

Government hardly could go on if in some extent values incident

to properly could not be diminished without paying for every such

change in the general law. As long mogni/ed. some values are

enjoyed under an implied limitation and must yield to the police

power. Btu obviously the implied limitation must have its limits,

or the contract and due process clauses me gone, One fact for

consideration in determining such limits is ihe extent of the dirnirni-

lion. When it reaches a certain magnitude, in most if tun in all

cases there must be an exercise of eminent domain and compensa
tion to sustain the act. So the question depends upon the par
ticular facts. The greatest weight i* given lo the judgment of the

legislature, liut it always fa open to tiufroitetl parties to contend

that the legislature has gone beyond iis cousiiluiiunal power.
This is the case of a single private house. No clmiltt there1

fa a

public in ifrent even in this, as there is in every purchase and

and in all that happens within the commonwealth. .Some,

rights may be modified even in such a cast*. Ridenul v. Knnx,
t&amp;lt;jH

Mass. 568. But usually in ordinary private affairs the public iiurrwt

not warrant much of this kind of interference, A source of
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common or public. . . . The extent of the public interest is shown

by the statute to be limited, since the statute ordinarily does not

apply to land when the surface is owned by the owner of the ami.

Furthermore, it is not justified as a protection of personal safety.

That could be provided for by notice. Indeed the very foundation

of this bill is that the defendant Rave timely notice of its intent

to mine under the house. On the other hand the extent of the

taking is great. It purports to abolish what is recogni/cd in Penn

sylvania as an estate in land a very valuable estate and what

is declared by the court below to be a contract hitherto bind

ing the plaintiffs. If we were called upon to deal with the plain

tiff s position alone, we should think it clear that the statute

does not disclose a public interest sufficient to warrant so exten

sive a destruction of the defendant s constitutionally protected

rights.

But the case has been treated as one in which the general validity

of the act should be discussed, The Attorney General of the State,

the City of Scranton, and the representatives of other extensive- in.

teresls were allowed to take part in the argument hrlow and have

submitted their contentions here. It seems, therefore, to IK- our

duty to go farther In the statement of our opinion, in order that it

may be known at once, and that further suits should not be brought
in vain.

It is our opinion that ihc act cannot be sustained as an rxcrd&e

of the police power, so far as it affects the mining of coal under

streets or cities in places where the right to mine such coal has

been reserved, As said in a Pennsylvania case, &quot;For practical pur

poses, the right to coal consists in the right to mine it.&quot; Coin. ex. ret.

Keatar v. Cleaniew Coal Co,, $156 Pa. ga8, 331. What makes the

right to mine coal valuable h that it can be exercised with profit.

To make it commercially impracticable to mine certain coal has

very nearly the same effect for constitutional purpose* as appro
priating or destroying it. This we think that we are warranted in

assuming that the statute does.

It is true that in Plymouth Coat Co, v. Prnnsylranin, sjg U. S.

531, it was held competent for the legislature to require a pillar of

coal to be left along the line of adjoining property, thai, with the*

pillar on the other side of the line, would be a barrier sufficient for
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quircmcnt for the safety of the employee s invited into the mine,

and secured an average- reciprocity of advantage that has been

recogni/cd as a justification of various laws,

The rights of the; public in a street purchased or laid out by
eminent domain are those that it has paid for, If in any case its

representatives have been so short sighted as to acquire only sur

face rights without the ri^ht of support, we see no more authority
for supplying the hitter without compensation than there was for

taking the right of way in the first place and refusing to pay for

it because the public wanted it, very much. The protection of

private properly in the r,th Amendment presupposes that it is

wanted for public use, but provides that it shall not be taken for

such use without compensation. A similar assumption is made in

the decisions upon the i.|th Amendment. Uit mlan v. Danville &
U. R. Co,, aoH U. .S. r,i)H, (&quot;105.

When this seemingly absolute pro
tection is found to be qualified by the police power, the natural

tendency of human nature is to extend the qualification more and

more until at last private property disappears, Hut that cannot br

accomplished in this way under the Constitution of the United

States.

The general rule at least is, that while property may he regu
lated to a certain extent, if regulation goes tot) far it will be mug-
ni/ed as si taking. It may be doubted how far exceptional caws,

like the blowing up of a house to stop n conflagration, go - ant! if

they go beyond the general rule, whether they do run stand ns much

upon tradition as upon principle, finwditrh v. fimtmi, 101 U. .S, tfi,

35 I, ed. t)8o. In general it is not plain that a man s misfortunes or

necessities will justify his shifting the damages to his neighbor s

shoulders, ,^/itntf v. l,\nti if /I. II. Co., i?u Mass. 488, ,|Ht|. We arc

in danger of forgetting that a strong public desire to improve the

public condition is not enough to warrant achieving the desire by
it shorter cut than the constitutional way of paying for the change.
As we have already said, this is a question of degree

-- and there

fore cannot be disposed of by general propositions. Hut we regard

this as going beyond any of the cases decided by thin Court. The
late derisions upon lawn dealing; with the congestion of Washington
and New York, caused by the war, dealt with laws intended to meet

a temporary emergency and providing for minimisation determined



We assume, of course, that me statute was passed upon tli&quot;

viction that an exigency existed that would warrant it,

assume that an exigency exists that would warrant the

eminent domain. But the question at bottom is upon whoi
loss of the changes desired should fall. So far as private pers&amp;lt;

communities have seen fit to take the risk of acquiring only s

rights, we cannot see that the fact that their risk has bee*

danger warrants the giving to them greater rights than they t&amp;gt;&amp;lt;

Decree re~i

DOCTRINAL FICTIONS AND
STATE POWER

Tyson Bros. v. Banton

273 U. S. 418, 445 (1937)

All law is in a sense a set of fictions which we have to act
as the price of civilization. There are many hints in Holme
indicate that he saw this. But he saw also that law is pot
and he urged strongly that judges should not abuse that po
by converting their doctrinal fictions into irrefragable ft
fie warned them against obstructing the sweep of legislcr.

policy and under the guise of legal doctrines substituting t,

own notions of policy. Four years before the Tyson case, in
Adkins dissent in 1923?- Holmes made a frontal assault on
judicial doctrine of &quot;liberty of contract.&quot; In the present
he delivers a similar assault on the doctrine of &quot;public inter
as delimiting with precision the instances where state reg
tion of prices will be allowed. He sees both doctrines as a f
of apologetic for something that needs no apology the ve
nition that power to regulate life does inhere in state

ereignty where it is not expressly forbidden by the Cons,
tion,

^

In pursuing this theme Holmes s opinion presents as fc
right a statement of state legislative power as is to be fouti.
the judicial literature of American constitutional law:

&quot;

above, p, 178.
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to compensation when compensation is due, the legislature

may forbid or restrict any business when it tins a sufficient

force of pithlic opinion behind it.&quot; Afore clearly than anywhere
else Holmes presents here Ins conviction that law, including

constitutional law, a crystallized public opinion. Iff is seek-

ing to get nt the dynamic of legal history, lie is not indulging
in liberal platitudes ntioitt the need for Inw to embody public

opinion, but is saying us an nntliropologist that in every society

there is actually some energy behind law, nnil in mm -- de

spite all the efforts of his brethren an the Court it is the felt

needs of tlie people.
In the present case what was involved was a New York law

setting a fifty-cent limit for the mark-up of theater ticket prices

by the agencies. The majority, speaking through Justice Suther

land, held the law unconstitutional under the due process

clause of (lie l- oiirteenth Amendment, on the ground that it

was a taking of property without due process, and that the in*

dusiry was not clothed with a
&quot;public interest&quot; nnd therefore

could nnt be excefitetl from the prohibition. There were dis

senting opinions liy Justices Holmes, Stone, nnd Stanford;

Holmes joined in that of Stnne, and Urttndeis joined in that of

both Holmes and Stone.

floimes x opinion in the present case in at once weighty in

substance and light in tone, hi it famous phrase Holme* dis

poses of fifty yetm of the doctrine of public interest (since

Munn v. IH moi*) by (tilling the doctrine &quot;n fiction intended to

beautify what h disagreeable to the sufferers.&quot; And hr tees this

resort to fictions an part of the judges unwiUingnesx &quot;to grant

power&quot; and &quot;to irrogmV it when it exists,&quot; He xpenks of the

regulation of lotteries nnd wine as instances ttnalagtnus to con

trol of the theater, in which stales haw actually exercised

power. And he adds as an afterthought the cansitlerntitin that

the theater is at important an any other phaxe of uur life, mi

the ground thnt &quot;the tuprrfluout is the
necessary&quot; ffe might

also have added that by economic theory and practice today

cvtry price is affected with a public interest, since it is part ttf

an interrelated price structure.

There h a brilliant treatment by Walton Hamilton *
of the



Hale, &quot;Britain s Chief Justice . . . of a quarter-millennium

ago/ has set the rule which we use as one of the legal tests for

the regulation of our economy.
3 Holmes did as much as any

other legal thinker to blast the authority of this dogma.

Holmes, J., dissenting:

We fear to grant power and are unwilling to recognize it when

it exists. The states very generally
have stripped jury trials of one

of their most important characteristics by forbidding judges to ad

vise the jury upon the facts (Graham \. United States, 231 U. S. 474,

480), and when legislatures
are held to be authorized to do any

thing considerably affecting public welfare it is covered by apologetic

phrases like the police power, or the statement that the business con

cerned has been dedicated to a public use. The former expression

is convenient, to be sure, to conciliate the mind to something that

needs explanation: the fact that the constitutional requirement of

compensation when property is taken cannot be pressed to its

grammatical extreme; that property rights may be taken for public

purposes without pay if you do not take too much; that some play

must be allowed to the joints if the machine is to work. But police

power often is used in a wide sense to cover and, as I said, apologize

for the general power of the legislature to make a part of the com

munity uncomfortable by a change.

I do not believe in such apologies. I think the proper course is to

recognize that a State legislature can do whatever it sees fit to do

unless it is restrained by some express prohibition in the Constitu

tion of the United States or of the State, and that courts should be

careful not to extend such prohibitions beyond their obvious mean

ing by reading into them conceptions of public policy that the par
ticular court may happen to entertain. Coming down to the case

before us I think, as I intimated in Adkins v. Children s Hospital,
that the notion that a business is clothed with a public interest and

The doctrine came into American law chiefly through Chief Justice Wake s

opinion in Munn v. Illinois in 1876, but Waite had no inkling of the uses 10
which it would later be put. See the discussion o Wake in Frankfurter, The
Commerce Clause under Marshall, Taney, and Waite (1937) 83-91. Holmes was
probably right in his dismissal of the doctrine, given its later history. But I

end to agree with a recent writer that Chief Justice Waite did have in mind
something both valid and profound, but that later decisions distorted it, Sec
Boudin, Government by Judiciary (1932) 11:388-398,
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has been devoted to the public use is little more than a fiction in

tended to beautify what is disagreeable to the sufferers. The truth

seems to me to be that, subject to compensation when compensation
is due, the legislature may forbid or restrict any business when it

has a sufficient force of public opinion behind it. Lotteries were

thought useful adjuncts of the State a century or so ago; now they
are believed to be immoral and they have been stopped. Wine has

been thought good for man from the time of the Apostles until

recent years. But when public opinion changed it did not need

the Eighteenth Amendment, notwithstanding the Fourteenth, to

enable a State to say that the business should end. Mugler v. Kansas^

123 U. S. 623. What has happened to lotteries and wine might

happen to theaters in some moral storm of the future, not because

theaters were devoted to a public use, but because people had come

to think that way.
But if we are to yield to fashionable conventions, it seems to

me that theaters are as much devoted to public use as anything
well can be. We have not that respect for art that is one of the

glories of France. But to many people the superfluous is the neces

sary, and it seems to me that government does not go beyond its

sphere in attempting to make life livable for them. I am far from

saying that I think this particular law a wise and rational provision.

That is not my affair. If the people of the State of New York speak

ing by the authorized voice say that they want it, I see nothing in

the Constitution of the United States to prevent their having their

will.

&quot;PURE USURPATION AND SUBTLE
FALLACY&quot;

Black and White Taxicab Co. v. Brown and Yellow Taxicab Co.

276 U. S. 518, 532 (1928)

Not the least of Holmes s achievements as a judge was the

part he played in the overthrow of the doctrine of Swift v.

Tyson, established by Justice Story s decision in 1842. That

case l was the beginning of one of the most dramatic struggles

1 16 Peters i (1842) . Justice Robert H. Jackson has told the story in his article,

&quot;The Rise and Fall o Swift v. Tyson: a Dramatic Episode,&quot;
in the Am. Bar Assn.
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set down in a treatise on &quot;the Ports of the Sea&quot; by Sir Matthew

Hale, &quot;Britain s Chief Justice . . . of a quarter-millennium

ago,&quot;
has set the rule which, we use as one of the legal tests for

the regulation of our economy.
3 Holmes did as much as any

other legal thinker to blast the authority of this dogma.

Holmes, J., dissenting:

We fear to grant power and are unwilling to recognize it when

it exists. The states very generally have stripped jury trials of one

of their most important characteristics by forbidding judges to ad

vise the jury upon the facts (Graham v. United States, 231 U. S. 474.,

480) , and when legislatures are held to be authorized to do any

thing considerably affecting public welfare it is covered by apologetic

phrases like the police power, or the statement that the business con

cerned has been dedicated to a public use. The former expression

is convenient, to be sure, to conciliate the mind to something that

needs explanation: the fact that the constitutional requirement of

compensation when property is taken cannot be pressed to its

grammatical extreme; that property rights may be taken for public

purposes without pay if you do not take too much; that some play
must be allowed to the joints if the machine is to work. But police

power often is used in a wide sense to cover and, as I said, apologize
for the general power of the legislature to make a part of the com

munity uncomfortable by a change.
I do not believe in such apologies. I think the proper course is to

recognize that a State legislature can do whatever it sees fit to do

unless it is restrained by some express prohibition in the Constitu

tion of the United States or of the State, and that courts should be

careful not to extend such prohibitions beyond their obvious mean

ing by reading into them conceptions of public policy that the par
ticular court may happen to entertain. Coming down to the case

before us I think, as I intimated in Adkins v. Cliildrcn s Hospital,
that the notion that a business is clothed with a public interest and

8 The doctrine came into American law chiefly through Chief Justice Wake s

opinion in Munn v. Illinois in 1876, but Waite had no inkling of the uses to

which it would later be put. See the discussion of Waitc in Frankfurter, The.

Commerce Clause under Marshall, Taney, and Waite (1937) 83-91. Holmes was

probably right in his dismissal of the doctrine, given its later history. But I

tend to agree with a recent writer that Chief Justice Waite did have in mind
somefhintT botb valid and mnfrmnd hm Hun l:tfpr rlprismnc rlictnrr/^l it Q.n
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has been devoted to the public use is little more than a fiction in

tended to beautify what is disagreeable to the sufferers. The truth

seems to me to be that, subject to compensation when compensation
is due, the legislature may [orbid or restrict any business when it

has a sufficient force of public opinion behind it. Lotteries were

thought useful adjuncts of the State a century or so ago; now they

are believed to be immoral and they have been stopped. Wine has

been thought good for man from the time of the Apostles until

recent years. But when public opinion changed it did not need

the Eighteenth Amendment, notwithstanding the Fourteenth, to

enable a State to say that the business should end. Muglcr v. Kansas,

123 U. S. 623. What has happened to lotteries and wine might

happen to theaters in some moral storm of the future, not because

theaters were devoted to a public use, but because people had come
to think that way.
But if we are to yield to fashionable conventions, it seems to

me that theaters arc as much devoted to public use as anything
well can be. We have not that respect for art that is one of the

glories of France. But to many people the superfluous is the neces

sary, and it seems to me that government docs not go beyond its

sphere in attempting to make life livable Cor them. I am far from

saying that I think this particular law a wise and rational provision.
That is not my affair. If the people of the State of New York speak

ing by the authorized voice say that they want it, I see nothing in

the Constitution of the United States to prevent their having their

will.

&quot;PURE USURPATION AND SUBTLE
FALLACY&quot;

Black and White Taxicab Co. v. Drown and Yellow Taxicab Co.

276 U. S. 518, 532 (1928)

Not the least of Holmcs s achievements as a judge was the

part he played in Ike overthrow of the doctrine of Swift v.

Tyson, established by Justice Story s decision in
iS&amp;lt;[2.

Tliat

case 1 was the beginning of one of lha most dramatic struggles
1 16 Pclcrs i (1842) . Justice Robert H. Jackson lias told th6 story in liis article,

&quot;The Rise and Fall oC Siuill v. Tyson: a Dramatic Episode,&quot; in the Am. liar Assn.
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in American legal history. Holmes had a major liand in the

struggle, although he did not live to witness its ending.

The Constitution gave the federal courts jurisdiction over

suits between citizens of different states. But the courts were

faced with the problem of what law they would apply. In

Swift v. Tyson Justice Story held that on matters of commer

cial law the decisions of the state courts were not binding on

the federal courts, and in the absence of statute the latter could

use their own judgment in interpreting the rules of the com

mon law that were to be applied. The result was the building

up of what has sometimes been called a
&quot;federal

common
law&quot; used by the federal courts. But the result was also a

conflict between decisions on non-statutory matters by the state

courts and decisions by the federal courts on the same mat

ters and often in the same states. As Justice Jackson puts it,

&quot;the independence of the federal courts created conflict in the

name of uniformity.&quot;
With the rise of the powerful corpora

tions the problem took on an increased economic meaning. As

Professor (now Justice) Frankfurter once emphasized, a cor

poration chartered in a state other than where it was sued

could on the ground of diversity of citizenship remove cases to

the federal courts where the expenses of trial were more oner

ous or where the &quot;federal common law&quot; doctrine was more

favorable.
2 And there was an implication also for political

power: in matters like insurance, where the Court denied Con

gress the right to legislate, it was itself legislating by building

up a body of federal common law.

Holmes made his first attack on the doctrine of Swift v.

Tyson in a dissenting opinion in Kuhn v. Fairmont Coal Co.8

I have just dissented in a case [he writes Pollock in 1910]
where four judges to three have decided that the United
States Courts were not bound to follow a State decision as [to]
the effect of a deed of coal in the State. They follow an
established though very fishy principle started by Story, that

in general commercial law the U. S. Courts would follow
their own judgment, non obstant decisions of the State as to

2 Felix Frankfurter, &quot;Distribution of Judicial Power between United States and
State Courts,&quot; 13 Cornell Law Quarterly 400. KSK.
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transactions wilhin it. ... They say we must use our inde

pendent, judgment. I reply, as to what? The State: law. Hut

the State judge s and the State legislature s make the Suite

law we don t and . . . we have had lo rcrogni/f in other

cases the law-making I lmctions ! ihe judges. 1 think I

punched a hole in their bottom, I hough a very keen man

might require a little 1 urthcr analysis than I thought expedient
to go into as against old Ilarlan who simply rolled ofl the

cases.*

In Ilint case Unimex spoke bluntly of &quot;I/it&quot; uncertainly and

vacillation of the theory upon whuh Swill c. Tyson and the

later extensions of its doctrine, have proceeded,&quot;
unil ended hy

Mining that the doctrine
stof&amp;gt;

&quot;when we etmie to n kind of case

Ihdt, hy nature and necessity, is peciiliaily lottil,&quot; Justices

White and iMeKenna joined him in his dissent.

In
/&amp;lt;;/?

Holmes got another t future to fires* the somewhat

aiialngoitx question o{ state jurisdiction ns against the ad

miralty jurisdiction n[ the Supreme Court. \Yliul was invoiced

wax a dine of death hy injury on a gangplank between filer and
vessel Southern Pacific Co. v. Jensen.

a \ ew York .\tiuftttt to

afiftly its workmen s rowpensation law, hut ftntite Miliry-
iiuldx s ofn nioii held that the federal Courts had admiralty

jurisdiction, which excluded the state / . Holmes dissented

vigiirnitsly. l\Iaritime linn, lie said, is &quot;a eery limited hodv of

mstnmx and. orilinanees of the sea. . . , / recognize witlimit

hesitation that judges do and must Irgixlate, hut they can do xo

only interstiliallv; they are confined from molar to moieitilar

motions.&quot; And he ^oes on; &quot;From the often repented .statement

that there is no common law of the United State s . , . the

natural inference is that in the silence of Ctntfrrrix thh ttnttt

has believed the i-ery limited law of the sea to he .sttfiplenientrd

here as hi England hy the common law, and that here lhat

means, hy the etimtnnn law of the stale, , , , The totnmnn law

is not (i brooding nrnnifiresetife in the sky, (nil the articulate

voice of same sovereign or
qiiaisi-s oiiereign that tan he identi

fied; althnngh some detisiotis with which I have disagreed neem
to me to hat e forgotten that fact&quot; And this time Unimex
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found joining him three other justices Pitney, Brandeis, and

Clarke in his dissent.

In 7927 came the Black and White Taxicab case, with an

unusually flagrant instance of the resort to federal diversity

jurisdiction to avoid established state law. The Kentucky de

cisions made exclusive taxi concessions at railroad stations

invalid on grounds of public policy. The owners of the Brown

and Yellow Taxicab Company had therefore dissolved it as a

Kentucky corporation, reincorporated it in Tennessee, and

got a new contract for the concession. They sued the Black

and White Company to prevent interference with their con

tract and were upheld by the courts. Justice Butler, speaking

for the majority, not only stuck to Swift v . Tyson but expanded
its application to areas where it had not earlier been applied.

Holmes again dissented, this time joined by Justices Brandeis

and Stone. Over the course of years he had done something to

influence a number of Justices White, McKcnna, Pitney,

Clarke, Brandeis, Stone to his view, but of these only the

last-named two we.re on the Court in 1928.

There is an interesting exchange of correspondence between

Holmes and Pollock on this case, which should be consulted in

full in the Holmes-Pollock Letters. Here there is space for

only a few passages. Holmes writes Pollock first how excited

he is about the case and explains the prevailing doctrine.

I say that this is a pure usurpation founded on a subtle

fallacy. They say the question is a question of the common
law and that they must decide what the common law is. I hit

this once in a dissent by saying that the common law is not

a brooding omnipresence in the sky. The question of what
is the law of Massachusetts or of Louisiana is a matter that

Mass, or La. has a right to determine for itself, and that

being so, the voice of the state should be obeyed as well when
it speaks through its Supreme Court as it would if it spoke
through its Legislature. It all comes from Story in Swift v.

Tyson . . . The decision was unjustifiable in theory but did
no great harm when confined to what Story dealt with, but
under the influence of Bradley, Harlan, et al. it now has

assumed the form that upon questions of the general law the
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U. S. courts must decide for themselves of course expressing
a desire to follow the state courts if they can. I doubt if I can

carry a majority, for the tradition is old, and some ex-circuit

judges will not have forgotten the arrogant assumption to

which they have been accustomed. This of course strictly be

tween ourselves. . . .

It ruoiild be interesting to seek the sources for Holmes s

strong convictions on this score. He was interested in the

workings of the federal system, and was probably irritated at

the wasteful, confused way in whicli. one of the most delicate

problems of federal-state adjustments was handled. There is

some evidence that Holmcs s view on this matter goes back

with consistency to the notes in his edition of Kent s Com
mentaries in the early iSjo s. Moreover he had a strong sense

of localism and a feeling for organic continuities. There is, for

example, an interesting passage in his opinion in Jackman v.

Rosenbaum Co.7 where there was a question of invalidating
the rule of a state court on parly walls: &quot;The Fourteenth

Amendment, itself a historical product, did not destroy history

for the states and substitute mechanical compartments of law

all exactly alike. . . . In a case, involving local history . . ,

we should be slow to overrule the decision of Courts steeped
in the local tradition.&quot; Moreover, as one who had himself
been a state Supreme Court judge he resented the &quot;arrogant

assumption&quot; behind the rule of Swift v. Tyson; and as one who

preached and practised judicial tolerance of state action, he

was as loath to override a state judiciary as a state legislature.

But beyond all these considerations was the fact that Holmes s

whole conception of law as nothing more pretentious than

the prediction, or record, of what courts do in fad made him

object to tlie notion of a transcendent body of common, law

hanging in the federal air.

Like his best opinions generally, the one below seems there

fore to have come from his deepest convictions, and is written

with candor and fire. No great humanitarian issues had been

involved: but Holmes s whole sense of legal craftsmanship had
been invoked. Emerson had once told him in his youth,
&quot;When you strike at a kins, you must kill him.&quot; Swift v. Tvson
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had a regal position in American law. Holmes struck Intnl. lie

did not kill it, but the wounds he inflicted weakened it rn&amp;lt;-

cially. Ten years after the Black and Whin- Taxi caxr. the

Supreme Court, in Erie R. R. Co. v. Tompkins,&quot; .v/;fA i

through Justice Bmndeis, delihemtelv tind clenrlv overruled

Swift v. Tyson and its century of estahlished doctrine.

This has not, however, entirely mnlvrd the /m//n/i. ]] hile

the federal courts can no longer full hncfi on the mute/it nf n

federal common law, the slate courts httt&amp;gt;e
l&amp;gt;y

tin inenm n tlenr

guide to their own common law. Mule judge* often /mi/ru tn

respect their own precedents lint actually ignore them l&amp;gt;v the

familiar process of differentiating them. l tnfr.\\nr Thtitnits

Reed Powell has raised the qiirsliini whether the federal mints

should not, in reviewing slate court n/Jiuidin, &amp;lt;tnnl\tc the

validity of the instances of differentiation and sift the i-ttlid

from the invalid.

Holmes, J., dissenting:

This is a suit brought by the respondent, thf Brown and Yel

low Taxical) and Transfer Company, a&amp;lt; plaintill to prevent the

petitioner, the Black and While Taxicah mid Transfer Company,
from interfering with the carrying nut ot a contract between the

plaintiff and the other defendant, the Louisville 1 and Nashville

Railroad Company, Tlie plaintilt is a rorporatinn f TeniifM.ee. It

had a predecessor of the same name which was a torporaiinit of Ken

tucky. Knowing that the courts of Kentucky held (oiiitacis of the

kind in question invalid and that the mum of the t niu-d States

maintained them as valid, a faintly that owned thr Kentucky cor

poration procured the incorporation of the plaintiff atul caused the

other to be dissolved after conveying all thr corporate pwjriy to

the plaintiff. The new Tennessee corporation thru prom-ded to

make with the Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company the

contract above-mentioned, by which the railroad company gave to

it exclusive privileges in the station ground*, and two months
later the Tennessee corporation brought tlm wit. The Circuit

Court of Appeals, affirming a decree of the Disirlte (knirt, granted
an injunction and upheld this contract. It rxprwly rrttgnurd that

the decisions of the Kentucky court* held that in Kentucky a rail-
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of general luw, ii went its own way regardless of the Courts of this

Siatr. if,
I

1

. (ad) ,vi|.

The Chctiit C limit of Appeals had sn considerable a tradition

In-hind it in de&amp;lt; idin^ ;is ii did. that if I did nm regard \\w. case us

exceptional 1 shmild not ie-el wai ianted in presenting tny own
convictions again alter having staled (hem in Knlin v. Fairtntint

Cutil (. .. si i
I&quot;. -V ;t|t| Hiu ilie question is iinportnut and in nvy

opinion lite prexailiiiK dutiiine has been accepted upon a subtle

fallacy ih;ii nexer has lieen analx/eil. 11 I am right the fallacy

has resulted in an oiuonsiituiiniutl assumption of powers by the

courts of the United Suues uln ih no lapse oi lime or respectable ar

ray of opinion should make us hesitate 10 ronc-t t. Tlieu-fore I think

ii pmper to stale- u-hai I ihink lite fallacy is. The often repealed

proposition
of this and the- lower mints is tliat the parties tire en-

tilled to inde|triuleni jtidKUtrut on inaiieis of ^e-neial law. Hy that

phrase i^ inraiii niatteis that atr nm guveined by any law of the

United State-* m lv ;nv statute e&amp;gt;[ the -State matters that in States

other th.HI Inm.t.io.t &amp;gt;ne gmeint-d in most u-spc-tis by wluu is

called die tommun i.av. It is through tint phrase that what I think

the fiilluev lowo in.

HMiks vvriiun abmn am Inamh of the common law treat it an

a unit, cite eawt hum this C.oiiit, limn the (artnil Court of Ap
p-aK, from the stiiie Ciuuts, Itmn I- upland and the* Colonies of

KtifjUmd iiidiMiimituiclv. and uititi/e them us light or wrong
nceorditiK t ihr \vtiiei\ niiitiint of a lin^le throiy. It In very hard

to ITMM the impiewietii iluii iltnr i\ one unjust c orpin, to under-

stand which lr,uh is the only i.nk of any conn concerned. If

there wnr Miih a tijUMrndeiHat IMKJV &amp;lt;f law outride of any par
ticular State but cililiKJinrv uithin it nnlew and ntiiil thangecl by
statute, the Cmm-) uf ihc- t nitrd Sciir^ wight be right in using

their iwlrpmdrm jntlgiuriu a* 10 what it wan. Hut there is no

itich tHiilv o( law, I he falhitv .utti Jllntion that 1 think exht con^iat

in
*4i|!jHr&amp;gt;im;,

that tiien- i*. (hit uni^idr thing to be (mind. Lnw h a

wortl uvc I with dilfrtrnt jnr.iniu}|. Inn liiw in the -nw in which

count s|-3k f it ielay t\w\ not rxUt witlunit some delinite au

tluiriiy hrhiitil it I he rammon law w far a* it ii enforced in a

.Htatr, whether t,dlret tumnin taw or not, fa not the common law
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system previously in force. Boquillas Cattle Co. v. Curtis, 213 U. S.

339&amp;gt; 345- But a general adoption of it does not prevent the State

courts from refusing to follow the English decisions upon a matter

where local conditions are different. Wear v. Kansas, 245 U. S. 154,

156, 157. It may be changed by statute, Baltimore fr Ohio R. R. Co.

v. Baugh, 149 U. S. 368, 378, as is done every day. It may be de

parted from deliberately by judicial decisions, as with regard to

water rights, in States where the common law generally prevails.

Louisiana is a living proof that it need not be adopted at all. (I

do not know whether under the prevailing doctrine we should

regard ourselves as authorities upon the general law of Louisiana su

perior to those trained in the system.) Whether and how far and

in what sense a rule shall be adopted whether called common law

or Kentucky law is for the State alone to decide.

If within the limits of the Constitution a State should declare

one of the disputed rules of general law by statute there would

be no doubt of the duty of all courts to bow, whatever their private

opinions might be. Mason v. United States, 260 U. S. 545, 555. Gulf

Refining Co. v. United States, 269 U. S. 125, 137. I see no reason

why it should have less effect when it speaks by its other voice. See

Benedict v. Ratner, 268 U. S. 353, Sim v. Edenborn, 242 U.S. 131.

If a State Constitution should declare that on all matters o general
law the decisions of the highest Court should establish the law

until modified by statute or by a later decision of the same Court,

I do not perceive how it would be possible for a Court of the

United States to refuse to follow what the State Court decided in

that domain. But when the constitution of a State establishes a

Supreme Court it by implication docs make that declaration as

clearly as if it had said it in express words, so far as it is not in

terfered with by the superior power of the United States. The

Supreme Court of a State does something more than make a

scientific inquiry into a fact outside of and independent of it. It

says with an authority that no one denies, except when a citizen

of another State is able to invoke an exceptional jurisdiction, that

thus the law is and shall be. Whether it be said to make or to de

clare the law, it deals with the law of the State with equal authority
however its function may be described.

Mr. Justice Story in Swift v. Tyson, 16 Peters i, evidently under
the tacit domination of the fallacy to which I have referred, devotes
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laws nf tin1 several States shall he regarded as rules of decision in

:rials at common law in Courts of the United Stales, An exaniina-

ion of the original document hy a most competent hand has

iliown that Mr. Justin- Story prohahly was wrong if anyone is in-

crested to inquire what the framcts of the instrument meant.

J7 llnrt iirtl /((re Het-lew. .\\\
at pp. Hi-8H. Hut this question is

leeper than that; it is a question of the authority hy which certain

(articular acts, here the giant of exclusive privileges in a railroad

itaiion, ate governed. In mv opinion the authority and the only

mthorhy is the State, and if that he so. the voice adopted hy the

State as its own should utter the last word. I should leave .S nu/7 v.

T\.ni undisturhed, as I indicated in Kulin v. Fnirmniit dual Co.,

(tit I would not allow it to spread the assumed dominion into new
ields.

lit view of what I have- said it is not necessary for nit1 in give
iuhordinaie or ttai lower reasons for my ((pinion that the decision

(flow should he levcrsed. Hut there are adequate reasons short of

,vhat I think should he rccogni/cd. This is a question concerning
:he lawful use of land in Kentucky hy a corporation chartered hy

Kentucky. The polity of Kentucky with regard to it has heen

iettled in Kentucky for more than thirty-five years. MrC.iiiinrll v.

t

rtligti, i| Kv,
|li?,. (iHija.) Kven under the rule that 1 comhat. it

HIS he-en leiogni/e d that a settled line of State decisions was eon-

lusive to esuhlish ; jule of properly or the public policy of ihc

itate. Unrtffinl 1-hr liiMiratite Co. v. C.hiniga, Milwaukee 6&quot; ,S7.

fVi/ Itv. (. &amp;lt;i., t7f, I!. S, i)i, icio. I shtdild have snpposc-d that what

iiritngc-mc iii ) could 01 could not he made for the use- of a piece
(J land wai a puirly local question, ott which, if on anything, the

State should lune its own way and lite State coin Is should he

:akru to drclair what the State wilK. See especially Smith A/id-

t tnijirr (In. v, MttittHiily, jjj( U. S. a^7, a.ji.

TIIK CASK OF THF. POISONED POOL

United ?int C&quot;n. v. Jiritt

ar,H II. S. a(iH (ujsa)

tt..l... ^. _ ..i. . ...- . .. .1 I ,.; ....I ^
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category of &quot;attractive nuisance&quot; cases. Two children, aged eight

and eleven, died o] swimming in a pool of water which had be

come poisoned with sulphuric acid. The pool was on the de

fendant s land, and he knew of the state of the pool. Holmes

wrote the opinion of the Court, holding the defendant not

liable.

There was a dissenting opinion by Justice Clarke, in which

Chief Justice Taft and Justice Day joined. The dissent charges

Holmes with substituting for the &quot;humane&quot; doctrine of the

federal courts the &quot;hard&quot; or &quot;Draconian&quot; doctrine of the Massa

chusetts courts. Justice Clarke emphasized that it was a hot

summer day, that the pool looked clear and attractive, that there

was no fence around it and several paths leading to it, and that

there was a highway near by. He leaned heavily upon the two

leading cases in the field, generally known as the &quot;turntable

cases&quot; the Stout case and the McDonald case,
1 both of which

Holmes mentions and seeks to distinguish from the present case.

Justice Clarke argued that a doctrine which put the risks upon
adult trespassers did not apply here, and that allowance had to

be made for the &quot;instincts and habitual conduct of children of

tender
years.&quot;

While Holmes professes in this opinion not to overrule the

turntable cases, there can be little question that he modifies the

earlier doctrine considerably. The earlier doctrine used as a

standard for liability the question whether the children s pres

ence and injury were foreseeable. Holmes insists that this doc

trine must be very cautiously applied, and holds that under the

present facts there was no implied license or invitation for the

children to enter the pool. His decision pleased his friend Pol

lock, who wrote that it
&quot;gave

a timely check to the persistent

attempts made through a long course of years to deny, in effect,

that a child below the. age of discretion can in any circum

stances be a
trespasser.&quot;

2
It is difficult, however, not to agree

with a law-review comment on the case, that &quot;this substitution

1 For comment on these cases, ns also on the present case, see Manley O. Hudson,
&quot;The Turntable Cases in the Federal Courts, 36 HLR 826-857 (1923). An
earlier survey of these cases by Jeremiah Smith, &quot;Liability of Landowners to

Children Entering without Permission,&quot; 11 HLR (1898) 349-434, has frequent
references to Holmes s earlier article on

&quot;Privilege, Malice, and Liability,&quot; and
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case, &quot;cutting the turn table rases (children Intrt when playing
on them) down to somewhat more fireciae limits. iWy brother
Chtrfie uttered ti larmo\anl dissent that seemed to inc. more sen
timent and rhetoric titan reasoning. Init the C. f. and Day
agreed with him. ! cannot Init susfiect, tut misruling of tlie.ir

twit.&quot;* fli&amp;gt;lme.\ \hows here the characteristic detachment from
&quot;humanitarian&quot; toiisiiterations tin wlricli he jirided himself.
One need not i/unrrel with him on thut score, Nci crthelt ss he
is often In two sellout triticisnis i/nite ajxirt fioin the tinestion

o( InnntinilnriiiiiiMit. lie himacH often stated th/it in border
line rn.\e.\ under (he common lnit&amp;lt; tlie function of the fittlffe wus
to nitihe tnticiilnle the sncitil mines on which his decision

tnrneil. In this mse Holmes leaned toward the /irotcction of
the

l&amp;gt;rn[ierl\
owner ns a .wdal rnlue, lather than Imvnrtl the in

tern! which the (ommitnitv hns in [iwlectiiiff the children in

their free tiinl nnlnrtd int finises lowtrd jilny. The second criti

cism is that et-en in technical legal terms Holmes was not righl.

Although he often jnotested n^tiinst the iden of a
&quot;general&quot;

common law Mifteritir to the dor trine he.ld hy the Xuprftix:
Court of the [inrtititlnr slnle, he here overturned the ruling of
the Kansas courts and substituted for it, the common-law rul

ing associated with the Massadnisetts courts,

Holmes, J,, for die Court:

Tim is a suit brought liy ilir rcspondcuis agaiiisi the petitioner
to rct ovi-r for the tleatli of iwti cJiilctren, sons of the rt .spoiuleius,

The facts that feu the purposes of decision we .shall assume to

have bmi proved are ihese. The petitioner owned a tract of

alioia twenty at res in the outskirts of the town of lola, Kansas,

Formerly it had ilierr a plant for the making of sulphuric acid

and /hit speller. In itjio it tore the buildings down hut led a

basement and cellar, in which in July, ijjifi, water was accumu
lated, dear in appearance but in fact dangerously poisoned by

sulphuric acid and /inc stdphate that had come in one way or

another from the petitioner s works, as the petitioner knew. The

fl

&amp;lt;|fi
Hl.R (t$u) 1 13, TJtU wrttw tl;iy (a rejiracnt {fie trend of cammentnry.

4 II 1 ,
il:i|-.&amp;lt; (M.mli yt]
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respondents had been travelling, and encamped at some distance

from this place. A travelled way passed within 120 or 100 feet of it.

On July 27, 1916, the children, who were eight and eleven years

old, came upon the petitioner s land, went into the water, were

poisoned and died. The petitioner saved the question whether it

coulcl be held liable. At the trial the judge instructed the jury that

if the water looked clear but in fact was poisonous and thus the

children were allured to it the petitioner was liable. The respond

ents got a verdict and judgment, which was affirmed by the Circuit

Court of Appeals. . . .

Union Pacific Ry. Co. v. McDonald, 152 U. S. 262, and kindred

cases, were relied upon as leading to the result, and perhaps there is

language in that and in Sioux City and Pacific Ry. Co. v. Stout, 17

Wall, 657, that might seem to justify it; but the doctrine needs very

careful statement not to make an unjust and impracticable require

ment. If the children had been adults they would have had no case.

They would have been trespassers and the owner of the land would

have owed no duty to remove even hidden danger; it would have

been entitled to assume that they would obey the law and not tres

pass. The liability for spring guns and mantraps arises from the

fact that the defendant has not rested on that assumption, but on

the contrary has expected the trespasser and prepared an injury that

is no more justified than if he had held the gun and fired it. ...

Infants have no greater right to go upon other people s land than

adults, and the mere fact that they are infants imposes no duty upon
the landowners to expect them and to prepare for their safety. On
the other hand the duty of one who invites another upon his land

not to lead him into a trap is well settled, and while it is very plain

that temptation is not invitation, it may be held that knowingly
to establish and expose, unfenced, to children of an age when they

follow a bait as mechanically as a fish, something that is certain to

attract them, has the legal effect of an invitation to them although
not to an adult. But the principle if accepted must be very cau

tiously applied.
In Railroad Co. v. Stout, 17 Wall. 657, the well-known case of a

boy injured on a turntable, it appeared that children had played

there before to the knowledge of employees of the railroad, and, in

view of that fact and the situation of the turntable near a road with-

rtlit \ricJV\lrt c/ar-iova f-irn if coonnc t rt \-\ti\rt* Konn nucnmn/ l IAM I lirm I miirn
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was as strong ;i cast- as would IK: likely u&amp;gt; occur of maintaining a

known temptation, where temptation takes the place of. invitation.

A license was implied and liability for a danger not manifest to a

child was declared in the very similar case of Cnulm v. Midland
(imit ]\ ( xtcrii Ry. &amp;lt;&amp;gt;[

Ireland
[ioo&amp;lt;) |,

A.C. aacj.

In (he case at bar it is at least doubtful whether the water could

be seen from any place where the children lawfully were and there

is no evidence that it was what led them to enter the land. Hut that

is necessary in start the supposed duty. There can be no general

duty on the part of a landowner to keep his land safe for children,

or even free from hidden dangers, if he lias not directly or by

implication invited or licensed them to come there. The difficulties

in die way of implying a license are adverted to in Cliriiery v.

Filclihitrg II. R, Go,, ifici Mass, att, sis, but need not be considered

here, It does not appear that children were in the habit of going
lo i he place; so thai foundation also fails.

Union I ncifir li\. Co. v. iMcDtintild, 15 a U. S. afm, is less in point.

There a liny was burned by falling into burning coal slack close

by the side of a path on which he was running homeward from

other boys who had frightened him. It hardly appears lhai he was

a trespasser and the path suggests an invitation; at all events boys

habitually resorted in the place where he was, Also the defendant

was under a statutory duty to fence the place sufficiently to keep
out caiile. The decision is very far from establishing that the peti

tioner is liable for poisoned water not bordering a road, not shown

to have been the inducement that led the children to trespass, if

in any event the law would deem it sufficient lo excuse their going

there, and not shown to have been the indirect inducement because

known to the children lo be frequented by others. It is suggested

that the roads across the place were invitations. A road is not, an

invitation to leave it elsewhere than at its end,

DEATH AT A RAILROAD CROSSING
Baltimore tnitl Ohio Rnilrntul Co. v. Gnmlninn

yjrt
II. .S. (if) (19117)
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law. It is a fairly typical railroad crossing case, bringing up the

issue of contributory negligence by the deceased, whose widow

was suing the railroad. While many commentators have ques~

tinned the actual decision at which Holmes arrived, it is even

more striking that the Court should have revieiued the case at

all, since it involved no federal right. One can scarcely escape

the conclusion that Holmes was seeking to lay down a rule for

future cases a rule which was quite uncompromising in the

standard of care which it imposed on. the motorist at a railroad

crossing, since he had to stop, get out of the car, look around,

get back into the car, and drive on. Judge Cuthberl Pound has

remarked that this is a burdensome standard to impose on a

&quot;reasonable man,&quot;
1 and this is all the more serious as Holmes

usually sought to base his general rules not on legal logic but on

current experience.

Another aspect of the case is of interest. Holmes usually

hesitated about laying down rigid, standards for future conduct,

and preferred to let the succession of cases
&quot;prick

out a line.&quot;

Yet here, although he admits that questions of due care should

generally be left to the jury, he insists that &quot;we are dealing with.

a standard of conduct, and when it is clear it should be laid

down once for all by the courts.&quot; He was -following here some

earlier notions expressed in his book, The Common Law,
2

that mixed questions of law and fact could be formulated as

definite standards. Nevertheless here too the weight of legal

opinion regards this as unduly inflexible.

The decision aroused considerable discussion not only in the

legal press but in the lay newspapers as well,&quot; and a debate

ensued as to what tlie effects would be both on crossing accidents

and on motoring. Holmes, of course, cared nothing for such

discussion. But if he thought that his decision would, have any

appreciable effect on the rulings of either the federal or state

courts, he was doomed to disappointment. The states refused
to follow the new federal rule, either flatly or by distinguishing
it. Thus the reason usually advanced for the creation of a.

&quot;gen-

*Book Review 14 HLR. (1931) 1303-1304.
2 The Common Law (1881) , 188-125.
8 See for example, the New York Times, Nov. i, 1927, p. i, p. 26, and Feb. zg,

1938, p. 8.
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eral&quot; common law by tlie federal courts Hint it makes for

uniformity throughout the nation did not hold here.*

Amidst the chorus of criticism, tliere was at leant one. voice of

praise that o[ Pollock. &quot;The man,&quot; he wrote Holmes, &quot;ran

into tin 1 train at least as much as the. train ran into the man.&quot;
5

And he commented later that the decision would &quot;remind, every

man who drives or walks over a grade crossing that he. must

slop for the train, not tlie train fur him, . . . Why this decision

surprised anyone I cannot understand.&quot;
&quot; Tlie surprise, of

course, [lows not so much from llolmes s actual decision as

from his enunciation of a rigid rule, where it was not necessary,

and especially from his willingness to overrule, the state court

and convert into federal common law a social logic so vague
that it came close to being a &quot;brooding omnipresence in the

sky.&quot;

Holmes, J.,
for the- Court:

This is a suit brought, by the widow and administratrix of Nathan
Goodman against the. petitioner for causing his death by running
him down at a grade crossing. The defence: is that Goodman s own

negligence caused the death. At the trial the defendant asked the

Court to direct a verdict for it, but the request and others looking
to the same direction were refused, and the plaint ilf got a verdict

and a judgment which was affirmed by the Circuit Court of Appeals.
Goodman was driving an automobile truck in an easterly direc

tion and was killed by a train running southwesterly across the:

road ni a rate of not less than fio miles an hour. The line was

straight but it is .said by the respondent, that Goodman &quot;had no

practical view&quot; beyond a .section house; a-ijj feet north of tlie crews-

ing until he was about uo feet from the first rail, or, as the respondent

argues, la fe-e:t from clanger, and that then the engine was still

obscured by the section house. He had been driving at the: rate: of

10 or ia miles an hour, but had cut down his rate to
r,

or fi miles

at about
,je&amp;gt;

feet from the crossing. It is thought that there was an

For an exeelleni review of the stale derisions awl legislation after T-Tolmci i

opinion, CP the Ntiie in .|j III.R (IIJH) iatt-t,is. Tills is ilmrply trlilnil of

Holme* * whole opinion miti JIVHH hilt--, it with the rule in Swift v. Tynan, u mig-
which probably hortifiecl him If he mid it.

II I . Iliau n.in. ta. mam .
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emergency in which, so far as appears, Goodman did all that he

could.

We do not go into further details as to Goodman s precise situa

tion, beyond mentioning that it was daylight and that he was

familiar with the crossing, for it appears to us plain that nothing
is suggested by the evidence to relieve Goodman from responsibility

for his own death. When a man goes upon a railroad track he

Icnows that he goes to a place where he will be killed if a train comes

upon him before he is clear of the track. He knows that he must

stop for the train not the train stop for him. In such circumstances it

seems to us that if a driver cannot be sure otherwise whether a train

is dangerously near he must stop and get out of his vehicle, although

obviously he will not often be required to do more than to stop and

look. It seems to us that if he relies upon not hearing the train or

any signal and takes no further precaution he does so at his own
risk. If at the last moment Goodman found himself in an emergency
it was his own fault that he did not reduce his speed earlier or come

to a stop. It is true as said in Flannelly v. Delaware and Hudson Co.

225 U. S. 597, 603, that the question of due care very generally is left

to the jury. But we are dealing with a standard of conduct, and

when the standard is clear it should be laid down once for all by
the Courts. See Southern Pacific Co. \. Berkshire, 254 U. S. 415, 417

4 9-

CIRCUS LITHOGRAPHS AND
ORIGINALITY

Bleistein v. Donaldson Lithographing Company
188 U. S. 239 (1903)

Holmes s opinions on copyright are among his most interest

ing, even though not of world-shaking importance. It was

probably because, among the. various types of property thai it

was the junction of the law to protect, he cared most deeply
about the property in which a man had most directly fused

his effort and creativeness. Nevertheless, he understood also

the tyranny over society that a copyright might represent.

The Bleistein case is of interest chiefly because it gave
Holmes a chance to write on a subject very close to his heart
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essay on Albrecht I Hirer; and from K)IJ on there, are. frequent

references in his letters to his habil of picking up etchings

cheaply whenever he could: for Holmes ions a collector of

sorts, The relish wilh which in tlic Bleistein case he refers to

the etcliings o[ Rembrandt and Goya and quotes from Ruskin

on drawing is an expression of his lifelong interest.

Ihtl the decision goes beyond that personal absorption.
The ground for overruling the. lower court in the present, case

is that it had construed originality in art loo narrowly.
1 From

Ilolmes s
inewj&amp;gt;oint &amp;gt;

tliis made the. court vulnerable on two

scores: it had arrogated to itself the function of judgment in a

field in which it was not competent; and it had denied artistic

merit to cheap circus lithographs merely because they were in

tended for mass consumption. Along with his often expressed
sense of the loneliness of the task of the creative worker,

Holmes did not make the. mistake of thinking of art only
as related to an elite. Thus in this decision he was able to

fuse his principles nf judicial tolerance and self-restraint with

liis conception of the. nature and sources of art.

Holmes, J.,
for the Court:

This case comes here from the United Slates circuit court of

appeals for the sixth circuit by writ of error . . . Tt. is an ac

tion brought by the plaintiffs in error to recover the penalties

prescribed for infringements of copyrights. . . , The alleged in

fringements consisted in the copying in reduced form of three

chromolithographs prepared by employees of the plaintiffs for

advertisements of a circus owned by one Wallace, Each of (he

three contained a portrait of Wallace in the corner, and lettering

bearing some slight relation to the scheme of decoration, indicating

the subject of the design and the fact that the reality was to be

seen at the circus, One of the designs was of an ordinary ballet,

one of a number of men ant! women, described as the Si irk family,

performing on bicycles, and one of groups of men and women
whitened to represent statues. The circuit court directed a verdict

for the defendant on the ground (hat the chromolithographs were

1
fimlre Italian wtoir a dlMcnt upholding the lower conn, in which Justice
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not within the protection of the copyright law, and this ruling was

sustained by the circuit court of appeals. Courier Lithographing
Co. v. Donaldson Lithographing Co., 44 C. C. A. 296.

There was evidence warranting the inference that the designs

belonged to the plaintiffs, they having been produced by persons

employed and paid by the plaintiffs in their establishment to make

those very things. ... It fairly might be found, also, that the

copyrights were taken out in the proper names. One of them was

taken out in the name of the Courier Lithographing Company.
The former was the name of an incorporated joint-stock associa

tion formed under the laws of New York (Laws of 1894, chap.

235) , and made up of that name. . . .

Finally, there was evidence that the pictures were copyrighted
before publication. There may be a question whether the use

by the defendant for Wallace was not lawful within the terms of

the contract with Wallace, or a more general one as to what rights

the plaintiff reserved. But we cannot pass upon these questions as

matter of law; they will be for the jury when the case is tried

again, and therefore we come at once to the ground of decision in

the courts below. That ground was not found in any variance be

tween pleading and proof, such as was put forward in argument,
but in the nature and purpose of the designs.

We shall do no more than mention the suggestion that painting
and engraving, xinless for a mechanical end, are not among the

useful arts, the progress of which Congress is empowered by the

Constitution to promote. The Constitution does not limit the use

ful to that which satisfies immediate bodily needs. Burrow-Giles

Lithographing Co. v. Sarony, 111 U. S. 53. It is obvious also that

the plaintiff s case is not affected by the fact, if it be one, that the

pictures represent actual groups visible things. They seem from

the testimony to have been composed from hints or description,

not from sight of a performance. But even if they had been drawn

from the life, that fact would not deprive them of protection. The

opposite proposition would mean that a portrait by Velasquez or

Whistler was common property because others might try their

hand on the same face. Others are free to copy the original. They
are not free to copy the copy. . . . The copy is the personal reac

tion of an individual upon nature. Personality always contains
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which is one man s alone. That something he may copyright un

less there is a restriction in the words of the act.

If there is a rest rid ion it is not to he found in the limited

pretensions
of these particular works. The: least pretentious picture

lias more originality in it than directories and the like, which may
he copyrighted. Drone, Copyright, ir,;j.

See Hnidtirsou v. Tnnip-
kins, (io Fed.

7,r,H, ^lir,. The amount of training required for humbler

clforts ilian those hefore us is well indicated hy Ruskin. &quot;If any

young person after being taught what is, in poliie circles, called

drawing, will try to copy the commonest piece of real work,-

suppose a lithograph on the title page of a new opera air, or

a woodcut in the cheapest illustrated newspaper of ihc day,

they will find themselves entirely beaten.&quot; Elt iiitnils of Drawing,
first ed.

,

i

|.
There is no reason to doubt all their details, in their

design anil particular combinations of figures, lines, and colors,

are the original work of the plaintiffs designer. If it be necessary,

there is express testimony to that effect. It would IK: pressing the

defendant s right to the verge, if not beyond, to leave the ques
tion of originality to the jury upon the evidence in this case, as

was done in [Irgt-innn v. Springer, ,|cj
C. C. A. 80, no Fed. 374.

Wo assume that the construction of the Rev. Slat. pp. 4(jr,a

(U. S. Comp. Slat., iijoi. p. JMO(J), allowing a copyright to the

&quot;author, designer, or proprietor ... of any engraving, cut,

print . . . (or) chromo&quot; is allecled by the act of 187-1 (18 Slat,

ai L, 78, 70. chap. J&amp;lt;M, pp. g, U. S. Coinp. Slat.), &quot;in the con

struction of tin s act, the words engraving, cut, and print* shall

be applied only to pictorial illustrations or works connected with

the line arts.&quot; We see no reason for taking the words &quot;connected

with the line arts&quot; as qualifying anything
1

except the word &quot;works,&quot;

but it would not change our decision if we should assume further

that they also qualified &quot;pictorial illustrations,&quot; as the defendant

contends.

These chromolithographs are
&quot;pictorial

illustrations.&quot; The word

&quot;illustrations&quot; does not mean that they must illustrate the text of

a book, and that the etchings of Rembrandt or Midler s engraving
of the Madonna di San Shto could not be protected today if any
man were able to produce them. Again, the act, however con-

hinted, does not mean that ordinary posters are nol troocl enough
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or of humbler degree, or illustrations addressed to the less educated

classes; it is
&quot;prints

or labels designed to be used for any other

articles of manufacture.&quot; Certainly works are not the less con

nected with the fine arts because their pictorial quality at

tracts the crowd, and therefore gives them real use, if use means

to increase trade and to help to make money. A picture is none

the less a picture and none the less a subject of a copyright, that

it is used for an advertisement. And if pictures may be used

to advertise soap, or the theatre, or monthly magazines, as they

are, they may be used to advertise a circus. Of course, the ballet

is as legitimate a sxibject for illustration as any other. A rule

cannot be laid down that would excommunicate the painting of

Degas.

Finally, the special adaptation of these pictures to the adver

tisement, of the Wallace shows does not prevent a copyright. That

may be a circumstance for the jury to consider in determining the

extent of Mr. Wallace s rights, but it is not a bar. Moreover, on the

evidence, such prints are used by less pretentious exhibitions when

those for whom they were prepared have given them up.

It would be a dangerous undertaking for persons trained only

to the law to constitute themselves final judges of the worth of

pictorial illustrations, outside of the narrowest and most obvious

limits. At one extreme, some works of genius would be sure to miss

appreciation. Their very novelty would make them repulsive until

the public had learned the new language in which their author

spoke. It may be more than doubted, for instance, whether the

etchings of Goya or the paintings of Manet would have been sure

of protection when seen for the first time. At the other end,

copyright would be denied to pictures which appealed to a pub
lic less educated than the judge. Yet if they command the interest

of any public, they have a commercial value and the taste of

any public is not to be treated with contempt. It is an ultimate

fact for the moment, whatever may be our hopes for a change.
That these pictures had their worth and their success is sufficiently

shown by the desire to reproduce them without regard to the

plaintiffs rights. See Henderson v. Tampkins, 60 Fed. 758, 765. We
are of opinion that there was evidence that the plaintiffs have

rights entitled to the protection of the law.

The iudement of the Circ.ti.it Cnurt. n!
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mantled to that court with directions to set aside; the verdict mid

grant a. new trial.

&quot;A PAGE ON COPYRIGHT&quot;

White-Smith Music Co. v. Apollo Co.

o() II. S. i, 18 (ujoH)

&quot;A
patent&quot;

Holmes wrote in an early letter to Pollock, &quot;is

properly carried to the highest degree of abstraction n right

in rein to exclude, without a physical object, or content.&quot; And
he adds. &quot;I have often tlioughl of writing about a page, oh

copyright. The notion that sueli n righl could exist at com
mon law or he worked out hy it seems to me imbecility. It

would he intolerable if not limited in time and I think it

would be hard to state a basis for the notion which would

not lead one far afield. Nun ob.slant Hie long-winded judg
ments in the old cases,&quot;

l

Holmes had his chance to write his
&quot;page

on copyright&quot; in

the WhiU -.Smith Muxir Co. cnse. It will be apparent how
much his opinion borrows not only In general conception but

even in direct language from his casual remarks in the letter

to Pullotk. Fourteen years intmiened between the two, anil

no doubt Unimex had no copy of liis teller, hut wax dipping

again into the deep-flowing stream of liis thought. It is a,

striking illustration of the continuity of that stream.

The case itself was a difficult one for him. All his impulses
were to dissent; yet the facts of Ihe statute and the precedents

kept him from doing anylliing more proteslant than writing
a separate concurring opinion. The plaintiff company had

published as sheet music two com positions called &quot;Little Cot&quot;

ton t)oll\&amp;gt;&quot; and &quot;Kentucky llahe&quot;; Ihe defendant com puny
sold placer-pianos (&quot;pianolas,&quot;

as thry were known al the

lime) and perforated rolls of music, including the two abotie.

The plnintifl invoked the Copyright Art, but failed in the

New York Circuit Court, in the Circuit Court of Ajipeals,

and finally in the Supreme Court, fuslice Day, speaking for
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Copyright Ait to infinite fietftirnted
music n&amp;gt;ll\. The Art

included &quot;nn\ . . . musinil IIHH/IUMMIUJ.&quot;
fi&amp;gt; lie \nie, mid

gave the creator / // &quot;the Mile lihfitv
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;l /&amp;lt;t/)/m;. &amp;gt;rji&amp;gt;itiiig,

pllhli. iliiii^,
&amp;lt;

&amp;lt;iij&amp;gt;lfting,
i

i&amp;gt;l&amp;gt;\
ing, e\e iitiu^. lini.\hing mitt

vending the mime.&quot; But fnslite l&amp;gt;nv held th,tl. Immtl n\ the

existing law seemed, it i until nut H/J//V l&amp;gt;e\-i&amp;lt;inl lefnnditc-

tions thnl rmild he visihle to the eve. The
t&amp;gt;j&amp;gt;nii,&amp;gt;n

m n whole

is static in charncter. Cnderlving it in the nne\iite\\ed as

sumption tllilt Congress i mild not hm-e meant In intlndc

perforated mimic mils within the
tnj&amp;gt;\&amp;gt;it,&amp;gt;Jit /in/r&amp;lt;

tnm lirniusr

when the term
&quot;

music nl riintjnuituni&quot;
-M /in/ filmed in the

copyright .\ttitntex in /.V?i fieilnniteil
nni\n wti\ tinltntin&amp;lt;n.

Although Dny admits that the Xtijneiitt
f. nwi/ n tint humid

under the rule of stair (Imsis / V the dett\nm\ nj Inwer federal

courts until they (ire reviewed /iy the Sn/ir*r t .mirt. he necer-

tlieless relies mi the tiniftninitv with irhiih thr- Inwer tmirt

decisions had held xnrli jieijtnnte-d mlh nul\nle tin-
C.i&amp;gt;j&amp;gt;\:

right At i, and cites the AM^/M/I /*inr/rn/i ti&amp;gt; \nnilnr effect.

Holmes wns evidently imfumed l&amp;gt;\ mil ll\i\, nnd jfll ilinl he

could not fly in the fare nj what seemed She jnefinlini jtiditinl

sentiment. Nevertheless hh estnv mi Ihe legitl mid \miul mean*

ing of co/wright in a gfin nf anahtn, mitl its tetisirinx shmtld

have led him to a dissent. The issue uw nut u-ithmil same

economic imfnntance at the lime, sinte, at Jinlnr t)n\ juiinled

out, there were in rtft&amp;gt;3 some jM,r*H [titntnlus
in the (&quot;nited

States, and in that year (rum miltinn In a iinllinn^ind-it lialf

perforated rolls were inantifai luted, Tn it ^enrnttinn that

thinks in terms of ASC,~tl and the itinnifneient ;M/tf /v these

may he small figures; yet the analngy m m&amp;gt;l whnlly u lthuitt

point,

Holmes, J., concurring:

Tn view of the farts and opinion* in tliw rtwnnv ami nltroacl to

which rny brother Hay has callrtl aitritiitm t tlo un Jrrl jtittifictl

in diucnting from the jtulgmciu of ilir tuuri, Inn the- rrmili is

to give to ropyrigiu 1m *ct|K- than H r*Uful MKitiftiamr awl
the ground on which it is granted %rt-i tu iw u&amp;gt; ilniMiict. Thrrc-
frmi r rl/.n r,. in ,},] (,., ,.i....,l. . ...l...i I... !.-. . ..&quot;.I
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others from interference willi the more or less free doing with it

as one wills. Hut in copyright property has reached a more abstract

expression. The right to exclude is not directed to an object in

possession
or owned, but is in wicuo, so to speak. It restrains the

spontaneity of men where I nil for it there would be nothing of any
kind to hinder their doing as (hey saw fit. Il is a prohibition of

conduct remote from the persons or tangibles of the puny hav

ing the right. It may be infringed a thousand miles from the

owner and without his ever becoming aware of the wrong, Jl is a

right which could not be recognized or endnred for more than a

limited time, and therefore, \ may remark in passing, it is one

which hardly can be conceived except, as a product, of staiule, as

the authorities now agree.

The ground of this extraordinary right Is that the person to

whom it is given has invented some new collocation of visible or

audible points
- of lines, colors, sounds, or words, [ he restraint

is directed against reproducing this collocation, although but for

the inveniion and the siaiule anyone would lie free to combine

the contents of the dictionary, the elements of the spectrum, or the

notes of the gamut in any way that he had the wit to devise. The
restriction is conlined to the specific: form, lo the collocation de

vised, of course, but one would expect that, if it was to be pro
tected at all, thai collocation would be protected according to

what was its essence. One would expect the protection lo be co

extensive not only wilh the inveniion, which, though free to all,

only one had the ability lo achieve, but with the possibility of

reproducing the rc.su ll which gives to the invention its meaning
and worth. A inimical composition is a rational collocation of

sounds apart from concepts, reduced to a tangible expression from

which the collocation can be reproduced either wilh or without con

tinuous human intervention. On principle anything that mechan

ically reproduces that collocation of sounds ought to be held a

copy, or if the statute is too narrow ought to be made so by a

further act, except so far as some; extraneous consideration of policy

may oppose. What license may he implied from a sale of the

copyrighted article is a different and harder question, but I leave

it untouched, as license is uol relied upon as a ground for the

iudKtnunt of the court.
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MUSIC WITH MEALS

Herbert v. Shanley Co.

242 U. S. 591 (1917)

When Holmes had another chance to protect the copyright

of the creators of musical compositions, he did so undeterred

by the fact that the music had somehow gotten mixed up with

a meal and was difficult to separate.

Holmes, J.,
for the Court:

These two cases present the same question: whether the per

formance of a copyrighted musical composition in a restaurant

or hotel without charge for admission to hear it infringes the ex

clusive right of the owner of the copyright to perform the work

publicly for profit. Act of March 4, 1909, chap. 320, i (e), 35

Stat. 1075. The last-numbered case was decided before the other and

may be stated first. The plaintiff owns the copyright of a lyric

comedy in which is a march called &quot;From Maine to Oregon.&quot; It

took out a separate copyright for the march and published it

separately. The defendant hotel company caused this march to be

performed in the dining room of the Vanderbilt Hotel for the

entertainment of guests during meal times, in the way now common,

by an orchestra employed and paid by the company. It was held by
the Circuit Court of Appeals, reversing the decision of the District

Court, that this was not a performance for profit within the meaning
of the act. 136 C. C. A. 639, 221 Fed. 229.

The other case is similar so far as the present discussion is con

cerned. The plaintiffs were the composers and owners of a comic

opera entitled &quot;Sweethearts,&quot; containing a song of the same title

as a leading feature in the performance. There is a copyright for

the opera and also one for the song which is published and sold

separately. This the Shanley Company caused to be sung by pro
fessional singers, upon a stage in its restaurant on Broadway, ac

companied by an orchestra. The district court, after holding that

by the separate publication the plaintiffs rights were limited to

those conferred by the separate copyright, a matter that it will not

be necessary to discuss, followed the decision in ia6 C. C. A. Gao,
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The decree was affirmed by the circuit court of appeals. 143 C. C. A.

4(10, 229 Fed. 340.

If the rights under ihc copyright arc infringed only by a per
formance where money is taken at the door, they arc very im

perfectly protected. Performances not different in kind from those

of the defendants could be given that: might compete with and

even destroy the success of the monopoly that the law intends the

plaintiffs to have. It is enough to say that, there is no need to con

strue the statute so narrowly. The defendants performances are

not eleemosynary. They are part of a total for which the public

pays,
and the fact that the price of the whole is attributed to a

particular item which those present are expected to order, is not

important. It is true that the music is not the sole object, but

neither is the food, which probably could lie got cheaper else

where. The object is a repast in surroundings that to people hav

ing limited powers of conversation or disliking the rival noise

give a luxurious pleasure not to be had from eating a silent meal.

If music tlid not pay it would be given up. If it pays it pays out

of the public s pocket. Whether it pays or not the purpose of em

ploying it is profit and that is enough.

A GRFAT CASE AND BAD LAW
Northern Securities Company v. U. 5.

HJJJ U. S. 107, ,joo

Holme,s s liberal eulngists have not said much about the

Northern Smiriiit s rase, except to note how in it Unimex

disajiptrinted President Theodore Roosevelt s expectations.

The xtory lights up the intricate relalinnxliips iu general of

Presidential leaders/til), economic interests, and t/ie judicial

process. Hut it lias very specific meaning lor the Northern

Seen ri lies affair. When Rnnseve.lt tons looking about for a

1
1 Imve lolcl the- story in the Inmuluciion. pp. xxxi-xxxvl. It ran lit pieced

logeilitn fitim lite* cxtltaiwc of letters between I resUk tu RuoHevdt tincl Henry
Cilioi 1-mlnr: Selrrtlnni /nun Ilic Cnrrnjitiwlencr til Tliemltirr Haiisfiielt nttel

lli-nty Ctilitil t.wl^f, Veil. 1:1517 ;ii&amp;lt;| (i()afl) Vnr coiiitiieni nee- 1-Vllx I |-ankfiiiit r,
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judge to take Gray s place on the Supreme Court, he was al

ready in the midst of his
&quot;trust-busting&quot; campaign, and he

knew that the Supreme Court s stand would be crucial in the

campaign. He thought that four of the Justices Fuller,

White, Peckham and Brewer were, already pretty well set

against his trust policies. The next appointee might therefore

prove the odd-man holding the balance of power on the

Court. The great constitutional issue as he saw it was that of

finding in the Constitution power for the national Govern

ment adequate to deal with problems of national scope. He
was to call this in 1912 the &quot;New Nationalism.&quot;

And so Roosevelt asked his friend, Henry Cabot Lodge,
whether Holmes could be trusted. What assurances about

Holmes s views Roosevelt may have received from Lodge, or on

what Lodge may have based these assurances, we cannot know.

But when the crucial Northern Securities case came before

the Court, involving the holding company thai J. P. Morgan
and James J. Hill had formed in order to merge the control of

the Northern Pacific and Great Northern Railroads, Holmes
voted against the national power to dissolve it. In a later

letter in 1921 Holmes writes about Roosevelt and the North

ern Securities incident, &quot;It broke up our incipient friend

ship . . . as he looked on my dissent to the Northern Securi

ties case as a political departure (or, I suspect more truly,

couldn t forgive anyone -who stood in his way) .&quot;

2

The Northern Securities case was the focus of considerable

public attention. It was argued before the Supreme Court in

December 1903 by distinguished counsel, including Francis

Lynde Stetson for the Morgan partners, and Attorney General

Knox for the Government. The Court upheld the Government

by a five-to-four decision. In his dissent Holmes lined up with

the conservative wing of the Court with Fuller, White, and

Peckham. He wrote an opinion much superior to White s

dissent, which talked principally of the commerce clause, and
a fit counterblast to Harlan s majority opinion. It is, given
its basic premises, powerfully reasoned, with logical acuteness

and
felicity of illustration. The conservative forces might

well have rejoiced at the prospect of getting so doughty a

legal champion.
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How sliall we explain Unimex s attitude? There arc some,

things ii&amp;gt;e ctiti only guess tit. He hud tin ascetic conception

of the judicial process; and the wry fact I/ml he had mason

to suspect thai the man who had appointed liiin expected a

certain decision from him in llie. cose, would have, miisc.d him

to lean backward.

Moreover, Holmes had formulated a clear philosophy on

continuations a philosophy most strikingly staled in liis

Massachusetts opinions in Vcgdahn v, Guiuner and Plant

v. Woods.&quot; He spoke in lite first case of &quot;the ever-increasing

might find scope o[ ctnliiiiatioiis,&quot; which was leading to &quot;tlie

organization of the world,&quot; and which he. accepted not only
as inevitable but not without some relish for its Darwinian

implitatiiins. lie had in those opinions expressly dissociated

himself from the trade-union philosophy, and had rested his

own views on the common law nnd these more basic &quot;laws

of life.&quot; Holmes held a view whic/i in its own fasliion cut bolh

ways: a tiiew of the inevitability and desirability of coinbina-

lions, whether of labor or capital. He was thus partly push.e.d

into liis Northmi Sccuritit .s opinion by the &quot;hydraulic pres
sure&quot; of his own jiasl opinions and his deeply ingrained
naturalist philosophy. One difference may, however, be noted

between his Vt Kclahn opinion and tliis one. In the earlier cnse.

the &quot;law of life&quot; coincided with the trend of the laws of the

land and the newly emerging forces of democratic power, to

which Holmes was usually sensitive. The &quot;law of Ufa&quot; was, in

short, also the taw of the democratic will. In tlie. presr.nl case

the Sherman Act nnd the democratic will were on the other

side.

Another element that entered into tlie fashioning of the

opinion was Ilolmes s ingrained sense, of the common law.

lie was immersed in its spirit, he had done his most ambitions

single work on it, lie felt himself as expert in il as anyone on

the Court. Wlien he approached the interpretation of the,

Sherman Act. it was primarily as a common-law lawyer, find

the Sherman Act in its phrasing lent itself to such an a/iproaeh.
It embodied the strongly fell, although imperfectly formulated,

tmrbose t&amp;gt;! fitfhlintf trusts. Hut il had at tlie same, lime to work
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within the medium of the Constitution. It attached itself there

fore to the commerce power of Congress. This fact, along with

the ideology of the competitive system, led its framers to place

the principal emphasis upon &quot;restraint of trade,&quot; a concept

with a long history at common law and a very precise mean

ing there.

The men seeking to regulate an economic system at the turn

of the twentieth century in America were thus prisoners not

only of the language and ideology of the eighteenth-century

Constitution., but also of the language of a common law that

stretched back into English history for centuries, and that car

ried with it the freightage of the early attempts to regulate the

petty economy of England. It is worth noting that of the two

dissenting opinions in the present case, that of Justice White

attacks the Government s position from the side of constitu

tional phraseology, denying that the dissolution of a holding

company comes within the commerce power of Congress; and

that of Holmes attacks it from the side of the common law,

denying that the history of the concept of &quot;restraint of trade&quot;

can be made to include combinations that are willingly entered

into by the parties and that do not exclude from trade a third

party not a partner to the combination. &quot;We must read the

words before us,&quot; writes Holmes, &quot;as if the question were

whether two small exporting grocers shall go to
jail.&quot;

This is

crucial. For by becoming the historian of the common law at

this point, Holmes goes beyond what any of the Congressional

laymen who framed the Sherman Act or the people who ac

cepted it could have known of the meaning and usage of the

common-law concept. And he carries over, perhaps uncon

sciously, the context of the economic system existing at the

time the common-law concept was formulated.

What Holmes fails to take account of is that the people
wanted trusts prevented, and sought the means most oppor

tunely at hand. Judging from the great popular response that

Theodore Roosevelt s campaign against the Northern Securi

ties Company evoked, they did think of this huge holding

company as a trust, within the meaning of the Sherman Act

and did regard it as a menace. Holmes should liave known
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ways invoked such data to indicate that a legislative position

was not nifniifi xtly absurd. While, the. people and the legisla

tors were uncertain whether they would or could restore, the.

competitive system, they were very clear about their [ear of

monopolies, IVIitil t/iey feared runs the fact itself of Uie. concen

tration of vast economic power because of the. economic, and.

political cnnset/iienres of that concentration. Holmes speaks,
at the beginning, of &quot;great cases&quot; making &quot;bad law,&quot; and of

avoiding the influence of &quot;some accident, of immediate over

whelming interest.&quot; lint to call the movement for antitrust, re

form tin &quot;accident&quot; tens very like playing with words. It was

the major attempt of the day to counteract, the forms which,

men lielicced to lie defeating democracy. While James /. Hill

wax (/tinted after the decision as saying thnt he cared little,

aliont its outcome that noiti he would merely have to sign

two certified I ex instead of one ~- the fact is that the antitrust

forces were heartened
liy the majority decision.

Thin Holmes wax caught. He did. not wish to push his own
theor\ of economic organization, and he must, have known
that liix doctrines of judicial sell-restraint were against him
here, lint lie could not accept the theory of Congress, mainly
because nf bis l:on&amp;gt;ledgc of the common law and his notions

about the inevitability of combination. And so he fell back,

a bit rhetorically, on a plea for &quot;reading English intelligently,&quot;

and on an ardnonx and ascetic interpretation of the literal

common-tan* meaning of &quot;restraint of trade.&quot;

One other consideration against Holmex s view: the. effec

tiveness of the antitrust laws depended upon a view of the.

scope of the commerce power, which Holmes generally inter

preted broadly, in this case he takes the narrower view. &quot;F can

see no jiart of the conduct of life with which on similar prin

ciples Congress might not interfere.&quot; This is un-Holmesian.

Ordinarily his i&amp;gt;wn answer to suclt a comment would be. thnt

there i.\ a pragmatic line that lias to be pricked out between

what Congress ran and cannot do, and that, the Court will meet

the extreme h\pothetical cases as they arise. Holmes here look

a position that was against the logic of American development
/MI// /iir/iini/ //!/ /MM/irrri mr 1/tnt ttf lilt* dl/ltr/ nlhi/ ll y/l/)C In hf&amp;gt;
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later Holmes gave a signal illustration of the broad view of the

commerce power in Swift v. U. S.*

Nevertheless one thing may be said in defense of Holmes s

consistency. It must be remembered tliat he was primarily

a legal craftsman. Technically the present case turned -on the

statutory construction of the Sherman Act. In construing a

statute the tradition is to give words their common-law mean

ing, to demand that innovations be made explicit, to assume

that Congress can still have recourse to redrafting the. statute.

Holmes laas exacting in construing a statute and latitudinarinn

in construing powers under the Constitution. He often said

that there was nothing in Hie Constitution that prevented the

country from going to hell if it cliose to. But once a statute

was clearly constitutional and it became a matter of constru

ing it, Holmes put on his most scrupulous spectacles.

Holmes, J., dissenting:

I am unable to agree with the judgment of the majority of the

Court, and although I think it useless and undesirable, as a rule,

to express dissent, I feel bound to do so in this case and to give my
reasons for it.

Great cases like hard cases make bad law. For great cases arc

called great not by reason of their real importance in shaping the

law of the future but because of some accident of immediate over

whelming interest which appeals to the feelings and distorts the

judgment. These immediate interests exercise a kind of hydraulic

* See below, p. 231. One interesting subject of speculation is of the possible
relation between Holmes s opinion in this case and 1 ollock s views. Pollock paid
a visit to America in the fall of 1903, and it is not too conjectural to conjecture
that he and Holmes had some discussion of the problem of restraint of trade

(which was so much in the air then) , particularly in relation to the common
law ihey both loved so. When Pollock returned to England, he wrote an article

for the Harvard Law Review (17, 150 January, 1904) on the United States Cir

cuit Court decision in the Northern Securities case, in which his position as to

the meaning of restraint of trade was roughly similar to the one Holmes was to

lake. The case was argued before the Supreme Court December ij and 15, 1903.
On January a, 1904, there is a letter from Holmes to Pollock saying, &quot;I will

keep my eyes peeled for your remarks on Restraint of Trade,&quot; and adding, quite

properly, that he could not discuss the case then before this Court. The letter

referred to Pollock s article, which appeared in the January issue of the Review.
On March 14 the case was decided. Pollock diverged from Holmes in one re

spect: he went beyond the legal form of the holding company agreement to the
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pressure which makes what previously was clear seem doubtful, and

before which even well-sealed principles of law will bend. What we
have to do in this case is to find the meaning of some not very
diflicult words. We must try, I have tried, to do it. with the same

freedom of natural and spontaneous interpretation that one would

be sure of if the same question arose upon, an indictment for a

similar act which excited no public: attention and was of importance

only (o a prisoner before the court. Furthermore, while at limes

judges need for their work the training of economists or slates-

men, and must act in view of their foresight of consequence s, yet

when their task is to interpret and apply the words of a statute,

their function is merely academic to begin with to read English

intelligently and a consideration of consequences comes into play,

if at all, only when the meaning of the words used is open to

reasonable doubt.

Tlit 1

question to be decided is whether under the Act of July 2,

i8(jo, c.
(i.[7,

a(i Stat.
ao&amp;lt;),

it is unlawful, at any stage of the process,

if several men unite to form a corporation for the purpose of

buying more than half the stock of each of two competing inter

state railroad companies, if they form the corporation, and the

corporation buys the stock, I will suppose further that every step

is taken from the beginning with the single intent of ending com

petition between the companies, 1 make this addition not because:

it may not be and is not disputed but because, as I shall try to show,

it is totally unimportant under any part of the. statute with which

we have to deal.

The statute of which we have to find the meaning is a criminal

statute. The two sections on which I he Government relies both

make certain acts crimes. That is their immediate purpose and that

is what they say. Ft is vain to insist that this is not a criminal pro

ceeding. The words cannot be read one way in a suit which is to end

in fine and imprisonment and another way in one which seeks an

injunction, The construction which is adopted in this case must be

adopted in one of the other sort. I am no friend of artificial inter

pretations because a statute is of one kind rather than another, but

all agree that before a statute is to be taken to punish that which al

ways has been lawful it must express its intent in clear words. So

I .say we must read the words before us as if the; question were
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It hits
&quot;every&quot;

contract or combination of the prohibited sort,

great or small, and
&quot;every&quot; person who shall monopolize or at

tempt to monopolize, in the sense of the act, &quot;any part&quot;
of the

trade or commerce among the several States. There is a natural

inclination to assume that it was directed against certain great

combinations and to read it in that light. It does not say so. On
the contrary, it says &quot;every&quot;

and
&quot;any part.&quot;

Still less was it directed

specially against railroads. There even was a reasonable doubt

whether it included railroads until the point was decided by this

court.

Finally, the statute must be construed in such a way as not

merely to save its constitutionality but, so far as is consistent with

a fair interpretation, not to raise grave doubts on that score. I

assume for purposes of discussion, although it would be a great

and serious step to take, that in some case that seemed to it to need

heroic measures Congress might regulate not only commerce but

instruments of commerce or contracts the bearing of which upon
commerce would be only indirect. But it is clear that the mere fact

of an indirect effect upon commerce not shown to be certain and

very great would not justify such a law. The point decided in

United States v. E. C. Knight Co., 156 U. S. i, 17, was that &quot;the

fact that trade or commerce might be indirectly affected was not

enough to entitle complainants to a decree.&quot; Commerce depends

upon population, but Congress could not, on that ground,
undertake to regulate marriage and divorce. If the act before us

is to be carried out according to what seems to me the logic of the

argument for the Government, which I do not believe that it will

be, I can see no part of the conduct of life with which on similar

principles Congress might not interfere.

This act is construed by the Government to affect the purchasers
of shares in two railroad companies because of the effect it may
have or, if you like, is certain to have upon the competition of

these roads. If such a remote result of the exercise of an ordinary
incident of property and personal freedom is enough to make that

exercise unlawful, there is hardly any transaction concerning com
merce between the States that may not be made a crime by the

finding of a jury or a court. The personal ascendancy of one man

may be such that it would give to his advice the effect of a com
mand if he owned but a single share in each road. The tendency of
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prevent competition, and thus his advice, if not his mere existence,

become a crime.

I .state these general considerations as matters which I should have

to take into account hel ore I could agree to affirm the decree ap

pealed from, lilt ( I do not need them for my own opinion, because

when I read the act I cannot feel sufficient doubt as to the meaning
of the words to need to fortify my conclusion by any generalities.

Their meaning seems to me plain on their face.

The lirst section makes
&quot;every contract, combination in the form

of trust or otherwise, or conspiracy in restraint of trade or com
merce among the- several .States, or with foreign nations,&quot; a mis

demeanor punishable by (me, imprisonment or both. Much (rouble

is made by substituting other phrases assumed to be equivalent,
which then are reasoned from as if they were in the act. The court

below argued as if maintaining competition were the expressed

object of the act. The act says nothing about competition, f stick

to the exact words used. The words hit two classes of cases, and only
two -- Contracts in restraint of trade and combinations or con

spiracies in restraint of trade, and we have to consider what these

respectively are. Contracts in restraint of trade are dealt with and

defined by the common law. They are contracts with a stranger

to the contractor s business (although in some cases carrying on a

similar one) which wholly or partially restrict the freedom of the

contractor in carrying on that business as otherwise he would.

Tle objection of the common law to them was primarily on the

contractor s own account. The notion of monopoly did not come

in unless the contract covered the whole of England. Milchrl v.

Krynnltlx, i I . Wins. 181, Of course this objection did not apply
to partnership or other forms, if there were any, of substituting a

community of interest where there had been competition. There

was no objection to Mich combinations merely as in restraint of

trade or otherwise unless they amounted to a monopoly. Contracts

in restraint of trade, I repeat, were contracts with strangers to the

contractor s business, and the trade restrained was the contractor s

own.

Combinations or conspiracies in restraint of trade, on the other

hand, were combinations to keep strangers to the agreement out

nf ilii Inmiiif-i&quot;!. Tin 1 nhicrtimt to them was not an ohu riinn to
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upon strangers to the firm and their supposed consequent effect

upon the public at large. In other words, they were regarded as con

trary to public policy because they monopolized or attempted to

monopolize some portion of the trade or commerce of the realm.

See United States v. E. C. Knight Co., 156 U. S. i. All that is added

to the first section by a is that like penalties are imposed upon

every single person who, without combination, monopolizes, or at

tempts to monopolize, commerce among the States; and that the

liability is extended to attempting to monopolize any part of such

trade or commerce. It is more important as an aid to the construc

tion of i than it is on its own account. It shows that whatever is

criminal when done by way of combination is equally criminal if

done by a single man. That I am right in my interpretation of the

words of i is shown by the words &quot;in the form of a trust or other

wise.&quot; The prohibition was suggested by the trusts, the objection to

which, as everyone knows, was not the union of former competitors

but the sinister power exercised or supposed to be exercised by the

combination in keeping rivals out of the business and ruining
those who already were in. It was the ferocious extreme of com

petition with others, not the cessation of competition among the

partners, that was the evil feared. Further proof is to be found in
7,

giving an action to any person injured in his business or property

by the forbidden cortduct. This cannot refer to the parties of the

agreement aiul plainly means that outsiders who are injured in

their attempt to compete with a trust or other similar combination

may recover for it. Montague if Co. v. Lowry, 193 U. S. 38. How
effective the section may be or how far it goes is not material

to my point. My general summary of the two classes of cases

which the act affects is confirmed by the title, &quot;An Act to protect
Trade and Commerce against unlawful Restraints and Monopo
lies.&quot;

What I now ask is under which of the foregoing classes this

case is supposed to come; and that question must be answered as

definitely and precisely as if we were dealing with the indictments

which logically ought to follow this decision. The provision of the

statute against contracts in restraint of trade has been held to

apply to contracts between railroads, otherwise remaining inde

pendent, by which they restricted their respective freedom as to

rates. This restriction bv contract with a strancrpr in i-lip rnnirar.
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Traffic stssocintiuit, 171 U. S. 505, following and affirming United

Stttlcx v. Trtinx-iMixxnnri Freight Axsricinlitiii, i(i(i U. S. mjo. f accept

those derisions absolutely, not only us binding upon me but as de

cisions which I have no desire to criliri/e or abridge. But the pro
vision has not been decided and, it seems to me, could not be de

cided without a perversion of plain language to apply to an

arrangement by which competition is ended through community
of interest --an arrangement which leaves the parties without ex

ternal restriction. That provision, taken alone, does not require
that all existing competitions shall be maimained. ft docs not

look primarily, if at all, to competition. It simply requires that a

party s freedom in trade between the States shall not be cut down

by contract with a stranger. So far as that phrase goes, it is lawful

10 abolish competition by any form of union. It would seem to

me impossible to say that the words
&quot;every

contract in restraint of

trade is ti crime punishable with imprisonment&quot; would send the

members of a partnership between, or a consolidation of, two trad

ing corporations to prison
- still more impossible to say that it

forbade one man or corporal ion to purchase as much stock as he

liked in both. Yet those words would have that elfecl if this clause

of i applies to the defendants here. For it cannot be loo carefully

remembered that that clause applies to
&quot;every&quot;

contract of the

forbidden kind a consideration which was the turning point of the

7 r&amp;lt;ui.v-Afmnun Incigltt , l.\aaci&amp;lt;Uit&amp;gt;n $ case,.

If the statute applies lo ibis case it must be because the parties,

or some of them, have formed, or because the Northern Securities

Company is, a combination in restraint of trade among the States,

or, what comes to the name thing in my opinion, because the de

fendants or some one of them are monopoli/ing or attempting to

monopoli/e some part of the commerce between the States. Hut the

mere reading of those words .shows lhat they are used in a limited

arid accurate nettse. According it) popular speech, every concern

numopoli/t s whatever business it does, and if that business is trade

between two States ii monopolizes a part of the trade among the

States. Of course the Mamie tloes not forbid that, ft does not mean

that all business must tease. A single railroad down a narrow valley

or through a mountain gorge monopoli/es all the railroad trans

portation ihronuh that valley or fiorin- . Indeed, every railroad
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men into a corporation to build and run such a railroad between

the States.

I assume that the Minnesota charter of the Great Northern and

the Wisconsin charter of the Northern Pacific both are valid. Sup

pose that, before either road was built, Minnesota, as part of the

system of transportation between the States, had created a railroad

company authorized singly to build all the lines in the States now

actually built, owned and controlled by either of the two existing

companies. I take it that that charter would have been just as good
as the present one, even if the statutes which we are considering had

been in force. In whatever sense it would have created a monopoly
the present charter does. It would have been a large one, but the

act of Congress makes no discrimination according to size. Si/.c has

nothing to do with the matter. A monopoly of
&quot;any part&quot;

of com
merce among the States is unlawful. The supposed company would

have owned lines that might have been competing probably the

present one does. But the act of Congress will not be construed

to mean the universal disintegration of society into single men,

each at war with all the rest, or even the prevention o all further

combinations for a common end.

There is a natural feeling that somehow or other the statute

meant to strike at combinations great enough to cause just anxiety
on the part of those who love their country more than money,
while it viewed such little ones as I have supposed with just in

difference. This notion, it may be said, somehow breathes from

the pores of the act, although it seems to be contradicted in every

way by the words in detail. And it has occurred to me that it might
be that when a combination reached a certain size it might have at

tributed to it more of the character of a monopoly merely by virtue

of its size than would be attributed to a smaller one. I am quite
clear that it is only in connection with monopolies that si/e could

play any part. But my answer has been indicated already. In the

first place, size in the case of railroads is an inevitable incident and
if it were an objection under the act, the Great Northern and the

Northern Pacific already were too great and encountered the law.

In the next place in the case of railroads it is evident that the size

of the combination is reached for other ends than those which

would make them monopolies. The combinations are not formed
fnr flip rmmncp rf /vrlnHinrr nl-1-i^rc frr\m fli^ (i/^li-l ITinolltj oimn *i
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its narrow area that great ones have to exclude others from the

greater one, ami the statute attacks the small monopolies as well

as the gteal. The vc-iy woids til the act make such a distinction

impossible in this case and it has not been attempted in express

terms .

If the charter which 1 have imagined almve would have been {food

notwithstanding the monopoly, in ;i popular sense, which it created,

one 1 next is Ird to ask whether and win a (omhinatiou or consolida

tion of existing toads, although in actual competition, into one

company of exactly the same poweis and extent, would he any
mote obnoxious to the law. Although it was decided , . , that

since the statute, as before, the States have the- power to regulate

the matter, it was said in the argument that such a consolidation

would be unlawful, and it seems to me that the Attorney General

was compelled to sav so in tudei to maintain his case, Hut I think

that logic would nut let him stop there or short of denying the

power ol a .State at the pietent time to authoii/e one company to

construct and own two parallel lines that might compete. The

monopoly would be the tame as it the toads weie consolidated after

they had begun fo compete and it r. on the footing of monopoly
that f now am Mtpjmsing the objection made.

But to meet the objection to the pievruticm of competition at

the same time, t will snppme ih.it tlnee purden apply to a -State

for citadels; one for each of two new and possihh competing line 1
*

respectively, and one foi both of these lines, and that the charter

h granted to the la%t, t dunk that chatter would be good and I

think the whole aignment in the c omiary tests on a popular in

.stead of an auttiate and legal conception of what the word &quot;mo-

nopoli/e&quot;
in the statute meant,

I repeal, thai in my opinion there ii no attempt to mottopoli/e,
arid what, f have taid, in mv judgment amounts to the tame ifiing,

that there is tut cumhinatton in ie&amp;lt;araini of trade, until something
is done with the intent to rsuludr ituiiReii to the ctnnbination

from competing with it in wwr pan of ihe business which it tumei
on.

Unlew I am entirely wrong in my undei-iiattding of what a

&quot;combination in re%tr,nnt of trade&quot; meant, then the same monopoly
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as he liked of the Great Northern and the Northern Pacific, even

if he bought them both at the same time and got more than hall

the stock oC each road.

There is much that was mentioned in argument which f pass by.

But in view of the great importance attached by both sides to the

supposed attempt to suppress competition, I must say a word more

about that. I said at the outset that 1 should assume, and I do

assume, that one purpose of the purchase was to suppress competi
tion between the two roads. [ appreciate the force of the avgumem
that there are independent stockholders in each; that il cannot be

presumed that the respective boards of directors will propose any

illegal act; that if they should ihey could be restrained, and that

all that has been done as yet is too remote from the illegal result

to be classed even as an attempt. Not every act done in furtherance

of an unlawful end is an attempt or contrary to the law. There

must be a certain nearness to the result. It is a question of proximity
and degree. Commonwealth v. Pcnslrr, 177 Massachusetts, ^(17, i^a.

So, as I have said, is the amenability of acts in furtherance of inter-

fcrcnce with commerce among the Stales to legislation by Congress.

So, according to the intimation of this court, is the question of

liability under the present statute. . . . But I assume further, for

the purposes of discussion, that what has been done is near enough
to the result to fall under the law, if the law prohibits that result,

although that assumption very nearly if not quite contradicts the

decision in United States v. E. C. Knight Co.,
ir,(&amp;gt;

If. S. i. But I said

that the law does not prohibit the result. If it does it must be be-

cause there is some further meaning than t have yet discovered in

the words &quot;combinations in restraint of trade.&quot; I think that I have

exhausted the meaning of those words in what I already have said.

But they certainly do not require all existing
1

competitions to be

kept on foot, and, on the principle of the Trans-Missouri Freight
Association s case, invalidate the continuance oC old contracts by
which former competitors united in the past.

A partnership is not a contract or combination in restraint of

trade between the partners unless the well-known words are to be

given a new meaning invented for the purposes of this act. It is

true that the suppression of competition was referred to in United
States v, Trans-Missouri Freight Association, ififi U. S. ajjo, but, as
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To suppress ciimpeiiijon in that way is nuc thing, In suppress il by

fusion is anothei. The law. I lepeat, s;i\s nothing about (oiupciitinn

aiul onlv prevents its suppression by contracts or coinliiiiatious

in restraint &amp;lt;&amp;gt;l trade, and sndi contracts or combinations de-

rive their ch.iiitciei as lestiaining tiade Irom other Ieatuics tlian

llie .suppression ol competition alone. To see whether I am wrong,

the illustrations put in the aigument ate ol use. II I am, then a

partnership
between two stage diivcis who had been competitors

in driving across a state line, or two merchants once engaged in

rival commerce- among the States, whether made alter or before the

act. if now continued, it a crime. For, again I repeal, if the restraint

on the freedom ot the members ol a tomhination caused by their

filtering into pat tnet ship is a restraint n[ trade, every .such com
bination, as well the small as the great. \\ within the act.

In view of my inlet premium o{ the statute I do not go further

into the question of the power ol Congress. Thai has been dealt

with by inv biuther White and I concur in the main with his views,

t am happy to know tii.it only a minority of my brethren adopt an

iiitfrpmuiinii uf ihr law whit ft in mv opinion would make c-tenial

the helium tnittniiirt ttil&amp;gt;tt mnnt t and dhiniegiate society so fat ;w

it could into individual atoms. If that weie its intent I should legiird

calling such a law a ir^nlanon of commerce as a mere pretense. It

would be an attempt to rnnntiintl wicietv, I am not (omeined with

the witdom ol ttuh an utiernpt but I believe that Congiess wan not

enirmtcd by the Cnnsiitmion with the power to make it and I am

deeply pefitKided that il liiti not tried.

I ant anihoriml to MV thai the Chief Justice, Mr. Justice White

and Mr. Justice (VtUutm concur in tint

COMMERCE AS A CONTINUUM

Swtjl and (. . v. U. S.

ttf&amp;gt;
U. S. 375 (icjcif,)

A yrar after hh tlii&amp;lt;trnt in tlir Northern Snwiiien cn^f, in

which he liatl taken et inttmut incut &amp;lt; / lh&amp;lt;&quot; ttfirftilum n\ the



ing was not. In the earlier case there was no claim that third

parties were being shut out of the market by the combination

between the two railroads; here they were. In the earlier case

the problem was one of defining restraint of trade; here it was

one of defining interstate commerce. Technically, therefore,

Holmes could make intellectual ends meet. Yet the fact is that

he is much more comfortable here, in his broad mew of the

constitutional power.
There were about thirty firms in Chicago, Omaha, St. Joseph,

Kansas City, East St. Louis, and St. Paul engaged in. the meat

industries: buying livestock in their stockyards, slaughtering it

and preparing it as meat in their packing plants, selling and

shipping the meat beyond state lines. The Roosevelt adminis

tration proceeded against them under the Sherman Act on the

charge of collusive bidding, price-fixing, and restricting supply
in order to push up prices.

1 Several elements in the intellectual

climate at the time made such a suit possible. The Report of the

Industrial Commission (1904) , then in progresSj revealed the

facts of monopoly conditions in the industry; and the work of

the Muckrakers, particularly that of Upton Sinclair in his

novel, The Jungle, published in 1906, directed the public at

tention to conditions in the meat industries.

The defendants in the case relied principally on the Sugar
Trust case, in which the Sherman Act had got off to a bad

start when the Court drew a. line between doing something
about stock oiunership and doing something about restraint

of trade. The Addyston Pipe case 2
qualified the Sugar Trust

case somewhat. But the Sxvift case virtually overruled it.

Holmes, to be sure, is careful not to do so explicitly, but rather

to distinguish the two situations on the ground that the acts

1 This was one of the two suits which the government instituted under the

Sherman Act in igos; the other was the Northern Securities suit. Sec Walton
Hamilton and Irene Till, Antitrust in Action, TNEC Monograph ifl (ig.)o)

Appendix G. The same monograph gives an excellent description o the whole

pattern of antitrust enforcement, and of the difficulties of enforcement in the

early years.
2
Addyston Pipe & Steel Co. v. U. S., 175 U, S. 211 (1899) . The sugar case was

U. S. v. E. C. Knight Co., 156 U. S. i (1895) .
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cnm/daiiied nf in the Suj^ar Trust case were those of manufac-
titrt\ while here they me tltnse nf \ale. ,\ ei&amp;lt;erthele.\x, the Swift

dceisiitiii mttke\ exnttl\ tin- jioint tin- Knight tlrrisinn strtwt

Htit to mttlte: tlitit tnittinerte i\ tn It,- \een its jmrt nf tlir lirntid

tntift Hienl &amp;lt;/

etitiinmit life-; tltttt ecen actx wliiih tire in them-

xetres iudit itlutillv inltintale in thtirntter ttntl tlierr/tire xitlijffl

tti uttttr tonhol initv &amp;lt;n /mils, n[ ti iittirt- gcut-nil fruincwirk --

lie iiitctstntr in tlmruttrr nnti thrrrfurr .\nlijtrt tti Conprrcs-

sioiinl tnntinl; nnil tliitt rtnn turret- is in fnrt, likf ttll iiuitlrrn

business,
&quot;

{iiiuiiuiuut in wliitli its lotnl
jilinst s htwr lifetime

Jtutii f 7 nft wtx later to fall Swift c, II. S.
&quot;

ii&amp;gt; tlif
i)iteil&amp;gt;rrtntit&amp;gt;n nf (lie fitiitntftrr t Ittitsr&quot;;

4
tintl in &amp;lt;t letter

In I nlltit k in Kiss llnlmm unlit ipnti tl the
ttniil&amp;gt;liiiient hy xny-

I H/J &amp;lt;il Tail s etnnitin in Kiaduid c, Wallace&quot; thai it &quot;exfiresxfd

the tntn eiiienl nf inlrnhtlr tnintnerte in n liir^e tind father

mnateilv ii tiv.&quot;* In llint tine Tn\t it/iltt
ltl the I ttfkrrx tintl

Stwk\nrtl\ Att. Jttihnrn t tnn\ fi/j|iii in the Swift rnxr
[ire-

pared the gitnnul jttr the emit Intent nj Ihnt tintl nther le^ixla-

tinii, tint the fntihlrni uj ititntnfit&amp;gt;t\
in meat

fiat
kinf; \till re-

tnaineil n t tint em nf the titititnttl Ittw*, tn nn&amp;lt;&amp;gt; n tmnent de

cree it rti entered in ttnttther unit tigaimt Swift and ( . tind

the nther fun ken. l,ititttiun tnntnnied from n/in tn tins

white the junket* \ntiyjil tn httt&amp;gt;e (lie denee I tittitetl or modi

fied. The nne irinlieil the Stt(eine C.oint twite more ...... in

tintl tuir.

t. [
fU the- riunrtr

1 hin ii mi appeal from u tlcntrr of the Hire nit ( .mirt, nu (

};i;it)iitif; ,m iitjtuu u&amp;lt;m ,ii
,.iift&amp;gt;t

tlif
U|I|U-||.HU&amp;lt;I

cotiutiiision of ;il-

Irgrtl vioiuiiitii% n( itu- An &amp;lt;( Jtilv a, iBtju, ,

l\,(f,
a(i Stat, suit], &quot;to

proirct ttiulr and tuminmr agiiitw unlawful rt Mfjiitus utul iuoiui|i-

ulit-H , . .&quot;

f
, . . In MIIII tip thr tiill iiuitr shortly, it charge

1
) a coin-

*
1 HIT (&quot;*IIHII hi.nli Urn- ,n it KINKI ilrMfl|iiinn ( ttir iltMliinr n( Ihf ti\&amp;lt;te,

Tltf 7Vi/ljg il t l llif iiifnr nr t mitt (lt|;)7) . ||(.

1 tltmtil ( t iinlf | llif t il-, i*l f .lilnlgii V, tlltfll. Kl&amp;gt;8 tl. S. I, y, (11133).

a^i* ! S \it , ititszt

*&amp;gt;lt I It rf&amp;gt; A{j ill nat .
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bination of a dominant proportion of the dealers in fresh meat

throughout the United States not to bid against each other in the

live stock markets of the different -States, to bid up prices for a

few days in order to induce the cattle men (o send their stock to

the stock yards, to (ix prices at which they will sell, and to (hat. end

to restrict shipments of meat when necessary, to establish a uni

form rule of credit to dealers and to keep a black list, to make uni

form and improper charges for cartage, and finally, to get less than

lawful rates from the railroads to the exclusion of competitors. It

is true that the last charge is not clearly slated to be a pan of the

combination. But as it is alleged that the defendants have each and

all made arrangements with the railroads, lhal they were exclusively

to enjoy the unlawful advantage, and that their intent in what they

did was to monopoli/e the commerce and to prevent competition,

and in view of the general allegation to which we shall refer, we

think that we have stated correctly the purport of the bill, . . .

After all the specific charges there is a general allegation that (he

defendants are conspiring with one another, the railroads and

others, to monopoli/e the supply and distribution of fresh meats

throughout the United -States, 8cc., as has been slated above, and

it seems to us that this general allegation of intent colors and ap

plies to all the specific charges of the bill. Whatever may be thought

concerning the proper construction of the .statute, a bill in equity
is not to be read and construed as an indictment would have been

read and construed a hundred years ago, but. it is to be taken to

mean what it fairly conveys to a dispassionate reader by a fairly

exact use of English speech. Thus read this bill .seems to us in

tended to allege successive elements of a single connected

scheme. . . .

The general objection is urged that the bill does not set forth

sufficient, definite or specific facts. This objection is serious, but it

seems to us inherent in the nature of the case. The scheme, alleged

is so vast that it presents a new problem in pleading, ff, as we must

assume, the scheme is entertained, it is, of course, contrary lo (he

very words of the statute. Its si/e makes the violation of the law

more conspicuous, and yet the same thing makes it impossible 10

fasten the principal fact to a certain time and place. The- elements,

too, are so numerous and shifting, even the constituent pans
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The1 law lias been upheld, and therefore we are humid to enlnne

it notwithstanding these dillic ulties. On the other hand. we equally

arc bemud liv the fust principles nl justice not in sanction :t dctur

so vague as to put the whole conduct nl the dclctidaiits business at

the peril
of a summons for luiitempi. \\ e taiima issue a primal in-

junction against all possible hteaches nl the law. We must steer he--

iwccil these opposite tlilli&amp;lt; ulties as (test we can.

Tlu 1 .scheme as a whole seems to us to lie within reach of the

law. The constituent elements, as we have- stated them, ate enough
to give to the scheme a Imdy and, lot all that we t.iu sav. to ac

roiuplish it. Moreover, whatever we mav think of them
&amp;lt;iep;ti;itcly

when we take- them up as di-aiml thaiges. thev aie alleged suf

ficiently as elements of the- scheme, ft is suggested that (lie several

aris eliaiged are lawdd and that iuirni i.ui make- no dilleieute.

But they aie hound together as the pat is ol a single plan. The- plan

may make the paits unlawlul. .litirin v. }\ i\tnn\in, icj-, l. .,S. tc|.|. auli.

The .statute- j-ivc s thti pmcc-i-din^ against mmliinaiinus in leiiiaint

of (oiuinritc among the* S lairs and against attc-mptt to mono[ioli/e
the* .same, [nicnt it almost essential to such a cnmiiinaiiun and t\

csseniial to such an attempt. Wheie actt ate not sufficient in thrm.

selves to [undue e a result which the law terlvi to pieveut for

iiiNiaiict . the moiioptily hut ifc|iiiie fuithc-r act-* iu addition to

die tiieie fotc&amp;lt;&quot; ol nature to tiling that tesiilt to pass, an intent to

hring it to p;iv i-. uc-te -ary iu oidc-t to produce a daugemiii pmli

ahilhy tltnt it will happen, (.tnninntni futdi v. /V/n/rr, ifj M.IM,

3(17, 973. Hut when that ititettt and the cumc-queui daHgeioui proli-

ability c xi-,1. (hit .fatiitc, like nuitiy uilici-. and like the common
law hi some eases, directs itself agaitnt that daiigeicmt probability
as well a* iigiiiiiM the roinpletrd result. What we have said

ilit|&amp;gt;mr*

iiuidentally of the ohjecttun to tlir hill a* muUifaiiout, 1 he unity
of the1

plan einhiarrs ail thr paw.
One further iiltsrivaiicm slioiild he made. Although the- com

hination alleged c-tihracrs ifitiiiitit arid iwmiupoh if ttadc- uithio

a single .State, its t lire t upon eommeue anicmg the .State i
i-&amp;gt; nut

artitlcoia), wctindaiy, icinuic m mrrrly |r&amp;lt;ifi,d&amp;gt;lr,
On the- allege &amp;lt;

tioiiH of the liill tlie latter eniiimeict no lc-s, ptiluipi even mine,
than tointiirrcr within it single- -Stiite it nil ulijrti of attack, Sc-e
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several specific acts and courses of conduct are done and adopted.

Therefore the case is not like United States v. E. C. Knight Co.,

156 U. S. i, where the subject-matter of the combination was manu

facture and the direct object monopoly of manufacture within a

State. However likely monopoly o commerce among the States in

the article manufactured was to follow the agreement it was not a

necessary consequence nor a primary end. Here the subject-matter

is sales and the very point of the combination is to restrain and

monopolize commerce among the States in respect to such sales.

The two cases arc near to each other, as sooner or later always

must happen where lines are to be drawn, but the line between

them is distinct. Montague if Co. v. Lowry, 193 U. S. 38.

So, again, the line is distinct between this case and Hopkins v.

United States, 171 U. S. 578. All that was decided there was that the

local business of commission brokers was not commerce among the

States, even if what the brokers were employed to sell was an ob

ject of such commerce. The brokers were not: like the defendants

before us, themselves the buyers and sellers. They only furnished

certain facilities for the sales. Therefore, there again the effects of

the combination of brokers upon the commerce was only indirect

and not within the Act. Whether the case would have been different

if the combination had resulted in exorbitant charges, was left

open. In Anderson v. United States, 171 U. S. 604, the defendants

were buyers and sellers at the stock yards, but their agreement was

merely not to employ brokers, or to recognize yard-traders, who

were not members of their association. Any yard-trader could be

come a member of the association on complying with the conditions,

and there was said to be no feature of monopoly in the case. It was

held that the combination did not directly regulate commerce be

tween the States, and, being formed with a different intent, was not

within the Act. The present case is more like Montague &amp;lt;& Co. v.

Lowry, 193 U. S. 38.

For the foregoing reasons we are of opinion that the carrying
out of the scheme alleged, by the means set forth, properly may
be enjoined, and that the bill cannot be dismissed.

So far it has not been necessary to consider whether the facts

charged in any single paragraph constitute commerce among the

States or show an interference with it. There can be no doubt, we
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particulars
, ;uul will consider the corresponding purls of the. in-

junrlion
at llif same time. The lust t|iiesiion arises on tho sixth see-

lion. That charges a combination (if independent dealers to restrict

tlic competition ol ilu ir agents when purchasing .stock for them

in the Mwk \auK, The purchasers and their slaughtering establish

ments are laigcly in dillen-nt States from those of the stork yards,

and the selleis l the tattle, peihaps it is not too ninth to assume,

largely in dilleient States fioni either. The intent of the (oinl)iiuuitin

is not im-rely tu restiitt competition among the parlies, hut, as we

have said, by lone ol the geneud allegation at the etui of the bill,

lo aid in an attempt to monopoli/r commerce among (he States,

It is saiil thai this charge is too vague and that it does not set

forth a rase ol tuiuinem- aiming the States, Taking up the latter

objection lii .i, commerce among the Stales is not a technical legal

ccmtepfion, bin a pt.utiial one, diawn from the course of business,

When tattle air M-III f&amp;gt;n sale from a plate in one .State, with the

expectation thai thev will end their transit, after purchase, in an

other, and whm in died thev do so, with only the interniption
neres-saiv to Inid ,i purchase! at the -and yards, and when this is a

typical, comtanih irttnitiiK (nurse, the current tltm existing is a

current of uiuucitr anttnti; the Siaiei. and the purchase of lite

cattle is a pan and incident of such commerce. What we say is

true at leati ul inch a pun haw bv teMdenis in another State from

that of die wllrr and nf the cattle. And we need not trouble our

selves at thii lintr ,tt lo whether the statute ccmld be escaped by

any an,ingeiurm a-&amp;gt; in the plate where the sale in point of law was

coiiMimtiuued See \ mlnlk /- fJVs&amp;lt;rri( f{\, v. Sinn, itji U. ,S. ,|.|t,

Bui the lixih M-itiuu &amp;gt;{ the lull thnritri an uuerfemue with nvuh

sales, a trtiratiu nf the parties by muiutd tontrati and a combina

tion tint to
cfiiiijKMe in order to

nmnn[H&amp;gt;H/e.
It in immaterial H the

iicction ;dvi t iiihratfi domesitt ttaiHattions.

It should be added thai the cuttle in the stack yard are not at

rest even m thr r\irui that was held sufficient to warrant taxation

in Aiitfiitnit \li-fl I-- iVirf (&quot;. . v, S/^r-r/, icjg U, ,S, f,tici.
Hut it may

he thai (he qtifkUttn of i.\.uiiin does not depend upon wheiher

(he unit If t.t\rd uun or m.u not be said to be in the course of

coimneicr bruvern fhe Siatrx but depends upon whether the tax
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fendants agents to refrain from bidding against one another at the

sales of live stock, is justified so far as the subject-matter is con

cerned.

The injunction, however, refers not to trade among the States

in cattle, concerning which there can be no question of original

packages, but to trade in fresh meats, as the trade forbidden to

be restrained, and it is objected that the trade in fresh meats

described in the second and third sections of the bill is not com
merce among the States, because the meat is sold at the slaughter

ing places, or when sold elsewhere may be sold in less than the

original packages. But the allegations of the second section, even

if they import a technical passing of title at the slaughtering places,

also import that the sales are to persons in other States, and that the

shipments to other States arc part of the transaction &quot;pursuant

to such sales&quot; and the third section imports that the same things

which are sent to agents are sold by them, and sufficiently indicates

that some at least of the sales are of the original packages. Moreover,

the sales are by persons in one State to persons in another. But

we do not mean to imply that the rule which marks the point at

which State taxation or regulation becomes permissible necessarily

is beyond the scope of interference by Congress in cases where such

interference is deemed necessary for the protection of commerce

among the States. Nor do we mean to intimate that the statute

under consideration is limited to that point. Beyond what we

have said above, we leave those questions as we find them. They
were touched upon in the Northern Securities Company Case, 139

U. S. 197.

We are of opinion, further, that the charge in the sixth section

is not too vague. The charge is not of a single agreement but of

a course of conduct intended to be continued. Under the Act it is

the duty of the Court, when applied to, to stop the conduct. The

thing done and intended to be done is perfectly definite: with the

purpose mentioned, directing the defendants agents and inducing
each other to refrain from competition in bids. The defendants

cannot be ordered to compete, but they properly can be forbidden

to give directions or to make agreements not to compete. See

Addyston Pipe if Steel Co. v. United States, 175 U. S. 211. The

injunction follows the charge. No objection was made on the ground
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in which such directions and agreements are forbidden. The trade

in fresh meat referred to should be defined somewhat as it is in the

bill, and the sales of stock should be confined to sales of stock at the

stock yards named, which stock is sent from other States to the

stock yards for sale or is bought at those yards for transport to

another State.
8

SOCIAL DESIRES AND DR. MILES S

MEDICINES

Dr. Miles Medical Co. v. Park and Sons Co.

220 U. S. 373, 409 (1911)

Several times in Holmes one finds a combination of vigorous

legal analysis with dubious economic reasoning. The Dr. Miles

Medical Co. case is perhaps the best instance.

The Miles Company had worked out a very careful plan for

resale price maintenance. All jobbers buying its medicines

agreed to act as ils agents and to sell the products to retailers

and other wholesalers only at a price fixed by the company,
and only by malting a second set of resale price maintenance

contracts in turn with them. The defendant company had

bought large supplies from the agents of the Miles Company
and had entered into the contract, but had then broken the

price terms of the contracts, reselling the medicines to other

wholesalers and to retailers to be sold at cut-rates, as what

we should today call &quot;loss-leaders.&quot;

The majority of the Court, through Justice Hughes, held

that the price-maintenance scheme could not be enforced

through an injunction, and that the second set of contracts

(with the retailers) were in restraint of trade and were illegal

both at common law and under the Sherman Antitrust Act.

In a long opinion Hughes reasoned that the second set of con

tracts were not between the company and its agents al

though the term &quot;retail agency contracts&quot; was used but

between the company and all prospective purchasers. Thus
the restraint which was purely internal in the first set of
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&quot;most of the jobbers and wholesale druggists and a majority

of the retail druggists of the country,&quot;
and had as their pur

pose &quot;the control of the entire trade,&quot; they clearly affected the

market. The essence of the common-law conception of restraint

of trade, Hughes went on, is harm to the public interest.

&quot;Agreements
or combinations between dealers, having for their

sole purpose the destruction of competition and the fixing of

prices, are injurious to the public interest and void. They are

not saved by the advantage that the participants expect to

derive from the enhanced price to the consumer.&quot;

Holmes was the sole dissenter.
1

After disposing of some

technical preliminaries, he took several lines of attack. Ry

agreeing that the first set of contracts were enforceable,

Hughes had left himself vulnerable, and Holmes made di

rectly for the opening in his armor.
&quot;By

a slight change in

the form of contract the plaintiff can accomplish the re

sult. . . . If it should make the retail dealers also agents in

law as well as in name and retain the title until the goods

left their hands I cannot conceive that even the present en

thusiasm for regulating the prices to be charged by other

people would deny that the owner was acting within his

rights.&quot;

But the second line of attack was more fundamental: that

&quot;we greatly exaggerate the value and importance to the public

of competition in the production or distribution, of an article

. . . as fixing a fair price. What really fixes that is the corn-pe

tition of conflicting desire. . . . The point of most profitable

returns marks the equilibrium of social desires and determines

1
Justice Lurton took no part in the decision o the case, but it is clear he

would have voted with the majority. He had decided the same case in the same

way while on the Circuit Court of Appeals, and Justice Hughes adopted much
of his reasoning and language. For a detailed discussion of the legal history of

resale price maintenance contracts, see Seligtnan and Love, Price Cutting and
Price Maintenance (1932) , 42-89. The present case has generally been considered
the decisive one in the whole sequence. While the Hughes opinion leaves much
to be desired and is technical and narrow in its legal grounds, it has hccn
followed by the Courts. They have, however, held that the manufacturer can
refuse to sell to the retailers who cut prices, but even here they have kept
him from using this refusal as a threat. Where the manufacturer makes the
distributor his agent he may give him instructions on price. The principal
cases after the present one are Bauer and Cie v. O Donnell, sag U. S. i (1913) ;

U. S. v. Colgate and Co., afio U. S. aoo (IQIQ) ; F. T. C. v. Beech-Nut Packina Co..
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the fair price in lite only sense in which I can find meaning
in those words.&quot; One could not ask a better statement of the

subjective or marginal-utility school of value theory in eco

nomics. Holmes rejects the idea of price as determined by the

cost curve or even by the distributive competition of the

market, but assigns the determining role to the competitive

play of desires in our minds.

Holmes was no technical economist as he was a technical

lawyer, and though he was a brilliant amateur at anything he

turned his mind to whether metaphysics or Greek tragedy
or the history of etchings or economic theory he did not

have the discipline or the competence to support the magis
terial assurance with which in this field he made and destroyed
theories. Someone might have answered his opinion by re

minding him that the common law did not enact Eugen von

Bohm-Bawerk s Positive Theory of Capital. In a previous
Massachusetts opinion, Plant v. Woods, lie had similarly and

brilliantly stated his belief in the wage-fund doctrine.2 But

there he had done so as an aside, making it clear that what

economic theory of wages you held was irrelevant to the de

cision. Here his theory is quite central to his own decision,

and he also sees the Court s decision as based on a theory of

price as determined by competitive production and distribu

tion.

One may say in his defense that he was seeking to follow

out his general doctrine of judicial laissez faire. He does not

see the Sherman Act as applying directly. In the absence of a

statute, which might have covered the case and might have

been based on a not unreasonable even if invalid eco

nomic theory, he prefers to leave the play of economic forces

as it is, and not interfere with Dr. Miles s contracts. The

difficulty, of course, is that Holmes conceives of a natural

economic system which functions for Peter but does not func
tion for Paul. If, regardless of Dr. Miles s contracts, fair price
will be determined by the equilibrium of social desires, then

the same ought to hold also regardless of the Park Company s

breaking of those contracts. The action of the Miles Company
in making its prices what we should today call

&quot;sticky,&quot;
in
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taking them out of the market mechanism and making them

&quot;administered
prices,&quot;

is no part of a natural economic order,

but is just as man-made as the Sherman Act or the decision by

Justice Hughes.
In reality the Court was faced with a choice between eco

nomic strategies in determining prices: whether to use the

strategy of the resale price-maintenance contract, enforced by

the Court, or that of the Sherman Act, also enforced by the

Court. In the first case the prices are subject to the economic

power of the producing company, backed by the judicial

process; in the second, case they are made subject to the eco

nomic power of the strategically large wholesalers or retailers,

using the product as a pawn in their competitive struggle, and

again backed by the judicial process. In the first case the pro

ducer achieves some security and maximizes his profits; in the

second case the consumer gets the benefit of lower prices, but

may have to make up for it on other commodities. Thus the

economic issue was by no means as clear as either Justice

Hughes or Justice Holmes seemed to make it. Because of the

confused economic situation of which the Miles case was an

expression, Congress in 1914 passed the Federal Trade Com
mission Act. But as the judicial history of that act and the

current controversies over such state legislation as the Feld-

Crawford Act in New York were to show, the economic prob
lem is still with us?

In one respect Holmes was thoroughly consistent here. Or

dinarily judges act as economists in their decisions but will not

admit it. Their economics is part of what Holmes called

their &quot;inarticulate major premise.&quot; Holmes here made his

economics articulate and candid. Where he got it we shall

8 The considerations o policy usually advanced for resale price maintenance
are that without it the product may become part of retail price wars and lose

its prestige; that the manufacturer has created a market for his brand by national

advertising and has a vested interest in the maintenance of the market; that

price-cutting reduces the number of retail outlets; and that a brand is a form
oE copyright or patent, and carries with it exclusive rights and corresponding
control. For a critical discussion of the last point with respect to patents as a

whole, see Walton Hamilton, Patents and Free Enterprise, TNEC Monograph
31 (1941) . The Federal Trade Commission held two elaborate investigations of

the whole problem in 1929 and 1931 and published reports. Under the NRA,
when antitrust restrictions were relaxed, some o the codes permitted resale
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as to goods consigned. Hence when the bill alleges that the de

fendant has obtained medicine from these agents by inducing them

to break their contracts, the allegation does not require proof oE

breach of trust by an agent, but would be satisfied by proving a

breach of promise in respect of goods that the consignee had

bought and owned. This reasoning would have been conclusive in

the days of Saunders if the construction of the contract is right,

as I suppose that it is. But the contract as to goods purchased is at

least in the background and obscure; it is not the main under

taking that the instrument is intended to express. I should have

thought that the bill ought to be read as charging the defendant

with inducing a breach of the ordinary duty of consignees as such

(Swift v. United States, 196 U. S. 375, 395), and, therefore, as en

titling the plaintiff to relief. Angle v. Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis
&amp;lt;tf Omaha Ry. Co., 151 U. S. i.

The second contract is that of the retail agents, so called, being

really the first purchasers, fixing the price below which they will

not sell to the public. There is no attempt to attach a contract or

condition to the goods, as in Bobbs-Merrill Co. v. Straus, sio U. S.

330, or in any way to restrict dealings with them after they leave

the hands of the retail men. The sale to the retailers is made by
the plaintiff, and the only question is whether the law forbids a

purchaser to contract with his vendor that he will not sell below

a certain price. This is the important question in this case. I sup

pose that in the case of a single object such as a painting or a

statue the right of the artist to make such a stipulation hardly
would be denied. In other words, I suppose that the reason why
the contract is held bad is that it is part of a scheme embracing
other similar contracts each of which applies to a number of sim

ilar things, with the object of fixing a general market price. This

reason seems to me inadequate in the case before the Court. In

the first place by a slight change in the form of the contract the

plaintiff can accomplish the result in a way that would be beyond
successful attack. If it should make the retail dealers also agents
in law as well as in name and retain the title until the goods left

their hands I cannot conceive that even the present enthusiasm
for regulating the prices to be charged by other people would

deny that the owner was acting within his rights. It seems to me
that this consideration by itself ouerht to dive us nause.
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no body of precedent that by ineluctable logic recjuires the con

clusion to which the Court bus come. Tlte conclusion is reached

by extending a tertain conceptitin of public policy to a new sphere.

On such mailers we are in perilous couitnv. I think that, at least,

ii is safe to sav that the uiosi enlightened judicial policy is to let

people nuinage their own business in their own way, unless the

ground for interference is veiy clear. What then is the ground

upon which we interfeie in the present case? Of course, it is not the

interest of the producer. No one. I judge-, tares for that. It hardly

can be the interest ul subordinate vendors, as there seems to be no

particular
reason Im piddling them to the originator and lirst

vendor of the product. 1 eihaps it may be assumed to be the- interest

of the consumers and the public, On that point 1 confess that I

am in a minority as to larger issues than ;ue concerned here. I

think that we greatly exaggerate the value and impoiiante to the

public of competition in the production or distribution of an

article (here it is only distribution), as fixing a fair pi ice. What

really fixes that is the 1

competition of conllicting desires, We, none

of UN, can have as much as we want of all the things that we want.

There-fore, we have to choose-. As soon as the- pi ice- of something
that we want goes above the point ;tt which we aie willing to give-

up other things to have that, we cease to buy it and buy some

thing else. Of course, I am speaking of things that we can get along
without. There mav be necessities that sooner or later must In-

dealt with tike short rations in a shipwreck, but they air not Dr.

iVf iles medicines. With regard to things like the latter it seems to

me that the point of must profitable reituiis mniks the equilibrium
of social desires and determines the fair price in the only sense in

which I can Intel meaning in tin tie words. The Dr. Miles Medical

Company knows better than we do what will enable it to do the

best business. We must aume its retail price to be teasonable, lor

it is so alleged and the ca is here on demurrer; so I see nothing
to warrant my assuming that the public will not lie nerved best

by the company being allowed to cany out its plan. I cannot be

lieve that in the long inn the public will profit by this Court per

mitting kitau-s to cut reasonable prices for some ulterior purpose ol

their own and thus en impaii. if not to destroy, the production and
KM IP .,f -MI;, I,-,. u-1,;, i. ;, ; ,...,,, i , I.,, ,i,..;, -,\&amp;gt;\ f , ,\,-,, ,\,,, ,
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of the law. It is fraudulent and has no merits of its own to recom

mend it to the favor of the Court. An injunction against the de

fendant s dealing in non-transferable round-trip reduced rate tick

ets has been granted to a railroad company upon the general

principles of the law protecting contracts, and the demoralization

of rates has been referred to as a special circumstance in addition

to the general grounds. Bitterman v. Louisville & Nashville R. R.

Co., 207 U. S. 205, 222, 223, 224.. The general and special con

siderations equally apply here, and we ought not to disregard

them, unless the evil effect of the contract is very plain. The analogy
relied upon to establish that evil effect is that of combinations in

restraint of trade. I believe that we have some superstitions on that

head, as I have said; but those combinations are entered into with

intent to exclude others from a business naturally open to them, and

we unhappily have become familiar with the methods by which they
are carried out. I venture to say that there is no likeness between

them and this case. Jayne v. Loder, 149 Fed. Rep. 21, 27; and I

think that my view prevails in England. Elliman, Sons fr Co. v. Car-

rington & Son, Limited [1901], 2 Ch. 275. See Garst v. Harris, 177

Massachusetts, 72; Garst v. Charles, 187 Massachusetts, 144. I think

also that the importance of the question and the popularity of

what I deem mistaken notions make it my duty to express my view

in this dissent.

FREE TRADE IN INDUSTRIAL
INFORMATION

American Column and Lumber Co. v. U. S.

257 U. 8.377, 4!

&quot;

I think I still have my teeth in that
way&quot;

wrote Holmes
to Pollock in 1921, at eighty, with respect to

&quot;firing off an

opinion.
&quot; One of the opinions he had recently written was

his dissent in the present case: it was one of the &quot;brisk differ

ences, amiable but marked,&quot; that characterized the 1921 term

of Court.1

This case is known generally as &quot;the Hardwood case.&quot; It is

one of four decided by the Court from 1021-1025 on the
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legality of what is known as
&quot;open price reporting&quot; as a

met/tod used by trade nxxiirintitnix in achieving price uni

formity. After Ihr &quot;rule of reason&quot; decision in tin- Standard

Oil case (nil i)
*

tin- wuy In legality seemed open to
&quot;good&quot;

combinations, that were not oppressive af competitors and

aimed at constructive social results. Tin 1 method of exchang
ing price and oilier industrial information among the mem
bers of a trade association wax accordingly developed, and

during the first World IVnr seemed to have the encourage
ment of the (iovernment.

After the war, however, the Government sited the Hardwood
Association, pointed to the high lumber prices in n)K), and

ascribed them to the collusive price practices nf what had come,

to be known as &quot;the new competition.&quot; In a six-lo-lhr?e opin-
ion Hie. Court, speaking through Justice Clarke, held thnt the.

association had violated the antitrust laws hy it liat might in

effect be called an
&quot;open conspiracy.&quot;

There was certainly

evidence that the association, which controlled about a third

t&amp;gt;f
the production of hardwood, had emjuoved a secretary roho

on fi rising market noted the inr reusing demand, urged limi

tation of oiitjnit, and geife jniblititv to the production levels

of individual members, Hut the dissenting opinions the.ru

were1 two, one by Jlolnirx and one by Drandeix in which

McKenna joined- held thin to be a legally valid attempt to

exchange industrial information, and economically justified

because whatever reduction in competition was achieved was

for the purpose of industrial order.

Holmes * dissent is not one of hix best, as that of nrnndeis

in. The two were based on rather different social values.

Bratidcis was concerned with the &quot;curse of bigness.&quot; He feared

that if small independent producers who had banded to

gether into a trade assorintiun WTY? not allowed to act In-

Aether reasonably for common economic ends, they would &quot;be,

led to enter the inviting field of consolidation,&quot; and the result

would be a &quot;huge trust&quot; with all of its consequences in concen-

* Standard Oil Co. v, II. S. i (tc|ii)i we nlwi H. -V. v, Amrrifnn Tiitmnn C.ti.,

99) U. S. itrf! (jtjlt)- In t&amp;gt;f* ( |l*t&quot;1 il f .Sitprcmc C-inin held lli.ir ilir .Sli

An(i1*nittl Art nrriliilt^Ea iitit nil t&amp;lt;^iralii(fi fif Bniilf* tint tttilv flir* mil (
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tration of power. Holmes, since he did not share Brandeis

fear of the big trusts, could scarcely restrict himself to this

reasoning, although by concurring in Brandeis &quot;more elabo

rate discussion&quot; he showed he was not wholly at variance with

it. Brandeis&quot; reasoning was tactical: it was part of his strategy

for equalizing the position of the small producers as against

the big ones, and organizing industrial order. Holmes s rea

soning again, as in the Dr. Miles case, assumed a naturally

functioning economic norm to which some adjustments had

to be made. He saw the action of the Hardwood Association

not as &quot;an attempt to override normal market conditions&quot; but

as &quot;an attempt to conform to them.&quot;

Caught tints between the assumptions of Brandeis and his

own, Holmes s dissent lacks the force that his decisions gen

erally get from their singleness of intellectual conception. As

a result the opinion runs off into the problem of guaranteeing

free speech and maximizing knowledge and education values

that are desirable but a discussion of which seems irrelevant

in dealing with a problem whose solution must come from
economic analysis and economic strategy.

The Hardwood decision and the one of similar tenor that

followed it, the Linseed Oil decision,
3 were never overruled by

the Court. Yet in
is&amp;gt;

2
5&amp;gt;

1&amp;gt;n ^ne Maple Flooring case* and the

Cement case 6 both instances of open price reporting by

trade associations the Court did pronounce an essentially

similar procedure to be reasonable.

Holmes, J., dissenting:

When there are competing sellers of a class of goods, knowledge
of the total stock on hand, of the probable total demand and of

the prices paid of course will tend to equalize the prices asked.

But I should have supposed that the Sherman Act did not set

itself against knowledge did not aim at a transitory cheapness

unprofitable to the community as a whole because not correspond

ing to the actual conditions of the country. I should have thought
that the ideal of commerce was an intelligent interchange made

with full knowledge of the facts as a basis for a forecast of the

s U. S. v. American Linseed Oil Co., 262 U. S. 371 (1923) .
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future on both sides. A combination to gel ntul distribute such

knowledge, notwithstanding its u-ntlcucy to e(|iiali/c, not necessarily

to raise, prices, is very lar I nun a combination in unreasonable

restraint of trade, ft is line thai it is a combination of sellers only,

bin the knowledge acijuhed is not set ret, it is public, anil the

buyers, I think I inav asstiuie, aie not less active in their efforts to

know the fads. A combination in unreasonable restraint of trade

imports an aiteinpt to override normal maiket conditions. An

attempt to conform to them seems to me the most reasonable thing

in the world. 1 see nothing in the conduct of the appellants that

hinds the member 1
, even by merely social sanctions to anything

that would not be pi united, if we tan imagine it, by an all-wise

socialistic government acting (or the beneht ol the* toimnunity as

a whole, The parties to the combination are lice to do as they

will,

I must add that the det ree as it stands seems to me surprising
in a tommy ol itc-e speech that allet ts tu regard education and

knowledge as desirable. It prohibits the- disiiihniion of stotk. pro
duction or sales irpoits, the discussion of piiccs at assot iation

meetings, and the exchange of pmiittions of high pi ices. It is true

that these at is are the main evidence of the supposed tonsphacv,
hut that to my mind only shows the weakness of the Goseinmew s

case, I cannot believe that the fact, if it be assumed, that the acts

have been done with a sinisiei pmpose, justifies CM hiding mills

in the backwoods horn inhumation, in older to enable cciurali/cd

purchasers to take advantage of iheh ignorance of the facts,

I agree with the moie elaborate discussion of the case by my
brothel Hraudeis,

SHODDY AND THK MANIKKSTLY
ABSURD

HYnrrr y. Pnlincr (inn, (lit,

ayo V. S. .just, .jir,

The Slnte uf PcntHvlt itiiin. liftninc nf n Irnr til
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the Fourteenth Amendment. Holmes wrote a dissent in which

Justices Bmndeis and Stone joined. It is one of his briefer and

more peremptory dissents, with a not wholly restrained fire

breaking through. It begins by asking whether the Pennsyl
vania legislature s view of social policy luas so extreme as to

be &quot;manifestly absurd&quot;; and it ends by warning the majority
that it is &quot;pressing

the Fourteenth Amendment too
far.&quot;

There were two basic clashes between the majority and

Holmes. One was the question of whether the Court should

independently review the facts as well as the law. Justice But

ler did so, holding there was no evidence on the record below

that the shoddy spread disease, and also that if the shoddy
were properly sterilized any danger to health would be re

moved. Holmes s view on the other hand was that unless the

legislature s opinion on the facts was completely untenable,

the Court had to assume it was true. Here Holmes was follow

ing the doctrine of Powell v. Pennsylvania,
1 where Justice

Harlan had laid down a doctrine of judicial restraint in con

ducting independent investigations of fact. The Supreme
Court increasingly departed from that doctrine in the IQZO S.

The second issue was one of classification: on the assump
tion that some shoddy might be unsterilized, did the legisla

ture have the right to prevent the use of all shoddy in bedding?

Or, more important, why aim only at shoddy when disease

might be spread by other materials as well? Behind Holmes s

reply zuas the reasoning that the difficulty of distinguishing

between sterilized and unsterilized shoddy in bedding made

it not unreasonable for the legislature to pass a general pro
hibition rather than enter on a cumbersome plan of inspection
and regulation. His reference at the end to Schlesinger v.

Wisconsin is significant: for there too he contends for allow

ing the legislature a margin of tolerance: &quot;the law allows

a penumbra to be embraced that goes beyond the outline

of its object in order that the object may be secured.&quot;
2

If Holmes s tone is more abrupt in this case than in some of

his earlier onqs, we must remember that he was eighty-five,

had been fighting on the Court for almost a quarter-century

for a tolerant construction of the Fourteenth Amendment,
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and could not help feeling that he was not making much

of a dent. In a letter to Pollock written a few months before

this decision he writes, &quot;I am very hard at work again as we

are sitting, but in good shape and enjoying it, preparing small

diamonds for people of limited intellectual means.&quot;
8

Holmes, J., dissenting:

If the Legislature of Pennsylvania was of opinion that disease

is likely to be spread by the use of unstcrilized shoddy in com
fortables I do not suppose that this Court would pronounce the

opinion so manifestly absurd that it could not be acted upon. If

we should not, then I think that we ought to assume the opinion
to be right for the purpose of testing the law. The Legislature

may have been of opinion further that the actual practice of filling

comfortables with unsterilixed shoddy gathered from filthy floors

was widespread, and this again we must assume to be true. It is

admitted to be impossible to distinguish the innocent from the

infected product in any practicable way, when it is made up into

comfortables. On these premises, if the Legislature regarded the

danger as very great and inspection and tagging as inadequate
remedies, it seems to me that in order to prevent the spread of

disease it constitutionally could forbid any use of shoddy for

bedding and upholstery. Notwithstanding the broad statement in

Schlesinger v. Wisconsin the other day I do not suppose that it was

intended to overrule Purity Extract and Tonic Co. v. Lynch, 226

U. S. 192 and the other cases to which I referred there.

It is said that there was unjustifiable discrimination. A classifica

tion is not to be pronounced arbitrary because it goes on practical

grounds and attacks only those objects that exhibit or foster an

evil on a large scale. It is not required to be mathematically precise
and to embrace every case that theoretically is capable of doing
the same harm. &quot;If the law presumably hits the evil where it is

most felt, it is not to be overthrown because there are other in

stances to which it might have been
applied.&quot;

Miller v. Wilson,

236 U. S. 373, 384. In this case, as in Schlesinger v. Wisconsin, I

think we are pressing the Fourteenth Amendment too far.

8 H-P, II: 173 (Dec. i, 1925) .
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ON LEGISLATIVE MOTIVE

Frost v. California

271 U. S. 583, 600 (1926)

This case represents another incident in Holmes s fight for

state legislative discretion. California, faced by the growth of

commercial truck and bus traffic, tried by legislative act to

bring the traffic under the regulation of the state railroad

commission. The case turned on the question of whether the

state Act was in reality for the conservation of the highways,

or for some other purpose. Holmes clashed here with Justice

Sutherland, who wrote the majority opinion invalidating the

Act.

In his dissent (joined in by Justice Brandeis, with a separate

dissent by Justice McReynolds) , Holmes insisted that the

Court could riot review legislative motive. His position in all

these cases of state power usually was that the purposes which

impel a state legislature to pass an act are relevant, because

the Court must determine whether they are clearly unreason

able purposes. It must then determine whether the means to

be used bear a reasonable relation to the ends. But it cannot

go beyond that. He says of &quot;the reasons that may have in

duced the Legislature&quot; that
&quot;if

a warrant can be found in

those reasons, they must be presumed to have been the

ground.&quot;

Justice Sutherland s contention was that the real motive

lay not in protecting and conserving the highways, but in

protecting the railroads
&quot;by controlling competitive condi

tions.&quot;

Holmes, J., dissenting:

The question is whether a state may require all corporations
or persons, with immaterial exceptions, who operate automobiles,

etc., for the transportation of persons or property over a regular

route and between fixed termini on the public highways of the

State, for compensation, to obtain a certificate from the railroad
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tion companies are made subject to the power of the railroad

commission to regulate their rates, accounts and service. The

provisions on this last point are immaterial here, as the case arises

upon an order of the commission under section 5 that the plaintiffs

in error desist from transportation of property as above unless and

until they obtain the certificate required, and by the terms of the

statute every section and claim in it is independent of the validity

of all the rest. Section 10. Whatever the Supreme Court of California

may have intimated, the only point that is decided, because that

was the only question before it, was that the order of the com
mission should stand.

This portion of the act is to be considered with reference to

the reasons that may have induced the Legislature to pass it, for

if a warrant can be found in such reasons they must be presumed
to have been the ground. I agree, of course, with the cases cited

by my brother Sutherland, to which may be added American
Bank & Trust Co. v. Federal Reserve Bank, 256 U. S. 350, 358, that

even generally lawful acts or conditions may become unlawful

when done or imposed to accomplish an unlawful end. But that is

only the converse of the proposition that acts in other circum

stances unlawful may be justified by the purpose for which they are

done. This applies to acts of the Legislatures as well as to the doings
of private parties. The only valuable significance of the much
abused phrase police power is this power of the State to limit

what otherwise would be rights having a pecuniary value, when a

predominant public interest requires the restraint. The power of

the State is limited in its turn by the constitutional guaranties of

private rights, and it often is a delicate matter to decide which in

terest preponderates and how far the State may go without making

compensation. The line cannot be drawn by generalities, but suc

cessive points in it must be fixed by weighing the particular facts.

Extreme cases on the one side and on the other are Edgar A. Levy

Leasing Co. v. Siegel, 258 U. S. 242, and Pennsylvania Coal Co. v.

Mahon, 260 U. S. 393.

The point before us seems to me well within the legislative

power. We all know what serious problems the automobile has

introduced. The difficulties of keeping the streets reasonably clear

for travel and for traffic are very great. If a State speaking through
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suppose that no one would doubt that it constitutionally could,

as, I presume, most States or cities do, exercise some such control.

The only question is how far it can go. I see nothing to prevent its

going to the point of requiring a license and bringing the whole
business under the control of a railroad commission so far as to

determine the number, character and conduct of transportation

companies and so to prevent the streets from being made useless

and dangerous by the number and lawlessness of those who seek

to use them. I see nothing in. this act that would require private car

riers to become common carriers, but if there were such require
ment, it, like the provisions concerning rates and accounts, would
not be before us now, since, as I have said, the statute makes every
section independent and declares that if valid it shall stand even
if all the others fall. As to what is before us, I see no great dif

ference between requiring a certificate and requiring a bond as in

Packard v. Banton, 264 U. S. 140, and although, as I have said, I

do not get much help from general propositions in a case of this

sort, I cannot forbear quoting what seems to me applicable here.

Distinguishing between activities that may be engaged in as a

matter of right and those like the use of the streets that are carried

on by government permission, it is said: &quot;In the latter case the

power to exclude altogether generally includes the lesser power
to condition and may justify a degree of regulation not admissible

in the former.&quot; 364 U. S. 145. I think that the judgment should
be affirmed.

ABSENTEE CONTROL IN DRUGSTORES
Louis K. Liggett Co. v. Baldridge

371 U. S. 105, 114 (1938)

The question in this case was whether Pennsylvania s efforts

to organize the local conditions of its economic system would
be allowed by the Supreme Court. The Court s answer was

negative, and again Holmes dissented. There was a ic/zj Penn

sylvania law, presumably aimed against chain drugstores,
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hers of the corporation had to meet the requirements, corpora
tions already in existence and owning drugstores at the time

of the passage of the Act being exempted. The Liggett Com

pany, a Massachusetts corporation, fell within the exemption,
but it bought two more stores after the passage of the Act, and

the Pennsylvania Board of Pharmacy refused it a permit.

Justice Sutherland, in the majority opinion, held that the

law violated the due process and equal protection provisions

of the Fourteenth Amendment; that as a foreign corporation
the Liggett Company could not be held subject to Pennsyl
vania statutes in conflict with the Constitution; that the Act

bore no reasonable or direct relation to health, since there

were other health provisions in effect; that it was therefore

not justified under the police power of the state. He dismissed

as resting on
&quot;conjecture&quot;

the legislative claim that there was

a relation between the ownership of drugstores by pharmacists
and the health of the people.
Holmes s dissent, in which Justice Brandeis joined, goes as

usual directly to the heart of the matter. In his reference to

the evil of &quot;the divorce between the power of control and

knowledge,&quot; there is a note almost reminiscent of Thorstein

Veblen s concept of &quot;absentee ownership.&quot; And there is again
the Holmesian insistence that an act must not necessarily be

an adequate social remedy in order to be constitutional.

The issue of social control that the Pennsylvania law raises

is a vexed one. There is much to be said for chain stores on

the score of efficiency and economy, just as there is a good
deal to be said for the small-enterprise unit on the score of

personal concern and a direct neighborhood relation. It is

interesting that Holmes rather than Brandeis wrote the dis

sent in this case: Brandeis views about the curse of bigness

might have led him more deeply into the economic and social

aspects of the case, Certainly the advantages of the fusion of

technical knowledge and business control are maximized in

the case of drugstores. While in immediate terms Sutherland

may have been right in saying that health, was protected by

existing regulation, it wotild take more than his rather cavalier

dismissal of the health phase to settle the issue of the relation
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the drugstore to a sithsidinrt ftlnre
in what hut lift nine a sort

of department store. Justin- Sutlierlnnd x Mtlijntift&quot; method

here was a poor stthxtitntc /r either the llrnndei\ method of

factual research or the / Inline&quot;! method nf imliiittl tnlrinnce.

For the heart of Unimex s diwnt lien in hn xmteme, &quot;The

Constitution does not make il it (tuiditmn ttf jret&amp;gt;entive

legislation
that it should work n fierfn-t tine,&quot; MV should

generally agree today that the
pn&amp;gt;l&amp;gt;lem

t&amp;gt;i
wltitlt thniti stores

lire cm expression in not solved l&amp;gt;v intli-rlttiin-\tn\c legislation.

But that, Holmes contended, is nut the huxinexs / the Su

preme Court. And time has upheld him.

Holmes, ]., dissenting:

A standing criticism of the use tif tfnpwatimis in business is

that it causes such InisincKs t \&amp;gt;c owwtl In jicujtlf vvlui do not

know anything aliout it. Argmnriti luti tint \wt-\\ Mipposnl to be

necessary in order to show that iht* tlivnm* hrtwrnt itu- powers of

control and knowledge is an evil. The M-lttHR of djiij^s and poisons

calls for knowledge in a high drgnv, and I rnmvh atria ;ifu-r enact

ing a scries of other safeguard* has pinvitk-d that iu thai matter

the divorce shall not be allowed. Of twirw. umwitlntjuulin^ the re

quirement that in corporations hrrrafm fonurtl all flu- Motkluiltlen

shall be licensed phannarhiv, it still would lr (Hiillr fur a nock-

holder to content himself with {IniwiitR divitlrtult and to take no

hand in the company * affairs. But ohvimnlv li- wmtld be more

likely to observe the business vvith an intrlliRrnt r\r ilutn a casual

investor who looked only to the standing of thr itotk in site market.

The Constitution does not make it u conditiwi f prrvnuivr legis

lation that it should work a perfect cure, h is enough if the ques
tioned act has a manifest tendrmy to cure or at lr;m make the evil

less. It has been recognized by the [irfcMinn. !y itattiirs and hy

decisions, that a corporation offering pr*iJctwal wvit&quot; is not

placed beyond legislative control by ihr fait thai all flit* M-rviccs in

question are rcndcretl by quali(ietl memUeo nf ihr piufr^ion. , , .

Bui for decisions to which I how ! -.ImuU! imt think any con

ciliatory phrase necessai^ to justifv what veins tu irtr one of the

incidents of legislative power. I think, howrvn, that thr police
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Of course tin; appellant cannot complain of the exception in its

favor tliat allows if to continue to own and conduct die dingHioirs

that it now owns. The Fourteenth Amendment does nut Inihitl

.statutes and statutory changes to have a beginning and thus to div

criminate between the rights of an earlier and those of a later time,

SpeTry 61 llitlcliiimon (!i&amp;gt;. v. Hhndex, wt U. S. r,oa, r,n&amp;lt;j,

TAX LAW AND THE PKNUMBRA

Srlilrsingrr v. ]Vi.\cnintin

870 U. S. a^o, a.ji (t {);-,)

flolmcs s tax dedaions art4 nnniennn nml
nji&amp;lt;&amp;gt;rln&amp;gt;it

fur

the law
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;l

taxatinn:* httl tfirv tir? tiht&amp;gt; tn Initial, aittl / iittrr

tliaughl it rlrtimltlr t rcfnint in ttii\ I nlinnt- nnl\ it Irw, Tlir

present &amp;lt;&amp;gt;nc *.&amp;lt; interesting /nim ifmtlv lietittite, l&amp;gt;v gi iH,i; rx&amp;lt;

pmsiutl tn Iliilmrs s wt U-kmiwn tint tune nf ihe firnutnhni, it

goes bcvtitid tax lint 1 In the whole linttv
t&amp;gt;j

( tinstitiittnntnl ttiti&quot;,

A Whrtinain law firtn itled ilint when tlt\ n&amp;lt;eie titittie within

six yrnrs nj tirntli, there n tt\ tn l&amp;gt;e tin ntnnlnte
jne-Miiiijitit&amp;gt;n.

for tilt Imrfinxt
1

nf the inhetitnnte tn\, that thev teere ntntle in

cotltt tnftlittiiin t&amp;gt;(
tint tit. tn tht\ &amp;lt;n\e t&amp;gt;ilt\ t&amp;gt;l life nnltinn tint

lars were intitle, unit the r\etttltn\
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;l

(he e\tntr filnntrtt ihr mt-

CQttstittttitnialitv
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;t

the tnn 1 tinder the t-nuiteritlh {ineintinent.

The Sufirpnif Cinnt nnt)niit\&quot; held that llie \lnlitl&amp;gt;n\ fnr-tuini^

tion represented n denial nj dne fn mr\\ nf Inn 1
,

Justice llttlmt-x ttiuentnt. lie aiitr\ ihttt lite nnrmliet /

tax law adtninistitttinn nnd the dillttttll v i&amp;gt;!

i&amp;gt;nn iitg iitSnat in

tent warrant making snme Mitt uf ^rriHru/&amp;gt;/irui ali\nlnir, llmt it

becumfx a ti\ir*tinn nj dearer ti\ tn hnw fin tit lime iSnil tun

be, stretched; Ihtit there will titidnnlttedl\ l&amp;gt;e tine% tn whit It an

injustice is done; Init thtil &quot;the law allntt^ it
fienmnl&amp;gt;iii

in t&amp;lt;e

embraced that }ne\ lieytind the tnitttne nf if&amp;lt;
nl&amp;lt;iett

in mnler

(hat, the nlijett may he \riiitrtl.&quot; Thin tt&amp;gt;e jind hrtr, tn in the

&quot;uMteriliwtt ihntltly&quot; tn\r? lllne% thinking in t-rt\ iii

In addition (tt ililo &amp;gt;tii(| iltr i,i.f) tliii (nllmv. I in.u uuiatxii i-iiir&amp;lt;ulH hit
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terms o[ allnwinR an ami of discretion fur tltr difficulties
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;(

administrative process.

Holmes, J., dissenting:

If the Fourteenth Amendment wre now before us for the first

time I should ilu iik il ought to lit- ninstined nune narrowly than

it lias bcc ii construed in the past, Jhtt even now ii MTUIN tci me not

too hue to urge that in dealing with State legislation upon matters

of substantive law we should avoid with girat taminn attempts
to substitute our judgment for that of thr bodv wluw business it

is in the first place with regard to question* of domestic polity that

are fairly open to debate.

The present seems to me one of thow question-*. I leave aside

the broader issues that might be cunsidrird and take the statute as

it is written, putting the tax; on the ground of an absolute pre

sumption that gifts of a material part of thr donor s rsute made

within six years of his death were made itt umtnnplatioii of death.

If the lime were six months instead of itx yrar% 1 hardly think

that the power of the .State to pa,w thr law would He denied, a* the

difficulty of proof would warrant making ihr jtrrsumption ab

solute; and while 1 should nut dream of aiking wlirrr thr line tan

be drawn, since the great body of the law cumiitt itt drawing such

lines, yet when you realise* that you are dealing with u matter of

degree you must reali/e that reasonable men may differ widely as

to the place when- the line should fid). ! think tluit our

should end if we admit, what I (mainly tirlirvr, thai

men might regard six years as not too remote. Of touiw many gifts

will be hit by the tax that were made with no &amp;lt;onitmpluion of

death. But lha law allows a penumbra to In- rmbracrd thai gws
beyond ihe outline of its object in order thai thr objrtt may be

secured. A typical instance is the prohibition of the wtlr of tin-

intoxicating rnall liquors in order to make pflntivr a prohibition
of the sale of beer. The |x)wcr &quot;is not to lr denied simply because

some innocent articles or iramactium may IK- found within the

proscribed class.&quot; Purity Extract if Tnnic tin. v. Lynch, nfi U. S.

iga, aot, 04. Jamb Ruppert v. Caffey, ttf,i il S, aCl|. ^83. Jn such

cases (and ihey arc familiar) the Fourteenth Amenihnent i* in

voked in vain, later cases following ihr principle of Purity Extract
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Pierce Oil Co. v. [lope, a.|8 U. S.
,|&amp;lt;)8, 500. Sec further Capital City

Jiiiiry
( .&amp;lt;&amp;gt;, v. Ohio, iH^ U. S. M;(N, a.jii.

I am not prepared to say tliat the Legislature of Wisconsin,

which is better able lo judge than I am, might not believe, as the

Supreme Court of the State confidently adirms, that hy far the

larger proportion of gifts coming under the statute actually were
made in contemplation ol death. I am not prepared to say that if

the Legislature held that belief, it might not extend the tax to gifts

made within six years of death in order to make sure that its policy
of taxation should not lie escaped. 1 think that with the States as

with Congress. when the means are not prohibited and are cal

culated to effect the object, we ought not to inquire, into the degree
of the necessity for resorting to them, James Kverard s lirewvries v.

Day, sCtr, U, S.
r,,jij. r,r,o.

U may lie worth noticing that the gifts of millions taxed in this

case were made from about four years before death to a liille over

.me year. The statute is not tailed upon in its full force in order to

justify this lax. U I thought it necessary I should ask myself whether

it should not be construed as intending to get as near lo six years
as it constitutionally umltl, and whether it. would be had for a

year ami u mouth,

&quot;A LINK TIIERK MUST BE&quot;

I,tnin&amp;lt;&amp;lt;illf das Co, v. Cnleman
a?7 I - &

fl
8 - I

1

This ix a lax rasf tliat turns tin the questum a[ classification.

nccnii!&amp;gt;r thf t- itiirtrcttlli Ainrnilmrtit gHnranlrrs to the people

(&amp;gt;l
fitch state tht&quot; ft/unl protection o( its litws, cases arise in

which the tfUf.\litii is whether ti legislative distinction drawn

between ^rtniftx ti( classes of citizens violates this guarantee.
A Kentucky law laid a retarding tax, on mortgages, of twenty
cents fur each hundred dollars, hut it exempted from the

nfifrtttitnt of the tax any mortgage that was to mature within

five yean. The Court majority held, in an opinion hy Justice

Sutherland, that thin was an arbitrary classification and vio

lated (he etnitil Imitrttion Itrtwision. Alter all, fust ice Xi
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[mortgage] is payable in sixty months and the other in
fifty-

nine months.&quot;

Holmes s dissent, in which Justices Brandeis, Sanford, and

Stone joined, cuts through the elaborate reasoning of the ma

jority opinion. Holmes asserts again his often repeated doctrine

that, while all differences in law are differences of degree, a line

must be drawn somewhere. And since there can be no absolute

logical precision in drawing the line, the legislative line must

be accepted unless it is clearly unreasonable.

But Holmes also finds in this case a factual basis for the line.

The reader may wish to refer to Justice Brandeis long and

painstaking dissent in this case, in which he goes into the fac

tual background of the law to which Holmes only alludes.

While it arrives at the same conclusion, it is an interesting con

trast to Holmes s two-paragraph dissent, couched in very gen

eral terms.

Holmes, J., dissenting:

When a legal distinction is determined, as no one doubts that it

may be, between night and day, childhood and maturity, or any

other extremes, a point has to be fixed or a line has to be drawn, or

gradually picked out by successive decisions, to mark where the

change takes place. Looked at by itself without regard to the

necessity behind it, the line or point seems arbitrary. It might as

well or might nearly as well be a little more to the one side or the

other. But when it is seen that a line or point there must be, and

that there is no mathematical or logical way of fixing it precisely,

the decision of the legislature must be accepted unless we can say

that it is very wide of any reasonable mark.

There is a plain distinction between large loans secured by

negotiable bonds and mortgages that easily escape taxation, and

small ones to needy borrowers for which they give their personal
note for a short term and a mortgage of their house. I hardly think

it would be denied that the large transactions of the money market

reasonably may be subjected to a tax from which small ones for

private need are exempted. The Legislature of Kentucky after

careful consideration has decided that the distinction is clearly

marked when the loan is for so long a term as five years. Whatever

doubt I may feel, I certainly cannot say that it is wrong. If it is
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, oulcl not make (he law bad. All taxes have to be laid by general
tiles.

[ tbiuk the judgment should bo aifiriued.

NO LIMIT BUT THE SKY

Haldwin v. Missouri

Ml U. S. r,Hli, i-jijr, (
I

&amp;lt;);)()

]\ hen President Roosevelt held liix now famous press confer
ence ttfter the Schechter derision, in roy;, the opinion to

which lie kept referring ns /in example of the doctrinal road Ilia

Court might have taken tint did not. wax ffolmex x dissent in

Baldwin i . Missouri. Similarly lie mines liacli to it in the intro

ductory essay to the i&amp;lt;n^ volume of his Slate Pa/ierx. ]Vhat made
the opinion strikingly useful to the President was that it char

acterised sharply the extension of judicial legislation and the

nullification of state action as having &quot;hardly any limit hut. the

shy.&quot;
The logic of the .Vrti&quot; Deal constitutional impasse was al

ready implitil in this case,
fn&amp;gt;e years hefore.

The opinion has another distinction, ft was Unimex s last dis

sent, And it in charat teri^lic of his vigor thai his last dissent was

also one of his shtnpest dissents. Holmes does not hesitate to

thrust some hinhs at his tolleagnr s. // they ziwc to continue, on

their tnnr\e of judicial legislation they had no guide (lit
1
, re

minds them) Init their onm disiretion, And, after listing the.

precedent\ that the Court was disregarding, he
sjie.aks jihingly

of their tiring &quot;on the Index Kxpurgatnrius,&quot; &quot;Mitt,&quot; lie adds,

&quot;we need an authoritative list.&quot;

The present r/m- relates to the prohlem of extra-territorial

taxation. An Illinois resident died owning intangililt jirojierty

situated in MixMiuri, on which Missouri hn posed a transfer tax,

although Illinois had already levied an inheritance tax. The

Missouri Supreme (&quot;,onrt nplteld the transfer lax on the author

ity of Bhukstinif v. Miller. OH appeal the decision was reversed

hy the United States Supreme Court, in an o/nnion hy justice

Mt Keymild*, Holmes wan joined in his dissent hy Justices

1 tttilmc i tvtulr I nlliuk lluil thr
(ijiiMidli liy [ii iliu- Mi KryiuiUls. like



by the states had been held not invalid by the Supreme Court.

Holmes himself wrote the Court decision in the principal case,

Blackstone v. Miller, in 1903
&quot;

ruith only Justice White dissent

ing. But starting in 1905
8 the Court began to diverge jrom this

stand. From then on the Court became extremely critical of

multiple taxation of every sort. The first step in the new direc

tion was taken in the Union Refrigerator case, in which the

Court held that tangible personal property zuliich was per

manently situated outside the state of domicil could not be

taxed. The second step was taken when the ruling was extended

to inheritance taxation, again as far as tangibles were concerned,

in Frick v. Pennsylvania.* The third step was taken in two de

cisions the Farmers Loan and Trust Co. v. Minnesota,
5 and

in the present case, both of them holding that the state of

domicil alone could levy an inheritance tax on the transfer of

credits. In the first case Justice McReynolds wrote the Court

opinion, Justice Stone wrote a concurring opinion reaching the

same result on different grounds, and Justice Holmes wrote a

dissent in which Justice Brandeis joined. But his dissent was less

sharp than in the present case, which was his climactic one in

this line of decisions. Before Holmes left the bench the Court

majority extended the doctrine to a transfer of stock at death,

in the First National Bank of Boston v. Maine. Justice Stone,

who had sought to follow the majority as far as possible, and
who had written a concurring opinion in the Farmers Loan case,

wrote a dissenting opinion in which Holmes and Brandeis

joined.
It should be noted that through this whole line of cases the

2 188 U. S. 189 (1903) .

8 Union Refrigerator Transit Co. v. Kentucky, 199 U. S. 194, 211 (1905).
Holmes wrote a brief concurring opinion, in which White joined, expressing
doubt as to the Court s course.

4 268 U. S. 473 (1925) .

&quot;280 U. S. 204. (1930) .

&quot;884 U. S. 312 (1932) . For an acute legal discussion of the whole field as it

stood after this case, see Charles L. B. Lowndes, &quot;The Passing of Situs Jurisdic
tion to Tax Shares of Corporate Stock,&quot; 45 HLR (1932) 777-792. Sec also

Rohert C. Brown, &quot;Multiple Taxation by the States What is Left of It?&quot;

48 HLR (1935) 407-433.
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Court spoke in vague terms of jurisdiction to tax and o{ the

situs of intinigililt s, hut it did not dare tit any point to say that

double taxation wax in itxelf unconstitutional. Nevertheless, Ike

t lfi-cl of the decisions wax to outlaw it. While it may lie, expected
that the new Supreme Court will not take a similar view, its

direction is not yet wholly clear.

Holmes, J., dissenting:

Although iliis decision hardly can he called a surprise after

Farinas Loan tr Trust Co. v. Minnesota Ho U. S. ao.j, and .S ft/e

Deposit &amp;lt;i~ Tiuxl Co. v. I irginia. aHo U. S. HJJ, and although I slated

my vii ws in those cases, still as the li rin is not OVIT I think it

legitimate to add our or two rellec lions to what I have said before.

I have IKK yet adennaiely expressed ilic: more than anxiety that I

feel al the ever increasing .scope (riven to (he Fourteenth Amend
ment in cutting down what I believe lo he the constitutional rights

of the Stales. As the decisions now stand, I&quot; see hardly any limit hnl.

the sky to the invalidating of those rights if they happen to strike

a majority of this Conn as for any reason nndesirahle. I cannot be-

Jieve that the Amendment was intended to give its rnrte blanche

to embody our economic or moral belief s in its prohibitions. Yd
I can think of no nat rower reason that seems to me to justify the

present and the earlier dec isions to which I have referred. Of course

tilt; words &quot;due process of law&quot; if taken in their literal meaning
have no application to this case; and while it is too hue lo deny
thai they have been given a much more extended and artificial

signification, still we ought to remember the great caution shown

by the Constitution in limiting the power of the States, and should

he slow to commie the clause in the Fourteenth Amendment as

committing to the Court, with no guide but the Conn s own dis

cretion, the validity of whatever laws the States may pass. In this

case the bonds, notes and bank accounts were within the power and

received the protection of the Slate of Missouri; the notes so far as

appears were within the considerations that I offered in the earlier

decisions mentioned, so that logically Missouri was justified in de

manding a quid pro quo; the practice of taxation in such circum

stances I think has been ancient and widespread, and the tax was
xwarraiitfd hv derisions of this Court. Liverhnol and I., and (I. /..
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Blackstone v. Miller, 188 U. S. 189, on the Index Expurgatorius
but we need an authoritative list.)

It seems to me to be exceeding

our powers to declare such a tax a denial of due process of law.

And what are the grounds? Simply, so far as I can see, thai it is

disagreeable to a bond owner to be taxed in two places. Very prob

ably it might be good policy to restrict taxation to a single place,

and perhaps the technical conception of domicil may be the best

determinant. But it seems to me that if that result is to be reached

it should be reached through understanding among the States, by
uniform legislation or otherwise, not by evoking a constitutional

prohibition from the void of &quot;due process of law&quot; when logic,

tradition and authority have united to declare the right of the State

to lay the now prohibited tax.

Mr. Justice Brandeis and Mr. Justice Stone agree with this

opinion.

JUDGES AS A PRIVILEGED CLASS

Evans v. Gore

253 U. S. 245, 264. (1920)

This is not a case of either great economic or political con

sequence, but it does Holmes honor. A federal judge in

Kentucky contended that the Revenue Act of 1919, passed after

the Income Tax Amendment, could not tax his salary as a

judge: for, he contended, the Constitution provides that the

compensation of judges shall not be diminished during their

continuance in office. By a seven-to-two vote the Court upheld
the contention. Justice Van Devanter, in the majority opinion,

argued that &quot;the primary purpose of the prohibition against

diminution was not to benefit the judges, but . . . to attract

good and competent men to the bench and to promote that in

dependence of action and judgment which is essential&quot; for

judges. &quot;Obviously, diminution may be effected in more ways
than one. . . . Of what avail to him [Evans] was the part
which was paid with, one hand and taken back with the other?&quot;

It is a long opinion, and many will find in it weasel words.

Justice Van Devanter said that the constitutional limitation
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was &quot;to be construed not as a private grant, but as a limitation

in the public interest.&quot; On which Professor (now Judge) Henry
W. Edgerton comments, &quot;It seems clear that the only interests

which the decision seroed were those of the judges of the U. S.

Courts, including the Supreme Court, in escaping taxation.&quot;
l

Justice Holmes wrote a dissent in luhich Justice Brandeis

joined. His crucial point is the distinction between
&quot;prevent

ing attempts to deal with a judge s salary as such&quot; and &quot;ex

onerating him from the ordinary duties of a citizen,&quot; thus

making the judges &quot;a privileged class free from bearing their

share of the cost of institutions upon which their well-being

if not their life depends.&quot;
This is reminiscent of the comment

Holmes was fond of making about his own taxes that they
were the price he paid for civilization.

The case has an interesting sequel. The question next arose

before the Court whether judges whose term of office had

begun after the income tax was in effect could claim a similar

tax immunity, and in Miles v. Graham 2 the Court replied yes.

Congress then took the step of providing expressly that the

salaries of newly appointed judges should be subject to income

tax. By this time there was a new Supreme Court, following
new doctrinal directions. In O Malley v. Woodrough,

8
Justice

Frankfurter, speaking for the majority, not only upheld this

action of Congress, but reopened the issue of Evans v. Gore and

overruled it. &quot;To suggest that it
[t/ie tax] makes inroads upon

the independence of judges . . . is to trivialize the great his

toric experience on which the framers based the safeguards

of Article HI, par. i.&quot; Justice Butler, dissenting, said that

&quot;another landmark has been removed.&quot;

There is a letter from Holmes to Pollock in which he men
tions an amusing personal aspect of Evans v. Gore. &quot;As a re

sult of a decision from which I dissented it turned out that I,

in common with, other U. S. judges, had paid considerably too

large an income lax. The U. S. now actually has refunded it

and I celebrated the fact by buying a few prints out of the odd

1 The Incidence of Judicial Control over Congress, as Cornell Law Quarterly

299 (1937)-
2 268 U. S. 501 (1925).
8 ao7 U. S. 377 (1938) .
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hundreds of dollars received. . . . So I am an aesthete for the

moment.&quot;
* That must be set down as the only social gain on

the credit side of the Court decision in Evans v. Gore.

Holmes, J., dissenting:

This is an action brought by the plaintiff in error against an

acting Collector of Internal Revenue to recover a portion of in

come tax paid by the former. The ground of the suit is that the

plaintiff is entitled to deduct from the total of his net income six

thousand dollars, being the amount of his salary as a judge of the

District Court of the United States. The Act of February 24, 1919,

c. 18, 210, 40 Stat. 1057, 1062, taxes the net income of every in

dividual, and 213, p. 1065, requires the compensation received by
the judges of the United States to be included in the gross income

from which the net income is to be computed. This was done by
the plaintiff in error and the tax was paid under protest. He con

tends that the requirement mentioned and the tax, to the extent

that it was enhanced by consideration of the plaintiff s salary, are

contrary to Article III, i, of t:he Constitution, which provides

that the compensation of judges shall not be diminished during
their continuance in office. Upon demurrer judgment was entered

for the defendant, and the case comes here upon the single question
of the validity of the above-mentioned provisions of the act.

The decision below seems to me to have been right for two

distinct reasons: that this tax would have been valid under the

original Constitution, and that if not so, it was made lawful by the

Sixteenth Amendment. In the first place, I think that the clause

protecting the compensation of judges has no reference to a case

like this. The exemption of salaries from diminution is intended

to secure the independence of the judges on the ground, as it was

put by Hamilton in the Federalist (No. 79) that &quot;a power over a

man s subsistence amounts to a power over his will.&quot; That is a

very good reason for preventing attempts to deal with a judge s

salary as such, but it seems to me no reason for exonerating him

from the ordinary duties of a citizen, which he shares with all others.

To require a man to pay the taxes that all other men have to pay
cannot possibly be made an instrument to attack his independence
as a judge. I see nothing in the purpose of this clause of the Con-
stifiifinn fn inrlirnfp tlint ihp iiirlo-ps WPVP tr\ hp a nrivilfcrprl r-laao frpp
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from hearing their share of the cost of the iustiiulions upon which
thi ir well being if not tlu-ir HIV depends.

I sec equally link- in the letter of the clause- to indicate the- intent

supposed. The lax on net incomes is a lax on the balance of a mu
tual account in \vhi&amp;lt; h there always are some and may be many
items on both sides. It seems io UK- that it cannot be all ected by an

inquiry into the source from which the hems more or less remotely
are derived. Obviously there is some point til which the immunity
of a judge s salary stops, or in put it in the language of the clause,

a point at which it could not lie said thai his compensation was

diminished by a charge. II he bought a house the fact that a part
or the whole of the price bad been paid from his compensation as

judge would not exempt the house. So if he bought bonds. Yet in

such cases the advantages of his salary would be diminished. F.ven

if i he house or bonds wen- bough! with other money the same

woidd be true, since the money would not have been free for such

an application if he had not used his salary in satisfy other more

peremptoiy needs. At some point, I repeal, money received as salary

loses its specific character as such. Money held in trust loses its

identity by being mingled with the general funds of the owner. I

.see no reason why the same should not be true- of a salary. Hut T

do not think thai the- result could be avoided by keeping the salary

distinct. I think thai the moment the salary is received, whether

kept distinct or not, it becomes part of the general income of the

owner and is mingled with the rest, in theory of law, as an item

in the mutual account with the United States, I see no greater

reason for exempting the mipients while they still have the income

as income than when they have invested il in a house or bond.

The decisions heretofore reached by ibis Couri seem to me to

justify my conclusion. In I fck b (!&amp;lt;&amp;gt;. v. I.awr, a,(7 U. S. iOr,, a tax

was levied by Congress upon the income of the plaimilf corporation.

More than two thirds of the income were derived from exports
and tht- Constitution in terms prohibits any Uix on articles exported
from any -Stale. Hv construction it had bc-en held lo create &quot;a free

dom from any tax which directly burdens the exportation.&quot;
l&amp;gt; nir-

bunk v. (hiilrtl -Sfrt/ri, iHi If. S. 1185, ai)^. The prohibition was un

equivocal and rxpirii, not merely an inference as in the present

caw. Yet it was held unanimously thai the tax was valid, &quot;It is not
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At most, exportation is affected only indirectly and remotely. The
tax is levied . . . after the recipient of the income is free to use

it as he chooses. Thus what is taxed the net income is as far

removed from exportation as are articles intended for export be

fore the exportation begins.&quot; 247 U. S. 174, 175. All this applies

with even greater force when, as I have observed, the Constitution

has no words that forbid a tax. In United States Glue Co. v. Oak

Creek, 247 U. S. 321, 329, the same principle was affirmed as to in

terstate commerce and it was said that if there was no discrimination

against such commerce the tax constituted one of the ordinary
burdens of government from which parties were not exempted be

cause they happened to be engaged in commerce among the States.

A second and independent reason why this tax appears to me
valid is that, even if I am wrong as to the scope of the original

document, the Sixteenth Amendment justifies the tax, whatever

would have been the law before it was applied. By that Amendment,

Congress is given power to &quot;collect taxes on incomes, from what

ever source derived.&quot; It is true that it goes on &quot;without apportion
ment among the several States, and without regard to any census

or enumeration,&quot; and this shows the particular difficulty that led to

it. But the only cause of that difficulty was an attempt to trace in

come to its source, and it seems to me that the Amendment was in

tended to put an end to the cause and not merely to obviate a single

result. I do not see how judges can claim an abatement of their

income tax on the ground that an item in their gross income is

salary, when the power is given expressly to tax incomes from

whatever source derived.

THE GOVERNOR AND THE
LABOR LEADER

Mayer v. Peabody
sis U. S. 78 (1909)

There was a tough-minded strain in Holmes s thinking that

comes out clearly in the Moycr case. Charles Moyer was head

of the Western Federation of Miners, a militant union with.

vwnslirnliff tf&quot;ndf&amp;gt;nri/&amp;gt;&amp;lt;: vnhirh 7i/7c //*/&amp;gt; rpntpv rtf vntirli IfiJtnv-
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had been tried. with Hig Hill llaywood find others, hi a sensa

tional minder trial tinil eventually [reed.
1 Martial law, on

which tin- present fam- turns, was frequently invoked, and not,

infift/uentlv used through the
j&amp;gt;resstire of Hie mining com

panies us tin anti-union
wea/&amp;gt;on.

lint it wax also true that the

l- eileration was thoroughly soalted in the ideology of the class

struggle, nnd as ready to use violence as any American labor

inoi etncnl has been.

llolntf\ \ opinion is one of the leading constitutional cases

on the relation oj the executive jiower to martial ru/r.
a
Moyer

was tttre\letl it\ a [ircccntit C measure and held wiUioiil trial

[or ten weeks, without any tharge heing brought against him.

lie \nrtl I/if (iorernor for having deprived him of his liberty

without due protest of law. Holmes ujiheld the (iorernor.

Tlit-re are liner lm\ir stefis in his reasoning: as a general

propositinn. the exetntit e jiroeess may be substituted [or the.

jiidiiinl in tune of Jmblie danger; the (iovernor had the

power, within his t \e&amp;lt;nlii&amp;gt;e discretion, to declare a stall of in-

MII ret linn, tall out the troojis and order them to hill and,

since the linger fiotiier includes the lesser, he had the jinwer to

detain ,M\ri; although the detention jiroved to be &quot;without

sitflit tent lemon,&quot; it was &quot;in good faith.&quot; Tlic implication is

that, in the ttintexl of the net ex.&amp;lt;,i ties of the situation, good

[nith n till that the Court can rer/nire of the executive with

out ttifililing his fiower and therefore the xiin&amp;gt;ivtil [lower of

the state,

It i\ tletir that Ifolmex wanted n going governmental sys

tem, whether in time of social peace or of grove danger to the

state. And he wan willing to fiay the [trice for the necessary

e\etiitn&amp;lt;e
j&amp;gt;ini&amp;gt;e\

li\ the )i,\lm o[ the invasion of individual

Hl&amp;gt;eitie\, The dif[nultv of the ojiinion does not lie here. ft. lies

in l(nltne\ s [tiiline to net an\ bonnds, excefit those of good

fnilh, In the [tower of the executive in sn/i/iresiting disorder.

In a Inter nne. .Sk-Hing f. CniiHiaiilin,
8

C.hirf Justice Hughes

The ilrfrnil.intt \\rtc iliai^ril wiilt thf inmclcr i&amp;gt;f

dmtiimi nt lil.ilm in nt 1
i

I he tn.il vt.n .1 initif n li liit&quot;. l( ended in ;ui|uitl;il.

t lir ru-nl* liMitiitK tti Ilir |iirwtil t.i- luul Uikfll pliKf IW(i yea is licfdii-.

&amp;gt;

I lir prrM-tii
i.^r , ih&amp;lt;- titii .ir cm niiiilial law la icadi lilt- .Supicinfi
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pointed out Hit: need In firovide fur court review of I fie ijuex-

lion whether a danger actually existed such ax tt&amp;gt; warrant

martial rule.

Holmes was stretching hix fwxilinn n hit farther than he

needed because he was (earful &amp;lt;&amp;gt;{

anv sentimentali\m nhnut

liberty which would make effective government mi/irmj/j/f in

an emergency. &quot;Awry societv.&quot; lie was fond &amp;lt;&amp;gt;l xaving, &quot;is

founded njinn the death nj men.&quot; (j, ax a remit nj the ern nf

world troubles, the United States et er find* itself ngnin .v a

cnnstittttianal government on the verge ttf civil conflict,

Hohurs s opinion will not only l&amp;gt;e invoked in [Hitting down

local insurrection, but b\&amp;gt; analogy the .\arne. reasoning will he

transfe.ned to the 1 residential (lower.

Holmes, J.,
for llio Court:

This is an action brought hv the- plaintiff in error against the

former Governor of tlu% Slate 1 of Colorado, the forme) Adjutant

General of the; National (HUU-C! of il&amp;lt; same Suitf, and a captain
of a company of the National Guard, for an imprisonment of the

plaintiff by thc-m while- in office. The complaint wai disnu\M-d on

tltiinurrcT, and the cast- COIIU-H lic ir on a tertiJtcate that tlu- de

murrer was sustained solely on the ground that there was no jurisdic

tion in the Circuit Court. t.jB Fed. Rep. 870,

The complaint alley s that the imprivmmrnt vva^ cuntiniied

from the morning of March j}o, ion.), to the nftrrnoon of June tij,

and that the defendant!) justifietl under the conitiiiKtun n[ Colorado

makiiiff ihe (iovernor commander in-chief of the State lories, and

giving him power to call them out to execute* laws,
&quot;dipprevt

imtir-

rection and repel invasion, ft alleges that hk imprisonment was

without probable rausc, that no comphiitit wan tiled against plain-
I iff, and that (in that sense) he wan prevented from having access

to the courts of the State, although they werr open during ihe

whole time; hut it sets out proceedings on habeas rorjnn, instituted

by him before the Supreme Court of thr State, tn which that court

refusal to admit him to hail and uliimaie.lv clis-hingr-il ihe wiii.

In re Mciye.r, 35 Cloloiado, u,.j and ir,ij, !u ihou* piocec cliiig&amp;lt;i
it ap

peared that the Governor had declared a county to lie in a state
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of insurrection, had called mil troops to put down the trouble, and
had ordered that the plaintiff should be arrested as a leader of the

outbreak, and should be detained until he could be discharged
with .safety, and lliai then he should bo delivered to the civil

authorities u&amp;gt; lie dealt with according to law.

The jurisdiction of the Circuit Court, if it exists, is under Rev.
Stsu. $(iai|. SiMivmli. That clause gives original jurisdiction &quot;of

all suits authnriml
l&amp;gt;y

law to he brought by any person to redress

tin- deprivation, under color of any law, statute, ordinance, regula
tion, custom, or usage &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f any State, of any right, privilege, or im

munity, secured by I ho Constitution of the United Slates, or of any
right secured by nay law providing for equal rights of citizens of the

United States, or ol all persons within the jurisdiction of the United
Slates,&quot; The complaint purports to he founded upon the Constitu

tion and un Rev. Slat. $ 11171), which amhori/e.s suit to be brought
for such deprivation ns above described, Therefore the question
whether the complaint states a case upon the merits under 10,79

in this instance is another aspect of the question whether it states a

case within the jurisdiction of the court under $ (1159, c.l. i(i. Taken
either way, the question is whether this is a suit authorized by law,

that is. by iijytj, or the Const i union, or both.

The plaiiuiir* position, stated in a few words, is that the action

of the Governor, .taut tinned to the extent that it was by the de

cision of the- Supreme Court, was the action of the State and there

fore within the Fourteenth Amendment; but that if that action was

umonstiimtonal ihr (iuvernor got no protection from personal

liability for his umunstiuuioiial interference with the plaintiff s

rights, ft h admitted, as it must he, that the Governor s declara

tion that a tuttr of minm-ilion existed is conclusive of that fact:,

h siTtns tu lir lulmiunl sdv thai the arrest alone would not neces

sarily have given a right to bring this suit, Litltieir v. Hortlnn, 7 How.

i, .jf,, ,|li.
But it is said tluii a detention for so many days, alleged

iti be without preibsible cause, at a time when the courts were open,

without an am-mpt in bring the plaintiff before them, makes a

caw; on which he has a riRhi to have a jury pass.

We shall tun consider sill of the question!) that the facts sug

gest, bin shall confine mmelvei to stating what: we regard as a

tuHiciem amwer tu the complaint, without implying that there are
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But it is familiar that what is clue process nf law depends cm cir

cumstances. It varies with the .subject-matter and the necessities of

the situation. Thus summary proceedings suflice for taxes, and

executive! decisions for exclusion from the mutiny. Mimny v.

Hobohen Land &amp;lt;f Iniliroivinart C,n,, iH How. ^7^; ttnitrd .VfcV,v v,

Ju Toy, i()8 II. S. arft, ali^. \Vhat, then, art- ilir c in umstantes of

(his case;? By agreement the record of the proceed inns upon hultrna

cor/nts was made part of the complaint, hut that did not make the

averments of the petition for the writ averments of the complaint.

The facts that we are to assume are that a state ol insurrection

existed and that the Governor, without sufficient reason hut in

good faith, in the course of putting the insmretiion down, held

the plaintiff until he thought that he safelv muld release- him.

It would seem to he admitted liy the plainiill that he was
pre&amp;gt;-i-

dent of the Western Federation of .Minns, and thai, whocvri was

lo hlame, trotihle was apprehended with the members of thai or-

gani/ation. We mention these farts not as man-rial, hut simplv to

put in more definite form the nature of the occasion on which

the Governor felt called upon to act. In such a situation we must

assume that he had a right under the State constitution and laws to

call out troops, as was held hy the .Supreme Conn of the State.

The constitution is .supplemented hy an Ait providing th.u &quot;when

an invasion of or an insurrection in the State is m.ulc 01 ilutMieitcd

the Governor shall order the National Guard to icpcl or suppress
the same1

,&quot; Laws of 1897, c.
(&quot;&amp;gt;,H.

Art. 7. a, p. ao,|. &quot;1 ltat means that

he shall make the ordinary use of soldiers to that end; that he may
kill persons who resist and. of couise, that he nun use the milder

measure of ad/ing the hodies of those whom he considers to stand

in the way of restoring peace. Suth arrests me not nrcewiiiK for

punishment, hut are hy way of precaution to prevent the rvrrriv

of hostile power. .So long as such arrests are made in j-ond faith

and in the honest belief that they are needed in older to he.nl the

insurrection off, the Governor is the final judge and cannot he sub

jected to an action after he is out of office on thr ground that he

had not reasonable ground for his belief. If we suppose a Governor

with a very long term of office, it may be that a cast- could he

imagined in which the length of the imprisonment would raise a

different question. Hut there It nothing in the duraiion of the plain-
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jury.
Ii is not alleged thai his judgment was noi. honest, if that he

material, or thai the plaintiff was detained after fears of ihe insur

rection were at an end.

No doubt there are cases where the expert on the spot may be

failed upon to justify his conduct later in court, notwithstanding
the fact dial lit- had sole command at die time and acted to the. best

of his knowledge. That is ilie position of die captain of a ship. But

even in thai CUM- meat weight is given to his determination and the

matter is to lie judged on the facts as diey appear then and not

merely in the light of the event. I,aw re tier v. Minium, 17 Mow.

100, 1 10; Tin Xtttr /
}lt&amp;gt;j&amp;gt;t\ tj

Wall 803; The V,frmnmc t iijfi U. S.

fi
M(

.) MM ri .lfi- When it comes to a decision by the head of the .State

upon a mailer involving its life, the ordinary rights of individuals

must yield to what he deems the necessities of the moment,. 1 nblic

danger warrants die substitution of executive process for judicial

process.
Nee AVr/v v. Xtnitlrrx, jjo U. S. ,[.[\, ,|.|(i. This was admitted

with regard to killing men in the actual clash of arms, and we think

ii obvious, although ii was disputed, that the same is true of tem

porary detention to pievent apprehended harm. As no one would

deny that there was immunity for ordering a company to (ire, upon
a mob in iiisuirec lion, and that a State law audiori/ing the Cover-

noi to depiive eiii/ens of life under such circumstances was con

sistent with the Fourteenth Amendment, we are of opinion (hat

the same is it tie of a law atiihori/ing by implication what was done

in ibis tase. As we have said already, it is unnecessary to consider

whether theie are other reasons why the Circuit Court was right

in us conclusion. Ii is enough that in our opinion the declaration

does not disclose a &quot;suit authori/ed
l&amp;gt;y

law to be brought to redress

the deprivation ol any right secured by the Constitution of the:

United .States.&quot; Nee limn v. Johnson, too U. S. ir,H.

Judgment affirmed,

THEY CREATED A NATION, NOT
A DOCUMENT
Afi ssnuri v. llnllaitd

sf,a U. S. ,|i(i
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decision in it, Holmes s own words retain a daring simplicity

that needs little commentary. We had entered into a treaty

with Great Britain by which the United States and Canada

were each to enact laws -for the protection of migratory birds.

Congress passed an enforcing statute which Missouri chal

lenged on the ground that the regulation of the killing of

migratory birds was a state rattier than a national matter,

being part of the powers reserved to the slates under the

Tenth Amendment, and that the national power cannot ef~

feet by treaty what it could not effect by legislation. There

was in Holmes an impatience with all forms of dwarfing pet

tiness which never wholly slumbered, and which was most

summary when the crippling views were sought to be applied

to the national power and majesty in war or international

relations. &quot;It is not lightly to be assumed,&quot; lie wrote in re

jecting Missouri s contention and affirming the constitution

ality of the Act, &quot;that, in matters requiring national action,

a power which must belong to and somewhere reside in

every civilized government is not to be found.&quot;

There is in this opinion more than a hint of John
Marshall s manner and approach. My own belief is that even in

Marshall s opinions one would have to search long to find as

sharp and powerful an expression of the view that national

survival is not only a political but also a constitutional im

perative. Holmes s words bear repeating: &quot;When we are deal

ing with words that also are a constituent act, like the Con
stitution of the United States, we must realize that they have

called into life a being the development of which could not

have been foreseen completely by the most gifted of its be

getters. It was enough for them to realize or to hope that they
had created an organism; it has taken a century and has cost

their successors much sweat and blood to prove that they

created, a nation.&quot;

Such a view means, in its broadest terms, that Holmes saw

constitutional law as far more than commentary on a docu
ment. He saw it as the relation between a document and the

organic fact of American national life. And in this relation,

instead of pruning American life to a stunting conception of
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become instead
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;/ deciding whtil Hie Amendment has re-

Justices I tni Dcvnntcr ttntl- Pitney dissented.

Holmes, J.,
for the Court:

This is a bill in equity brought by the State of Missouri to

prevent a game warden of the United States from attempting to

enforce the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July jj, u)iH, c:. ia8, 40
Stat. 755, and the regulations made by the Secretary of Agriculture
in pursuance of the same. The ground of the bill is that ihe

statute is an unconstitutional interference with the rights reserved

to the Slates by the Tenth Amendment, and that the acts of the

defendant done and threatened under that authority invade the

sovereign right of the State and contravene its will manifested

in statutes. The Slate also alleges a pecuniary interest, as owner
of the, wild birds within its borders and oihcfwi.se, admitted by
the Government lo be sufficient, but it is enough lhat the bill is

a reasonable and proper means to assert the alleged quasi sovereign

rights of a State. ... A motion to dismiss was sustained by the

District Court on the ground that the act of Congress is constitu

tional. ar,H Fed. Rep. -170. . . . The State appeals.
On December H, itjjfi, a treaty between ihe United Stales and

Great Urilain was proclaimed by the 1 resideiU. It recited that

many .species of birds in their annual migration t ravened certain

parts of the United States and of Canada, that they were* of great

value as a source of food and in destroying insects injurious 10

vegetation, but were in danger of extermination through lack of

adequate protection. It therefore provided for specified closed

seasons and protection in oilier forms, and agreed Unit the two

powers would take or propose to their law-making bodies ihe neces

sary measures for carrying the treaty out.
)&amp;lt;)

Stat. 1708. The above

mentioned Act of July 3, i&amp;lt;)H,
entitled an act to give effect to

the convention, prohibited the killing, capturing or selling of any of

the, migratory birds included in the terms o[ the treaty except as

permitted by regulations compatible with those terms, to be made

by the Secretary of Agriculture. Regulations were proclaimed on

July 551, and October ar,, u|i8. ,jo Stat. iHia; iHGjj, ft is unnecessary
to go into any details, because, as we have said, the question raised
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Amendment, reserving the powers not delegated to the United

States, because by Article II, section 2, the power to make treaties

is delegated expressly, and by Article VI treaties made under the

authority of the United States, along with the Constitution and

laws of the United States made in pursuance thereof, are declared

the supreme law of the land. If the treaty is valid there can be no

dispute about the validity of the statute under Article I, section

8, as a necessary and proper means to execute the powers of the

Government. The language of the Constitution as to the supremacy
of treaties being general, the question before us is narrowed to

an inquiry into the ground upon which the present supposed excep

tion is placed.
It is said that a treaty cannot be valid if it infringes the Con

stitution, that there are limits, therefore, to the treaty-making

power, and that one such limit is that what an act of Congress

could not do unaided, in derogation of the powers reserved to the

States, a treaty cannot do. An earlier act of Congress that attempted

by itself and not in pursuance of a treaty to regulate the killing

of migratory birds within the Slates had been held bad in the

District Court. United States v. Shauver, 214 Fed. Rep. 154. United

States v. McCullagh, 221 Red. Rep. 288. Those decisions were sup

ported by arguments that migratory birds were owned by the

States in their sovereign capacity for the benefit of their people,

and that under cases like Geer v. Connecticut, 161 U. S. 519, this

control was one that Congress had no power to displace. The same

argument is supposed to apply now with equal force.

Whether the two cases cited were decided rightly or not they
cannot be accepted as a test of the treaty power. Acts of Congress
are the supreme law of the land only when made in pursuance of

the Constitution, while treaties are declared to be so when made
under the authority of the United States. It is open to question
whether the authority of the United States means more than the

formal acts prescribed to make the convention. We do not mean
to imply that there are no qualifications to the treaty-making

power; but they must be ascertained in a different way. It is ob-

vious that there may be matters of the sharpest exigency for the

national well being that an act of Congress coulcl not deal with

but that a treaty followed by such an act could, and it is not lightly
to be. assumed that., in matters rpouirino iialirmal nrtinn &quot;n IMTWPV
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government&quot;
is not to he found. Andrews v. Andrews, 188 U. S.

i.|, 3.S-
What was said in ihal cast- with regard 10 the powers of

the Si a it s applies with equal fora- to the powers of the: nation in

cases where the States individually arc iiifoinpcienl to act. We;

are not yel discussing the particular case hel ore us hut only aro

considering the validity of the lest proposed. With regard to that

we may add that when we are dealing with words that also are

a constitucnc ;ui, like the Consiiiuiion of the United Stales, we
iiuisi reali/e that they have called into life a being the development
of which could not have he-en foreseen completely hy the most

gifted if its begetters, It was enough for them to reali/e or lo

hope thai they had created an organism; it has taken a century and

has COM their successors much sweat and Mood to prove that they

created a nation. The case before: us must be considered in the light

of our whole experience and not merely in that of what was said

a hunched years ago. The treaty in question does not contravene

any prohibitory woicls to he found in the Constitution. The only

question is whether it is iorbiclden by some invisible radiation from

the general leims of the- Tenth Amendment. We must consider

what this country bus become in deciding what that Amendment
has reserved.

The State as we have intimated founds its claim of exclusive au

thority upon an assertion of title to migratory birds, an assertion

that is embodied in statute. No doubt it is true that as between

a State and its inhabitants the State may regulate the killing and

sale of such birds, but it does not follow that its authority is ex

clusive of paramount powers. To put the claim of the Slate upon
title is to lean upon a slender reed. Wild birds are not in the pos

session of anyone; and possession is the beginning of ownership.

The whole foundation of the Suite s rights is the presence within

their jurisdiction of birds that yesterday had not arrived, tomorrow

may be in another State and in a week a thousand miles away. If

we are to be ace male we cannot put the case of ihe State upon

higher ground than that the treaty deals with creatures that

for the moment are within the State borders, that it must he car

ried out by officers of the United Slates within the same territory,

and that but (in the treaty the State would be free to regulate this

klllllt f I lIJ IL
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silence of Mich laws ihe Stair ink-lit n^uhur, stub ^ni

art- not eunuch to support MIIMIIIU I &amp;lt;l.nw. \&quot;alul in-alien nf tonne

&quot;are us binding within tin- u-uiioiial hunts il the .Stairs as i|K
.y

art; elsewhere throughout the diuuminn nl the I nited States.&quot;

Haldwiu v. /- uuiA v. tan P. S. (i^H.tiK^.
\i ilntihi flu- K -at hudy u[

private relations usually hill within the tomml nt the- .State, but

a treaty may overrule its power, U r do imr h.iu- tu invoke the

later ilcve.lopmcnis i niMituti&amp;gt;iul l.w J&amp;lt;t ilui
|&amp;gt;uijHniii(ii); it

was recogni/c tl at earlv as llajtknk \, Itrll. *| (iiaitth,
,\*,.\, with

regard Ui .statuten tit limitittuiu. uml rvni railiri, .11 cu tmliMtuw.
in Ware v, Hyltnn, ,H

Hall. ujtj. If K.\ ,t.Miifn-tt In C-hirl Jusike

Marshall with regard to the CM heat nf laud tu thr st.ur in Chirac

v. Chirac, a Wheat, ssf,*), :&quot;.?,
. . . Set as to ,t litminl jitrtMliftion

of foreign consuls within a .Stair. \ritilr-nhu\ \ Cn\r. tao U. ,S. i.

. . . Further illuitnuiun MTJUS UIHUHI van, and ii mtK tctiuiim to

consider the application ol rvialtli thi tl mlrn in ili- pir%rnt ,itr.

Here a national interest of vnv urailv ihr hi-&amp;gt;t tiiaj-nitude is

involved. It can he protected nuly !i\ n.UMiiud attimt HI toneert

with that of another power. The suti|rrt nuiirr JH nitlx
tt&amp;gt;imi(orily

within the State and hiw tut {miuunnu Ualiiut thnriu lint for

tlie treaty and the itatitte ilu-ir wnn niiKht In- tin lnr&amp;lt;U Inr any

|)owers to deal with, We w tiuthing tu thr (Intt^ittiiiimt dun (otu-

pels the Government to sit by wliilr ,t IIKK! tupplv i* tui ojj and

the protectors of our fore^t^ and our
&amp;lt;ripi

nrr tlt^trnvnl. It in

not sufficient u&amp;gt; rely upm the Stiitrs. I tu- trliuutr i\ vain, and

were it otherwise, the c|uritimi t&amp;lt;i whrthrr lite I niirtl Stitiet is for

bidden to act. We are of opinion thai the trraiy and uwne tttiui

be upheld. Carry v. South Dakota, a.^o t!. .S, j (H,

Decree affirmed.

Mr. Justice Van Devamer ami Mr. juniirr I unry di%vnt,

HOUSING IN WARTIME \VASHIN(;T()N

lilmk v,

56 U. .S, 135

T/iu w of of twn rmrrgrncy rent faift, Rnlh wrrr (wr-lto-

four decision!:, and //n/wirt u ro/f (/ir mo/nrifv n/iminw in

both.* Till* Itretent (ti&amp;lt;tr litu lit&amp;gt;t&amp;gt; enlu-tl* nl imhuitlnitt i*. ll t
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with tin- war power in a democracy; and it drills wil.li the rela

tion o[ property right.* to the pur[taxes nj t hi attite.,

The war brought with it n scarcity of housing facilities in Ilia

administrutii c tind industrial centers. 3 Tint situation in ]Vaslt-

ington, which wits particularly, acute, was dealt with liy n

Congressional Act for the District o[ Columbia that sought
to

/&amp;gt;ret&amp;gt;ent profiteering in rents, through methods given in ilia

opinion; thf situation i&amp;gt;i \ ew York City was di iilt with, by a

similar \ eu&amp;gt; York .state law, ax explained in. the Marcus
Brown case. A dissent b\ fu.\lirr MiKcnna, in which CJiief

Justice U hilf tind Ju\tim I nn Drvuntrr and Alclicynolds

joined, icrt.v r ntrrrd in rtich KIM .

It urged in thi\ HIM- thnt the Congreuionul Act violated Iht;

l- iftJi Amendment //v lulling /Hiiperlv niitliout romprnsfttinn;
and thai the Ait tix pasted n&amp;gt;tu not, m it claimed, [or the ri gn-

Ittlion of health or the nllt i iation of adininislratitie tension.

&quot;Of wlmt contein i\ it to the pul lir health or the nftf rations of

the Federal (iotn ntitfiit n&amp;lt;ho \lntll occupy a cellar, and n room
nboce it, for Inuineiu purposes in the City of IVushingttm?&quot;

The purpose was rather, fustite MiKennit insisted, socialism,

llitt e (ondititinx arisen, lie aihed, &quot;thnt are not amenable to

passing palliaticex, M&amp;gt; thnt socitilism, or some form of social

ism, is the only petmnneut torrcttice or itcconnnoddtionf&quot;

fie preferred, he snid, to abide h\ the
&quot;prohibitions&quot; of ihs

Constitution, whidt weic &quot;its absolute us axioms .&quot;

This joined issue ,u/i/ir/y with Justice Holmes, who, as

anxious us any of liix colleagues to abide by the Constitution,

did not tonxider tiny got i inmt ittal concepts as abxolute.s,

I rnprrty, among oilier sotint values, was not &quot;exempt from

legislative modification required from time to time in civilized

life,&quot; although &quot;the fatt thnt tangible property is also visible,

lends to git r n rigiditv&quot; to our notion of it. As to Ilia reality of

the need of legislation, &quot;Congms stated a publicly notorious

and almost world-wide fart,&quot;

Hut in validating the means that Congress used, Holmes

aremrd to ttidllate between n wry broad statement
(&quot;the

s Far the pvidrtirr jjivrn .it llir liwting cm cmri Krwv rrnl IrninUillori, ee

(In- Hearing* . . an II It. t&amp;gt;ni), U, S. (Uumrcw. Hdiiw, Ctnnimllicr till Liihiii,
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question is whether Congress was incompetent to meet it [the

need] in a way in which it lias been met by most o[ the civilized

countries of the
world&quot;) , and a narrower appeal to the doc

trine that &quot;circumstances have clothed the letting of buildings

in the District of Columbia with a public interest so great as

to justify regulation by laiu.&quot; Holmes had always been reluc

tant to use the doctrine of industry &quot;affected with a public

interest&quot; although he had done so in the Noble State Bank

case; and he was to reject the doctrine completely in his dis

sent in Tyson v. Banton. In the present, case he is in a transi

tional mood, paying some deference to the doctrine, but rest

ing his position primarily on the broader ground of what was

necessary for national survival.

For that is the real importance of the emergency rent

cases their recognition of the broad base of national power

necessary for the effective waging of war. John Quincy Adams
once said that while the peace power of the American Govern

ment was closely contained within the constitutional provi

sions, the war power &quot;is only limited by the usages of nations.&quot;

Holnies s remark on the competence of Congress to deal with

the housing problem in the manner which other civilized na

tions have adopted is strikingly parallel to Adams conception.
And it is notable that even when he talks of the letting of

houses as clothed, with a public interest he does not do it in the

static terms in which the doctrine was generally put, but makes

it a dynamic matter; &quot;Circumstances may so change in time

or so differ in space as to clothe with such an interest what at

other times or in other places would be a matter of purely

private concern.&quot;
B Here is a doctrine broad enough and flex

ible enough to meet fully the requirements of a democracy
like ours in a world in which the- techniques of total warfare
have become imperatives.
One other thing is worth noting: that the minority in the

rent cases, which insisted that property or contract rights

8 A few years after this decision, in Chastleman Corp v. Sinclair, sG&amp;lt;i
U. S,

543 (&quot;924)
the Court implied that the validity of the rent regulation would

not reach beyond the duration of the emergency. In the Second World War
the Office of Price Administration, acting under the directives of a Presidential

order, declared the existence of a housing emergency in a number of war in-
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coulil nut he thus abridged hi a war emergency, tnicl held the.

constitutional prohibitions &quot;absolute as axioms,&quot; did nut feel

that way nlioiit other constitutional prohibitions when they

voted with the majority in tlie freedom of speech cases arising

out of the war. Holmes was far more consistent in his willing-

ness, whether in Block T . Ilirsh or in the Sehenck case., to

recognize thttt neither property nor Utterly is an absolute; hut

his hierarchy of values showed itself by his ffre.nl.er solicitude

that a heavier burden of proof be placed on the abridgment

of civil libei ties.

Holmes, J.,
for the Conn:

This is a proceeding brought by the tit
1 fondant in error, Hirsh,

to recover possession oi the cellar and first floor of a building on

F Street in Washington which the plaintiff in error, Block, holds

over after the expiration of n lease to him. Ilirsh bought the

building while tlie lease was running, and on December 115, ujto,

notilied Hlotk that he .sliould require possession on December 31,

when the lease- expired. Block declined to surrender the premises,

rehing npnn the Act of October na, itjnj, c. Ho, Title II Dis

trict of Columbia Rents ; especially toi), .|
i Slat, acjy, ucjN, 501.

f hat is also tin* ground of his defense in this Court, and the
&amp;lt;|ucs-

lion is whether ihe statute is constitutional, or, as held by the

Court of Appeals, an attempt to aulhori/e the taking of property

not for public use and without due process of law, and for this and

other reasons void,

By ij UK) of the act the right of a tenant to occupy any hotel

(apartment, or rental property, i.e., any building or part thereof,

other than hotel or apartment, 101), is 10 continue notwith

standing the expiration of his term, at the option of the tenant,

subject lu regulation by the Commission appointed by the act,

so long as he pays the rent and performs the conditions as fixed

by the lean- or as modified by the Commission. It is provided in

ill? Name section that the owner .shall have the right to possession

for actual and bona Ink- occupancy by himself, or his wife, chil

dren, or dependent-. . . . upon giving thirty days notice in writ

ing. According to his affidavit Hivsh wanted the premises for his

own use. but he did not see fit to nivc thirty days not ire. because
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it ends with I IK- declaration in iay thai (lie- pnnisiniis n[ Title II

arc made; necessary ly the cmeigeiuies glowing tun til tin- wari

resulting in rental conditions in the Uistiitt dangerous to the public

health and burdensome lo public oiiuns, emph&amp;gt;\cei
and aievssories,

and thereby embarrassing the l-Vdeial Cmetnmriu in the transac

tion of the public business. As cmetgcntv legislation the Tide is to

end in two years unless sooner repealed.

No doubt it is true thai a legislative declaiation of facts that

are material only as the ground lor enacting a inle til law, for

instance, thai a certain use is a pnblii one-, may not lie held con

clusive by the Courts. . . . Hut a declai.uinu b\ a legislature con

cerning public conditions that by netcssiiy and dun ii must know,

is entitled at least to great re-spec
i. In ibis instance (. ingress, stated

a publicly notorious and almost world wide fan. That ibr emergency
declared by the statute did exist must tie as-aimed, and ihe question

is whether Congress was incompetent t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; meet i&amp;lt; in the w.iv In which

it has been met by most of lite civiliml tntintrics nl the world,

The general proposition in be maintained in ili.n circumstances

have clothed the letting of buildings in lite DtMiiii n[ Columbia

with a public interest MI great as to justify irgulniiou by l;uv,

Plainly circumstances may so change in lime m su differ iu space

us to clothe with such an interest what ;n either ihwi ur in other

places would be a matter of purely private tmiceiii. It i- enough
to refer to the decisions ax to instiume, in tinman AUinHfc In-

mrance Co. v, Lewis, %%$ U. S. sHij; irrigation, in f. /nrA v. jVifii/i,

ig8 U, S, jjfir, and mining, in .SVm/riVv v. lli^lilnnil IStt\&amp;lt; dald

Mining Co., aoo U. S. 5^7. They suffitienilv tliiiMruir what hardly

would be denied. They illustrate also thai ilir tw by the public

generally of each specifit thitiK afledrd tannw IK- matle the test

of public interest, Ml, t rnmn-Wtinttlmry (&quot;ntlnii Ihuk Co. v.

Alabama Interstate Power (.*. a-jn If. S. ^o, ^a, untl that the public,

interest may extend to the uie of laiul, Thrv dijn-l the notion

that what in its immediate atpfti may br only ; privair transac

tion may not be raised by its chni or iharauei t a pulilir affair.

See, also, Nnble Stnlr llnnk v, limkcll. git) U. S,
x&amp;gt;.{,

tui, ut.

The fact that tangible piopeny is aKo vKilile irmK to givr a

rigidity 10 our conception of our riglu* in it ilitu wr lr not attach

If) rilllfM Ifss ffiiu-wlflv rlnfli.,1 flnf ihr- II.IM J.II ili.-ii ilir&amp;gt; ftirrtirt*
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emiucni doiuaiu. under which whal is taken is paid for, hut hy
lluu of tlu: polkr power in its proper sense, under which properly

rights may In 1 cut down, and to (hat extent taken, without pay.

Under tlic police power the right lu civet Imildings in a certain

(liiarter of a city may he limiied to from eighty lo one hundred

feel. IVulrli v. .S nifl.vf v. ai.| tl. .S. 01. Safe pillars may he retjuire.d in

coal mines. I lyintnttli C.rtal Co. v. l rnnx\lviniin, ii;jy U. S. r,;}i. Hill-

boards in cities may he regulated. .SV. l.tntix l a.\lt r ( ,&amp;lt;&amp;gt;, v. .S7. l.nitis,

2&amp;lt;|c)
U. S. u(it). Watersheds in the cotiniry may he kept clear. I rrlfy v.

North Cnrnliiiti, i!,|j U. .S.
r,
u. These ease s are enough to establish

that a public exigency will justify the legislature in restricting prop

erty riglus in land to a certain exit-ill without compensation. Jim

if to answer one need the legislature may limit height lo answer

another it may limit rent, \\ e do not perceive any reason for deny

ing (lie justification held good in (he foregoing cases lo a law

limiting the property lights now in question if the public, exigency

requires thai. The reasons are of a different nature 1 but (hey cer

tainly are 1 not less pressing. Congress has slated the unquestionable
embarrassment ol Government and danger 10 the public health in

the existing conditions of dungs. The space En Washington is

necessarily moiiopo!i/eel in comparatively few hands, ami letting

portions of it is as much a business as any other. Housing is a neces

sary of life. All [he elements of a public interest justifying some:

degree of public cemirol are present. The only mailer that seems

to us open to debate is whether the statute goes teio far, l- or just,

as there comes a point at which the polite power ceases and leaves

only that of eminent domain, it may be eoneeded that regulations

of the present son pressed ie&amp;gt; a certain height iniglii amount u&amp;gt;

a taking without dm- processor law. Mnrlin v. l)i.\ltitl nj Columbia,

acif, U. -S.
ijjr,, i^f),

Perhaps it would be ion strict to deal with fin s ease as concerning

only the requirement of thirty days notice. For although the plain
tiff alleged dial lie wanted the premise* for Itis own use ilie de

fendant elenied it ami might have prevailed upon thai issue under

the act. The general question to which we- have advened mtisi be

decided, if not in ihis then in the next ease, and it should he dis

posed of neiw. The main point against the law is ihat tenants

are- allowed to remain in iMisseviion at the same rent that thev have
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do what lie will with his own and to make what contracts he pleases

are cut down. But if the public interest be established the regula

tion of rates is one o the first forms in which it is asserted, and

the validity of such regulation has been settled since Munn v.

Illinois, 94 U. S. 113. It is said that a grain elevator may go out of

business whereas here the use is fastened upon the land. The power
to go out of business, when it exists, is an illusory answer to gas

companies and waterworks, but we need not stop at that. The regu

lation is put and justified only as a temporary measure. See Wilson

v. Neiu, 243 U. S. 332, 345, 34.6. Fort Smith if Western R. R. Co. v.

Mills, 253 U. S. 206, A limit in time, to tide over a passing trouble,

well may justify a law that could not be upheld as a permanent

change.

Machinery is provided to secure to the landlord a reasonable

rent. 106. It may be assumed that the interpretation of &quot;rea

sonable&quot; will deprive him in part at least of the power of profiting

by the sudden influx of people to Washington caused by the needs

of Government and the war, and thus of a right usually incident

to fortunately situated property o a part of the value of his

property as defined in International Harvester Co. v. Kentucky,

234 U. S. 222. Southern Ry. Co. v. Greene, 216 U. S. 400, 414. But

while it is unjust to pursue such profits from a national misfortune

with sweeping denunciations, the policy of restricting them has been

embodied in taxation and is accepted. It goes little if at all farther

than the restriction put upon the rights of the owner of money by
the more debatable usury laws. The preference given to the tenant

in possession is an almost necessary incident of the policy and is

traditional in English law. If the tenant remained subject to the

landlord s power to evict, the attempt to limit the landlord s de

mands would fail.

Assuming that the end in view otherwise justifies the means

adopted by Congress, we have no concern of course with the ques
tion whether those means were the wisest, whether they may not cost

more than they come to, or will effect the result desired. It is

enough that we are not warranted in saying that legislation that

has been resorted to for the same purpose all over the world, is

futile or has no reasonable relation to the relief sought. Chicago,

Burlington fr Quincy R. R. Co. v. McGuire, 219 U. S. 549, 569.
&quot;&quot;Thp Qt CiMilr&amp;gt; tc nKiprr^H In nn flip Fiirrh^r crrminrl l-Viflf 1nnrllnv/-le
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possession of the land. If the power of the Commission established

by the statute to regulate the relation is established, as we think

it is, by what we have said, this objection amounts to little. To
regulate the relation and to decide the facts affecting it are hardly

separable. While the act is in force there is little to decide except
whether the rent allowed is reasonable, and upon that question
the courts are given the last word. A part of the exigency is to secure

a speedy and summary administration of the law and we are not

prepared to say that the suspension of ordinary remedies was not a

reasonable provision of a statute reasonable in its aim and intent.

The plaintiff obtained a judgment on the ground that the statute

was void, root and branch. That judgment must be reversed.

SPIDERWEBS AND PRESIDENTIAL
POWER

Myers v. U. S.

272 U. S. 53, 177 (1926)

Tliis case arose from the silence of the Constitution about

the power of removal of appointed officials. For a hundred and

thirty-five years tlie Supreme Court had avoided passing on

the vexed question of whether Congress could stipulate that it

should have a hand in it. The Myers case luas the first judicial

test.
1
Myers was appointed by President Wilson to a first-class

postmastership at Portland, Oregon, in 1917 and removed by
him in 1920 before liis term of four years was up. An

i8&amp;lt;j6

Congressional statute stipulated that postmasters &quot;shall be ap

pointed and may be removed by the President by and with the

advice and consent of the Senate and shall hold their offices for

four years unless sooner removed or suspended according to

law.&quot;

The Supreme Court recognized the case to be difficult con

stitutionally. But its political implications were important. It

was argued twice, once in December 1924 and once in the

1 It was not, o course, the first time ihc question had come before the Su

preme Court. But each Lime the Court had studiously evaded ihc issue. Sec
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CLEAR AND PRESENT DANGER

Schenck v. U. S.

249 U. S. 47 (1919)

The World War brought in its wake some knotty problems

for judicial review in the area of civil liberties. This case and

the two that follow constitute a great trinity of the sedition

cases growing out of the war. Congress in June 1917 enacted

an overall espionage and sedition statute, and followed it in

May 1918 with an even more sweeping measure against dis

loyal or seditious utterances.1 There was undoubtedly con

siderable popular demand for such action/ and it has been

argued that the additional provisions were necessary in order to

forestall local vigilantism. The federal district courts handed

down a number of convictions under the Act, of which six
2

were upheld by the Supreme Court. Of these the Schenck case

shows the clearest intent to obstruct the draft.

Holmes wrote the unanimous opinion of the Court in this

key decision of the cluster of modern cases that concerns the

relation between freedom of utterance and the military dan

gers and needs of the country. It contains the first full formula
tion of what has come to be known as the &quot;clear and present

danger&quot; doctrine. It uses, as the test of speech that falls out

side the guarantees of the First Amendment, &quot;whether the

words are used in such circumstances and are of such a nature

as to create a clear and present danger that they will bring
about the substantive evils that Congress has a right to pre
vent.&quot; This means negatively that speech is not to be banned

merely because the words are considered objectionable or be

cause they may have some secondary consequences considered

undesirable. There are three elements in the criteria set up:

1 For the history of these Sedition Acts, as for other matters connected with
wartime freedom of speech, see Z. Chafee, Free Speech in the United States

(1941) , to which I am deeply indebted even where I diverge from its interpreta
tion. The 1918 Amendment was repealed in 1921, but the 1917 Act remained on
the statute books and was used in the war prosecutions of the second World War.

2 In addition to the Schenck, Debs, and Abrams cases, there were Frohwerk v.

U. S.. 2&amp;lt;to U. S. soil (1010 ! . Schaefer v. U. S.. SKI U. S. A68 !iosn\ . and Pierre, v.
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first, the words tliemselves must have a direct relation to lite

stt listmi live evil (in this case, obstructing recruiting and,

sl&amp;gt;redding disaffection among t.lie armed forces) ; second, tlit:

evil itself must lie one on which Congress has jiower to legis

late; third, the context or situation must lie suc/i that tin:

speech results in a clear and immediate danger Ilint the pur

poses of Congress will he frustrated. One must recall Unimex s

long and ricli experience in dealing with tin: common law:

the doctrine of clear and jiresent danger is obviously drawn

from that which seeks to lay down a test for incitement under

the common law, with the difference that the context liere has

been broadened to the scope of the military danger of a nation.

Holmes steered a middle course between Judge Learned

Hand s &quot;abjective standard,&quot; laid down in the Masses trial?

where the emphasis is placed on the words themselves and on.

the specific intent to incite a crime, rather than on the sur

rounding circumstances, and on llie other hand Hit: &quot;danger-

nits tendenty&quot; doctrine.

What Holmes is saying in effect, is that free speech is not

an absolute value, to be guaranteed under every circumstance

and at any social cost. We are not, as Holmes says, free to

shout &quot;I ire&quot; in a crowded theater; similarly the. fact of a

nation at war may provide a context in which words are. as

dangerous ax the acts to which they are an incitement. Tim

concept of free speech becomes relative: the stress is jiut not

on the wnril.t themselves, but on their relation to (lie context

and circumstances in whicli they are used; but llie words must

bear a direct relation to that context. Thus Holmes presents

what the philoxopherx might call an
&quot;operational&quot; definition.

Yet if he does not make an absolute out of free speech, neither

does he give scope to an unrestricted, war hysteria. One may
say that in the net of sending Schenck to jail, Holmes enunci

ated a doctrine well calculated to safeguard llie individual

value and social need of intellectual freedom williout iinduly

jeopardizing the strength of the. state. The application of the

doctrine is, of course, in every individual instance at the mercy

of the administrative offices of the Attorney (lateral and the
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Postmaster General, and the lower Federal Courts, and even

tually of the Supreme Court. The personnel of all three were

at the time not too well disposed toward freedom of utterance.

Yet by putting the emphasis where he did, Holmes sought to

minimize the scope of administrative and judicial arbitrariness.

From the standpoint of style, this is not one of the great

Holmes opinions. He was writing the opinion of the Court,

and whenever he did that he depersonalized his writing as far

as he could, to secure something on which everyone would

agree. There is some humor in the understatement with which

he summarized the impassioned Socialist mani\esto in the

case. Otherwise his principal quality here is clarity and a

grave deliberateness.

Holmes, ].,
for the Court:

This is an indictment in three counts. The first charges a con

spiracy to violate the Espionage Act of June 15, 1917, c. 30, 3, 40

Stat. 217, 219, by causing and attempting to cause insubordina

tion, &c., in the military and naval forces of the United States, and

to obstruct the recruiting and enlistment service of the United

States, when the United States was at war with the German Em
pire, to-wit, that the defendants wilfully conspired to have printed
and circulated to men who had been called and accepted for

military service under the Act of May 18, 1917, a document set

forth and alleged to be calculated to cause such insubordination

and obstruction. The count alleges overt acts in pursuance of the

conspiracy, ending in the distribution of the document set forth.

The second count alleges a conspiracy to commit an offense against

the United States, to-wit, to use the mails for transmission of

matter declared to be non-mailable by Title XII, s, of the Act

of June 15, 1917, to-wit, the above-mentioned document, with an

averment of the same overt acts. The third count charges an un

lawful use of the mails for the transmission of the same matter

and btherwise as above. The defendants were found guilty on all

the counts. They set up the First Amendment to the Constitution

forbidding Congress to make any law abridging the freedom of

speech, or of the press, and bringing the case here on that ground
.have argued some other points also of which we must dispose.

It is argued that the evidence, if admissible, was not sufficient to
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documents. According to the testimony Schenck said he was ^cu

t-nil secretary of the Socialist I auy and had charge of the Socialist

headquarters from which the documents were .sent. He identified a

hook found there as the minutes of the Executive Committee of the

party. The Imnk showed a resolution of August i;), n.)t7i that

(il ieen thousand leallets should he printed on the other side of one

of them in use, to lie mailed to men who had passed exemption
hoards, and for distrilmtion. .Schenck personally attended to the

printing. On August ao the general secretary s report said, &quot;Ob-

tained new leallets from printer mid started work addressing en

velopes,&quot;
Xx.; and there was a resolve that Comrade Sehenck be

allowed Star, for .sending leaflets through the mail. He said that he-

had ahout fifteen or .sixteen thousand printed. There were Ides of

the circular in (|itestion in the inner ofltce which he .said were

printed on the other side- of the one sided circular and were there

for distribution. Other copies were proved to have 1 heen .sent through
the mails to drafted men. Without going into confirmatory details

that were proved, no reasonable man could doubt that the de

fendant .Schenck was largely instrumental in sending the tiicuhus

ahout. As to the defendant llaer. there was evidence that she was

a member of the Executive Board and thai the minutes ol its trans

actions were hers. The argument as to the sufficiency of the evi

dence that the- defendants conspired to send the documents only

impairs the seriousness of the real defence,

It is objected that the documentary evidence was not admissible

because obtained upon a search warrant, valid so far as appear*.
The contrary is established. Adams v, Nrw Yo\h, icja II, S. 585;

Wfekn v. (fnitfd Stales, a.na 1 1. S. ^H*), jjyr,, ;jt)(5. Tin- Hearch warrant

did not issue against the defendant but against the Socialist head

quarters at i$8(i Arch Street and it would seem that the docu

ments technically were not even in the defendant s possession, See

Johnson v, thtitrd ,S7&amp;lt;rt, yHK If. S, .157. Notwithstanding some

protest in argument the notion that evidence even directly pro

cmling from the defendant in a criminal proceeding is excluded

in all cases by the Fifth Amendment Is plainly unsound. I toll v.

United States, 218 U, S. a.jf,, a.^a, 853,

The document in quc-Mitm upon its first printed .side recited
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guage it intimated that conscription was despotism in its worst

form and a monstrous wrong against humanity in the interest of

Wall Street s chosen few. It said, &quot;Do not submit to intimidation,&quot;

but in form at least confined itself to peaceful measures such as

a petition for the repeal of the Act. The other and later printed
side of the sheet was headed, &quot;Assert Your Rights.&quot; It stated

reasons for alleging that anyone violated the Constitution when

he refused to recognize &quot;your right to assert your opposition to

the draft,&quot; and went on, &quot;If you do not assert and support your

rights, you are helping to deny or disparage rights which it is

the solemn duty of all citizens and residents of the United States

to retain.&quot; It described the arguments on the other side as com

ing from cunning politicians and a mercenary capitalist press,

and even silent assent to the conscription law as helping to sup

port an infamous conspiracy. It denied the power to send our

citizens away to foreign shores to shoot up the people of other

lands, and added that words could not express the condemnation

such cold-blooded ruthlessness deserves, Sec., 8cc., winding up, &quot;You

must do your share to maintain, support and uphold the rights

of the people of this country.&quot; Of course the document would

not have been sent unless it had been intended to have some

effect, and we do not see what effect it could be expected to have

upon persons subject to the draft except to influence them to ob

struct the carrying of it out. The defendants do not deny that the

jury might find against them on this point.

But it is said, suppose that that was the tendency of this circular,

it is protected by the First Amendment to the Constitution. Two
of the strongest expressions are said to be quoted respectively from

well-known public men. It well may be that the prohibition of laws

abridging the freedom, of speech is not confined to previous re

straints, although to prevent them may have been the main purpose,
as intimated in Patterson v. Colorado, 205 U. S. 4.54, 462. We admit

that in many places and in ordinary times the defendants in say

ing all that was said in the circular would have been within their

constitutional rights. But the character of every act depends upon
the circumstances in which it is done. Aikens v. Wisconsin, 195
U. S. 194, 205, 206. The most stringent protection of free speech
would not protect a man in falsely shouting fire in a theater and
causintr a nanic. It does not even orotect a man from an Jniimninn
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every case is whether the words used are used in such circumstances

and are of such a nature as to create a clear and present danger that

they will bring about the substantive evils that Congress has a

right to prevent. It is a question of proximity and degree. When
a nation is at war many things that might be said in time of peace
are such a hindrance to its effort that their utterance will not be

endured so long as men fight and that no court could regard them

as protected by any constitutional right. It seems to be admitted that

if an actual obstruction of the recruiting service were proved,

liability for words that produced that effect might be enforced.

The statute of 1917 in 4 punishes conspiracies to obstruct as

well as actual obstruction. If the act (speaking, or circulating a

paper) , its tendency and the intent with which it is done are the

same, we perceive no ground for saying that success alone warrants

making the act a crime. Goldman v. United States, 245 U. S. 474,

477. Indeed that case might be said to dispose of the present con

tention if the precedent covers all media concludendi. But as the

right to free speech was not referred to specially, we have thought
fit to add a few words.

It was not argued that a conspiracy to obstruct the draft was

not within the words of the Act of 1917. The words are &quot;obstruct

the recruiting or enlistment service,&quot; and it might be suggested
that they refer only to making it hard to get volunteers. Recruit

ing heretofore usually having been accomplished by getting volun

teers, the word is apt to call up that method only in our minds.

But recruiting is gaining fresh supplies for the forces, as well by
draft as otherwise. It is put as an alternative to enlistment or

voluntary enrollment in this Act. The fact that the Act of 1917
was enlarged by the amending Act of May 16, 1918, c. 75, 40 Stat.

553, of course, does not affect the present indictment and would

not, even if the former Act had been repealed. Rev. St. f 13.

A SPEECH BY EUGENE DEBS

Debs v. U. S.

249 U.S. 211 (1919)

This is the most sharply criticized of any of Holmes s civil

liberties opinions? It involves a speech made in Canton,



aspects of its policy as well. The speech itself, as Holmes relates

it, is uncompromising in its opposition to the war; but the

problem was whether it was also an incitement against re

cruiting. Holmes wrote the unanimous opinion of the Court.

He guesses in one of his letters that it was probably a strategic

move of the Chief Justice to assign it to him, since Holmes
was regarded as a champion of free speech.

2

It is important that nowhere in the decision does Holmes

refer to his own &quot;clear and present danger&quot; doctrine. The
reason lies probably in the history of the case: the federal

court that tried the case below had instructed the jury
8

(o

decide on &quot;the. natural tendency and reasonably probable ef

fect&quot; of the speech. Given the very broad scope of the Espio

nage Act, especially if not construed very strictly, Holmes could

no doubt justify bringing the speech within the terms of the

act. But the opinion unfortunately contains neither a care

ful examination of the constitutionality of an act thus broadly

drawn, nor of the application to Debs s speech of the criteria

Holmes laid down in, the Schenck case.

But criticism, of Holmes s position here should be tempered

by an understanding of the problems of -judicial strategy

which, like other judges, he and his colleague Justice Brandeis

had to consider. He was wise to speak for the unanimous

Court in the Schenck and Frohwerk cases, especially the

former, in which he had the opportunity to comm.it the

Court to the general doctrine of clear and present danger.

Many have believed that Debs s words referred far more to

ultimate social change than to immediate obstruction of the

war effort, and that Debs s direct intent to effect the latter was

306) must be placed in the area of war pathology. Among the more drastic

criticisms are Ernst Freund, cited below, note 7; and Forrest R. Black, &quot;Debs v.

V. S.: a Judicial Milepost on the Road to Absolutism,&quot; 81 University of Penn
sylvania Law Review (1932) 160.

2 See below, p. 442.
8 On the character of the jury, see Max Eastman s Liberator article, &quot;The

Trial of Eugene Debs&quot; (November 1918), as quoted in Chafee, op. clt. 73.

They were retired farmers and merchants, of an average age of seventy-two and
an average wealth of fifty to sixty thousand dollars.
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far more n matter of presumption than of evidence. Yet

neither Holmes nor Brandeis felt that the case was clear

enough to warrant a break with the Court majority such as

they were later to make in the Abrams case.*

Holmes was not happy about the case. &quot;I am beginning to

get stupid letters of protest/ he writes Pollock, &quot;against
a

decision that Debs, a noted agitator, was rightly convicted of

obstructing the recruiting service so far as the law was con

cerned. I wondered tliat the Government should press the case

to a hearing before us, as the inevitable result was that fools,

knaves, and ignorant persons were bound to say he was con

victed because he was a dangerous agitator and that obstruct

ing the draft was a
pretence.&quot;

Debs received a ten-year sentence. He runs already an old

and exhausted man when he went of] to jail. He was bitter

in his comment on the &quot;coterie of begowned corporation law

yers in Washington.&quot; &quot;Great issues are not decided by courts,&quot;

he said, &quot;but by the people.&quot;
And from the steps of the

railroad car he spoke to the people who had come to say

farewell. &quot;They
can t slop the movement. You keep up on the

outside and I ll keep up on the inside.&quot; The editorials in the

New York newspapers almost unanimously depicted Debs as

&quot;not a martyr but a defeated fighter&quot; (Neio York Times,

March 12, 1019) , and expressed admiration for his willing

ness to pay the price for his beliefs.

But in liberal and radical circles there was considerable

protest. &quot;Of course,&quot; turites Holmes to Pollock, &quot;there were

people who pitched into the Court for sending Debs to prison

. . . but there was no doubt that the Jury runs warranted in

finding him guilty or that the act was Constitutional. Now
I hope the President will pardon him and some other poor
devils with whom I have more sympathy.&quot;

&quot; We may judge
that Holmes was sensitive to some of this criticism. &quot;The cause

of the government has gained nothing,&quot;
wrote Ernst Frcund

in the New Republic, &quot;while the. forces of discontent have

been strengthened, and have been given an example of loose

and arbitrary law which at some lime may react against those

4 Cbafee points this out admirably, op. cit., 86.



He was pardoned in 1921 by President Harding, without

restoration of citizenship.

There is a sharply defined dramatic contrast between the

two principal figures in this case: Debs, with his proletarian

background and his record of unceasing struggle, a master of

the earthy language of the people, in his own way of a mold

having something of the heroic in it; and Holmes, the New

England aristocrat, with an individual style and grace, at once

profound and sophisticated,. Debs was in dead earnest. Holmes

was slightly contemptuous of the
&quot;poor fools whom I should

have been inclined to pass over if I could. The greatest bores

in the world are the come-outers who arc cock-sure of a dozen

nostrums. The dogmatism of a little education is
hopeless.&quot;

8

Holmes, J.,
for the Court:

This is an indictment under the Espionage Act of June 15, 1917,

c. 30 3, 40 Stat. 217, 219, as amended by the Act of May 16,

1918, c. 75, i, 40 Stat. 553. It has been cut down to two counts,

originally the third and fourth. The former of these alleges that

on or about June 16, 1918, at Canton, Ohio, the defendant caused

and incited and attempted to cause and incite insubordination, dis

loyalty, mutiny and refusal of duty in the military and naval

forces of the United States and with intent so to do delivered, to

an assembly of people, a public speech, set forth. The fourth count

alleges that he obstructed and attempted to obstruct the recruit

ing and enlistment service of the United States and to that end

and with that intent delivered the same speech, again set forth.

There was a demurrer to the indictment on the ground that the

statute is unconstitutional as interfering with free speech, contrary

to the First Amendment, and to the several counts as insufficiently

stating the supposed offense. This was overruled, subject to ex

ception. There were other exceptions to the admission of evidence

7
&quot;The Debs Case and Freedom oE

Speech&quot;;
New Republic, Vol. 19, p. 13

(May g, 1919) . A little while atler Ihe appearance of Uiis article there is the

following passage in a letter to Pollock: &quot;The spring here is enchanting . . .

Really i a glance at the New Republic had not thrown the customary gloom
over life it would seem fair once more.&quot; H-P, 11:14. (May zG, 1919) .

8 H~P, Ilni (April 27, 1919).
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with which we shall deal. The defendant was found guilty and

was sentenced to ten years imprisonment on each of the two

counts, the punishment to run concurrently on both.

The main theme of the speech was socialism, its growth, and a

prophecy of its ultimate success. With that we have nothing to

do, but if a part or the manifest intent of the more general ut

terances was to encourage those present to obstruct the recruiting
service and if in passages such encouragement was directly given,
the immunity of the general theme may not be enough to protect
the speech. The speaker began by saying that he had just re

turned from a visit to the workhouse in the neighborhood where

three of their most loyal comrades were paying the penalty for

their devotion to the working class these being Wagcnknecht,
Baker and Ruthcnberg, who had been convicted of aiding and

abetting another in failing to register for the draft. Ruthenberg v.

United Stales, 245 U. S. 480. He said that he had to be prudent
or might not be able to say all that he thought, thus intimating to

his hearers that they might infer that he meant more, but he did

say that those persons were paying the penalty for standing erect

and for seeking to pave the way to better conditions for all man
kind. Later he added further eulogies and said that he was proud
of them. He then expressed opposition to Prussian militarism in a

way that naturally might have been thought to be intended to in

clude the mode of proceeding in the United States.

After considerable discourse that it is unnecessary to follow, he

took up the case of Kate Richards O Hare, convicted of ob

structing the enlistment service, praised her for her loyalty to

socialism and otherwise, and said that she was convicted on false

testimony, under a ruling that would seem incredible to him if

he had not had some experience with a Federal court. We mention

this passage simply for its connection with evidence put in the

trial. The defendant spoke of other cases, and then, after dealing
with Russia, said that the master class has always declared the wars

and the subject class has always fought the battles that: the sub

ject class has had nothing to gain and all to lose, including their

lives; that the working class who furnish the corpses have never yet

had a voice in declaring war and have never yet had a voice in

declaring peace. &quot;You have your lives to lose; you certainly ought
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attempting to cause insubordination and refusal of duly in the

military forces of the United States and obstructing the recruiting

service. He said that she went out to render her service to the

cause in this day of crises, and they sent her to the penitentiary

for ten years; that she had said no more than the speaker had said

that afternoon; that if she was guilty so was he, and that he would

not be cowardly enough to plead his innocence; but that her

message that opened the eyes of the people must be suppressed,

and so, after a mock trial before a packed jury and a corporation

tool on the bench, she was sent to the penitentiary for ten years.

There followed personal experiences and illustrations of the

growth of socialism, a glorification of minorities, and a prophecy
of the success of the international socialist crusade, with the in

terjection that
&quot;you

need to know that you are fit for something
better than slavery and cannon fodder.&quot; The rest of the discourse

had only the indirect though not necessarily ineffective bearing
on the offenses alleged that is to be found in the usual contrasts

between capitalists and laboring men, sneers at the advice to culti

vate war gardens, attribution to plutocrats of the high price of

coal, 8cc., with the implication running through it all that the

working men are not concerned in the war, and a final exhorta

tion, &quot;Don t worry about the charge of treason to your masters; but

be concerned about the treason that involves
yourselves.&quot; The de

fendant addressed the jury himself, and Avhile contending that his

speech did not warrant the charges, said, &quot;I have been accused of

obstructing the war. I admit it. Gentlemen, I abhor war. I would

oppose war if I stood alone.&quot; The statement was not necessary to

warrant the jury in finding that one purpose of the speech, whether

incidental or not does not matter, was to oppose not only war in

general but this war, and that the opposition was so expressed that

its natural and intended effect would be to obstruct recruiting. If

that was intended and if, in all the circumstances, that would be

its probable effect, it would not be protected by reason of its be

ing part of a general program and expressions of a general and

conscientious belief.

The chief defenses upon which the defendant seemed willing to

rely were the denial that we have dealt with and that based upon
the First Amendment to the Constitution, disposed of in Schenck v.

United States, ante, 47. His counsel questioned the sufficiency of
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ante, 204. The most important question that remains is raised by
the admission in evidence of the record of the conviction of Rutheiv

bcrg, Wagenknecht and Baker, Rose Pastor Stokes, and Kate

Richards O Hare. The defendant purported to understand the

grounds on which these persons were imprisoned and it was proper
to show what those grounds were in order to show what he was

talking about, to explain the true import of his expression of

sympathy and to throw light on the intent of the address, so far as

the present matter is concerned.

There was introduced also an &quot;Anti-War Proclamation and

Program&quot; adopted at St. Louis in April, 1917, coupled with testi

mony that about an hour before his speech the defendant had

stated that he approved of that platform in spirit and in substance.

The defendant referred to it in his address to the jury, seemingly
with satisfaction and willingness that it should be considered in

evidence. But his counsel objected and has argued against its

admissibility, at some length. This document contained the usual

suggestion that capitalism was the cause of the war and that our

entrance into it &quot;was instigated by the predatory capitalists in the

United States.&quot; It alleged that the war of the United States against

Germany could not &quot;be justified even on the plea that it is a war

of defense of -American rights or American honor,
&quot;

It said, &quot;We

brand the declaration of war by our Government as a crime against
the people of the United States and against the nations of the

world. Tn all modern history there has been no war more un

justifiable than the war in which we are about to
engage.&quot;

Its first

recommendation was &quot;continuous, active and public opposition to

the war, through demonstrations, mass petitions, and all other

means within our
power.&quot; Evidence that the defendant accepted

this view and this declaration of his duties at the time that he made
his speech is evidence that if in that speech he used words tending
to obstruct the recruiting service he meant that they should have

that effect. The principle is too well established and too manifestly

good sense to need citation of the books. We should add that the

jury were most carefully instructed that they could not find the

defendant guilty for advocacy of any of his opinions unless the

words used had as their natural tendency and reasonable, probable
effect to obstruct the recruiting service, &c., and unless the de

fendant had the snecific intent to do so in liis mind.
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the verdict on the fourth count, for obstructing and attempting

to obstruct the recruiting service of the United States, must be

sustained. Therefore it is less important to consider whether that

upon the third count, for causing and attempting to cause in

subordination, fcc., in the military and naval forces, is equally im

pregnable. The jury were instructed that for the purposes of the

statute the persons designated by the Act of May 18, 1917, registered

and enrolled under it, and thus subject to be called into the

active service, were a part of the military forces of the United

States. The Government presents a strong argument from the

history of the statutes that the instruction was correct and in ac

cordance with established legislative usage. We see no sufficient

reason for differing from the conclusion but think it unnecessary

to discuss the question in detail.

TWO LEAFLETS AND AN EXPERIMENT

A brams v. U. S.

250 U. S. 616, 624 (1919)

This is the best-known of the cases under the Espionage
Act and perhaps the greatest of Hnlmcs s opinions. Jacob

Abrams and several other Russian emigrants threw down

some leaflets from the roof of a loft in the garment district of

New York City. Abrams was tried under the Espionage Act,

convicted, and sentenced, to twenty years imprisonment.
1 The

Supreme Court affirmed the conviction, the. majority opinion

being written by Justice Clarke.2
Justice Erandcis joined in

Holmes s dissent. They had both upheld the convictions in

the previous five cases under the Espionage Act, but at this

point they could not go along. Holmes s dissent is, in its im

plications, an eloquent proof that it was not they who had

broken luith the Court majority, but the majority that had

broken with them and diverged from the criteria of the limits

of free speech first laid down in the Schenck case.

1 For a good history and analysis of the case, with a bibliography of comments
on it, see Chafee, op. cit., 108-140.

2 As a mildly liberal member of the Court, Justice Clarke may have been
assigned the opinion by the same strateev which cave the Schenck and Debs
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The crux
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;[

the indictment was the fourth count, charging

thai Abrams tind his associates htid urged tin- curtailment of

war production, &quot;with intent by such curtailment to cripple

or hinder the failed States in the prosecution of the war.&quot; In

legal terms the cnse turned on the meaning of &quot;intent.&quot; Justice

Clarke argued tluit while the defendant.! hail only urged that

the worlters [irtnluce no in ins for an attempt at American in

tervention in the Russian Revolution, and while America wax

not at war with Russia, the necessary consequence of their

incitement would lie to hamper the war with (tcrmany; and

that they were willing to cripple the (ierman war if thev

could (hereby also cripple intervention in Russia. As I rofes-

xor Corwin has put it, in an ttrtitle agreeing with the majority
decision, &quot;In law, as in etliiix and in lommon sense, men must

be held to intend, if not the usual ninsetiitences of their actx,

certainly the necessar\ means t.o their tihjeitivcx.&quot;* Holmes

however argues that this was loo indirect: that &quot;the aim to

produce&quot;
the (onseijuenie must be &quot;the proximate motive of

the specific act, although there may he some deeper motive

behind.&quot;
*

Holiness setond line of argument is that even if the intent

were tlietc, in the strict sense in which the statute meant it,

there a in the nmte\t no ilear and present ttanger in l/ir

words. &quot;Nobody can snjipose that the surrejititioux publi\hing

of a sillv leaflet by tin unknown man, witltottt more, wouhl

present an immediate danger tliat its opinions would hinder

the succex\ nf the government annx,&quot;

His third line of argument turns on the severity of the

sentence, &quot;[ t en if I am let hnicnlly wrong and enough can be

tl frnm these pour and puny anonymities to turn the

&quot;&quot;Krcnltitn of Spmh nncl l ir under ihr FirM Aniruilinmi.&quot;
.1&quot; VJ,| .(K

(ifJU(l) .

4 One |ih;nr of llif lil.il pidirrltnr in the fcilrnil tliillid ctiutl, turning nil ihr

ifihnidil t[Ui .li&quot;ii of [he .iclmiviihiliiv (if cvlilfiur, li.i i Ittnvrvrt (ai 1 infrMir

Cliaffc piiinin mil) u iilrr
iiu|ili(&amp;gt;iM

nntt (or die free tpmh (,nt-i, Ihr ilrOiiif

ultrrcil to show, tluiiu^li tin- inlinumv of Raviiuind Riiliinii .mil ciilirit, lli.it tin-

Aniciii.iu iinri vrtiliim in Kitiii.i i\.n tint p.ul of llir u.it vvilli Crim.UlV. litlt (lie

trint judge excluded tlir rvidentc* .i i lrrslt*v,int. Slnte ihr tmiintmy did not lir.tr

(ill lllr* iivrii IK l* til tilt* tlrffiut.iti K. fhr inliutr \iitti trt lutii .ilH tdtir&amp;lt;ir llni .n
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color of legal litmiis paper . . . the most nominal punish
ment seems to me all that could possibly be inflicted,

11 unless

the defendants are to be made to suffer not for what the in

dictment alleges but for the creed that th.ey avow.&quot;

It is in pursuance of his belief that it is for their creed that

the defendants are being punished that Holmes gives voice

to the eloquent little essay on the competition of ideas with

which the opinion closes. I can add little to what has been

said in comment on Holmes s language. It has economy, grace,

finality, and is the greatest utterance on intellectual freedom

by an American, ranking in the English tongue with Milton

and Mill.

But something may be said also of its quality as social

thought. There are two grounds on which freedom of speech
is generally considered an inherent part of democratic living.

One is that there can be no dignity in the individual life with

out it. The other is that it gives survival value to a govern
ment. It is the second to which Holmes gives expression here.

In the urgency of governing groups to have their own way

they forget that &quot;time has upset many fighting faiths.&quot;
In the

long run &quot;truth is the only ground upon which their wishes

safely can be carried out.&quot; For government is an experimental

process. Even the Constitution &quot;is an experiment, as all life is

an experiment.&quot; And to make the experiment of government

successful, room must be found for new ideas which will chal

lenge the old. &quot;The ultimate good desired is better reached

by free trade in ideas.&quot; Where Milton in Areopagitica used the

symbolism of a battle, Holmes uses the symbolism of his eco

nomic system. &quot;The best test of truth is the poiuer of the

thought to get itself accepted in the competition of the mar

ket.&quot; It should be noted that this was only one strain in

Holmes s thinking. In addition to the Miltonic strain, there

was also a Darwinian one. &quot;Truth,&quot; he said, on another occa

sion, &quot;is the majority vote of that nation that can lick all the

others.&quot;

As Holmes s Debs opinion had been attacked from the left,

so his Abrams dissent was violently attacked -from the right.

Dean Wigmore wrote of the opinion: &quot;It is shocking in its
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obtuse inilillt i i iii t to the vital ixsnex tit slake in August,

and il ix ominous in Us portent of like indifference to fit-tid

ing nnd mining ixxites. . . . Ynn cannot argue with a xtate of

mind, lint yon ni [mint nut itx iinturr and portent. . , . /

firmly believe l/nit in these dnyx tlif tender tliainpioiis (

freedom nf speech tin- liht- I)on Quixote, figlitiug gitinlx tind

ogres who lini f long since been laid in the dti\t. . . . lltin-

dretlx
i&amp;gt;l well-meaning cilizaix -

&quot;(tnrlnr
hnhhrt ihs&quot; nnd

&quot;/&amp;gt;inh

radicals,&quot; itx tin- jilirnxc goi-x art .ilitwing n similar com~

plnistincr
or good -nut nrrd loli i tincr to t/tr Hct-nxing / (lie

tiiolt iict -liriijxigiiniln. . . . (n tin- trunsct-ndi-ntol rfill ins of

pliilosofiltic
mid liixtnrictd discussion liy clmct jnristx, these

(xjirt-ssitinx \&quot;Tlit-
(.nn.\litnlinn i.i tin

t-xlirrimnit&quot; dr. . .
.}

might jmss. Hut when found fmlilicly rfcnrdfd in an tijiinirin

of tin; St/ln cnn (ititii ditins oj that don-ititiition, liifitsing

profxigtindn which in the next, caxt; tit-fore the court may lir

directed iigtiinst llitU Ctinstitulitin itself, that liinguagf is

ominous indeed.&quot;
*

&quot;]] igmore,&quot; wrote flolmex to Pollocli, &quot;goes for me c?x

cailicclni. . . . n igrnore x exfilosion struck me, (/ only

glnnced at it), as sentiment rather tlian reasoning&quot; and in

short I tliought it bosh, tfe has grown rather dogmatic in tone

with suims.&quot;
1 And one o[ Pnlloth s letters fiirnisliex an in-

It-resting footnote to the relative treatment of civil liberties

issues in l-Ingland tind A merit a: &quot;I believe there wne many
leaflets of nnidi the same kind \ns the Alnanm leaflets] dis

tributed in this country on which il was not, thought useful

to prosecute anyone.&quot;
*

Holmes, J.,

This intlittmrm is roiuult tl wholly upon the publication of

two leaflets which I Mmll Uesntbe in a moment. The lirst count

charges a conspiracy pending the war with Germany 10 puhlhh
abusive language about the form of government of the United

&quot;&quot;Freedom of Spmh ami Frcsiltim of Thujop-ty. In War-Time mill

T)ni,&quot; i.| lllilinii I ntii tlrvirn 1 M() (lf|8(i),
7 H-P. tl:,|s (April af,, igsn), Pollock answered, &quot;I WM winy to tc

(an tfil .ivv.iy Its llir JI.IIIH nitiiigrii. Hit K.I KIII I .iitttnuiirct [ci ^.luni; ih.il u \&amp;gt;&amp;gt;
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Stales, laying the; preparation and publishing of the first Icalk-t

as overt acis. The- second count charges a conspiracy pending ilui

war to publish language
1 intended tu bring (lit- form cif govern-

mcnl into coiHtuii))i, laying the preparation and publishing of tin;

two leaflets as overt acts. The third count alleges a conspiracy to

encourage resistance to the United States in the same 1 war and to

attempt lo ellecluate the purpose by publishing the same Icallcis,

The fourth count lays a conspiracy to incite curtailment of pro

duction of things necessary (o the prosecution of the war and to

attempt to accomplish it by publishing the second leaflet to which

I have referred.

The first of these leaflets .says that the- President s cowardly
silence about the intervention in Russia veveaK Hie hypocrisy o[

the plutocratic gang in Washington, Ii intimates ihai &quot;Centum

militarism combined with Allied capitalism to cinsli the Russian

revolution,&quot; goes on that the tyrants of the wot Id light each other

until they see a common enemy working &amp;lt; lass enlightenment-

when they combine to crush it; and thai now militarism and

capitalism combined, though not openlv, to crush the Russian

revolution. It says lhat there is only one eneim oi the woikers of

the world and that is capitalism; that it is a crime !&amp;lt;&amp;gt;i wmkets of

America, &c., to fight the workers republic- of Russia, and ends

&quot;Awakel Awake, you workers of the weuld!&quot; Signed &quot;Revolution

isis.&quot; A note adds, &quot;It is absurd to tall u*. pto Centum. We hate

and despise German militarism more than do MIII hypocritical

tyrants, We have more reasons for denouncing Gentian militarism

than has the coward of the White House.&quot;

The other leaflet, headed &quot;Woikei &amp;gt; Wake
l&quot;p,&quot;

with abusive

language says that America together with the AUir\ will march for

Russia to help the C/echo-Slovnk* in their atugt le against the

Rolsheviki, and that this time the hypocrite* &amp;lt;ihall not foul the

Russian emigrants and friends of Russia in Amnica, It tells the

Russian emigrants that they now must %pit in the face of false

military propaganda by which their
&amp;lt;tvtp;uh&amp;gt;

and help to the

prosecution of the war have been tailed forth ;imt says thai with

the money they have lent or are going m lend &quot;tlu-v will make
Indicia not only for the German* but al-ni for the Wiukeis Soviets

of Russia,&quot; and further, &quot;Workers tit the aminuniiuui factories
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for freedom.&quot; Ft tlu-n appeals to the same Russian emigrants at sonic

length not to consent to the
&quot;inquisitionary expedition to Russia,&quot;

and says that lite destruction of (lie Russian revolution is &quot;the

politics
of (lu 1 march on Russia.&quot; Tho leallet winds up by saying

&quot;Workers, our reply to ihis barbaric intcrvcniion has (o lie a

general strike!&quot; and a ft IT a few words on the spirit of revolution,

exhortations not to he afraid, and some usual tall talk, ends &quot;Woe

unto those who will be in the way of progress. Let solidarity livel

The Rebels,&quot;

No argument seems lo me necessary to show that the.se pro-

nunc iainenios iu no way attack the form of government f ll t;

United Slates, or thai they do not support either of the lir.st two

counts. What little I have to say about the third count may be

postponed until I have considered (he fourth, Wiih regard to that

it seems too plain lo be denied that the suggestion lo workers in

ammunition factories that they are producing hullels to murder
their dearesi, and the furl her advocacy of a general strike, both in

the second leallei, do urge curtailment of production of tilings

necessary lo the prosecution ol the- war within the meaning of the

Act of i\fay t(i, njiH, &amp;lt;. 715, ,|o ,S i;tt. r,r,;j, aiiiciiding $ |
of (lie earlier

Act of 15)17. M IU 1() &quot;isike the- conduct criminal that statute requires
that it should be &quot;with intent by such curtailment to cripple or

hinder the United Stale s in the. prosecution of the war,&quot; It seems

to me that no Mich inienl is proved,
I am aware of course that the word imcm as vaguely used in

ordinary legal discussion means no more than knowledge at the

time of the act that the consequences said to be intended will

ensue. Even less than that will satisfy the general piinciple of civil

and criminal liability. A man may have to pay damages, may be

.sent lo prison, at common law might be hanged, if at the time of

his act he knew facts from which common experience showed that

i he consequences woidd follow, whether he individually toulcl

foresee them or nut. But, when words are used exactly, a deed is not

done with intent to produce a consequence unless that conse

quence is the aim of deed. It may be obvious, and obvious to the

actor, that the consequence will follow, and he may be- liable for

it even if he- forgets it, but he does not do the att with intent to
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It seems to me that this statute must be taken to use its words

in a strict and accurate sense. They would be absurd in any other,

A patriot might think that we were wasting money on aeroplanes,

or making more cannon of a certain kind than we needed, and

might advocate curtailment with success, yet even if it turned out

that the curtailment hindered and was thought by other minds to

have been obviously likely to hinder the United States in the

prosecution of the war, no one would hold such conduct a crime,

I admit that my illustration does not answer all that might be said

but it is enough to show what I think and to let me pass to a more

important aspect o the case. I refer to the First Amendment to the

Constitution that Congress shall make no law abridging the free

dom of speech.
I never have seen any reason to doubt that the questions of law

that alone were before this Court in the cases of Schcnck, Frohwerk

and Debs, were rightly decided. I do not doubt for a moment that by
the same reasoning that would justify punishing persuasion to

murder, the United States constitutionally may punish speech that

produces or is intended to produce a clear and imminent danger
that it will bring about forthwith certain substantive evils that the

United States constitutionally may seek to prevent. The power un

doubtedly is greater in time of war than in time of peace because

war opens dangers that do not exist at other times.

But as against clangers peculiar to war, as against others, the

principle of the right to free speech is always the same. It is only

the present danger of immediate evil or an intent to bring it about

that warrants Congress in setting a limit to the expression of opin
ion where private rights are not concerned. Congress certainly can

not forbid all effort to change the mind of the country. Now no

body can suppose that the surreptitious publishing of a silly leaflet

by an unknown man, without more, would present any immediate

danger that its opinions would hinder the success of the Govern

ment arms or have any appreciable tendency to do so. Publishing
these opinions for the very purpose of obstructing, however, might
indicate a greater danger and at any rate would have the quality of

an attempt. So I assume that the second leaflet, if published for

the purpose alleged in the fourth count, might be punishable. But

it seems pretty clear to me that nothing less than that would bring
nanprs wil hin ihf1 srnnp nf fliis law An artiial int-pnf in flip
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where a further act of the .same individual is required to complete
1

the .substantive crime, for reasons given in Swift & (.In. v. United

Stall s, it)(i U, S.
jiyij, ;)(|(i.

1 1 is necessary where I her .success of (lie

attempt depends upon others, 1 it-cause if thai intent is not pres

ent the actor s aim may IK- accomplished without bringing about

the evils sought to he checked. An intent to prevent interference

with the revolution in Russia might have he-en satisfied with

out any hindrance to carrying on the. war in which we were en

gaged.
I do not, see how anyone can find the intent required by the

statute, in any of the defendants words. The second leaflet is the:

only one that affords even a foundation for the &amp;lt; barge, and there,

without invoking the hatred of German militaiism expressed in the

former one, it is evident from ihe beginning to the end that the

only object, of the paper is to help Russia and .stop American inter-

veniion there against the popular government-- not to impede the:

United States in the war that it was carrying on. To say that two

phrases taken literally might import a suggest ton of conduct that

would have interference: with the war as an indhccted and prob

ably uiielesired effect seems to me by no means enough to show an

attempt to produce; that effect.

I return for a moment to the third count. That elungei an intent

to provoke resistance to the United States in its war with Germany.

Taking the clause- in the statute that deals with that in connection

with the other elaborate provisions of the Act, I think that re

sistance: to the United States means some forcible act ot opposition
to some proceeding of ihe United States in pursuance of the war.

1 think the intent must lie the specific intent that I have described

and for the reason-* that I have given. 1 think that no such intent

was proved or existed in fact, t also think that there is no hint at

resistance to the United States as I construe! the phrase.
In this case semene-cs of twenty years imprisonment have been

imposed for the publishing of two leaflets that I believe the de

fendants had as much right to publish as the Government has to

publish the Constitution of the United States now vainly invoked

by iheim. Even if I am technically wrong and enough can be

squeezed from these poor and puny anonymities to turn the color
of It-era! lilrtinx rimicr , I mill at\t\ t&amp;gt;\&amp;gt;r&amp;gt;n IF wlinr I ili!ut&amp;gt; &amp;gt;). &amp;gt;&amp;lt;...,,_
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to be made to suffer not for what the indictment alleges but for

the creed that they avow a creed that I believe to be the creed of ig

norance and immaturity when honestly held, as I see no reason to

doubt that it was held here, but which, although made the subject
of examination at the trial, no one has a right even to consider in

dealing with the charges before the Court.

Persecution for the expression of opinions seems to me perfectly

logical. If you have no doubt of your premises or your power and
want a certain result with all your heart you naturally express your
wishes in law and sweep away all opposition. To allow opposition

by speech seems to indicate that you think the speech impotent, as

when a man says that he has squared the circle, or that you do not

care wholeheartedly for the result, or that you doubt either your

power or your premises. But when men have realized that time has

upset many fighting faiths, they may come to believe even more
than they believe the very foundations of their own conduct that

the ultimate good desired is better reached by free trade in ideas

that the best test of truth is the power of the thought to get itself

accepted in the competition of the market, and that truth is the only

ground upon which their wishes safely can be carried out. That,
at any rate, is the theory of our Constitution. It is an experiment,
as all life is an experiment. Every year if not every day we have to

wager our salvation upon some prophecy based upon imperfect

knowledge. While that experiment is part of our system I think that

we should be eternally vigilant against attempts to check the ex

pression of opinions that we loathe and believe to be fraught witli

death, unless they so imminently threaten immediate interference

with the lawful and pressing purposes of the law that an immediate

check is required to save the country. I wholly disagree with the

argument of the -Government that the First Amendment left the

common law as to seditious libel in force. History seems to me

against the notion. I had conceived that the United States through

many years had shown, its repentance for the Sedition Act of 1798

by repaying lines that it imposed. Only the emergency that makes
it immediately dangerous to leave the correction of evil counsels

to time warrants making any exception to the sweeping command,

&quot;Congress shall make no law . . . abridging the freedom of
speech.&quot;

Of course I am speaking only of expressions of opinion and exhorta

tions, which were all that were uttered here, but I regret that I can-
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lion upon this indictment the defendants were deprived of their

rights under the Constitution of ihe United States.

TI IK POSTMASTER GOKS TO WAR
Milwaukee Social Democratic I uhlixhing do. v. liiirlcson

ar,r, U.S. .107, ,13(1

Merger, like Kitgrit? Delis, wax one of the militant

antiwar leaders of the Socialist I nrty. In Xejitemher KIIJ,

shortly nflcr the passage of the I ..\pionage Act, 1 ostnnixler

Ihirleson issued an order denying In llergei x paper. the Mil

waukee Leader, the uxe
i&amp;gt;[

the second-claxs mail. ,. The Supreme
Court upheld the I ostinaster x order hy tt scccn-to-lwo deci

sion, Juxlice Clar/ic again writing the niiijorih
1

t&amp;gt;l&amp;gt;ittinn

ax in the

Ahrains case. Justices Draiideis and Unimex wrote dissenting

ojiiniotix,
1

The decision s turned on the section of the l-
.\f&amp;gt;ionnge

Act of

tyij declaring thnt &amp;lt;inv matter in violation of the statute ix

&quot;

iioninailahle ntntter and shall not he cont&amp;gt;e\ed in the niailx

or delit eiftl from any /
.s&amp;lt; office, or

l&amp;gt;\ anv letter carrier.&quot;

There is no
t{
nest ion in any oj the o/tinions that the I oxl-

mauler (lencitil tould under the Ait deihne
sjieiific

i\\ue\ of

a
pnl&amp;gt;er

to he notnitnilahlc. Hut the ixxiie that n&amp;gt;tis rni\ed ii ax

whether thix power extended to the power to r.vr hide n pultlicn-

lion in general from the &econd*cln\s mail. Justice (llarlte held

that secoinl-chnx rates, under the Mail ( ,la.&amp;lt;,.\iliialion Act of

i$j&amp;lt;),
were a

/irii ilef&amp;gt;e
ii lthdrawahle w/ien a piihliitilion failed

to conform to the law. State the Leader hud in several issues

1 SIT llir Iiiin5i,ipliit.il ikcttli nf llrtKri I V M.ix .mil I cln.i I.rinrr III llir

nirtitmary / dinrrirttn /luigrft/i/iy, sii|iplritintt viiluitir. Itngn w&amp;lt;( nr of ilif

signt is nf the* .Si, [iiuiN iiiiiiw.it inaiiilfjiti of (lu- .Smi.ili it I .iny of April i.|,

11117. &quot;I lir li.uiliing tif hit |).i|iri ftnin llir m.uh in .Sr|ilrnilit-t 11117 \wii Iiillnwrcl

in Fcliniary lyiH b\ ,ui imlii linnii .intl in.il nf Itngri luiiiirlf unilri ihc

KHpimr.igr Ait. Uffutr (lit* (ii.il .UK I ivln lr tlir iinlii liiicni w.in prniliin ,. Hr^rr
wiis eleciwt 10 C^ngrtia on n Sotlalim antiwar platfoun, Ai ihc (rial lie was
uinviclrd and M-iilfiidHl in ,i (WCIHN yrai piitnn (ciui. Otil tin li.nl mi appeal, lit*

sou^hi to Uikc lii&amp;lt;&amp;gt; *.IM( in Ciiiinic-n, Inn ll!unij-;li luitr rlcitnl. lit- \\.ri iwitc

rcliiilfrd, In 1 1) .
1
. i [lie .Supirinc CJunt icvn.cd In-i (niivuiiun cni (lit- ^unind thai
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published material that violated tlic Espionage Act, it was

reasonable as an administrative matter to ban it until it

showed evidence of good intention, rather than seeking to

censor every issue in advance.

In dissenting, Justice Rrandeis insisted that access to the

second-class mail was not a privilege but a right; thai to argue

that third-class mail could be used was technical and frivolous;

and thai the effect of the Postmaster s order was to impose a

heavy and punitive financial burden on the paper. There had

been, he said, no conviction of Berger by court process but

only the judgment of (he Postmaster General. To give that

official not only the power to exclude wliolly from the mails

specific issues of a paper under the Espionage Act, but also

all future issues under the vague control of the second-class

mailing privilege,, was to establish a censorship of the Post

master General with a
&quot;vague

and absolute
authority.&quot;

Holmes s reasoning is similar to that of Brandeis, but is char

acteristically sharper in its phrasing. On the legal issue his

dissent turns on the proposition that the power of excluding

from the mails is no different under the Espionage Act from

what it is with respect to nonwar obscene matter the power
to pass on each specific issue of a paper? On social grounds he

points out that to refuse the second-class rates is to kill a news

paper, and that &quot;such a practically despotic power&quot; destroys

free speech, since &quot;the use of the mails is almost as much a

part of free speech as the right to use our
tongues.&quot;

*

The Holmes-Brandeis view has seemed to liberal opinion a,

sound one in the context of-
the 19,17 world. In the con

text of the second World War, however, it can no longer

be applied with the same results. Then the Milwaukee

Leader was one of the few papers opposing the war; now the

rise of the Nazis to power has brought with it, as one of its cru

cial and principal instruments of warfare, a far-flung and

8 Since this case Holmes s view has been strengthened on one score: in the

Near v. Minnesota decision Justice Hughes held that a court injunction barring
the publication of [utnre as well as current issues of a paper ran counter to the

Blackstone doctrine of &quot;previous restraint&quot; 283 U. S. 697 (1931) . One may
question the wisdom o trying to order social policy in a crucial area of state

survival on principles drawn wholly from (he common law of libel.
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highly organized jiropnganda machine operating as part of the

Nazi campaign of terror and dixintegration. In tin yetirx after

J&quot;&amp;lt;?j&amp;lt;r,
hundreds of publications arose which were either di

rectly connected with fascist movements, like i cllcy x Silcer

Sliirt pnpcr and the (Christian Front Social Justice, or, like

ntare powerful newxpaperx .unit ax the (ilii&amp;lt; a^o rrihuui ,

tended to coincide witli the Nazi pattern out tij anti-Admin-

i.st ration liitternexx. To take the position llmt mily specific is

sues can he excluded from the initilx nnd tliat there (tin lie no

suspension of the xecontl-i lass untiling rights tix a whole is

clearly to deny to the
go&amp;lt;&amp;gt;ernmcnt

tin indispensable weapon
[or fighting the enemy, and In leave the nation nl the enemies

tncrcv on one tif itx inoal valmihle fronts-. The long xiege
1

of

proto-faticixt l&amp;gt;ro]Higri&amp;gt;ida
in the Ihiiteil States, hefme 1 enrl

Ifarhor, had left sitlistantitil elements of fnililit ofriniun in n

receptive mind for the most vicious aiiti-ileniocrutic and anti

war writing in our recent history.

In this context Attorney (leneral Kiddle hi April n/./s

ashed the I ostnitister ( tenant to deny the second-class niniling

rights to Conglilin x newspaper, Snciul Jusiicc
1

. lie pointed out

the clear AVm pattern in the pajier, the faithful following of

the (ioehhels line xincf n&amp;gt;itf, and the persistence o[ this pat
tern after America s final entrance into the rear. Diddle found
himself in a difficult situation. An ardent admirer of Unirnex,

he prohahly wished to stand h\ the reasoning in liis dissent

in the Nfilwaukcc I.caclcT cnxc. (hit he saw also that to do xo

would he tantamount to gining (he neu sjialier allies of the

enemy almost (omjilete freedom of movement in America. In

a tetter of April /,/. /r;./a, to the Postmaster (leneral he there

fore based his at lion on the majority opinion in the present
case, not mentioning the dissent*.

There are, Jiowever, xet&amp;lt;eral elements of ilifference between
the cases that a&amp;gt;e not without importance, f- irst the Social

Justin- nttion was not taken hy I ostmaster (ieneral Walker
on his own judgment, hut was initiated hy Attorney (leneral

Diddle and hased on careful and elahornte analysis of Supreme
Court precedents. The element of arbitrary action on the part
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marginal realm and put them in the center of the obstruction

o/ the war effort. The issue whether Justices Holmes and

Brandeis, if alive today, would stand by their dissent in the

present case, could be argued pro and con at protracted

length. My own hesitant guess is that Brandeis might come out

with a different result but that Holmes would probably stick

to his guns. For Holmes was more the legal technologist;

Brandeis more the social realist. And it is becoming increas

ingly clear that the government which waits until propaganda
has reached the point of clearly threatening the immediate

survival of the nation is likely to wait until it is too late, and

will probably never have the strength to strike when the time

Holmes, J., dissenting:

I have had (he advantage of reading the judgment of my brother

Brandeis in this case and I agree in substance with his view. At

first it seemed to me that if a publisher should announce in terms

that he proposed to print treason and should demand a second-

class rate it must be that the Postmaster General would have

authority to refuse it. But reflection has convinced me that I was

wrong. The question of the rate has nothing to do with the ques

tion whether the matter is mailable, and I am satisfied that the

Postmaster cannot determine in advance that a certain newspaper
is going to be nonmailable and on that ground deny to it not the

use of the mails but the rate of postage that the statute says shall

be charged.
Of course the Postmaster may deny or revoke the second-class

rate to a publication that does not comply with the conditions at

tached to it by statute, but as my brother Brandeis has pointed out,

the conditions attached to the second-class rate by the statute can

not be made to justify the Postmaster s action except by a quibble.

On the other hand the regulation of the right to use the mails by
the Espionage Act has no peculiarities as a war measure but is

6 See Riesman, op. cit., 40: &quot;The job of wise statesmanship would seem

to be to eliminate unnecessary gambles in the realm of public policy; in gov
ernment, as in medicine or law, progress in the art is measured by the extent

to which preventive measures are adopted before the point is reached at which

only curative remedies arc left.&quot; I am increasingly convinced that a realistic legal

policy would modify the &quot;clear and present dancer&quot; doctrine in the clircclion
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similar to lhat in earlier cases, such as obscene documcnis. Papers
thai violate the act are declared noimiailable and (he use oC the

mails for the transmission of them is made criminal. Hut the only

jjower given to (lie Postmaster is to refrain from forwarding the

papers when received and to return them to the senders. Act of

June 15, 11)17, ( -

. I
11 Title XtT,

.{&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

Slat, my, a;jo. Aci of May ifi,

H)iH, c. 715, .jo .Stai. r,r, j, ij^.j. Ho could nni issue a general order (lint

a certain newspaper should not he carried because- lie thought it

likely or certain thai it would contain treasonable or obscene talk,

The United Stales may give up the Post Office when it sees lit, hut

while it carries it on, the use of the mails is almost as much a part
of free speech as the right to use our tongues, and it would take

very strong language in convince me (hat Congress ever intended

to give such a practically despotic power to any one man. There
is no pretense dial it has done so. Therefore f do not consider the

limits of its constitutional power.
To refuse the .second class rate to a newspaper is to make its

circulation impossible and has all the ellect of (he order that I

have supposed. I repeal: when 1 observe dial the only powers ex

pressly given to ihe Posimasier Ceneral lo prevent the carriage of

unlawful matter of the present kind are to .slop and to return papers

already existing and posted, when I notice that the conditions ex-

prcssly attached to the .second-class rate look only to wholly dif

ferent mailers, and when I consider the ease with which the power
claimed by the Postmaster could be used to interfere with very
.sacred rights, I am of opinion thai the refusal to allow the relator

the rale to which ii was entitled whenever iis newspaper was carried,

on the ground that the paper ought not to have been carried at all,

was unjustified by the stniuie and was a serious attack upon the

libc rtie.s (hat not even the war induced C.ongtess to infringe,

A COMMON TONGUE AND FRKKDOM
OF TKACHING

r v.

U. -S.

littrtrh v. lwn
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passed laws shortly after the World War directed against the

teaching of German in the primary schools. That in Ohio was

specifically
so phrased; the laws in the other two states for

bade the use in teaching of any modern language except Eng
lish. Meyer was convicted for teaching reading in German

to a child of ten in a parochial school, in contravention of the

Nebraska statute. Justice McReynolds, speaking for the ma

jority, held the Acts unconstitutional as violations of the

guarantee of liberty in the Fourteenth Amendment. Justice

Holmes wrote a dissent covering all the cases, in which Justice

Sutherland joined.

There have been some who have expressed surprise at

Holmes s opinion in these cases, on the ground that his civil

liberties views should have put him on the side of freedom of

teaching, and therefore against the validity of the statutes, as

his liberal colleague Justice Brandeis was. Yet I feel that

Holmes had a consistent position. He believed in judicial

tolerance of state legislative action, even when he disapproved

of the state policies. The question here again, as in so many
of the economic cases, was whether the end the state sought to

achieve was legitimate, and whether the means were not un

reasonably related to the end. The end, as he saw it, was to

further national cohesion by aiming at a common language
in childhood, especially where (to use the words of the ma

jority decision) &quot;certain communities commonly use foreign

words, follow foreign leaders, move in a foreign atmosphere.&quot;

And the means (except in the case of the Ohio statute, which

narrowly excluded only German) were not unreasonable.

The majority opinion by Justice McReynolds, on the other

hand, follows much the same pattern as the freedom of con

tract cases.
1 It construes the guarantees of the Fourteenth

Amendment very broadly and makes them almost conclusive,

even where the questions involved are primarily those of

policy. Justice McReynolds seems to have feared a trend

toward state control of education which would not stop short

of communism. He refers to Plato s Republic with its proposal
&quot;that the wives of our guardians are to be common, and their

children are to be common, and no parent is to know his own
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child; nor any child his
parent.&quot;

From the Iowa and Nebraska

of the postwar years to Platonic communism seems a far cry:

yet it may serve to set the framework for Justice McReynolds
reasoning.
In this case there are two pairs of doctrines involved that had .

to be balanced. One is the need for autonomy of the mecha

nism by wliich. the truth is spread, as against the community s

interest in the rearing of its young and the transmission, of its

cultural heritage. The second is the doctrine of the power of

judicial review as against the doctrine of state legislative

power. Of the first pair, Holmes is willing to recognize either

as a valid social end. But once the state has chosen to em

phasize the value of achieving cohesion tlirough &quot;a common

tongue,&quot;
Holmes s respect for state legislative power and his

disinclination toward judicial encroachment lead him to ac

cept a not unreasonable means toward that end.

The extent of state control of education that will be allowed

under Holmes s principle is not easy to determine. It is not

difficult to find in state regulatory or prohibitive legislation

a legitimate end. The difficulty lies in estimating the reason

ableness of the means. Tliat Holmes drew a line somewhere
was shown by his failure to dissent from the Court s opinion
in Pierce v. Society o Sisters,

2

invalidating an Oregon law

compelling attendance of all children at public primary
schools. One cannot help wondering how he would have felt

about the recent but already famous flag salute case, Miners-

ville School District v. Gobitis,
8 in which Justice Frankfurter

for the Court upheld a school regulation making the pledge of

allegiance to the flag compulsory, even as applying to groups
with conscientious religious scruples. My own feeling is that

the Court s decision on the whole follows the legal logic of

Holmes s dissent in the present case, luhile Justice Stone s dis

sent in the Gobitis case follows the legal logic of Justice

McReynolds majority opinion in ths present case, although,
its social logic and its mood are far from. Justice McReynolds
and come closer to the reasons that led Justice Brandcis to join
in the Court s opinion. I admit, however, that I have had real

difficulty in reaching this conclusion because of three diver-
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gences between the two cases: first, the salute to the flag, how

ever important its symbolic value, seems substantially a good
deal less important as a means to social cohesiveness than the

exclusive use of English in teaching in the scliools; second, the

value subordinated in the Gobitis case the complete free

dom of conscience seems considerably more important than

the right to have a child taught in German in the schools.

Third, the instances of mob violence against members of the

Jehovah s Witnesses sect that followed the Gobitis decision

indicated that the need for protecting them as a minority was

a real one.4
Nevertheless, the general reasoning of Holmes

in the Meyer case still seems relevant in Gobitis.

A word on style. Amidst a tangled set of issues there is a

striking simplicity of language here which those who have fol

lowed Holmes on the Court have sweated for but have not

achieved.

Holmes, J., dissenting:

We all agree, I take it, that it is desirable that all the citizens

of the United States should speak a common tongue, and therefore

that the end aimed at by the statute is a lawful and proper one.

The only question is whether the means adopted deprive teachers

of the liberty secured to them by the Fourteenth Amendment. It is

with hesitation and unwillingness that I differ from my brethren

with regard to a law like this but I cannot bring my mind to be

lieve that in some circumstances, and circumstances existing it is

said in Nebraska, the statute might not be regarded as a reasonable

or even necessary method of reaching the desired result. The part
of the act with which we are concerned deals with the teaching of

young children. Youth is the time when familiarity with a language
is established and if there are sections in the State where a child

would hear only Polish or French or German spoken at home I am
not prepared to say that it is unreasonable to provide that in his

early years he shall hear and speak only English at school. But if it

is reasonable it is not an undue restriction of the liberty either of

teacher or scholar. No one would doubt that a teacher might be

*I may add, for what it may be worth, that I do not like the result reached
in the Gobitis case; but that Justice Frankfurter s approach, in his attempt to
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forbidden to teach many things, and the only criterion of his liberty

under the Constitution that I can think of is &quot;whether, considering

the end in view, the statute passes the bounds of reason and assumes

the character of a merely arbitrary fiat.&quot; Purity Extract & Tonic Co.

v. Lynch, 226 U. S. 192, 204. Hebe Co. v. Shaw, 248 U. S. 297, 303.

Jacob Ruppert v. Caffey, 251 U. S. 264. I think I appreciate the ob

jection to the law but it appears to me to present a question upon
which men reasonably might differ and therefore I am unable to say
that the Constitution of the United States prevents the experiment

being tried.

I agree with the Court as to the special proviso against the

German language contained in the statute dealt with in Bohning v.

Ohio.

&quot;EVERY IDEA IS AN INCITEMENT&quot;

Gillow v. N. Y.

a68 U. S. 653, 672 (1925)

As a result of the excitement connected, with the assassina

tion of President McKinlcy by a supposed anarchist, the stale

of New York enacted a Criminal Anarchy Act in iyoz. Seven

teen years later, in 1919, as a result of the excitement con

nected with the World War and the Russian Revolution,

Benjamin Gitlow was arrested and convicted under this Act

for writing a Socialist pamphlet called The Left Wing Mani
festo. Gitlow was a former member of the New York Assembly
and one of the leaders of the left wing of the Socialist Parly
which tlie following year split off and became the Communist

Party. The manifesto was the typical statement of the creed

of revolutionary socialism, written in the most pedantic neo-

Marxian jargon, attacking the Social Democrats for their

moderation, and advocating nonparliamcntary political and
economic methods. It ended, &quot;The proletarian revolution
and the Communist reconstruction of society the struggle
for these is now indispensable. . . . The Communist Inter

national calls the proletariat of the world to the final struggle!&quot;
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ware
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;l

anliradicalism, both in tin- \lute mnl fedeinl got ern*

intuits.
1 hi AYi Yotk the faint legi.\lnlii e tommiltee of both

Houses under Senator l.iisk gathered nlnme\ n/
.u//i/i&amp;lt;&amp;gt;\n//y

inflammatory material, condui ted illcgil &amp;gt;iinl\. mnl whipped

j//&amp;gt;

an antiradical h\sterin in tlir fnc\s. It it\ inntement /nr

Socialist members
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;j

the i\ en&amp;gt; Yoik legislature tceie depnt-eil of

their scats, t liven this context it win &amp;gt;n&amp;gt;l .Miifnning tlmt the

newly [tinned (.tinnntniis.! I aity stinted it* tin err
l&amp;gt;y K&quot;ing

underground,
The Supreme Court nflinned (lie tt&amp;gt;nci&amp;lt; titi, fintitr Xnnfmd

writing a ltig nitijmily tifiinion whiih ntutlr liner fiuim*: that

freedom nf sfieeth, as guaranteed l&amp;gt;y
(lie /-m/ Amendment,

was [tort ttj (lie
&quot;liberty&quot; nf the Fourteenth Amendment; thai

an acndemie essay or fmilnMifiltifttl
nlntnutttui would not

corne under the terms / tlie atnle ml; Imt thnl Ctittw i&amp;gt; winds

had been no mere abstraction but &quot;the lan^ntt^e oj direct in

citement.&quot;

Justice Holmes wrote n dissent in wliirh ftntiie ttrnndeis

joined, On the first fioint he agreed with the mttiotitv. This

unanimity on the inclusion of freedom oj n^mle in the inntrr-

lions of the Fourteenth Amendment makes thn ttne, legurdleix

of its specific outcome, one of the important utepi in the Imtttry

of the absorption of the First Amendment in the Fnuiteenth.

Actually the [ml important step toward inducing freedom of

speech within the protection of the Ftturicrnllt Amendment
was taken in Gilbert v. MimiCMXa (314 V. .V. jai [/gaj),
in which Justice MtKenna hesitatingly groped toward stith n

view, and Justice flrandeis in his diue.nl unhesitatingly ti(&amp;gt;

firmed it
(see. Chafee, op. cii.. a^-ag*) ,

s In

l For a good recent revlev* of the trlmirwl yn(llr4tim kwt. R- F.

A Hitlory of Criminal Syntllctilifm t^gi.ttaiion in tlw V. S (ifQt)). I

&quot;criminal lyndlculinn&quot; su untl bv Hit- kUitiic* mrditi i rurme atlvwaty of

acts of violence for atrtimplishing rttmamit t |wll(lciit clwngt-, Inn t iliu
rfpfili-

cnilcm at the siitimai itn- term c,(inc tit ffir.ui iilmtMf ,itiv rriiiifiun tl :hr nl(-

Ing power siructure. Atom a ihlrd of ilw tutn pwi ttiminal itynilltJilUm atw
between 1917 ami tgio. The American Civil Lite-ties Union tank pun In fighl-

Ing the present case, Gidow s counwl being Wwlttr NUn, Waller PolUk. nl
Albert DC Silver. The catc wa twite argul In tpj. ami WH cleddetl until

two years later,

8
Justice Sanforcl mention* the uwc tf l*rwlmlial Imumnt* Co, v. (ihtek In



stale freedom of speech cases was first deliberately announced.

The first stale law invalidated under this rule was in Near v.

Minnesota (1031) -

3 Since tliat lime many oilier guarantees of

the Bill of Riglits have been read into the
&quot;liberty&quot; of the

Fourteenth Amendment:1- There lucre some w)io, like Charles

Warren in a 1926 legal article, viewed tliis Gitlow doctrine

zuith &quot;some apprehension&quot; because they foresaw a new
&quot;field

of interference with state legislation.&quot; Holmes, however, ac

cepted the principle, even lliongh he differed from the majority
on its application to this case. If &quot;liberty&quot;

in tlic Fourteenth

Amendment was to be interpreted broadly enough to allow

for an almost absolute vie.w of property it might as well be

interpreted broadly enough to include the primary social value

of liberty of discussion.

His quarrel with tlie majority turned on the application of

the clear and present danger doctrine to Gitlow s pamphlet,

&quot;Every
idea is an incitement,&quot; he says, answering Justice. San-

ford s description of Gitlow s Manifesto. But this one &quot;had no

chance of starting a present conflagration.&quot; And then follows
a sentence in wliicJi, Justice Holmes, like Jefferson before, liirn,

recognizes t/iat clianges of power by majority will are part of

our institutions:
&quot;If

in the. long run the beliefs expressed in

proletarian dictatorship are destined to be accepted by the

dominant forces in the community, the only meaning of free

speech, is that they should be given their chance and have their

way.&quot;

&quot;

&quot;Earlier, in Fiske v. Kansas, 874 II. S. 380 (igs?), the Conn hiid reversed :i

conviction for distributing I. W. W. literature.
4 For a recent summary of the status of the Bill of Rights gunrnntccs with

respect to the Fourteenth Amendment, see Justice Gardozo s decision hi Palko v.

Connecticut, 302 U. S. (jig (1937).
* In later freedom of speech cases under state criminal syndicalism statutes

the Supreme Court under the leadership oE Chief Justice Hughes moved away
from the majority position in the Gillow case toward Holmes s dissent In the

same case mid toward Justice Brandcis magnificent dissent in Whitney v. Cal

ifornia, 74 U. S, 357 (1997). The important cases here were Strninbern v.

California, invalidating the &quot;reel
flag&quot;

section of a stale sedition law; Da Jtmgti
v. Oregon, agg If. S. 353 (igg?), which read the right of assembly and petition
into the

&quot;liberty&quot;
of the Fourteenth Amendment despite an Oregon criminal

syndicalism statute; and Herndon v. Lowry, 301 U. S. st^s (193?) . which hold that
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Gitlow s personal history was not without itiirml. The

leader of the. li ft whig llt (lt&amp;lt;l li &quot;le &quot; &quot; &quot;&quot;&quot; v l&amp;gt;
~ (: &quot; &quot;lfl

&quot;&amp;gt; &quot;&amp;lt;

the Wile granp wns rent with jaitiminl c/Htnir/v hi-tu-een him

and Gillow and others. In lit* nittnln&amp;lt;^ti&amp;gt;li\,
I Confers,

Gitlow writes Hint he wax &quot;.w ini oli-ed in fitttmxttt .u/M{rs&quot;

that lie was &quot;too swamfied to K/IV the inn I In-
&amp;gt;J
my

j&amp;gt;n.wnal

[ale .or the sigitifiranre. of lhi\ dctiMon nv tlmtii*ht til all,&quot;

He. implies that because oj tlirir [it-nonal rntnily In him (he

decision was welcomed by Cannon, l- naln antl other Com

munist leaders, (iitlow was /lanlnned l&amp;gt;\&amp;lt;

Cun-eiintr Xinitli after

he had liee.n returned to Sing Xing l&amp;gt;v the Sit/nt tne Court, lie

later broke away from the, Comtrniniit 1 aity and becnine one

of its bitterest critics.

Holmes, }., dissenting:

Mr. Jusiic-c Hrandfis antl I an- nf opinion iluu thtt iutlRment

should lie R-vmc d, Tlu- gc-urial ptituiplr til firr spmh, it SCTIUS

10 me, must he taken to lie included in iltr Fmmmuh Atuctulim-nt,

in view of ihc scope that 1ms ht t-n nivt-n ttt itu- wtud &quot;litu
ity&quot;

as

there used, although perhaps it may lit* am-pu-d with 51 somewhat

larger latitude of interpretation than h allowed to ( .unjfiTvs by the

sweeping; language that governs or ought to guvt-rn tin* IUWH of the

United States, If I am right, tlu-n I tlnnk tljai thf tiiu-iion sane-

tioned by the full Court in Sclienctt v. United Slnlt-i, a.||)
II. .S.

.(7, r,a,

applies, &quot;The question in every casr is wht-thrr thr woriK used arc

used in such eimirwiantTs and an* of Mteh n nattirc a tn neate a

clear and present clanger that will bring about the itibtiaiuivf evils

that [the .Stale] has a right to
prrvent,&quot;

It h nut ihai in my opinion
this criterion was departed from in Almtnn v, Untied Xiale*, sjjo

U. .S. (5 iG, but the convictions that I expirwd in that a\e arc too

deep for it to be possible for me? as yet to brlievr tluit it and Xclntefer

v. United Slates, af,i, U. ,S.
.jfifi,

have willed thr law. H what I tliink

the correct test is applied, it ii manifest that tht-ir wan no present

danger of an attempt to overthrow the government by force on

the part of the admittedly small minority who -klutrrd the defendant s

views. It is said that this manifesto moir than a theory, that it

was an incitement. Every idea it an imitnnnu. It offers Jtwlf for
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belief and if believed ii is acted on iinlt .ss sonic other belief out

weighs it or some failure of energy slide s the movement ;u its birth.

The- nuly diUnc-mr between the expression of an opinion and :m

incitement in the narrower sense is ihc speaker s eiilhnsiasm for

the result. F.loquciue may set lire 10 reason, But whatever may be

thought ol the redundant discourse before us it had no chance of

starting a pieseni conflagration. If in the long- run the; beliefs

expressed in proletarian dictatorship are destined to be accepted by
[lie dominant lorces ol the community, the only meaning; of free

speech is that they should be given their chance and have their way.
If the publication of this document had been laid as an attempt

to induce an uprising against government at once and not at .some

indefinite time in the future, it would have presented a different

question. The object woidd have been one with which the law

might deal, subject to the doubt whether there was any danger that

the publication could produce any result, or in other words, whether

it was not futile mid too remote from possible consequences. But the

indictment alleges the publication and nothing more.

&quot;FREEDOM FOR THE THOUGHT THAT
WE HATE&quot;

U. .S . v, .S

870 U. S.

In this mar Holmes, himself n vigorous nnti-l&amp;gt;nrifist, sought
to n/ihtild the right of n

l&amp;gt;nt
ifnt to hirotnc milurnliwA as nn

Amrricnn ritiwn. Jtt&amp;gt;\ikn Krhwinnnn was of fftnigftrinn-

Jewish dfiffiil: she Itttil. hn itlenltiU\, ctniit! into the [mlilic

eyr during the TJ wM Il r when she had perxiinded Henry
Ford lt&amp;gt; enihntlt tin /m Venn .S //;

/&amp;gt; rxlieilitinn. Her /j/;/Vfl-

linn for riiizfushifi find hern denied liy the [eilernl district

rmirt, wlnth win rei erxed Ity the Circuit Court of
Al&amp;gt;l&amp;gt;enh,

on

the ground thtit her refintil to henr firms wtis innnnteriiil since.

women wtc Incnftnhle of hearing arms. The .SH/mvnr Court

n(ilield the
nrif&amp;gt;itnil

denial of (ili/ilicntion, hy ti vole of six to

three, ftnlite lintler wrote the majority opinion;
II. &amp;gt;],*., ....... i.. .. .;. .,....; , /,;,/, ri/r/i /v. llrtin,lit



along war is not only not absurd but is inevitable and rational

~
though of course 1 would make great sacrifices to avoid

one.&quot;
1
Nevertheless, he saw the Schwimmer decision as an at

tempt to use the national power over naturalization as a puni
tive measure against unpopular opinion, and he therefore

wrote his dissent, urging &quot;not free thought for those who

agree with us but freedom for the, thought that we hate.&quot;

This was the last dissent that Holmes wrote in a free speech
case.

The majority decision was widely criticized on its legal rea

soning. Ernst Freund wrote that it &quot;should make a stronger

appeal to militant patriots than to careful lawyers.&quot;
2 But in

1931 the Supreme Court followed it up in U. S. v. Macintosh,

28) U. S. 605, in which Justice Sutherland for the majority

of five denied citizenship to a Yale Professor of Divinity on

the ground of pacifism. Justice Holmes again luas on the dis

senting side, joining with Justices Brandeis and Stone in the

dissent of Chief Justice Hughes, who, in Max Radin s words,

&quot;noticed the Schwimmer case only with the consecrated phrase
with which courts administer euthanasia to their non-viable

progeny: he said it stood on its own
facts.&quot;

8 It was of the

Sutherland opinion that Pollock wrote to Holmes, &quot;it rather

shocks me to learn . . . how great are the ravages, even in

your Court, of the post-war State jingoism mania&quot;; and he adds

that in England it never occurred to the Home Secretary &quot;to

ask an applicant whether he (let alone she) had scruples of

conscience about bearing arms for the defense of the realm.&quot;
*

Holmes, J., dissenting:

The applicant seems to be a woman of superior character and

intelligence, obviously more than ordinarily desirable as a citizen

of the United States. It is agreed that she is qualified for citizen-

JH-P, 11:230 (Sept. 20, 1928) .

2
7 New York University Law Quarterly Review 157.

8 6 St. John s Law Quarterly Review .jg.
4 H-P, 11:299-300 (Dec. 10, 1931).
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ship except so far as the views set forth in ;i statement of facts

&quot;may
show that the applicant is not attached to the principles of

ihe Constitution of (he United Stales and well disposed to the (food

order and happiness of the same, and except in so far as the same

may show thai she cannot take the oath of allegiance without a

menial reservation.&quot; The views referred to are an extreme opinion
in lavor of pacifism and a statement (hat she would not hear arms

to defend the Constitution. So far as the adequacy of her oath is

concerned, I hardly can see how it is aliected by the statement, inas

much as she is a woman over lil iy years of age, and would nol he

allowed to hear arms if she wanted to, And as to the 1

opinion the

whole examination of the applicant shows that she holds none of

the now-dreaded deeds, hut thoroughly believes in organi/.ed gov
ernment and prefers that of the United Slates to any oilier in the

world. Surely it cannot show lack of attachment to the principles

of the Comiiiution dial she thinks it can lie improved. T suppose
dun most intelligent people dunk dial il might be. Her particular

improvement looking to (he abolition of war seems (o me not

materially dilleretu in its bearing on this cast: from a wish to estab

lish cabinet government as in England, or a single house, or one

term of seven years for the President. To touch a more burning

question, only a judge mad with partisanship would exclude because

(lie applicant thought that the Eighteenth Amendment .should be

repealed,
Of course the fear is that if a war came die applicant would exert

activities .such us were dealt with in Srlirurk v. United States, fi|t)

U. .S, ,17. Hut that seems to me unfounded. Her position and mo
tives are wholly dilk rent from those of Schenck. She is an optimist
and states in Hitting and, I do not doubt, sincere words her belief

that war will disappear and that the impending destiny of man
kind is to unite in peaceful leagues. I do not share that optimism
nor do [ think dial a philosophic view of the world would regard

war as absurd, lint most people who have known it regard it with

horror, as a last resort, and, even if not yet ready for cosmopolitan

efforts, would welcome any practicable combination that would

increase the power on the side of peace. The notion that die appli
cant s optimistic anticipations would make her a worse citi/en is

Riiflidentlv answered bv her examination, which seems to me: a better
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dplc of the Constitution that more imperatively calls ftiv attachment

than any other it i.s ihe principle of fur (houghi - nut fur thought

for those who agin- with us hut frmlom for (he thought that we

hale. I think thai we should adhere to that principle with regard

to admission into, as well as to life wiihin, this country. And, ro-

curring to the opinion that liars this applicant s way, I would sug

gest that the Quakers have done their share to make the country
what it is, (hat many citi/cns agree with the- applicant s belief, and

that I had not supposed hitherto iliat we regretted our inability to

expel them because they believe more than stunt1 of us do in the

teachings of the .Sermon on the Mount.

NEGRO DISFRANCIIISEMENT IN TEXAS
Nixon v. flerndon

s?3 ll - -s - ri3 (J a 7)

The history of Negro disfranchisetnent in the South *

fur

nishes the context of this case. The while garrison /m/mtritirm

after tlit* Civil War felt compelled to rrsnrt tu ei mrirtv tf

methods to retain its
l&amp;gt;alitinil

tlntninnlinn,* The h n fditx Klon

period wns followed by rdiifnlinnnl
vnt\tif&amp;gt;

tr*!*, jmll tnxi x nnd

&quot;grandfather clauses&quot; in the eighties nntl ninrtif*. Thf ulijetlive.

was to achieve a
&quot;lily-white&quot; finlitifnl fmrtv, nnd untnsel in

tins case actitnlly argurd that Ne^nies were &amp;gt;mt defirivi-d of

their freedom because, they cmiltl nrganhe their nwn /mllliea!

parties. Behind racial prejudice lay a fear t&amp;gt;f
&quot;black

f&amp;gt;t&amp;gt;iie.rn

ment&quot; by tlie
&quot;newly captured ifu&amp;lt;^&quot;;

and etjircinlly a fear

that voting by Negrnes would give them a halnnte-fif-pnwer

position between parties and parly fnrlitntx, thus [oning the.

parties to resort to bribery and to Iniild tip rival Me^rn pnliti

cal machines, &quot;Tints is presented the strange jtitture of one

race, disfranchising another to sai&amp;gt;e itxrlf fmm the cnnaerinences

of its own vices,&quot;
*

Ordinarily Texan, like some (en other

Southern stales, had relied on the Democratic coitnlv executive

committees to accomplish the primary disffanchhemenl quietly

1 I am Indebted for riincli of what follmvt 10 an fxcfllciu uniiKiird ntur on
Nixon v. Condon, in .11 VI. 1. taia-iaao
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through the non-statutory &quot;while primaries&quot;: and, of course,

since (given one-parly domination) primaries are the effective

elections in Texas, primary disfrunchiseincnt inemit. cleclornl

disfranchisement, But the danger that party {net inns might
break tins gentlemen x agreement led to the pawing of a statute

in
i&amp;lt;)2-j prohibiting Negroes from voting in Democratic pri

maries*

Nixon, an l-.l }\iso Negro, brought xuil lo text its cnnstitu-

tionality. Counsel on hoth sides in the original trial argued on
lite basis of the l- ifteenth Amendment, which had guaranteed
the Negroes against discrimination on nccoiint of their race.

with rcspcit to suffrage. The Supreme Court might have dc-

terminetl the question whether a jirimary wax an election and
thus within the protection of the Amendment, lint ft/slice

Unimex, writing the unanimous opinion of the Court, refused
to pass on the Fifteenth Amendment, on the ground thai &quot;it

seems hard to imagine a more direct and ohviotis infringement

of the Fourteenth,&quot; whiili wax intended primarily to protect

Negro rights, lie skirled close to the question he sought to

avoid: &quot;The
primary,&quot; he said, &quot;may detenu ine the final re-

suit.&quot; One may gitesx that he xleercd away from the vexed

(jtiexlion of the l ijtefiith Amendment for reasons of strategy

in getting a united court, I cthaps he fell that the jtnticitil

process would not in an\ ct cnt, whether under Fointeenth or

Fifteenth Amendment, avail the Negroes. When, tit the Court

session, he had finished reading his opinion, he is reported to

hat&amp;lt;e added in an aside, &quot;I know that our good brethren, the

Negroes of 7Vviv, will now rejoice that they possess at the

primary the right* which heretofore they have enjoyed tit

the general elrdinn,&quot;

He wax right in his doubts. His decision in Nixon v. I lorn-

don caused n &quot;wave oj dismay&quot; to pass through the South.

&quot;It was widely felt . . , that the white primary Inthiwrk of

while supremacy, wax gravely imperiled.&quot;*
Hut there was a

4 The* law grrw dill nf ,in Inlrapariy fi;;hi liriwrrn iwn DciiKiiiaiif la

for (It Uiid .illnint-v in a iniintv vvlilth .iilniiUnl MIIIIC Nt pjnri (n I lie |liriaiy,
&quot;I d wriikrn lii viv.il s uiuiiiv ui.ithiiit1 thr dcfr;iil e.uuIiiUuc siaried ;i mcivc

for n iMic uiilt* ii.iiiut* tuniiiji NVwrtiM fruiu !lir piimnrln. The* Inw wan
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loophole. &quot;Color&quot; Justice Holmes had written at the end of

his opinion, &quot;cannot be made the basis of a statutory classifica

tion.&quot; But wliat if it were non-statutory? The Texas legisla

ture accordingly repealed the offending statute in 1927 and

passed another, vesting power in the party executive commit

tees to determine the requirements for membership in the

party, and therefore for primary voting. The Democratic

party passed a resolution that &quot;all white Democrats . . . and

none other&quot; be admitted, Nixon again sued, and was again

upheld by the Supreme Court on the ground that the party

resolution was adopted as a result of the statute, and was there

fore the act of a state agency.
6 The Texas legislature again

repealed the statute, and the Democratic state convention in

1932 adopted a resolution giving the right to vote in primaries

to &quot;all white citizens.&quot; This was upheld in Grovey v. Town-

send r on the ground that the party is a private body, and

there was no state legislation which might give its resolution

the character of a state act. Thus Holmes s opinion in Nixon

u. Herndon proved eventually futile. The problem of the rela

tion of primary laws to the
&quot;equal protection&quot; clause of the

Fourteenth Amendment has not yet been wholly resolved.

But in the recent case of U. S. v. Classic
8 the Court held that,

particularly under the circumstances offered by Southern states

with their dominant-party system, a primary election is an

integral part of the election process and the citizen has the

right to a primary free from fraud. This paves tlie way for

reversing Grovey v. Townsend and actually goes farther than

Holmes was willing explicitly to go.

Holmes, J., for the Court:

This is an action against the judges of elections for refusing I

permit the plaintiff to vote at a primary election in Texas. It la

the damages at five thousand dollars. The petition alleges that tl

Nixon v. Condon, 286 U. S. 73 (1932). Justice Cardozo wrote the opink
in a 54 decision, Justice McReynolds writing the dissent. On the Nixon casi

in addition to the YLJ citation in note i, see 32 Columbia Law Review (1931

1069 and 48 HLR (1935) 1436.

395 U. S. 45 (1935). Justice Roberts wrote the unanimous opinion of tl

Court. Holmes was by that time off the bench.

8313 U. S. 299 (1941). For comment sec 41 Columbia Lsiw Review (194
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plaintiil
is a negro, ii citi/en of the United Stales and of Texas ;uul

;i resident of El Paso, and in every way qualified t.o vote, us set

forth in detail, except that (he statute lo be mentioned interferes

with his right; that on July (i, 1934, a primary election was held

at El Pa&amp;gt; lor the nomination of candidates for a senator and

representatives in (long revs and stale and other ollices, upon the

Democratic ticket; thai ihe plainiill, being a member of the

Democratic party, sought to vole, but was denied the right by

defendants; dial the denial was bused upon a statute: of Texas

enacted in May, itja;), and designated article jjoij.y, by the words

of which &quot;in no event .shall a negro be eligible lo participate in a

Dcmociatic paitv primary election held in the state of Texas,&quot; fee,,

and that this siainie is contrary to the Fourteenth and Fifteenth

Amendments to the Constitution of the United Stales. The de

fendants moved to dismiss upon (lie ground that the subject-matter

of the suit was political and not within the jurisdiction of the

court and that no violation of the Amendments was shown. The

suit was dismissed and a writ of error was taken directly to this

Court. Here no aigttment was made on behalf of the defendants

hut a brief was allowed to be liled by the attorney general of the

slate.

The objection that the subject-matter of the suit is political is

little more than a play upon words. Of course the petition con

cerns political action, but it alleges and seeks to recover lor private

damage
1
, Thai private damage* may be caused by such political action

and may be lecovciccl lor in a suit at law hardly has been doubled

for over two hundred years, sinie Aslil&amp;gt;\ v. Whilr. a Ld. Raym.

{l.HH- .1
&quot;

.&quot;I&quot;

- mt - * 1!IS I&quot;T &quot; rwKinml by this Court. Wiley v,

Xinklcr. 171* U. -S. f,H, (i.|, tir,. (iilca v. Harris. tHcj U. S. ,175, /-Hr,. See

also Judicial Code, a.( (it), (is), (14). Act of Match 3, njii, &amp;lt;:.

a.-*!, 3(1 Slat. 1087, icitja. If the delcndani.s conduct was a wrong lo

tht* plainiill the- same reasons that allow a recovery for denying

llitr pliiiniill
a vole ;ti a final election allow il for denying a vole nt

the ptiminy election thai may determine the final result.

Tlie important question is whether tht: statute* can be sustained.

Hut although vve siatr it as a c ueslion the answer does not seem to

us open ics a doubt, We Iind it unnecessary to consider the ]i* ifU enth

Amendmeni, lirtaiiM- it seems to us hard to imagine a more direct
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tent to protect the blacks from discrimination against them.

Slaughter-House Cases, 16 Wall. 36. Straudar v. West Virginia, 100

U. S. 303. That Amendment &quot;not only gave citizenship and the

privileges of citizenship to persons of color, but it denied to any

state the power to withhold from them the equal protection of

the laws. . . . What is this but declaring that the law in the

states shall be the same for the black as for the white; that all

persons whether colored or white, shall stand equal before the laws

of the states, and, in regard to the colored race, for whose pro

tection the Amendment was primarily designed, that no discrimina

tion shall be made against them by law because of their color?&quot;

Quoted from the last case in Buchanan v. Warley, 245 U. S. 60, 77.

See Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U. S. 356, 374. The statute of Texas

in the teeth of the prohibitions referred to, assumes to forbid

negroes to take part in a primary election the importance of which

we have indicated, discriminating against them by the distinction

of color alone. States may do a good deal of classifying that it is

difficult to believe rational, but there are limits, and it is too

clear for extended argument that color cannot be made the basis

of a statutory classification affecting the right set up in this case.

Judgmcn t reversed-

THE JUDGE AND THE EDITOR

Toledo Newspaper Co. v. U. S.

247 U. S. 402, 422 (1918)

This was one of the cases 1 in which Holmes wrote dissents

&quot;that I imagine the majority thought ill-timed and regrettable

as I thought the decisions.&quot; The newspaper involved was the

Toledo News-Bee. Chief Justice While, for the majority, up
held the proceeding against the editor. Freedom, of Lhe press,

he said, does not imply &quot;the right to frustrate and defeat the

discharge of those governmental duties upon ike performance

of which the freedom of all, including that of the press, de

pends.&quot; The Court vote was five to two, Justices Day and
Clarke not sitting because of their relation with the judge.
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Justice Holmes urns joined in his dissent by Justice llraiideis.

Although Holmes never lilted newspapers, rarely rend than,

find detested the style tlinl reporters had come to adopt, he

saw their function in the community ns nn important one. Hut

even more he was averse to the adoption by judges of a

siicroxanet attitude tihout themselves. lie could not find in

what WHS sttid in the Toledo ncwspujicr &quot;anytliing
tliat would

have affected n mind of reasonable fortitude&quot;; hut even if

there wits ground for contempt proceed ings, there was no sucli

immediate obstruction of justice as to warrant n summary
trial h\ the judge without a jury. Here, as in Evans v. (lore,

Unimex shown Unit he did not want to see the creation of n

judicial caste separated from the rest of the citizenry, &quot;/

thought the performance wholly unwarranted,&quot; he writes

Pollofk, &quot;and the hist thing tliat could maintain respect for

the Courts.&quot;*

Like so ninny of his other dissents, Unimex s view in the

Toledo Newspaper do. has been adopted Iiy the. Supreme,
Court a.\ the prevailing doctrine on contempt of court trials.

In Nye c. U. S., 3/7 (/, .V. 77 (HI.JI), Justice Douglas wrote

n six-to tlirec opinion of the Court, leaning heavily upon
tlolmc\ \ dot trine, hut mot ing heyond it so ax explicitly to

cin\tiue the nece\\tn\ &quot;nearness&quot; to the court of the net of

ftmtempt in geographical rather than in causal te.rms. And
in Bridge-. t&amp;gt;. California, (n .SG

t&amp;lt;&amp;gt;o (iQ/t), the Supreme
Court went et&amp;gt;cn further in reversing a citation for contempt

reuniting from ttn utterance critical of a Court, Justice Much,

spending for the majority, measured the freedom of such utter-

mice
l&amp;gt;\

the &quot;dear and present danger&quot; standard, and the

balancing of the social values involved,

I Inline*, f

One- of tlie- usual conirovt nlfs Itetwciui a strct-t railway and the

thy (hut it xcrvnl hatl IHTII going on for yrars and had rulminaU d

in an ordinaiuf csinhlishing ihrcc- CTIH fairs dial was to %n inio

t dfti on Maich aHilt. it|i.|. In [atutary of that year the people
1 who

tin- road he-Kan a wilt for an injunction on tlu:
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ground that the ordinance was confiscatory. The plaintiffs in

error, a newspaper and its editor, had long been on the popular

side and had furnished news and comment to sustain it; and when,

on March 24, a motion was made for a temporary injunction in

the suit, they published a cartoon representing the road as a mori

bund man in bed with its friends at the bedside and one of them

saying, &quot;Guess we d better call in Doc Killits.&quot; Thereafter pending
the controversy they published news, comment and cartoons as

before. The injunction was issued on September 12. The Judge

(Killits) who was referred to took no steps until September 29,

when he directed an information to be filed covering publications

from March 24 through September 17. This was done on October

28. In December the case ,was tried summarily without a jury by
the judge who thought his authority contemned, and in the fol

lowing year he imposed a considerable fine. The question is

whether he acted within his powers under the statutes of the

United States.

The statute in force at the time of the alleged contempts confined

the power of Courts in cases of this sort to where there had been

&quot;misbehavior of any person in their presence, or so near thereto as

to obstruct the administration of
justice.&quot;

Before the trial took

place an act was passed giving a trial by jury upon demand of the

accused in all but the above mentioned instances, October 14, 1914.

In England, I believe, the usual course is to proceed by the regular

\vay by indictment. I mention this fact and the later statute only
for their bearing upon the meaning of the exception in our law.

When it is considered how contrary it is to our practice and ways
of thinking for the same person to be accuser and sole judge in a

matter which, if he be sensitive, may involve strong personal feeling,
I should expect the power to be limited by the necessities of the

case &quot;to insure order and decorum in their
presence&quot; as it is stated

in Ex, parts Robinson, 19 Wall. 505. See Prynne, Plea for the Lords,

309, cited in Mcllwain, The High Court of Parliament and its

Supremacy, 191. And when the words of the statute arc read it seems
to me that the limit is too plain to be construed away. To my mind

they point and point only to the present protection of the Court
from actual interference, and not to postponed retribution for lack

of respect for its dignity not to moving to vindicate its independ
ence after enduring the newspaper s attacks for nearlv six months
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construction I think that &quot;so near as to obstruct&quot; means so near as

actually to obstruct and not merely near enough to threaten a

possible obstruction. &quot;So near as to&quot; refers to an accomplished fact,

and the word &quot;misbehavior&quot; .strengthens the construction I adopt.
Misbehavior means something more than adverse comment or

disrespect.

But suppose that an imminent possibility of obstruction is

sufficient. Still I think that only immediate and necessary action is

contemplated, and thai no case for summary proceedings is made
out if after the event publications are brought to the attention of the

judge that might have led to an obstruction although they did not.

So far as appears that is the present case. Hut I will go a step farther.

The order for (he information recites that from time to lime sun

dry numbers of the paper have come to the attention of the judge
as a daily reader of it, and 1 will assume, from that and the opinion,
that he read them as they came out, and 1 will assume further that

he was entitled to rely upon his private knowledge without a .state

ment in open court. But a judge of the United States is expected to

be a man of ordinary firmness of character, and 1 lind it impossible
to believe that such a judge could have found in anything that

was printed even a tendency to prevent his performing his sworn

duty. T am not considering whether there was a technical contempt
at common law but whether what was done falls within the words

of tin act intended and admitted to limit the power of the Conns,

The chief thing done was to print statements of a widespread

public intent to hoard the cars ami refuse to pay more than three

cents even if the judge condemned the ordinance, statements

favoring the course, if you like, and mention of the city officials

who intended to back it up. This popular movement W;IH met on

the part of the railroad by directing its conductors not to accept
three cent fares, but to carry passengers free who refused to pay
more; so that all danger of violence on thai score was avoided, even

if it was a danger that in any way concerned the Court. The news

paper further gave one or two premature but ultimately correct

intimations of what the judge was going to do, insult 1 one. mistaken

statement of st ruling which it critici/ed indirectly, uttered a few

expressions that implied thai ihc- judge did not have the last word

and (hat no doubt contained innuendoes not flaitcrintr to his
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judge attached him for contempt and thereupon, on the same day

that the decree was entered in the principal case, the paper reported

as the grounds for the attachment that Quinlivan had pronounced

Judge Killits to have shown from the first that he was favorable to

the railroad, had criticized somewhat ignorantly a ruling said to

put the burden of proof on the city, and had said that Killits

and his press were unfair to the people, winding up &quot;impeach

Killits.&quot; I confess that I cannot find in all this or in the evidence

in the case anything that would have affected a mind of reasonable

fortitude, and still less can I find there anything that obstructed

the administration of justice in any sense that I possibly can give to

those words.

In the elaborate opinion that was delivered by Judge Killits to

justify the judgment it is said &quot;In this matter the record shows

that the court endured the News-Bee s attacks upon suitors before

it and upon the court itself, and carried all the embarrassment

inevitable from these publications, for nearly six months before

moving to vindicate its independence.&quot; It appears to me that this

statement is enough to show that there was no emergency, that there

was nothing that warranted a finding that the administration of

justice was obstructed, or a resort to this summary proceeding, but

that on the contrary when the matter was over, the judge thought
that the

&quot;consistently unfriendly attitude against the court&quot; and
the fact that the publications tended &quot;to arouse distrust and dis

like of the court,&quot; were sufficient to justify this information and a

heavy fine. They may have been, but not, I think, in this form of

trial. I would go as far as any man in favor of the sharpest and most

summary enforcement of order in Court and obedience to decrees,

but when there is no need for immediate action contempts are like

any other breach of law and should be dealt with as the law deals

with other illegal acts. Action like the present in my opinion is

wholly unwarranted by even color of law.

PEONAGE IN ALABAMA

Bailey v. Alabama

219 U. S. 219, 245 (1911)

For those who still cling to a lingering belief that Holmes
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peonage&quot;
ruse should he required reading. Lonzo Bailey was

an Alnlitnini Negro working us a [arm hand [or one of the.

farms tif the Riverside Company. In ruoj IK- received fifteen

dollars from the company, and in return lie signed a written

cniitrttct tn work for it for n year for twelve dollars a month, of

which he wax to receive 1/0.7? a month and the rest was to

count against the cash advance of fifteen dollars, lie stayed on

his job a little ot&amp;gt;cr a month, then stop/led work without refund

ing the advance. There was an Alabama statute, passed in

/iSV/i and amended in unn &amp;lt;&amp;gt;d 1907, providing for just such a

contingent v. Its terms were that, anyone who &quot;with intent to

injure or defraud his
employer&quot; does what Bailey did shall be,

subject to fine; and that liis failure to refund the money shall

be
&quot;priina

fade evidence of the intent to injure ... or de

fraud.&quot;

Uailcy s case came before the Supreme Court on two oc

casion*, fn the first
&quot;

Bailey v. Alabama, zit U. .S . ./sa (r&amp;lt;)ofi)

-- Holmes wrote the opinion of the Court saying that &quot;the

trouble with the whole case is that it, is brought here pre-

mnturclv b\- an nltempl lo take a short ml,&quot; and lite case, was

sent back (or trial in the Alabama courts. Justices Jlarlan and

[)a\&amp;lt; dissented. On trial liailey was found guilty, fined thirty

dollars and cost*, and in default of payment, sentenced to

twenty dttyx of hard prison labor for the fine and rift days for

thf rrh. Jlr ajipealed on the ground that (he. statute, by mail

ing non-payment of the debt prima-facie evidence of intent to

defraud, deprived him of hix liberty under the Fourteenth

Amendment, and led to hnioluntnry servitude for a debt within

the meaning of the Thirteenth Amendment. The Supreme
Court mimed the opinion of the Alabama Supreme Court

atid held the statute unconstitutional under the Thirteenth

Amendment. The opinion of the Court was written by Justice

Hughes; Holmes wrote the present dissent, in which Justice!

l.nrtntt contiirred.

Justice tlttghea points nut in his majority opinion that the.

act of Cnngim pawed in tflny for the enforcement of tits

Thirteenth. Amendment contains a provision against &quot;volun-

tnrv m itit olunliitv service or labor of anv liersons as beons,
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larger meaning than slavery.&quot;
&quot;A peon

1

he continue*, &quot;a one

wlio is compelled to work for his creditor until hi* delit is

paid . . . there is no more important concein than to safe-

guard the freedom of labor upon which alone nut enduring

prosperity be based. The provision designed tn secure it wnultl

soon br.come a barren frame if it were pouitilr to . . . hold

over the heads of laborers the threat of punishment fnr enmr,

under the name of fraud, but merely upon evidence of failure!

to work out their debts,&quot;

Holmes s dissent has struck many commentators a* legalistic

in the worst sense of legalism. While he goex thrtiugh n rignrmis

train of reasoning (as, in his (nun way, Justice Huglm don

also) , it is of tlia sort which pays homage tn the forms with&quot;

out going heyond them to the social reality, lloltnei s in

sistence that the prhna-fticie assumption nf intent to defraud

need not be the determining factor with n jury ha\ a hnlltu&amp;gt;

sound in the known context of clttxs and race reltitimn in the,

South; and. Ids reliance on. the. &quot;men
t&amp;gt;{

the world&quot; who cum-

pose such a jury has an element of unnnixnuiix humnr, fly

the same sort of reasoning the Court npininti in Frank t.

Mangum,
1

from which Holmes dissented, nxnild have been

justified; and his opinion in Moore t&amp;gt;, Uemjwy
a wmild have

be.cn impossible. In the. latter case Holmes insists that pro
cedural justice is more than a formal mask, (hie may sug

gest that the same consideration if applied here should have led

Holmes to agree with Justice Hughes, Holmes undtiuhledly

sought here to lean bachidard in his anxiety not tn write a &quot;hu*

manitarian&quot; opinion, but the remit was that he wrote une
which cannot stand up as good law.

Holmes, J., dissenting:

We all agree thai this case is to he considered and deddwl in the

same way as if it arose in Idaho or New York. Neither public
document nor evidence discloses a law whirh by its admiimiraitnn
is made something different from what it appears on its fate, and
therefore the fact that in Alabama it mainly concerns the blacks
does not matter, Yick v. Hopkins, 118 U. S. 356, does not apply. I

shall begin then by assuming for the moment what I think is not
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l rue and shall t\v to show not to be true, that this statute punishes
the mm* refusal t&quot; labor accntding to contract sis a ciime, and shall

inquire whether then- would be an\ thing ccmtraiy to the i;uh

Amendment or the statute il it did, supposing it to have been

enacted in the .State of N ew York, f cnntioi believe- it. The i^th

Amendmeiil does not outlaw minuets lor labor. Thai would be- at

least us meat a misfortune for the laboier as lor die man that

employed him. For it ceii.tinlv would ailed the terms of the bar

gain unfavorably lot the laboring man if it were understood (hat

the employer could do nothing in case the laboier saw In to break

his word. Hut am legal tiabiliu for breach ol a lomtact is a dis

agreeable consequent e which feuds to make- the- contractor do as

he said he- would. Liability to an action lot damages has that ten

dency as well as a fine. II the mere imposition of such consequences
as [end to make a man keep ui bis promise is die neat inn ol peonage
when the contract happens to be for hihoi, 1 do not see why the

allowance of a civil action is not. at well as an indictment ending in

line. Peonage is seivter to ; pi hate master at which a man is kept

by bodily compulsion against his will, lint the creation of the

ordinary legal mouses for right conduct does not produce it,

Breach of n legal contract without excuse is wrong conduct, even

it the ccmtriU i in fen lahoi, and i! u State sulds io tivil liability a

criminal liability to fine, it *imph intensifies the legal motive* for

doing right, it doc-i not make the laborer a sUvr,

IHit if a fine may hr imposed, impnsonment may be* imposed in

cane cjf a failure in p.iv it. Not does it mutter if labor in added to the

imprisonment, Imprisonment with hard labor i* not stricken from

the stuiuie hook*. On the contrary, involuntary servitude as n

punishment for ciimr i excepted from the prohibition of the t,th

Amendment in i many word*. AKo the |iowr of the -Suites to make

breach of contract a crime is not done away with bv the abolition

of slavery, tint if breach of tontuet mav 1* made n crime at nil. It

may he made a crime with alt the consequences usually attached to

crime. There is produced a ort of illusion if a contract to labor

ends in cornpulson labor in priwin. Hut tonipulwiry work for no

private uiiittier in a jail is not [icoruigr, II work in a jail is not con

demned in itvH, without regard in what tlte conduct is it punishes,
it mstfcr lif&amp;lt; tm!itt ^i 1 9 *ritur*rtkti;&quot;tit f n? ^imv ftiittliirf ib.tlr fltt* fir^tlr* ti^fb
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not, and that it may induce the laborer to keep on when he would

like to leave. But it docs not strike mo as an objection to ci law dial

it is effective. If the contract is one that ought not In In- made,

prohibit it. But if it is a perfectly fair ami proper lontnul. 1 tan

sec no reason why the .State should mil throw iis weight on the .side

of performance. There is no relation between its doing so in the

manner supposed and allowing a private ma.sier to use private lortr

upon a laborer who wishes to leave.

But all that I have said so far goes beyond the turds of die case

as I understand it. I think it a mistake to say thai this statute at

taches its punishment to the mere breach of a contract to labor. It

docs not purport to do so; what it purports to punish is fraudulently

obtaining money by a false pretense of an intent to keep tin- written

contract in consideration of which the money is advanced, (It is

not necessary to cite cases to show that such an intent mav be the

subject of a material false representation.) Hut the import of die

statute is supposed to be changed by the provision that a refusal

to perform, coupled with a failure to return the motiev advanced,

shall be prima lade evidence of fraudulent intent, I agree that iE

the statute created a conclusive presumption, it might \w held to

make a disguised change in the substantive law, Krllt-r v, Ihtitrd

States, 213 U. S. 138, 1150. But it only makes die conduct
ftrinitt

facie evidence, a very different matter. Is it not evident r that a

man had a fraudulent intent if he receives an advance upon ;t ton-

tract over night and leaves in the morning? I should have thought
that it very plainly was. Of course the statute is in general terms

and applies to a departure at any time without excuse or repayment,
but that does no harm except on u tacit assumption thai this !nw is

not administered as it would be in New York, and tlr.it juries
will act with prejudice against the laboring man. For

jiriintt Intir

evidence is only evidence, and as such may be held by thr jury
insufficient to make out guilt, ifii Ala. 78. This was deeidnl by the

Supreme Court of Alabama in this case, and we should br hound by
their construction of the .statute, , even if we thought it wrong. Hut
I venture to add that I think it entirely right. Sinlr v. /uttixintling

Liquors, 80 Me. 57. This being so, I take it that a fair jury would

acquit, if the only evidence were a departure after eleven nmwlu 1

work, and if it received no color from some ipmal well known
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lain conditions ii is so common fur laborers to remain during a part
of the- season, receiving advances, and then to depart at the period
of niTcl in the hope ot gieater wages at ;i neighboring plantation,

thai when a laborer follows thai course there is a fair inference

of fuel that he intended ii from the beginning. The Alabama

statute, as consirued In the state toiiri anil as we uvuM take it,

merely .says, as a tonrt might say, that the- prosecution may go to

the jury. This means, anil means only duu the court cannot say,

from its knowledge of the ordinary ionise of events, that the jury
t oulil not be just i lied by its knowledge in drawing the inference

from the facts proved. In im opinion die statute embodies little if

anything more dian what J should have told the jury was the law

without it. The light of the .State to regulate* laws of evidence is

admitted and the statute does not go ninth beyond the common
law. Coin. v. Itulnn, ifir, Mass. ,(,,

I do not see how the result that I have reached thus far is allected

by the rule laid down by the uiuri, but not contained in ihe statute,

I hilt the prisoner cannot testily to Im umominunicaied intentions,

and therefore, it is assumed, would not be permitted to oiler a

naked denial of an intent to dedaud. If there is an excuse for

breaking; the contract it will be* found in external i ircmnsianies,

and ran be proved. So the sum of the wrong supposed to be in

flicted is that the intent to go oil without repaying may lie put
further back than it would be* otherwise, lltn ii their is a wrong it

lies in leaving the evidence to the jury, a wrong that is not allected

by the letting; i &amp;gt;

- f keeping out an item of evidence on the other

side. I have staled why t think ii was not ; wrong.
To stun tip. I ittink that obtaining money hy fraud nitty be made

a crime as well as murder or theft; thai a litlte representation, ex

pressed or implied, at the time of making a contiati &amp;lt;f labor, that

one intends to pet form it, ;tnd therein obtaining ;tn advance, may
be declared a caw of fraudulently oliMinittH money as well ai any
other; that if made a ciime it may be pumnhed like any other crime,

nud that an unjustified clepaiture from the ptouiisect service with

out repayment may lie declared a \tilficieiii c;w to go in the jury

for their jml-rmem; all tvithmtt in anv way infringing the

Amendment of the statutes of the United .States,
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TRIAL BY MOB

Frank v.

837 u s - 39- 3-15

The trial of Leo Frank was out of the American rausrs

c&fcbrcs of the prewnr years. l- rnnlt wan &amp;lt;i you UK .Vac Yotkcr

who had come to Atlanta, Georgia, and become tnrtiin^er of

a pencil factory owned by his nix It: In ton he was tried nntl

convicted of the murder of a girl wln&amp;gt; worked in the plant, in

a trial which achieved national prominence became it wax

conducted in an atmosphere in which intense nnti-Srmilitm

was fused with the Southern hatred of &quot;foreigner.
1
,&quot; from h ew

York. After unsuccessful aj&amp;gt;l&amp;gt;eals

to the (iem-gin Supreme

Court, Frank applied to the District Court for a writ of luihfai

corpus, alleging mob domination of the trial. The (ieoi^in Su

preme Court had determined the. question of the fairness of the

trial, and the District Court, refused to intemene nn the ground
that procedural due process had been complied with. The.

hearing before tlitf Supreme Court attracted ntititnnil nUentiun,

with Louis Marshall appearing for Frank. The Supreme Court,

in a long and learned majority opinion by Justice I itney, up
held the District Court.

Justice Holmes wrote, a dissent in which Justice Hughes
joined, holding that the District Court should have proceeded
to try the facts of the case. The crux of the dissent was that

mob domination of a trial may be a fact despite procedural
correctness and despite the. fact that the official trial record

showed no flaw. &quot;This is not a matter (or polite presumptions;
we must look facts in the face. Any judge who //o,v snt with

juries knows that in spite of forms they are extremely likely
to be impregnated by the environing atmosphere.&quot; And in

his recital of the alleged circumstances of the trial, Holmes

emphasized that men the. judge, had not thought it safe, in

the event of an acquittal or a
&quot;hung&quot; jury, for either the

prisoner or his counsel to be present at the
/wry polling.

Holmes s opinion is thus a study in the contrast of farm
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-f, &quot;Tin- nnl\ u.u- of the forms,&quot; lit wrote (n his

(!hine.\f frit-nil John H , &quot;/v tn /iresfnt their tonlenta, just tm

tlie onlv n\i- nj n /tint /&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;l

i\ tn ie\ent (lit- heer . . . anil in

finite nirditittion ufion tlti
fit

t Mrvrr will n-r YH the heer.&quot;
l

A trttgit xttli\ttittti(ttiti
t&amp;gt;l

tliilinrx s riru s nn Ihr [net of moh
(lt&amp;gt;niitnitii&amp;gt;&amp;gt;i n ti\ git-cn //v ii hiif Inter lia/i/iened tt&amp;gt; l- mnk. He*

ftirf /us rxettttiun could (tike /i/ricf. under mutrtt from one

prison to tinutlirr, IK- wm ttikt-n /com tlic State prison farm by
mtili ttntl lyntlird.

l- rank . Nfungitin ditl not mnnin ruurt doctrine long. In

it wns in clJrit overruled
l&amp;gt;y

Moon- v, Dfii)|)H y,
a

Mr. fiisiiit IIu^tH-s and J avr (tf npiuinn thai tlip

sluuiiil In 1 rrvcjM-tl. Tht* only {|tit s(i&amp;lt;in hrforr us is wliftluT the

pinition stu&amp;gt;w% un its tutt iliut ihr wrii &quot;! littliena int/nm should he

dt iiicd, or wlictltn the- Diittict (^oiiii httti|tt have prncrrtlt tl to iry

tlit- facts. The allegation-* that appear to u material are these.

The trial he^itj on July aK, 1913. *u Atlatuu. antl wan tarried on in

a court packed with s|-ciat(ir and Hummnded hy a crowd ouuide,

all strongly hniiile to the pciiunm-r. On Satutday, An^nsi a.H. this

hostility wa% suflitieni u&amp;gt; lead the judge tu tontrr in the presence
of the jury with the Chief of Polite of Atlanta and the Colonel of

the fifth (Georgia Regiment itationcil in tluti city, hoih of whom
were known tn the jury. On the wine day, thr evidence srnningly

having been clowd. the ptihlit prew. apprehending danger, united

in a retjiient
to the CUiurt that the proceeding .ilunild inn con

tinue on that evening. Themijmn the Court adjourned until

Monday tnurniriK. On (hat tnnniing whrn the ,Solitit(r General

entered the &amp;lt;onrt he was greeted with applause, tainpii&amp;gt;K
f feet

and clapping nJ hanttt, and the judge brturr ttrgituung \m charge
had a private umvenation with the petitioner

s ttnnnel in which

he exprewd the opinion that there would he
&quot;prohable danger of

ikr H, C. Stirim. Hunk NtiHtei and Viiftillfttud t.fllutt anil f ttften w/

Hotmft {iiQQ) \t\-) f tl!l, in rxjtr*Mng lit* 4gKrtnni( wltti Iliilmt^ In one
of his Iriin*. KMH i* ilit- tiwrt ti( ihp iwiir &quot;I liumlil r%fri you lo hold lilt

final juigmrn in (be Hiatr tuitti cuncUitivr i 4)! mtirn &amp;lt;l (mm ami IOM!

prmrtlurr. Inn nut ,n in , . ihe IiuuUmrnul toitdiititm of juttite ... a
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violence&quot; if there should be an acquittal or disagreement, and that

it would be safer for not only the petitioner bin bis counsel to he

absent from Court when (lie verdict was brought in, At the judge s

request they agreed that the petitioner and they should be absent,

and they kept their word. When the verdict was rendered, anil

before more than one of the jurymen had been polled there was

such a roar of applause that the polling could not go on till order

was restored. The noise outside was such that it. was difficult for

the judge, to hear the answers of the jurors although he was only
ten feet, from them. With these specifications of fact, the petitioner

alleges that the trial was dominated by a hostile mob and was

nothing but an empty form.

We lay on one side the question whether the petitioner could

or did waive his right to be present at the polling of the jury. That

question was apparent in the form of the trial and was rained by
the application for n writ of error; and although after application
to the full Court we thought that the writ ought to be granted,

we never have been impressed by the argument that the presence
of the prisoner was required by the Constitution of the United

Stales. IJut linhctis cor/ins cuts through alt lonm mid goes to the

very tissue of the structure. It comes in from the outside, not in

subordination to the proceedings, and although every form may
have been preserved opens the inquiry whether they have been

more than an empty shell.

The argument for the appellee in substance is that the trial

was in a court of competent jurisdiction, that it retains jurisdiction

although, in fact, it may be dominated by a ntob. and ihai the

rulings of the state court as to the fact of Mich domination cannot

be reviewed. But the argument seems to us inconclusive. Whatever

disagreement there may be as to the scope of the phrase &quot;due

process of law,&quot; there can be no clonht that it embraces the funda
mental conception oC a fair trial, with opportunity to be heard, Mob
law does not become due process of law by securing the awm of

a terrorized jury. We arc not speaking of inert1 disorder, or mere

irregularities in procedure, but of a case where the procewrs of

justice are actually subverted. In such a case, the Federal court has

jurisdiction to issue the writ. The fact that the state court still has

its general jurisdiction and is otherwise a competent court does not
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general hut part it nlar, and proceeds from the control of a hostile

inllwme.

When such a ease is presented, ii cannot In- said, in our view, tliat

tin 1 .State court decision makes the matter tr\ jiitlitntti. The State

acts when liy its agency it finch the prisoner guilty and condemns

him. \Vc have held in a civil case that it is no defense to the as

sertion of tlie Federal right in the Federal cnutt that (he State has

corrective 1

procedure of its own - that still less does such a pro
cedure duiw tts itself the final determination of ihe Federal question,
Simon v, Sntiltit i ii H\., -Jt^ii

U. S. tif,. lyy, isrt.. \Ve see no irason

for a less Itheral rule in a matter of life and death. When the 1

decision of the question tif fact is so htlei woven with the decision

of the question of constitutional ti^ht that the une necessarily

involves the uthei, the Federal court must examine the facts.

Knmtis Sniitlinit lt\. v, ( ,, //. .ilhn\ (.nnnin^itin
(!t&amp;gt;., aa^ U. S.

rfil\, f,c)i.
.Vni, :

-
]\ fit. Rv. v. (, nn/rv. Maich H, iijif,, a;jli U. S. liof,.

Ollieiwise, (he
&amp;lt;ij,,lu will he a liuitcii &amp;lt;ne. It is si^niluuut (hiU the

argument fni the Stale does not
K&quot;

&quot;&quot; I tt as to say that tit no case

would it he
jiri

missilile mi application for hnhrtn ini[nix to over

ride the imdhiKs oi f.iti tiv the state courts. It would indeed lie a

most serious- thing il this ( ourt were so to hold, [or we cunld not

hut regard if as a lemovnl of what is pet haps the most important

IfiiaiHiiiy of the Fedeial C^uitstitntion. If, however, the argument

stops short of this, the whole smuttnr tutili upon the Stuic pro-
crdnie and dec ismns falls to the f.intutd.

TII put an estrnue t.tse and show what we mean, if the 1 trial

and the later healing hefmr the .Supreme Cmtri had taken place
in the presence of an aimed farce known to he ready to shoot if

the result w.n not the une desired, we* do not suppose that this

Cum i would allow itself to he sileiued In the suggestion that the1

record showed no flaw. To gu one step further, suppose thni the*

trial had taken phue under such intimidation that the .Supreme
Crfiurt of the State cm writ nf error fuel discovered no error in the

retold, we &amp;lt;&amp;gt;till imagine thai thi&amp;lt; mr{ would dud a sufficient one

outside tif tlir Jrcurd. and that il would nut he ditiurhed in its

c tnic liHtou hv am f hint , that the Suprrmc C;ntiit uf ihe Stale mi^hl
have said. \V&quot;r thn-fnie lay the MiKKettiori that the Supreme (xntrt

(if lllf SCllr- )i (k, ,)iul,,i.,,-.l fif lt&amp;lt; titfu-lir (lllr-..r irill ),V 1 1., II Ir 1trmf&amp;lt;M I
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jurisdiction in the trial court, jurisdiction
could not lie restored by

any decision above. And notwithstanding the- principle of comity

and convenience (for in our opinion it is nothing more, United

States v. Sing Tuck, 194 U. S. id. 1(18) thai calls for a resort to

the local appellate tribunal before coining to the conns of the

United States for a writ of habeas corpus, when, as here, that resort

has been had in vain, the power to secure fundamental rights that

had existed at every stage becomes a duty and must lit put forth.

The single question in our minds is whether a petition alleging

that the trial took place in the midst of a mob savagely awl mani

festly intent on a single result, is shown on its fact- unwarranted

by the specifications, which may be presumed to set forth the strong

est indications of the fact at the petitioner s command, This is not

a matter for polite presumptions; we must look facts in the face.

Any judge who has sat with juries knows that in spite of forms

they are extremely likely to be impregnated by the environing at

mosphere. And when we find the judgment of the expert on the

spot, of the judge whose business it was to preserve not only form

but substance, to have been that if one juryman yielded to the

reasonable doubt that he himself later expressed in court as the

result of most anxious deliberation, neither prisoner nor counsel

would be safe from the rage of the crowd, we think the presump
tion overwhelming that the jury responded to the passions of the

mob. Of course we are speaking only of the case made
l&amp;gt;y

the pe

tition, and whether it ought to be heard. Upon allegation* of this

gravity in our opinion it ought to be heard, whatever the decision

of the state court may have been, and it did not need to set forth

contradictory evidence, or matter of rebuttal, or to explain why the

motions for a new trial and to set aside the verdict were overruled

by the state court. There is no reason to fear an impairment of

the authority of the State to punish the guilty. We do not think

it impracticable in any part of this country to have trials free from

outside control. But to maintain this immunity it may be necessary
that the supremacy of the law and of the Federal Constitution

should be vindicated in a case like this. U may be that on a hearing
a different complexion would be given to the judge s alleged re-

quest and expression of fear. But supposing the alleged facts to be

true, we are of opinion that if they were before the .Supreme Court
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Court, it is our duty to act upon them now and to declare lynch
law as little valid when practiced by a regularly drawn jury as

when administered by one elected by a mob intent on death.

JUSTICE AS A MASK
Moore v. Denipsey
361 U. S. 86 (1923)

Eight years after Frank v. Mangum the Supreme Court in

effect overruled it. The case involved the Elaine race riots in

Arkansas. Great importance was attached to it, and. Moorftcld

Storey, the President of the National Association for the Ad
vancement of Colored People, appeared as one of the counsel

for the Negroes. Storey had also taken part in two earlier

important Negro cases Guinn v. U. S. (the Grandfather s

Clause case)
1 and Buchanan v. Warley (the Louisville Segre

gation case) / and tlirougli. the NAACP lie brought the present
case to the Supreme Court? Justice Holmes s reasoning in his

earlier dissent in the Frank case became the doctrine of the

majority here that the fact of mob domination, of a trial

in a state court represents denial of due process, even though

procedural correctives have been applied. Holmes s recital,

in his opinion, of the circumstances of the case is a master

piece of narrative. One gets from it rapid glimpses of the

entire pattern of power and opinion in the sharecropping
South: the attempts to organize in the face of landowner

terrorism, the meeting in the Negro church, the arrmed attack,

the manhunt by vigilantes, the lynching mob, the Committee of

Seven, the torturing of witnesses, the intimidation of counsel,

the skeleton trial, the resolutions by the American Legion and,

the Rotary and Lions Clubs, the attempts to appease the mob

spirit by hastening execution. &quot;The whole proceeding&quot; he

writes, &quot;is a mask.&quot;

In a letter to Pollock, before the decision was announced,
Holmes wrote that his opinion &quot;may go over for one of the

1*38 U.S. 347 (.915).
2
245 U. S. Co (1917)

-
7-\nWr\]fV&amp;gt; T-Tnt.ir. Pnrlrnit n&amp;lt; nil lnrlv.h
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JJ. or two, to consider whether it shall be swallowed according

to the majority or whether, as a child put it, they will swallow

up.&quot;

* In a dissent, in wltich Justice Sutherland joined, Justice

McRcynolds stood by the doctrine of Frank v. Mangum. (It

will be noted that Holmes, while not overruling that doctrine,

made no particular attempt to distinguish the two cases.} &quot;I

cannot agree now,&quot; wrote Justice McReynolds, &quot;to put it

aside and substitute the view expressed by the minority of the

court in that cause. . . . The {act that petitioners are poor
and ignorant and black naturally arouses sympathy; but that

does not release us from enforcing principles. . . .&quot;

Subsequent Supreme Court decisions on due process in the

trial of Negroes in the South are worth noting. In the spirit

of the Holmes opinions the Court held in Powell v. Alabama 3

that due process had been withheld because the seven Negroes
sentenced to death for rape had been denied adequate coun

sel; in Norris v. Alabama because the exclusion o{ Negroes

from the jury panel was in the context a denial of due process;

in Brown v. Mississippi
7 because three Negroes were sentenced

to death for murder on confessions exacted by third-degree

methods; and in Chambers v. Florida,
8
for a similar reason in

the case of four young Negroes.

Holmes, ]., for the Court:

This is an appeal from an order of the district court tor the

eastern district of Arkansas, dismissing a writ of habeas corpus

upon demurrer, the presiding judge certifying that there was

probable cause for allowing the appeal. There were two cases

originally, but by agreement they were consolidated into one. The

appellants are five negroes, who were convicted o murder in the

first degree and sentenced to death by the court of the State of

Arkansas. The ground of the petition for the writ is that the pro

ceedings in the state court, although a trial in form, \vere only a

.form, and that the appellants were hurried to conviction under the

4 H-P, II:iio (Jan. 25, 1923).
5 The first Scollsboro case, 287 U. S. 45 (1932).
The second Scottshoro case, 294 U. S. 587 (1935).

297 (J. S. 278 (1936) .

8
309 U. S. 227 (1940) .
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pressure nl :i nmli, without uuy regard lor their rights, and without

according to thrni iltir process of law,

The case slated l&amp;gt;\ the petition is us follows, ami it will IK un-

tin-stood thai while we put ii iti narrative form, we are not allinu-

ing the lam 10 he us staled Inn nuly what we must lake them to

le, as they are admiiu-d by the demurrer: On the night of Sep
tember

;((&amp;gt;,
Jijti). a number ol colored people, assembled in iheir

church, were attatkctl and fired ttpini by a body til white men, and,

in the disturbance (hai (ollnwed, a white man was killed. The

report ol the killing tuus.nl great excitement and was followed by
the hunting down and shooting til many negroes, and also by the

killing, on (htoher \, of one Clinton LIT, a while man, for whose

murder the petitioneis were intljcied. They seem lo have been

arrested with mattv oiltcis on the same day. The petitioners say

that t.ee must h.tvr been killed b\ other whiles, bill that we leave

on one side, us what we have to deal with is not the petitioners

innocence or guilt, sllt w l&amp;lt;&quot; y !&amp;gt; (|uestion wheiher their consti

tutional rights hau- been pte-servnl. They say that ilieir meeting

was to employ ftitiuvl for protrrtioit against extortions practifed

upon them bv ihr tundownen, and that the landowners tried lo

prevent their effort: but that again we pavi bv as not directly bear

ing upon the uiul. It should In- mrittinnrtl, however, that C). S.

Hratton, a vu &amp;lt;if the tottnwl wljo it v,u&quot;el 10 have been contem

plated, and whu took part in the argument here, arriving for ton-

luhation on Octubrr i, it viid in have barely waped being ntolilicd;

that lie was am-Mrtl aiul remfinrd during; the uutnth on a charge

of murder, and on October 51 wa* iiuiirtctl for barratry, but, later

in the tlav, wa-&amp;gt; t&amp;lt;ltl tli,u he wntiltl IIP discharged, but that he must

leave tetretlv hy it dovtl autoinnliUr 10 take the train at West

Helena, four milrt awav, to avokl bring mobbed, fl is alleged that

the judge of the tnurt tit whith the [rt-titionen were tried facilitated

the drpariuie anct weni with Hratton to MT him wifely off,

A Committee n{ SVven was appointnl by the Governor in regard

in what the Ctnniitiiirr (.died the &quot;iinurtetiion&quot; in the county.

Thr newspaprri iLtilv publicised inflauuttaioiy itrticles. On the 71)1

a statement by our of the eonnniliee w;n made ptthlic, to the elfed

that tlie
pir&amp;lt;wiii

iidiililf wa* &quot;a tielilirtately planneil insnnettion
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America established for the purpose of banding Negroes together

for the killing of white
people.&quot; According to the statement the

organization was started by a swindler, to get money from the banks.

Shortly after the arrest of the petitioners a mob marched to the

jail for the purpose of lynching them, but were prevented by the

presence of United States troops and the promise of some of the

Committee of Seven and other leading officials that, i the mob
would refrain, as the petition puts it, they would execute those

found guilty in the form of law. The committee s own statement

was that the reason that the people refrained from mob violence

was &quot;that this committee gave our citizens their solemn promise
that the law would be carried out.&quot; According to affidavits of two

white men and the colored witnesses on whose testimony the pe
titioners were convicted, produced by the petitioners since the last

decision of the supreme court hereafter mentioned, the committee

made good their promise by calling colored witnesses and hav

ing them whipped and tortured until they would say what was

wanted, among them being the two relied on to prove the pe
titioners guilt, However this may be, a grand jury of while men was

organized on October 27, with one of the Committee of Seven, and,

it is alleged, with many of a posse organized to fight the blacks,

upon it, and, on the morning of the agth, the indictment was re

turned. On November 3 the petitioners were brought into court,

informed that a certain lawyer was appointed their counsel, and

were placed on trial before a white jury, blacks being system

atically excluded from both grand and petit juries. The court and

neighborhood were thronged with an adverse crowd that threatened

the most dangerous consequences to anyone interfering with the

desired result. The counsel did not venture to demand delay or a

change of venue, to challenge a juryman, or to ask for separate
trials. He had had no preliminary consultation with the accused,

called no witnesses for the defense, although they could have been

produced, and did not put the defendants on the stand. The trial

lasted about three quarters of an hour, and in less than five

minutes the jury brought in a verdict of guilty of murder in the

first degree. According to the allegations and affidavits there never
was a chance for the petitioners to be acquitted; no juryman could
have voted for an acquittal and continued to live in Phillips county,
and if any prisoner, by any chance, had been acauitted bv a iurv. IIP
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The averment-* as i&amp;lt;i the- piejmlicc by which the trial was en

vironed liuve some i minimi ,uion in appeals in the
^ oveinor, alinut

a year later, eainesth ingiiij; Iiim not to interfere with ilic execu

tion of tlif petitioners. One taiiu- horn live luniilit r.s of the (iom-

millet- &quot;I .SCUMI. anil staled, in addition to what lias been quoted
heretofore, that &quot;.ill our citi/eus an- ol ilu 1

opinion that the law

should take its &amp;gt;mse.&quot; AnotlttT Iroin a
]iart of the American

I.cgiou. jiKitfsis against a joiitfiii|il;tifd Kitniiiutation of tilt SCMI-

tfiifc of four of ihc
|ic

iiii(iiictN, and it |ifa(s that a &quot;solfiini promise
1

was given liv the- leading itii/rns ol the comnmnitv that if the

guilty pai lit&quot; \vt-rr not hnelird, aittl 1ft the law lake iis course,

thai justice would hr dour and the tnajrstv of the law uplu ld,&quot; A
nit ftitig ol the Ih lrnu Roiaiv Chili, aticnded bv members repre

senting, as it said. M-vrntv live of the leadiij^ industrial and com

mercial ( iiterprisfH o( Hc lrita, passed a iftolution approving and

supporting the attioii ol tin- Ameiiian I.t^ion post. The I .it MIS

Club ol ilftnta, u i a nifftiitg attrnded bv mfinliers -.aid to repre

sent sivty tl ihr leading iitilustrinl and commercial enterprises of

the city, passed a irtolnium to the same elletl. in May of the same

year, a tiial ol M*. fithrr nrgror-i was mining mi, and it was repre

sented to the- (imriiH t In ilu* white eiti/ens and olfi&amp;lt; ials of 1 liillips

county, thai, in all piotuihility, those lu-Kioei woiiltl lie lynched.

It is alleged that, in oidet lo uppea-u* the mob spirit, and, in a

measure, srcuie I he -afelv nl ihr -.is,, ilie (.ovrrnor lixrcl the tlate for

the execution nf (he pcriiiitiiri
, ;n [ime to, U|i, but thai the

rxeuition was M.nrd b\ picxerdii^i in cmnt. -we presume, the

din^s bftnre ihr thaiurlloi, to which we shall advert.

In l- nittk v. Maiif-um, a^&quot;/
U. S. *jtM|, jj.l i. it wits lecogui/etl, of

course, that if in fact n dial is domituiifd by a mob, so that (here

is an actual iiurrfrirmr with ihr tmirtr of justiie, there in a de

parture hum due protew tf law; and thai &quot;i( ihr state, supplyinK n&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

corrrttive piotrii, tarriei into rvmilimt a judgment of death or

inipriwininent I *!
IIJKIII

a vrrditt thus produced by mob dom

ination, the state drpmrs iSir aitiwd of his life or liberty with

out due pitiless f l,tw,&quot; \Vr presume , in accordance with that case,

that the (turn live piirs* supplied liv the stale may he so adei|iiaie

that intc i-frrencr Irt Imlirm tnijun ou^ht not to be allowed. It
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the fatal end by an irresistible wave of public passion, and that

the state courts failed to correct the wrong, neither perfection in

the machinery for correction nor the possibility that the trial court

and counsel saw no other way of avoiding an immediate outbreak

of the mob can prevent this court from securing to the petitioners

their constitutional rights.

In this case a motion for a new trial on the ground alleged in

this petition was overruled, and, upon exceptions and appeal to

the Supreme Court the judgment was affirmed. The supreme court

said that the complaint of discrimination against, petitioners by
the exclusion of colored men from the jury came too late, and, by

way of answer to the objection that no fair trial could be had in the

circumstances, stated that it could not say &quot;that this must neces

sarily have been the case&quot;; that eminent counsel was appointed to

defend the petitioners, that the trial was had according to law, the

jury correctly charged, and the testimony legally sufficient. On

June 8, 1931, two days before the date fixed for their execution, a

petition for habeas corpus was presented to the chancellor, and he

issued the writ and an injunction against the execution of the

petitioners; but the supreme court of the state held that the

chancellor had no jurisdiction under the State law, whatever might
be the law of the United States. The present petition, perhaps,
was suggested by the language of the court: &quot;What the result would

be of an application to a Federal Court we need not
inquire.&quot; It

was presented to the district court on September 21. We shall

not say more concerning the corrective process afforded to the

petitioners than that it does not seem to us sufficient to allow a

judge of the United States to escape the duty of examining the

facts for himself, when, if true, as alleged, they make the (rial ab

solutely void. We have confined the statement to facts admitted

by the demurrer. We will not say that they cannot be met, but
it appears to us unavoidable that the district judge should find

whether the facts alleged are true, and whether they can be ex

plained so far as to leave the state proceedings undisturbed.

Order reversed. The case to stand for hearing before the District

Court.
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MALT WHISKY AND THE EXTERNAL
STANDARD

I fift v, Tiilntnr (In,

a i.
j

I . -S. iHf,

Thix t tiif fimt nts nnnlhrr imtlitniilv with Hntnics x
jittsl n.i

ti /iK/ftf &amp;lt;&amp;gt;it tl t Afrtum /imrffs (, eiur(. //r /(/ (/irtr nin//f&amp;gt;i rt

tti\\i nt in JliiHvnii c, (ilntic ( Company, tiinl now n similar alt-

fnnttth t tlii- jnnlilfin n/ lihrl wti\ tulnjilcd hy tlir
Sit/ii

t tni

(ttnt)t. In tmtli tn\r-\ In ii\f d tlit rxtrnuil .\tfiniliit~il In drtrr-

ntiitf liuliilitv jni a ttnl. Tlir lr\t itt tnir n un
iiHJHiittint nur

in Itln l IHW. tn tilirl \uH\ ttt-n hsim &amp;lt;nr ^r)invi//v Ytiiwrl: llit

ii-ffifinf In tlif fitninlill enni thr drfninnltHy niiturc nf tlif jinli-

litiiti in. Tn t&amp;gt;if
ji&amp;gt;\t

llt lint-\ mi turn thai tlif
l&amp;gt;lniiiti(f

wax

trlritrtl In tlntnigh tlir
l&amp;gt;nliltitititin i&amp;gt;l

hrr friiturr, ci&amp;lt;cn tltnngk
thf intriit iii/iy luirc liffii tti jntlitish stinirnur fl\f x

fiirliirt ,

\hiti&quot;. i&amp;gt;i /.&amp;lt;!! ,\tnn\(trtil \ icrirrh, man
&quot;l&amp;gt;iihlixhcx

til !i!.i

fit
iil.&quot; Tn (lif \t&quot;tmnl tfiif\tmii hr itmwm hv tt .\tiit nf inineil

ftnit tinntiliMii lltiil the tr\t nj tt lirthfr il ix tlrlnntnttnv ix not

ti itrliicr it ti ntelil far tirltl MI li\ ti tntiitiiitv, (nit whrtlit i &quot;n rnn-

Mtti iftlttf anil
\f\l&amp;gt;fi

Inlilf e lin\ ill tlif trnruilll&amp;gt;li(\&quot; illig/lt ,\n

trivial it. In lln\ ta\r In he &amp;lt;t\\m tulrtl n ith tlit&quot; flniiltiiiff nj until

II /IM/.-V nitwit 111 trittnn tntlfi jitnt f linnnlnl.

lff n\ n\ chftt lifif. lliftf- n tt lutrtlnm nntl link nf \ntti~

tiifiiiislih in //M/Mifi thinking nlienit thr law tlitit links him

ii ilh tlif wilt tiiitiinnn Ittn /iif/grs, // tnic /nnhrt thii htirdiicsx

Imtfi. nntl intn tht- ttti Itrinu, tlif nmn&amp;lt;rr \rrnn tn he thnl llifi f

in n \ntinl t liliir tn lr ttniftffil llif lintfrtin)i [nun iiit (l\inn

tif the jnifntv f thf iHtlit ttlittil /iffHuirt/i/v. T/&amp;lt;.t,

mil ti nut in i ninlilHliiiiitil Suti&quot;, llin lifitiinrx til lnt.\t n

t h*il lilintiri tn\r.nntl ffntitii&quot;t w)*igrs tti link l.nrd Mansfield
it itli joint Slum! Mill,

tihnt i. |
, fin ihr (.mur

J hi 1
* N ,in ;uiiiu tm thr tai-r ftir a litifl, Thr lihcl allt gocl is
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The Chicago Sunday Tribune, and MI far as is iiuirii.il is as lul-

lows: &quot;Nurse and Paiienis Plain- DnIU s Mis. A, s.himi.in. One

of Chicago s Most Capable and Kxprrieiurd XIUM-. l .i\s an l-.ln

qucnt Trihnie lo \\w (lu-.it Invinoi.uiuK UlV &amp;lt;;iuni .
and Curative

Properties of Unity s Purr .\talt U hiskt \. . . .&quot; I hm billowed

a porlrait of the plaintiff, with the words &quot;Mis. A. S t human&quot; under

it. Then, in quotation marks, &quot;Afirr veais of tonsi.mt nsr r.f unu

Pure Malt Whiskey, both by mvsrlf and as given t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; p.uiciiis in my

capacity as nurse, 1 have uu hesitation in n-uumwiuUug it ; tin-

very best tonic and stimulant for all weak and rundown umdi

lions,&quot; Sec., S.T., with the words &quot;Mrs. A. St human. i ,7i Miu.ut Si..

Chicago, 111.,&quot; at the end. not in quotauitm tumki. Inn mincviii},;

the notion of a signature, or at least tbiit the tvnuli wru- lu-iv The

declaration alleged thai the plaimilt was i\ti Mrv Sihuuwu, was uui

a nurse, and was a total abstainer front wliiikrv and .ill spinnum*

liquors. There was also a count for pubbMiiiiK fbr pl.iintilt\ likr-

ncss without leave. The defendant plradrd noi j,juili\ At ihr ni^\,

subject to exceptions, tin- judge excluded ihe
|&amp;gt;lainiiHS

ii-ittinnnv

in support of her allegations junt slated, and diimrd a \mlitl fir

the clefemUuu. His action wan sustaineil by ihr Ciutiii Ctmm uf

Appeals. . . .

Of course the insertion of the plaintiff* pitttirr in ib- pl.ur and

with the concomitants thai we have described iiujMiiu-d ib;t hr

was the mine and tuatle the statnia-nts wi forth. ^ iJRluly wai dr-

cidccl in \Vandt v. Hearst s C/uVg&amp;lt;i /|i?!rn ii&amp;lt; t satj \Vinn*iu, ,jcj,

421. Morrison v. Smith, 177 N. V. ufifi. Mirrrfoir ihr |ulilit,iiun

was of and concerning the plaintiff, ruiiwiih*uiuliuK iSr |irviur
of another fact, the name of the real tignrt of ihr tntifuair. if

that was Mrs. Schumari, ihjit wsis incoriiNtrrit. when M ihr (aii

were known, with the phiimHf s having Htgnoi or
*!&amp;gt;jir*$

U.

Many might, rccogm /o the plaintiff s fate- u-ithnui kjinwins hrr

name, and those who did know it might br k-d in iitfrr ilwi ihr

had sanctioned the publication under MI alisi*. f hrr* w. **tnir

suggestion that the defendant published ihr (HtrtMti In mtaakr,
and without knowledge thai it was ilip plaiiniit %

jnira&amp;gt;i
i u-a&amp;lt;*

not what it purported to be. But ihe fan. if it vfa\ our. was ni
cxaise. If the publication wa lihrilon&amp;lt;k ihr drfeittUni N4 thr jj^L

As was said of such mat ten by I,ord Mansfu-ld. &quot;Wlirnri,rr a
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liftirtl v. \Yltilnki-r, 1.. R. it&amp;gt; C. P. ?,oa,- Clink v. Ntntli Ainrrinin C.ti.,

yn^j P;u Si. n-jti. ; j-,i, :|r,a. The icasnn is plain. A libel is harmful on
its (me 1

. II a uuiti sees til to publish manifestly liurilul .statements

(onccrniiiK uu individual, without other justification iluu exists for

an advei tisemcnt in a piece nl news. the usual principles of tort

will make liiui liable, il ilu- statements arc false
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;r air true 1

only of

some tint 1 else. See A/HKMW v. Hint tin, tf,i Massachusetts, r,!^, 575,
Tin- tpit-Minii, ilini. is whether ilif pnhlit aiimi was a libel. It

w.is hclil 1 v ilu C iuuit Cuuii u[ Appc uts nut m IH-, &amp;lt;n

%

at most in

t liliilt 1 (In- pl.tiutill
unh fu iiuiiiiiial thimaKcs. uti spctial tlania^c

liriiiK iitlfgc-il. It was pointed nut that ihnc was no general con

sensus nl opinion thai in tltink whiskey is wrung nr that to he a

nurse is ttiMinliialilt-, It mi^ht hast- IHTII atltletl that very possihly

Kiving a (ciiiluatc anil thr tisc n( one s
pnriraii in aid of an adver

tisement would lit- irgaidnt with irony, or a stroiiKer feeling, only

by a few. Hut it appear* to us, that surli intjnirit s are hcsitle the

pisini. If nun In- (hat the attion for lihrl is of linlr use, lint while

it is maintained it should he gnvetiietl ly the general principles

eif fort. If the atlveiriseniciu ohviotislv would hurt the plaintiff in

the estimation of an important and respectable part of the com

munity, lialiituv in not a jne^titt nf a majority vote.

We know of n&amp;lt; tU-t IMOII in whith this matter is discussed upon

principle*. Hut ohvtnthlv an unptivileged fahehood neetl not en

tail universal hatred to tfimtituir a ransr of action. No falsehood

is thought alwmi or even known hy all the world. No conduci is

hatrd hv nH/I luu it will lit- known hv a large mnnhcr anil will lead

an apprrciahle fuution of that wimhrr to regard the plaintiff with

tniHcrnpt ii ntouijh to do lu-r ptiutical harm. Thus if a tloctor were

rrprewntnl ;n atheiit^ng. the fat t that it would aflcct hU standing

with oihrtt of hit ptdlt-. .iun might ni.ike the lepiesentation action-

able, nlthtingh advrrtning ! nut reputed dishonest und even seems

U&amp;gt; be rej,uided In mufu with priilr.
See Mnrlin v. The Pintyunr,

i ir, I.titiishuut, (7| !( wc-un to tt
iitt[Kivtililc*

to say ilutt the nhviotts

tendenrv tif wlwi U iwpuftd ti the pKiiutiU by llit i sttheriiwuu iU

is not teiimnly in luu i hrt MaiuliK wu consitletahk and re-

spt clalilf till 1 in thr iiiitiuutniiv. Thrreftue it was the plaintiff s

right to prnvr lirr c,iv;tnil KM to the jtirv, and the defendant would
.t.i
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of the plaintiffs likeness was a tort per se. It is enough for the

present case that the law should at least be prompt to recognize the

injuries that may arise from an unauthorized use in connection

with other facts, even if more subtlety is needed to state the wrong
than is needed here. In this instance we feel no doubt.

Judgment reversed.

&quot;THREE GENERATIONS OF IMBECILES&quot;

Buck v. Bell

274 U. S. 300 (1927)

Justice Holmes has several times, notably by Justice Clarke

in United Zinc and Chemical Co. v. Britt,
1 been accused of

taking a &quot;Draconian&quot; view of the law. And it is true that for

all his humanism, he despised the sentimental outlook. There

was a strain of social Darwinism in his thought. &quot;Every
so

ciety,&quot;
he often wrote, &quot;rests on the death of men.&quot; It is not

surprising therefore that in the present case he should uphold
a 1924 Virginia statute permitting sterilization of inmates in

institutions for the feeble-minded. Over against the invasion of

individual liberty he set the decisive social value of preventing
the deterioration of the race. Carrie Buck was the daughter of

a feeble-minded mother and had a feeble-minded child. &quot;Three

generations of imbeciles,&quot; he wrote, &quot;are
enough.&quot; He spoke

for an almost unanimous Court, Justice Butler dissenting
without opinion.

Holmes, J., for the Court:

This is a writ of error to review a judgment of the supreme
court of appeals of the state of Virginia, affirming a judgment
of the circuit court of Amherst county, by which the defendant

in error, the superintendent of the State Colony for Epileptics
and Feeble Minded, was ordered to perform the operation of

salpingectomy upon Carrie Buck, the plaintiff in error, for the

purpose of making her sterile. 143 Va. 310. The case comes here

upon the contention that the statute authorizing the judgment is

void under the Fourteenth Amendment as denying to the plaintiff
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in cnor due piocess &amp;lt;it law antl the i-cjual protection of the laws.

Carrie Buck is a treble-uiiiuled white woman who was com
mitted to ilie Stair Colony above mentioned hi (hit- form. She is

the daughter &amp;lt; l ;i treble-winded iiiothrr ill the same institution,

and the mother nl an illegitimate feeble-minded child. .She was

eighteen years old at the time of the trial (if her ease in the cirniii

conn, in the hit lei pan nf itjaj. An Act til Virginia, approved
Manh so. n.ia.j. recites that the health of the patient and the

welfare of society may he promoted in ret tain rases by the 1 sterili

sation of mental defectives, under careful safeguard, &e,; that the

steiili/atioti may be ellected in males by vaseciomy and in fcmale.s

liv sulpitiKeitomv, without serious pain or substantial danger
tn Hie; dial the Commonwealth is sup polling in various institutions

main drift live pcrMins who it now discharged would become a

menace Inn il iiu .ipahle of piocirating might lie discharged with

satrtv anil become sell sttppoilittg with beiielu to themselves and

in Miuetv; and that experience has shown that heu diiy plays an

impou.ini p.ttt in the tiaiiMitission of insanity, imbecility, &r. The
siiittue then en.it is thai whenever the superintendent of certain

institution-! in hiding the- above named State Colony shall be of

opinion that it it for the bent iiueiesis of the patients and of society

lh.it die iimuiir under his care should be sexually .sterili/ed, he

nun have (he operation priloiined upon any paiieni afllidc-cl with

hftcelitaiv Iiu mi of iniaiiiiy, imbeiiiiiv, to., on complying with the:

\ei\ t.uelul piousioiiH hj which the act protects the patients From

The Mipc-iiiiiriiileni fii&quot;t prrenl
t
* a petition to the special hoard

o[ diintoii n( tiis tinsptial or tolony. stating the facts and the;

giunmU (oi hit opinion, \ciifted by .iflitUuit. Notice of ihe petition

and nl the timr and pl.ne of the heutiu^ in the institution is to

br -.t-ivf-il njHin tin- iiiiii.ur, and ,ihu upon his guardian, and if

thrre it no ^uaiduM the ttipeimtendem is to apply to the circuit

court of thr toitntv to appiini one. If die inmate is a minor

iitt- alto it to tie ghen in hio piiirnt-.
if ,niv with a copy of the

titUm. Ih- Io;ml is l irr lo it that the inmate may uueud the

Jietitiiis* if deMrrl by him 01 hi-s guartliaii. The evidence is all

in he tcdmrct to tiiiitiit;, .out affrr (he board has macle its order

fin or .i!.iiii ,i the tiiHi.iC Ui (hr siiur-t iniriitlfiit, or I lit- iiincile. or
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before it and such other admissible evidence as may be offered, and

may affirm, revise, or reverse the order of the board and enter such

order as it deems just. Finally any party may apply to the supreme
court of appeals, which, if it grants the appeal, is to hear the case

upon the record of the trial in the Circuit Court and may enter

such order as it thinks the Circuit Court should have entered. There

can be no doubt that so far as procedure is concerned the rights of.

the patient are most carefully considered, and as every step in this

case was taken in scrupulous compliance with the statute and after

months of observation, there is no doubt that in that respect the

plaintiff in error has had due process of law.

The attack is not upon the procedure but upon the substantive

law. It seems to be contended that in no circumstances could such

an order be justified. It certainly is contended that the order can

not be justified upon the existing grounds. The judgment finds

the facts that have been recited and that Carrie Buck &quot;is the prob
able potential parent of socially inadequate offspring, likewise

afflicted, that she may be sexually sterilized without detriment to

her general health and that her welfare and that of society will

be promoted by her sterilization,&quot; and thereupon makes the order.

In view of the general declarations of the legislature and the

specific findings of the court obviously we cannot say as matter of

law that the grounds do not exist, and if they exist they justify

the result. We have seen more than once that the public welfare

may call upon the best citizens for their lives. It would be strange
if it could not call upon those who already sap the strength of the

state for these lesser sacrifices, often not felt to be such by those

concerned, in order to prevent our being swainped with incom

petence. It is better for all the world, if instead of waiting to execute

degenerate offspring for crime, or to let them starve for their im

becility, society can prevent those who are manifestly unfit from

continuing their kind. The principle that sustains compulsory
vaccination is broad enough to cover cutting the Fallopian tubes.

Jacobson v. Massachusetts, 197 U. S. 11. Three generations of im
beciles are enough.

But, it is said, however it might be if this reasoning were applied
generally, it fails when it is confined to the small number who are
in the institutions named and is not applied to the multitudes out
side. It is the usual last resort of constitutional arguments to noint
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all thai is needed when it tines all that it ran, indicates a policy,

applies
J all within the lines, and seeks to limitf within the lines

all .similarly situated MI lav anil MI last ai its means allow. Of course

.so Jar as the upei.itinm niahle those \vlui otherwise must he kepi,

confined in be ictutnetl tu the wmltl, and thus open the asylum to

others, the equality aimed m will he inure nearly reached.

Judgment affirmed.

Till . &quot;DIRTY BUSINESS&quot; OF WIRE
TAPPING

Olnnlead v, f/. .S.

377 U. s. .138, ,jfic| (ujstR)

Thrfaitf running hark tit the &quot;.\enrthex mid seizures&quot; o\

rolnnitit timr\, the \mitil hi\ltf nf I tnhihilitin, nnd forward
In u htitevfi fi/feiif it

j&amp;gt;lttnttl jitiltit* nitty Itnvt&quot; ill Antrricti,

t ttm fi^f i tlm ni\f, Otimtftitl win n far (ruin jtnwiry c/ini tu &quot;

tt-r hnnl l n hittitlrgitiHH tintl riini-niiniin^ totnlnnr with

ltrtttliftun
trt\ in \niltlf. ii luth wnt nftrrntftl tut n hift liiiaincss

xtitlf, willi tin ntniiinl l(tt ttf mrr (wti inillinn tlntlnrx. b ur

ninnltn ihr u iif\ nf J/in ring tt-nr //i/rfl /iy Irdrrnl l^ nliihi-

linn nffttni, u liti iti t inntildlfd itlniint right liitmh rd [xif^cx of

ttiiii cntttinn
jin&amp;gt;t

Ui the t-itiltilinii nj Pitihihititiit lawx. Tli?

-ftur tltr C.ntitt win wlirtlirr tlii\ wire tH^fiing wits

itl. Olnnlrntl t tainting tlntt it t inlalnl tin* nntirnn-

tec Hgttunl \ctirt hr\ nnd iri iurj in llir Fntntli Atnrndinrnt

and tignnnt \rtf-inftiwitnttmn in thr A-V/7/), T/K- .S i//*rrwf (itnirt

itfilie
ltl tlir Ifttrtttl ( ,tn&amp;lt;rrninml, in a fii f-lti [tun

1

drihiiitt,

Chicj Ju\litr &quot;Tuft, a^itiii in tlir Mveis tu\f (.ur p. s.V^)

~- viewing the (inthlfm wilh tlif ftintlilitmin^a &amp;lt;&amp;gt;l

nn adminis

trator, held lliat tt iif tttfifuitji
ttnild nut IIP tlnmifird tin n

&quot;srarrh tintl triune.&quot; &quot;Tliftf wa\ Hit entry tnln htinir or f//ifr;

ttnly the art
f&amp;gt;j lnlfiiin$, (, IJJT* H ctiuttt, if it wi\ltetl, jirtilcc t

tlir \rtrrrv / tflrjihniir mft\nxr* liy tlirrrl Irxinlnlitm, hut

wltnr tt had imt tlmv-it (n d* %tt thf (.tnirl cnitld not tut in

i/j
\&amp;gt;\ate hy r\tfnttitt thr /igHrtRr of tltr l-nurth Amendment
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dels, and with Butler partially. Each of the dissents iaas char

acteristic of its luriter. Justice Brandeis took a dynamic view

of the history of the Fourth and Fifth Amendments. At the

time they were adopted the methods of preserving privacy

and of interfering with it were relatively simple. But with the

march of technology, &quot;subtler and more far-reaching means

of invading privacy have become available to the Govern

ment.&quot; And looking ahead he sees that in the future more &quot;ad

vances in the psychic and related sciences may bring means of

exploring unexpressed beliefs, thoughts and emotions.&quot; Against

this process of extension the Constitution must offer an ade

quate safeguard for privacy. Justice Butler Jie.ld thai, by the

very nature of telephones, wire tapping &quot;literally
constituted a

search for evidence.&quot;

Holmes in his dissent brushed aside the constitutional ques

tion as less important than the problem of competing &quot;ob

jects of desire&quot; to catch criminals and to keep the integrity

of the government. Wire tapping he saw as a
&quot;dirty

busi

ness&quot; particularly since it was a crime by the Washington
state law. &quot;We have to choose, and for my part I think it a

less evil that some criminals should escape than that the gov
ernment should play an ignoble part.&quot;

Further light is shed on

his opinion by a letter to Pollock:

The C. J. who wrote the prevailing opinion, perhaps as

a rhetorical device to obscure the difficulty, perhaps merely
because he did not note the difference, which perhaps I should

have emphasized more, spoke of the objection to the evidence

as based on its being obtained by &quot;unethical&quot; means (hor
rid phrase) , although he adds 8c by a misdemeanor under the

laws of Washington. I said that the State of Washington had

made it a crime and that the Government could not put itself

in the position of offering to pay for a crime in order to get

evidence of another crime. Brandeis wrote much more elabo

rately, but I didn t agree with all that he said. I should not

have printed what I wrote, however, if he had not asked me
to.

1

The Olmstead decision was not, however, the last word.

Several attempts were made to Ret Congress to prohibit wire
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tapping by federal officials, but without success. In Nardone
v. U. S., 502 U. S. 37p (/P57) , however, a clause in the 1934
Federal Communications Act was interpreted to mean that in

tercepted interstate telephone conversations were not admis

sible in evidence, and this was further re-enforced by Justice

Frankfurter in the second case of Nardone v. U. S., 308 U. S.

338 (i939 )
?

In 1941 a bill was introduced into Hie House by Representa
tive Hobbs of Alabama providing that when the Attorney
General Jiad reason to suspect espionage, sabotage, kidnap

ping, or extortion, he might authorize wire tapping by Depart
ment of Justice officials. Holmes s opinion in the Olmstead

case was an important factor in the debate. The opponents of

the bill used Holmes s phrase &quot;a dirty business&quot; to such good

effect that Mr. Hobbs felt it necessary to make a speech in

which he interpreted the Holmes position to say that the

&quot;dirty
business&quot; was not wire tapping in itself, but wire tap

ping in the face of a state law against it; and he quoted from
the letter to Pollock. But however right he may have been

(and it is not too clear what Holmes meant as between these

two versions) it was hard to fight the phrase. The bill was de

feated by the close vote of 146-154.

Thus the Holmes opinion proved decisive both in the later

Court decisions and in the Congressional debate.

Holmes, J., dissenting:

My Brother Brandeis has given this case so exhaustive an examina

tion that I desire to add but a few words. While I do not deny it,

I am not prepared to say that the penumbra of the Fourth and

Fifth Amendments covers the defendant, although I fully agree

that courts are apt to err by sticking too closely to the words of a

law where those words import a policy that goes beyond them.

Goch v. Oregon Short Line R. R. Co., 258 U. S. 22, 24. But I think,

as Mr. Justice Brandeis says, that apart from the Constitution the

government ought not to use evidence obtained, and only obtain-

2 But in Goldstein v. U. S. (decided April 27, 1942) the Court held, in n

five-to-three opinion by Justice Roberts, that even when the government had used

wire tapping to build a criminal case, one who was not a party to the intercepted

messages could not invoke the Federal Communications Act against the govern-
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able, by a criminal act. There is no body of precedents by which we

are bound, and which confines us to logical deduction from estab

lished rules. Therefore, we must consider the two objects of desire

both of which we cannot have and make up our minds which to

choose. It is desirable that criminals should be detected, and to that

end that all available evidence should be used. It also is desirable

that the government should not itself foster and pay for other

crimes, when they are the means by which the evidence is to be

obtained. If it pays its officers for having got evidence by crime I do

not see why it may not as well pay them for getting it in the same

way, and I can attach no importance to protestations of disapproval
if it knowingly accepts and pays and announces that in future it will

pay for the fruits. We have to choose, and for my part I think it a

less evil that some criminals should escape than that the govern
ment should play an ignoble part.

For those who agree with me, no distinction can be taken between

the government as prosecutor and the government as judge. If the

existing code does not permit district attorneys to have a hand in

such dirty business, it does not permit the judge to allow such

iniquities to succeed. See Silverthorne Lumber Co. v. United States,

251 U. S. 385. And if all that I have said so far be accepted, it makes

no difference that in this case wire tapping is made a crime by the

law of the state, not by the law of the United States. It is true

that a state cannot make rules of evidence for courts of the United

States, but the state has authority over the conduct in question,

and I hardly think that the United States would appear to greater

advantage when paying for an odious crime against state law than

when inciting to the disregard of its own. I am aware of the often

repeated statement that in a criminal proceeding the court will not

take notice of the manner in which papers offered in evidence have

been obtained. But that somewhat rudimentary mode of disposing
of the question has been overthrown by Weeks v. United States,

232 U. S. 383 and the cases that have followed it. I have said that we
are free to choose between two principles of policy. But if we arc to

confine ourselves to precedent and logic the reason for excluding
evidence obtained by violating the Constitution seems to me logi

cally to lead to excluding evidence obtained by a crime of the

officers of the law.
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The Savor of Life

Cnrl\lt&quot;. IH /i/.v Heroes and Ilrro Worship, quotes a remark about

Robert llitrn\ In the effect tlittt &quot;his poetry was not any particular

family; but tlif general rrsull of a naturally vigorous original mind

expressing itself in that
way.&quot; The same might be said of Holmes

axa (utlge. Kirn in his opinions lie displayed llir. many-sidedness of

a natinnllv vigorous original mind. He was over sixty when lie came

to tlie Supreme Court, and as lie grew older lie turned increasingly
to a wide .wathe of reading and reflection. Tliis might have led to

the philosophic forays of a William James or the shelf of critical,

cssnv* oj n I aul /-.liner i\{ore. With Holmes it did not, perhaps he-

ca u a f In- di.\liked diffusion of energy, perhaps because he felt it more

important to get the lull and complex savor of life as an amateur

titan to fait tn n multiple professional. As a result he focused Ids

energv upon hi.\ judicial work, allowing what could not be con

tained within tliinf thannel,\ to overflow into essays or speeches, and

pnrtitiiltnlv intu hi.\ letters.

llnlnin did no organized writing after T\w Common Law. He was

at /IM lint in tin oretninmil writer, in his letters, speeches, introduc

tions, antl mt mnitah. In [net, there lias perhaps been no better or-

(minimi ii i itri in the Ameiiran language. He had grace of phrasing,
anil ii ilh it n dt lihcTntenesx that enabled him to take expressions
worn thin h\ tiinentv and give them a [res/mess of meaning and a

new stump nf authority. He had the daring to break into the kind of

poetn that one finds at the end of his Marshall speech? or even

more in the lint two partigrnphi of his speech on &quot;Law and the

dottrl.&quot;
* Hut I/if daring it ftx linked with a delicate restraint which

led him // nlnwx to skirt the margin of the unutterable and

to tie-tit teri^litr tlniigi n ith lightness and indirection. And in these

oftniionttl \ttitt-&amp;gt;nrnl\, n\ in ln\ letten, he did not have to make in-

lelln tun! ruth inr-et with the ftntilily demanded in a more organized
work, lie ttnilti teiort to

pn&amp;gt;adti\-
and whinny, to satire and exag-

: mid while they Inoitght out new values lliey tended also
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to blur lite edges r&amp;gt;[

what, was It ll itnasximilated. In lhc.se forms lie

could lie expansive, indulging his bent.

As one reads him, one cannot help feeling that Holmes was a man
who knew how to enjoy himself. Despite disquieting glimj&amp;gt;ses into

the depths of the. human jate (&quot;We
are all,&quot; he once wrote, &quot;near

despair&quot;) , there was in him a dec/) core of serenity tliat enahled him
without envy to taste tlie best of what had been said and written, and

without self-consciousness to strike a note of authority.



i. Men and Ideas

&quot;ff-V (iff very quid there,&quot; Unimex remarked about the Supreme,
Court in one

t&amp;gt;[
his best xpccclirx, &quot;tint it ix llir

&amp;lt;j\iiet of a storm

centre.&quot; Unhurt was speaking nf the criticisms tliat were being di

rected against the dotirt at the time, tint it ix equally true Uiat,

serene (is Unimex s life xeeined, lie lived at the center of lashing in

tellectual storms. The essays and speeches in this section fire, part of

Unimex s response to these storms, Tliey include his more important,

later nonjnditint writings, except, for his letters and his
feu&amp;gt;

valedic

tory words which (ire gathered together in the remaining sections of

tliis book.

In form, these pieces are diverse -several speeches, xnme prefaces,

an essay in tt memorial volume, and the remainder law review ar

ticles. .Nevertheless, there is a unity in them. Their theme is the

relation of law to the lomjilex forces of society, and the relation

of men to the known and unknowable forces of (lie cosmos. They
were the mature reflections of a judge on men and ideas, and an at

tempt to translate his own experience in both law and life into some

general propositions. Holmes was getting a growing nndience for

these views as well as for his judicial opinions. .S o iniieli so that dur

ing the last tiuttrter lentury of his life he emerged as easily the most

important legal pliilosoj&amp;gt;her of America,

Rarely has SD fast an influence been built upon so slight a body

of legal writing. I erlmps because of the very xlenderness of the text

and the gnomic (/unlity of its utterances, each commentator has seen

in Utilities wtnrthiiig different, and generally something lo suit his

mint lirernnceptiftns. To one, Holmes has been a pragmatic philos

opher, to another a rationalist, lo a third a legal statesman, to xtilt

another a ktiightlilte figure smashing intellectual windmills. The

traditionalists have been unwilling lo fight, him openly, lor there was

a deep strain of traditionalism in him, Yet it is interesting to note

that modern writers on the law are his most fenient cliampions.



man can get away with, a &quot;completely
adult

jitrixt&quot;
in short, a

legal Realist. In fact, those who have attacked every school
t&amp;gt;f

law

and etmi the. law itself have fitht-r exempted Unimex or sought In

enroll him on their side? Thai these it mitts of legal realign exist in.

Holmes may go without challenge, nut that they are nnt balanced

by strains of traditionalism rather than change, of belief wilier than

skepticism, it would take, a bold man to sny.

In his early essay on &quot;The Path of the Law&quot;
(/.S i;;) Holmes had

taken as a vantage, ground the. viewpoint nf the &quot;lintl man&quot; who

&quot;has as much reason as a good one for wishing to ni oid tin encounter

with the public force.&quot;
and who wants &quot;to know what tlie Mtmnchu-

selts or English courts are likely to do in fad.&quot; (.SVr ahni&amp;gt;e, pp. yj~

75.) From this vantage ground Holmes defined the law an &quot;ilia

prophecies of what the courts will do in fact, and untiling tnntr pre

tentious.&quot; On this suggestion, dropped almost caMtnlly in /#&amp;gt;-, was

built the school of American legal &quot;realism&quot; whith a our charac

teristic contribution to legal thought. Unimex s friend, John

Chipman Gray (whom Holmes discusses below) , look up the sug

gestion in igntji in Ins Nature and .Semites nf the Law. dray
blundered a bit by speaking of law as the &quot;rules laid down by the.

courts,&quot; rather than &quot;what the courts will do in lad.&quot; Ife blundered

in shifting the. discussion from behavior to dodiine, but the Inter

members of the realistic school have returned to Holmes * view.

The conflict between the realists and the &quot;natural law&quot; theorists,

who argue for an ethical basis of law, has influent ed same of tha

recent evaluations of flolmes s work. Thus Lon L. Fuller, in his

able lectures, The Law in Quest of Itsdf (ra/o) , giies\rx that Ilia

reason why Holmes left so little influence tipon prirtite, as con

trasted with public, law iuas the strain of legal &quot;pmili^hin&quot;
in him

which drove him to effect an unreal separation between law and

morality. I agree that Holmes s influence on private law was rela

tively slight, without agreeing with Fuller s statement of the tttuse

I also agree with Fuller that much of the attnidii rneu of the

posithnst, or hard-boiled, conception of law for us may be (rated to

the glamour and sense of philosophic breadth with which Holmes
8 Sec F, Rodcll i Woe Ihiia You, fMinyrn (1939), and my ninunrnt em h in

ideas [or Hie fee Age (IJHI) gsu-gaa.
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invested this view, ttut it would be attributing too much to Holmes

la see Iris influence as the decisive one. The fact is tliat Unimex s

&quot;bod mini&quot; standard, hix rejection of natural law, and his definition

af law as what Hie courts will in fact do, were all congenial to tlie.

mood mid tnuility of a pragmatic America in whose practical busi

ness life the realm of fact had elbowed out the norms of morality.
Unimex wax, in that sense, part o\ a great tide. And his triumph in

American jurisprudence was thus linked with the same, social forces

that brought the triumph of William James and John Dcwey in

American philosophy and education.

In making up this section / have drawn principally upon Holmes s

writings alter fir came to the United States Supreme Court. 7 have,

however, carried over from the earlier period two selections, on

{Montexfjitieu and John iMnrsltall, simply because both in scope and

mood they go more cain cnicntly with the Inter writings. With them

/ have im hided a somewhat insubstantial yet graceful memorial

rxsny on John C.hipman C,ray. These three men were ditierse. One
was a man of the world who was also an intellectual; the. second

was a man oj action who found himself by circumstance in a place
where lie hail great shaping influence on what later men did and

ihnugitt; the third was a \chtilar who was also a -man of a [[airs.

They difiered in theirsensitivities, their coarseness or fineness of grain,

their pietiffitpeitiniix. Yet their diversity shows Unimex s- range of

sympathy, and his capacity to gel inside, of a person. Holmes was

able to write on all of them because each of them rejiresente.d a facet

of his own pennnality.
The roy on Af tint

ear/ nieu. for all its fluid finality and its insight,

is without political depth, ftolmes seems more interested in Mtni-

Icst/men the ItiuVuicur and the man of the world than in Monies-

e/uieu the thinker, more interested in his lone aflairs and his Persian

lit iiefi than in the Spirit of the Laws, Oti Montesquieu as thinker

Unirnex s/ieakx principally of his sense of the relativism of laws and

instittilinin. Tt&amp;gt; Hnlmes s comment that Montesquieu s remarks on

the httlanie nf powen in England were from the start fictional,

I oltoik wrote him a dissenting letter. Holmes replied, &quot;Yon discourse

with a learning that 1 do not attempt to emulate as to Montesquieu
and the balance of political powers. The little I ever knew is, / am
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Montesquieu that scams fresh today. Ilix essny would gran- a van

edition of Montesquieu for the lay render; lint it doex nnl add much

to scholarship nor does it (low from a great knowledge, of the intel

lectual history of eighteenth-century Kurort:
On Marshall Holmes is magnificent. This is one of the rare in

stances of a memorial speech which approaches itx subject with

detachmenl and judgment. Holmes denies any originality &quot; Mar

shall and shows that his greatness consists in hix being //art of the

campaign of history, lint having placed him in this jifrsptrtiw; he

gives him his proper meed of greatness in shaping histoiy. Holmes was

mightily pleased when the. Harvard Law School tntng his full-

length portrait opposite that of John Marshall.* This is the speech,

incidentally, which almost cost Holmes his Supreme Court appoint

ment: when President Theodore Roosewlt read it he expressed

.some doubts as to whether a man who had resenmtionx about Mar
shall s greatness would fit into the Court.&quot; In this speech, as in the.

essay on Montesquieu, there is a lightness of language and a fluidity

of manner along with a justness of observation that recalls Sainte-

Beuve, But there is also, particularly at the end, ti wry non-dallic

intensity of feeling.

I have placed after this trilogy of comments on men another of

comments on ideas. &quot;Law and the Court,&quot; &quot;Ideals mid Doiihlx,&quot;

and &quot;Natural Law&quot; are Holmes s best writing on legal j&amp;gt;hilosopliy,

and on them his reputation as a legal philosopher, as distinguished

from a judge, rests. The first is a speech delivered at n I laniard Law
School banquet, the other two are law review articles. All three

differ from the bulk of his law review writings, which tended to lie

on such technical subjects as equity, agency, and liability. To this

trilogy I have added the essay on &quot;Law and Social Reform,&quot; less well

known, but as acid and quotable as the other time and in

essentially the same strain.

The speech on &quot;Law and the Court&quot; is Holmes s most sharply

*Sec the striking summary of Montenquieu i thought ly I . R. Ktihclcn.

Encyclopedia of Social Sciences, Vol. 10, pp. (137-639.
H-P, II:sgs (Sept. 87, igag) .

a Letters of Theodore Hooseuett and Henry Cabal J.mlgr (19115) . Vol. I.

pp. 517-519. For a discussion o this episode, see my iiurotUmion 10 thin Ixmk,
&quot;Holmes: a Personal

History.&quot;
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defined and most
iiiilitrintly phrased legal utterance outside. o\ his

opinions. Utilities talics ax his sterling point the attacks which were

being leveled tm tlie Ctmrt tit Hint time (it wax &amp;lt;n;/7, under Wilson s

&quot;New Freedom&quot; and after the Theodore Roosevelt campaign for

judicial rejtirin) . l rtn Ilint lie seeks to give n long-range view of

the [actors tillecting the Court s power &amp;lt;ind position, lit: hits (it both

tin- economic interpretation of the Court s function (&quot;I
admit it

wakes my heart
ache&quot;)

1
and, on the oilier hand, &quot;the vague terror&quot;

that the advance of socialism strikes into Ihe hearts of conservatives.

The speech is an injunction to doth sides to &quot;think tilings instead

o[ words,&quot; It is an injunction also to the &quot;na if simple-minded men&quot;

who are judges to &quot;transcend their convictions,&quot; to get an &quot;educa

tion in the obvious&quot; and to understand that the late of the United

States does not depend on the fate of judicial review. What it adds

uj&amp;gt;

In is a pirn for evolutionary progress in the law. Put thus it

sound.1
! trite, yet llolmes s genius lay in taking so middle-of-the-

road n position and freshening it, as an animal might lick its form
less cub into shape, l&amp;gt;v his vitality and his ardor.

&quot;tdeah and Doubts&quot; and &quot;Natural Law&quot; were written out of an

impulsive reaction against some Continental writers who made law

out to be too rational, idealistic, and absolute [or Holmes to stom

ach. In each case. Holmes says he wrote the article, &quot;currcntc

calamo, in a kind of rage of writing one
day.&quot;*

The essays have n

c/i/fl/i /y &quot;/ fiasaitin and even indignation, fn them, as in the speech
on &quot;Law and the Court,&quot; Unimex is essentially the cnnxenmtive,

lie attacks the legal rationalism and conceptualism which lend to

cement the M;UUM quo, but even more he attacks Hie same, ideas

when they seek to res/tape the legal and social order by sheer Intel-

lectntility. He hits both at the idea of tlie future as already in

evitably sliajied, and also at tlie idea that men can shape their law

at will. He hits at the theme of law as absolute and at the idea that

certainty is obtainable and exjmssible in law. And he suggests

as the best sort of relativism a notion that progress is obtainable

7 Holme* tlt&amp;gt; ntti mention In thin uprrdi Cluul Beard s Krontunlr Inter

pretation a/ the Ctnixtittitnin, luit It is dear fiom Ills correftpoiKleiirc with

Pollock (II I , I:*S7, .July la, 191&quot;)
tlisit when he came to read Heard ihrcc

yearn later lie thought very liatlly of hi* litiok, In 191.1) Beard w IjeltiR

fiercely diwutwrd. ;i&amp;lt; alwi was (insl;ivili MveiV llnlmv nf tlir Siilimnr C.nnrl.
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if only you know what you want, estimate the specific means for

achieving it, calculate the price you will have to pay as well as the

benefits you will receive. But although his general position in these

essays is that of one who has been through the wars of ideas and is

ready to thrust his rapier through the sawdust warriors of both

camps, Holmes s most explicit attention is given to what he con

siders the naivetes of the reformers. This is especially clear in the

essay to which I have given the heading &quot;Law and Social Reform.&quot;

Pollock did not like Holmes s essay on. &quot;Natural Law.&quot;
&quot;If you

mean to imply that no one can accept natural law . . . without

maintaining it as a body of rules known to be absolutely true, I do

not agree. . . . If you deny that any principles of conduct at all are

common to and admitted by all men who try to behave reasonably

well, I don t see how you can have any ethics or any ethical back

ground for law.&quot; To which Holmes replied, &quot;I didn t expect you
to agree with me altogether. As to Ethics I have called them a body

of imperfect social generalizations expressed in terms of emotion.

Of course I agree that there is such a body on which to a certain

extent civilized men would agree but how much less than would

have been taken for granted fifty years ago, witness the Bol-

sheviki.&quot;
10

Note that Holmes here suggests a relativism of attitude, but both

in his letters and in his essay on &quot;Natural Law&quot; it is a relativism that

does not exclude the need for deep convictions as to values.
&quot;Deep-

seated preferences,&quot; he wrote in a characteristic vein, &quot;cannot be

argued about. . . . and therefore, when differences arc sufficiently

far-reaching, we try to kill the other man rather than let him have

his way. But that is perfectly consistent with admitting that, so jar

as appears, his grounds are just as good as ours.&quot;
11 And to those

who would sum Holmes up as a skeptic one may point out, at the

end of &quot;Natural Law,&quot; Holmes s almost mystical belief &quot;that the

universe has in it more than we understand, that the private soldiers

have not been told the plan of campaign, or even that there is one.

. . . It is enough /or us that the universe has produced us and has

within it, as less than it, all that we believe and love.&quot;

The essay on &quot;Natural Law&quot; is thus as good a summary of

Holmes s maturer views on the nature of law as one can find in his

9 H-P 1:274-275 (Dec. zo. 1918).
1ft T_T T&amp;gt; TT.~ ft ..
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writings. &quot;A
right&quot;

he says in a famous phrase, &quot;is only the hypos-
tasis of a prophecy the imagination of a substance supporting
the fact that the public force will be brought to bear upon those

who do things said to contravene it.&quot; And then he adds that this

does not exclude &quot;the fighting will of the subject to maintain&quot; the

rights: &quot;A dog will fight (or his bone.&quot;
12 We have here the behavior-

istic definition of law, squeezing it dry of all morality and sentiment;
and we have also the attempt to bring in the element of faith and

energy as a natural part of the human mind. I tend to agree with.

Fuller and some others that Holmes did not adequately bridge the

gaps between the tiao worlds. There was in him a deep conflict

between skepticism and belief, between mind and faith, between a

recognition that men act in terms of a cold calculation of interests,

and a recognition also that they are moved by symbols which, if you

squeeze the life and energy out of them, become merely tinsel and

rag. He tried to construct a legal theory, as he tried to construct a

philosophy of life for himself, which would allow him to take ac

count of both strains. He was not wholly successful logically in the

attempt, but he made a going concern out of it. And because he did

lie leaves with us the sense of a full-statured person far more than

do those who sought to trim their energies to the narrow confines of
one or the other partial view.

MONTESQUIEU 1

&quot;There is no new thing under the sun.&quot; It is the judgment of a

man of the world, and from his point of view it is true enough.
The things which he sees in one country he sees in another, and

he is slightly bored from the beginning. But the judgment is quite
untrue from the point of view of science or philosophy. From the

time of Pericles to now, during the whole period that counts in

the intellectual history of the race, the science or philosophy of

one century has been different from that of the one before, and in

some sense further along. By a corollary easy to work out, we have

the paradox that the books which are always modern, the thoughts
which are as stinging to-day as they were in their cool youth, are

the books and thoughts of the men of the world. Ecclesiastes,

Horace, and Rochefoucauld give us as much pleasure as they gave
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to Hebrew or Roman or the subject of Louis XIV. In this sense

it is the second rate that lasts. But the greatest works of intellect

soon lose all but their historic significance. The science of one

generation is refuted or outgeneralized by the science of the next;

the philosophy of one century is taken up or transcended by the

philosophy of a later one; and so Plato, St. Augustine, and

Descartes, and we almost may say Kant and Hegel, are not much
more read than Hippocrates or Cuvier or Bichat.

Montesquieu was a man of science and at the same time a man
of the world. As a man of science he wrote an epoch-making book.

And just because and in so far as his book was a work of science

and epoch-making, it is as dead as the classics. The later investiga

tions which it did so much to start have taken up what was true in

it and have refuted what needed refutation, and without the need

of controversy they have killed, many pale shoots of fancy and in

sufficient knowledge simply by letting in light and air. For a be

ginner to read Montesquieu with the expectation that there he is

to find his understanding of the laws of social being, would be as

ingenuous as to read Plato at eighteen expecting to find in him
the answers to the riddles of life when they begin to perplex and

sadden the mind of youth. He would learn a good deal more from

Lecky. Montesquieu is buried under his own triumphs, to use his

own words with a different application.
But Montesquieu also was a man of the world and a man of

esprit. That wit which deals with the daily aspect of life and

offers trenchant solutions in two or three lines is a dangerous gift.

It hardly is compatible with great art, and Flaubert is not with

out reason when he rails at it in his letters. It is no less dangerous
to great thinking, to that profound and sustained insight which

distrusts the dilemma as an instrument of logic, and discerns that

a thing may be neither A nor not A, but the perpendicular, or,

more plainly, that the truth may escape from the limitations of a

given plane of thought to a higher one. Montesquieu said that

Voltaire had too much esprit to understand him. Nevertheless,

Montesquieu had enough of it to have sustained the Saturday
Review when Maine and Fitzjames Stephen or Venablcs were its

contributors, and as a man of wit he still is fresh and pleasant

reading. When one runs through the Lellres Persanes one feels as he
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ing pleased with himself for saying, when they had IK-CHI noted as

familiar two hundred years before, lie is in the realm of the ever

old which also is (lie ever new, I hose middle axioms of experience
whirl) have been made from ihe beginning of society, but which

give- each Reiteration a fresh pleasure as they are reali/ed again in

actual life. There is a good deal more lhan this, because Montes

quieu was a good deal more lhan a man of Ihe xvorld, but. there

is this also in which we escape from ihe preliminary dnlness of

things really great.

We find tlu- same tiling in (he Ksfml dcx Laii, and one might
read that work happily enough simply as literature. One may read

it also as a first step in siudies intended to be carried further and

into later days. But to read il as it should be read, to appreciate
llio great and many-sided genius of ihe author and his place in ihe

canonical succession of the high priests of thonglii, one must come

back to it, in the fulness of knowledge and ihe ripeness of age. To
read the great works of the past with intelligent appreciation, is

one of the last achievements of a studious life, litil I will postpone
what more I have to say of ibis book until we come to it in follow

ing the course of the author s career.

Charles de Seconclai, Baron de la Brede, was born at the

Chateau tic hi Brede, near Bordeaux, on January 18, ifiHtj. His

family had gained dislinciion boih by the sword and in ihe law.

His father was a nuigistraie, and intended thai he should be one.

His mother was pious, and no doubt hoped that he might be like

her. Neither wish was entirely fulfilled.

At ihe numieni of his birth a
beggar presented himself at the

rhAtcau, and was retained lhat he might be god-faiher lo the young
noble, and so remind him all his life ihal the poor were his brothers.

He was nursed by peasants, and he kept through life a touch of

Gascon speech, and, the Frenchmen say, something of the Gascon

in his style. His early education was by churchmen, but at twenty

he showed the tendency of his mind by composing an essay to prove

that the pagan did not deserve to be eternally damned, The essay

has not been preserved, but perhaps an echo of his reflections is lo

be found in the thirty-fifth of the f.t ttrcs /Vmniw, in which Ushck,

who, noi without dispute, has been taken for the author, asks the

&quot;snlilimf fWvish&quot; Gemchid whether he thinks that the Christians
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He studied law. &quot;When I left college,&quot;
he said, &quot;they put law

books into my hands. I tried to find their inner meaning&quot; (J en

cherchais I esprit) . The Esprit des Lois was the outcome, but not

the immediate outcome, of his studies. The immediate result was

that, at twenty-five, on February 24, 1714, he was admitted to the

Parlement de Bordeaux as conseiller. On July 13, 1716, he suc

ceeded to the office (president a mortier) and fortune of an uncle,

on condition of assuming the name of Montesquieu. Meantime he

had married, and he had a son this same year, and later two daugh
ters. As a magistrate he seems to have been not without weight. In

1722 he was intrusted with the shaping of a remonstrance to the

king against a tax on wines, which for the time was successful. As

a husband he was not wanting in decorum. But neither magistracy

nor marriage seems to have filled his life.

He made a reasonable amount of love in his clay, I infer not

wholly before 1715. Whether or not he would have said that the

society of women makes us &quot;subtle and insincere,&quot; he did say that

it spoils our morals and forms our taste. I suspect also that it added

a poignancy to his phrase when he came to write, as it certainly

gave him a freedom and alertness of interest in dealing with mat

ters of sex. He took his passions easily. As soon as he ceased to

believe that a woman loved him, he broke with her at once, he

says, and elsewhere he tells us in more general terms that he

never had a sorrow which an hour s reading would not dispel. At

times his detachment seems to have been too visible, as one lady

reproached him with writing his book in society. Perhaps it was

timidity, which he says was a plague of his life. So much for his

relations, domestic and otherwise, with women. As to the magistracy,

he resigned his place in 1726. He found procedure hard to master,

and it disgusted him to see men upon whose talents he justly looked

down excelling in a matter that was too much for him.

About the same time that he succeeded his uncle he joined a

society in Bordeaux, in which for a while he devoted himself to

science. He made some experiments, wrote some scientific memoirs,

planned a physical history of the earth, and sent out circulars of

inquiry in 1719, but happily it all came to nothing, and this

failure, combined with the shortness of his outward and the reach

of his inward sight, helped to fix his attention upon his kind. He
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times into the mouth of an intelligent foreigner, and all the- Oriental

coloring, seem a irille faded nowadays. Hut these arc merely the

frame or excuse for a series ol essays somewhat like those in the

nearly contemporary .S

1

/&quot;

1

&quot; &quot; &amp;lt;&amp;gt; social subjects and subjects of

social interest, running all the way from (Joel to the Fashions.

In almost every letter there are things winch have been quoted
so often thai one is afraid to repeal them. In one he makes a few

reflections upon suicide that are hard to answer, and which had a

practical aim, in view of the monstrous condition of the law. In

another he is equally outspoken with regard to divorce, and says,

not without some truth, that wishing to tighten the knot the law

has untied it, anil instead of uniting hearts, as it proposed, has

separated ilietn Jorcvcr, Helore Adam .Smith he remarks the activity

of dissenting sects, and he points out with unorthodox candor their

service in reforming the abuses of the established faith.

In the person of I Mirk he says: &quot;Kveryihing interests me, every

thing excites mv wonder. 1 am like a child whose immature organs
are keenly .struck by the most insignificant objects.&quot; Montesquieu

proves il in these letters. Alongside of .such grave discussions as the

foregoing he has portraits, or rather types, thai still live. The

part i ini tax farmer, the father confessor, the old soldier who can

not hope for preferment &quot;because we&quot; (very sensibly) &quot;believe that

a man who has noi the qualities of a general at thirty never will

have them,&quot; the hnninif it l&amp;gt;t&amp;gt;iint:\ lurtunrx who has hair, little wit,

and so much impertinence, the poe( (Montesquieu despised the

poets, at least those whom IIP saw)
- the poet, with grimaces and

language different from the others, who would stand a beating
better than the least criticism, the grand seigneur who personates
himself. &quot;He took a pinch of smilf so haughtily, he wiped his nose

so pitilessly, he spit with so much phlegm, he fondled his dogs in

a way so insulting to men, that I could not weary of wondering,&quot;

The cl(
l
ti\itiii&amp;gt;itiirr: &quot;In a quarter of an hour he derided three:

questions of morals, four pioblems of history, and live points of

physics. , , , They chopped the- Ncieiiecs and talked of the news of

the day. ... I thought that I would catch him, and spoke of

Persia. Hut I hardly had said four words when he contradicted me
twice. . , , Ah! linn Dim! said I to myself, what sort of man is

this? Soon lit- will know ilif strt-eis of Isiiahun heller (ban I.&quot;
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French, of course he is only noticing an instance of the universal

law, but he makes us remember that Little Pedlington is every

where, and that this day there is no more marked Little Pedling-

tonian than the Parisian boulevardier man of letters. It is true

that Montesquieu limits his remarks to trifles. They readily will

admit that other people are wiser, he says, if you grant them that

they are better dressed. His talk about the Spaniards is equally

good. The Spaniards whom they do not burn, he says, seem so at

tached to the Inquisition that it would be ill-natured to deprive
them of it. But at the end he gives them their revenge. He imagines
a Spaniard in Paris and makes him say that they have a house

there in which they shut up a few madmen in order to persuade
the world that the rest are not mad. After things of this sort, two

pages further on we read that the most perfect government is that

which attains its ends with the least cost, so that the one which

leads men in the way most according to their inclination is best.

What have two hundred years added? What proximate test of ex

cellence can be found except correspondence to the actual equi
librium of force in the community that is, conformity to the

wishes of the dominant power? Of course, such conformity may
lead to destruction, and it is desirable that the dominant power
should be wise. But wise or not, the proximate test of a good gov
ernment is that the dominant power has its way.

There are considerations upon colonies, upon population, upon

monarchy, a striking prophecy that the Protestant countries will

grow richer and more powerful and the Catholic countries weaker.

There is, in short, a scattering criticism of pretty nearly everything
in the social order, of a sceptically radical kind, but always moderate

and rational, with hints and germs of his future work, interspersed
with many little sayings not too bright or good for human nature s

daily food, and with some which are famous, such as, &quot;It some

times is necessary to change certain laws, but the case is rare, and

when it occurs one should touch them only with a trembling

hand&quot;; or, &quot;Nature always acts slowly and, so to speak, sparingly;
her operations are never violent.&quot; This last is said by Sorel to be

the whole philosophy of the Esprit des Lois, and suggests a more
extensive philosophy still, which no doubt was more or less in the

air, which found expression a little later in Linnaeus s Natura non
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The f.t ltri x I rrsant s canu 1 out anonymously, ostensibly from

Amsterdam, when Moiue.si|uieu was liitle more than llurty, and

ran through tour etlitions in (lie lirsl year. The name ol the author

became known to everybody, lie went to Paris, and there fre-

quented the society of men and women whose names to us of tins

country and time are but loam from the sea of oblivion, but who
were the best of their day. There, to please the ladies, or a lady,

he wrote in lya.c,
the 7Vw/j/r i/r C,ni&amp;lt;lt and

(&amp;gt;/)//
i.vf &amp;lt;/ I /iintntr,

which need not delay us. lie says that only well-curled and well-

powdered heads will understand them. At the beginning of tyaK he

was elected to the Academy, which he, like other Frenchmen, had

made sport of but desired to enter. He had been elected before,

lull had been telused by the king. This time he had heller luck.

Voltaire and D Alcmbert tell a tale of how il was managed. Ku-

trance to the Academy is apt to be an occasion for the- display of

malice on (lie one- side or the other; the address ol welcome twitted

him with having no rccogni/ed works to justify the election, under

the form of a compliment on the certainty that the public would

give him the credit of clever anonymous ones, For this or oilier

reasons he did not go much to the Academy, and lie soon sc:l out

upon a lour of Kurope. lie went to Vienna, and there met the:

I rince F.ugenc. He applied lor a post as a diplomat, and again,

luckily loi the- win Id, he- failed, He visited Hungary, then Venice!,

where he met the famous John Law and became a friend of

Lord Chesterfield; then .Swii/erluud and Holland by way of the

Rhine. From Holland he went with Lord Chesicrlield to Kngland,
where he remained for nearly two yean, returning in August,

1731, to La Brede, his family, and his writing.

In 17^-1 he published his (laiuiddrntians Mir Ifs must s dr. In

graiidfiir tlf\ Humnim ct df li ttr dt tndt ittf, He was drawing nearer

to his great work; from sporadic /T&amp;lt;-I
he was turning to

.sys

tematic exposition, ft often is said, and with a good deal of truth,

thai men leath their highest murk between thirty and forty. 1 cr-

hiipH the statement seems mote significant than il really is, be

cause men generally have settled clown to their permanent occu

pation by thirty, and in the couise of the next ten ycais are likely to

have found such leading and dominant conceptions as they arc:
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see the Critique and the Esprit des Lois coming, but the fruit did

not ripen fully until they were in the neighborhood of sixty. In

1734 Montesquieu was already forty-five.

Roman history has been rewritten since his day by Niebuhr and

his successors. But Montesquieu gives us the key to his mode of

thought and to all fruitful thought upon historic subjects when he

says that &quot;there are general causes, moral or physical, at work in

every monarchy, which elevar.e and maintain it or work its down

fall; all accidents are the result of causes; and if the chance of a

battle that is, a special cause has ruined a state, there was a

general cause at work which made that state ready to perish by a

single battle. In a word, the main current carries with it all the

special accidents.&quot;

Montesquieu the ladies man, Montesquieu the student of science,

Montesquieu the lover of travel both real and fictitious, Montes

quieu the learned in the classics and admirer of that conventional

antiquity that passed so long for the real thing in France all

these Montesquieus unite in the Esprit des Lois, as is pointed out

most happily by Faguet, whose many-sided and delicate apprecia
tion of the author I read just as I was writing this sentence. The

book, he says, is called Esprit des Lois; it should have been called

simply Montesquieu. Perhaps the fact is due in part to the sub

ject s not having become a specialty. In the same way Adam Smith s

Wealth of Nations has many interesting and penetrating remarks

that, alas! hardly would be allowed in a modern political economy,
even if the writer had the wit to make them. At all events, after

his Roman history, the rest of Montesquieu s life may be summed

up as the production of this volume. In the preface he calls it the

labor of twenty years. It appeared in 1748. When it was done his

hair had whitened over the last books, and his eyes had grown dim.

&quot;It seems to me,&quot; he said, &quot;that the light left to me is but the

dawn of the day on which my eyes shall close forever.&quot; He pub
lished a defence of the work in 1750, attended to the sale of wine

from his vineyards, noticed with pleasure that the sale seemed
to have been increased in England by the publication of his book,
and died in Paris on February 10, 1755, watched, if not like

Arthur by weeping queens, at least by the Duchess d Aiguillon and
a houseful of loving and admiring friends. According to Maupcr-
tins. he was well nrnnnrtinnprl. rarelpss in rlrps mnrlpsl in rip-
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in society willi universal joy. The medallion gives him a dis

tinguished face.

It would he out of place to oiler an analysis of a hook which is

hefore the reader, and it would lake a larger hook to contain all

the thoughts which it .suggests. The chapters on (he feudal law

are so far separahle from the rest that it had heen thought a mis

take of Montesquieu to add them. The modern student naturally
would turn to Roth or whatever still later man may displace Roth.

With regard to the main hotly of the work, one might say that it.

expressed a theory ol the continuity of the phenomenal universe

at a time when, through no fault of the author, its facts were

largely miraculous, He was not able to see history as an evolution,

he looked at all events as if they were contemporaneous. Montes

quieu s Rome was the Rome of fahle uncritically accepted. 1 1 is

anthropology was anecdotic. His notion of a democracy suggests

a Latin town meeting rather than the later developments in the

United States and France. He made the world reali/e the in

fluence of the climate and physical environment which in our

clay furnished the already forgotten Buckle a suggestive, chapter
hut had not the data to he more than a precursor.

His England the Kngland ol the threefold division of power
into legislative, executive and judicial was a fiction invented by

him, a fiction which misled BhukMone and Uelolme. Hear Bagehoi

in his work upon the subject: &quot;The efficient set ret of the English

Constitution may be described as the dose union, the nearly com

plete fusion of the executive and legislative powers.&quot;
And again:

&quot;The American Constitution was made upon a most careful argu

ment, and most of that argument assumes the king to he the ad

ministrator of the English Constitution, and an unhereditary
substitute lor him -

vi/., a president
~ to he peremptorily neces

sary. Living across the Atlantic, and misled by accepted doctrines,

the acute fiameisof the Federal Constitution, even after the keenest

attention, did not perceive the Prime Minister to be the principal

executive of the British Constitution, and the sovereign a cog in

the mechanism.&quot;

It is worth remaiking that, notwithstanding his deep sense of

the inevitable-ness of the wotkings of the world, Montesquieu had

a inmsiblv cvai trciait-d belief in the tiower of legislation, and :m
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important to understand its relation to what had been done be

fore than to criticise. There is not space even to point out. how

many seeds it sowed. Montesquieu is a precursor, to repeat the

word, in so many ways. He was a precursor of political economy.
He was the precursor of Beccaria in the criminal law. He was the

precursor o Burke when Burke seems a hundred years ahead of

his time. The Frenchmen tell us that he was the precursor of

Rousseau. He was an authority for the writers of Tlie Vcdc.ralist,

He influenced, and to a great: extent started scientific theory in its

study of societies, and he hardly less influenced practice in legis

lation, from Russia to the United States. His book had a daz/.ling

success at the moment, and since then probably has clone as much
to remodel the world as any product of the eighteenth century,

which burned so many forests and sowed so many fields.

And this was the work o a lonely scholar sitting in a library.

Like Descartes or Kant, he commanded the future from his study

more than Napoleon from his throne. At the same time he affects

no august sovereignty, but even gives us one or two discreet per
sonal touches full of a sort of pathetic charm the &quot;Ttaliam!

Italiam!&quot; when the long day s work was clone and the author saw

his goal before darkness closed upon him; the suppressed invoca

tion at the beginning of Book XX; the proud epigraph, &quot;Prole.m

sine main crcatam&quot;; and. above all the preface, that immortal

cheer to other lonely spirits. It is the great sigh of a great man
when he has done a great thing. The last words of that are the

words with which this introduction should end, &quot;If this work
meets with success, I shall owe it largely to the majesty of my
subject. However, I do not think that I have been wholly wanting
in genius. When I have seen what so many great men in France,

England, and Germany have written before me, I have been lost

in admiration, but I have not lost my courage. And I too am a

painter, I have said with Correggio.&quot;

JOHN MARSHALL 1

As we walk clown Court Street in the midst of a jostling crowd,
intent like us upon to-day and its affairs, our eyes are like to fall

iln answer 10 a motion that ihe Court adjourn, on February 4, 1901, the
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upon the small, dark building that stands at the head of Slate

Street, and, like- an ominous reef, divides the stream of business

in its course to the gray dill s that lower beyond. And, whoever we

may be, we may chance to pause and forget our hurry for a mo-

mcnii as we remember thai the first waves that foretold the com

ing storm of the Revolution broke around that reef. But, if we

are lawyers, our memories and our reverence grow more profound.
In the Old State House, we remember, James Otis argued the

ease of the writs of assistance, and in that argument laid one of

the foundations for American constitutional law. Ju.sl as that little

building is not diminished, but rather is enhanced and glorified,

by the vast .ftnumrex which .somehow il turns into a background, so

die beginnings of our national life, whether in bailie or in law,

lose none of their greatness by contrast with all tin: mighty things

of later dale, beside which, by every law of number and measure,

they ought to seem so small. To us who took part in the Civil War,

the greatest buttle of the Revolution .seems lit lie more than a

reconnoissance in force, and Lexington and Concord were mere

skirmishes thai would not liiul mention in the newspapers. Yet

veterans who have known battle on a modern scale, are not less

aware of the spiritual significance of those little fights, I venture lo

say, limn the enlightened children of commerce who tell us that

soon war is to be no more,

If I were to think of John Marshall simply by number and

measure in the abstract. I might hesitate in my superlatives, just as I

should hesitate over the battle of the Brandywine if I thought of it

apart from its place in the line of historic cause. Bui such think

ing i.s empty in the same proportion thin it is abstract. It is most

idle to take it man apart from the circumstances which, in fact,

were his. To be sure, it is easier in fancy to separate a person from

his ridics than from his character. But it is just as futile. Remove

a square inch of mucous membrane, and the tenor will sing no

more. Remove a little cube from ihe brain, and the orator will

be speechless; or another, and the brave, generous and profound

spirit becomes a timid and querulous irifler. A great man represents

a great ganglion in the nerves of noddy, or, to vary the figure, a

strategic point in the campaign of history, and part of hi.s great-

in bis bfintr tlte-rt . I no more can Heiiarate lohn
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month later, and so gave it to a Federalist and loose constructionist

to start the working of the Constitution, than I can separate the

black line through which he sent his electric fire at Fort Wagner
from Colonel Shaw. When we celebrate Marshall we celebrate at the

same time and inclivisibly the inevitable fact that the oneness of

the nation and the supremacy of the national Constitution were

declared to govern the dealings of man with man by the judgments
and decrees of the most august of courts.

I do not mean, of course, that personal estimates are useless or

teach us nothing. No doubt to-day there will be heard from able

and competent persons such estimates of Marshall. But I will not

trench upon their field of work. It would be out of place when I

am called on only to express the answer to a motion addressed to the

court and when many of those who are here are to listen this after

noon to the accomplished teacher who has had every occasion

to make a personal study of the judge, and again this evening
to a gentleman who shares by birth the traditions of the man. My
own impressions are only those that I have gathered in the com

mon course of legal education and practice. In them I am conscious,

perhaps, of some little revolt from our purely local or national

estimates, and of a wish to see things and people judged by more

cosmopolitan standards. A man is bound to be parochial in his

practice to give his life, and if necessary his death, for the place

where he has his roots. But his thinking should be cosmopolitan
and detached. He should be able to criticise what he reveres and

loves.

The Federalist, when I read it many years ago, seemed to me a

truly original and wonderful production for the time. I do not trust

even that judgment unreviscd when I remember that The Federal

ist and its authors struck a distinguished English friend of mine

as finite; and I should feel a greater doubt whether, after Hamil

ton and the Constitution itself, Marshall s work proved more than

a strong intellect, a good style, personal ascendancy in his court,

courage, justice and the convictions of his party. My keenest in

terest is excited, not by what are called great questions and great

cases, but by little decisions which the common run of selectors

would pass by because they did not deal with the Constitution or

a telephone company, yet which have in them the germ of some

wider theory, and therefore of some profound interstitial change
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lo commemorate would he the originators of transforming thought.

They often arc half obscure, because 1 what the world pays for is

judgment, uoi (hi 1

original mind.

Bui what 1 have said does not mean that I shall join in this

celebration or in granting the motion before the court in any
half-hearted way. Not only do I recur to what I saitl in the be

ginning, and remembering ihal you cannoi separate a man from

his place, remember also that there fell to Marshall perhaps the

greatest place that ever was filled by a judge; but when I consider

his might, his justice, and his wisdom, I do fully believe: that if

American law were to be represented by a .single figure, .sceptic:
and

worshipper alike would agree without dispute that the figure: could

be one alone, and that one, John Marshall.

A few words mote and I have done. We live by symbols, and

what .shall lie symboli/ed by any image of the sight depends upon
the mind of him who sees ii. The selling aside of this day in honor

of a great judge may stand lo a Virginian for the glory of his

glorious .State; to a patriot for the Ian that time has been on

Marshall s side, and that the theory for which Hamilton argued,

and he decided, and Webster spoke, and (Irani fought, and Lincoln

died, is now out cojuei sione. To the more abstract but farther-

reaching contemplation of the 1

lawyer, it stands for the 1 rise of a

new body ol jurisprudence, by which guiding principles are raised

above the reach of statute and .State , and judges are entrusted with

a solemn and hitheito unheard of authority and duty. To one who
lives in what may .seem to him a solitude of thought, this day
as it marks the triumph of a man whom some Presidents of his

time bade- carry oni his judgments as lie could - ihis day marks

the file I that all thought is social, is on its way to aciion; lhat, lo

borrow the e-xptession of a French writer, every idea tends to be-

come 1

first a catrehiMn and then a rode; and (hat according to

its worth his unhelpetl meditation may one day mount a throne,

and without auines, or even with them, may shoot across the

world the electric despotism of an uiiresisicel power. It is all a

symbol, if you like, but so is the Hag. The flag is but a bit of bun-

ling to one who intisis on prose. Yel, thanks 10 Marshall and to

the men of his generation and for this above all we celebrate: him
.,.) ,i.,..., :,. v,.,i ;., ...... 1:1, ,1,1,,,,, I ;,. ..I...B ,,,,,. ,.,,,,-u ;, i.i,,,,
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JOHN CHIPMAN GRAY 1

The affcaionalc intimacy of a lifetime may not 1&amp;gt;e the best

preparation for an attempt to eharactcri/c a friend whom one has

known and loved so long . His qualities come to lie felt too in

stinctively for articulate enumeration just as one ceases to be con

scious of the judgments that govern one s walk in the streets. But

with so marked a personality as that of John Gray, there were

features that no one could forget.

He came of a family in which scholarship was in I he blood; and

I think that perhaps the first thought that would occur to me would

be that he was a scholar born. He was a scholar of a type thai is

growing rare. For his knowledge, his immense reading, his memory
were not confined to the actualities of the day. Alongside of

mathematics, and the latest German works on jurisprudence, along

side of his mastery of the law, equally profound and available for

teaching in the Law School and advising upon great a Hairs, he not

only kept up the study of Greek and Roman classics, but he was

familiar with a thousand bypaths among books. I tliink he could

have given a clear account of the Bangorian controversy, the very

name of which has been forgotten by most of us, and he could

have recited upon all manner of curious memoirs or upon pretty

much any theme that falls within the domain of literature, prop

erly so-called. He loved books, and his beautiful collection ranged
from the Thcodosian code to curious eighteenth-century tracts.

He brought this scholarship to bear unobtrusively but power

fully when he came to write. His treatise on Perpetuities is a quiet

masterpiece that stands on an equal fooling with the most famous

works of the great English writers upon property law. His last little

book is worthy of the German professors who might seem to

have made that theme their private domain. But unlike much
German work, instead of pedantry, it is written with the light

touch and humor of a man of the world. For his knowledge not

only was converted into the organic tissue of wisdom, but flowered

with the quiet humor that sometimes emerged in his writing and
that gave habitual delightfulness to his talk.

He was a very wise man. So wise that those who met him in af-
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mentioned with his name. lie was able as no one else has been to

unite practice in Boston, in which he was consulted and relied

upon in matters of the largest import, wilh leaching at the Law
School, where his .subjects required study o[ subjects that seemed

most remote From every day; and both with equal success.

In this connection, it is worth recalling thai when he was in the

army he was the first ollicer lo meet Sherman at Savannah after the

march to the sea. and that he is referred to in Sherman s report of

his operations as &quot;a very intelligent ollicer whose name I have

forgotten,&quot;
a .striking tribute to one who barely had reached man

hood from i he great commander at the crowning moment of his

success.

Such capacity as (Jray s for voluminous occupation is apt lo go
wilh a loose fibre, or, one might say, a somewhat coarse grain, but

Cray was delicate, accurate, and line grained. Like all his race,

he was keenly observing without showing it, seeming lo see from

the sides of his eyes like a woman. Any one of his remarkable

qualities and capacities remained isolated or futile, but they all

united to give character to the stream of his thought. It will be

seen that I am trying to describe a master, one who fairly may be

called a master, who was listened to with equal respect by clients,

by courts, ami by all (undents of the law, and al the same time an

extraordinary and delightful man, whose conversation gave equal

pleasure to specialists and men of the world, When 1 add to this

that he wan a most faithful and alien innate friend, I have said

enough perhaps to show, I will not say what a loss is his death, for

he had lived as long as a man can hope to live, but what a gain,

not only to us who loved him, but to the world, was his life, a life

rich in fruits and ending surrounded by honor and by love.

LAW AND THE COURT 1

MR. CHAIRMAN AND GI-.NTI.F.MKN:

Vanity is the most philosophical of those feelings that we are

taught to despise. For vanity recogni/es thai if a man is in a

minority of one we lock him up, and therefore longs for an as-



tools paradise lie never can oe sure uiai nc sus on

bench reserved for the masters of those who know. Then too, at

least until one draws near to seventy, one is less likely to hear the

trumpets than the rolling fire of the front. I have passed that

age, but I still am on the firing line, and it is only in rare moments

like this that there comes a pause and for half an hour one feels

a trembling hope. They are the rewards of a lifetime s work.

But let me turn to more palpable realities to that other visible

Court to which for ten now accomplished years it has been my
opportunity to belong. We are very quiet there, biit it is the quiet
of a storm centre, as we all know. Science has taught the world

scepticism and has made it legitimate to put everything to the test

of proof. Many beautiful and noble reverences are impaired, but
in these days no one can complain if any institution, system, or

belief is called on to justify its continuance in life. Of course we
are not excepted and have not escaped. Doubts arc expressed that

go to our very being. Not only are we told that when Marshall

pronounced an Act of Congress unconstitutional he usurped a

power that the Constitution did not give, but we are told that we
are the representatives of a class a tool of the money power. I

get letters, not always anonymous, intimating that we are corrupt.
Well, gentlemen, I admit that it makes my heart ache. It is very
painful, when one spends all the energies of one s soul in trying
to do good work, with no thought but that of solving a problem
according to the rules by which one is bound, to know that many
see sinister motives and would be glad of evidence that one was
consciously bad. But we must take such things philosophically and
try to see what we can learn from hatred and distrust and whether
behind them there may not be some germ of inarticulate truth.
The attacks upon the Court are merely an expression of the

unrest that seems to wonder vaguely whether law and order pay.When the ignorant are taught to doubt they do not know what
they safely may believe. And it seems to me that at this time we
need education in the obvious more than investigation of the
obscure. I do not see so much immediate use in committees on the
high cost of living and inquiries how far it is due to the increased
production of gold, how far to the narrowing of cattle ranges and
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the growth of population, how f;ir 10 tht 1

bugaboo, as I do in

bringing- home to people a few .social and trnnnmic truths. Most

men think dramatically, uoi c[uaniiiu(ively, a fact that tlu: rich

would be wise to remember ntori! than they do. We are apt to

contrast the palace with live hovel, the dinner at Sherry s -with the

working man s pail, and never ask how much or rcali/e how little

is withdrawn to make the pri/es of success (subordinate.
1

pri/es

since the only pri/e much cared for by the powerful is power. The

pri/e of the general is not a bigger lent, but command). We are

apt to think of ownership as a terminus, not as a gaieway, and viol

to reali/e that except for the tax levied lor personal consumption

large ownership means investment, and invest meni means the

direction of labor towards the production of ihe greatest returns

returns that so far as they are great show by that very fact that they
are consumed by the many, not alone by the few. II I may ride

a hobby for an instant, I should say we need to think things in-

Mead of words to drop ownership, money, etc
1

., and to think of

the stream of products: of wheat and cloth and railway travel.

When we do, it is obvious that the many consume them; that

they now as truly have substantially all there is, as it the title were

in the United States; that the great body of property is socially

administered now, and that the function of private ownership is

to divine 1 in advance: the 1

equilibrium eif social desire s ~ which

socialism equally would have to divine 1

, but which, under the

illusion of selF-scvking, is more poignantly and shrewdly foreseen,

I should like to se-e it brought home to the public thai the

quest iem of fair price s is ehie let ilie fact that none of n.s can have

as much as we want e)f all ihc things we want; that as less will be1

,

produced than the public* wants, the (|iicsitoti is how much of each

product it will have and how much go without; that thus the final

competition is bt twt rn the object* of elesirc 1

, and therefore between

the producers of [host ohjeeis; that when we oppose labor and

capital, labor means the group that is selling its product and

capital all the other groups that are buying it. The 1 hated capitalist

is simply the mediator, ilie prophet, (he adjuster according let his

divination of the- future de-sire. If you could get thai believeel, the

body eif the people would have net doubt as to ilie
1 worth of law.

That is my outsiele thought cm the present discontents. As lo
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times. I told a labor leader once that what they asked was favor,

and if a decision was against them they called it wicked. The same

might be said of their opponents. It means that the law is growing.

As law embodies beliefs that have triumphed in the battle of

ideas and then have translated themselves into action, while there

still is doubt, while opposite, convictions still keep a battle front

against each other, the time for law has not come; the notion

destined to prevail is not yet entitled to the /it-Id. It i.s a mis

fortune if a judge reads his conscious or unconscious sympathy
with one side or the other prematurely into the law, and forge la

that what seem to him to be first principles are believed by half

his fellow men to be wrong. I think that we have .suffered from this

misfortune, in State courts at least, and that this is another and

very important truth to be extracted from the popular discontent.

When twenty years ago a vague terror went over the earth and the

word socialism began to be heard, I thought and still think that

fear was translated into doctrines that had no proper place in the

Constitution or the common law. Judges are apt to be naif, simple-

minded men, and they need something of Mcphistopheles. We too

need education in the obvious to learn to transcend our own
convictions and to leave room for much thai: we hold dear to be

done away with short of revolution by the orderly change of law.

I have no belief in panaceas and almost none in sudden ruin.

I believe with Montesquieu that if the chance of a battle I may
add, the passage of a law has ruined a slate, there was a general
cause at work that made the state ready to perish by a single battle

or a law. Hence I am not much interested one way or the other

in the nostrums now so strenuously urged. I do not ihink the

United States would come to an end if we lost our power to declare

an Act of Congress void. I do think the Union would be imperiled
if we could not make that declaration as to the laws of the several

States. For one in my place sees how often a local policy prevails
with those who are not trained to national views and how often
action is taken that embodies what the Commerce Clause was
meant to end. But I am not aware that there is any serious desire
to limit the Court s power in this regard. For most of the things
that properly can be called evils in the present state of the law I

think the main remedy, as for the evils of public opinion, is for us
to grow more civilized.
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rational views, assuming that we arc allowed to work peaceably to

that c:iul. Hut as I grow older I grow calm. If I feel what are perhaps
an old man s apprehensions, that competition from new races will

cut deeper than working men s disputes and will lest whether we
can hang together and can tight; it I four that we are running

through I lie world s resources at a pace that we cannot keep; I do

not lose my hopes. 1 do not. pin my dreams [or the future to my
country or even to my race. I think it probable, that civilization

somehow will last as long as I care to look ahead perhaps with

smaller numbers, hut perhaps also bred u&amp;gt; greatness and splendor

by science. I think it not improbable, that man, like ihe. grub that

prepares a chamber for the winged thing ii never has seen but is

to be that man may have cosmic destinies that he does not un

derstand, And so beyond the vision of. battling races and an im

poverished earth I catch u dreaming glimpse of peace.

The other day my dream was pictured to my mind. It was

evening. I was walking homeward on Pennsylvania Avenue near

the Treasury, and as I looked beyond Sherman s .Statue to the we.sl

the sky was aflame with scarlet and crimson from the: setting sun.

But, like the note of downfall in Wagner s opera, below the sky
line- there came from little globes the pallid discord of the electric

lights. And 1 thought to myself, the GoiiunlitmimTung will end, and

from those globes clustered like evil eggs will come the new
masters of the sky, It is like the time in which we live. Hut the,n

1 remembered the faith that I partly have expressed, faith in a

universe not measured by our fears, a univer.se that has thought
and more than thought inside of it, and as I ga/.t d, after the sun

set and above the electric: lights there hlume the stars.

IDEALS AND DOUBTS 1

For the last thirty years we have been preoccupied with the

embryology of legal ideas; and explanations, which, when I was

in college, meant a reference to final causes, later came to mean

tracing origin and growth. But fashion is as potent in the intel

lectual world as elsewhere, and there are signs of an inevitable reac

tion. The reaction, if there- is one, seem* to me an advance, for it is
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cellent article, &quot;History
versus Value,&quot; by Morris R. Cohen in

the Journal of Philosophy, Psychology and Scientific Methods, and

although perhaps rather in the form of conservation than of ad

vance, of Del Vecchio s Formal Bases oj Law in the Modern Legal

Philosophical Series. To show that it has my sympathy I may refer

to the Law Quarterly Review.2 But perhaps it will not be out ot

place to express the caution with which I am compelled to ap

proach any general recension from which the young hope so much.

The first inquiry is for the criterion. If I may dp Del Vecchio

the wrong of summing up in a sentence or two what from a hasty

reading I gather to be his mode of reaching one, it is that of a

Neo-Kantian idealist. Experience takes place and is organized in

consciousness, by its machinery and according to its laws, such as

the category of cause and effect. Therefore consciousness con

structs the universe and as the fundamental fact is entitled to

fundamental reverence. From this it is easy to proceed to the

Kantian injunction to regard every human being as an end in

himself and not as a means.

I confess that I rebel at once. If we want conscripts, we inarch

them up to the front with bayonets in their rear to die for a cause

in which perhaps they do not believe. The enemy we treat not

even as a means but as an obstacle to be abolished, if so it may be.

I feel no pangs of conscience over either step, and naturally am slow

to accept a theory that seems to be contradicted by practices that I

approve. In fact, it seems to me that the idealists give away their

case when they write books. For it shows that they have done the

great act of faith and decided that they are not God. If the world
were my dream, I should be God in the only universe I know.
But although I cannot prove that I am awake, I believe that my
neighbors exist in the same sense that I do, and if I admit that,

it is easy to admit also that I am in the universe, not it in me.
When I say that a thing is true, I mean that I cannot help be

lieving it. I am stating an experience as to which there is no
choice. But as there are many things that I cannot help doing that

the universe can, I do not venture to assume that my inabilities in

the way of thought are inabilities of the universe. I therefore de
fine die truth as the system of my limitations, and leave absolute
truth for those who are better equipped. With absolute truth I leave
absolute ideals of conduct equally on one side.
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but 10 si i. still and k:i time: run over us. As I wrote many years

igo, the mode in which the inevitable comes lo pass is through
L-lfort. Consciously or unconsciously we all strive to make the kind

:)1 a world that we like. And although with Spino/a we may regard
;ritieism of the past as futile, there is every reason for doing all

I hat we can to make a future such as we desire.

There is every reason also for trying to make our desires in

telligent. The trouble is that our ideals for the most part are in

articulate, and that even if we have made them definite we have

very little experimental knowledge of the way to bring them about.

The social reformers of today seem to me so far lo forget that

we no more can get something for nothing by legislation than we
am by mechanics as to be satisfied if the bill lo be paid for their

improvements is not presented in a lump sum. Interstitial detri

ments that may far outweigh the benelit promised are not bothered

about. Probably 1 am too .skeptical as lo our ability lo do more than

shift disagreeable burdens from the shoulders of the stronger to

those of the weaker. Hut I hold to a few an ides of a creed that

I do not expect to sec- popular in my day. I believe that the

wholesale social regeneration which so many now seem to expect,

if it can be helped by const ions, coordinated human ellorl, cannot

be affected appreciably by tinkering with the institution of prop

erty, but only by taking in hand life and trying lo build a race. That,

would be my starting point lor an ideal for the law. The notion

that with social i/rd property we should have women free and a

piano for everybody seems to me an empty humbug.
To get a little nearer lo the practical, our current ethics and

our current satisfaction with conventional legal rules, it seems to

me, can be purged lo a certain extent without reference to what

our final ideal may be. To rest upon a formula is a slumber thai,

prolonged, means death. Our system of morality is a body of im

perfect social generali/aliom expressed in terms of emotion. To

gel at its mull, it is useful to omit the emotion and ask ourselves

what those generali/aiions are and how far they are confirmed by
fact nccurately ascertained. So in regard to the formulas of the

law, 1 have found it very instructive to consider what may be the
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and the further question arises, which is entitled to prevail in

the specific case? Upon such issues logic does not carry us far, and

the practical solution sometimes may assume a somewhat cynical

shape. But I have found it a help to clear thinking to try to get

behind my conventional assumptions as a judge whose first busi

ness is to see that the game is played according to the rules

whether I like them or not. To have doubted one s own first

principles is the mark of a civilized man. To know what you want

and why you think that such a measure will help it is the first but

by no means the last step towards intelligent legal reform. The

other and more difficult one is to realize what you must give up to

get it, and to consider whether you are ready to pay the price.

It is fashionable nowadays to emphasize the criterion of social

welfare as against the individualistic eighteenth century bills of

rights. I may venture to refer to a book of mine published thirty-

four years ago to show that it is no
novelty.&quot;

The trouble with some

of those who hold to that modest platitude is that they are apt to

take the general premise as a sufficient justification for specific

measures. One may accept the premise in good faith and yet dis

believe all the popular conceptions of socialism, or even doubt

whether there is a panacea in giving women votes. Personally I

like to know what the bill is going to be before I order a luxury.
But it is a pleasure to see more faith and enthusiasm in the young
men; and I thought that one of them made a good answer to some

of my skeptical talk when he said, &quot;You would base legislation upon
regrets rather than upon hopes.&quot;

NATURAL. LAW*
It is not enough for the knight of romance that you agree that

his lady is a very nice girl if you do not admit that she is the

best that God ever made or will make, you must fight. There is in

8 The Common Law, pp. 43, 44, 48.
1 First published in ja HLR (1918) 40. Suggested by reading Francois

Geny, Science et Technique en Droit Positif frivi, Paris, 1915.
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all men a demand for the superlative, so much so that the poor
devil who has no other way of reaching it attains it by getting
drunk. It seems to me that this demand is at the bottom of the

philosopher s effort to prove that truth is absolute and of the

jurist s search for criteria of universal validity which he collects

under the head of natural law.

I used to say, when I was young, that truth was the majority vote

of that nation that could lick all others. Certainly we may expect
that the received opinion about the present war will depend a good
deal upon which side wins (I hope with all my soul it will be mine) ,

and I think that the statement was correct in so far as it implied
that our test of truth is a reference to either a present or an

imagined future majority in favor of our view. If, as I have sug

gested elsewhere, the truth may be denned as the system of my
(intellectual) limitations,

2 what gives it objectivity is the fact that

I find my fellow man to a greater or less extent (never wholly)

subject to the same Can t Helps. If I think that I am sitting at a

table I find that the other persons present agree with me; so if I

say that the sum of the angles of a triangle is equal to two right

angles. If I am in a minority of one they send for a doctor or

lock me up; and I am so far able to transcend the to me con

vincing testimony of my senses or my reason as to recognize that

if I am alone probably something is wrong with my works.

Certitude is not the test of certainty. We have been cock-sure of

many things that were not so. If I may quote myself again, property,

friendship, and truth have a common root in time. One can not

be wrenched from the rocky crevices into which one has grown for

many years without feeling that one is attacked in one s life. What
we most love and revere generally is determined by early associa

tions. I love granite rocks and barberry bushes, no doubt because

with them were my earliest joys that reach back through the past

eternity of my life. But while one s experience thus makes certain

preferences dogmatic for oneself, recognition of how they came to

be so leaves one able to see that others, poor souls, may be equally

dogmatic about something else. And this again means scepticism.

Not that one s belief or -love does not remain. Not that we would

not fight and die for it if important we all, whether we know

it or not, are fighting to make the kind of a world that we should
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like but that we have learned to recognize that others will fight

and die to make a different world, with equal sincerity or belief.

Deep-seated preferences can not be argued about you can not

argue a man into liking a glass of beer and therefore, when dif

ferences are sufficiently far reaching, we try to kill the other man
rather than let him have his way. But that is perfectly consistent

with admitting that, so far as appears, his grounds are just as good
as ours.

The jurists who believe in natural law seem to me to be in that

naive state of mind that accepts what has been familiar and ac

cepted by them and their neighbors as something that must be ac

cepted by all men everywhere. No doubt it is true that, so far as

we can see ahead, some arrangements and the rudiments of familiar

institutions seem to be necessary elements in any society that may
spring from our own and that would sccrn to us to be civilized

some form of permanent association between the sexes some

residue of property individually owned some mode of binding

oneself to specified future conduct at the bottom of all, some

protection for the person. But without speculating whether a group
is imaginable in which all but the last of these might disappear

and the last be subject to qualifications that most of us would

abhor, the question remains as to the Ought of natural law.

It is true that beliefs and wishes have a transcendental basis in

the sense that their foundation is arbitrary. You can not help en

tertaining and feeling them, and there is an end of it. As an arbi

trary fact people wish to live, and we say with various degrees of

certainty that they can do so only on certain conditions. To do it

they must cat and drink. That necessity is absolute. It is a necessity

of less degree but practically general that they should live in society.

If they live in society, so far as we can see, there are further con

ditions. Reason working on experience does tell us, no doubt, that

if our wish to live continues, we can do it only on those terms.

But that seems to me the whole of the matter. I see no a priori

duty to live with others and in that way, but simply a statement

of what I must clo if I wish to remain alive. If I do live with others

they tell me that I must do and abstain from doing various things
or they will put the screws on to me. I believe that they will, and

being of the same mind, as to their conduct I not only accept the

rules but come in time to accept them with sympathy and emotional
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purposes a right is only the hyposiasis of a prophecy the imagina
tion of :i substance supporting the fact that the public force will

IK: brought to bear upon those who do things said to contravene it

just as we talk of the force of gravitation accounting for the con

duct of bodies in space. One phrase adds no more than the other to

what we know without it. No doubt behind these legal rights is

the fighting will of (he subject to maintain them, and the spread
of his emotions to the general rules by which they are maintained;

but that docs not seem to me the same thing as the supposed
n priori discernment of a duly or the assertion of a pre-existing

right. A tlog will light for his bone.

The most fundamental of the supposed pre-existing rights the

right to life is sacrificed without a scruple not only in war, but

whenever ilu- interest of society, that is, of the predominant power
in the community, is thought to demand it. Whether that interest

is t lie interest of mankind in the long run no one can tell, and as,

in any event, to those who do not think with Kant and Hegel it is

only an interest, the sanctity disappears. I remember a very tender

hearted judge being of opinion that closing a hatch to stop a fire

rind the destruction of a cargo was justified even if it was known
that doing so would slide a man below. It, is idle to illustrate

further, because to those who agree with me I am uttering com

monplaces and to those who disagree I am ignoring the necessary

foundations of thought. The a priori men generally call the dis

sentients superficial. But I do agree with them in believing that

one s altitude on these mailers is closely connected will) one s gen
eral attitude toward llu: universe. 1 roximately, as has been sug

gested, it is determined largely by early associations and tempera
ment, coupled with the desire lo have an absolute guide. Men to

a great extent believe what they want lo although I see in (hat

no basis for a philosophy that lells us what we should want to want.

Now when we come lo our attitude toward (he universe I do

not sec any rational ground for demanding the superlative for

being dissatisfied unless we are assured that our irtiih is cosmic

truth, if there is such a thing lhat ilic ullimaies of a little crea

ture on this litile earth are the last word of the unimaginable
whole. If a man sees no reason for believing (hat significance, con-

firtMiiuM/tutf inrl i/tr.nlu ?i rf&amp;gt; mnw* than imirku nf 1 lw&amp;gt; finilr* llutl rlnf.q
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upon a world in ruins. The real conclusion is that the part can

not swallow the whole that our categories are not, or may not be,

adequate to formulate what we cannot know. If we believe that we

come out of the universe, not it out of us, we must admit that we

do not know what we are talking about when we speak of brute mat

ter. We do know that a certain complex of energies can wag its tail

and another can make syllogisms. These are among the powers of

the unknown, and if, as may be, it has still greater powers that we

cannot understand, as Fabre in his studies of instinct would have us

believe, studies that gave Bergson one of the strongest strands for

his philosophy and enable Maeterlinck to make us fancy for a

moment that we heard a clang from behind phenomena if this

be true, why should we not be content? Why should we employ the

energy that is furnished to us by the cosmos to defy it and shake our

fist at the sky? It seems to me silly.

That the universe has in it more than we understand, that the

private soldiers have not been told the plan of campaign, or even

that there is one, rather than some vaster unthinkable to which

every predicate is an impertinence, has no bearing upon our con

duct. We still shall fight all of us because we want to live, some,

at least, because we want to realize our spontaneity and prove our

powers, for the joy of it, and we may leave to the unknown the

supposed final valuation of that which in any event has value to us.

It is enough for us that the universe has produced us and has within

it, as less than it, all that we believe and love. If we think of our

existence not as that of a little god outside, but as that of a ganglion

within, we have the infinite behind us. It gives us our only but our

adequate significance. A grain of sand has the same, but what com

petent person supposes that he understands a grain of sand? That
is as much beyond our grasp as man. If our imagination is strong

enough to accept the vision of ourselves as parts inseverable from

the rest, and to extend our final interest beyond the boundary
of our skins, it justifies the sacrifice even of our lives for ends outside

of ourselves. The motive, to be sure, is the common wants and

ideals that we find in man. Philosophy does not furnish motives,

but it shows men that they are not fools for doing what they al

ready want to do. It opens to the forlorn hopes on which we throw

ourselves away, the vista of the farthest stretch of human thought,
the chords of a harmony that breathes from the unknown.
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LAW AND SOCIAL REFORM 1

Law is a plant that lives long before it throws out bulbs. It is

rooted for millenniums before it gathers the food and develops the

nucleus for a new life that inquires into the reason for its being and
for the directions and character of its growth. A book in which the

leading institutions of the law arc discussed in this way and de
fended or condemned by representatives of dilferent sides hardly
would have been possible until within the last hundred, perhaps the

last
fifty, years. But within that time it has become popular to

believe that society advantageously may take its destiny into its own
hands may give a conscious direction to much that heretofore has

rested on the assumption that the familiar is the best, or that has

been left to the mechanically determined outcome of the co-opera
tion and clash of private effort. We have seen even attempts to create

a new and universal language. A first step toward such social control

is to take an account of stock and to set a valuation upon what we
have. To make a code that should do more than embody the un

reasoned habits of the community it would be desirable in the

beginning to determine our ideal the remote but dominant end

that we aim to reach and then to consider whether one measure

rather than another would help us toward it, I confess that I do not

think that as yet we are very well prepared for wholesale reconstruc

tion. But even if it never led to reconstruction it would gratify

the noble instinct of scientific curiosity to understand why we main

tain what now is.

Since the time when T was in college embryology has taken the

place of explanation, and even in the law a good deal of attention

has been given to inquiring through what stages the law has come

to its present form and content. But as law is human and can be

altered the present inquiry is more important than any investiga

tion of the past. We want reasons more than life history. At times

the reader may feel disappointment he may feel that, as in some

fruits, there is a large constituent of water. But that is partly due

to the fact that any idea that has been in the world for twenty years

and has not perished has become a platitude although it was a

It,&quot;!,.,,. r,.,U. .,l,,,,l u, &amp;lt;in TnlKnilnnlinn In Tlia Ttntinnnl 1t,,llf nf T artl tntll
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revelation twenty years ago. One might also venture on the

paradox that by the time that a proposition becomes generally

articulate it ceases to be true - because things change about as fast

as they are realized.

The present time is experimenting in negations an amusing

sport if it is remembered that while it takes but a tew minutes to

cut down a tree it takes a century for a tree to grow. Perhaps, how

ever, more is to be apprehended from ungrounded hopes than

from criticisms without a fulcrum. A very common mode of argu

ment, made popular by the abolitionists, is to prophesy a change as

bound to come and then to discount this promise for the future and

to treat it as cash as a present fact and a premise for further con

clusions. Those who reason thus are more common and, I suspect,

more dangerous than people who speak of the injustice of men being

born with unequal faculties criticising the order of the universe

as if they were little gods outside it. The logic of the latter would

seem to require that the cosmos should recVuce itself to a single set

of waves of equal length. We do not bother ourselves very much
about them. But the optimists who are ready to make fundamental

changes upon prophecies of the millennium to ensue may do real

harm. When I am told that under this or that regime selfishness

would disappear, I cannot but reflect that my neighbor is better

nourished by eating his own dinner than by my eating it for him,
and I recall the tale of the men of Gotham who got hopelessly

tangled up in their public meeting until a philosopher came by and
said: Every man pull out his own legs. For the most part men believe

what they want to. Humbugs through whose vitals Malthus ran a

rapier a hundred years ago are alive and kicking to-day. But reason

means truth and those who are not governed by it take the chances

that some clay the sunken fact will rip the bottom out of their boat.

The subjects dealt with in this book are so interesting that it is

hard to refrain from expressing one s own views upon some of

them at least. But in one place or another I have said what I think

about the foundations, and I will go no farther than to repeat that

most even of the enlightened reformers that I hear or read seem to

me not to have considered with accuracy the means at our disposal
and to become rhetorical just where I want figures. The notion that

we can secure an economic paradise by changes in property alone
seems to me twaddle. I can understand better legislation that aims
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population, I can understand saying, whatever the cost, so far as

may be, we will keep certain strains out of our blood. If before

the English factory acts the race was running down physically I

can understand taking the economic: risk of passing those acts

although (hey had to he paid for, and I do not doubt that in some

way or other England was the worse for them, however favorable

the balance of the account. I can understand a man s saying in any
case, I waul (his or that and I am willing to pay the price, if he

reali/cs what the price is. What I most fear is saying the same thing
when those who say it do not know and have made no serious effort

to find out what it will cost, as I think we in this country are rather

inclined lo do.

The passion for equality is now in fashion, and Mr. Lester Ward
has told us of the value of discontent. Without considering how far

motives commonly classed as ignoble have covered themselves with

a high sounding name, or how far discontent means inadequacy of

temperament or will, the first step toward improvement is to look

the facts in the face. To help us to do so is, I take it, the object of the

book.

OPINIONS AND CHAMPAGNES 1

For obvious reasons I should not: care to speak upon your subject,

except as from time to time I have to.

I see no impropriety, however, in suggesting the isolated reflec

tion lhat with effervescing opinions, as with the not yet forgotten

champagnes, the quickest way to let them get flat is to let them get

exposed to the air.

A PREFACE*

This collection has been made by the kindness of a friend, Mr.

Harold J. Laski, and I owe him thanks for gathering these little

fragments of my fleece lhat I have left upon the hedges of: life.

They are printed as they appeared and I have been unable to do

more than run my eye over them, but I am glad to sec them put
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together in a book, as they offer some views of law and life that

I have not expressed elsewhere so fully. . .

A later generation has carried on the work that I began nearly

half a century ago, and it is a great pleasure to an old warrior

who cannot expect to bear arms much longer, that the brilliant

young soldiers still give him a place in their councils of war.



2. Letters

Holmes made of his letters a minor art. He was not a voluminous
and certainly not an indiscriminate letter writer. But there were five

or six friends with whom he maintained a steady exchange over the

years. Three of these bodies of correspondence have been published
a few letters to William James, a considerable number to John C.

H. Wu, and the massive exchange with Sir Frederick Pollock. Of
those that remain to be published the exchange with Harold J.

Laski promises to be the most substantial and exciting. The two

men had enough in common to move in the same intellectual uni

verse, and enough divergences to strike fire when they clashed.

The letters to William James were first published by Ralph Barton

Perry in an article, &quot;The Common Enemy,&quot; in the Atlantic Monthly,
and later in his book The Thought and Character of William James

(2 vols., Little, Brown and Company, 1935) . Holmes and James
knew each other when the former was a student at the Harvard Law
School and the latter was pursuing his medical studies in and out of

Cambridge. For about five years they were the closest of friends. In

a letter from Berlin written in 1868 in reply to the first letter from
Holmes printed below, James gives a glimpse of how deeply moved
he was by his friendship. To lay &quot;the ghosts of the

past,&quot;
he had

decided to write &quot;a few lines to one of the most obtrusive ghosts of

all namely the tall and lank one of Charles Street. Good golly!

how I would prefer to have about twenty-four hours talk with you

up in that whitely lit-up room without the sun rising or the

firmament revolving so as to put the gas out, without sleep, food,

clothing or shelter except your whiskey bottle, of which, or the like

of which, I have not partaken since I have been in these longitudes!

1 should like to have you opposite me in any mood, whether the

facetiously excursive, the metaphysically discursive, the personally

confidential, or the jadedly cursive and argumentative.&quot; (Perry, op.

cit., /. 507-505.)
But the -friendship cooled, partly (as James himself thought)
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hard during his years at the Law School; and the same applied

during his early years on the American Law Review, when he was

preparing his edition of Kent s Commentaries.
1 In writing to another

friend in 1868 James lamented the increasing distance between him

and Holmes due to the fact that each tans concentrating on a differ

ent life work. &quot;The mystery of the Total is a rather empty platform

to be the only one to meet a man on.&quot; (Perry, op. cit., /: 2510.)

Yet one may guess that the reasons for the estrangement were

deeper. In a letter in 1869, to his brother Henry, William James

lamented &quot;the cold-blooded conscious egotism and conceit of

people,&quot;
and then went on to say that &quot;all the noble qualities of

Wendell Holmes, for instance, are poisoned by them.&quot; In 1876,

after his third visit with the Holmeses at Mattapoisett, James wrote

that Holmes was &quot;a powerful battery, formed like a planing machine

to gouge a deep self-beneficial groove through life.&quot; (Perry, op. cit.

7: ^77.) The fact was that the two men differed deeply not only in

their philosophical outlooks but even more in their essential na

tures. Holmes was confident, self-contained, determined on the

deflation of emotion and sentiment; James was nervous, too eager,

excessively introspective, and tending always to over-explain him

self. A long-sustained friendship needs minds more congenial. Pro

fessor Perry says rightly that &quot;James and Holmes had been drawn

together chiefly through their common negations and defiances.&quot;

Early in their friendship Holmes had struck off the phrase &quot;the

common enemy&quot;
as a somewhat mystical embodiment of the forces

each of them was fighting, and the eagerness with which James took

the phrase up showed how avid he rvas to find a basis for their

friendship. But as they grew older James s need for greater affirma

tions was not satisfied by Holmes. When the latter, then Chief

Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts, made his

speech before the Boston Bar Association in 1900? and ended
&quot;life

is an end in itself, and the only question as to whether it is worth

A letter in 1873 from the James family to Henry James, William s brother,
recites the following: &quot;Wendell Holmes dined with us a few days ago, His
whole life, soul and body, is utterly absorbed in his last work upon his Kent.
He carries about his manuscript in his green bag and never loses sight o it

for a moment. He started to go to Will s room to wash his hands, but came back
for his hag, and when we went to dinner, Will said, Don t you want to take

your bag with you? He said, Yes, T always do so at home. His pallid face, and
this fearful grip upon his work makes him a melancholy sight.&quot; (Perry, op. (At,
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lining is whether you have, enough of it.,&quot; James was irritated. &quot;I

must
say,&quot;

he wrote in a Iclle.r to a friend, &quot;I m disappointed in

O. W, If. for being unable, to make, any other than that one set

speech which comes out on every occasion. It s all right for once., in

the exuberance of youth, to celebrate mere vital excitement, la joic
(U; vivrc, us a protest against humdrum solemnity. But to make it

systematic, and oppose it, as an ideal and a duty, to the ordinarily

recognized duties, is to pervert it altogether. . . . Mere, excitement
is an immature ideal,, unworthy of the Supreme Court s official

endorsement.&quot; (Perry, op. dl. //: 257) .

That Holmes felt a reciprocal annoyance with James s writings
is even more evident in his chance remarks about James in the

letters to Pollock than it is in the formal responses printed below on
the occasions when James sent Holmes his books. Holmes had

great respect, for Jnnirs s &quot;Irish&quot; charm and temperament and for
his literary insights, but thought he wax weak as a logician find-

abstract philosopher. He suspected that liis philosophy was a wishful
construction and &quot;tliat the aim and end. of the whole, business is

religious.&quot;
a

The letters to Wu are good Holmes quality. They were built

upon what was almost wholly a letter-friendship, which was touch

ing without being deep. Wu was a young Chinese student who

brought to his correspondence with the legal great in America and

England, an elaborate Chinese courtliness of style and a Chinese

reverence for learning and intellectual distinction.* lie seems to

have sent Holmes an article of Ins on Chinese, law. He was twenty-

two; Holmes was eighty. Holmes answered gracefully but in a non

committal fashion. Gradually his interest was stirred, and the letters

ripened into a steady exchange of correspondence over thirteen

yean, including a period when Wu was in China as professor and.

judge and a period when lie came to Cambridge on a fellowship. In

all Holmes sent him some seventy letters, and it is a strifling fact, as

&amp;gt;0n William Jiunci n death In 1910, Holmes wrote to Pollock: &quot;Win. Jamus s

death cuti n rool fen mr that went far Into the past, Inn of late, Indeed for

many years, we had seen litilc of each oilier ami had llnlc communication

except as IIP occasionally wilt me a hook. Distance, other cirMiinmanccs and

latterly my little nympaihy with his cleml spiritualism and pniginaiiHin, were,

miffident catiif. His irason made him sceptical and lim wishes led him to turn



young Chinese and by his utterance of tilings wlnc/i Ilia New Eng

land restraint of Holmes had generally kept him shy of. And since

Holmes had no children of his own, these letters express the rather

moving paternal strain in him.

They are the letters of an old New England, aristocrat, laden with

years and honors, to a young student of law and philosophy. But

they are also the letters of a gallant and graceful old man, expecting

to die any year, but taking the time to dip into his rich experience

and nourish a hungry youth. We see a general in Die campaign oj

life painstakingly teaching a soldier the rules of warfare.. We sec a

man who has found success and a deep core of peace luitJiin himself

gently nurturing the troubled spirit of a young man just starting out

in life. We see a teacher writing to a student with infinite frank

ness and infinite tact. And if at times a hint of the stuffiness of a

Polonius creeps into the older man s letters, the amazing thing is

that there is only a hint of it and that it occurs so rarely.

Holmes s letters to Wu were first published in /.lie Chinese

Ti en Hsia Monthly in 1935. Several excerpts from them appeared
in the Saturday Evening Post after Holmes s death, and the body of
them was later republished in Harry G. Shriver s edition of Hairnet s

Book Notices and Uncollected Letters and Papers (1936} . I have
chosen what seem to me the letters of more enduring importance, and
in several instances have omitted introductory and closing para
graphs as being of only transient interest.

The story of the letters to Sir Frederick Pollock is of a very dif

ferent sort. The recent publication of these letters has been per
haps the most important single scholarly event in the study of
Holmes s thought and personality. I wish for that reason that it had
been possible to include more of these letters in the present volume,
But I must thank the publishers and editor of the letters for their

kindness in permitting me the ten I have chosen, and refer the more
avid reader to the volumes themselves.

A
lifelong sustained correspondence, like a lifelong unbroken

friendship or happy marriage, requires explaining: all the cards are

5
John C. H. Wu, The Art of Law and Other Essays (Shanghai, 1930) , 176.
Holmes-Pollock Letters, edited by Mark DeWolfe Howe. Two vols,,

Harvard University Press, 1941.
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normally slacked against it,
7 In Ilia case of Justice Holmes and Sir

Frederick Pollock the. explanation lic.s in temperaments congenial
without being loo similar, interests similar without (retting in each

other s way anil distance. The. two men came from two national

cultures that, rose from Ilia same sources and [lowed by different

routes into the same sea. They first met in England in tfiyj when
Pollock was not finite thirty and Holmes thirty-three, both already
certain of their professional interest in life but with all the possibili
ties of their world stretching before them. During the close to sixty

years of life that remained to them they met again scarcely half a

dozen times, on those rare occasions when one or Ilia other crossed

the Atlantic to deliver a course of lectures or receive some honor.

And yet this frail foundation, of intimacy was to support one of the

notable structures of correspondence in. the language.
ft is notable for reasons very different from those which make

Flaubert s correspondence notable, or Poe s, or I). H. Lawrence s.

There are few (lashes of revelation, and at no time docs cither man
let down his guard. The letters are, highly literary, casual but with

a finished casualness. The fire that burns in them is a gentle literary

fire. Tliey have, superbly the. qualities of one class of letters which

are in their essence simj)ly good conversation, carried on under the

difficult conditions of distance and delay but for that very reason

even better suited to their purpose. For their purpose is that of a set

of diary entries and critical notebooks meant for the eye of another

who is near enough far informality but not so near as to evade the

unremitting diligence, of one s internal censor. The result is that

there art; many delightful letters but none, that are searing, many
that are quotable but few that are unforgettable, many for the

chronicler of tlie mind but few for the biographer of the heart. The
themes of the letters are what one might expect from the preoccupa
tions of two men who are lawyers, scholars, men-of~letters. Their

mood is the mood of two gentlemen who feel so secure about their

status that they can afford to be gay and irreverent and to gibe at

the sanctities of their gentlemanly universe. They talk freely about

shaft, especially in the earlier and more earnest letters, but, de-

crctuingly as they grow older. And shop for them is an absorption

nut with the practice of tlic law but with law as history and law as

civilization. Their sense of community in the legal field is great.
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Both of them have essentially operational and non-absolutist con

ceptions of law, and common-sense definitions of scientific method in

law. But what links them even more is a common devotion to &quot;Our

Lady, the Common Law,&quot; a common conviction of great work still

to be done in legal thinking, a common feeling for craftsmanship, ft

common delight in the learning and observations that illumine the

dark spaces in men s behavior. For this illumination they ransacked

their reading and experience, exchanging views on English and

American law, on Prankish and Salic, on Hindu and Filipino. The

two of them formed in themselves an entire Institute of Comparative
Law.

But each of them was a great legal scholar because he was so much
more than a legal scholar. And after the first half-volume, most of

the talk is of books and reading, of people and politics, of amenities

and philosophy in life. It would be strange if two men so close to

gether in their legal views were very jar apart in their social and

political thinking. And they were not. Holmes was an economic

conservative, although the unthinking at times tliought of him as a

dangerous radical. Pollock was a Tory. The difference between the

two men in this respect lay not so much in the specific gravity of

their views as in the way they carried it. But the gulf of quality be

tween two men that made one, however interesting and rich a per

sonality, merely a very good second-rater and the other a first-rater,

shows up best neither in their law nor in their politics, but in the

whole range of taste, imagination, and value that makes the im

print of a personality. Holmes can fashion a phrase that leaves a

scar on us because the idea and the experience behind the phrase
have been whittled over years to a fatal sharpness. Pollock over

whelms us, as he overwhelmed Holmes, by his precise command of

facts, the sweep of his learning, his sheer virtuosity in a dozen fields.

But for all this, we do not feel when he has passed us that we have
been brushed by greatness.

The volumes of Holmes-Pollock letters will be most a treasure-

trove to those who are interested in criticism. And by criticism I

mean not only evaluations in literature but in the whole sweep of
intellectual history, and not only of books and ideas but of men as

well. &quot;The literature of the past is a bore&quot; writes Holmes, break

ing a lance in the centuries-old Battle of the Books. Nevertheless,
along with his usual literary diet of lightweight French novels and
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Prefer Blondes, he turned increasingly to the classics fts lie grew
older. The fact is not that Holmes was a modernist in the Battle, of

the Books Imt tliat lit: insisted tliat each book, old or recent, prove
its worth for him rather than for someone, else. The result is a set

of independent judgments oj man and ideas that must rank liigh in

I/it
1

liistmy of criticism.

Tin: deferences in style and mood between tlie. three sets oj

Holmes letters from which selections are here reprinted are strik

ing, The early letters to James tire adolescent, more delightfully so

when they arc: rhapsodizing about spring weather witliout and

within the heart of a young man than when lliey are mired in heavy

philosophizing; Uie Inter letters are, slightly on the formal side.

The letters to Wu tend to be homilies, and their damn- is part of

the rambling discursiveness of an older man talking to a younger.
The letters to Pollock are. less self-conscious and easier flowing.

They are less liltely than the, Wu letters to repeat what Holmes lias

written and said before. They are gayer, fuller of whim and para
dox. They go along, impelled, seemingly t by little logic stive that of

free association, much as his father s talk flowed along in the. vol

umes of the Autocrat, the Professor and the Poet, holding forth at

the Breakfast Table. Perhaps for that reason they express, better

than anything else Holmes wrote, the, pattern of a mind and a life.
8

TO WffJJAM JAMES

Boston, Dec, 15,

DEAR Biu,,

I shall begin with no apologies for my delay in writing except u&amp;gt;

tell you that since seeing you I have written three long; letters to you
at differc-m intervals on vis viva, each of which I was compelled to

destroy because on reflection it appeared either unsound or incom

plete. Bui I was talking yesterday with Fanny Dixwell and she told

me to fire away anyhow thai she (.bought; it would please you lo

hear from me even with vis viva. So here goes. Writing is so un

natural to me thai I have never before dared to try it to you unless

in connection with a subject. Ahl dear Bill, do me justice. My



or not, I think I can never fail to derive a secret comiort and com

panionship from the thought of you. I believe I shall always respect

and love you whether we see much or little of each other. . . .

For two or three months I debauched o nights in philosophy.
But now it is law law law. My magnum opus was reading the

Critique of Pure Reason and Schulze s dclaircissement which on

the whole, though an excellent abridgment, doesn t much by way of

dclaircissements. . . . Assumed that logic exhaustively classifies judg
ments according to their possible forms, it [Kant s Critique] has

then implicitly classified concepts in like manner. But all experience
to be thought must be thought through concepts. The forms of

concepts, then, are inherent in all organized experience as an
a priori element. Hence it is explained inter alia why, given

phenomenon A, we say it must have had a cause in an antecedent

phenomenon. The phenomenon only became thinkable through
that form and others. You see how ingenious and audacious

was his attempt yet its fallacy seems obvious when the reasoning

by which it was arrived at is grasped.
Thus, the logical categories have reference only to the form in

which judgments are expressed. The conceptions of substance,
causal relation, etc., belong to the content and are not given in the

form. Thus, take the hypothetical judgment, &quot;If A then B.&quot; This
form is not coterminous with the causal judgment, as Thomson 1

(reasoning alio intuitu) points out; e.g., &quot;if this be poetry, poetry
is worthless,&quot; is as much hypothetical in form as &quot;if the moon at

tracts in same line as the sun the tides are at their
highest.&quot;

Thomson
says the only case of causal relation is when the four terms are all

different: &quot;if A is B then C is D.&quot; But whether even this last is al

ways so may be doubted -
e.g., &quot;if I am right then tomorrow will

be warm.&quot; Again, he and Mansel have both shown - I should think

successfully, but I am no logician that all of these can be reduced
to categorical judgments. And then what becomes of a theory based
on their fundamental distinctions? But the other objection is, I

think, insuperable
- that if the concept cause and effect be only a

form of thought corresponding to the hypothetical judgment, that

*Sir William Thomson. The book is presumably his Treatise on Natural
Philosophy, I, 1867.
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judgment ought never to express any but causal relations. . . . It s

puerile stull enough, t admit, to waste energy on. But it seems

necessary to read a good deal of useless stud , in order to know that

it is so and not to depend only on surmise. At present, I say it s

nothing but law; though, by ihc by, I am reading Tynclall s book
on Hunt what a yellow-whiskered, healthy, Ilorid-complcctcd,

pleasant Knglish book it is, to be sure. Aren t the foreigners simpler
than we? See what one of the great lights of English law says in the

preface lo a book I m reading (he is speaking of Savigny) : &quot;I have

used great exertions, hut without died, to make myself sufficiently

master of ihc German language to read this work in the original.&quot;

If a man here had three cents worth of secondhand knowledge
would he confess that he didn t know anything under the sun?

Talking of Unions, (here have been a loi here of late one, a Mr.

Henry Cowper brother of the present Earl C., made a decided

impression on me. lie had the cosmos at heart, it. seemed to me,

and we hammered at it late into the night several limes. . . .

Ohl Bill, my beloved, how have I yearned after thoc all this long
time. TIow I have admired those brave, generous and magnanimous
traits of which I will not shame ihcc: by speaking. I am the better that

I have seen thee and known thec, let. thai .suffice. Since I wrote

the last word I have he-en to see your I allu-r. By a rather remarkable

coincidence, your last letter referred to Kant and to Sehul/e s book.

It is rather strange, isn t it? It is now evening and the whole day
has been yonrs witli the exceptions noted and meals. ( expect Gray

directly. May this get to you in time to wish you a Happy New Year.

By Heaven I do, -~ru .v viva must wait, There are stickers I can t

answer. But I rather think yon found difficulty at least I did

in the insufficiency of facts. As one is shaping his views he wants to

say, Is this experiment so or so? I got more out of Cookc a on terms

by way of translating; mathematics into English than anyone else.

But I found my first explanations in great measure chimaira

bnmblnans hi vacua when 1 went into the matter a second lime in

order to write you. As it is I just see that force isn t destroyed,

without having mastered the formulae. What a passion your father

has in writing and talking his religion! Almost he persuaded! me
lo he a Swedenborgian, but I can t go it so far will see whether
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the other scheme busts up first, I think. Good-bye, dear Bill - don t

forget me quite.

Affectionately yours,

O. W. HOLMES

Boston, April 19, 1868

DEAR BILL,

The icy teeth have melted out of the air and winter has snapped
at us for the last time. Now are the waters beneath my window of

a deeper and more significant blue than heretofore. Now do the

fields burn with green fire the evanescent hint of I know not what

hidden longing of the earth. Now all the bushes burgeon with

wooly buds and the elm trees have put on bridal veils of hazy
brown. Now to the chorus of the frogs answers the chorus of the

birds in antiphony of morning and evening. Now couples, walking
round Boston Common Sundays after sunset, draw near to each

other in the dark spaces between the gas lights and think themselves

unseen. Now are the roads around Cambridge filled with collegians

with new hats and sticks and shining schoolboy faces. Now the

young man seeks the maiden nothing loath to be pursued. Spring
is here, Bill, and I turn to thee, not with more affection than dur

ing the long grind of the winter, but desiring if it may be to say a

word to thee once more.

Since I wrote in December I have worked at nothing but the law.

Philosophy has hibernated in torpid slumber, and I have laid &quot;skit

tishly soaking and gurgling in the devil s
pickle,&quot;

as Carlyle says.

It has been necessary, if a man chooses a profession he cannot

forever content himself in picking out the plums with fastidious

dilettantism and give the rest of the loaf to the poor, but must eat

his way manfully through crust and crumb soft, unpleasant, inner

parts which, within one, swell, causing discomfort in the bowels.

Such has been my cowardice that I have been almost glad that you
weren t here, lest you should be disgusted to find me inaccessible to

ideas and impressions of more spiritual significance but alien to my
studies. Think not, however, that I distrust the long enduring of

your patience. I know that you would be the last of all to txirn

away from one in whom you discerned the possibility of friendship
because his vigils were at a different shrine, knowing it was the
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think, hoih for I lie simple discipline of the work and because 1 now

go on with an ever increasing conviction thai law as well as any
olhcr series of facts in this world may be approached in l.hc. interests

of science and may be studied, yes and practised, with the preserva
tion of one s ideals. I should even say that they grew robust under

the regimen, more than that I do not ask. To finish the: search of

mankind, to discover (he tic plus ultra which is the demand of in

genuous youth, one finds is not allotted lo an individual. To recon

cile oneself to life to dimly apprehend that this dream disturbing
the sleep of the cosm is not the result of a dyspepsy, but is well

lo suspect .some of I he divine harmonies, though yon cannot note

them like a score of music these things, methinks, furnish vanish

ing points which give a kind of perspective to the chaos of events.

Perhaps 1 am fortunate in what I have often made a reproach to

myself.

Harry never lets up on his high aims, --somehow il connects ilself

with the absence of humor in him which himself avows. I do. There

are not infrequent times when a botile of wine, a good dinner, a

girl of some trivial sort can (ill the hour for me. So for longer .spaces,

work, of which only at the beginning and the end do I perceive ihc

philosophic iicxtix, and while performing forget ihc Great Task

Masier s Kye, This makes life easier though perhaps it does not

deserve approval.
Let me give another example of &quot;if A is B, then is D&quot; (in my

last letter) which does not denote a causal connection -~ (he one I

gave was open lo objection as standing on peculiar grounds. Take

all judgments of universal or assumed universal concomitants:

&quot;If the barometer falls suddenly, there will be a
gale&quot;;

&quot;If ihe sun

shines in Boston, the stars are out in China.&quot; In these, etc., there

is no causal connection between protasis and apodosis, although

by (firing tnilsitlf of Lin- judgment to an induction we may say \vith

more or less confidence that where two facts are always found to

gether, if one is not the cause of the other (hen they are both
(prol&amp;gt;&amp;lt;

ably) referable lo a common cause. ... Is it not clear that . . .

the relation of the ( / and the: them lo a common cause is not In any

way given in the form of the judgment, and that said // and then

don t stand to each other in ihe relation of cause and effect? . . .

ninr nlrl Hill. I Imvcn i usiid finviliiiitr about voiir illness lo von



Let me not be sad, at least for this letter. There is a new fire

in the earth and sky. I, who through the long winter have felt the

Wrinkles deepening in my face and a stoop settling in my back

I, who have said to myself that my life henceforth must and should

be given only to severe thought, and have said to youth, &quot;procul

esto,&quot; I feel the mighty quickening of the spring.

The larches have sprouted.
I saw a butterfly today just loosed from the bondage of winter,

and a bee toiling in sticky buds half opened.
O! passionate breezes! O! rejoicing hills! How swells the soft

full chorus for this earth which slept has awakened, and the air is

tremulous with multiplied joyous sound.

Sing, sparrow kissing with thy feet the topmost tassels of the

pines.

Cease not thy too much sound, O! robin. Squirrels grind thy
scissors in the woods. Creak, blackbirds. Croak, frogs. Caw, high
flying crows, who have seen the breaking of the ice in northern
rivers and the seaward moving booms.
A keen, slender, stridulous vibration almost too fine for the

hearing, weaving in and out, and in the pauses of the music dividing
the silence like a knife pierces my heart with an ecstasy I cannot
utter. Ah! what is it? Did I ever hear it? Is it a voice within answer

ing to the others, but different from them and like a singing flame
not ceasing with that which made it vocal?

Dear Bill, to whom should I vent this madness but to you? Good
bye. You know my sentiments - 1 will riot repeat them. Affection

ately yours,

O. W. HOLMES
Apr. 25. It is snowing again. S help me.

Boston, May 24, 1896
DEAR WILLIAM,
Thank you very much for the little book which I have read with

much pleasure. With its general aim or end I sympathize deeply- 1 mean the justification of the idealizing impulse; in detail, I
somewhat diverge. I think the demands made of the universe are
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too nearly the Christian demands without the scheme of salvation,

I long ago made up my mind that all that: one needed was a belief

in the significance of the universe. And more lately it has come
to seem to me ihat even that might be ambiguous. For all I know

&quot;significance&quot;
is an expression of finhcncss and incompleteness, and

tho total, if there is one, is too great a swell to condescend to have

a meaning. The basis of my content is precisely the denial of the

possibility of that attitude of rejection and scorn for which you

quote Carlyle and (lie Cily of Dreadful Night. Of course a man

may say, &quot;I hate it,&quot; as a mere fact of temperament, and may talk

big against God while the lightning is quiet. But what warrant a

sceptic can have for assuming that he is a god outside the show,

with a Trot) OTW for crii id/ing ii, I don t understand. This you will

rerogni/.e as my ever recurring view ever since we have known each

other. I won t write a leciure, but just hint my reserves and repeat

my thanks. Affectionately yours,

O. W. HOLMKS

Washington, MnrcJi s.(

DKAR Bu.i.,

I have read your two pieces about, pragmatism
1

(pedantic name)
and am curious to hear the rest, Meantime I will fire oil a reflection

or two. For a good many years I have had a formula for truth

which seems humbler than those you give . . . but I don t know
whether it is pragmatic or not. [ have been in the liabil of saying

that all I mean by miih is what I can t help thinking. 1 he assump
tion of the validity of the thinking process seems to inean no more

than thai; I am up against it I have gone as far as I can go just

as when I like a glass of beer. But 1 have learned lo surmise that

my can t helps are not necessarily cosmic can t helps that the

universe may not be subject lo my limitations; and philosophy gen

erally seems to me to sin through arrogance, ft is like the old knight-

crrants who proposed to knock your head olf if you didn t admit that

their girl was not only a nice girl but the most beautiful and best

of all possible girls. I can t help preferring champagne to ditch

water, f doubt if the universe does.

But a reference to the universe seems to let in the Absolute that
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in form I was expelling. To that I answer that I admit it to be but

a guess. I think the despised ding an sich is all right. It stands on

faith or a bet. The great act of faith is when a man decides that he

is not God. But when I admit that you are not my dream, I seem

to myself to have admitted the universe and the ding nn sich,

unpredictable and only guessed at, as somewhat out of which I come

rather than coming out of me. But if I did come out of it, or rather,

if I am in it, I see no wonder why I can t swallow it. If it fixed

my bounds, as it gives me my powers, I have nothing to say about

its possibilities or characteristics except that it is a kind of thing

(using this phraseology sceptically and under protest) that has

me in its belly and so is bigger than I. It seems to me that the only

promising activity is to make my universe coherent and livable, not

to babble about the universe. Truth then, as one, I agree with you,
is only an ideal an assumption that if everyone was as educated

and clever as I he would feel the same compulsions that I do, To
a limited extent only do men feel so in fact, so that in fact there

are as many truths as there are men. But if we all agreed, we should

only have formulated our limitations. ... I think the attempt to

make these limitations compulsory on anything outside our dream
to demand significance, etc., of the universe absurd. I simply

say it contains them, and bow my head. To defy it would be equally
absurd, as it would furnish me the energy with which to shake my
fist. Most of us retain enough of the theological attitude to think

that we are little gods. It is the regular position of sceptical French

heroes, like the scientific man in Maeterlinck s &quot;Bees.&quot;

I have written more of a letter than I have time to write, but I acid

that I don t think fundamental doubt at all inconsistent with prac
tical idealizing. As long as man s food produces extra energy he will

have to let it off, i.e., to act. To act affirms, for the moment at

least, the worth of an end; idealizing seems to be simply the gen
eralized and pennanent affirmation of the worth of ends. One may
make that affirmation for purposes of conduct, and leave to the uni
verse the care of deciding how much it cares about them. Again I

bow my head and try to fulfil what seems to me my manifest

destiny. ... As to pain, suicide, etc., I think you make too much
row about them, and have had thoughts on the need of a society
for the promotion of hard-heartedness. It is as absurd for me to be
spearing mv old commonolaces at vou as it wnnlrl IIP for an nntsirlp.r
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m&amp;lt;&amp;gt; vit-iix, although it is years since we have had any real talk to

gether, I am rather obstinate in my adherence lo ancient sympathies
and fii joy letting out a little slack lo you.

I think your &quot;Defense of Pragmatism&quot; an admirable piece of:

writing. Also ii commands my full sympathy so far a.s I sec. Its

classification reminded me (in the freedom merely) of Patten s

I)n&amp;gt;cl(&amp;gt;li&amp;gt;c&amp;gt;it &amp;lt;&amp;gt;l

I
liifrlixli Thnii(rlit a. most amusing and suggestive

hook one of those thai like your piece makes me say, &quot;Give me the

literature of the last twenty-five years and you may destroy the

resi&quot; (when I want to horrify the cultured) . In general nowadays I

would rather read sociology than philosophy; though I was in

terested by Sanlayana s four volumes, spite of (heir slight, tendency
to improvise; and though I devoted a certain time, the: summer
before last, to enough .study of Hegel s Lngic in enable me for the

moment to say specifically what I thought the: fallacies, and then

dismissed it from my mind. Adieu. Yours ever,

O. W. HOI.MKS

P. S. I have just read your oilier
paper,&quot;

also good. Your general line

of thought has been used by protectionists that protection un

locks energies and gets more out of men.

Washington, April i,
t&amp;lt;&amp;gt;oj

DKAR Btt.r.,

Thanks for the additional article&quot; which I have. read. We start

from surprisingly similar premises, and our conclusions (it as op

posite* sometimes do. Your world is convex and mine is concave,

Inn I don t see but you come out on the arbitrary a.s 1 do. That is,

unless your lit-tlcr for tis means what feels belter, you still are

defining truth by truth, which is like seeking the: limit of space in

terms of space, Starling with a feeling, and starting witli a can t help,

seem to me a good deal alike except in their implications, f am
reminded by some tilings you say of an observation of mine to

which f attach some value in the legal aspect, I say (hat truth, friend

ship, and the statute of limitations have a common root in time.

The true explanation of title by prescription seems to me to be that

man, like a iree in the cleft of a rock, gradually shapes his roots to
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his surroundings, and when the roots have grown to a certain size,

can t be displaced without cutting at his life. The law used to look

with disfavor on the statute of limitations, but I have been in the

habit of saying it is one of the most sacred and indubitable prin

ciples that we have; which used to lead my predecessor Field to

say that Holmes didn t value any title that was not based on fraud

or force. Yours ever,

O. W. HOLMES

TO JOHN C. H. WU
December 12, 1921

My DEAR MR. Wu,
Your very kind letter which comes this morning deserves an im

mediate answer, and luckily I have no case to write this week and

am able to send one. By a coincidence, the moment I came up
stairs to my library I had been talking about war with a guest who
served in France. I am afraid that my talk was a little more sceptical

than you would approve, perhaps because I am old and have seen

many wars. It is shortly this. We all try to make the kind of a world

that we should like. What we like lies too deep for argument and

can be changed only gradually, often through (.he experience of

many generations. If the different desires of different peoples come
in conflict in a region that each wishes to occupy (especially if it

is a physical region) and each wishes it strongly enough, what is

there to do except to remove the other if you can? I hate to dis

courage the belief of a young man in reason. I believe in it with

all my heart, but I think that its control over the actions of men
when it comes against what they want is not very great. A century

ago Malthus ran his sword through fallacies that one would have

thought must die then and there, but men didn t like to believe him,
and the humbugs that he killed are as alive as ever today. I will not

go on with a subject which is rather a sad one.

I am glad that you have the opportunity to study in Paris. I am
not well informed as to present conditions, but just before the late

war, or a little earlier, the French seemed to me to be turning out

masterpieces. Such were to my mind, Girard s Manuel de droit

romain, and Giraud s Histoire du droit frangais. On your subject
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by books such as I have mentioned, the world has nothing better.

I mention only two books, but I might mention others that made
a similar impression. I suppose Paul Viollet must be dead before

this. Indeed, I talk like an old fogey who has not kept up with the

movement of the world. Que voukz-vous? A man must accept limits,

at least after eighty. He must accept Hegel s notion that one becomes

a person only by determination, that is, by accepting limits. To be

this is to be not that.

I have written to the Harvard Law Review to send you a copy of

the number you asked for, if one is to be had. T am afraid that I

cannot venture into the realm of self-criticism to which you invite

me, but I may say that I think that what you say about Platonian

and Aristotelian is pretty keen. The two little pieces, &quot;Ideals and

Doubts&quot; and &quot;Natural Law,&quot; indicate some of my starting points.

I write amid many distractions and will not attempt to say more

now, although I should like to. With every good wish to you, I

am,

Sincerely yours,

O. W. HOLMES

April i, ipz}

MY DEAR MR. Wu,
Your letter came just after I had written to the Mich. Law Review

enclosing stamps for a copy of the number with your article. I have

a glimpse of it elsewhere and was much pleased, but I have not re

ceived it yet. I will not undertake to discuss your German article

for several reasons. I do not read the language very easily. I shall

have to begin too far away, and I am absorbed in my work, so that

I cannot do you justice with the time and strength at my com

mand. You speak of going deeply into the philosophy of Hegel.

Hegel impresses me as other Germans have done, as having had real

and profound insights which remain and as having thought it

necessary to make a system which I think as dead as other systems

generally are in a hundred years. The summer before last (last sum

mer I spent in the hospital) I reread the translation of his logic.

When I nrst read it the only proposition that remained to me was

that he could not persuade me that a syllogism could wag its tail.

In other words his attempted transition from logic to life I think

a hiimhup- subiect to the iudement of those who know more about
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of lightning a system for which I care nothing. That I summed

up by saying that he could not persuade me that his King of Prus

sia was God. But after you have steeped yourself in him, I fear that

you will think that I have been flippant and superficial. I love the

enthusiasms that you feel including that for me. It will grow less

I fear as you grow older, but I trust that enough will remain to be

a pleasant memory to you, when I am no longer above ground.
I passed 82 since I last wrote to you. I have very little time to read,

but the other day I read with pleasure the 4th volume of Salomon

Reinach s Cultes, Mythes, et Religions, that came out years ago but

that I got only lately. I should think that he believed in Frazer s

Golden Bough rather more than I should, but he is delightful,

whether discussing some forgotten belief or God, or becoming

polemic on the Inquisition and Catholicism. His free thinking makes

his discourse more amazing and perhaps more picturesque. But you
are too much occupied with philosophy to bother about him, I

hope not too much to take pleasure in art. I have a hobby for etch

ings and engravings, especially old ones that I indulge (a very little) .

I have just bought one of Albert Diircr s copper engravings (I have a

lot of his woodcuts that I bought during our Civil War) ,
also a mod

ern English etching that I like. But this is in the breathing space of

an adjournment of the Court. The adjournment does not leave

me idle, as I shall send to the printer tomorrow a dissent from the

prevailing judgment in a case that interests me a good deal. So

now adieu for the present. With every good wish for your success

ful study.

Sincerely yours,

O. W. HOLMES

May 14, 1923
MY DEAR MR. Wu,
When you come to see me at Beverly Farms in the summer, we

will, perhaps, try to twist the tail of the cosmos.

You make me chuckle when you say that you are no longei

young, that you have turned 34. A man is or may be young to aftei

60, and not old before 80. But since last summer, although I fee

much the same eagerness as ever, I have taken a step possibly ]

may get back again, but I doubt. I walk slowly and use an elevatoi

to get to my library. When two years ago, except when I remem
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two steps at a lime and at a run, However, it is true that in one

sense a man is no longer young at 24. He has reached an age when
his opinions are entitled to respect, when in a general way he is

anybody s equal, when at least no one is entitled to bully him. If.

we meet, perhaps you will bully me, for I venture to have reserves,

considerable reserves, on ihe Kantian philosophy, but T am no

longer fresh in his terminology. Probably you will find as I do, that

ideas are not dillicult, that the trouble is in the words in which they
are expressed. Every group, and even almost every individual when
he has acquired a definite mode of thought, gets a more or less

special terminology which it takes time Cor an outsider to live into.

Having to listen to arguments, now about railroad business, now
about a patent, now about an admiralty case, now about mining
law and so on, a thousand times I have thought that I was hope

lessly stupid and as many have found I hat when I got hold of the

language there was no such thing as a difficult case. There arc

plenty of cases about which one doubts, and may doubt, forever,

as the premises for reasoning are not exact, but all the cases when

you have walled up and sci/ed the lion s skin come uncovered and

show the old donkey of a question of law, like all the rest. . . .

Sincerely yours,

0. W. Hor.MKS

JlllH! lf&amp;gt;, KJ3J
MY [WAR Mil. Wll,

... I am sorry at your disappointment about ihc Carnegie

Fellowship, but it may turn out a blessing. The test of an ideal

or rather of an idealist, is the power lo hold to ii and gx t one s in

ward inspiration from it under difficulties. When one is com
fortable and well o(f, it is easy lo talk high talk. I remember just:

before (lie bailie of Aiitietam thinking and perhaps saying 10 a

brother officer ilutt it would be easy after a comfortable breakfast to

come down the slops of one s house pulling on one s gloves and

smoking a cigar to get on to a horse and charge a battery up Beacon

Street, while the ladies wave handkerchiefs from a balcony. Hut

the reality was to pass a night on the ground in the rain with your
bowels out of order and then after no particular breakfast to wade
a stream and attack the enemy. That is life. I hone thai your interest
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tion of the philosophic movement is simply to see the universal in

the particular, which perhaps is a commonplace, but is the best of

commonplaces if you realize that every particular is as good as any
other to illustrate it, subject only to the qualification, that some can

see it in one, some in another matter more readily, according tc

their faculties. The artist sees the line of growth in a tree, the

business man an opportunity in a muddle, the lawyer a principle

in a lot of dramatic detail. Great as is my respect for Slammler I am
a little afraid that he may tend to keep you too remote from dail)

facts. I noticed that he criticized my remark about experience anc

logic, I think I appreciate logic sec e.g. my Collected Lego.

Papers if you have time, p. 180, in The Path of the Law, but I air

afraid that I should differ fundamentally as to the absolute valiu

of his forms but that goes back to fundamentals which it woulc

take too long to write about. I don t believe or know anything

about absolute truth. I hinted at my generalities in &quot;Ideals anc

Doubts&quot; and &quot;Natural Law&quot; in the same book. I noticed once tha

you treated it as a joke when I asked how you knew that yoi
weren t dreaming me. I am quite serious, and as I have put it in at

article referred to above, we begin with an act of faith, with de

ciding that we are not God, for if we \vere dreaming the universe w&amp;lt;

should be God so far as we knew. You never can prove that you an

awake. By an act of faith I assume that you exist in the same sensi

that I do and by the same act assume that I am in the universe anc

not it in me. I regard myself as a cosmic ganglion a part of an tin

imaginable and don t venture to assume that my can t helps whicl

I call reason and truth are cosmic can t helps. I know nothing abou

it, but I am being led too far. I can only send you my good wishe

and still hope that I may have a glimpse of you this summer.

Sincerely yours,

O. W. HOLME

February 5, 192

DEAR MR. Wu,
Your letter finds me feeling a little feeble this morning and so

shall not write at length, glad as I am to hear from you. I hope yoi

will not yield to the Bacon-Shakespeare mystics. It seems to me tha

Brandes was quite right when he pronounced the notion th

product of American Demi-culture. I never have given the matte
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matters on \vhitli (inc must he governed liy prejudices preliminary
judgments based on a knowledge adtnilicd not to hi- exhaustive but
on \vhitli ;u the pciil nl one s Mini OIK- lias to act as life is sliori.

It \vt- ha\e eternity I suppose it might he our duly to have an
articulate answer in every imbecility ihat ran he fount! from (ho

wuds in die didimuuv. Very likely I told you of William James
omr asking me wliv I did nol join the society for psychical re-

seal th, I icplted why don t you siutly Mahometan religion. Mil
lion , nf nifii think yon u-ill lie damned if you don t join ii, yet you
don t bother. The answer is the same. We have in divine, which is

likely to be ihr higlnoad and which a nil tic sac. We may be wrong
hue we have to take the rinks. I pm Baron-Shakespeare mid

spiritualism into the same hag. I interrupted this letter to write

as \uu deshed to James Htowtt Sum. I don t know him well but

was glad to wiite ai it .seems cruel thai Stammler should he so

IKIOJ.

1 hope von won t forget my rct onmieiulaiion of, Tocqucvillc s

Annrn /tVjjMir. I think it was not to you but to Laski dial I wrote

a[nt&amp;gt;l&amp;gt;ti\
oi the book that I lie men who leach us 10 disbelieve jjjt:u-

rial jiioptisititnis ;ne only less valuable tJum those who encourage us

to make them, li in nieiely as an illustration of die danger of obvious

tiuih k. in jioliiict thai I recommend it. If I felt n Hide more com-

foiuhle (onlv a bells at he) I should l)&amp;lt;! periiHin^ literaiure. 1 have

won adoiablr ICIMUC. I have lead a little Flench and mi^lit con-

u-ivflbly reread {ttust but I doubt if 1 shall.

Ever sincerely yours,
0. W. Moi.Mi .s

April to, iys,f

MY &amp;gt;tAR MR. Wu,
. . . You intereit me greatly by what you say about China and

your jihim. I am not likely to live to see how yon work them out,

but my hopen unit prophecies 550 with yon. Probably the direction

of ymtr effort* will be menlifted by your experience at home, but

pan of lilr i* to feel a direction for dtort before it is definitely

and ariicuhiiriy known and to persevere with faith. That ai least

my tiw% If t were dyinj? my last words would be: Have faith

i.,,,. i.
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During the adjournment I had a little dash into the classics

a few hours turning over the pages of Seneca, finding one or two

fine things, but rather long-winded moralizing. Some of Plutarch s

Essays in the translation; a play of Plautus, rudimentary humors

like the circus; and then two books of Tacitus s History, which I

never had read. There is a man who could write. You care nothing
for the events but he tells them so that you are absorbed as the

world knows, a master of pungent brevity. Then I wound up with

Santayana s Scepticism and Animal Faith. I should think that our

starling points arc the same or very similar. But he pours out such

a volume of charming but not too lucid words that the theme is

almost lost in the variations and arabesques. It is agreeable litera

ture but doesn t seem to me a book that will last. He has too an air

of ironic superiority that seems to come from his having been a

Catholic, and some categories of thought that seem to echo the same

fact. I don t suppose that he can be recognized by the Church as

a member, but he seems to keep the scheme for aesthetic delecta

tion and to pity the Philistines who don t. But I get this from my
general impressions from other books more than from this.

Now I am a law machine, and even the little time that I have

taken for this is stolen from duty as I ought to be examining a

case. When this sitting is over on May 5 I expect more leisure, I

can t yet tell how much. Meantime, I send you my affectionate

good wishes.

Sincerely yours,

O. W. HOLMES

January zj, 1925
MY DEAR Wu,

It was a great pleasure and relief to get your letter. You had
been silent so long that I had begun to fear that you were suffer

ing from the troubles in China. I am so ignorant about them that I

know not how far or to what way things affect you. The request
for, a cable and the mention of you gave me a chance to poke a

message at you in the hope of evoking a return shot. I am much
interested and a little surprised at the subjects of your teaching.
I don t doubt you do more than half in setting your class on fire,

When you do that you do the best and the rarest thing that a

teacher can do. I used to say that Emerson s great eift was that o
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As you say, there is no short cut to scholarship, nor is there to

anything else in the way of achievement. I wish that I might know
more of your circumstances if discretion docs not require yon to

be silent. Your &quot;this miserable world&quot; makes me anxious. I im

agine that yon arc at the time of life when the staying power of your
enthusiasm will be most tried. For me at least there came mo
ments when faith wavered. But there is the great lesson and the

great triumph if you keep the fire burning until, by and by, out

of the mass of sordid details there comes some result, be it some

new generalization or be it a transcending spiritual repose. I am

working away as usual. While we are sitting, each week is like the

last. The assignment of a case or cases to be written comes after

our conference on Saturday and then there is an intellectual spasm
until I get opinions printed and distributed, usually by Tuesday
or Wednesday mornings and then a lapse into relative repose,

although there is always something lo be done. I may send yon one

or two of the latest just as samples. I have no time to read seriously

except in the adjournment when I profit by having written my
cases as they come along. For the next leisure I have bought a

book by F. II. Bradley Essays on TrulJi. and Reality as some

people think he is the first English philosopher since Hume. I

always have shied away from him doubting if he would say much
to me, and I still doubt, but after talking with my friend Cohen
I concluded T ought not to die without knowing something of him.

In the summer and after I made a few excursions into literature

and philosophy, including laboring with a dictionary through the

first volume of a stimulating humbug of a book, Dcr Untergaiig
Dc.s Abcndlandes. At least I thought it need not be taken too

seriously. And with reasonable profit I read two volumes published

by the Encyclopedia Rritannicn, &quot;These Eventful Years,&quot; giving a

pretty good account of (lie War from all sides the economic ques
tion, the new nation, and even something as to the science, art and

literature of the country. I took it as a compensation for my fail

ure to read the newspapers and felt as if I had done something to

catch up.
I must stop, because as usual there arc other things I must

attend to, but I repeat that I was delighted to hear from yon and

send you all good wishes.
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March 26, 1925
MY DEAR Wu,
As I have said I haven t been good for much beyond my duties

in the last fortnight, my duties and the dentist. So I have read

nothing but a few French plays. A week ago I took a flying look at

Ovid whom I never have read and who I think can wait. Age
increases my conviction that one cannot afford to give much time to

the classics. Some time, yes. But one needs to enlarge and enrich

one s view of life and the universe. The ideas of the classics, so

far as living, are our commonplaces. It is the modern books that

give us the latest and the most profound conceptions. It seems to

me rather a lazy makeshift to mumble over the familiar. I was

saying this to a lady the other clay and she said where do you get

such a scheme of life as in the New Testament? I replied that I

didn t believe the economic opinion there intimated and that to

love my neighbor as myself did not seem to me the true or at

least the necessary foundation for a noble life, that I thought the

true view was that of my imaginary society of the jobbists, who were

free to be egotists or altruists on the usual Saturday half holiday

provided they were neither while on their job. Tneir job is their

contribution to the general welfare and when a man is on that,

he will do it better the less he thinks either of himself or of his

neighbors, and the more he puts all his energy into the problem
he has to solve. I have said this&quot; a thousand times before and I

ought to apologise for repeating it, but it comes home to me afresh

from time to time. It is what I think best men believe although

they often suppose that they believe something else that they hear

on Sundays. I wish I loved my fellow men more than I do, but to

love one s neighbor as oneself, taken literally, would mean to

realize all his impulses as one s own, which no one can, and which
I humbly think would not be desirable if one could. Do not im

agine from what I said above that I am not well now. I am, though

languid, through the season and perhaps also from age. When I

have a case to write I am all there, but when it is over I incline

to lie down and often to sleep. I hope to see another birthday on
the Bench, but I am a little slack about improving my mind in the

interests of work. I send you all possible good wishes, and hope and

expect that you will get satisfaction out of life, in spite of your
speaking- of it as if it were a miserable business. One sometimes
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cosmos knows ilic significance. If ir doesn t, it is because it is bigger
than thai, r or it has significance

1 in its belly.

Ever siatrvely yours,

0. W. HUI.MKS

Mny jo, r()2&amp;lt;j

Mv in \K \\V,

K\t-i siiiu- \om IrtitT laiiit- a few days ago, it lias been a weight
on uiv iniiiil ili.u 1 should disappoint \on. Your exalted feeling for

me adds in uiv anxiety. II I had slopped work, perhaps I should

not feel so, tail as 1 am still in harness I frel an added apprehension
thai ilie hiinie may change your opinion of the past. However it is

foolish iti wiiie ibis lasi as long as one is in ihe bailie and ninsL

take ihe (hand-,, and thus far all has gone well.

We ba\e Iteen \fiv litisv and I have read litlle. &quot;I he Chief sent

me lite ntlii-i da\ a i.uliei (haiiiiing hook by Moigan aboiil John
,\tnilf\. \viili a pmttait iti die flout that reminded me of Newman
by ;i luiik nl lmliiu&quot;&amp;gt;s. Mm peihaps ibat veiy tiling indicated what

1 b.ue fell in leading Mtuley in foiuiei
1

yeais, iluil be missed the

fu-ite eli-ttiit htj;b liv.ht. He is very tivili/ed and rational, and for

id) hii heiii| an a^iinsiit lie lives in the atmospheie of those who
lieiic-vccl mine than lie did. Hid I used in think that iti his world

H.iuici M.uiini-.iii u.is ihr \ iij,;in and John Siuail Mill ihe prophet.
It M Inn} hii\ve\ei since f lead any book ttf Morley .s that per-

hapt 1 ilumld i bangf my jiidgment nnw. N oihing else except an

esu client little -avuU nl ibe histtny of tiade marks, and a few of

J iuty i l.eltrii. alu JUi
;;*&quot;&quot; leading;. lie ((Holes a friend of his:

h i. In-lit i to be idle than to do nothing atiuMiin, I suppose
mure atuuaii ly 10 enjoy leiitne, bin I like the paiadnxical form.

With very gtmd wishes, I am always

Sincerely yours,

(.). \\ . HOI.MI-.S

Beverly Farms,

\Vr,
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on this beautiful and interesting Capetown and intervals of slum

ber. A letter of Laski s led me to take up Sainte-Beuve s Port Royal

5 stout volumes and it filled my spare time until lately. I don t

like Ste.-Beuve and apart from Pascal and some pages given, to

Racine and Moliere, the book deals with the actors in an almost

forgotten theological controversy, about which I care nothing, and

but for Laski s wise discourse I should feel as if I rather had

wasted my time. I had a brief counter-irritant in a book called

Post Mortem by a doctor which opened a promising view by sug

gesting medical explanations of the conduct of some famous char

acters. He thinks Henry VIII had the pox and that Joan of Arc

is more or less accounted for by suppressed menses. Per contra, he

thinks Napoleon was not epileptic. A good deal of the short volume

I didn t care for. Now I am on a stout octavo of Laski s writing

A Political Grammar just received and just begun. I fear that I

shall not agree with it as much as friendship would make me
wish to. I hardly think of man as so sacred an object as Laski

seems to think him. I believe that Malthus was right in his funda

mental notion, and that is as far as we have got or are likely to

get in my day. Every society is founded on the death of men. In

one way or another some are always and inevitably pushed clown

the dead line. I think it a manifest humbug to suppose that even

relative universal bliss is to be reached by tinkering with property
or changing forms of government so long as every social improve
ment is expended in increased and unchecked propagation. I shall

think socialism begins to be entitled to serious treatment when
and not before it takes life in hand and prevents the continuance

of the unfit. In answering you, above, I neglect to say that I think

you are right in devoting yourself to what you call cultural achieve

ment. A new and valid idea is worth more than a regiment and
fewer men can furnish the former than can command the latter.

Also I have on hand typewritten chapters of the Life of Lincoln
on which my neighbor ex-Senator Beveridge is at work. After that

I hope for some literature and real leisure. I go back to Washing
ton at the end of September and expect to be much refreshed,

though I left in better condition than some of the others. I am
relieved to infer that you are able to keep on notwithstanding the

disturbances of which I hear only an echo.
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Beverly Fanm, Massachusetts

September 6, njz^
DEAR Wu,

. . . The papers now speak of me as the Venerable Justice, and

when I pass 85 next March, if I do, as seems likely, I suppose I

should be called a very old man. My reason tells me not to expect
much now, although my feelings still have some of the illusions of

youth.
... I have been reading old books this summer with an ex

ception for my friend Laski, A Grammar oj Polities I don t agree
with its premises or conclusions, and only partially with its as

pirations;
but he writes for England about which I cannot speak.

Just now I am finishing the Odyssey. I read it rather slowly even

with a translation alongside. It has suggested some reflections to me
too long to put on paper but I have been surprised to find that

it gave me very considerable pleasure. My excursions into the

past are interrupted occasionally by my neighbor Ex-Senator Bever-

idge with some chapters of a life of Lincoln that he is writing. If he

has patience to finish it, I think it will be the Life and show

the rise of a great figure out of the primitive ooze. Also for two

hours I drive and motor about this beautiful and interesting re

gion, which I am sorry that you did not see. One may ga/e over

lonely cliffs upon the seas or pass along smooth boulevards by

crowded beaches, or skirt windswept downs and fine inland farms,

or evoke the past by visiting houses built two centuries and a half

ago. That is not long for China but it is long enough for romance.

I say that all society is founded on the death of men. Certainly

the romance of the past is. So much so that the memorial tablets

of a great war have the effect of two centuries added. I could run

on for a good while, but I must stop. I send you my affectionate

best wishes and am,

Sincerely yours,

O. W. HOLMES

May 5, 1926

MY DEAR Wu,
... As to Taylor s note 126, Faust Part II, of course you refer

to Goethe s suggestion concerning our permanent existence and

W. von Humboldt ad idem. I hesitate a little to speak freely be-

c ,, l^^vacelnr, ^&amp;lt;! tn vrtiir hplipfs nr hnnPS. but I will S3V a
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few words. I think men even now, and probably more in Goethe s

day, retain the theological attitude with regard to themselves even

when they have given it up for the cosmos. That is, they think of

themselves as little gods over against the universe, whether there is

a big one or not. I see no warrant for it. I believe that we are in

the universe, not it in us, that we are part of an unimaginable,
which I will call a whole, in order to name it, that our personality

is a cosmic ganglion, that just as when certain rays meet and cross

there is a white light at the meeting point, but the rays go on

after the meeting as they did before, so, when certain other streams

of energy cross, the meeting point can frame, a syllogism or wag its

tail. I never forget that the cosmos has the power to produce con

sciousness, intelligence, ideals, out of a like course of its energy,

but I see no reason to assume that these ultimates for me are

cosmic ultimates. I frame no predicates about the cosmos. I sus

pect that all my ultimates have the mark of the finite upon them,

but as they are the best I know I give them practical respect, love,

etc., but inwardly doubt whether they have any importance except
for us and as something that with or without reasons the universe

has produced and therefore for the moment has sanctioned. We
must be serious in order to get work clone, but when the usual

Saturday half holiday comes I see no reason why we should not

smile at the trick by which nature keeps us at our job. It makes
me enormously happy when I am encouraged to believe that I have
done something of what I should have liked to do, but in the

subterranean misgivings I think, I believe that I think sincerely,
that it does not matter much. This is private talk, not to be quoted
to others, for one is shy and sensitive as to one s inner convictions,

except in those queer moments when one tells the world as poets
and philosophers do. I am writing under difficulties for want of

time, and because the great English Strike fills me with sadness and

apprehension. I am wondering if my friends there will suffer and
whether that noble people is facing ruin. This, like our other ups
and downs is but for a little while in world history, but the mo
ment has its right to sorrow, however much one may look beyond.
I hope I shall live to see you here or in the country. It gives me
joy to have your affection and to anticipate fine things for you.

Ever sincerely yours,
O. W
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Beverly Farms, Massachusetts

August 26, 1926
MY DEAR Wu,
Your letter comes none too early. For with my ignorance of con

ditions in China I had begun to feel anxious. It is most consoling
to hear that everything is going well with you, and it touches and

delights me that your affection has not grown dim with time and
absence. I come at once to your essay. But I begin with a pre

liminary. Since I last wrote, I think, I have read Stammler s book.

I don t want to run the risk of repeating what I may have said be

fore and therefore will only say a word. I did not find it instructive.

I liked your appendix better than anything else in it. The body
of the book seems to me to elaborate the obvious in scholastic

language or maintain propositions that I don t believe. And I

can t help feeling that the German method of over-systematizing
has too much influence on you. To name the most august, Kant s

and Hegel s systems seem to me to have gone into the waste-paper
basket. They each had profound apercus here and there, and
these were their real contribtitions, and the world would have been

less bothered and bored if they had stopped with them. You may
remember Schopenhauer s remark that of Kant s categories cause

and effect was genuine and the rest was blind windows put in for

architectural effect. How I hate to say anything discouraging to

you, but I do not perceive in what yoti have written anything

likely to influence profoundly, as you expect, the development of

legal science. Perhaps your phrase legal science indicates the be

ginning of our divergence. Formerly at least you were inclined with

your German teacher to believe in a priori ultimates. I don t, except
in the limited sense of human can t helps in the way of thinking,

which may or may not have cosmic validity. I don t believe that

it is an absolute principle or even a human ultimate that man al

ways is an end in himself that his dignity must be respected, etc.

We march up a conscript with bayonets behind to die for a cause

he doesn t believe in. And I feel no scruples about it. Our morality
seems to me only a check on the ultimate domination of force, just

as our politeness is a check on the impulse of every pig to put his

feet in the trough. When the Germans in the late war disregarded

what we called the rules of the game, I don t see there was any-
*! I nrv t-f\ Krt cairl Av /-/an i- TATja /-1r\n ( lilro if onrl eV all V ill vnil i f TA7P
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can. So when it comes to the development of a corpus juris the

ultimate question is what do the dominant forces oE the com

munity want and do they want it hard enough to disregard what

ever inhibitions may stand in the way. If a given community has

a definite ideal, for instance, to regulate itself so as to produce a

certain type of man, other communities would have a different one

and that community might change in a hundred years. But

suppose the ideal accepted, there would be infinite differences of

opinion as to the way in which it was to be achieved, and the law

of a given moment would represent only the dominant will of the

moment, subject to change on experiment or for deeper reasons.

But I am beginning too far back. You assume a body of law in

force and start to formulate the principles of juristic development.
I should think the only principles worth talking about were the

existing notions of public policy. How those notions have changed
and still change I don t need to illustrate to you. I can t say that

I find much illumination in the thought that analogy and hypothe
sis are used for justification in the law and for explanation in

physical science. Supposing it is true it does not seem to me to

tell much, and personally I should not speak of justification which

presupposes an absolute criterion, whereas I should think that

the only problem was: does this decision represent what the law-

making power must be taken to want. Taking it this way, you may
say, your distinctions still are valid. I am willing to assume it but

I do not see that they reveal anything helpful or new. It seems to

me to be superfluous systematizing and hashing. That decisions

follow earlier decisions that are not identical on the ground that

the policy implied covers the present case is well known. The

process is understood and I don t see what is gained by a new
ticket upon them. That the consequences are to be weighed is

equally familiar. I always should be sorry if I could not get any
reason more definite than in consonance with our sense of justice,

but whether it was that or some more definite policy (i.e.
law

maker s desire) to be derived from statutes or earlier cases, the

consideration of consequences is a most familiar basis of argument.
I think the word juralogical is bad it unites a Latin (Jus) with

a Greek (logos) root. I should rather think, if used, it should be

jurilogical, and I hardly see the need of it. I omit some remarks on
the notes that occurred to me thev show vonr Iparnino-. T shall
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that he will sec more than I do in the work. I repeat that I hate

to write cliscouragingly, but you ask me to give you a serious opin
ion and ich kann niclit anders. If the essay had not taken all the

discourse I should talk about Hoflxling s History of Modern Phi

losophy which I have been reading with pleasure and add a few

words as to why I think what he and his like call the &quot;problem of

evil&quot; a humbug and putting the problem in the wrong place.
I shall ask Pound to write either to you or to me after reading

your essay, and I shall be very glad if I see you again, but we both

must remember that I am eighty-five.

Ever sincerely yours,

O. W. HOLMES

January 27, iqij
MY DEAR Wu,
Your letter gives me the happiness that you anticipated in telling

me thai, you have been appointed Judge of so important a Court. To
have everything exactly as I could have wished I should like you to

have had a little experience in practice, but you will get hold of the

actualities, and that is what I want to sec happen to you. I would

much rather see you deciding cases and realizing how the law

lakes hold of people in life than continuing to speculate before

you have taken in a lot more raw material. You write as if you

might be Mr. Emerson in Concord and refer in no way to dis

turbed conditions in your country. It may be philosophical ab

straction. It may be that they do not affect you. The echoes that I

hear make me a little uneasy on your account, but I hope that

there is no real ground for apprehension. I am as ignorant as a

child about it.

At your suggestion I read Dcwcy s Experience and Nature. I

began it sceptically in spite of what you said, but I agreed with you.

I was very much impressed by it, although it seemed to me as badly
written as possible. I could not have given an account of any page
or chapter and yet he seemed to me to have more of our cosmos in

his head than I ever had found in a book before. I think I may
read it over again in the effort to render my knowledge articulate.

You seem to me right in calling it a great book. I haven t much

else to report in the way of reading. Professor Rcdlich dined here
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and Progress which I have done with pleasure. He has taken

the time to live into the classics and his reverence and enthusiasm

are contagious. If I have the time I am expecting, I shall read a

play of Euripides and a little Ovid. I suspect somehow a want of

the hard steel underneath in Gilbert Murray but he thinks and

perceives and takes life in a lofty way, and writes I might almost

say charmingly. In the main I have been listening to arguments
and turning out decisions one or two involving interesting points

of theory the average having no more than the interest that

every decision has, but that is considerable to the one who writes

them.

How should I address you on a letter? The Hon ble or Prof. I

shall stick to the latter until you tell me that you are established.

In between 6 and 7 weeks, if I count right, I shall be 86. I re

member my father, when he was younger than I am (indeed he did

not live to quite my present age) , saying &quot;the time will come when

you will hold me up to the light and see the light through me

(that is from the thinness of age) but I shall not know it.&quot; I feel

something of that self-distrust of age, but not enough to discourage
me from keeping on. I once thought, perhaps you remember, that

you would have got over your present feeling for me before this.

I am proud that you have not and am confident now that how
ever you may change in the future you will remember your old

friend in a way that would not give him pain if he knew it. It

proves your constancy more than my merit but it is very en

couraging and touching.

Affectionately yours,

O. W. HOLMES

Beverly Farms, Massachusetts

June 21, 1928
MY DEAR Wu,
... As you see, the term has finished and I am in the country

with relative leisure. It has been a very busy eight months, hardly a

half hour when I didn t feel that there was something waiting to

be done. I have written more dissents than I liked to this term, but

they are dissents from decisions that I regretted and as to which I

felt deeply. I am reading a very interesting book Parrington s

Main Currents of American Thought which I find full of instruc-
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.ginning, but displeasing to me from a sort of dogmatic implica
tion of the obvious connection of views that I don t share. He
seemingly has followed the suggestion of Beard that really the

adoption of the Constitution was clue to the moneyed interests and
I don t readily give up the belief that Washington and the rest

had for their dominant motive a patriotic desire to see a powerful
nation take the place of squabbling states. If the change helped
their investments, I should suppose that it was because they in

vested in the belief that what they thought best would come to

pass,
not that they talked patriotism because they had invested.

Also, if there is a form of speech for which I have less sympathy
than another it is talk about

&quot;exploitation,&quot;
as a hostile characteri

zation of modern commercial life, and an implication that dom
inant brains are to blame. I think it is drivelling cant and I have

a standing war with my dear friend Laski, as to his passion for

Equality, with which I have no sympathy at all. Yet in my youth I

was an abolitionist and shuddered at a Negro Minstrel Show, as

belittling a suffering race and I am glad I was and did. Well, my
dear boy, I could ramble on if you were here, but this is enough
for writing, especially as there are those who say that my Ms. is

[not] good to read. I tell my brethren when they complain that

they ought to go to a night school. Awaiting for the news.

Ever sincerely yours,

O. W. HOLMES

Beverly Farms, Massachusetts

July i, 192$

MY DEAR Wu,
A good letter from you comes today and I like your talk in it,

except that I am more than surprised at what you say about

Ehrlich although your criticisms may be just. I thought one book

of his about the best of modern books on legal subjects. I am

tickled by the &quot;healthy
sense of

justice&quot;
business. I have said to

my brethren many times that I hate justice, which means that I

know if a man begins to talk about that, for one reason or another

he is shirking thinking in legal terms.

Cardozo I am sure that I should really love if I knew him better.

I not only owe to him some praise that I regard as one of the chief

^xr KP/a Kni iiai nncirprl enrh a spnsitive delicacv in
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regard. All who know him seem to give him a superlative place. I

have seen him but once, and then his face greatly impressed me.

I believe he is a great and beautiful spirit. These things still in

terest me, but I regard myself substantially as finished. You may
have heard before this of the death of my wife, which not only
takes away a half of my life but gives me notice. She was of the

same age as I and at 88 the end is due. I may work on for a year
or two, but I cannot hope to add much to what I have done. I am
too sceptical to think that it matters much, but too conscious oE

the mystery of the universe to say that it or anything else does

not. I bow my head, I think serenely, and say as I told some one

the other day, O Cosmos Now lettest thou thy ganglion dissolve

in peace.

I hope that I shall live to see you here.

Yours always,

O. W. HOLMES

March 14, 1932
MY DEAR Wu,

Thank you for your letter. I have been wondering about you
and whether things were going well. I can t give you an adequate
answer because writing has become difficult to me. I have no other

reason than 91 years. Perhaps you know that shortly before my
last birthday I resigned my seat on the Bench. I am well but don t

want to do any work at present. My secretary reads to me some

philosophy and economics but more modern stories. With a

daily drive and long hours in bed, calls made upon me and some

necessary letters, I find my hands full. Frankfurter was quoted the

other clay for a suggestion that I might write a book about the law.

1 can think of a first sentence, but after that I should like to study
and I doubt if I shall study any more. At all events I mean to take

life easy for a time.

Since I began this I have had a call from Cardozo. I think you
would love him as I do and have from the first moment I saw him

a beautiful spirit.

Affectionately yours,

O. W. HOLMES
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TO LADY POLLOCK

Beverly Farms, August 12, 1895
DEAR LADY POLLOCK:

While I was taking my lesson some friends of mine walked by
and with them a girl with a roving eye who seemed to take more
notice than the usual tame bird. So the next clay, to wit, after be

ginning this letter, I strolled up to my friend s house and soon was
at it hammer and tongs with m mselle. Of course she had been

brought up in London, though of an American mother. You may say
what you like about American women - and I won t be unpatriotic
-but English women are brought up, it seems to me, to realize

that it is an object to be charming, that man is a dangerous animal
- or ought to be and that a sexless bonhomie is not the ideal

relation. I always say you can get your tragedy of any desired

length in England, from thirty seconds to a lifetime. I had one

adorable one of twenty-nine minutes by the watch. At the end of

that time I started for my train. Woman I d had a glimpse of in

London walk. She sat on a style, I below her, gazing into her

eyes then, &quot;remember this lane,&quot; &quot;while memory holds its seat,

etc.&quot; &quot;Adieu.&quot; And T still do and ever shall remember her, and

I rather think she does me a little bit. What imbecilities for an

old fellow to be talking. But if one knows his place and makes

way for younger men when he isn t sure, it is better perhaps not

quite to abandon interest in the sports of life. . . .

Your affectionate friend,

O. W. HOLMES

TO SIR FREDERICK POLLOCK

Boston, Feb. (September?) 2), 1902

DEAR FRED:

I am just back from this week s circuit and must vent a line of

unreasoning rage I was going to say dissatisfaction is nearer.

There have been stacks of notices of me all over the country and

the immense majority of them seem to me hopelessly devoid of per-
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of American ignorance. I had to get appreciation for my book in

England before they dared say anything here except in one or two

quarters. There were one or two notable exceptions. And now as

to my judicial career they don t know much more than that I took

the labor side in Vegelahn v. Guntner and as that frightened

some money interests, and such interests count for a good deal

as soon as one gets out of the cloister, it is easy to suggest that the

Judge has partial views, is brilliant but not very sound, has talent

but is not great, etc., etc. It makes one sick when he has broken

his heart in trying to make every word living and real to see a lot

of duffers, generally I think not even lawyers, talking with the

sanctity of print in a way that at once discloses to the knowing

eye that literally they don t know anything about it.

Believe me I am not exaggerating.

The legal periodicals are generally in vacation. I hope some

one of them may have an intelligent word, but you can understand

how at a moment of ostensible triumph I have been for the most

part in a desert when I hoped to see that they understood what

I meant, enough not to bully me with Shaw, Marshall and the

rest. If I haven t done my share in the way of putting in new and

remodeling old thought for the last 20 years then I delude myself,

Occasionally some one has a glimpse but in the main damn the

lot of them. This is a confidential ebullition of spleen to an in

timate which will do me good. I ought to be doing other things

but first stopped for a moment to unpack my heart.

Yours,

O. W. H.

Washington, May 25, 1906*

DEAR POLLOCK.:

... I have finished my (presumably) last case and am free to

answer at once. Brooks Adams sent me the book you mention and

Bigelow also wrote to me about it.
1

I acknowledged it at once with

necessary excuses but read it later and felt the same embarrass

ment that you do. Bigelow is a good and most creditable creature,

1 In Holraes s Journal for 1906 appears, &quot;Centralization and the Law [1906]

(Melville M. Bigelow, Brooks Adams et at.) .&quot; A brief account of Adams early
association with Holmes and Bigelow may be found in Adams &quot;Melville M.
Bitrplow.&quot; i Bn.stnn University Law Rev. 168
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but you must have noticed before now that he never hits the first

rate and that at times he assumes an air of significance hardly war
ranted by the facts. I couldn t see that he had anything important to

say. Brooks Adams I still find it hard to formulate with confidence

of justice. I have known him from boyhood. I have found him
more suggestive than almost anyone, generally with propositions
which I don t believe, and yet I still don t quite know what to

say or think. He will hand you out a statement with an august air,

and you can t tell whether it is the result of ten years study or a

fellow told it to him just before he met you or for the matter

of that whether you didn t tell it to him yourself within half an

hour. Whatever matter he is interested in, generally a question of

:i property, a brief history of the world winds up with his solution.

|
I imagine that dissatisfaction with the treatment of Spokane, where

he had land, has stirred him up on the rate bill, and you hear

the echo of his grievances in his first chapter.
2 This of course can t

be said. I thought his customary picture of a class gradually rising

through self protection to knocking the one previously dominant in

the head was amusing and not without stimulating power. On the

other hand I think his talk about the world being slaves to the man
who commands the necessaries of life, rot. If Jim Hill (the great

railroad man) does not follow the economically necessary course he

comes to grief. I remember what a very able man who made a for

tune on the Stock Exchange once said to me.
&quot;They

talk about our

leading the procession we only follow it ahead like little boys. If

we turn down a side street it doesn t.&quot; Under modern conditions the

crowd presents the inevitable to itself as the fiat of some great man,

and hates him, but it is very silly.
Brooks at present is in a great stir

and thinks a world crisis is at hand, for us among others, and that

our Court may have a last word as to who shall be master in the

great battle between the many and the few. I think this notion

is exaggerated and half cracked. But I don t read the papers or

otherwise feel the pulse o the machine. I merely speculate. My
hobby is to consider the stream of products, to omit all talk about

ownership and just to consider who eats the wheat, wears the

clothes, uses the railroads and lives in the houses. I think the crowd

now has substantially all there is, that the luxuries of the few are

2 The first of the two lectures hy Adams was entitled &quot;Nature of Law:
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a drop in the bucket, and that unless you make war on moderate

comfort there is no general economic question. I agree however

that there are great wastes in competition, due to advertisement,

superfluous reduplication of establishments, etc. But those are

the very things the trusts get rid of. But I am wandering far afield.

I think I should damn with faint praise recognizing the streak

of suggestiveness in B. A. and the unpretentious virtues of Harri-

man (who is original in his book on Contract) and Haines.3
I still

have not read your notes to Maine because since they have ar

rived I have been constantly loaded with work. I have read a

part with the expected pleasure and profit, and ever recurring

wonder at your accomplishments. . . . We adjourn next Monday.
Dinner to Brown,* who retires, on the gist & then freedom and

Beverly Farms as soon as we like one of the first days in June. . . .

It has been a satisfactory year, although I have had comparatively

few cases that had a very general interest. There is always the fun

of untying a knot and trying to do it in good compact form. By
the by I ought to tell you that in Commonwealtli v. Pierce,

5
cited

on p. 432 of Torts, 7th Ed., I struck out
&quot;personal equation or&quot;

to please some one or more of my brethren, before the case went

into the reports, although it was printed with the words in some

of the periodicals, I think Amer. Law Register, e.g. I got them in

however in The Germanic, 196 U. S. 589, 596.
7 One of time s

revenges. . . .

Yours ever,

O. W. HOLMES

8 Edward A. Harriman s lecture was entitled &quot;Law as an Applied Science&quot;;

the paper by H. S. Haines, &quot;An Object-Lesson in Extension: Rate Making,&quot;
was

the final lecture in the volume.
1
Henry Billings Brown.

8
138 Mass. 165, 176 (1884) .

At the page to which Holmes refers, Pollock had quoted from Holmes s

opinion in Commonwealth v. Pierce: &quot;If a man s conduct is such as would be

reckless in a man of ordinary prudence, it is reckless in him. Unless he can

bring himself within some broadly defined exception to general rules, the law

deliberately leaves his personal equation or idiosyncrasies out of account, and

peremptorily assumes that he has as much capacity to judge and foresee con

sequences as a man of ordinary prudence would have in the same situation.&quot;

(Italics added.)
T In discussing negligence in The Germanic, Holmes, for the Court, said, &quot;The

standard of conduct, whether left to the jury or laid down by the court, is an

external standard, and takes no account of the ocrsonal eouation of the man
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Washington, February 26, 1911
DEAR POLLOCK:

Leonhard sent me his essay.
1 He translated my book into Ger

man but found trouble in getting a publisher. I believe he has

lectured on it. But I have not done more than glance at his dis

course as I don t read German as easily as you do. I wrote to you

apropos of your contribution. The few odd minutes I have had

to spare I have given to Plato, recurring to his Symposium after

fifty years; with a translation alongside I find the Greek easy. My
successive reflections have been these: How natural they talk. But

it is the &quot;first intention&quot; common to the classics. They have not

a looking glass at each end of their room, and their simplicity is

the bark of a dog, not the simplicity of art. But they seem to say

things that no human being really would say and think. But that

criticism shows how small a part of the field of human possibilities

any one man realizes. On the other hand, platitudes. But is not

this simply an illustration of the flatness of an original work

when it has wrought its effects and been followed by centuries

millennia of development, so that we take for granted what it

took a man of genius to say? More specifically, just as Christianity

is taken to have brought a new note of love into the world, was

not Plato the first to make articulate the high idealizing that we

recognize as the best thing in man? No doubt the divine gossip

Aristophanes hindered from discoursing by the hiccups and

Alcibiades more or less drunk describing Socrates have done

much toward floating the dialogue down to us, but is there not a

more portentous significance in it, of the kind I mention? I am
not quite sure. When I have finished it I may reach conviction.

If I didn t believe that socialism rested on dramatic contrasts

and not on a serious consideration o what changes it could be

expected to make in the nature or distribution of the stream of

products, I should listen to it with more respect. But the argument
never gets much farther than look at the big house and the little

one. It never becomes quantitative, asking how much does the

tax levied by the rich for the pleasures of the few amount to. Also

1
Presumably, Rudolf Leonhard, &quot;Kin Ameriltanisches Vrteil iilier die Deut

sche Besitzlchre,&quot; in Festschrift Olio Gierkc (1911) P- 9- T He essay was

concerned with Holmcs s discussion of possession in his Common Law. Pollock
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it never proposes to begin by taking life in hand, which seems to

me the only possible starting point for an attempt at social renova

tion. K. r. v. . . .

Yours ever,

O. W. H.

I shall be 70 March 81 but I probably have said it more than once

as it impresses one.

Washington, April 5, 1^1^

DEAR POLLOCK:

... I am glad that the hitches in Jack s corning over are coming
to an end. You know that I have sympathized with you both, but

I didn t dare to write while you were in doubt. I am beginning to

get stupid letters of protest against a decision that Debs, a noted

agitator, was rightly convicted of obstructing the recruiting service

so far as the law was concerned. I wondered that the Government

should press the case to a hearing before us, as the inevitable resull

was that fools, knaves, and ignorant persons were bound to sa)

he was convicted because he was a dangerous agitator and thai

obstructing the draft was a pretence. How it was with th6 Jur)

of course I don t know, but of course the talk is silly as to us

There was a lot of jaw about free speech, which I dealt with some

what summarily in an earlier case Schenck v. U. S. . . . alsc

Frohwerk v. U. S. . . . As it happens T should go farther probabb
than the majority in favor of it, and I daresay it was partly on tha

account that the C. J. assigned the case to me.

Your mention of Boethius made me want to get it but our bool

sellers in this one horse place no longer keep the Loeb series, .

believe I have mentioned before what a shame I think it that sucl

a good plan should be so spoiled by not giving critically accurati

translations. As to Harlan s qualified concurrence in Kawananakoi

v. Polyblanh, that sage, although a man of real power, did no

shine either in analysis or generalization and I never troubled nvj

self much when he shied. I used to say that he had a powerfu
vise! the jaws of which couldn t be got nearer than two inches to eac]

other.

For the moment my work is clone and I hope for a little leisur
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and Frankfurter. Do you know anything about him in Oxford?

People in Boston l seem lo have got the idea that he is a danger
ous man (they used to think me one) . I don t know whether be

cause he is inspired by Figgis
2 more or less in his discourse on

sovereignty or because (as I am told) his wife has written some
come-out or subversive articles I know not what. I have had the

greatest pleasure in his conversation as he is a portent of knowl

edge though still very young. There is also a prejudice against

Frankfurter; I think partly because he (as well as Laski) is a

Jew. I believe him to have been very valuable as a stimulus in

the Law School,
8 but Boston is nothing if not critical. It never oc

curs to me until after the event that a man I like is a Jew, nor

do I care, when I realize it. Jf I had to choose I think I would

rather see power in the hands of the Jews than in the Catholics ,

not that I wish to be run by either. I have let the League go its

way without much study. I have my hands full and am too old

and too busy to take a part, and futile worry is waste.

I got a rattling good French book on Rembrandt s etchings the

other day Coppier, the author.4

Just now I am looking a gift

horse in the mouth and trying to ascertain whether an Ostacle is

first, second, or third state: also I read with great interest Rhodes s

History of the Civil War a real work of art I think although
I hate to read about those times and read this only because his

sister sent it to me. My love to Lady Pollock.

Yours ever,

O. W. H.

Washington, May 26, igii)

MY DEAR F. P.:

What an aggravising (a good child s word) cuss you are I To

give me your admirable aphorisms and leave me me who have

so little time here to read anything but records to guess what

1 Laski was a lecturer ;mcl iiislniclor in History at Harvard University,

1916-1920.
2 Rev. John Neville Figgis (1866-1919) . Figgis, a distinguished churchman and

political philosopher, was largely concerned with the conflicts between church

and state, and was insistent upon the value and significance of the independence
o church from state.

8 Felix Frankfurter had been appointed Professor of Law at the Harvard

T.mv Srhnnl in lfll/1.
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inspired them. I haven t the slightest idea. I have just read Marvin,
The Century of Hope, an interesting conspectus of the modern

period inspired by a rather deeper belief in the spiritual signifi

cance of man than I arn able to entertain and a consequently greater

faith in the upward and onward destiny of the race. But the note

of hope is the best for achievement and so the book seemed to

me worth writing and reading. Laski suggested it to me and then

sent to me Graham Wallas s Life of Francis Place which I have

begun. Until I read the first mentioned volume I am afraid I never

heard of Place. . . . To recur to your aphorisms and to avoid a

possible misinterpretation of my criticism of Marvin: I fully agree

to the nulla in Deo Vanilas m the sense of the little article that

I sent to you some time ago.
1

I only don t believe, i.e. have no

affirmative belief, that man was necessary to God in order to find

out that he existed (if the cosmos wears a beard, as to which I

have no opinion) . It seems to me probable that the only cosmic

significance of man is that he is part of the cosmos, but that seems

to me enough.
Brandeis the other day drove a harpoon into my midriff with

reference to my summer occupations. He said you talk about im

proving your mind, you only exercise it on the subjects with which

you are familiar. Why don t you try something new, study some

domain of fact. Take tip the textile industries in Massachusetts

and after reading the reports sufficiently you can go to Lawrence

and get a human notion of how it really is. I hate facts. I always

say the chief end of man is to form general propositions adding
that no general proposition is worth a damn. Of course a general

proposition is simply a string for the facts and I have little doubt

that it would be good for my immortal soul to plunge into them,

good also for the performance of my duties, but I shrink from

the bore or rather I hate to give up the chance to read this and

that, that a gentleman should have read before he dies. I don t re

member that I ever read Machiavelli s Prince and I think of the

Day of Judgment. There are a good many worse ignorances than

that, that ought to be closed up. I don t know how it will come
out. The spring here is enchanting. Since the last sentence I have

been over in Georgetown with my wife and had a glimpse of the

park noble oaks the air full of the smell of box and roses and
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what Bob Barlow 2 once called the yelling of birds. Really i a

glance at the New Republic had not thrown the customary gloom
over life it would seem fair once more. With which I close my
potato-trap for speech to open it again to take in luncheon. . . .

My work is clone for the moment and there can t be much more
of any sort before vacation.

Yours ever,

O. W. HOLMES

Washington, February 9, 1921
DEAR F. P.:

A good letter from you, just after reading Theodore Roosevelt

if His Time, a class of work that I eschew. Of course I pretty well

made up my package about him a good while ago, and I clon t think

I was too much disturbed by what you admit to and what was

formulated by a Senator in his day, thus: &quot;What the boys like

about Roosevelt is that he doesn t care a damn for the law.&quot; It

broke up our incipient friendship, however, as he looked on my
dissent to the Northern Securities case as a political departure (or,

I suspect, more truly, couldn t forgive anyone who stood in his

way) . We talked freely later but it never was the same after that,

and if he had not been restrained by his friends, I am told that he

would have made a fool of himself and would have excluded me
from the White House and as in his case about the law, so in

mine about that, I never cared a damn whether I went there or

not. He was very likeable, a big figure, a rather ordinary intellect,

with extraordinary gifts, a shrewd and I think pretty unscrupulous

politician. He played all his cards if not more. R. i. p.

Hohfeld was as you surmise an ingenious gent, taking, as I

judge from flying glimpses, pretty good and keen distinctions of

the kind that are more needed by a lower grade of lawyer than

they are by you and me. I think all those systematic schematisms

rather bores; and now Kocourek in the Illinois Law Rev. and

elsewhere adds epicycles and I regard him civilly but as I have

written don t care much for the whole machinery. I even doubt the

profit of the terminology of rights (the hypostasis of a prophecy) ;

as Hohfeld used to crack me up naturally I thought well of him,

but his industry was not of a kind that I should give much time to.

T tnriV sinnt-lipr flvino&quot; crlimnsp nf vnnr man A/inno raflnlT s npw
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book.1

It gave me the impression of the Chinaman who ran three

miles to jump over a hill but I just looked, yawned and passed on
Well, my Frederick, shortly after you receive this I shall have

turned the eighty corner. I was so much pleased with a notice b)
Cohen of my book in the New Republic

2 that I thought I might dc

up the past into a package have it insured by Cohen as valuable

and pass the residue of my life in such amusement as I could find

But the moment you turn a corner you see another
straighi

stretch ahead and there comes some further challenge to you)
ambition were it only that, that I probably have mentioned tc

you from my youth, of being carried in a civic procession as

survivorl My love to Lady Pollock.

Yours ever,

O. W. HOLME:

I take Punch.

Washington, April 2, 1921

MY DEAR POLLOCK:

It is a month from the date of your last letter and must be tw&amp;lt;

or three weeks since I sent a bulletin.

I was overwhelmed with letters, telegrams, and papers on am
after my birthday, and they with my work drove me to the limi

of my powers. I was surprised and no little pleased at some ot tin

articles. But that is over now and for the rest of this and nex

week I am as near the feeling of leisure as I am likely to get.

need it and mean to be as idle as T can. The only book I read, a

odd minutes, is Horace Walpole s Correspondence just the thinj

for such moments. He once in a while is surprisingly ahead of hi

beef-eating contemporaries, and his style is so pleasant that on

can read on indefinitely without fatigue. For all round, I thin:

you might put him at the head of English letter writers, of cours

Charles Lamb is more pungent and has more genius, and ver

possibly Byron whom I don t remember so well, but take the worli

he tells you about and the way he tells it, I think one could rea

him longer with undiminished pleasure. But, oh, my dear Po

lock, I began talking about leisure and since I began this lette

1 Outlines of Historical Jurisprudence (Vol. i, IQSO) .
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three opinions have come in that I must read carefully, and a man
has called to jaw with me about writing something to be en

grossed on parchment and put under a corner stone! (a decent chap
though) and one of my brethren is coming later, and I have a

polite letter from Belgium with a signature that I can t read but

concerning which I must consult the Belgian Embassy. I may say
with Betsy Prig leisure, I don t believe there s no sich a person.
Even when I am ready to be idle I say to myself what duty am I

neglecting? I turn to your last letter. I think I met your brother

in former days but I knew only his name. You speak for the need

of a certain modicum of intelligence for justice. It seems to me
that the whole scheme of salvation depends on having a required
modicum of intelligence. People are born fools and damned for

not being wiser. I often say over to myself the verse &quot;O God, be

merciful to me a fool,&quot; the fallacy of which to my mind (you
won t agree with me) is in the &quot;me,&quot; that it looks on man as a

little God over against the universe, instead of as a cosmic ganglion,
a momentary intersection of what humanly speaking we call streams

of energy, such as gives white light at one point and the power of

making syllogisms at another, but always an inseverable part of

the unimaginable, in which we live and move and have our be

ing, no more needing its mercy than my little toe needs mine. It

would be well if the intelligent classes could forget the word sin

and think less of being good. We learn how to behave as lawyers,

soldiers, merchants, or what not by being them. Life, not the

parson, teaches conduct. But I seem to be drooling moralities and

will shut up and go up to the Belgian Embassy as I said. My
love to Lady Pollock.

Yours ever,

O. W. H.

Beverly Farms, June 20, 1928

MY DEAR YOUNG FREDERICK.:

It is good to see your handwriting again and to welcome you
back from your youthful larks my time for them has gone by.

The fatigue of Washington to Boston and Boston to Washington
is enough for me, and I walk very little. I am interested by what

you tell of Charybdis and the truant Scylla. I dissented in the case
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book.1

It gave me the impression of the Chinaman who ran three

miles to jump over a hill but I just looked, yawned and passed on.

Well, my Frederick, shortly after you receive this 1 shall have

turned the eighty corner. I was so much pleased with a notice by
Cohen of my book in the New Republic

2 that I thought I might do

up the past into a package have it insured by Cohen as valuable

and pass the residue of my life in such amusement as I could find.

But the moment you turn a corner you see another straight

stretch ahead and there comes some further challenge to your
ambition were it only that, that I probably have mentioned to

yon from my youth, of being carried in a civic procession as a

survivorl My love to Lady Pollock.

Yours ever,

O. W. HOLMES
I take Punch.

Washington, April 2, 1926

MY DEAR POLLOCK:

It is a month from the date of your last letter and must be two

or three weeks since I sent a bulletin.

I was overwhelmed with letters, telegrams, and papers on and

after my birthday, and they with my work drove me to the limit

of my powers. I was surprised and no little pleased at some of the

articles. But that is over now and for the rest of this and next

week I am as near the feeling of leisure as I am likely to get. I

need it and mean to be as idle as I can. The only book I read, at

odd minutes, is Horace Walpole s Correspondence just the thing

for such moments. He once in a while is surprisingly ahead of his

beef-eating contemporaries, and his style is so pleasant that one

can read on indefinitely without fatigue. For all round, I think

you might put him at the head of English letter writers, of course

Charles Lamb is more pungent and has more genius, and very

possibly Byron whom I don t remember so well, but take the world

he tells you about and the way he tells it, I think one could read

him longer with undiminished pleasure. But, oh, my dear Pol

lock, I began talking about leisure and since I began this letter

i Outlines of Historical Jurisprudence (Vol. i, 1920).
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three opinions have come in that I must read carefully, and a man
has called to jaw with me about writing something to be en

grossed on parchment and put under a corner stone! (a decent chap

though) and one of my brethren is coining later, and I have a

polite letter from Belgium with a signature that I can t read but

concerning which I must consult the Belgian Embassy. I may say

with Betsy Prig leisure, I don t believe there s no sich a person.
Even when I am ready to be idle I say to myself what duty am I

neglecting? I turn to your last letter. I think I met your brother

in former days but I knew only his name. You speak for the need

of a certain modicum of intelligence for justice. It seems to me
that the whole scheme of salvation depends on having a required
modicum of intelligence. People are born fools and damned for

not being wiser. I often say over to myself the verse &quot;O God, be

merciful to me a fool,&quot; the fallacy of which to my mind (you
won t agree with me) is in the &quot;me,&quot; that it looks on man as a

little God over against the universe, instead of as a cosmic ganglion,
a momentary intersection of what humanly speaking we call streams

of energy, such as gives white light at one point and the power of

making syllogisms at another, but always an inseverable part of

the unimaginable, in which we live and move and have our be

ing, no more needing its mercy than my little toe needs mine. It

would be well if the intelligent classes could forget the word sin

and think less of being good. We learn how to behave as lawyers,

soldiers, merchants, or what not by being them. Life, not the

parson, teaches conduct. But I seem to be drooling moralities and

will shut up and go up to the Belgian Embassy as I said. My
love to Lady Pollock.

Yours ever,

O. W. H.

Beverly Farms, June zo, 192.8

MY DEAR YOUNG FREDERICK!

It is good to see your handwriting again and to welcome you
back from your youthful larks my time for them has gone by.

The fatigue of Washington to Boston and Boston to Washington
is enough for me, and I walk very little. I am interested by what

you tell of Charybdis and the truant Scylla. I dissented in the case



evidence as based on its being obtained by unethical means (hor

rid phrase) , although he adds & by a misdemeanor under the laws

of Washington.
1 I said that the State of Washington had made it a

crime and that the Government could not put itself in the position

of offering to pay for a crime in order to get evidence of another

crime. Brandeis wrote much more elaborately, but I didn t agree

with all that he said.
2
1 should not have printed what I wrote, how

ever, if he had not asked me to. I am reading an able book: Parring-

ton, Main Currents in American Thought, which gives a very in

teresting picture, or rather analysis, of the elements at work from

the beginning. But I shall not easily believe the thesis running

through it and started by earlier works of Beard (An Economic

Interpretation of the Constitution, etc.) to the effect that the Con

stitution primarily represents the triumph of the money power over

democratic agrarianism 8c individualism. Beard I thought years ago
when I read him went into rather ignoble though most painstaking

investigation of the investments of the leaders, with an innuendo

even if disclaimed. I shall believe until compelled to think, other

wise that they wanted to make a nation and invested (bet) on the

belief that they would make one, not that they wanted a powerful

government because they had invested. Belittling arguments always
have a force of their own, but you and I believe that high-minded-

ness is not impossible to man. The result is that I am not taking

unmixed pleasure in one pf the ablest and most instructive books

that I have read for a long time. I have brought with me Bertrand

Russell s Philosophy, but that must wait till I have finished Par-

rington s second volume. I have let in a little sweetness and light by

reading en passant, But Gentlemen Marry Brunettes, a sequel to

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes, with which perhaps you improved your
mind. But sexual talk or innuendo is displeasing from a woman, I

1 Olmstead v. U. S., 277 U. S., p. 466. (See above, p. 359.)
2 In his dissenting opinion Justice Brandeis sinted that the lapping of

telephone wires and the use of evidence so obtained violated llic constitutional

provisions against unreasonable searches and seimrcs
(&amp;lt;flh Amendment) , nnd

against compelling :i person in a criminal case to become a witness against

himself (jlh Amendment) . Holmes in his disscnl said: &quot;While I do nol deny
it, I am not prepared to say that Ihe penumbra of the 4th and r,th amendments
covers the defendant, although I fully agree that Courts are apt to err by

sticking too closely to the words of a law where those words import a policy
that goes beyond them.&quot;
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think. Perhaps because we know, though the older literary tradition
is the: other way, that they take less interest, in the business than we
do. We have been here a week and a half and are settling into our
routine, the main event a motor drive of two hours, which is

about my limit,
(I interrupted myself here to write to the Clerk

to send you ihc opinion and dissents in the above mentioned case

if he still has copies.) Please give my love to Lady Pollock. I rarely
see anyone bin am happy in solitude. Most of the places here now
to me are sockels from which the occupants that I knew have been
extracted by the final dentist.

Yours ever,

O. W. H.
. . . The Prayer Book is a mystery that I. do not touch.

Washington, April zi, 1932
MY nKAR POLLOCK:

Probably you will have returned from your I hope successful trip

to and on the Mediterranean. I envy you, but I am being happily
idle and persuading myself thai

&amp;lt;ji

has outlived duty. I can imagine
a book on the law, gelling rid o[ all lalk of duties and rights

beginning will) ilic definition of laiv in ihe lawyer s sense as a siatc-

mc-ni of the 1 rinumsianc.es in which the public force will be brought
to bear upon a man llmnigh the Courts, and expounding rights as

llie liypo.siasi.s
of a prophecy in .shod, systematizing some of my

old chc stiuiis. But F don l mean lo do it or to bother about any

thing. We ace reading Spengler, Tlir Decline of the Wfisl, a learned,

original book, wrillcn with incredible German arrogance, and not

in all believed by me, bin wonderfully suggestive an odious ani

mal who inusi be read. A lot of other stuff is being waded through
and I am lightly .skipping ihrough ihc little book on Marcel

Proust. 1 The cherry trees around the Potomac basin have been as

beautiful as ever but probably are near their end. My love to Lady
Pollock.

Yours ever,

O. W. H.

Lcon Pierre-Quint, Marcel Proust (1995, translated 1987).



evidence as based on its being obtained by &quot;unethical&quot; means (hor
rid phrase), although he adds 8c by a misdemeanor under the laws

of Washington.
1

I said that the State of Washington had made it a

crime and that the Government could not put itself in the position

of offering to pay for a crime in order to get evidence of another

crime. Brandeis wrote much more elaborately, but I didn t agree
with all that he said.

2
1 should not have printed what I wrote, how

ever, if he had not asked me to. I am reading an able book.: Parring-

ton, Main Currents in American Thought, which gives a very in

teresting picture, or rather analysis, of the elements at work from

the beginning. But I shall not easily believe the thesis running

through it and started by earlier works of Beard (An Economic

Interpretation of the Constitution, etc.) to the effect that the Con
stitution primarily represents the triumph of the money power over

democratic agrarianism 8c individualism. Beard I thought years ago
when I read him went into rather ignoble though most painstaking

investigation of the investments of the leaders, with an innuendo

even if disclaimed. I shall believe until compelled to think other

wise that they wanted to make a nation and invested (bet) on the

belief that they would make one, not that they wanted a powerful

government because they had invested. Belittling arguments always
have a force of their own, but you and I believe that high-minded-
ness is not impossible to man. The result is that I am not taking
unmixed pleasure in one of the ablest and most instructive books

that I have read for a long time. I have brought with me Bertram!

Russell s Philosophy, but that must wait till I have finished Par-

rington s second volume. I have let in a little sweetness and light by

reading en passant, But Gentleman Marry Brunettes, a sequel to

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes, with which perhaps you improved your
mind. But sexual talk or innuendo is displeasing from a woman, I

1 Olmstead \. U. S., 277 U. S,, p. -jGG. (See above, p. 3r,9.)

2 In his dissenting opinion Justice Brandcis slated that the tapping of

telephone wires and the use of evidence so obtained violated (he const! tmlonitl

provisions against unreasonable searches and seizures (^tb Amendment) , and

against compelling a person in a criminal case to become a witness against
himself (5th Amendment) . Holmes in his dissent said: &quot;While I do not deny
it, I am not prepared to say that the penumbra of die

&amp;lt;|th
and gth amendments

covers the defendant, although I fully agree that Cowls are apt to err by

sticking too closely to the words of a law where those words Import a policy
that goes beyond them.&quot;
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think. Perhaps because .we know, though the older literary tradition
is the other way, that they take less interest in the business than we
do. We have been here a week and a half and are settling into our
routine, the main event a motor drive of two hours, which is

about my limit. (I interrupted myself here to write to the Clerk
to send you the opinion and dissents in the above mentioned case

if he still has copies.) Please give my love to Lady Pollock. I rarely
see anyone but am happy in solitude. Most of the places here now
to me are sockets from which the occupants that I knew have been
extracted by the final dentist.

Yours ever,

O. W. H.
. . . The Prayer Book is a mystery that I do not touch.

Washington, April 21, 1932
MY DEAR POLLOCK:

Probably you will have returned from your I hope successful trip
to and on the Mediterranean. I envy you, but I am being happily
idle and persuading myself that 91 has outlived duty. I can imagine
a book on the law, getting rid of all talk of duties and rights

beginning with the definition of law in the lawyer s sense as a state

ment of the circumstances in which the public force will be brought
to bear upon a man through the Courts, and expounding rights as

the hypostasis of a prophecy in short, systematizing some of my
old chestnuts. But I don t mean to do it or to bother about any

thing. We are reading Spengler, The Decline of the West, a learned,

original book, written with incredible German arrogance, and not

in all believed, by me, but wonderfully suggestive an odious ani

mal who must be read. A lot of other stuff is being waded through
and I am lightly skipping through the little book on Marcel

Proust.1 The cherry trees around the Potomac basin have been as

beautiful as ever but probably are near their end. My love to Lady
Pollock.

Yours ever,

O. W. H.

Pierre-Quint, Marcel Proust (1985, translated 1927).



evidence as based on its being obtained by &quot;unethical&quot; means (hor
rid phrase) , although he adds 8c by a misdemeanor under the laws
of Washington.

1
I said that the State of Washington had made it a

crime and that the Government could not put itself in the position
of offering to pay for a crime in order to get evidence of another
crime. Brandeis wrote much more elaborately, but I didn t agree
with all that he said.

2 I should not have printed what I wrote, how
ever, if he had not asked me to. I am reading an able book: Parring-
ton, Main Currents in American Thought, which gives a very in

teresting picture, or rather analysis, of the elements at work from

the beginning. But I shall not easily believe the thesis running

through it and started by earlier works of Beard (An Economic

Interpretation of the Constitution, etc.) to the effect that the Con
stitution primarily represents the triumph of the money power over

democratic agrarianism & individualism. Beard I thought years ago
when I read him went into rather ignoble though most painstaking

investigation of the investments of the leaders, with an innuendo

even if disclaimed. I shall believe until compelled to think other

wise that, they wanted to make a nation and invested (bet) on the

belief that they would make one, not that they wanted a powerful

government because they had invested. Belittling arguments always

have a force of their own, but you and I believe that high-minded-

ness is not impossible to man. The result is that I am not taking

unmixed pleasure in one of the ablest and most instructive books

that I have read for a long time. I have brought with me Bertrand

Russell s Philosophy, but that must wait till I have finished Par-

rington s second volume. I have let in a little sweetness and light by

reading en passant; But Gentlemen Marry Brunettes, a sequel to

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes, with which perhaps you improved your

mind. But sexual talk or innuendo is displeasing from a woman, I

1 Olmstead v. U. S., a?7 U. S., p. 466. (See above, p. 359.)
2 In his dissenting opinion Justice Brandeis staled that the tapping of

telephone wires and the use of evidence so obtained violated the constitutional

provisions against unreasonable searches and seizures (/)th Amendment) , and

against compelling a person in a criminal case to become a witness agaUist

himself (5th Amendment) . Holmes in his dissent said: &quot;While I do not deny

it, I am not prepared to say that the penumbra of the
&amp;lt;|lh

and r,th amendments

covers the defendant, although I fully agree that Courts arc apt to err by

sticking too closely to the words of a law where those words import a policy

that goes beyond them.&quot;
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think. Perhaps because ,\ve know, though the older literary tradition
is the other way, that they take less interest in the business than we
do. We have been here a week and a half and are settling into our
routine, the main event a motor drive o two hours, which is

about my limit. (I interrupted myself here to write to the Clerk
to send you the opinion and dissents in the above mentioned case
if he still has copies.) Please give my love to Lady Pollock. 1 rarely
see anyone but am happy in solitude. Most of the places here now
to rnc are sockets from which the occupants that I knew have been
extracted by the final dentist.

Yours ever,

O. W. H.
. . . The Prayer Book is a mystery that I do not touch.

Washington, April zi, 1932
MY DEAR POLLOCK:

Probably you will have returned from your I hope successful trip
to and on the Mediterranean. I envy you, but I am being happily
idle and persuading myself that 91 has outlived duty. I can imagine
a book on the law, getting rid of all talk of duties and rights

beginning with the definition of law in the lawyer s sense as a state

ment of the circumstances in which the public force will be brought
to bear upon a man through the Courts, and expounding rights as

the hypostasis of a prophecy in short, systematizing some of my
old chestnuts. But I clon t mean to do it or to bother about any
thing. We are reading Spengler, The Decline of the West, a learned,

original book, written with incredible German arrogance, and not

in all believed by me, but wonderfully suggestive an odious ani

mal who must be read. A lot of other stuff is being waded through
and I am lightly skipping through the little book on Marcel

Proust.1 The cherry trees around the Potomac basin have been as

beautiful as ever but probably are near their end. My love to Lady
Pollock.

Yours ever,

O. W. H.

Pierre-Quint, Marcel Proust (1925, translated 1927).



3. Last Words

Holmes was graceful and epigrammatic to the end. On his resign^
tion from the Court, his more than ninety years did not prevail

him, in his letters to his colleagues who had sat with him and lift

members of the Bar who had argued cases before him, from turning

a phrase and placing a punchline as effectively as ever. Some month*

before he resigned he agreed to take part in a celebration of h$
ninetieth birthday and spoke from his home over the radio, &quot;T&

live is to function,&quot; he said. &quot;. . . Death plucks my ears and

Live I am coming.
&quot;

I have thought it best for these words to

this volume. It is worth noting that in his three last utterances th#

figures Holmes uses for life are the sun s course, a Japanese pictuff
the arrow in the chase, the horse race, fire. &quot;We live by symbols.
Holmes once said, and the symbols he used were not without meati&quot;

ing. The race, the chase, the sun, the flame, the picture that doff

not end with the margin these come closer than any words of attl&quot;

own could to delineating Holmes from the inside of his mind arid

faith.

&quot;GOLD TO THE SUNSET&quot;

Supreme Court of United Statct
*

Washington, D, C.

January iz&amp;gt; /pja
MY DEAR BRETHREN:

You must let me call you so once more. Your more than kind,

your generous, letter touches me to the bottom of my heart. The
long and intimate association with men who so command my respect
and admiration could not but fix my affection as well. For such
little time as may be left for me I shall treasure it as adding gold to
the sunset.

Affectionately yours,
OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES
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THE ARROW L\ FLAMES

Washington, D. C

February zg, /&amp;lt;yj2

GKNTI.EMF.N OF THE FEDERAL BAR ASSOCIATION:

Your kind invitation for March 8 has IK-CII answered. I bdirvr.

in clue form. But I cannot say Farewell t life and you in formal

words. Life seems to me like a Japanese picture which our imagina
tion does not allow to end with the margin. We aim at the infinite

and when our arrow falls to earth it is in flames.

At times the ambitious ends of life ha\e made it seem to me

lonely, but it has not been. You have given me the companionship
of dear friends who have helped to keep alive the fire in my heart.

If I could think that I had sent a spark to those who conic after

I should be ready to say Goodbye.
O. W. HOLMES

&quot;DEATH PLUCKS MY EARS&quot;
1

In this symposium my part is only to sit in silence. To express

one s feelings as the end draws near is too intimate a task.

But I may mention one thought that comes to me as a listener-in.

The riders in a race do not stop short when they reach the goal.

There is a little finishing canter before coming to a standstill.

There is time to hear the kind voice of friends and to say to one s

self: &quot;The work is done.&quot;

But just as one says that, the answer comes: &quot;The race is over,

but the work never is done while the power to work remains.&quot;

The canter that brings you to a standstill need not be only com

ing to rest. It cannot be while you still live. For to live is to func

tion. That is all there is in living.

And so I end with a line from a Latin poet who uttered the

message more than fifteen hundred years ago:

&quot;Death plucks my ears and says,
Live I am coming.&quot;

i March, 1931: A radio talk on the occasion of a national criebratkm of his

ninetieth birthday.



. Last Words

Holmes was graceful and epigrammatic to the end. On his resigna

tion from the Court, his more than ninety years did not prevent

him,, in his letters to his colleagues who had sat with him and the

members of the Bar who had argued cases before him, from turning
a phrase and placing a punchline as effectively as ever. Some months

before he resigned he agreed to take part in. a celebration of his

ninetieth birthday and spoke from his home over the radio. &quot;To

live is to function,&quot; he said. &quot;. . . Death plucks my ears and says,

Live I am coming.
&quot;

I have thought it best for these words to close

this volume. It is worth noting that in his three last utterances the

figures Holmes uses for life are the sun s course, a Japanese picture,

the arrow in the chase, the horse race, fire. &quot;We live by symbols,&quot;

Holmes once said, and the symbols he used were not without mean

ing. The race, the chase, the sun, the flame, the picture that does

not. end with the margin these come closer than any words of our

own could to delineating Holmes from the inside of his mind and

faith.

&quot;GOLD TO THE SUNSET&quot;

Supreme Court of United States
1

Washington, D. C.

January iz, 1932

MY DEAR BRETHREN:

You must let me call you so once more. Your more than kind,

your generous, letter touches me to the bottom of my heart. The

long and intimate association with men who so command my respect

and admiration could not but fix my affection as well. For such

little time as may be left for me I shall treasure it as adding gold to

the sunset.

Affectionately yours,

OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES
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THE ARROW IN FLAMES

Washington, D. C.

February 29, 1932
GKNTF.KMKN OF TIIK FKDKUAT, BAR ASSOCIATION:

Your kind invitation for March 8 has been answered, I believe,

in due form. Hut. I cannot say Farewell to life and you in formal

words. Life seems to me like a Japanese picture which our imagina
tion does not allow to end with the margin. We aim at the infinite

and when our arrow falls to earth it is in flames.

At limes the ambitious c-nds of life have made it seem to me
lonely, but it has not been. You have given me the companionship
of dear friends who have: helped to keep alive the fire in my heart.

If I could think that I had sent a spark to those who come after

I should be ready to say Goodbye.
O. W. HOLMES

&quot;DEATH PLUCKS MY EARS&quot;
1

In l his .symposium my part is only to sit in silence. To express
one s feelings as the end draws near is too intimate a task.

But I may mention one thought that, comes to me as a listener-in.

The riders in a race do not stop short when they reach the goal.

There is a little finishing canter before coming to a standstill.

There is lime to hear the kind voice of friends and to say to one s

self: &quot;The work i.s done.&quot;

Hut just as OIK; says that, the answer comes: &quot;The race is over,

but the work never i.s done while the power to work remains.&quot;

Tlte canter that brings you to a standstill need not be only com

ing if) rest. It cannot IK: while you still live. For to live is to func

tion. Thai is all there is in living.

And so I end with a line from a Latin poet who uttered the

message more than fifteen hundred years ago:

&quot;Death plucks my cars and says, Live I am coming.&quot;

* Miurli. IO.HI: A radio uilk on the occasion of n national celebration of his



Note on the Holmes Literature

I, Collections of Holmcs s Writings
Shriver, Harry C. (Ed.) , The Judicial Opinions of Oliver

Wendell Holmes (1940) (State court opinions)

Lief, Alfred (Ed.) , Representative Opinions of Mr. Justice

Holmes (1931)

Lief, Alfred (Ed.) , Dissenting Opinions of Mr. Justice

Holmes (1929)

Shriver, Harry C. (Ed.), Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes:

His Book Notices and Uncollected Letters and Papers

(1936)

Howe, Mark DeWolfe (Ed.) , Holmes-Pollock Letters (1941)

II. Bibliographical Sources

There is as yet no reliable biography of Holmes. Silas

Bent s volume is discussed below. As this goes to press a

brief life by Catherine Drinker Bowen is promised for

early publication. Just as I had finished reading the proofs of

the present book, Attorney General Francis Biddle s Mr. Jus
tice Holmes (1942) came to hand, but too late for me to make
use of it. The lay reader will find it colorful and evocative,

much of it written in Holmes s own words. A definitive full-

length biography is in preparation by Professor Mark De-

Wolfe Howe of the University of Buffalo Law School, to

whom Holmes s executor has entrusted the Holmes papers.

Lacking these papers the road of a biographical essay is dusty,

uncertain, and beset with thorns. Holmes s life was in its out

lines one of the most exciting, as his personality was one of

the richest, in American history. Yet the details that would

give substance to these outlines are thus far lacking. I have

in my biographical essay not sought to go beyond the needs

of a brief sketch as an introduction of Holmes to the lay

reader, and have used only the available published material.

The richest published material on Holmes s life and work
will be found in the Holmes-Pollock Letters, edited by Mark
DeWolfe Howe. I have borrowed freely from these letters

not only for facts about his life but also for light on his
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Leiterx tin 1 inosi convenient general biographical material is

in Silas Bent s rambling, occasionally incorrect, frequently

padded, ami yet shrewd and suggestive biography, Justice
Olh t f ]] i inlt ll Holmes (H);) -!) , and in the memorial volume
of i ri bull s to llolmi s on his ninetieth birthday, Mr. Justice

Unimex (i();ji), edited by Professor (now Justice) Felix

Frankfurter, parlicularly the delightful essay by Eli/abcth

Shepley Sergeant, &quot;Jusiia-
Touched with Fire,&quot; which is

also reprinted in her Fire Under the Amirs (191)7) . The most
anthoritativi is the biographical material included in John
Gorham Palfrey s introduciion to (he Holmes-Pollock Let

ters, cited above.

Km the various phases of Holmes s life the following have

been useful: On the elder Holmes there is a discursive two-

volume I. iff mid Letters, by John T. Morse, Jr. (188(1) which
is worth paging through and which contains some homely
family material on the son. The best discussion of Dr. Holmes
that 1 have found is the extended introduction by S. I. Haya-
kawa and Howard Mumford Jones in their book of. Repre
sentative .Selections from his writings in the &quot;American

Writers Seiies&quot; (t;)^;)) . There are some readable and evoca

tive chapters on him (chs. 18 and
a(i) in Van Wyck Brooks,

Tlit / lowering nf New Kngland (t&amp;lt;)^(&amp;gt;)
and (ch. i) , New

Ilnnlnnd: fiidinn Summer (ii).jo) , The section on Dr. Holmes
in Vermm L. Parrington, Main dim-ills in American

Tlinunlit, vol. u (ti)i!7), |!)i&quot;.|!)&amp;lt;),
is a harsh estimate of him,

but well worth study for the social milieu in which Holmes

grew up. The climate and mood of this milieu are more

sympathetically presented in the volumes by Brooks cited

above. The Boston of the tK.io s i.s also well described in

Henry Stecle Commager .s Theodore Parker (1936) ch. 0,

&quot;The Hub of the Universe.&quot; F. (). Maiihiesscn, Ameri

can Ki iini\xinirf (i)-|t)i without any direct bearing on

Holmes, in a brilliant introduction to the literary history of

New Knglancl dining his boyhood,
Holmes

1

, t.flneinlne have been excellently treated in F. C.

Fiecltter, Jr.. &quot;The Preparation of an American Aristocrat,&quot;

AV?j&amp;gt; i-.iiKlnntl (J/r/rr/v, vol. fi
(IC)JJ.H), .^-liB. There is no

histutv o( Harvard which covers this period, ,S. E. Morison

tiavutK begun the uiii.sirneiion of his momimental history

Union Pacific- fashion, working from both ends toward the
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Owen Wister has left an interesting description of the

&quot;Roosevelt Familiars&quot; in Roosevelt: The Story of a Friend

ship (1933) ; it must, however, be read carefully because

of its savage unfairness to Justice Brandeis and its strange

mouthings about Brandeis as an &quot;Oriental&quot; mind. Henry F.

Pringle s Theodore Roosevelt, a Biography (1931) and
Matthew Josephson s The President Makers (1940), 142-

343, have also been helpful for an insight into Roosevelt s

relation to his circle. The Court at the time Holmes came to

it and in later years is discussed in Charles Warren, The

Supreme Court in United States History (1922) , vol. 2. No
good biographies are available as yet of Holmes s colleagues
with the exception of Henry F. Pringle s Life and Times of

William Howard Taft, 2 vols. (1939), from which I have

drawn for Taf t s opinions of Holmes. Alfred Licf s Brandeis:

The Personal History of an American Ideal (1936) is also

valuable for the friendship between Holmes and Brandeis;

and the forthcoming definitive biography of Brandeis by

Alpheus T. Mason should shed more light.

Of Holmes in his later years on the Court we have had

very few reliable glimpses. This gap could be repaired; since

Holmes s legal secretaries, one of whom came to him each

year from the Harvard Law School, were also his almost

constant companions, a book made up of their recollections

and whatever records they may have kept would be of great
value. Meanwhile the following may be consulted: an inter

view with Holmes in 1925 by Walter Tittle in no Century

(1925), 181-186; F. Frankfurter, &quot;October Days,&quot; 3 Today

(i935) . 5; Richard W. Hale, Some Table Talk of Mr. Justice

Holmes and &quot;the Mrs.&quot; (1935); Derby, &quot;Recollections of

Mr. Justice Holmes,&quot; is New York University Law Quarterly
Review (1935) , 345~353-

III. Commentary on Holmes

i. Collection o articles:

Harvard Law Review, vol. 29 (April 1916) , 565-704; a

symposium in honor of Holmes, dedicated to him on

his seventy-fifth birthday; articles by Sir Frederick

Pollock, John H. Wigmore, Morris R. Cohen, Felix

Frankfurter, Eugene Ehrlich, Learned Hand, and

Roscoe Pound, either on Holmes or inspired by him

Illinois Law Review, vol. 10 (1916), 617; dedicated to
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Haward Law Review, vol. 34 (March 1921), 449-533;
dedicated to Holmes on his eightieth birthday; only
the article by Roscoe Pound, however, is on Holmes

Columbia Law Review, vol. 31 (March 1931), 349-532;
dedicated to Holmes 011 his ninetieth

birthday; articles

by Frederick Pollock and Morris R. Cohen on Holmes
Harvard Law Review, vol. 44. (March 1931), 677-828;

dedicated to Holmes on his ninetieth birthday; articles

by Charles Evans Hughes, Lord Sankey, W. A. Jowitt,

Benjamin N. Cardo/.o, Sir Frederick Pollock, Roscoe

Pound, Theodore Plucknctt, Felix Frankfurter all

directly on Holmes
Yale Law Journal, vol. 40 (March 1931), 683-842;

dedicated to Holmes on his ninetieth birthday; articles

by Harold J. Laski and Hesscl E. Yntetna on Holmes,

and an article by Karl Llewellyn inspired by Holmes

Mr. Justice Holmes, a symposium volume, ed. by Felix

Frankfurter (1931) . Contains articles by Charles

Evans Hughes, Benjamin N. Cardozo, John Dewey,
Felix Frankfurter, Learned Hand, Harold

J. Laski,

Walter Lippmann, Philip Littcll, Josef Redlich, Eliza

beth Shepley Sergeant, John I-I. Wigmore

2. Other Commentary
The list below is an imperfect selection, in which space

has compelled me to omit much that is of value. It will,

however, give some indication of the richness of the

body of Holmes scholarship and commentary. For more

exhaustive bibliographies, see Harry C. Shriver, Justice

Oliver Wendell Holmes: Flis Hook Notices and Uncol-

lected Letters and Papers (1936) , 24.7-276; Karl Llewel

lyn, &quot;Holmes,&quot; 35 CLR (1935) , 490-4.92; and John C.

Ford, S.J., &quot;The Fundamentals of Hohnes s Juristic

Philosophy,&quot; Proceedings of the Jesuit Philosophical As

sociation (1941), 77-81
Aitchison, Clyde B., &quot;Justice

Holmes and the Develop
ment of Administrative Law,&quot; i George Washington
Law Review (1933), 165-171

Beard, Charles A., &quot;Justice
Oliver Wendell Holmes,&quot; 33

Current History (1931), 801-806

Bent, Silas, Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, a Biography

(1932)
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Holmes&quot; 14 New England Quarterly (1941), 4.78-

487
Cardo/o, Benjamin N., &quot;Mr. Justice Holmes,&quot; 44. HLR

(Mairh i();|i), ()8a-(5()a; reprinted in Frankfurter,
I d., &amp;lt;\lr. Jttxliec Holmes (1931)

Chalet-, /echariah, Jr., Freedom of S[&amp;gt;eecli (igao); rev.

I d. l rcr Xjieeeli in the United Xlnlcs (194.1)

( .lark, Charles E.. &quot;Case Suuly ol a Liberal,&quot; 6 Saturday
Itet ifw ti[ Literature (December 21, 1929) , 581-582

Colii ii, Morris R., &quot;Justice Holmes,&quot; 25 New Republic
(itjy i) . 2().| -29(1, a review ot Collected Legal Papers:

reprinted in Frankiurier, ed., Mr. Justice Holmes

( 9:1 )

&quot;Jusiiu-
Holnu .s and the Nature ol the Law,&quot; 31 CLR

(Muirli 19:11). iifia-jjlly; reprimed in Cohen, Law
tintl llie Stieial Order (1933)1 H)8~ai8

&quot;Jusiici-
Holmes,&quot; 8a New

ltel&amp;gt;itl&amp;gt;lic (1935) , 206-209
&quot;A Criiicul Skeuli ol Li-ffjil l hili)S()[)hy in America,&quot;

/.HO ,-l Century
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;j

/ ro^rrv.v, vol. 2 (1937) , aOG-gog
Cook. Wiilu-r \\ ., &quot;Oliver Wendell Holmes, Scientist,&quot;

ui .-I in. llnr .l.ixn. /. (April 1935) , 211-213

Ik-wry, John, &quot;Justice
Holmes and the Liberal Mind,&quot;

?,;(
.\V Rejntlilie (Jiinuary n, 1938), yio-aia; re-

pvitiifd in Uewey, Cliaiiti ter.i and Kvcnit, ed. Joseph
Katnrr (ujan), vol. i, u&amp;gt;o-i(); also in l- rankl virter,

cil., ,\li: Jmtite Holmes (1931)

Fisdi. M. It.. &quot;Mr. Jusi ur Holmes, the prediction theory

of law, and
pni{&amp;gt;,maiism,&quot; Journal oj Philosophy

(i (Mi). Hj ()7

Flank, tfroine. Litw tind the Modern Mind (1930)

&quot;Air Judgrt Human?,&quot; Ho University of Pennsylvania
J.an liri ieti (November 1931), 17

&quot;Mr. |nstur Holmes and Non-Euclidian Legal Think

ing.&quot; 17 C.tnni ll Law Ojmrlt.rly Review (June

Ml.l^) f) )(!.}

Fianklintfr, 1 Vlix, &quot;Tin- Consiitiuionrd Opinions ot

ftistitr Holmes,&quot; at) HLR (April 191(1), 083-099
&quot; tVriuv Vrais of Mr. Justice Holmes Consiiuitional

Opinions.&quot; ;t&amp;lt;i

HI.R (Junf i(|3). &amp;lt;I&amp;lt;H,)39

&quot;Mt. fjisiitr Holmes and the Constitution: A Review

of Hit I wrim Five Ytsus on the Supreme Court,&quot;
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Pollard, Joseph P., &quot;Justice
Holmes Dissents,&quot; 85 Scrib-

tier s (January iyag) , aa-ag

Pollock, Sir Frederick, &quot;Abrams r. United Slates,&quot; ar,o

U.S. (iif). 36 Law Quarterly Review (October iyao),

334-33&quot;

&quot;Mr. Justice Holmes,&quot; 44 IILR (March iy;{i), (it)-}-

Ggf&amp;gt;

&quot;Ad Multos Annos,&quot; 31 CLR (March 1931), 349-35
&quot;Mr. Justice Holmes,&quot; 48 IILR (June

Pound, Roscoe, &quot;Liberty
of Contract,&quot; 18 YLJ (ujotj),

154--1K7

&quot;Judge
Holmes Contributions to the Science of Law,&quot;

34.
MLR (March iyai) ,

44&amp;lt;h4r&amp;gt;3

Powell, Thomas Reed, &quot;Holmes and Pollock,&quot; a review

of the Holinex-l tillofh Letters, ir,a Nation (1041),

r&amp;gt;

8
&amp;lt;)-59

( &amp;gt;

Richardson, Dorsey, Constitutional Doctrines of Justice.

Oliver Wendell flolniex (Mja.j)

Smith, T. V., Creative Slte/tlirx (u)3-l) t: l&amp;lt; ; &amp;gt; i vi.sctl in

Tim Deinoi t titie Tradition in America (KJ ] i) , ch. 4

Tully, Netlleion, &quot;The Philosophy of Mr. Justice Holmes
on Freedom of

Speech,&quot; $ Xntitliwrsln n Social Sci

ence Quarterly (Marcli iya;|), aHy-jjor,

Wigmore, John H.,
&quot;Justice

riolmes and I lie Law of

Torts,&quot; ay HLR (April lyifi), (ioi-(ii(i; reprinted
in Frankfurter, eel., Air. Justiee ffnlmex

Wu, John C. II., &quot;The Juristic Philosophy of Justice

Holmes,&quot; a i Mie.iiigan Law Review (Nfarch njajj),

.

I
5
23~5 l

1 reprinli tl in VVu s The Art of Law (lyjjfi)

&quot;The Mind of Mr. Justice Holmes,&quot; 8 China Law
Review (August 1935), 77-108; reprinted in VVu s

The Art. of Law (ig$G)

Yntema, Hessel K., &quot;Mr, Justice Holmes View of Legal
Science,&quot; 40 YLJ (March ujy i) ,

(i
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